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Smith & Wesson Model 1913 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #7188, 35 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore with light
oxidation staining toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about
85% original blue finish with scattered oxidation staining and holster
wear at the muzzle. The smooth walnut factory grips with S&W
medallions about good with a tight vertical 2" crack in the left grip panel
and scattered light dings and scratches. The pistol includes a single
incorrect non-S&W magazine. (25A9477-12) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 400
Fabrique Nationale Model 1910 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #397791, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 95% original blue showing
some thinning along the gripstraps, high edge wear and a few scattered
moderate scratches along the back surface of the frame and slide. The
black checkered hard rubber "FN" grips remain in near excellent
condition showing a few light handling marks. One original magazine is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9275-11) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 400
Smith & Wesson 32 Safety Hammerless Revolver
serial #162198, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" ribbed round barrel with an about good
bore showing scattered light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this second model revolver retain about 95% factory
refurbished bright blue showing some light flaking around the muzzle
toning to gray patina, some scattered light freckling, high edge wear and
a couple tiny errant pinprick pits underneath the finish. The butt is
marked with a star refurbish mark and the inside grip frame with
refurbish date "4-16". The original markings are mostly clear with the
S&W trademark on the right side frame showing some softening. The
smooth unmarked mother-of-pearl grips remain in near excellent
condition showing a couple tiny flakes at the edges and minor handling
marks. All of the serialized parts are matching, barrel-to-frame fit is solid
and the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9275-12)
{C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Remington Model 95 Double Deringer
serial #442, 41 RF, 3" barrels with mostly bright very good bores
showing a few scattered small patches of oxidation and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this deringer retain perhaps 10-15%
original bright blue mostly in the protected areas along the barrel with
the balance worn to a mild gunmetal gray patina showing some fine
pinprick pitting and a small ding on the barrel rib. The extractor shows
some flakes of fire blue and the Remington Arms Co. address remains
clear. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some smoothing and light dings. The barrels are
matching the frame, barrel-to-frame fit shows some light play and there
is a crack in the left side hinge. The hammer functions crisply and the
firing pin pivots accordingly. (13A9275-45) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
Johnson Bye & Co Favorite No. 2 Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #3929, 32 RF, 3" octagon barrel with a good bore showing
scattered small patches of oxidation, bright areas and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 97% original
nickel finish showing some light flaking toning to gray-brown patina
along the gripstrap and some finer areas along the high edges of the
frame. There are some tiny imperfections along the base of the frame
but these are unobtrusive. The hammer and trigger show some good
case-hardened colors toning to an attractive smoky gray patina and the
barrel is crisply marked "FAVORITE No. 2". The smooth walnut grips are
stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition
retaining most of their original varnish with just some scattered very light
dings and handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching and
the action functions crisply with solid timing and lock-up. A handsome
little spur trigger revolver. (13A9275-39) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
J. Rupertus Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #10013, 22 RF, 2 3/4" barrel with an about good bore showing
scattered light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 96% original nickel finish showing some
scattered fine flaking, minor freckling and handling marks. The patent
and address markings along the barrel remain clear and the hammer
shows some nice case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut grips
remain in near excellent condition retaining a generous amount of
original varnish with some scattered light dings and handling marks. The
action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold
reliably although timing and lock-up are solid. (13A9275-43) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
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Forehand & Wadsworth Sidehammer Pocket Revolver
serial #34496, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about
90% original nickel finish showing some scattered light flaking along the
cylinder and some moderate dings and tool marks scattered about. The
left side barrel and patent markings remain clear. The smooth rosewood
grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus
condition retaining strong original varnish showing a neat repair along
the edge of the left panel, light dings and handling marks. The action will
require mechanical attention as the bolt does not lock the cylinder
correctly, although timing is generally good. (13A9275-51) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
Moore's Patent Firearms Co. Front-Loading Revolver
serial #2469, 32 Teat-fire, 3 1/4" barrel with a good bore showing
scattered light oxidation and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 94% older period reapplied nickel finish showing
some scattered tiny flakes and mild freckles. The barrel address and
some of the factory foliate engraving have softened due to the
refinishing. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition
showing some remnants of a dark older reapplied varnish flaking
throughout along with some minor handling marks. All of the appropriate
parts appear to be matching by assembly number, the half cock notch is
somewhat worn but the action otherwise seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9275-49) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
National Arms Co. Moore's Patent Front-Loading Revolver
serial #30514, 32 Teat-fire, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The barrel, cylinder and hooked ejector have mostly
toned to a deep plum-brown patina showing some scattered fine
pinprick pitting and freckling. The frame is a pleasant ocher patina
showing a few light dings and minor freckling. The barrel address is
clearly legible and the revolver is embellished with nice factory foliate
scrollwork with light punch-dot shading along the frame that remains
rather crisp. The smooth walnut grips are pencil-numbered to the gun
and remain in very good condition showing strong original varnish along
the left panel, the right panel mostly devoid of finish and scattered light
handling marks. There is no visible number on the extractor or wedge
but the remaining parts are matching by assembly number. Timing and
lock-up will require some mechanical attention, barrel-to-frame fit shows
some play and the hammer still functions crisply. A very good example
with the more desirable hooked extractor. (13A9275-48) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 550
Ethan Allen & Co. Sidehammer Pocket Revolver
serial #1793, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a partially bright bore
showing scattered oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces retain about 95-96% original nickel finish showing some light
flaking along the edge of the cylinder and breech, a couple smaller tiny
flakes and freckles scattered about. The left side barrel address remains
crisp, the patent dates stamped a little lighter but still legible. The
smooth rosewood grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in
very good plus condition showing some smoothing at the high edges, a
few light dings and most of their original varnish. All numbered parts
appear to be matching and the action seems to function well
mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. (13A9275-37) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #56284, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing moderate oxidation, bright areas and strong rifling throughout.
The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 98% reapplied polished
nickel finish showing a couple tiny flakes, freckles and a few scattered
light scratches. The hinge screw head shows some slot wear and the
barrel and cylinder markings have softened somewhat but remain mostly
legible. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very good plus condition
showing a couple tiny chips along the edges and light dings and strong
antique varnish throughout. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the
gun and the left is un-numbered. The barrel and cylinder are matching
the frame by assembly number, barrel-to-frame fit shows some play and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9275-55)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
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Colt New Line 30 Pocket Revolver
serial #3239, 30 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with a fair-good bore showing small
patches of light pitting and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish showing some
scattered light flaking to gray-brown patina, light scratches and a few
small dings here and there. The etched "COLT NEW 30" panel on the
left side is rather soft but intact, the two-line barrel address is crisp and
clear and the right side frame is marked "30 CAL" above the loading
cutout. The hammer shows strong reapplied fire blue and there is a
crack forming at the spur. The smooth rosewood grips are
pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition
retaining a healthy amount of original varnish showing some scattered
light dings and handling marks. All remaining serialized parts are
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically with solid
timing and lock-up. A nice example of these little Colt revolvers.
(13A9275-33) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
Colt New Line 22 Pocket Revolver
serial #30964, 22 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 98-99%
reapplied polished nickel showing some scattered pinprick pitting, light
dings and scratches beneath the finish. The full serial number is no
longer legible due to the metal preparation (309 is visible) but the barrel
number and grip pencil number indicate the full serial number to be
"30964". The remaining markings are still mostly legible with some
overall softening. The base pin is a replacement and the smooth
rosewood grips remain in about very good condition showing a few thin
chips around the edges, light dings and remnants of original varnish.
The action remains functional with good timing and lock-up. (139275-34)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Colt Open Top Pocket Revolver
serial #91717, 22 RF, 2 3/8" barrel with a fair-good bore showing
scattered light pitting, bright areas and good rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 75% original nickel finish with
most of the loss along the barrel and front edge of the cylinder flaking to
a mild gunmetal gray patina along with some spots of light oxidation
staining and fine pinprick pitting. There are some scattered tiny dings
along the cylinder and the barrel address and "22 CAL" marking on the
frame remain mostly crisp and clear. The hammer shows strong fire blue
with some moderate freckling while the screw heads and sides of the
trigger show good remnants of fire blue. The smooth walnut grips are
pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition
retaining perhaps 90% original varnish with some areas of light flaking
and scattered light handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are matching
the frame, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action functions crisply with
very good timing and lock-up. A nice example for the antique arms or
Colt collector. (13A9275-36) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
Colt New Line 22 Pocket Revolver
serial #16644, 22 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with an about very good bore
showing a few small patches of light pitting, bright areas and strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps
90% original nickel finish with most of the loss along the cylinder and
barrel flaking to a mild gray-brown patina, some high edge wear along
the frame, a couple light dings and scratches. The barrel address and
caliber designation on the frame remain quite crisp and clear and the
etched "COLT NEW 22" panel on the left side barrel is very nice and
clear. The hammer has mostly toned to a silvery gray patina and the
sides of the trigger and base pin still retain some faint hints of fire blue.
The smooth rosewood grips remain in very good condition showing an
area of small dings below the escutcheon on the left panel and along the
base of the right but they otherwise retain about 90% original varnish.
The right panel is pencil-numbered to another gun and its fit is a little
proud of the frame and the left is un-numbered with excellent fit. The
barrel and cylinder are matching the frame and the action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. A very good
example with a nice bore and strong markings. (13A9275-35)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
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Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #32243, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed octagon barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore showing some good rifling. The barrel and cylinder have
mostly toned to a dark gray patina showing some old light pitting
scattered about, most noticeable along the cylinder while the ejector
spud still retains some flakes of original bright blue. The barrel address
remains intact and quite strong and the patent dates along the cylinder
are rather soft. The frame retains about 90% original silver finish
showing some high edge wear toning to ocher patina, some scattered
light dings, scratches and overall pleasant tarnishing. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in very good condition showing mostly worn
finish and scattered light dings. The right panel is stamp-numbered to
the gun and the other parts are matching by assembly number.
Barrel-to-frame fit shows some very light play, the cylinder bolt is a little
worn but the action is otherwise functional with good timing.
(13A9275-56) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #15261, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore showing evident rifling. The barrel and ejector spud retain perhaps
15-20% original bright blue scattered about the protected areas with
overall flaking to a mottled gray-brown patina, some scattered light dings
and remnants of a protective lacquer. The cylinder has mostly toned to a
dark gray-brown patina showing some scattered old light pitting. The
cylinder patent dates have mostly worn away and the barrel address
remains intact and legible. Some of the screw heads show slot wear and
the edge of the hammer spur has a tiny chip, the back surface of the
hammer shows some smoky remnants of case-hardened colors. The
frame retains about 94% original silver finish showing some high edge
wear toning to ocher brass, scattered small dings along the sideplate
and some of the high edges and overall pleasant tarnishing. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in about very good condition showing remnants
of an older reapplied varnish, a shallow 3/8" old chip at the heel of the
left panel that has smoothed-over somewhat and some other light
handling marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the
other parts are matching by assembly number. Barrel-to-frame fit is
solid, the action will require mechanical attention as the bolt does not
engage properly and timing is a little off but the hammer remains
functional. (13A9275-57) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked Percussion Muff Pistol
serial #68, .36 cal, 3 1/4" half round half octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol have toned to a dark mottled gray
and plum-brown patina showing some remnants of older reapplied blue,
scattered light and a few moderate dings along the barrel and some
sparsely scattered old minor pitting. The only visible marking is the "68"
with a small punch mark at the front bottom edge of the frame. The
smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition as lightly
refinished showing a few light dings and areas a little shy of the frame.
The hammer still functions crisply at half and full cock. (13A9275-42)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Hopkins & Allen X.L. 3 Double Action Revolver
serial #9970, 32 RF, 2 3/4" octagon barrel with a good partially bright
bore showing a few small patches of moderate oxidation near the
breech and otherwise strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 96% original nickel finish showing a few
sparsely scattered small flakes and freckles, a couple tiny pinprick pits
and handling marks. The hammer shows a few hints of smoky
case-hardened colors and the topstrap markings remain crisp and clear.
The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent
condition showing a few areas of light staining and perhaps a minor
handling mark or two. The action seems to function well mechanically in
both single and double action with solid timing and lock-up.
(13A9275-30) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
Smith & Wesson No. 1 Third Issue Revolver
serial #130764, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed round barrel with a dark bore
showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 95% original nickel finish showing some scattered tiny
flakes, freckles and spots of light oxidation staining. The barrel address
remains crisp and clear and the hammer shows some scattered specks
of oxidation staining with strong case-hardened colors. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in very good plus to perhaps near excellent
condition retaining most of their original varnish with some moderate
flaking along the left panel and a few scattered light dings. The right
panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the other parts are matching by
assembly number. Barrel-to-frame fit is excellent and the action will
require some mechanical attention as timing and lock-up are a bit off but
the hammer functions well. (13A9275-53) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
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Smith & Wesson No. 1 Third Issue Revolver
serial #101760, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed round barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore showing areas of strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 85-90% original nickel finish with most of the loss
along the cylinder and edges of the frame around the breech that show
evidence of a light cleaning with old pitting still visible. The balance of
the arm shows just some smaller scattered tiny flakes and light handling
marks. The barrel address remains clear and the hammer shows some
very good case-hardened colors. The smooth rosewood grips remain in
very good condition showing a tiny hairline crack at the base of the right
panel, scattered light dings and a healthy amount of original varnish that
is flaking lightly throughout. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the
gun and the other parts are matching by assembly number.
Barrel-to-frame fit shows some play and the action is generally
functional with rather loose lock-up, proper timing and a crisp hammer.
(13A9275-58) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 450
Jacob Rupertus Single Shot Deringer
serial #390, 32 RF, 4" barrel with a fair bore showing moderate oxidation
and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to a
dark gray patina with some scattered spots toning to a deep brown and
a few moderate sparsely scattered old dings mostly along the right side.
The hammer and sides of the trigger show some remnants of silvery
case-hardened patina and the patent and address markings along the
barrel have softened from the years but remain mostly legible. The
smooth rosewood grips remain in fair condition showing a number of
cracks running the length of either panel, one on the right side with
some old filler and a flexing splinter, and the grip screw is a
replacement. Barrel-to-frame fit is still very good, the half cock notch is
worn but the hammer otherwise seems to function well. (13A9275-31)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
Star Super B Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #1246635/53845, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 97% quality refurbished blue
showing some light high edge wear, a few tiny dings and handling
marks. There are some tiny remnants of pinprick pitting in some areas
beneath the finish and the markings remain mostly legible. The extractor
and hammer show nice refreshed straw color, the takedown lever has
toned to plum and the barrel and trigger remain mostly bright. The
checkered brown synthetic grips remain in very good plus condition
showing some overall minor smoothing and handling marks. The pistol
is import-marked by PW Arms on the right side slide and the rear sight
white dot insert is missing. The action seems to function well
mechanically and two magazines are included. (13A9275-14)
{MODERN}
Est. 200 - 300
Smith & Wesson Pre-Model 10 Double Action Revolver
serial #C425061, 38 Special, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue with most
of the loss due to thinning to gray patina along the gripstraps, some light
high edge and operational wear and one small area of minor pinprick
pitting along one of the cylinder flats. The trigger and hammer show
good case-hardened colors toning to a silvery gray patina and the front
sight has been modified slightly during the period of use with deep
serrations. Someone has also added an "L" before the "C" prefix on the
butt for no apparent reason. The checkered walnut grips with silver S&W
medallions remain in good condition showing a small thin chip at the top
edge of the left panel, another small thin chip at the right edge of the
right panel, small dings around the checkering borders and handling
marks. The right panel is numbered to another gun and both panels still
fit very well otherwise. All other appropriately numbered parts are
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically with very
good timing and lock-up. (13A9275-2) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 2214 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #UBF6975, 22 LR, 3" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96-97% original matte black
finish showing some light high edge wear, a few tiny flakes and handling
marks. The checkered black synthetic grips remain in excellent condition
perhaps showing a light handling mark or two. One original magazine is
included and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9275-8) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
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Colt Lawman Mark III Double Action Revolver
serial #L28009, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1976-made revolver retain about 85% original blue
showing high edge wear, an area of light pinprick pitting on the
underside of the barrel that has been cleaned to gray patina, minor
oxidation staining along the backstrap and other handling marks. The
hammer retains most of its nice case-hardened colors and all markings
remain clear. The checkered walnut grips remain in about good
condition showing crazing finish overall, a thin 1 1/2" crack at the top
edge of the right panel, small repaired chip at the heel of the right panel
and some overall scuffs. The action seems to function well mechanically
with solid timing and lock-up. This revolver has seen some honest use
but will probably be a fine shooter. (13A9484-6) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Mauser Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #396681, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this pistol have mostly toned to a
mottled gray-brown patina showing some scattered patches of moderate
old pitting, high edge wear and remnants of original blue. The trigger
retains a hint of fire blue around the protected edges and all markings
remain clear, the pistol bears the familiar "GERMANY" period import
stamp at the back edge of the frame. The smooth one-piece walnut grip
is an old replacement that remains in fair condition showing some
scattered thin cracks, shallow flakes along the bottom edges and is a
little shy of the frame at the top back edge. One original magazine
showing a tiny hairline crack near the right feed lip is included and the
action still seems to function well mechanically. (13A9484-9) {C&R}
Est. 125 - 225
Erma EP-22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #69816, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1968 proof-dated pistol retain about 97% original
black enamel finish showing a few small areas of light oxidation on the
right side toggle knob and rear edge of frame, a couple very tiny dings
and handling marks. The checkered walnut grips remain in near
excellent condition showing some very light staining and a minor
handling mark or two. One original magazine is included and the action
seems to function well mechanically. Also included is the original black
vinyl case with gold Erma logo and red lining. (13A9484-8) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Cimarron Storekeeper Single Action Army Revolver by Uberti
serial #C09508, 44 Special, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The barrel, cylinder and gripstraps of this revolver retain about
98% original blue showing a few light handling marks and some light
operational wear. The frame and hammer retain most of their bold
case-hardened colors with some areas of minor muting and silvering
while the screw heads retain almost all of their lovely fire blue. The
checkered one-piece walnut grip remains in excellent condition showing
perhaps a couple small dings or handling marks. The action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. A rather nicely
finished reproduction that should be a fun shooter. (13A9405-86)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 500
Belgian Percussion Cane Gun by Laurent Lochet-Habran
serial #107, .48 cal, 26 1/2" part round part octagon smoothbore barrel
with a mostly bright bore showing some light oxidation near the muzzle.
This is a cane-type percussion gun with low-profile concealed hammer
and trigger; no handle is present. The metal surfaces are mostly a
plum-brown patina showing scattered spots of old oxidation, a couple
small but moderate dings near the breech and light scratches. The
breech is clearly marked "CHOKE 130" along with Lochet-Habran's
maker code "LLH", inspector stamp and Belgian proof. The breech plug
is matching the barrel and the hammer functions well mechanically. An
interesting arm for the collector of antique curiosa. (13A8927-285)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
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Unmarked German Small Frame Combination Gun
.36 cal RF / .35 cal RF Shot, 23 1/2" part round part octagon barrels with
good bores showing some scattered light oxidation and the rifle barrel
with good rifling. The metal surfaces of this interesting arm have mostly
toned to a dark oxidized brown patina showing scattered pinprick pitting,
old oxidation and remnants of original blue in between the barrels. The
sides of the frame show a little light foliate embellishment and there are
"(Crown) / B / U" German proofs on the right side frame and barrels. The
smooth walnut stock with left-side European cheekpiece remains in
about very good condition showing some thin drying cracks at the toe,
some spots of older added brown finish, scratches and dings. The arm is
sighted with a full buckhorn rear sight, plain blade front and the hammer
has a swiveling tip to select the firing barrel. The underlever is
somewhat loose, lock-up is also somewhat loose and there is light
visible between the barrels and frame. The hammer seems to function
well mechanically, there is a forward sling swivel present and large
wing-headed screw that holds the barrels and frame together allowing
for easy takedown. (13A8927-189) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Brass-Frame Swivel Breech Sporting Rifle
30 CF, 29" octagon barrel with a somewhat dark bore showing worn
rifling and a bulge about halfway down. The only marking on this
interesting rifle is "BRYANT / CAST STEEL" on the top barrel flat. The
barrel has toned to a mottled gunmetal and brown patina showing spots
of old light pitting scattered about. The brass frame and buttplate have
toned to a mild ocher patina showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks. There are two additional holes in the barrel for sight
mounting and many of the screws are replacements. The smooth walnut
buttstock with slight left-side cheekpiece and forend remain in good
condition showing some repaired u-shaped cracks near the upper tang,
a few moderate scuffs along the edges and scattered dings. The arm is
equipped with a manual extractor and the hammer seems to function
well mechanically. The somewhat rudimentary brass tang sight has
broken off but is included. (13A8927-196) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Rolling Block Carbine
serial #16116, 50-70 CF, 23 1/4" round barrel with a bright very good
plus bore showing some light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The barrel of this carbine has mostly toned to a dark
blue-gray patina showing some spots of light oxidation staining, minor
dings and the breech is stamped in small font "50 70". The action is a
similar blue-gray tone showing strong remnants of an arsenal-quality
blue finish with scattered freckling and light oxidation staining. The sides
and back of the hammer show some strong remnants of bright fire blue,
the spur has been lightly dressed and has refreshed serrations. The
Remington markings at the tang remain legible and the buttplate tang is
stamped "89 / 4". The plain walnut stocks remain in very good condition
as lightly cleaned and retaining a nice oil finish also showing a repaired
3 1/2" chip at the back left edge of the forend, some scattered light dings
and handling marks. There are ghostly remnants of a U.S. inspector's
cartouche on the left side wrist. The barrel band appears to be an older
replacement without sling swivel, the rear sight is a more modern
adjustment sight and the front is a typical tall pinched blade. The carbine
is equipped with the New York-style locking action and seems to
function well mechanically. (13A8927-194) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 550
Argentine Saddle Ring Rolling Block Carbine by Remington
serial #29060, 43 Spanish, 20 1/2" barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing some scattered light pitting, one area perhaps a bit more
moderate near the muzzle and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1879-dated carbine retain about 95% arsenal-quality
reapplied blue showing evidence of polishing throughout, remnants of
light pitting and freckling. The original markings are still quite nice and
legible with the Argentine model markings and army "EN" stamp on the
barrel flat and three-line Remington address along the upper tang. The
plain walnut stocks remain in very good condition as cleaned and
refinished showing a few scattered minor hairline cracks, dings and
handling marks. The original sights and saddle ring are intact and the
action seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-259) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 500
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Remington Model 1867 Pistol Action Cadet Rifle
serial #744, 50 Remington Pistol CF, 28" round barrel with a mostly
bright about very good bore showing some patches of oxidation near the
muzzle, light pinprick pitting and strong rifling. These interesting little
rifles were constructed by retailer Hartley & Co. using factory leftover
1867 Navy pistol frames and only an estimated 1000 were produced.
The metal surfaces of this example have mostly toned to a mottled
gray-brown patina showing some scattered moderate old pitting that has
partially smoothed-over from the years. The original naval proofs on the
right side frame and Remington markings on the left are mostly
obscured by old pitting with some letters still visible. The smooth walnut
buttstock and full-length forend remain in fair condition as cleaned long
ago showing some smoothed-over missing slivers at the rear of the
forend and a number of extensive older repairs to breaks and cracks
along the buttstock along with some other dings and handling marks.
There is still a clear "41" stamped at the left side butt. The original sights
and sling swivels are intact, a more modern cleaning rod is included and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-190)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
Remington Model 1867 Pistol Action Cadet Rifle
serial #261, 50 Remington Pistol CF, 28" round barrel with a partially
bright good bore showing some scattered small patches of light pitting,
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The barrel shows remnants of
original blue toning to an attractive deep plum-brown patina overall
along with some scattered light dings and handling marks. The frame
likewise shows strong blue finish toning to gray-brown at the tangs and
showing some old light dings around the action pins. The screw heads
show moderate slot wear while the left side Remington markings and
original naval proofs on the right remain clear. The smooth walnut
buttstock and full-length forend remain in fair-good condition showing a
number of cracks around the wrist and forend edges, the buttstock
rather poorly fitted at the tangs, some other dings and handling marks.
There is still a clear "33" stamped on the left side butt. The original
sights and sling swivels are intact, an old slightly short replacement
ramrod is present and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A8927-191) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
U.S. Model 1861 Rifle Musket by Remington with Snider Conversion
62 CF, 38" round barrel with a good bore showing some spots of light to
perhaps moderate oxidation, bright areas and strong rifling throughout.
This is an interesting example equipped with the Belgian Poilvache-style
Snider conversion system usually found on Ottoman contract arms. The
Ottomans purchased surplus British Pattern 1853's and American Model
1861's, had them converted in this style and would over-stamp the
original lockplate markings with an Ottoman Royal Cypher. This
example does not have the additional lockplate markings but there are
what appear to be Ottoman numerals on the inside of the breechblock
as well as "SNIDER PATENT", arrow logo and Belgian inspector stamps
on the exterior. The metal surfaces are primarily a silvery gray patina
with lightly cleaned old pitting throughout. The lock is dated 1864 and
the markings remain legible overall. The rear sight shows a black
enamel finish with modern Arabic numeral range markings. The smooth
walnut stock remains in about good condition as cleaned long ago
showing a moderate 2 1/2" drying crack ahead of the triggerguard,
smaller scattered thin cracks, abrasions and areas somewhat shy of the
metal. A swelled shank ramrod is present and the action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A8927-128) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Custom Remington Rolling Block New York State Contract Rifle
serial #18102, 50-70 CF, 28 1/8" neatly shortened barrel with a bright
very good plus bore showing a few scattered light pits and strong rifling
throughout. This rifle has been neatly shortened into what could be
called a "musketoon configuration" still retaining its three barrel bands
and nosecap and the front sight is on a band secured by a screw. The
work was no doubt done long ago and shows consistent patina. The
metal surfaces are a silvery gray patina showing some scattered dings,
light tool marks and mild freckling. The Remington markings at the upper
tang remain clearly legible. The smooth walnut stocks remain in about
very good condition showing scattered light dings, minor abrasions and
a scratch left of the upper tang. The stock is marked with typical New
York rack markings "14" on the left side wrist and "A / 28" at the heel.
The left side of the butt is also stamped "H. R. STURM / 3 / SOUTHERN
EXPRESS"; this marking is quite crisp and appears to be of more
modern application. The rifle retains its original rear sight, patented sling
swivels, a shortened cleaning rod and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A8927-199) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 550
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Remington-Lee Model 1879 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1275, 45-70, 29 1/4" barrel with a good bore showing spots of
pinprick pitting, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this non-martially-marked rifle are primarily a dark gray and
plum-brown patina showing a patch of old pitting on the left side barrel
about halfway down, scattered light dings and handling marks. The rifle
is marked only with the Lee Arms Co. address, patent date and serial
number. The walnut stock remains in fair condition showing a thin 2 3/4"
missing piece on the left side above the magazine, a number of long thin
cracks around the upper tang, drying cracks along the butt and overall
dings. The original sights are intact, the left side ear of the rear sight has
broken off, the cleaning rod, sling swivels and original magazine are
present. The action seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-115)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 51 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #PA47799, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% original blue showing
some toning to gray along the backstrap, a few scattered small but
moderate dings along the left side frame and slide, some other light
scratches and handling marks. The small parts retain most of their bright
fire blue. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent
condition showing a couple light scratches and minor scuffs. One
original magazine is included and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A nice example of these sleek vintage pocket pistols.
(13A9451-74) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 600
Custom Remington Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #1299, 30-40 Krag, 22 5/8" replacement Springfield Armory 3-19
dated barrel with a bright near excellent bore. This arm appears to be
made on a New York contract rolling block, is equipped with the New
York-style locking action and has been neatly re-chambered to 30-40
Krag. The top of the barrel is lightly stamped "WL 86" along with the
original Model 1903 Springfield markings. The metal surfaces have
mostly toned to a silvery gunmetal patina showing a few light dings and
some sparse remnants of cleaned pinprick pitting. The tang markings
are rather soft with portions still legible. The custom checkered straight
grip walnut buttstock with tall comb and forend with slight schnabel
remain in very good condition showing a tiny chip at the forend tip, a few
small dings, scratches and minor staining along the butt. The rifle is
equipped with a Weaver 298 riflescope with additional R. A. Litschert
Varmint Master adjustable objective, crosshair reticle and moderately
cloudy optics. The action seems to function well mechanically and a
competent gunsmith should be consulted to verify the quality of the
custom work performed. (13A8927-229) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 550
Unmarked European Model 1814-Style Flintlock Military Musket
.70 cal, 40 1/2" barrel with a fair bore showing bright areas and spots of
moderate oxidation. This musket remains in the original flint and is
actually quite nice; it appears to have seen very little use. The metal
surfaces have toned to a pleasant gray-brown patina showing some
sparsely scattered very fine pinprick pitting. Many of the major parts are
stamped with a small proof that appears similar to the Belgian "Le
Perron", possibly indicating manufacture in Belgium. The brass pan and
the touch hole remain clean showing little use while the face of the
frizzen shows just a few light strike marks. The smooth walnut stock with
concave cheekpiece remains in very good plus condition showing a
couple light flakes around the buttplate, some scattered light dings and
mild abrasions. The original ramrod and sling swivels are present and
the lock functions crisply. A very attractive, albeit unmarked, martial
musket. (13A8927-239) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 600
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Unmarked British Lever Action Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #911, 38-55, 26 1/2" replacement Ballard octagon barrel with a
bright near excellent bore showing a hint of mild frosting in the grooves
and strong rifling throughout. The barrel retains perhaps 25% original
blue with the balance toning to a gray-brown patina also showing some
perhaps moderate freckling. The action shows remnants of an older
reapplied rust blue toning to a blue-gray patina with remnants of old light
pitting beneath the finish. The sides of the frame are embellished with a
very attractive wavy line geometric motif and there are visible British
proofs present. The forend is a custom smooth walnut replacement
showing some scattered light dings and a 38-55 case head set into the
bottom. The rifle retains its original checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock
with buffalo horn buttplate that remains in very good condition showing
some scattered light dings, scratches and handling marks while the
buttplate shows an area of light chipping at the toe. The barrel has four
drilled and tapped holes for target blocks (one is present), the rear sight
is a more modern Marble's sporting rear and the front is a wide blade
with brass insert. The interesting combination lever action / falling block
mechanism seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-262)
{MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Shotgun & Rifle Two Barrel Set
serial #485, 16 ga & 32 RF, 30 1/4" plain shotgun barrel with a fair
partially bright bore showing moderate oxidation throughout and 28 1/4"
octagon rifle barrel with a fair bore showing moderate oxidation
throughout, a ring of heavier oxidation about halfway down and good
rifling. The barrel of this lightweight shotgun retains about 92% original
blue showing a couple very small dings, light scuffs and areas toning
slightly to a pleasant gray-brown patina. The Hopkins & Allen
Manufacturing Co. address remains crisp and clear. The action shows
strong remnants of case-hardened colors quite nice along the right side
and breech block with overall toning to a silvery patina, spots of brown
oxidation and an area of light dings along the bottom and top. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good
plus condition showing some scattered light scratches and a few minor
dings, the forend showing a slightly lighter finish than the buttstock and
both retain very nice coarse checkering. The original black checkered
hard rubber buttplate with H&A monogram is intact and remains in near
excellent condition showing a few light handling marks. The barrel
secures tightly and the action seems to function well mechanically. The
rifle barrel is also stamp-numbered to the gun and retains about 95%
original blue showing a few minor freckles and some areas of minor
thinning. The barrel markings are crisp and clear and also stamped with
Merwin & Hulbert agent markings. The checkered walnut forend remains
in near excellent condition perhaps showing a few light handling marks.
The barrel is sighted with standard sporting rear and ivory bead front. A
very fine example, quite rare to find in a two-barrel set and also in such
nice condition. (13A8927-121,284) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 600
Belgian Flobert Style Single Shot Rifle
serial #842, 22 RF, 23 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this "(Crown) / ELG"
proofed rifle have toned to a dark brown patina showing some oxidation
staining and light dings with visible proof marks throughout. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock remains in good condition showing a
number of thin drying cracks on either side below the breechblock, some
initials lightly scratched in the right side butt, dings and handling marks.
The rifle features simple fixed sights and the action will require
mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold. (13A8927-245)
{C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Remington Rolling Block New York State Contract Rifle
serial #10269, 44-90, 25 1/2" replacement round barrel with a very good
bore showing some fine pinprick pitting scattered about and strong rifling
throughout. The replacement barrel is marked on the left side near the
breech "44 90 P" and the metal surfaces are primarily a silvery gunmetal
patina showing some cleaned moderate pitting along the barrel and
buttplate, some freckling and light dings long the action and the upper
tang screw shows some heavy slot wear. The military-style rear sight
shows rather heavy oxidation and the Remington markings at the upper
tang remain rather crisp and clear. The smooth walnut buttstock and
replacement forend remain in good condition as cleaned long ago
showing some old dings, light abrasions and handling marks with soft
rack numbers visible along the buttstock. The action seems to function
well mechanically and due to the custom nature of the rifle a competent
gunsmith should be consulted to confirm chambering and headspace.
(13A8927-257) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
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Harrington & Richardson 32 Self-Loading Pistol
serial #3833, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some scattered light oxidation and strong rifling throughout.
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90-92% original blue with
most of the loss due to scattered light oxidation staining and high edge
wear. The trigger shows some nice case-hardened colors along the
sides and the triggerguard is mostly bright with some gray freckling. The
black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus condition
showing a few light scuffs and handling marks. One original
nickel-plated magazine is included and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9100-343) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
Harrington & Richardson 32 Self-Loading Pistol
serial #28284, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a good bore showing scattered
light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
pistol retain about 92% original blue showing some high edge wear, a
few light freckles and scratches. The trigger retains some good
case-hardened colors along the left side and the triggerguard is a silvery
gray patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good
condition showing some overall discoloration and some light handling
marks. One original nickel-plated magazine is included and the action
seems to function well mechanically. (13A9540-6) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
German P.37(U) Semi-Auto Pistol by FEG
serial #3549, 32 ACP, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this jhv 41-coded pistol have been mostly polished bright
showing some scattered gray-brown freckling, handling marks and a few
hints of the original blue lurking about some of the protected areas. The
markings remain remarkably crisp and clear and have been left almost
completely unmolested. The grooved hardwood grips remain in very
good plus condition showing a couple tiny dings and handling marks, the
right panel showing a bit more wear. All of the serialized parts are
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically. Included is
a mismatched magazine for the Hungarian Mod.37 380 caliber pistol. An
early German contract pistol that may make a good shooter.
(13A9524-1) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Deutsche Werke Ortgies Semi-Auto Pocket Pistol
serial #46413, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 75% original blue showing
areas thinning to a deep gray patina throughout, some scattered
oxidation staining and areas of light pitting along the high edges of the
slide on either side. The trigger retains some brilliant fire blue along the
sides with areas thinning to gray patina. The smooth walnut grips with
"HO" medallions remain in very good condition showing some darkened
areas, a few light dings and scratches; the left panel is stamped "MADE
IN GERMANY". One original nickel-plated magazine is included that
shows a few scattered small spots of somewhat heavy pitting. The
action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9485-2) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Mauser Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #348402, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore showing
some very fine oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling throughout.
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 90% original blue
showing some high edge wear, small areas along the barrel and
frontstrap toning to a mild gray patina, and a couple scattered tiny spots
of minor pinprick pitting. The small parts show strong fire blue silvering
along the edges and the right side frame is marked "GERMANY". The
one piece checkered walnut grip remains in very good condition showing
a tiny drying crack at the heel, scattered light scratches and handling
marks. One original magazine is included that shows some small dings
along the feed lips and the slide closes when the magazine is removed
but the action otherwise seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9451-75) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 350
Belgian "The Terrific" Double Action Pocket Revolver
22 RF, 1 3/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this revolver retain about 80% original nickel finish showing areas
flaking to silvery gray patina, scattered oxidation staining and pinprick
pitting. The black checkered hard rubber grips are actually quite nice
featuring a Russian-style imperial eagle design with just some very light
handling marks and discoloration. The action is non-functional and will
require mechanical attention. (13A9519-1) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
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French Model 1866 Chassepot Single Shot Rifle by St. Etienne
serial #P91837, 11mm Needle-fire, 31 1/4" barrel with a very good plus
to near excellent bore showing a few patches of moderate oxidation only
at the muzzle and otherwise crisp rifling. The metal surfaces of this
1873-made rifle are a dark gray patina showing extensive old pitting
throughout. The markings are partially legible with many areas obscured
by the pitting. The smooth walnut stock remains in about good condition
showing oxidation leaching, moderate chipping and drying cracks at the
butt, scattered light dings and mostly worn finish. It is stamp-numbered
to the gun and the original markings are actually remarkably strong with
a nice July 1873 acceptance cartouche. The sling swivels and cleaning
rod are intact and all visible numbered parts are matching. The needle
has broken but the action otherwise seems to function well
mechanically. (13A8927-130) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
Italian Reproduction Colt Model 1848 Dragoon Percussion
Revolver-Carbine
serial #4225, .44 cal, 18" replacement unmarked barrel with a bright
very good plus bore showing some small spots of light oxidation and
strong rifling throughout. The barrel and cylinder have mostly toned to a
mottled gray patina showing some remnants of cold blue along the
barrel and some scattered light tool marks. The frame shows some good
case-hardened colors and the brass triggerguard has toned to a mild
ocher patina. The smooth hardwood grips remain in very good condition
showing some scattered light dings and scratches; the bottom of the left
panel is stamped "EMPLOYEE". The shoulder stock remains in very
good plus condition showing some scattered light dings, scratches and
the hardware shows strong older reapplied blue. The stock fits very well
and is numbered to the gun. The action remains functional although the
cylinder over-times on a few of the chambers every now and then.
(13A8927-173) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
Stevens Second Issue New Model Pocket Rifle
serial #12211, 25 Stevens RF, 14 3/4" barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing a slight ring about halfway down and good rifling
throughout. The barrel has mostly toned to a mild gray patina showing a
couple spots of old oxidation staining and the markings are very soft.
The screw heads show some light slot wear and the brass frame shows
evidence of an old cleaning showing some scattered light dings and
toning mostly to a pleasant ocher patina. The smooth faux ivory grips
remain in very good plus condition showing a few light scratches and
areas rather shy of the frame. The stock is matching the frame and also
toned to a pleasant ocher patina, it fits the frame very well. The barrel
catch button appears to be an older replacement and barrel lockup is
somewhat loose. The original target sights are intact and the hammer
seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-182) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
Egyptian Police Snider Breechloading Shotgun
.62 cal, 25 5/8" smoothbore barrel with a partially bright bore showing
some fine pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces have primarily toned to a
mottled gunmetal gray patina showing some areas of plum-brown patina
and some old light pitting mostly along the lockplate. The original British
proof marks on the barrel are still visible and there are a series of
Persian or old Arabic numerals behind the rear sight. There are no
visible markings on the lockplate and one screw is missing from the
triggerguard tang. The walnut halfstock with rudimentary coarse
checkering remains in about good condition showing a small chip and
crack at the tip, hairline crack behind the lockplate and overall moderate
dings. The cleaning rod is present, the lock functions crisply although
the hammer does not quite reach the breechblock and the firing pin is
seized. (13A8927-277) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
British Third Model Brown Bess-Style Flintlock Musket
worn to about .84 cal, 38 1/4" slightly shortened barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dark brown oxidized patina, the
lockplate showing some old pitting and a number of antique repairs. The
brass hardware is mostly a mottled ocher patina, the buttplate is secured
by a single large nail showing a crack at the top vacant screw hole and
is loosely fitted and there is a brass sheet ahead of the lockplate around
the barrel secured by an interesting woven reed band. The nosecap is
missing and the triggerguard tang has been shortened to fit this stock.
The markings are somewhat legible with "TOWER" behind the cock,
"(Crown) / GR" in the center of the lockplate and a regimental marking at
heel of the buttplate that appears to read "79 / B". The smooth walnut
stock appears to be a very old period replacement and remains in
fair-good condition showing a number of long crack along the left flat,
dings and areas shy of the metal. A rudimentary ramrod is present, the
cock drops at half cock and the lock is otherwise functional.
(13A8927-210) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
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Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Rifle
serial #54414, 30-03, 24" round barrel with a dark bore showing good
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a
mild gunmetal gray patina showing some spots of old light pitting along
the sides of the action, scattered scratches and dings. All markings
remain clear and there is a small piece of antique bone inlaid on either
side of the action carved with the initials "KJ". The smooth straight grip
walnut buttstock and schnabel forend with ebony tip insert remain in
fair-good condition showing a heavy added varnish with scattered light
chips, moderate dings and some small cracks around the edges where
the buttstock meets the frame. There is a vacant hole for a sling swivel
along the toe line as well a small hole drilled through the buttstock. The
rifle is sighted with a Marble's Sheard gold bead front and a Lyman No.
21 receiver sight, the rear sight dovetail has been blanked and the
Lyman sight locking lever is a rudimentary replacement and the top of
the aperture retainer has broken off but the current insert is still secure.
The action seems to function well mechanically. (13A8927-32) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
British Flintlock Trade Musket With Parker, Field & Co. Lock
.62 cal, 33 1/8" part round part octagon barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore. The barrel of this trade pattern musket shows evidence of
being reconverted to flint and the lockplate is somewhat ill-fitting. The
metal surfaces have toned to a dark gray-brown patina showing
scattered old dings and some moderate erosion around the breech. The
left side breech flat is stamped with visible British commercial proof
marks and the lockplate markings are actually quite crisp with light line
bordering intact and "PARKER / FIELD & Co / 1862" behind the cock,
the touch mark in the center is rather soft however. The musket is
equipped with a single brass ramrod thimble, simple long tang
triggerguard toned to a deep ocher patina and attractive serpentine
sideplate. The smooth walnut stock remains in good condition as
cleaned and refinished showing a number of old neat repairs scattered
along the forend that are now masked with finish, a thin crack at the
upper tang, scattered lighter drying cracks and dings. There is a small
star branded into the left side butt and a replacement horn-tipped
ramrod is present. The lock seems to function well mechanically. A good
example of these desirable arms with an odd lockplate choice.
(13B8927-261) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 800
Unmarked American Flintlock Fowler
.75 cal, 42" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel of this fowler is from
a martial arm and dated 1822 at the breech. The metal surfaces have
mostly toned to a silvery gunmetal patina showing some areas of light
oxidation staining, scattered very light tool marks and pinprick pitting.
The commercial lockplate shows some very light embellishments and
the markings in the center are almost lost with just a "W" visible. The
edge of the pan shows an old repair, the screw heads show moderate
slot wear and the cock has been thinned down and rather crudely
shaped. The remaining hardware is of brass with nosecap, dual ramrod
thimbles, tailpipe, long tang triggerguard with a rudimentary acorn
extension, buttplate and lock screw escutcheons. The smooth full length
walnut stock remains in good condition as cleaned showing some cracks
near the tip and lock screws, a number of repairs to the edges of the
stock along the forearm that are masked by added finish, some smaller
scattered repaired cracks and dings. A trumpet-shaped ramrod with an
old repair at the tip is included and the lock drops at half cock but is
otherwise functional. (13A8927-241) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Custom U.S. Model 1873 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #301360, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel of
this rifle has toned to a plum-brown patina showing a couple light dings,
scratches and streaks of original blue. The breechblock still retains most
of its lovely case-hardened colors and the lockplate is a replacement
that is mostly bright showing some light scratches and facsimile
markings. The hammer shows some rudimentary punch-dot decoration
and has been customized into a rather peculiar shape. The rifle is fitted
with brass hardware including a Swiss-style buttplate, patchbox and
eagle inlay along the left side of the stock. The patchbox door is rather
rudimentary and is difficult to open. The custom hardwood halfstock
remains in very good condition showing a couple light flakes around the
edges near the breech tang, some light dings and scratches. The stock
features a small left-side cheekpiece, the rifle is sighted with military rear
sight and small blade front and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A8927-276) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300

62

U.S. Model 1868 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #21474, 50-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a good bore showing patches
of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The stock of this rifle has
been customized during the period of use in an interesting fashion and
is reminiscent of what you would find on a Middle Eastern arm. There is
an added reinforcement tang along the top of the wrist, the triggerguard
tang has been modified to match the new stock contour and there are a
number of old nails or pins along the wrist. The metal surfaces are a
mottled plum-brown patina showing some scattered areas of silvery
gunmetal patina, light freckling and oxidation staining. The breechblock
and lockplate show some remnants of silvery case-hardened patina and
all markings remain intact with "1869 / (Eagle Head) / U.S." on the
breechblock, the lockplate dated 1863 also with nice Federal Eagle. The
walnut stock remains in good condition showing some remnants of
added varnish, a number of long cracks along the wrist, moderate dings
and handling marks. The nosecap is missing but the sling swivels and
cleaning rod are intact. The rear sight has been slightly modified with an
added buckhorn and the front is a modified old silver coin. The action
seems to function well mechanically. An interesting Trapdoor for the
antique arms collector. (13A8927-217) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Belgian Percussion Double Hammergun
about 16 ga., 35 5/8" solid rib barrels with oxidized bores. The metal
surfaces have toned to a dark plum-brown patina showing some
scattered fine pinprick pitting and freckling. The lockplates are a lighter
gray patina and are embellished with a few flourishes of light foliate
scrollwork. The triggerguard, wedge escutcheons and tailpipe are
German silver, the finish thinning slightly with some freckling and some
more flourishes of foliate scroll. The checkered walnut stock remains in
very good condition as lightly cleaned long ago showing a repaired 1"
crack ahead of the left side lockplate, some overall light dings, scratches
and areas a little shy of the buttplate. The coarse checkering remains
largely intact and what appears to be the original ramrod is included.
The nipples and hammer skirts show some damage, the left lock seems
to function well mechanically and the right will require mechanical
attention. (13A8927-202) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Belgian Percussion Double Hammergun
10 ga, 33 1/4" solid rib barrels with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces
of this shotgun are a mottled dark brown and gunmetal patina, the
barrels showing some good remnants of original brown finish with some
spots of old pitting around the nipples and light oxidation staining along
the right side barrel. The checkered walnut stock remains in fair-good
condition as lightly cleaned showing a 7" thin crack emanating from the
tip, a couple scattered smaller cracks, dings, worn finish and intact
checkering. An antique ramrod with heavy brass tip is included, the right
lock will require mechanical attention and the left seems to function well
mechanically. (13A8927-201) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
New Hampshire Percussion Sporting Rifle by Hilliard
serial #2281, about .49 cal, 32 1/4" octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing scattered oxidation, light pitting and good rifling throughout.
This arm shows extensive use and modifications with an added long
ramrod thimble, a number of old weld repairs along the upper tang and
breech area and many of the screws are more modern replacements.
The metal surfaces are a mottled gray patina showing some remnants of
reapplied blue, scattered light dings and handling marks. There are two
drilled and tapped holes along the top barrel flat and the original D. H.
Hilliard markings are intact and legible. The hammer is a more modern
replacement and the lockplate maker's markings are difficult to discern,
the first name appears to read "Filice". The dual spur triggerguard shows
moderate tool marks from fitting, there is a rudimentary toe plate affixed
and some simple German silver adornments including a patchbox, light
decorative sideplate and eagle inlay along the left side butt. The walnut
buttstock remains in fair-good condition showing a small crack behind
the triggerguard, a couple tiny flakes, repaired chips around the breech,
two small holes on the left side and other handling marks. The rifle is
fitted with simple fixed sights and is equipped with double set triggers
that appear to function well mechanically. (13A8927-272) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
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Unmarked American Fullstock Percussion Sporting Rifle
.44 cal, 33 1/2" octagon barrel with a good partially bright bore showing
light oxidation and good rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle has
mostly toned to a pleasant plum-brown patina showing some areas of
light tool or vise marks on either side of the barrel flats and some other
light handling marks. There is a nice intertwined zigzag pattern along the
top flat that extends from the breech for about 5 1/2". The lockplate
features a few small embellishments and shows heavy erosion in the
center, the wear pattern suggests it is from a different rifle or perhaps
the bolster was replaced at some point. The hammer is a replacement
and the word "WARRANTED" is just barely visible in the center. The rifle
is fitted with brass hardware including nosecap, single faceted thimble
and tailpipe, triggerguard, fancy patchbox, buttplate with toe plate and
lock screw escutcheon. The patchbox is missing a number of pins and
there is a small silver monogram plate atop the wrist and crescent moon
inlay in the cheekpiece. The curly maple stock shows some lovely figure
its full-length and remains in about very good plus condition showing a
small crack ahead of the lockplate and at the lock screw, a thin drying
crack right of the upper tang, an area of loss near one of the pin holes
on the right side and some other light handling marks. The stock shows
some very light borderline embellishment and features a scant left-side
cheekpiece. The rifle is sighted with simple fixed sights, what appears to
be the original ramrod is present and the lock will require mechanical
attention. Still a rather attractive rifle for over the mantel. (13B8927-205)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Unmarked Contemporary Percussion Sporting Rifle
.56 cal, 28" octagon barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a
little scattered frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
are a mottled gray-brown patina showing evidence of a light cleaning
and remnants of reapplied finish. The number ".000." is stamped along
the top barrel flat and "BECK" on the right barrel flat. The lockplate
shows some mild case-hardened colors and the somewhat rudimentary
brass hardware is toning to ocher patina showing some light scratches
and handling marks. There is a small decorative brass fox inlay along
the sideplate. The hardwood halfstock shows some rudimentary large
foliate carvings along the butt, a small left-side cheekpiece and remains
in very good condition showing a small chip at the toe, a few light dings
and areas not quite fitted perfectly. A ramrod is included, the arm is
equipped with simple fixed sights and the lock is functional.
(13A8927-240) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
Unmarked Flintlock Halfstock Sporting Rifle
.41 cal, 36 1/4" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing dark grooves and
evident rifling throughout. The barrel of this reconverted rifle has toned
to a pleasant plum-brown patina showing silvering along the high edges
and some light pitting around the breech. The lock is secured by a single
screw and marked "JOSH", it has toned to a mild gray patina showing
some scattered light oxidation staining. The lock features a bridled
frizzen, some light foliate embellishments and a rather endearing little
game scene behind the cock. The arm is equipped with a pewter
nosecap and the remaining hardware is brass with dual ramrod
thimbles, tailpipe, trigger and single spur triggerguard, pendulum
patchbox, buttplate with toe plate and lock screw escutcheon. The
smooth walnut halfstock with matching under-rib remains in very good
condition showing somewhat worn finish, a few scattered small cracks
along the edges of the buttplate, right edge near the tip and upper tang,
some erosion near the lock and other light handling marks. The stock
features a small squared left-side cheekpiece. What appears to be the
original ramrod with iron worm attachment is present, the rifle is sighted
with a small elevation-adjustable rear notch and brass blade front, the
lock drops at half cock and the springs seem somewhat weak but it is
otherwise functional. A rather handsome halfstock sporting rifle.
(13A8927-224) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700

69

Frank Wesson Fifth Type Two-Trigger Sporting Rifle
serial #84, 38 RF & CF, 25 3/4" octagon barrel with a fair-good bore
showing light pitting and good rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle
has mostly toned to a dark plum-brown patina showing some scattered
old dings, spots of minor pinprick pitting and remnants of original blue
here and there. The frame is similar with areas taking on a more mild
gray patina and the triggerguard and buttplate show some remnants of
nickel finish. The Frank Wesson barrel address and patent date along
the left side of the hammer remain intact and legible. The smooth walnut
buttstock remains in good condition, curiously it appears to have an
internal cavity filled with lead to add weight which has caused a 3 1/2"
split along the left side. The stock otherwise shows just some light dings
and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a flip-up rear sight that is
somewhat loose, a small German silver blade front, barrel lock-up
shows a little bit of play and the hammer drops at half cock but the
action is otherwise functional. A good example of the more desirable
fifth type rifle. (13A8927-252) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Unmarked Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
45-70, 32 1/8" heavy octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The barrel remains in-the-white and shows some scattered light
freckling, a bit of light oxidation staining and some areas of light tool
marks. The action is a darker mottled gray patina showing some light
tool marks along the lower tang and pinprick pitting along the
breechblock. Many of the screws are replacements, there is one missing
at the lower tang and the buttstock screws are rather poorly-sized socket
head screws. The replacement smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend are mostly devoid of finish and remain in good condition with
areas a little shy of the tangs, scratches from light cleaning and fitting
along with some areas of nice figure along the butt. There is a generous
left-side cheekpiece and checkered black plastic buttplate. The rifle is
sighted with an unmarked more modern production Vernier-style tang
sight and a bare steel blade front. The breechblock is somewhat stiff to
open and close and the hammer functions crisply. A respectable project
gun based on a large frame Rolling Block action. (13A8927-263)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 600
Unmarked American Percussion Halfstock Sporting Rifle
.38 cal, 38" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing oxidation and good
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces have toned to a mottled
plum-brown patina showing some scattered light pitting with areas a bit
more moderate around the breech and lockplate. The lockplate
maker-markings are obscured by pitting with "& SON / CINCINNATI"
visible and the area behind the hammer embellished with a small game
scene. The rifle is equipped with pewter nosecap, dual brass ramrod
thimbles, dual spur triggerguard, buttplate with toeplate and simple
sideplate. The hardwood stock remains in about good condition as
cleaned showing a few thin drying cracks near the upper tang and lock
screw, some repaired cracks along the edges of the forearm, a couple
small but moderate dings along the toe line and other light handling
marks. A simple hickory ramrod is present and the arm is sighted with a
semi-buckhorn rear and thin German silver blade front. The arm is
equipped with dual set triggers and the lock will require mechanical
attention as the hammer is loose and does not hold. (13A8927-215)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Austro-Hungarian Model 1888/90 Mannlicher Bolt Action Rifle by Steyr
serial #2080T, 8x52mm Mannlicher, 30" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90-92% original blue
showing a patch of oxidation staining behind the front barrel band, some
overall light freckling and handling marks. The bolt is mostly bright
showing a patch of moderate oxidation staining along the front surface
of the knob and many of the screw heads show good straw color. The
OEWG stamp atop the receiver remains crisp as do the double-headed
eagle proofs along the right side receiver and barrel, the breech is not
stamped with an acceptance date. The smooth walnut stock is
stamp-numbered to the gun and remains in very good plus to near
excellent condition showing a dark armory oil finish, some scattered light
staining, minor dings and handling marks. There is a small and rather
peculiar series of symbols scratched into the right side above the
magazine and the toe line is also stamped "5 / H". The stacking rod is
missing although the sling swivels and volley sights are intact and the
action seems to function well mechanically. A very nice example of
these early Mannlicher rifles not so often seen in this country.
(13A6520-3774) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 400 - 600
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French MAS 1949-56 Semi-Auto Rifle by St. Etienne
serial #H10902, 7.5 French, 20 3/4" barrel with a mostly bright very good
plus bore showing some light frosting and strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain perhaps 60% arsenal gray Parkerized
finish with overall thinning to a silvery gray patina along with a few light
dings and isolated areas of minor pinprick pitting. All markings remain
clear, there is "P81" rebuild stamp on the left side receiver and a
discreet Century import mark along the scope rail. The smooth
hardwood stocks are un-numbered arsenal replacements and remain in
very good condition showing some scattered light dings, scuffs and
other handling marks. The bolt is electro-penciled to a different rifle, the
top cover is matching and one original magazine is included. The bolt
hold-open is not engaging but likely just needs a good cleaning and the
action otherwise seems to function well mechanically. (13A6520-3453)
{C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 300 - 550
Unique Model L Semi-Auto Pistol-Carbine
serial #588025, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this scarce pistol-carbine retain about 97% original
blue and black enamel finishes showing some light freckling along the
backstrap and minor operational wear. The checkered bronze tone
synthetic grips with "Unique" logo remain in near excellent condition
showing a few light scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut
stock and forend remain in very good plus condition showing an area of
light dings on the left side of the stock between the two pins, some other
scattered lighter dings and handling marks. The forend has a small
"Firearms International Wash DC" disc inlay. The original iron sights are
intact, one original magazine is included and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A very fine example of these interesting little
carbines. (13A6520-1744) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 400 - 700
Izhmash Biathlon-7-2-KO Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #H04611239, 22 LR, 19 3/4" heavy crown target barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this interesting straight pull
toggle bolt rifle retain about 99% original black enamel finish showing
perhaps a few light handling marks. The toggle parts are a mild gray
patina and the bolt remains bright. The polymer triggerguard and bolt
handle show a few light scuffs along the high edges and the right side of
the receiver is EAA Corp. importer-marked. The checkered pistolgrip
hardwood stock remains in near excellent condition showing just a
couple very light scratches and tiny dings. The rifle includes an
unmarked 4x20 scope with duplex reticle and near excellent optics. One
original magazine is present and the action functions smoothly. By all
accounts there are excellent quality and fine-shooting arms.
(13A6520-35) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 500 - 800
Czechoslovakian VZ.24 Bolt Action Rifle by Brno
serial #849U4, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a mostly bright very good
plus bore showing some light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1937 acceptance-dated rifle
retain perhaps 50% original blue mostly present along the receiver with
the balance thinning and toning to silvery gunmetal patina showing
some light dings and areas of old light pitting mostly along the front
band. All markings remain clear with nice Czechoslovakian lion crest
above the chamber and a discreet import mark on the right side barrel.
The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock is stamp-numbered to the gun and
remains in good condition showing numerous dings and bruises from the
years, a thin hairline crack at the back edge of the handguard and small
arsenal repair ahead of the front sight. The middle band is somewhat
loose, the bolt is mismatched and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A6520-3471) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 200 - 300
Winchester Model 1895 Lever Action Carbine
serial #408184B, 303 British, 22" barrel with a very good bore showing
light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this carbine are mostly a silvery gunmetal patina showing
some small spots of light oxidation staining, freckling and a few small
areas of fine pinprick pitting. There is a Social Security number lightly
scratched along the left side action and all markings remain clear. The
plain walnut stocks remain in about good condition showing an added
heavy varnish, vacant added sling swivel holes on the forend and toe
along with some scattered overall dings and handling marks. The
original sights, handguard and saddle ring are no longer present. The
saddle ring stud is intact and the carbine is sighted with a plain sporting
rear sight, brass bead front sight and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A salty 1895 carbine in a nice cartridge that will likely still
be a fine shooter. (13A6520-3677) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 350 - 550

78

Winchester Lee Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #14899, 236 Lee Navy, 24" round barrel with a dark bore showing
evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly
toned to a mottled gray patina showing scattered fine pinprick pitting and
light oxidation staining. All markings remain legible. The smooth capped
pistolgrip walnut stock remains in good condition showing mostly worn
finish, scattered light dings and handling marks. The rifle is fitted with
standard sporting sights, the safety is very stiff and likely needs a good
cleaning and the action otherwise seems to function well mechanically.
(13A6520-3627) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 350 - 550
Frank Wesson Second Type Two-Trigger Sporting Rifle
serial #4898, 38 RF, 26 1/4" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This is a very attractive Frank Wesson rifle, its only major apology being
a 1 1/2" milled shallow dovetail with a number of added holes at the
upper tang for mounting all manner of sights. There is also a drilled and
tapped hole along the lower tang just ahead of the buttstock screw that
appears to be factory, perhaps done in error. The barrel retains about
92% original blue with most of the loss due to a few small spots of light
oxidation staining mostly scattered along the right side of the barrel
along with some light high edge wear and a few errant freckles. The
frame retains perhaps 65% original blue with most of the loss along the
forward end toning to a mild gray patina with some old oxidation
staining. The triggerguard is mostly a silvery gray showing strong
original blue in the protected corners, the rear sight, barrel link and
forward trigger all show very nice brilliant fire blue while the hammer,
rear trigger and buttplate show bold case-hardened colors, the buttplate
muting slightly with some scattered freckling. The smooth walnut
buttstock remains in very good plus condition retaining about 92%
original varnish showing some light wear at the edges, a very tiny
hairline crack at the upper tang, light dings and scratches. The original
sights are intact with elevation adjustable fine rear notch and target
globe front sight with fine post. The barrel locks up tightly and the
hammer functions crisply. A very handsome rifle, not often seen in such
condition. (13B6520-1828) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 600 - 900
U.S Navy Model 1867 Remington Rolling Block Carbine
serial #13573, 50-45 CF, 23 1/4" barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing some fine pinprick pitting closer to the breech and crisp rifling
throughout. The barrel of this carbine is mostly a dark gray-brown patina
showing scattered light oxidation staining, dings and strong remnants of
original blue. The frame retains some very good bold case-hardened
colors throughout with areas of pinprick pitting and brown freckling. The
hammer shows strong blue and the rear pin a hint of fire blue while the
breechblock shows some rather heavy old pitting. The breech is
stamped with a crisp anchor and "P / V" near the barrel band, which is
rather loose. There are a number of small replacement parts including
the rear sight leaf, buttstock screw, breechblock pin, pin retainer plate, a
couple of frame screws and the buttplate which has a butt trap. The
smooth walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good condition
showing a small drying crack at the heel, areas a little shy of the
buttplate, scattered light dings and the forend showing evidence of an
old cleaning. There are no visible cartouches on the buttstock and right
side rear of the forend shows a soft but legible "FCW" inspector
cartouche. The action seems to function well mechanically. A very good
example of these desirable navy carbines. (13B6520-3512) {ANTIQUE}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 600 - 900
British Snider Mark II* Single Shot Rifle by Enfield
577 Snider, 36 1/2" barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing a few areas of light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a dark plum-brown
patina showing scattered light oxidation staining, freckling and the barrel
with strong original blue along the wood line. The hammer shows some
remnants of silvery case-hardened patina with a bit more moderate
oxidation along the spur and the brass nosecap, triggerguard and
buttplate shows light dings and have toned to a pleasant ocher patina.
The Enfield lockplate is dated 1864 and stamped with a somewhat
softened "(Crown) / V.R" Royal Cypher behind the hammer. The
breechblock is BSA Co.-marked and the various military inspector and
proof marks remain visible throughout. The walnut stock remains in very
good condition showing rather worn finish, scattered light dings and
scratches. The stock retains a very strong Enfield roundel over "I" on the
right side of the butt and a double-stamped "DC" Dominion of Canada
diamond property mark. The firing pin protector with brass chain, original
cleaning rod and sights are intact and the lock functions crisply.
(13A6520-3465) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 400 - 700
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Remington No. 1 Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #6095, 44 S (44-77 Sharps), 23 1/4" shortened octagon barrel
with a mostly bright very good bore showing some scattered light pitting
most noticeable near the breech and strong rifling throughout. The
barrel has been very neatly shortened during the period of use and has
mostly toned to a dark plum-brown patina showing scattered light
oxidation staining, freckling and some dings around the relocated front
sight dovetail. The frame and buttplate show remnants of silvery
case-hardened patina with overall toning to a medium gray-brown also
showing light oxidation staining. The hammer and breechblock retain
some good original blue and the markings remain legible. The smooth
walnut buttstock and forend with steel schnabel tip remain in about very
good condition showing scattered dings, areas of dark oxidation
leaching, minor abrasions and worn finish. The factory upper tang sight
holes are vacant, the original rear sporting sight is intact and the front is
a replacement plain blade. The action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A6520-3638) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 400 - 700
German Single Shot Bolt Action Sporting Rifle by Rheinmetall
serial #40621, 22 LR, 24 1/4" part round part octagon barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing a hint of minor frosting and strong rifling
throughout. The barrel of this interesting little sporter retains perhaps
75% original blue toning to a pleasant plum patina overall with most of
the loss due to scattered light to perhaps moderate oxidation staining
and freckling. The receiver and bolt are mostly a silvery gray patina
again showing oxidation staining and the protected forward edge of the
upper tang and areas around the triggers show some remnants of bold
case-hardened colors. The receiver ring is neatly marked "RHEIN. MET.
U. MASCH.-FABR / ABT. SOEMMERDA / GEWEHRFABRIK." and the
arm is stamped with commercial "(Crown) / B / U" proofs. The rifle
features a typical German butterknife bolt handle, although the bolt
design itself is rather odd, the safety mechanism almost identical to the
Italian Carcano family of rifles. The checkered walnut round knob
pistolgrip stock with slight schnabel tip remains in very good condition
showing some scattered areas of dark oxidation leaching, light dings
and scratches. The stock is mostly devoid of finish but the checkering
remains quite nice, there is a clear "(Crown) / R" proof along the toe line
and a typical left-side rounded cheekpiece. The arm is equipped with
sling swivels, double set triggers, simple sporting sights and the action
seems to function well mechanically. A nice little small bore single shot
rifle from this prolific firm. (13A6520-3728) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Est. 150 - 300
Colt Lightning Small Frame Slide Action Rifle
serial #40795, 22 RF, 24" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
faint rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1899-made rifle are a dark
plum-brown and gray patina showing evidence of an old refinish with
some scattered fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The barrel
address and caliber markings are somewhat soft but intact and legible,
the arm is stamped with period British proofs and the Rampant Colt on
the left side frame is no longer visible. The smooth walnut buttstock and
oversized replacement forend remain in fair-good condition showing a 1
7/8" moderate chip at the toe, thin chip at the right frame junction, small
hairline crack at the upper tang and scattered dings. The forend is
somewhat loose and the original hard rubber buttplate is present
showing a corresponding small chip at the toe. The original fixed
sporting sights are intact and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A6520-3560) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 350 - 550
Japanese Murata Single Shot Bolt Action Shotgun
serial #40695, about 28 ga, 32" barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are toning to a dark plum-brown patina showing some
minor pinprick pitting, scattered oxidation staining and strong remnants
of original blue along the barrel. There is a very small hairline crack at
the top edge of the rear bolt piece, most of the markings are soft but
visible and there is a small Imperial Chrysanthemum over the breech.
The walnut stock remains in fair condition showing remnants of an old
added finish, period repairs around the upper tang, light chips and
moderate dings. The original sights are intact, all visibly numbered parts
are matching and the bolt operates stiffly but otherwise seems to
function well mechanically. (13A6520-724) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 100 - 200

86

Sharps Borchardt Model 1878 Military Single Shot Rifle
serial #7226, 45-70, 32 1/8" barrel with a very good bore showing
scattered light pitting, bright areas and strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this rifle are toning to a deep plum-brown patina
overall showing scattered spots of minor oxidation staining, handling
marks and good remnants of original blue along the barrel, lever and
breechblock. The markings have softened somewhat but remain mostly
legible. The rear sight has been removed, there are two added holes on
the barrel near the address and two on the receiver ring. The full-length
walnut forend remains in about very good condition showing dings, light
abrasions and handling marks throughout while the buttstock is
fair-good showing a number of repaired chips at the upper tang, light
chips and areas shy around the buttplate and it exhibits some play. The
cleaning rod is not present and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A6520-1132) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 400 - 600
Finnish M91/30 Mosin Nagant Bolt Action Rifle by Tikka With PU Scope
serial #56908, 7.62x54R, 29" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this likely importer-assembled "sniper" retain about
95% arsenal quality dull blue showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks. The Tikka barrel is dated 1944 and all markings remain
clear. The bolt handle has been extended and turned down and a few
parts are stamped with an added large star. The scope and mount
appear to be original Soviet-made, the scope is serial #B-44931 and has
a Soviet rebuild stamp with somewhat discolored but serviceable optics.
The spliced hardwood stock remains in very good plus condition
showing some scattered light dings and handling marks. There is a
small import mark on the barrel, the bolt has been re-numbered to match
and the parts are the usual assortment of manufacturers. A canvas
scope cover, leather lens covers and a Finnish sling are included.
(13A6520-2309) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 500 - 700
Russian M91/30 Mosin Nagant Bolt Action Rifle by Izhevsk With PU
Scope
serial #ZHV2047, 7.62x54R, 29" barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing some light frosting in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1938-dated rifle retain perhaps
70% arsenal dull blue showing some scattered oxidation staining, some
pinprick pitting and thinning to gunmetal gray patina. Most markings
remain clear and the rifle is Finnish "SA"-marked. The bolt handle has
been extended and turned down, the scope mount appears to be a
reproduction and the scope is original 1942-dated serial #75155
retaining 97% black enamel finish and with very good very slightly
discolored optics. The hardwood stock remains in about very good
condition showing a small shallow chip on the right side butt, moderate
scattered dings and abrasions. There is a small import mark on the
barrel, the bolt is mismatched and the parts are the usual assortment of
manufacturers. A canvas scope cover and leather lens covers are
included. (13A6520-2308) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 500 - 700
Savage Model 1899 Lever Action Rifle
serial #77.281, 303 Savage, 26" part round part octagon barrel with a
fair to perhaps good bore showing dark grooves and evident rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a
gunmetal gray patina showing a few scattered spots of light oxidation
staining along the barrel, some pinprick pitting along the action and
some remnants of original blue lurking about the protected areas. The
lever is a silvery patina showing some remnants of case-hardened
colors in the protected areas. The smooth walnut stocks remain in good
condition as lightly cleaned long ago showing an area of added finish
and some thin drying cracks around the upper tang, light dings and
handling marks. The front sight is a Lyman bead, the rear sight is a
standard sporting style and there is a Lyman peep sight at the upper
tang; the elevation knob is stuck. The action seems to function well
mechanically. (13A6520-3516) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 300 - 500
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Unmarked German Bockbuchsflinte Combination Gun
serial #35066, 16 ga. x 6mm, 26” barrels with a bright very good plus
shotgun bore choked modified showing a few fine pinprick pits, and a
very good plus rifle barrel with light frosting, darkness in the grooves and
strong rifling throughout. The barrels retain about 95% professionally
reapplied blue showing some scattered areas of old light pitting beneath
the blue and the shotgun barrel toned to a medium plum patina. Barrel
markings on the right side are no longer legible due to metal preparation
but the left is clearly marked "Nurnberg" and stamped with a German
nitro proof. The frame is a silvery gunmetal patina showing some minor
freckling. There is overall German-style foliate engraving that extends
down beyond the tang-mounted safety, and an elk and deer motif on
both sides of the frame; similar engraving noted on the barrel bolsters
and around the breech. The triggerguard and bottom metal exhibit
moderate silvering and some light oxidation staining is evident on the
triggers; most notably on the rear. The checkered rounded pistolgrip
European walnut stock and forend rate very good as lightly cleaned
showing a couple thin 1" cracks at the rear of the forend, some scattered
light dings and handling marks. Some areas are a little shy of the metal
and it features a rounded left-side cheekpiece. The buffalo horn
basketweave buttplate sits slightly proud of the stock with a small ding
near the base and moderate blemishes from field use; a small compass
has been recessed on the right side of the buttstock. The gun is sighted
with a German Nickel Supra 2 1/2-6X scope with crosshair reticle and
slightly discolored but serviceable optics in German claw mounts that
will require a little adjustment as the mounting catch does not lock
completely. The arm locks up well and features sling swivels, flip-up rear
sight and bead front, and cocking indicators. This arm may make for a
good field gun once the rifle cartridge is determined. (13A9550-1) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Steyr M95 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1024S, 8x50 Mannlicher, 19 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
showing darkness in the grooves and strong rifling. This lot includes only
a barreled action and sporterized stock; the rear sight ladder, action
screws, magazine / triggerguard assembly and bolt are not present. The
rifle retains about 50% arsenal blue with wear on the contact points and
high edges, thinning on the barrel, and spots of oxidation staining along
the barrel. The checkered pistolgrip walnut half-stock rates fair-good
as-cleaned with two hairline cracks at the rear of the receiver, a plug
through the checkering of the wrist, three drilled holes in the pistolgrip,
scattered light scratches, and an added finish. The stock features a
raised left side cheekpiece, a blank brass medallion tacked to the top of
the wrist, and a steel military buttplate which is poorly fitted with
"203GA" unit marking at the heel. The receiver ring is crisply marked
“STEYR / M.95”, and the barrel is marked with only the beginning “WN”
being legible, there are four added drilled and tapped holes along the
left side of the receiver. (139569-1) {MODERN}
Est. 30 - 60
Smith & Wesson 32-20 First Model Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #5010, 32-20, 5" barrel with a fair bore showing moderate
oxidation, light pitting and still good rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps 30% original nickel finish mostly
present along the frame with the balance flaking and toning to a dark
gray patina with scattered light pitting. The markings remain legible and
the left side of the frame has been stamped by a previous owner in
small block letters "J. A. GRAHAM / ST. MAURICE. LA." The checkered
walnut grips with gold S&W medallions are likely slightly later vintage
period replacements and are un-numbered but fit the frame very well
and rate very good plus showing some light dings and scuffs. The
assembly numbers on the barrel and cylinder are difficult to discern and
the action remains functional with good timing and lock-up a little loose.
(13A9438-39) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Hopkins & Allen Safety Police Double Action Revolver
serial #B5189, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a fair-good bore
showing light oxidation, bright areas and strong rifling. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 35-40% original bright blue with
most of the loss due to moderate oxidation along the right side frame
and barrel, overall thinning to gray patina, edge wear and freckling. The
black checkered hard rubber grips rate fair-good showing a couple tiny
chips along the back edges, a few small cracks and moderate scuffs.
The action will require mechanical attention as the trigger and latch are
seized. (13A9438-21) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 80
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Ruger Old Model Flattop Blackhawk Single Action Revolver
serial #539, 44 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this first year production (1956) revolver retain
about 80% original blue and anodized finishes thinning slightly
throughout with moderate high edge wear, some light scuffs along the
butt, scattered handling marks and the frame taking on the usual plum
patina. The revolver wears a set of very nice quality aftermarket stag
grips in very good plus to near excellent condition showing a few light
scuffs, handling marks and a nice patina. The revolver retains its original
early Micro adjustable rear sight (missing its blade) and the transfer bar
safety update has not been performed. The action seems to function
well mechanically with very good timing and lock-up. This early revolver
has seen some honest use and will probably still be a fine shooter.
(13A9438-36) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Interesting Custom Remington New Model Single Shot Cartridge Pistol
serial #106349, 45 CF, 12 1/4" replacement barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. This is a very neat custom pistol no doubt
modified during the period of use. In lieu of the cylinder there is a
rotating block of steel featuring a firing pin in line with the barrel able to
be rotated with a little deliberate manipulation to allow cartridge
insertion, the barrel itself actually incorporating the chamber. The metal
surfaces are a mottled gunmetal gray patina showing some scattered
light dings, tool marks and sparsely scattered minor oxidation staining.
There is a small brass retainer brazed onto the barrel for the ramrod
which is decorated with a light foliate motif, it and the triggerguard toned
to an ocher patina. The period replacement grips remain in good
condition as refinished long ago showing some scattered light dings and
handling marks. The hammer drops at half cock and is a little sluggish
but the action is otherwise functional. A peculiar gunsmith modification
for the antique arms collector, actually rather well thought-out albeit
somewhat crude. (13A9438-107) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
Remington New Model Army Cartridge-Converted Revolver
serial #33154, 44 CF, 8" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing light
pitting, oxidation and good rifling throughout. This conversion utilizes an
original percussion cylinder modified with a removable back plate and
the nipple recesses drilled through to allow a long firing pin on the
hammer nose to pass through. The metal surfaces are a dark brown
patina showing scattered old light pitting and oxidation staining. The
replacement ramrod lever shows strong blue, a few screws are
replacements and there is a peculiar added hole on the left side of the
frame and a partial hole on the underside of the barrel. The barrel
address is rather soft with a few portions legible, there are still visible
military sub-inspector marks stamped throughout and the triggerguard is
a dark ocher patina showing some light verdigris. The smooth walnut
grips remain in good condition showing a small chip at the toe of the left
panel, scuffs and light dings. There is no base pin present causing the
cylinder to be very loose and the action will require mechanical attention
as the hammer does not hold. (139438-45) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 500
Colt Cobra Venezuelan Contract Double Action Revolver
serial #44154LW, 38 Special, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing one or two tiny specks of light oxidation and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1955-made revolver retain about
65% original blue and anodized finishes with overall thinning along the
high edges and gripstraps of the frame, the left side of the barrel toning
to deep gray patina, a few very fine pinprick pits along the edges of the
cylinder and handling marks. The sideplate is appropriately stamped
with an offset Rampant Colt to make way for the Venezuelan coat of
arms in the center, the backstrap with "F.A.P. DISTRITO FEDERAL"
and the butt with rack number "019". The replacement checkered walnut
grips with silver Colt medallions rate good showing moderate smoothing
and light dings. They are grease-penciled with different numbers, the left
stamped "SILE" and both fit the frame very well. The underside of the
barrel is discreetly import-marked by Century and the action seems to
function well mechanically with excellent timing and lock-up. An
interesting and obscure contract revolver for the Colt collector.
(13A9438-29) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 600
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Smith & Wesson Model 19-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #K682046, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this pinned and recessed revolver retain about
97% original blue showing a few scattered light freckles, a tiny spot of
light oxidation staining on the left side frame below the rear sight and
some other light handling marks. The service trigger and hammer show
strong case-hardened colors with areas toning to a pleasant mild gray
patina. The diamond checkered goncalo alves grips with silver S&W
medallions remain in very good plus condition showing worn finish,
scattered fine scratches and light handling marks. The revolver features
Baughman ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear and the action
seems to function well mechanically with excellent timing and lock-up.
(13A9438-31) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 800
Smith & Wesson 44 First Model Target Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #2678, 44 S&W Special, 6 1/2" barrel with a fair bore showing light
oxidation, pitting and still good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 95% non-factory reapplied nickel finish
showing a small flaked area with light pitting along the triggerguard,
some scattered remnants of pinprick pitting beneath the nickel, light
scratches and handling marks. Some of the markings have softened
slightly from the metal preparation but most remain legible. The hammer
and finely-checkered trigger have toned to a mild gray-brown patina.
The checkered walnut grips are very nice quality replacements and
remain in very good plus to near excellent condition showing some light
handling marks. The rear sight and its leaf is a somewhat poorly-fitted
replacement from a different arm and the target front sight is intact. All of
the appropriate parts are matching and the action is functional with good
timing and lock-up a little loose. (13A9438-1) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 800
Smith & Wesson Model 1905 Military & Police Double Action Revolver
serial #126646, 32-20, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The frame
and cylinder of this revolver retain about 94% original blue showing
some light operational and high edge wear, some moderate dings and
tool marks around the replacement rear sight and barrel. The
replacement factory barrel retains about 97% factory nickel finish
showing some scattered light dings ad handling marks. The hammer
and trigger show strong case-hardened colors with minor silvering and
the sights are gunsmith replacement wide notch rear and rather
monolithic tall blade front. The checkered walnut grips remain in very
good plus condition showing some very lightly chipped points and minor
dings. The action will require mechanical attention, the hammer and
mainspring have been removed and are provided. (13A9438-49)
{MODERN}
Est. 75 - 125
Trocaola Aramzabal y Cia. M&P Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #114739, 32 S&W Long, 4 3/8" barrel with a very good bore
showing some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this Spanish S&W copy retain remnants of original blue
toning to a deep gray patina overall with scattered spots of light pitting
and handling marks throughout. The checkered hardwood grips remain
in good condition showing a few light flakes, scuffs and handling marks.
The revolver is equipped with a lanyard ring and the action will require
mechanical attention, the internal parts have been removed and are
provided. (139438-51) {MODERN}
Est. 40 - 80
Custom Smith & Wesson Model 1905 Military & Police Double Action
Revolver
serial #S991920, 25-20, 5" custom barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The cylinder of this revolver has been neatly sleeved for 25-20 WCF
cartridges and the barrel hand-stamped "25-20". The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 97% non-factory reapplied blue showing a few
light handling marks and minor operational wear. The faux stag plastic
grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light scratches
and handling marks. The revolver is fitted with a VDL adjustable rear
sight (its screw shows some moderate slot wear) and the action will
require mechanical attention, the mainspring and hammer have been
removed and are provided. (139438-28) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 125
Smith & Wesson Model 35-1 22/32 Double Action Revolver
serial #133949, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 98% original blue showing some
very light operational wear and a few minor handling marks. The
hammer shows strong case-hardened colors and the trigger is a smoky
gray showing some light marks from a shoe. The black rubber Pachmayr
Compac Presentation grips remain in good condition showing a few
moderate scuffs on the left side, some light staining and handling marks.
The original Patridge blade front sight and adjustable micro rear are
intact and the action seems to function well mechanically with solid
timing and lock-up. A very nice example that will probably be a fine
shooter. (13A9438-2) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600

104

Smith & Wesson Model 17-2 K22 Masterpiece Revolver
serial #K563894, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 94% original blue showing some
light high edge and operational wear and some minor speckled areas of
loss most noticeable along the top rear edge of the frame. The hammer
and trigger show good case-hardened colors showing some overall
thinning and silvering. The Herrett's checkered walnut target grips
remain in very good condition showing some light dings mostly along the
right panel, scratches and other minor handling marks. The original
Patridge blade front sight and adjustable micro rear are intact and the
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up.
This 17-2 will probably make for a fine shooter. (13A9438-34)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Remington New Model Army Cartridge-Converted Revolver
serial #96586, 45 CF, 8" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
moderate oxidation, scattered bright areas and good rifling. The metal
surfaces of this revolver have toned to a dark brown patina showing
scattered old pitting, light dings and handling marks. The original barrel
markings remain mostly legible and a conversion number "71" is found
on the barrel, triggerguard and frame; the cylinder appears to be
un-numbered. The loading lever has been removed, the base pin head
has broken off long ago precluding removal of the cylinder and the
triggerguard has toned to a dark ocher patina. The smooth walnut grips
remain in good condition as lightly refinished long ago showing
scattered light dings, scuffs and ghostly remnants of a cartouche on the
left panel; the interior pencil numbers are difficult to discern. The action
will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold and
timing and lock-up are off. A very good example piece of a period
Remington cartridge conversion. (13B9438-43) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
British Bulldog Double Action Pocket Revolver
44 Webley, 2 1/2" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing a
few spots of light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The barrel and
frame of this revolver have mostly toned to a gunmetal gray patina
showing some scattered light handling marks and flakes of original
bright blue lurking about the protected areas. The cylinder retains about
50% thinning original blue flaking to gunmetal gray patina along with
some scattered tiny pinprick pits. The revolver is stamped with
Birmingham black powder proofs and the topstrap is very nicely
hand-engraved in bold letters "BRITISH / BULL DOG". The checkered
walnut grips remain in very good plus condition showing a very thin
sliver missing along the corner of the right panel, some dings along the
left and other light handling marks. The flat point checkering with
mullered borders remains very nice overall. All major parts appear to be
matching by assembly marks, either three hash marks or three dots. The
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up.
These handy revolvers were popular the world over, including the
American West, and this is a rather handsome example that appears to
have been shot very little. (13B9438-70) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Hopkins & Allen XL Navy Single Action Revolver
serial #2189, 22 RF, 8 1/2" barrel with a fair bore showing light
oxidation, minor pitting and strong rifling. This is an interesting example,
unmarked, but following the frame size and contours of the H&A's Navy
model, the barrel appears to be factory purpose-made 22 caliber and
the 38 RF cylinder has 22 caliber inserts that have certainly been
installed during the period of use and have been with the gun for quite
some time (two inserts are missing). The metal surfaces retain perhaps
30% original nickel finish dulled slightly throughout with the balance
toned to a deep brown patina with scattered light dings and tool marks.
Some of the screw heads show moderate slot wear, there is a tiny chip
in the hammer at the top edge and the base pin / ejector rod is a
replacement with a non-gun screw added at its tip causing the cylinder
to be rather loose. The smooth walnut grips remain in about very good
condition showing some dings and light flakes along the edges and
bases and some other light scuffs here and there. The action will require
mechanical attention as the cylinder does not advance but the hammer
seems to function well. A peculiar example for the antique arms
collector. (13A9438-100) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 400
Forehand & Wadsworth British Bulldog Revolver
serial #35906, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with fair bore showing overall
oxidation staining and spots of moderate pitting its full-length. The metal
surfaces retain about 70% nickel finish with scattered light oxidation
staining and a few areas of light pinprick pitting. The black checkered
hard rubber grips rate about good with crisp points and the left side
panel is missing a 3/4" long chip along the back edge. The action hangs
up a bit on a few chambers but generally the action functions well with
good timing and lock-up. (13A9438-73) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
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Forehand & Wadsworth British Bulldog Revolver
serial #41598, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 70% original nickel finish with the
balance flaked to gray patina and areas of pinprick pitting. The base pin
head has broken off precluding easy cylinder removal, the loading gate
is missing and the markings remain clear. The black checkered hard
rubber grips about good condition showing a thin 3/4" chip at the back
edge of the right panel, some other light dings and handling marks. The
action will require mechanical attention as the cylinder stop is worn, the
trigger return spring is broken and the hammer does not hold.
(13A9438-12) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
British No. 2 MK. I* Double Action Revolver by Enfield
serial #M6976, 38-200 (38 S&W), 5" barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1941-dated revolver have toned to a deep gray
patina showing scattered moderate oxidation staining and some old light
pitting. The screw heads show slot wear and the markings remain
mostly clear. The checkered walnut grips remain in fair condition
showing overall smoothing, scuffs and are a little loose. The revolver is
missing a number of parts including: lanyard ring, hammer, extractor
lever and barrel hinge pin screw. (13A9438-64) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 150
Smith & Wesson New Model No. 3 Single Action Revolver
serial #19737, 44 S&W Russian, 6 1/2" ribbed round barrel with an
about very good bore showing scattered light pitting and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have toned to a mottled
gray and pewter patina showing evidence of an old cleaning with
moderate pitting and buff marks scattered throughout, light dings and
scratches. A couple of the screws are replacements and the barrel
markings remain partially legible. The black checkered hard rubber grips
remain in about good condition showing some overall smoothing, dings
and light staining. The right panel is appropriately scratch-numbered to
the gun, left is un-numbered and the other serialized parts are matching.
The half cock notch does not quite retract enough necessitating some
additional manipulation to open and close the action but it otherwise
seems to function well with solid timing, lock-up and barrel-to-frame fit.
(13A9438-65) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 600 - 800
U.S. Smith & Wesson No. 3 First Model American Revolver
serial #1097, 44 CF, 5" shortened ribbed round barrel with a mostly
bright very good plus bore showing a few areas of light pitting and
strong rifling throughout. This old Smith has been through a lot, the
barrel has been shortened and there is no longer a front sight, the
chambers have been rather crudely re-cut for a longer cartridge and a
number of parts are missing including: the entire latch assembly
(screws, springs, etc), one sideplate screw, barrel hinge pin and its
screw, extractor lever and its attendant parts and cylinder assembly
retainer screw. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 25% of an arsenal
quality older reapplied blue showing some evident buff marks along the
cylinder and frame beneath the finish, light dings and tool marks
scattered about. The barrel address actually remains quite crisp as does
the "US" stamp and "P" proofs on the right side barrel and one of the
cylinder flutes, the "P" on the right side frame is just barely visible but
present. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition
showing some light dings along the bases and other light handling
marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered "1449" and the left is
un-numbered. The barrel, cylinder and frame all bear different assembly
numbers but as-noted above they are all martially proofed. The hammer
still functions crisply. A rather rare revolver that would perhaps be a
good "example" piece or very ambitious restoration project.
(13B9438-67) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 800
Smith & Wesson 38 Second Model Single Action Revolver
serial #94218, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a good bore
showing scattered light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 96% original nickel finish showing a
couple tiny flakes on the right side frame, a spot worn at the heel, the
cylinder face and muzzle show evidence of a very light cleaning with tiny
pinprick pits present along with scattered light handling marks. The
hammer has toned to a silvery gray patina showing some smoky
case-hardened colors in the protected areas, the trigger is a smooth
gray and the latch retains 98% bright blue. The black checkered hard
rubber grips remain in very good plus condition with the right panel
showing some discoloration and toning to a pale brown patina along
with some scattered light handling marks. The right panel is
scratch-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The cylinder
and barrel are matching the frame and the action seems to function well
mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. (13A9438-74) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 600

114

Ruger Old Model Flattop Blackhawk Single Action Revolver
serial #18130, 44 Magnum, 4 3/4" shortened barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The frame, barrel and cylinder of this revolver retain
about 80% original blue showing a few light dings along the barrel,
moderate high edge and operational wear and the cylinder and frame
taking on the familiar plum patina. The front sight is a mottled gray
patina and has been relocated post-barrel-shortening, while the alloy
triggerguard and backstrap have toned to pale gray patina. The smooth
walnut grips with slight left-side thumb rest are non-factory replacements
and rate very good showing some light dings, handling marks and a
silver inlaid cursive "G" in the left panel. The Micro adjustable rear sight
is intact, the transfer bar update has not been performed and the action
seems to function well mechanically with very good timing and lock-up.
(13A9438-60) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Freedom Arms Casull's Improvement Mini Single Action Revolver
serial #A39319, 22 LR, 3" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate good, the high edges have been somewhat
crudely and deliberately "smoothed over", the front edges of the cylinder
flats showing the most evident tool marks, along with a few light freckles,
handling marks and an area of oxidation where the front sight was once
attached (the front sight is included). The black plastic grips remain in
very good condition showing some light scuffs and handling marks. The
action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up
and the original brown vinyl pouch is included. (13A9438-61)
{MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Harrington & Richardson Safety Hammer Double Action Revolver
serial #1239, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 85% original nickel finish showing scattered light flakes
toning to gray-brown patina, some moderate scratches and light dings.
The triggerguard retains perhaps 70% original blue with the balance
toning to gray-brown while the patented spurless hammer is a mild gray
patina. The black foliate pattern hard rubber grips remain in very good
condition showing light dings and handling marks. The action will require
mechanical attention as it hangs up every now and then and the
hammer does not fully drop on some chambers. (13A9438-75) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 100
Forehand & Wadsworth Bulldog Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #1738, 38 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing some good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
revolver have been mostly cleaned to pewter gunmetal patina showing
some areas of light pitting throughout and flakes of flakes in nickel in the
protected areas. The markings remain intact and legible. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in about good condition showing mostly worn
finish, a small crack and repaired chip along the back of the right panel
and other light handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching
and the action will require mechanical attention as the hand is missing
but the hammer still functions well. (13A9438-77) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
American Arms Co. Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #14651, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a good bore
showing small patches of light pitting, bright areas and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original
nickel finish that has dulled slightly overall and shows some scattered
fine flakes, edge wear and freckling. The hammer is a smoky gray patina
and the barrel address remains crisp and clear. There are no grips
present and the barrel latch spring is either lost or broken and
barrel-to-frame fit is otherwise very good. The manual extractor ring is
intact and the action seems to function well mechanically with very good
timing and lock-up. (13A9438-89) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 200
Hopkins & Allen Chichester Small Frame Single Action Revolver
serial #4586, 22 RF, 7 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident
rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver have toned to a mottled gray
and gray-brown patina with scattered old pitting and handling marks.
The barrel is marked with 1871 and 1879 patent dates and the
"CHICHESTER" in the topstrap is partially legible with the fixed rear
sight covering some areas. There are no grips present and the action
will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold at half
cock and timing and lock-up are off. (13A9438-108) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
Eastern Arms Co. 38 DA Top Break Revolver
serial #957, 38 S&W, 5" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this revolver show heavy oxidation throughout with
remnants of original blue shining through. The black checkered synthetic
extended target grips remain in fair condition showing a few small
cracks, scuffs and an area at the top back edge that has been relieved
slightly. The action is not functional. (139438-88) {C&R}
Est. 20 - 80
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Harrington & Richardson Second Model Rimfire Double Action Revolver
serial #278601, 22 RF, 4" ribbed round barrel with an about good bore
showing a few spots of light oxidation and good rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue with most
of the loss along the cylinder showing some light pitting and oxidation
staining along with some lighter oxidation staining and flaking
throughout. The hammer shows some smoky remnants of
case-hardened colors and the barrel address remains crisp. The black
checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing
some light handling marks. The bolt does not engage properly when the
hammer is at rest causing the cylinder to be loose and the action is
functional with good timing, but lock-up rather loose. (13A9438-13)
{C&R}
Est. 55 - 125
Harrington & Richardson First Model Hammerless Double Action
Revolver
serial #26701, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original
nickel finish showing some scattered light flakes toning to gray-brown
patina and some moderate scratches along the cylinder from improper
disassembly. The triggerguard retains perhaps 80% original blue and
the barrel markings remain crisp. The black checkered hard rubber grips
remain in very good plus condition showing some light scratches. The
action will require mechanical attention as the barrel latch spring is
either missing or broken and the trigger needs to be manually reset.
(13A9438-76) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 100
American Arms Co. Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #13809, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 75% original nickel finish
showing some scattered flaking to gray-brown patina, a spot of pitting at
the rear of the frame and light scratches. The barrel markings remain
clear and the black checkered hard rubber grips remain in fair-good
condition showing a 1" chip at the base of the right panel and other light
handling marks. The cylinder and sideplate screw are missing, the barrel
latch spring is broken and the action is not functional. (139438-83)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 30 - 80
H&R Victor No. 3 Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #137, 32 RF, 2 1/2" round barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 40-45% dulled original nickel finish with the
balance toned to a dark brown patina showing some light scratches and
handling marks. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition
showing some light dings, edge wear and remnants of original varnish.
Timing and lock-up are off and will require mechanical attention and the
hammer functions crisply. (13A9438-84) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 30 - 80
Harrington & Richardson Trapper Double Action Revolver
serial #149797, 22 RF, 6" octagon barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing a few scattered tiny pits, light frosting and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces have toned to a gray-brown patina, the
barrel showing some remnants of older reapplied blue with scattered
fine pinprick pitting and dings. The checkered walnut grips remain in fair
condition showing a long thin crack at the top on either side, scuffs and
worn finish. The forward triggerguard pin is a poorly sized non-gun
replacement, the hammer spur shows an elongated brazing repair, the
base pin is missing and the single action sear has been removed from
the gun. The hammer is functional in double action and the trigger
needs to be manually reset sometimes. (139438-25) {C&R}
Est. 20 - 50

126

Engraved Smith & Wesson No. 2 Old Army Tip-up Revolver
serial #17143, 32 RF, 6" ribbed octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
some moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. This revolver has
seen a hard life but features lovely factory engraving, no doubt by
Gustave Young, featuring his distinctive intertwining foliate scrollwork
with punch-dot shading on either side of the frame with a small
geometric motif at the edge near the grips, a repeating circular foliate
motif along the cylinder that continues onto the sides of the barrel before
tapering off to a light geometric motif nearer the muzzle. Additionally
there is a small acanthus leaf motif atop the barrel near the breech and
a foliate ribbon along the base of the frame. The metal surfaces of this
revolver have toned to a dark brown patina showing some scattered
spots of old oxidation, small dings and handling marks. There are some
light tool marks around the barrel hinge and it has a replacement pin in
lieu of the usual screw, the top strap shows a rather extensive and very
well-executed brazed repair, no doubt done during the period of use,
and the ejector spud is a more modern replacement with a black
japanned finish and secured by a non-gun screw. The revolver wears a
set of antique ivory grips that remain in very good condition showing an
old tiny chip at the heel of the right panel, nice age striations and a
mellow patina. The cylinder bolt spring is somewhat weak causing
lock-up to be loose, timing is still very good however and the hammer is
crisp. A good "example" piece of Young's work. (13C9438-79)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 800
Custom Smith & Wesson Model 1905 Military & Police Revolver
serial #858655, 22 LR, 6 1/8" non-factory replacement barrel with a
bright very good plus bore showing a little minor frosting and strong
rifling throughout. The chambers of this revolver have been neatly
sleeved for 22 LR, the barrel is both Belgian and British-proofed for 22
LR, and the frame and cylinder are British-proofed. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% reapplied polished blue showing some high edge and
operational wear, a couple spots of light oxidation staining and remnants
of pinprick pitting beneath the finish. The smooth walnut Herrett's grips
remain in very good condition showing some light flakes along the
bottom edges and minor dings. The revolver is sighted with an
unmarked adjustable rear notch and large Patridge blade. The action
will require mechanical attention; the hammer and mainspring have
been removed and are provided. (13A9438-37) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 125
Grendel P-10 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #12225, 380 ACP, 3" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
slide of this pistol has toned to a blue-gray patina showing some high
edge and operational wear. The polymer frame remains in very good
condition showing some light scuffs, handling marks and there are two
added drilled holes at the heel of the frame, likely for a grip extender of
some kind. This pistol was Grendel's first offering and, strangely, uses
an internal 10-round magazine loaded with M16 stripper clips.
(13A9438-26) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 125
Belgian Large Frame Double Action Top-Break Revolver
serial #13, 50 CF, 6" heptagonal barrel with a moderately oxidized bore
showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
have toned to a mottled gunmetal gray patina showing evidence of a
light cleaning long ago with scattered old light pitting and freckling. The
revolver is embellished with some light foliate scroll that remains mostly
intact and there are a couple small Belgian inspector stamps visible and
an antique Belgian proof on the cylinder. The black hard rubber grips
feature a lovely molded foliate motif with griffon's head at the top and
remain in very good plus condition showing some minor overall
smoothing, light dings and handling marks. The revolver features a
push-in barrel release lever on the left side, hooked triggerguard,
lanyard ring and automatic extractor plate. Barrel-to-frame fit shows a
hint of play and the action seems to function well mechanically with solid
timing and generally good lock-up, a little loose on a few chambers. An
interesting revolver likely chambered for the 500 Tranter cartridge.
(13A9438-53) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 500
Eagle Revolver Works 38 Double Action Revolver
serial #426, 38 S&W, 3 5/8" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore
showing some good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
Belgian-made revolver retain perhaps 80% original nickel finish that is
somewhat dulled throughout with most of the loss along the cylinder that
has toned to gunmetal patina, some other areas of flaking around the
breech and light oxidation staining. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in fair condition showing a number of thin cracks and small
chips that are still retained when the grips are attached along with some
other light handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action will
require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold and the
trigger return spring is broken. (13A9438-40) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 80
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Iver Johnson Third Model Safety Automatic Hammerless Revolver
serial #183, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a fair bore showing
patches of light oxidation, bright areas and strong rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 92% original nickel finish
showing some scattered tiny flakes along the high edges, some dings
and light tool marks on either side of the frame around the pins along
with some other light handling marks. The barrel latch and trigger show
some good remnants of case-hardened colors while the triggerguard
retains about 65% original bright blue showing light overall flaking. The
smooth mother-of-pearl grips are scratch-numbered to a different gun
and remain in very good plus condition showing some light scratches
and handling marks. The action is functional with good timing and
lock-up a little loose. (13A9438-35) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 125
German C96 M30 Semi-Auto Pistol With Chinese Markings by Mauser
Oberndorf
serial #877055, 30 Mauser, 5 1/2" barrel with an oxidized worn bore.
The metal surfaces of this pistol have mostly toned to a gray-brown
patina showing the usual extensive wear associated with Chinese
Broomhandle pistols with old light pitting scattered throughout, light
dings, oxidation staining and remnants of original blue along the
protected areas of the receiver. The markings remain intact and legible,
there is a discreet import mark on the frontstrap and Chinese characters
on the left side magazine. The grooved walnut grips remain in fair
condition showing overall smoothing, a few thin drying cracks and
handling marks. The grips are somewhat loose and the screw shows
oxidation and is seized in place. The lanyard ring is missing, the bolt is
mismatched but the remaining numbered parts appear to be matching.
The rear of the firing pin shows an old period repair and the action
seems to function well mechanically. (13B9438-24) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Harrington & Richardson Sportsman Double Action Revolver
serial #D27593, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 95% original blue with most
of the loss due to some light flaking to gray-brown patina along the
cylinder, a few spots of light freckling and handling marks. There is a
small moderate ding on the left side topstrap, the sides of the hammer
remain mostly bright showing some light freckling and all markings
remain clear. The checkered one-piece walnut grip remains in very good
plus condition showing a few lightly chipped points along the left side
and some scattered small dings. All of the serialized parts are matching
and the revolver is sighted with adjustable rear blade and front Patridge
sight with brass insert. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action is
functional with solid timing and lock-up in double action, in single action
timing is a little off on a few chambers. (13A9438-47) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Belgian Large Frame Double Action Top-Break Revolver
serial #2291, 44 Henry RF, 8" ribbed round barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore showing some good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
of this revolver retain about 94% older reapplied dull rust blue showing
some high edge wear, a few spots of light oxidation staining and areas
of old pitting beneath the finish. The original Belgian inspector markings
and antique proof mark remain visible and the barrel rib is stamped with
a somewhat soft facsimile of a Smith & Wesson patent. The checkered
hardwood grips remain in very good condition showing an old dark finish
with a few lightly chipped points and dings. The lanyard ring is missing,
barrel-to-frame fit shows a little minor play and the action remains
functional with generally good timing and lock-up rather loose.
(13A9438-9) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
German C96 Red Nine Semi-Auto Pistol by Mauser Oberndorf
serial #132753, 9mm, 4" arsenal-shortened barrel with a mostly bright
very good bore showing some light frosting, some minor pinprick pitting
and strong rifling. This pistol has undergone typical Weimar era
modifications including the shortened barrel with sleeved front sight and
simple fixed rear sight. The metal surfaces retain about 90-92% older
reapplied nickel finish showing some scattered streaks flaking to gray
patina, areas of light freckling and remnants of old light pitting beneath
the nickel. The hammer and fire control group are a dark gray patina
and the safety shows some good fire blue. Some of the markings have
softened slightly from the metal preparation but most are intact and the
frontstrap is unit-marked "S.K.0.I.M. 86." likely a Weimar police marking.
The grooved walnut grips with branded red "9" are stamp-numbered to
the gun and remain in about very good plus condition showing some
scattered light dings and handling marks. The lanyard ring is intact, all of
the serialized parts are matching and the action seems to function well
mechanically. A very good Weimar rework, albeit subjected to some
later nickel plating, that will probably be a good shooter. (13B9438-33)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600

136

Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #231483, 45 Colt / 410 Bore, 10" barrel with screw-in shotshell
choke and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol
retain about 96-97% original blue showing a few light scuffs along the
barrel and triggerguard, a couple tiny spots of minor oxidation staining
and handling marks. The replacement Pachmayr black checkered
rubber grip and forend remain in very good plus condition showing a
couple light abrasions along the forend and perhaps a few other light
handling marks. The original sights are intact, the hammer is equipped
with cross bolt safety and screwdriver firing pin selector; the choke
wrench is not included. (13A9438-48) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Spanish Grah System Double Action Revolver
serial #3059, 8mm CF, 4" ribbed round barrel with a partially bright good
bore showing some scattered light pitting and strong rifling. This revolver
is marked "MADE IN SPAIN" and uses a design similar to that of Belgian
gunmaker William Grah. Caliber is marked only "CAL 8" and the cylinder
is chambered for an exceptionally long cartridge, perhaps 8mm Pieper
but this cannot be confirmed. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 65%
original blue showing overall thinning to gray patina, some scattered
patches of oxidation staining and some moderate dings. The hammer
and trigger actually show some really lovely rich case-hardened colors.
The black checkered hard rubber grips with horseman logo remain in
very good plus condition showing a few light scuffs, dings and handling
marks. The cylinder fit is rather loose, the ejector star shows some
impact marks and is jammed. The cylinder no long times or locks up
correctly although the hammer itself functions very well in single and
double action. The revolver is equipped with a lanyard ring and hammer
block safety lever on the left side of the frame. (13A9438-97) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 400
American Arms Co. Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #14141, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original nickel finish
with most of the loss due to the cylinder which is devoid of finish and
shows evidence of an old cleaning, now toned to gunmetal with
remnants of light pitting. The remaining surfaces show light flaking at the
high edges, scratches and dulling. The hammer and trigger are a dark
gray patina and the barrel markings remain crisp. The black checkered
hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light
discoloration and a few minor handling marks. The barrel latch spring is
broken, the cylinder retainer screw is a non-gun replacement and the
extractor plate is jammed. The cylinder does not time or lock-up
appropriately although the hammer seems to function well.
(13A9438-91) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
Harrington & Richardson American Double Action Revolver
serial #395, 44 CF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an about good bore
showing scattered light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The
frame and barrel of this third variation revolver have mostly toned to a
silvery gunmetal patina showing evidence of an old cleaning with
scattered light pitting and oxidation staining. There are some strong
remnants of nickel in the protected areas of the triggerguard and the
cylinder and loading gate show strong nickel finish with some light
flaking. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate poor showing large
chips on both panels. The action will require mechanical attention and
the hammer and mainspring have been removed and are provided.
(139438-90) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 20 - 80
Forehand & Wadsworth No. 32 Double Action Revolver
serial #637, 32 RF, 2 3/8" round barrel with a fair bore showing some
moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this early double action revolver retain about 90% period nickel finish
showing some scattered fine flaking, a few spots of light oxidation
staining and dulling of the finish. There are some scattered light dings, a
few areas a bit more moderate along the high edges of the cylinder
flutes and some fine pinprick pitting that appears to be underneath the
nickel in some areas, the finish likely reapplied during the period of use.
The topstrap markings remain mostly crisp and clear. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in very good plus condition showing good
original varnish, high edge wear and handling marks. The mainspring
tension screw and ejector rod housed on the base pin are missing, the
trigger return spring is broken and the action is otherwise functional.
(13A9438-95) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 800
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Belgian Bulldog Double Action Revolver
serial #9979, 450 CF, 2 3/4" barrel with an oxidized bore showing faint
rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver have toned to a dark brown
patina showing oxidation staining and light pitting. The front sight has
been lost and there are visible Belgian inspector marks and an antique
proof on the cylinder. The checkered walnut grips remain in fair
condition showing moderate scuffs and dings. The action functions
intermittently with poor timing and lock-up. (13A9438-104) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 20 - 80
Forehand Arms Co. Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #10720, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces are mostly a
mottled gunmetal patina showing flakes of original nickel scattered
about, some small dings and old light pitting. The black checkered hard
rubber grips remain in very good condition showing a repaired chip at
the top edge of the right panel, light dings and handling marks. The
head of the base pin has broken off, the action is functional and timing
and lock-up are off. (13A9438-93) {C&R}
Est. 20 - 80
Chinese FN-Browning Copy Semi-Auto Pistol
32 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling. This
is an interesting pistol in the typical wacky styling and construction
techniques seen on Chinese gunsmith-made pistols. The metal surfaces
are in-the-white and rate very good plus showing some scattered light
freckling, some very minor oxidation staining and light dings around the
pins. The pistol bears numerous markings including "T.E.F." and
"BROWNINGS" on the right side slide, "SJR" and "HERSTAL" on the
right side frame, an FN pistol logo and "BREVETESODO" on the left
side slide, facsimile Belgian proofs atop the breech and a faux rear sight
with senseless range markings "26 / 26 / 26 / 26" on one side and "04 /
04 / 04 / 04" on the other. The opaque synthetic grips remain in good
condition showing a thin crack at shallow chips mostly along the left
panel, some other light dings and handling marks. The pistol includes
what is no doubt the original magazine and the action will require
mechanical attention at the hammer does not hold and the tip of the
firing pin is broken off. A very good example of these interesting pistols
for the collector of arms curiosa. (13A9438-96) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 300
Spanish Colt-Style Double Action Revolver
serial #55, 38 Special, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing some minor imperfections in the rifling. The metal surfaces of
this Colt Lightning-style revolver, albeit with a somewhat more SAA-style
grip, retain about 70% original blue thinning overall to a mild gray patina
with scattered light oxidation staining and an area of moderate dings on
the edges around one cylinder flute. The revolver is stamped with early
Spanish rampant lion proofs. The checkered walnut grips remain in good
condition showing some scattered light dings, a few lightly chipped
points and the top edge of the left panel slightly warped. The loading
gate is missing and the action will require mechanical attention, the
hammer and mainspring have been removed but are provided.
(13A9438-103) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 80
Smith & Wesson First Model Baby Russian Revolver
serial #24046, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a good bore
showing scattered light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original nickel finish with most
of the loss due to flaking along the cylinder and scattered about the
frame toning to a dark gray-brown patina, a few spots of light pitting
along the cylinder and other handling marks. The hammer shows
remnants of case-hardened colors with light oxidation staining, the latch
and trigger showing remnants of blue. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in very good plus condition showing some minor
discoloration and handling marks. The right panel is pencil-numbered to
the gun and the left is un-numbered. All of the serialized parts are
matching, barrel-to-frame fit is solid, the bolt is somewhat worn causing
the cylinder to counter-rotate when the hammer is down but the action is
otherwise functional. (13A9438-82) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 500

146

Smith & Wesson No. 3 Second Model Single Action Revolver
serial #18001, 44 S&W American, 4 1/2" shortened barrel with a good
bore showing light oxidation, a few pinprick pits and strong rifling
throughout. This revolver has seen some extensive older period
modifications: the barrel was shortened, a screw hole was drilled
through the latch apparently allow disengaging of the top break function
(the screw itself has been lost) and a loading cutout has been made
along the right side of the frame and through the recoil shield to allow
more traditional loading. The metal surfaces are a mottled gunmetal and
gray-brown patina showing scattered old pitting and light dings
throughout. The screw heads show slot wear and what remains of the
barrel address is legible. There are no grips present, the topstrap screw
for the cylinder retainer is missing and the trigger appears to be an old
replacement as it is somewhat short. All of the numbered parts are
matching by assembly number and the action will require some
mechanical attention as the latch spring is broken and the half cock
notch is worn though the action is otherwise functional at full cock.
(13A9438-106) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Second Model Schofield Single Action Revolver
45 S&W, 4 5/8" shortened barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver are a dark gray-brown patina showing moderate
old pitting and oxidation staining scattered throughout. The serial
number is covered by a lanyard ring and no longer visible, there are no
longer any visible markings on the barrel, the frame is marked with a
martial "W" inspector stamp and a rather sloppy "WF & CO" on the right
side and the cylinder is numbered "4326" with "E" martial inspector
stamp. There are no grips present, a number of screws are older
replacements, the sideplate is a somewhat oversized gunsmith
replacement and the barrel latch block is held in by old pins and shows
a chip at the right side. The cylinder is no longer retained properly and
pops out when the action is opened, the half cock notch is worn and the
hammer still functions at full cock with the cylinder advancing normally
displaying loose lock-up. (13A9438-105) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
British Tranter-Style Single Action Pocket Revolver
.380 RF, 3 3/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this revolver have toned to a dark brown patina showing some spots
of old oxidation staining, fine pinprick pitting and some small dings. The
revolver is not maker-marked and stamped only with British black
powder proofs; it follows the typical patterns of a Tranter-style revolver
with percussion loading lever-style case ejector. The hand and its spring
appear to be old replacements causing the sideplate to not fit quite flush
to the frame. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition
showing some lightly chipped points and handling marks. The front sight
is worn down from the years, the hammer seems to function well and
timing will require mechanical attention as the cylinder does not advance
on a number of chambers. (13A9438-86) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Engraved Forehand & Wadsworth British Bull-Dog Double Action
Revolver
serial #11303, 44 Webley, 2 5/8" barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver are a
silvery gunmetal patina showing some remnants of nickel in the
protected areas and some scattered spots of light pitting. The revolver is
embellished with good quality foliate scrollwork with punch-dot shading
and a few light geometric motifs. The topstrap is stamped "BRITISH /
BULL-DOG" and the left side with a bulldog head logo and "TRADE /
MARK". The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in very good condition
showing some minor discoloration, a few tiny cracks and dings. There is
no hammer present and the loading gate and base pin appear to be
quality-made replacements. (13A9438-98) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
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Attractive Belgian Large Frame Double Action Top-Break Revolver
serial #5817, 44-40, 6 1/8" ribbed round barrel with a bright very good
plus bore showing some minor oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain nearly 90%
original bright blue with most of the loss due to scattered flaking toning
to a pleasant gray-brown patina along either side of the barrel,
gripstraps and other high edges along with some scattered scratches
and light handling marks. There are some very light pits along the right
side rib of the barrel that appear to be flaws in the metal during
production and are rather unobtrusive. The screw heads show light slot
wear, the barrel is stamped "FOR 44 WINCHESTER CARTRIDGE" on
the top and "BELGIUM" on the left side and the arm is otherwise marked
with typical Belgian inspector proofs and crown proof. The hammer,
barrel latch and trigger show some lovely brilliant fire blue with some
mild silvering. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very
good plus condition showing some light scuffs and handling marks.
Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to function well
mechanically with excellent timing and lock-up. These Belgian copies
are very rarely seen in such nice condition. (13B9438-68) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Second Model Schofield Single Action Revolver
45 Schofield, 7” barrel with a heavily oxidized bore and several dents on
the end of the muzzle. All metal surfaces are now a mottled brown
patina from oxidation with scattered pitting, dents and handling wear.
The smooth walnut grips remain in fair condition showing an old
cleaning and are rather shy of the frame also showing some light dings
and handling marks. The end of the mainspring and mainspring screw
have broken off and the action has seen some rather interesting
frontier-style gunsmithing work performed involving steel and wooden
wedges around the mainspring to get it working again. Despite those
efforts the mainspring is weak, the firing pin is broken off, the cylinder
catch is missing a screw, a few screws are replacements and show slot
wear and all markings including the serial number are no longer visible.
The action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not
hold and timing and lock-up are off. (8A9438-71) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Remington New Model Police Cartridge-Converted Revolver
serial #2073, 38 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
patches of moderate oxidation and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 65-70% original nickel finish showing areas
flaking and toning to a dark brown patina scattered throughout, light
oxidation staining and handling marks. The hammer shows some
moderate oxidation staining while the trigger retains some good fire blue
and the barrel markings remain crisp. The smooth walnut grips are
pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing
some edge wear, a concentration of dings along the bases and other
scattered scratches. The triggerguard and back plate for the cylinder are
missing and the hammer still seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9438-72) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 300
Smith & Wesson 38 Single Action Second Model Revolver
serial #42650, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with an about very
good bore showing a couple small patches of light pitting, bright areas
and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 85%
original nickel finish showing some overall light flaking toning to brown
patina, minor oxidation staining and scratches. The latch retains strong
original blue and the hammer shows nice case-hardened colors. The
black checkered hard rubber grips remain in fair condition showing a
large chip at the base of the left panel, a smaller chip along the base of
the right along with a moderate crack at its top edge. The serialized
parts are matching and the action will require mechanical attention as
there is no mainspring and the cylinder bolt does not engage properly.
(13A9438-81) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 125
Smith & Wesson Model 331 Airlite Ti Double Action Revolver
serial #CDH7995, 32 H&R Magnum, 1 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The alloy and titanium surfaces rate near excellent showing some
light operational wear and powder residue. The hammer and trigger
show mild case-hardened colors. The replacement black rubber Uncle
Mike's grips remain in about very good condition showing some overall
light scuffs and scratches. The revolver includes its original factory gray
case with blue interior that rates very good showing a few moderate
scuffs along the exterior and a small tear through the S&W logo on the
lid. A very nice example of these low-production and desirable Smith &
Wesson revolvers. (13A9438-54) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 800

155

Bacon Mfg. Co. Removable Triggerguard Pocket Revolver
serial #244, 32 RF, 4" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver have toned to a mottled gray-brown patina
showing scattered old pitting and scratches. The screw heads show slot
wear and the barrel address is soft but mostly legible, the front sight is
worn down and the triggerguard has been lost. The smooth walnut grips
remain in good condition showing darkened areas, a thin chip along the
top edge of the right panel and other light handling marks. A portion of
the recoil shield has been blown off and also shows some small areas
that appear to have been intentionally removed for some reason. The
action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold
and the cylinder does not rotate. (13A9438-87) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 40 - 80
Smith & Wesson No. 2 Old Model Army Revolver
serial #3294, 32 RF, 5" ribbed octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
moderate oxidation and good rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 85% silver finish showing areas of bubbling and light flaking
scattered throughout, tarnishing and some old tool marks along the right
side of the hinge. The barrel markings remain intact and mostly legible.
The hammer spur has broken off and the revolver is missing a number
of parts including the cylinder, sideplate, ejector spud, trigger, hand and
their associated small pins or screws. The left smooth rosewood grip
panel remains in very good plus condition showing light dings and edge
wear with strong original varnish while the right panel shows a long
portion missing its entire length across the front edge. (13A9438-80)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
North American Arms Mini Master Single Action Revolver
serial #MMT5009, 22 Magnum, 4" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good plus showing some
scattered light scratches and minor operational wear. The black rubber
grips remain in very good condition showing some light scuffs and
handling marks. The original sights with adjustable rear are intact and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (13A9438-50)
{MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Forehand & Wadsworth New Model Army Single Action Revolver
serial #403, 44 S&W Russian, 5 3/8" shortened round barrel with a fair
bore showing scattered light pitting, oxidation and still good rifling
throughout. The barrel of this scarce revolver has been slightly
shortened no doubt very long ago during the period of use and the metal
surfaces have toned to a mottled gunmetal patina showing evidence of
an old cleaning with areas of moderate old pitting scattered about,
scratches, dings and oxidation staining. Despite it all there are still a few
flakes of original bright blue lurking about the protected areas of the
frame. The barrel address is mostly intact with "FOREHAND & WADS"
obscured by pitting and the remainder still quite clear. The screw heads
show slot wear and a few are old replacements, the base pin retainer
spring has been lost, the ejector rod head and firing pin show some old
period repairs and the triggerguard appears to be from a different model
and is not fitted perfectly. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips are
un-numbered and remain in very good condition showing some light
dings and handling marks. The base pin and cylinder are matching the
frame and the action will require mechanical attention as half cock is
somewhat worn, lock-up is loose but the action still times and the
hammer functions at full cock. A good example piece of these
low-production and desirable large frame Forehand & Wadsworth
revolvers. (13B9438-30) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 800
Charter Arms Bulldog Double Action Revolver
serial #250132, 44 S&W Special, 1 7/8" shortened and ported barrel
with a bright near excellent bore. This revolver is in a configuration
similar to Charter's current "Boomer" revolver with porting, no front sight
and bobbed hammer, this example appears to be non-factory
customized into this configuration on a model made before the Boomer
was released. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good plus showing
some scattered light scratches and handling marks while the alloy
backstrap and triggerguard retain 95% black anodized finish. The black
rubber Pachmayr Presentation Compac grips rate very good showing
some light staining and scuffs. The bobbed hammer can still be cocked
for single action and the action seems to function well mechanically. The
cylinder release does not seem to move forward enough to release
although the ejector rod can still be pulled forward to release the
cylinder. (13A9438-15) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
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Forehand & Wadsworth British Bull-Dog Double Action Revolver
serial #4314, 44 Webley, 2 5/8" barrel with a fair bore showing pitting in
the grooves and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 75% original nickel finish with areas of loss mostly
along the right side frame and barrel that show cleaned light pitting and
are toning to a silvery pewter patina blending in with the nickel finish
rather nicely along with some scattered light scratches and handling
marks. The topstrap is stamped "BRITISH / BULL-DOG" and the left
side with a bulldog head logo and "TRADE / MARK". The black
checkered hard rubber grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain
in near excellent condition showing a few light dings and handling
marks. The hammer appears to show some old repairs or perhaps is
from a different arm and the mainspring is a little weak but the action is
otherwise functional with good timing and lock-up. (13A9438-59)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 250
Brooklyn Arms Co. Slocum Patent Separate Chamber Single Action
Pocket Revolver
serial #6744, 32 RF, 3" round barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 70%
original nickel finish showing overall flaking with areas toning to
gray-brown patina along the barrel and cylinder and a pleasant ocher
patina along the frame. There are some scattered light dings or tool
marks along the top edges of the frame and back edge of the cylinder.
The frame is embellished with the typical light factory foliate scrollwork
and the barrel address remains legible. The smooth rosewood grips are
assembly-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition
showing worn finish and some light handling marks. The base pin screw
is a replacement and the hammer shows some old repairs. The cylinder
fails to advance every now and then but the action is generally
functional with lock-up a little loose. A very good example of these
interesting revolvers, the sliding chambers designed to avoid Smith &
Wesson's Rollin White patent. (13B9438-110) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 800
American Arms Co. Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #1632, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a fair bore
showing light pitting and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 75% original nickel finish flaking to a
gray-brown patina throughout with scattered small dings and scratches.
The barrel address and "PAT'S PENDING" on the topstrap remain
mostly legible. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in good
condition showing some smoothed areas, light scuffs and handling
marks. The action is rather sluggish in both firing modes and otherwise
appears to function normally. (13A9438-20) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 150
American Arms Co. Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #1609, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore
showing visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about
92% original nickel showing some scattered fine flakes toning to
gray-brown patina, some light scratches and handling marks. The trigger
shows some smoky remnants of case-hardened colors and the barrel
address and "PAT'S PENDING" on the topstrap remain clear. The black
checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good condition showing
some discoloration and handling marks. The firing pin appears to be
stuck forward, the trigger does not catch the hammer every now and
then but the action generally seems to function in both firing modes.
(13A9438-27) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
American Arms Co. Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #3415, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a good bore
showing scattered fine pinprick pitting and good rifling. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 95% original nickel finish showing
some scattered tiny flakes mostly along the right side frame and cylinder
flutes toning to a dark gray patina along with a couple light scratches
and handling marks. The latch shows strong blue and the trigger retains
some good case-hardened colors. The barrel address and series of
patent dates along the topstrap remain crisp. The black checkered hard
rubber grips remain in very good plus condition showing some minor
discoloration and a few light handling marks. The firing pin is missing
and the single action firing mode is not functional although double action
seems to function well mechanically. An extra sideplate is included.
(13A9438-22) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200

165

American Arms Co. Double Action Pocket Revolver
serial #3033, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed round barrel with a mostly bright
very good bore showing a patch of oxidation near the muzzle and
otherwise strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver
retain about 96% original nickel finish showing a few tiny scattered
flakes, some light dings and scratches along either side of the frame.
The latch retains remnants of original blue while the trigger shows some
nice case-hardened colors. The barrel address and series of patent
dates along the topstrap remain crisp. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light staining and
handling marks. The action seems to function well mechanically in both
firing modes with very good timing and lock-up. (13A9438-17)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 350
Security Industries of America Pocket Mag Double Action Revolver
serial #M3847, 357 Magnum, 1 7/8" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this AIG Corp-marked revolver rate
very good showing scattered light scratches, scuffs and machine marks
from manufacturing. The revolver wears a set of Crimson Trace laser
grips that are somewhat ill-fitting and rate very good showing some light
handling marks and the laser is not functional. The hammer has been
bobbed and can still be cocked for single action and the action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up a little bit loose.
(13A9438-16) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 125
Astra Constable II Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #J9333, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Interarms-marked pistol retain about 95% original
blue showing one small spot of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining on
the left edge of the slide, a couple errant freckles and handling marks.
The black checkered plastic grips remain in near excellent condition
showing some light handling marks. One magazine is included, it does
not engage the slide hold-open and the action otherwise seems to
function well mechanically. (13A9577-1) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 350
Colt Army Special Double Action Revolver
serial #508649, 38 Special, 6" barrel with a mostly bright very good plus
bore showing some scattered pinprick pitting and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1924-made revolver retain about
75% factory quality reapplied blue showing some moderate edge wear
along the cylinder, topstrap and sides of the barrel toning to gunmetal
patina, some light freckling and handling marks. All markings remain
intact and legible and there is an "&" factory rework mark on the right
side near the triggerguard. The checkered walnut grips with silver Colt
medallions remain in good condition showing moderate overall
smoothing, light dings and handling marks. The action seems to function
well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. This revolver has seen
some honest use post-factory refurbishment and will probably be a good
shooter. (13A9577-3) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Beretta Model EL 21A "Lady Beretta" Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #LB0584U, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this limited edition "1 of 100" pistol retain about 90%
original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss due to some
scattered spots of light oxidation staining and very minor pinprick pitting
along the high edges of the slide and barrel, silvering of the remaining
high edges and other light handling marks. The gold embellishments
with roses and "Lady Beretta" along the top and left side of the slide
remain mostly intact showing a few areas of faint loss. The smooth
hardwood grips with Beretta logo medallions remain in very good
condition showing some light scuffs and minor flaking finish mostly
present along the right panel. The pistol includes its original factory box
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two original magazines,
cleaning brush and manual. (13A9577-4) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 350
Colt Woodsman Sport Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #136401, 22 LR, 4 1/2” likely replacement barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% nicely re-applied blue with
some covered-over blemishes. The fully-checkered walnut factory grips
are near excellent. The front sight is elevation-adjustable and the rear
sight is drift-adjustable. Included is a single “COLT WOODSMAN / CAL
.22 L.R” marked magazine retaining about 99% expertly re-applied blue.
(22A9312-27) {C&R} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 300 - 500
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Colt Woodsman Sport Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #156674, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% later-added matte blue with pinprick pitting
visible underneath. The fully-checkered walnut factory grips are very
good. The rear sight is drift-adjustable, the front sight is a
partially-serrated blade. Included is a single “COLT WOODSMAN / CAL
.22 L.R” marked magazine retaining 99% later-added matte blue.
(22A9312-16) {C&R} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
Pre-War Colt Official Police Double Action Revolver
serial #1495, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain roughly 80% original blue with scattered blemishes and pinprick
pits. The checkered factory walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt
medallions are very good plus with some blemishes at the frontstrap.
This 1930-made revolver locks up and times well. (22A9312-26) {C&R}
[Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Para Ordnance PT45 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #PG005515, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a mostly excellent bore
showing some minor frosting near the breech. The unmarked slide
retains about 99% original blue with operational wear, the alloy frame
retains 99% plus matte black anodized finish. The textured black
synthetic grip panels are excellent. The pistol is sighted with an
adjustable white outline Millett blade rear sight and a Millett white insert
front sight. Included is a single hard chrome factory magazine.
(22A9312-91) {MODERN} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 350 - 550
High Standard Model A Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #91685, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue with thinning and pitting on the
frontstrap and some other scattered blemishes. The fully-checkered
walnut grips are very good. The rear sight is an adjustable square-notch
blade, the front sight is a Patridge blade and the pistol comes with a
single factory magazine. (22A9312-86) {C&R} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr.
Collection]
Est. 400 - 600
High Standard Model H-D Military Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #257045, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% later-applied blue with some blemishes and
thinning grip frame. The fully-checkered walnut grips are good to very
good with some blemishes and flattened points. The rear sight is an
adjustable square-notch blade, the front is a Patridge blade. Included is
a single two-tone factory magazine with a small repair near the
baseplate. (22A9312-85) {C&R} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 250 - 450
High Standard Model 107 Supermatic Tournament Military Semi-Auto
Pistol
serial #2037199, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some scattered blemishes.
The fully-checkered walnut grips with left-side thumb rest are about
excellent. The rear sight is adjustable, the front sight is a Patridge blade.
Included is a single factory magazine with red baseplate. (22A9312-87)
{MODERN} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 350 - 550
High Standard Model H-D Military Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #214885, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue. The fully-checkered walnut
grips are about very good. The rear sight is adjustable, the front sight is
a Patridge blade. Included is a two-tone factory magazine.
(22A9312-81) {MODERN} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 250 - 450
Marlin Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #146186, 32 RF, 24” barrel with a strongly-rifled frosted bore and
a slight bulge roughly 10” back from the muzzle. The metal surfaces are
a mix of brown and gunmetal gray with scattered blemishes throughout.
The smooth straight-grip walnut buttstock and forend are good, there is
added finish, handling marks and a 2” sliver missing from the forend.
The front sight is a combination sight, the rear sight is a white triangle
two leaf sight. There are two later-added filler screws in the top tang and
the rifle appears mechanically-sound. (22A8927-64) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model ‘06 Slide Action Rifle
serial #280364, 22 S, L, LR, 20” oval “P” mail-order marked barrel with a
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly brown and gray with
scattered blemishes. The smooth walnut straight-grip buttstock and
forend are good, they have been cleaned and show impact marks and
light-to-moderate handling marks. The rifle is equipped with factory
sights and seems to function well mechanically. (22A8927-54) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150

180

Winchester Model 1903 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial#43752, 22 Win Auto, 20” barrel with one large bulge and two
smaller bulges and an about excellent bore. The barrel retains about
98% professionally later-applied blue with some light freckling and
handling marks, the “MODEL 03 .22 CAL. AUTOMATIC” barrel address
indicates this barrel may be slightly later than the receiver. The receiver
is a mostly gunmetal and light brown patina with the belly toned to silver,
some splashes of blue in the protected areas, light scratches and
freckling. The smooth straight-grip walnut buttstock and forend are
about fair to good, there is a 1” by 3/4” chip missing from the middle of
the butt on the left-side, a smaller chip missing in the same area on the
right side, a 4” crack starting at the frame on both sides of the wrist,
small signs of repair and handling marks throughout. The front sight is a
small silver bead, the rear sight is a Series 40 sporting sight.
(226520-2301) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 250
Remington-Whitmore Lifter Model 1874 Double Hammergun
serial #853, 10 ga, 30” barrels with pitted bores. The metal surfaces are
brown and gunmetal gray with light oxidation and scattered blemishes,
there are two dings in the right barrel near the muzzle. The straight-grip
checkered walnut buttstock and splinter-style forend are very good with
flattened points and some minor signs of handling. The length-of-pull is
13 3/4” and the mechanical functions appear to be sound with a faint
sliver of light visible between the barrels and fence. (22A8927-179)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
W. Richards Underlever Double Hammergun
12 ga, 30” barrels both choked cylinder with the left barrel being slightly
tighter with pitted and frosted bores. The metal surfaces are a mixture of
brown and gray with blemishes, “CAST STEEL” marked on the rib and
“W.RICHARDS” on each lockplate. The barrels jog slightly to the left at
roughly the halfway point, the imperfection is also visible in the rib. The
checkered straight-grip walnut buttstock is good, the checkering is worn
mostly flat, there are holes and scattered blemishes. The
non-rebounding hammers and double triggers appear to work as they
should, the left barrel is slightly off-face and the length-of-pull is 14 5/8”.
(22A8927-249) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
W. Richards Sidelever Double Hammergun
serial #1342, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked improved cylinder
and cylinder with frosted pitted bores. The metal surfaces are mostly
brown and gray with scattered blemishes. The checkered round knob
walnut buttstock and forend are good with blemishes, flattened
checkering, missing slivers in the forend and loss of finish. The
non-rebounding hammers and double triggers appear to work as they
should if somewhat loose, the length-of-pull is 13 7/8” and the barrels
are slightly off-face. (22A8927-254) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
E. Remington & Sons Model 1883 Double Hammergun
serial #17001, 16 ga, 30” barrels choked modified and improved cylinder
with lightly frosted bores. The barrels are mostly brown with some
remnants of old blue, the lockplates are a mixture of brown and gray
patina with slight traces of case-hardened color, there are blemishes
scattered throughout and the bottom tang has broken in half behind the
triggerguard. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and
splinter-style forend are good, there is a crack running through the
middle of the pistolgrip terminating at the aforementioned tang crack, a
chip at the toe and several other scattered blemishes. The rebounding
hammers and double triggers appear mechanically-sound, the
length-of-pull is 14 1/4” and the barrels lock up tight with lever resting at
center. (22A8927-178) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Remington No. 2 Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #206, 38 RF, 26 3/4” octagon barrel with a frosted bore showing
small areas of pitting. The barrel is a light brown and gray patina with
edges toning to silver, the frame is dark brown and gunmetal gray, there
are blemishes throughout. The smooth perch belly walnut buttstock and
forend are good to very good with scattered blemishes. The rifle
appears mechanically sound and is equipped with a combination flip-up
adjustable peep rear sight, the front sight is a later-added silver bead.
(22A8927-243) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Ruger Mark II Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #213-29394, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are near excellent, with light scratches and other
small blemishes. The fully-checkered black synthetic factory grips are
excellent. The pistol is equipped with a wide Volquartsen-style trigger, a
fully-adjustable rear sight, and a Patridge blade front sight. Included are
the original box, shipping sleeve, factory paperwork and a single factory
magazine. (22A9400-100) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
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Ruger Super Redhawk Bill Jordan Double Action Revolver
serial #550-00086, 44 Magnum, 9 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are excellent with Bill Jordan’s signature seen
on the topstrap. The factory grips with smooth goncalo alves inserts are
also excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable white outline blade, the
front sight is a partially-serrated blade with red insert. This revolver
appears to have seen very little use and comes with the original factory
box with paperwork and a still-in-package set of stainless steel Ruger
scope rings. (22A9400-105) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P220 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #G175800, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original matte black finish with a few
scattered blemishes. The checkered black synthetic factory grips are
excellent. This 1990 pistol is equipped with Von Stavenhagen sights, a
decocker and comes with two factory magazines, original test target and
original two-piece factory box. (22A9400-104) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Mark II 50th Anniversary Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #223-08900, 22 LR, 4 3/4” tapered barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a 50th
Anniversary logo stamped in front of the ejection port and the
fully-checkered black synthetic factory grips are excellent. The sights are
fixed and included are two factory magazines, factory paperwork, lock
and the original red factory hard case. (22A9400-98) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Ruger Standard Model 1 of 5000 Signature Series Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #17-02183, 22 LR, 4 3/4” with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of this Signature Series pistol are excellent, “1 OF 5000”
is seen on the left-side of the barrel and Bill Ruger’s signature is seen
on top of the frame. The checkered black synthetic original factory grips
are excellent. The sights are fixed and the original slide-top wooden box,
shipping sleeve, hinge-top factory box and a single factory magazine are
included. (22A9400-112) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger Vaquero Single Action Revolver
serial #57-34319, 44-40 Win, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel, grip frame and cylinder retain about 99% original blue with a
small blemish here or there, there are small spots of freckling on the
hammer and the frame retains about 75% original case-hardened color,
there are areas toned to gunmetal gray and brown patina. The smooth
walnut factory grips are excellent. Included is a gray factory hard case
with lock and extra mainspring and trigger spring. (22A9314-11)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Browning Buck mark Bullseye Standard Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #655NT34885, 22 LR, 7 1/4” fluted barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue and anodized finish
with some light handling marks, the gold trigger retains about 99% plus
original gold finish. The checkered black hard rubber factory grips are
about excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable serrated blade, the front
sight is ramp-mounted Patridge-style blade. Included is a
Browning-marked zipper rug with factory paperwork and a single factory
magazine. (22A9400-96) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Walther TPH Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #T020542, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are excellent, the right-side of the slide is
marked “MADE IN USA / INTERARMS / ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA”. The
checkered black synthetic grips are also excellent with a couple light
handling marks. The pistol is equipped with a slide-mounted
safety/decocker and comes with a two finger rest baseplate factory
magazines, test target, manual and the original black factory hard case.
(22A9400-114) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
L.W. Seecamp LWS 32 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #034638, 32 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The polished
stainless steel surfaces are excellent, the checkered black synthetic
grips are also excellent. These pistols were designed without sights,
included are two factory magazines and the original box with factory
paperwork. (22A9400-111) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Chinese Type 54-1 Semi-Auto Pistol by Norinco
serial #412175, 9mm, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with handling marks and light
scratches, barrel lug is marked “9x19mm”, the slide is marked with a
different caliber designation, “7.62x25mm”. The vertically-serrated grips
with star monogram are excellent. The sights are fixed and the pistol is
equipped with a frame-mounted toggle safety. Included are two “2175”
marked magazines, manual and factory box. (22A9400-108) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 500

196

Smith & Wesson Model 5906 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #VYZ1233, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces are near very good, there are areas worn to silver and
scattered handling marks. The black rubber pebble grain factory Hogue
grips are near excellent. The Novak’s sights are drift-adjustable with the
paint missing from the dots. Included is a single factory magazine.
(22A9319-712) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Jennings Model J-22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #144258, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are near very good retaining nearly all chrome finish which has
dulled slightly with handling marks throughout. The serrated black
synthetic grips are very good with small chips and handling marks. A
single magazine is included. (229319-214) {MODERN}
Est. 30 - 60
AMT Backup 380 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #DA18580, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
satin-finished stainless steel surfaces of this DAO pistol are near
excellent, the black checkered Lexan grips are excellent. The pistol uses
a trench-style sight system and comes with a single magazine.
(22A9319-5) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
AMT Backup II Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AA5203, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
polished and matte stainless steel surfaces are very good plus with
some light stains and handling marks. The black checkered synthetic
grips are very good plus. Included is a single factory magazine.
(22A9319-6) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
AMT Backup II Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A20412, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
polished and matte stainless steel surfaces are very good with handling
marks and scratches. The black checkered synthetic grips are very
good. Included is a single factory magazine with finger rest baseplate.
(22A9319-8) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Ruger P85 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #301-49694, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide is very good with freckling and handling marks, the
dark gray alloy frame is near excellent with some scattered blemishes.
The checkered black hard rubber grips are very good plus. Pistol is
equipped with an ambidextrous slide-mounted safety/decocker and
comes with a single 15-round magazine. (22A9319-518) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom SMI 1911 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SM0362, 45 ACP, 4” compensated barrel with a near excellent
bore. The Colt 70 Series slide retains about 90-95% later applied blue, it
has been shortened and the ejection port has been expanded and
lowered. The frame retains about 97% original matte gray finish. The
smooth laminated brown grips are about excellent. There are no
slide-mounted iron sights and a “Fire Point” marked reflex-style sight has
been attached to the slide with some type of adhesive, the sight is not
currently operational and the lens is somewhat cloudy. A single Chip
McCormick magazine is included. (22A9319-656) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson M&P9c Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HAN5889, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte blue and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and Crimson Trace backstrap is excellent, the red dot
works as it should. The pistol is equipped with low-mount three-dot
sights and an ambidextrous slide release. Included are a non-matching
factory box, two factory magazines, paperwork and lock. (22A9319-703)
{MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson SW22 Victory Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #UDT5047, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
brushed stainless steel surfaces are excellent, the textured and
checkered black polymer factory grips with S&W logo are also excellent.
The rear sight is an adjustable serrated blade with green fiber optic dots,
the front sight is a ramp-mounted green fiber optic. Included is the
original factory box with two factory magazines, picatinny rail and
paperwork. (22A9319-737) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 400
Smith & Wesson Bodyguard Double Action Revolver
serial #CTN7696, 38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with a near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish. The
black hard rubber factory grips are also excellent. The revolver is
equipped with a serrated front sight and a side-mounted Insight red dot,
it works as it should. Included are a zipper pouch, factory box,
paperwork and lock. (22A9319-773) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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Smith & Wesson M&P40 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HTE6048, 40 S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original blue and the polymer frame is excellent. The three
dot sights are drift-adjustable and there is a left-side frame-mounted
safety. Included are two factory magazines, factory box, paperwork and
lock. (22A9319-822) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson Bodyguard Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #KDV8664, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% original blue and the polymer frame is excellent. The
pistol is outfitted with a serrated low-mount rear sight, and an integral
red dot sight that works as it should, the front dovetail is empty. Included
is the original factory box with two factory magazines, zipper pouch,
paperwork and lock. (22A9319-820) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Smith & Wesson Model 351PD Airlite Revolver
serial #DKD6583, 22 WMRF, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
alloy frame and seven-shot cylinder retain 99% original matte black
finish and the trigger and hammer show muted case-hardened color.
The smooth deep red laminate combat-style grips are excellent. Rear
sight is integral to the frame, the front sight is an orange fiber optic.
Included is the original factory box with paperwork and lock. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-772) {MODERN}
Est. 450 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 360 Airweight Revolver
serial #CTF1791, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
alloy frame and five-shot cylinder retain 99% original black finish. The
factory black rubber Uncle Mike’s combat grips are excellent. The front
sight is a serrated ramp, included are the original box, paperwork and
lock. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and may
have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-682)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 60-14 Double Action Revolver
serial #CWB7974, 357 Magnum, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are excellent, the factory black rubber Uncle
Mike’s combat grips are also excellent. The front sight is a serrated
ramp and the rear is integral to the frame. Included is the original factory
box with paperwork and lock. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory-fired only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(22A9319-748) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Kahr Arms P40 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #FD4287, 40 S&W, 3 5/8” barrel with a very good bore with what
looks like scattered factory imperfections in the polygonal rifling. The
matte stainless steel slide and textured-grip polymer frame are excellent.
This DAO pistol’s tritium night sights glow green. Included is the original
black hard case, two factory magazines and manual. (22A9319-225)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Glock 42 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #ABG001, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame is
excellent. The pistol is equipped with standard Glock sights and comes
with two factory magazines, lock, manual and the original factory hard
case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and
may have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-114)
{MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Glock 23 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AAND516, 40 S&W, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame
is excellent. The pistol is equipped with standard Glock sights and
comes with three factory magazines, loading tool, four interchangeable
backstraps, paperwork, lock and original factory hard case. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-115) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger American Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #861-27158, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame
with accessory rail is excellent. The Novak’s three-dot sights are
drift-adjustable. Included are two factory magazines, large
interchangeable backstrap, lock, paperwork and original black hard
case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and
may have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-480)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 450

215

Charter Arms Cougar Double Action Revolver
serial #10-18540, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
anodized aircraft aluminum frame retains about 99% light and dark pink
finish while the remaining satin stainless steel surfaces are excellent.
The serrated black rubber combat-style grips are excellent. The rear
sight is integral to the frame, the front is a small serrated ramp. Included
is the original black factory hard case with lock and paperwork. This arm
is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (229319-67) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 300
Precision Small Arms PSA-25 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #560101, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original brushed satin nickel and the black synthetic
checkered grip panels with “PSA” logo are excellent. The sights are
integral to the slide, included are a single factory magazine, factory
paperwork and a gray factory hard case. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or
handling mark only. (229319-297) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
ISSC M22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A01031, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel slide is excellent, the polymer frame with accessory rail is
excellent. The white outline rear sight is drift-adjustable and an
ambidextrous safety/decocker is mounted on the slide. Included are a
single factory magazine and the original black factory hard case. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a
very small rack or handling mark only. (229319-244) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Glock 26 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #NFS638, 9mm, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame is
excellent. The pistol is equipped with standard Glock sights and comes
with two factory magazines, loading tool, paperwork, lock and original
factory hard case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired
only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(22A9319-110) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
L.W. Seecamp LWS 32 California Edition Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #064253, 32 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces and textured black synthetic grips are excellent. These
pistols are manufactured without sights, this California Edition is
equipped with a trigger-mounted safety. Included is the original factory
box with paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(229319-582) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Smith & Wesson Model 642-2 Performance Center Enhanced Double
Action Only Revolver
serial #CWB8552, 38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The clear-coat alloy frame and satin stainless steel cylinder and barrel
are about excellent with a couple small scratches. The basket-weave
textured laminate rosewood grips are near excellent with a couple small
signs of handling. Included is the original blue hard case with manual.
(229319-781) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Smith & Wesson M&P9c Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HDU4848, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail is excellent. The pistol is equipped with Novak-style
three-dot sight and an ambidextrous slide release. Included are the
original blue hard case, two factory magazines, interchangeable
backstraps, paperwork and lock. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling
mark only. (22A9319-829) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HNR7129, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail is excellent. The pistol is equipped with Novak-style
three-dot sights and an ambidextrous slide release. Included are the
original blue hard case, two factory magazines, interchangeable
backstraps, paperwork and lock. (22A9319-730) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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Smith & Wesson Model 642-2 LS Double Action Revolver
serial #CMY2781, 38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The matte finished aluminum frame and stainless steel barrel and
cylinder are excellent with “LADY SMITH” in script on the right-side. The
smooth brown laminate combat-style grips are excellent. The front sight
is a serrated blade, included are the original factory box, paperwork and
lock. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-695)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson M&P40 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #DWJ2804, 40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame
with accessory rail and ambidextrous slide release is excellent. Pistol is
equipped with three-dot sights and comes with two factory magazines,
lock, paperwork, interchangeable backstraps and the original blue
factory hard case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(22A9319-715) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson Model 637-2 Airweight Revolver
serial #CLW3280, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
alloy frame and stainless steel five-shot cylinder and barrel are
excellent. The black hard rubber checkered factory Crimson Trace grips
are excellent, the red dot appears to need a battery. Included is the
original factory hard case with paperwork and lock. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-658) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Sig Sauer SP2022 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #24B219976, 40 S&W, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original Nitron finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and textured grip is excellent. The pistol is equipped with
a left-side decocker and Siglite night sights, they glow bright green.
Included are two factory magazines, lock, kydex-style holster,
paperwork, black factory hard case and an interchangeable grip panel.
This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have a very small rack or handling mark only. (229319-606) {MODERN}
Est. 450 - 650
Sig Sauer P938 Extreme Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #52B287424, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% plus Nitron and anodized finish. The black and gray
G10 Piranha grip panels are excellent. The Siglite night sights glow
bright green and the frame-mounted safety is ambidextrous. Included
are two factory magazines, a kydex-style holster, factory paperwork and
a black factory hard case. (229319-597) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Sig Sauer P239 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #56A007273, 9mm, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
and aluminum alloy frame retain 99% plus factory matte black and
anodized finish. The textured factory grips are excellent. The Siglite
night sights glow bright green, included are a black factory hard case,
two factory magazines, lock and related paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (229319-589) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P239 Semi-Auto Pistol
3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The satin-finished stainless steel
slide is about excellent and the aluminum alloy frame retains 99% plus
factory matte black anodized finish. The textured factory grips are
excellent and the Siglite night sights glow bright green. Included are a
black factory hard case, two factory magazines, lock and related
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have a very small rack or handling mark only. (229319-586)
{MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Sig Sauer P238 Rainbow Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #27B332325, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide, grip screws and small moving parts are coated in rainbow titanium
PVD and are excellent, the frame and trigger retain 99% plus original
anodized matte black finish. The partially-textured rosewood grips are
excellent and the Siglite night sights glow bright green. A single factory
magazine, a kydex-style holster, factory paperwork and a black factory
hard case are included. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(229319-649) {MODERN}
Est. 450 - 650

231

Sig Sauer P938 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #52B317718, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% factory Nitron finish. The checkered double
diamond walnut factory grips are excellent. The Siglite sights glow bright
green and the thumb safety is ambidextrous. Included are two factory
magazines, lock and a factory hard case with a broken latch.
(22A9319-601) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Sig Sauer P238 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #27B288173, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus matte black and anodized finish. The
checkered double diamond rosewood grips are excellent. The Siglite
night sights glow green, included is the original black hard case with
kydex-style holster, a single factory magazine, paperwork and lock. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a
very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-626) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 500
Sig Sauer P238 Black Diamond Plate Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #27B064278, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original Nitron with small in-the-white cuts made
to look like diamond plate steel, the effect is realized when the cuts
catch the light just right. The frame retains 99% plus black anodized
finish and the checkered black hard rubber factory grips are excellent.
The Siglite night sights glow bright green, Included is the original hard
case, a single factory magazine, lock, paperwork and kydex-style
holster. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and
may have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-591)
{MODERN}
Est. 450 - 650
Sig Sauer P238 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #27B279783, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus black Nitron and anodized finish and the
fluted polymer grip panels are excellent. The Siglite night sights glow
bright green and the gun is equipped with a frame-mounted safety.
Included is a black factory hard case with a kydex-style holster, a single
factory magazine and related paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or
handling mark only. (229319-623) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 500
Sig Sauer P239 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #56A003728, 40 S&W, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus factory matte black and anodized finish.
The textured factory grips are excellent. The Siglite night sights glow
bright green, included are a black factory hard case, two factory
magazines, lock and related paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or
handling mark only. (229319-585) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer SP2022 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #24B215119, 40 S&W, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% plus original Nitron and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and textured grip is excellent. The three-dot contrast
sights are drift-adjustable and there is a left-side decocker. Included are
two factory magazines, lock, kydex-style holster, paperwork, black
factory hard case and an interchangeable grip panel. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (229319-605) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Kel-Tec P-11 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AA1M75, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original black finish and the polymer frame with
checkered grip is excellent. The three-dot sights are fixed, included are
a single factory magazine, paperwork and factory hard case. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-236) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Ruger American Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #860-79798, 9mm, 4 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and ambidextrous safety is excellent. The Novak’s
three-dot sights are drift-adjustable. Included are two factory magazines,
two interchangeable backstraps, lock, paperwork and original black hard
case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory-fired only, and
may have a very small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-475)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 450
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Smith & Wesson SW40V Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #PAZ4092, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide and polymer frame with accessory rail and
checkered grip are about excellent. The pistol is sighted with a three-dot
sight system and comes with a single factory magazine. (229319-699)
{MODERN}
Est. 125 - 250
High Standard Sport King Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #1090160, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Model 102 pistol retain about 99% original blue with a
few scattered handling marks. The checkered synthetic brown factory
grips with gold medallions are near excellent. Included are two factory
magazines. (229319-190) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 350
Springfield Armory XD-45 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GM486839, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and textured grip is excellent. The front sight is a red fiber
optic and the rear is a two-dot serrated blade. The pistol comes with the
original hard case, two factory magazines, paperwork and lock. This arm
is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (22A9319-861) {MODERM}
Est. 350 - 450
Ruger American Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #860-79393, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and ambidextrous safety and slide release is excellent.
The Novak’s three-dot sights are drift-adjustable. Included are two
factory magazines, interchangeable backstraps, lock, paperwork and
original black hard case. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory-fired only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(22A9319-469) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 450
Walther Model PPS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AE2262, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black finish. The polymer frame with
accessory rail and multi-texture grip is excellent. The pistol comes in the
original black factory hard case with two factory magazines, size large
interchangeable backstrap, lock and factory paperwork. (22A9319-935)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Heckler & Koch P30SK Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #214-011553, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original black finish, the frame with ambidextrous slide
release and accessory rail is excellent. The pistol is equipped with green
night sights and a rear slide left-side decocker. Included are
interchangeable backstraps and side grip panels, two factory
magazines, lock and manual. (22A9319-120) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
German Sidelock Double Hammergun By Kettner
serial #46560, 12 ga, 26” damascus barrels, with pitted bores and dings
in the right barrel roughly 9” back from the muzzle. The barrels show
very nice swirl pattern underneath streaks of later-applied blue with the
balance being tones of brown and gray, “ED. KETTNER, COLN” is seen
on the concave matted rib near the breeches and matching “46560” on
the barrel lug. The remaining metal surfaces have been engraved with
game scene vignettes and flowing loose scroll, there are deer, fox,
ducks and grouse and the surfaces are lightly-freckled with an overall
dark gunmetal gray patina. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock with
left-side cheekpiece and splinter-style forend are good with some fine
figure visible in the butt area, there are handling marks, a large piece of
the horn triggerguard is missing, compressed points and small missing
chips. There are European-style sling swivels, double triggers and the
locks with rebounding hammers work as they should with the barrels
being slightly off-face, likely due to wear on the rib extension.
(229438-439) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 450

246

Unmarked German Underlever Double Hammer Drilling
serial #566, 16 ga x 9.3x72R, 27 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. The
barrels retain perhaps 60-70% original blue with “FLUSS-” marked near
the left breech and “–STAHL” on the right with light engraving around
the breeches and on the rib extension, there is oxidation and thinning
and some small dents in the right barrel about halfway down the length.
The round body action and locks show some border engraving and
geometric patterns on the screw heads and checkered hammers, the
surfaces are a mix of gunmetal gray and brown with scattered freckling.
The checkered walnut round knob buttstock with left-side cheekpiece
and forend with schnabel-style tip are good with chips, light and
moderate handling marks and compressed points. The hammer block
barrel selector, underlever, flip up rear sight and double hammers work
as they should. Length-of-pull is 13 5/8” and the gun is equipped with
European-style swivels. (229438-423) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
W.M. Moore Underlever Double Hammergun
serial #621, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and modified
with oxidized bores. The barrels are mostly brown with fine oxidation
their entire length, the action, locks and other metal parts show the
same fine oxidation and freckling. The checkered straight-grip walnut
buttstock looks to have fine figure with the finish being dull, there are
compressed points, evidence of cleaning and light-to-moderate handling
marks, the forend is not present. The length-of-pull is 14 1/8”, the double
triggers work as they should and the barrels are off-face being tight at
the water table with a roughly 1/32” gap at the top. (229438-424)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Shotgun
serial #825, 12 ga, 28” barrel with a somewhat shiny bore showing areas
of light-to-moderate oxidation. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown
and gray with oxidation staining, pinprick pits and the bottom tang
cracked at the front screw. The round knob pistolgrip checkered walnut
buttstock and forend are near good with a crack emanating from a knot,
other small cracks, handling marks and a somewhat rudimentary repair
through the wrist that coincides with the cracked tang, the gun appears
to function well mechanically. (229438-446) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
Marlin Model 1891 Lever Action Rifle
serial #65220, 22 LR, 24” octagon barrel with a lightly-oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces are mostly brown and gray with silvering edges,
scattered blemishes/scratches and some areas of light oxidation, a
rudimentary loading port has been cut into the right sideplate. There are
no internal parts present and there are two extra machined holes, one in
the sideplate and one at the lever pin. The straight-grip buttstock and
forend are good to very good as lightly-cleaned some time ago, there is
a 1 3/4” crack on the underside of the forend and scattered handling
marks. (229438-232) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
Ruger New Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #65-96321, 22 LR/22 Win Mag, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces are near excellent with just a few
scattered freckles and light handling marks, the included unfluted 22
Win Mag cylinder rates excellent and both cylinders are electro-penciled
“321”. The smooth walnut factory grips are excellent with somewhat
tarnished Ruger Phoenix medallions. The rear sight is an adjustable
square-notch blade and the front is a serrated ramp. (229577-2)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Sears Model 41-103.1977 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle is based on the Marlin
Model 101 and retains about 97% original blue with scattered scratches
and a few oxidation blemishes. The one-piece smooth stained birch
pistolgrip stock rates about excellent with light handling and storage
marks. The serrated hard rubber buttplate rates excellent. The rifle
features a bead front sight and step adjustable rear sight. This simple
rifle must be manually cocked before each shot and should make a
good trainer or gun for woods. (8A9339-2) {C&R}
Est. 30 - 60
Ruger Model 10/22 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #351-94765, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% blue and anodized finishes with a few
minor handling marks. The smooth one-piece birch pistolgrip stock rates
about excellent. The curved plastic buttplate rates excellent. The rifle
features a folding adjustable rear sight and bead front sight. It includes a
single factory ten-round magazine. (8A9339-6) (MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
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Springfield Model 120A Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
serial #P405663, 22 LR, 23 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few handling marks and
oxidation stains. The one-piece smooth birch pistolgrip stock rates about
very good with scattered light to medium scuffs and scratches. The
serrated hard buttplate rates excellent. The rifle features a bead front
sight, the rear sight has been removed and replaced with a Bushnell
Sportview 3-7X20mm, 3/4" tube featuring optics with a hint of clouding
and duplex reticles. The rifle must be manually cocked before each shot.
(8A9339-11) {MODERN}
Est. 25 - 75
J.C. Higgins Model 103.16 Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
Marlin made rifle (Model 80) retain about 90% plus original blue showing
high edge wear, thinning to brown finish around the receiver and rear of
the barrel plus scattered handling marks. The smooth one-piece birch
pistolgrip stock has been refinished and rates about very good to
excellent as refurbished showing scattered scuffs, sanding marks and
handling marks. The serrated hard rubber buttplate rates fair to poor
with 1/2" chip missing from the heel and several cracks radiating about a
third of the way down the stock from the heel. It features a bead front
sight, step adjustable rear sight and sliding safety. No magazine is
provided with the gun but they are still available. (8A9339-9) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 75
Western Auto Supply Co. Revelation Model 120 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle is a spinoff of the
Marlin-Glenfield Model 99 and retains about 85% original blue and
anodized finishes, the barrel and magazine tube are toning to brown
with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The
smooth one-piece birch factory pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates about
very good with scattered light-to-moderated dents, dings and scratches.
The checkered hard rubber buttplate rates about excellent. This rifle
features a bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight and tubular
magazine. (8A9339-3) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 80
Marlin Model 60SB Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #97435646, 22 LR, 19" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces and anodized finish rate about excellent with
scattered scratches and few other handling marks. The smooth
one-piece factory laminated hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates
about excellent with a few minor handling marks. The checkered
synthetic buttplate with Marlin logo rates excellent. This gun features an
orange plastic bead front sight, folding step adjustable rear sight, bolt
hold open / release button (bolt remains partially open) and knurled bolt
knob that pushes-in to lock the bolt fully to the rear. The rifle includes a
silver anodized Optronic 4X20mm scope with slightly cloudy optics and
duplex reticle. (8A9339-4) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
J.C. Higgins Model 583.1101 Bolt Action Shotgun
12 ga. 28" plain barrel with an excellent bore choked full. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue with most of the loss to oxidation
blemishes and handling marks. The one-piece walnut factory pistolgrip
stock rates about excellent with minor handling wear. The safety
functions but is stiff. This gun does not fall into the Sears 583 series
recall. (8A9339-12) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 75
Universal Firearms Model 1000 Semi-Auto "GI" M1 Carbine
serial #11427, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with a frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 80% original blue with lightly cleaned oxidation on
the receiver, handling marks and the majority of the loss to the barrel
toned to gray with additional edge wear. The one-piece factory pistolgrip
birch stock rates about excellent. The checkered steel Parkerized
buttplate rates about excellent. The rifle is configured similar to the later
U.S. M1 Carbines but features a steel ventilated hand guard, fully
adjustable rear sight, military style post front sight with protective ears
and no bayonet lug. It includes an oiler, canvas sling and a single
fifteen-round Winchester (SW marked) magazine made by Stanley.
(8A9339-5) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 300

259

W. Moore & Co. Side Lever Double Hammer Gun
serial #23434, 12 ga., 31" laminated steel (Damascus) barrels with
oxidized and pitted bores choked cylinder and cylinder. The metal
surfaces have toned to a pleasing brown patina showing scattered light
oxidation blemishes and pitting. The checkered walnut English style
factory buttstock rates about excellent as lightly cleaned and refurbished
with scattered light-to-moderate dents, dings, scratches and flattened
diamond points in addition to a few hairline checks on the left side. The
steel buttplate has toned to brown with oxidation blemishes. The metal
is proud of the wood in areas due to the refurbishing. The checkered
walnut splinter forend rates very good as refurbished showing
moderately flattened diamond points and handling marks. The wedge
stud on the barrel has been re-soldered, the barrels have slight
frame-to-barrel play and the barrels are slightly off face at the bottom
with light also showing along the water table next to the standing
breech. The locks still function but the safety notch on the left hammer
needs attention. The barrels are marked as 13-bore on the bottom and
the barrels appear to have been professionally period shortened. "W.
Moore & Co." are marked on the sideplates and "Laminated Steel" on
the barrel rib. (8A9339-13) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Stevens Reliable No. 42 Single Shot Second Issue Pocket Rifle
serial #38161, 22 RF, 10" part round part octagon barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel have toned to
a mix of smoky gray and brown with scattered light-to-moderate
oxidation and pitting. The receiver retains about 80% original nickel
plate with light-to-moderate oxidation and pitting, bubbling and flaking.
The un-numbered shoulder stock retains about 90% original nickel plate
with most of the loss to scattered oxidation and a few scratches. The
hammer and spur trigger are gray. The smooth walnut factory grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about very good plus with assorted dents,
dings and scratches plus a tiny chip on the heel of the right panel. This
pocket rifle features a bead front sight, barrel mounted "V" notch rear
sight and tang mounted Vernier rear sight. This little pocket rifle still
functions mechanically but the safety notch is worn and in need of
attention, the barrel is numbered to the frame and barrel-to-frame fit has
slight play. (8A9040-22) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Stevens New Model No. 40 Single Shot Pocket Rifle
serial #21068, 22 RF, 14 7/8" part round part octagon barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. The barrel is brown with limited light cleaning to
pewter in areas, showing scattered oxidation and pitting plus a few
teases of original blue in the protected areas of the front and rear sights.
The shoulder stock is correctly numbered to the gun and retains about
90% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation blemishes and
handling marks, the finish starting to cloud slightly. The hammer and
trigger have strong blue finish with oxidation blemishes and the spur
worn to pewter. The smooth walnut grip panels are numbered to the gun
and rate very good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The
gun still functions mechanically, barrel-to-frame fit has slight play but the
barrel is numbered to the frame, it features a combination globe front
sight and folding combination ladder rear sight. (8A9040-19) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Stevens New Model No. 40 Single Shot Pocket Rifle
serial #21598, 32 RF, 12" part round part octagon barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel has been mostly cleaned to
gunmetal gray showing splashes of smoky gray and wedges of original
blue in the protected areas of the breech end of the barrel and by the
front sight. The receiver retains about 97% original nickel plate with a
small area of flaking on the front strap, minor pinprick pitting and
oxidation stains. The wire buttstock is numbered to the gun and retains
about 98-99% original nickel plate with a few oxidation blemishes. The
hammer and trigger have strong blue with light edge wear. The smooth
walnut grips rate about very good to excellent with scratches and dents.
The numbers on the back of the grips are faded and too difficult to read
but fit the frame well. The frame of the gun is marked "32" but the barrel
is mismarked "38" (definitely a .32 caliber). The barrel-to-frame fit is
tight, it still functions mechanically, the barrel is correctly numbered to
the gun and it features a combination front sight and combination ladder
rear sight. (8A9040-20) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
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Stevens New Model Single Shot Second Issue Pocket Rifle
serial #9045, 22 RF, 12" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized
and pitted bore. The barrel has been cleaned to pewter showing
scattered light-to-moderate dings, stains from oxidation and few wisps of
original blue. The receiver retains about 97% original nickel plate
showing handling marks, high edge wear, bubbling and flaking. The wire
shoulder stock is numbered to another gun (5655) but retains about
99% original nickel showing scattered light handling marks and limited
edge wear. The trigger and hammer are brown and pewter with
oxidation stains. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to
the gun and rate about excellent with light handling marks. The gun
functions mechanically, the barrel-to-frame fit has play, the barrel is
numbered to the gun and it features a combination globe front sight and
folding combination screw adjustable rear sight. (8A9040-25)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Stevens New Model Single Shot Pocket Shotgun
serial #757, .35 CF Shot Cartridge, 17 3/8" part round part octagon
smoothbore barrel with an excellent bore showing a few small pits. The
barrel has toned to a brown patina with scattered oxidation blemishes
and handling marks. The brass frame retains about 60% original nickel,
most of the loss due to moderate edge wear in addition to scratches,
dents and other handling marks. The brass wire buttstock is numbered
to the gun and is an even ochre showing handling marks. The smooth
rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun and show slight
shrinkage but rate about excellent with light handling marks. The gun
still functions, there is slight barrel-to-frame movement and there is a
period repair showing a 3/16" wide section of the rear of the standing
breech cut out and a rectangular bushing replacement inserted and
pinned in place with the firing pin mounted in it. The chamber appears to
have been reamed and will accept 38-40 W.C.F. and 44-40 W.C.F.
cartridges but bore diameter is too small. A 410-bore dummy shotshell
could not be fully inserted. The gun features a simple "U" notch blade
rear sight and shotgun bead front. (8A9040-26) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
Stevens Old Model Single Shot Pocket Rifle
serial #376, 22 RF, 10" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized
and pitted bore. The barrel has toned to brown with several moderate
dings, oxidation blemishes and limited pinprick pitting. The brass frame
is a pleasing ochre with a few traces of silver plate on the frontstrap in
addition to scratches and other handling marks. The hammer and trigger
are smoky gray. The smooth rosewood factory grips rate about very
good plus with worn finish, scratches and old scuffing plus a small chip
on the toe of the right panel. The gun features a hooded bead front sight
and simple notch rear sight. Barrel-to-frame fit has slight play, it still
functions mechanically but the safety notch on the hammer is worn and
the barrel is a replacement that bears a very similar number (3376). No
buttstock is provided. (8A9040-28) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Stevens Old Model Single Shot Pocket Rifle
serial #2250, 22 RF, 10" part round part octagon barrel with a lightly
oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel has toned to brown with oxidation
blemishes and light handling marks. The brass frame is a pleasing ochre
with a series of impact marks along the bottom of the frame in addition
to scratches and other handling marks. The buttstock is serial numbered
to another gun (122) and the black enamel finish has been painted over
with flaking red paint that is flaking for about 70% remaining. The
hammer and trigger are smoky gray with oxidation blemishes. The
smooth rosewood factory grips rate about very good plus with worn
finish, scratches and old scuffing. The gun features a blade front sight
and simple notch rear sight. Barrel-to-frame fit has play, it still functions
mechanically but the safety notch on the hammer is worn. (8A9040-17)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500

267

Stevens Hunters Pet No. 34 Single Shot Pocket Rifle with Period
Stevens Scope
serial #4821, 22 RF, 18" heavy octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
Evidence at the breech indicates the barrel may have been relined at
one time. The barrel of this "J. Stevens A&T Co." marked rifle has toned
to brown with a few fleeting wisps of original blue around the muzzle in
addition to oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The receiver retains
about 60% to perhaps 70% original nickel, the greatest loss to evenly
scattered oxidation in addition to scratches, flaking finish and other
handling marks. The heavy wire buttstock is correctly numbered to the
gun and retains about 90% original nickel with scattered oxidation
blemishes, bubbling and handling wear. The trigger and hammer are
smoky gray with oxidation blemishes. The smooth walnut factory grips
are correctly numbered to the gun and rate about very good to excellent
with handling marks. The barrel-to-frame fit is tight, it still functions
mechanically and the barrel is correctly numbered to the gun. The sights
have been removed and replaced with a "J. STEVENS ARMS
COMPANY" marked period steel tube 3/4" x 19 1/8" scope, serial
numbered "438", with slightly cloudy optics, trapped lint behind the lens
and plain crosshairs. The scope rates about excellent with most of the
blue finish worn off, the surfaces mostly toned to brown with scattered
splashes of blue in addition to scratches from moving in the rings and
other minor handling marks. An interesting period combination.
(8A9040-21) {C&R}
Est. 700 - 900
Stevens Reliable No. 42 Single Shot Second Issue Pocket Rifle
serial #23550, 22 RF, 10" part round part octagon barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel is cleaned to gunmetal gray with
scattered oxidation blemishes, scratches and other handling marks. The
receiver retains about 97% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation
stains, scratches, bubbling and flaking. The hammer is a mix of Nitre
blue and oxidation, the trigger mostly worn to pewter. The wire buttstock
is correctly numbered to the gun and rates about excellent with about
98% original nickel plate showing light handling marks and stains from
oxidation. The smooth walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun with
scattered light dents and scratches. The rifle features a globe bead front
sight, adjustable leaf peep rear sight, it still functions mechanically,
safety notch is worn and in need of attention and the barrel is correctly
numbered to the gun but barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (8A9040-23) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Frank Wesson Model 1870 Single Shot Medium Frame Pocket Rifle
serial #1310, 32RF, 15 1/8" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and
pitted bore. This swivel breech rifle's barrel retains about 25-30%
original blue, the majority of the surfaces toned to brown with the
strongest color near the front and rear sights in addition to oxidation
blemishes and handling marks. The frame retains about 90% original
nickel plate that has clouded over time with oxidation blemishes, slight
bubbling, light impact marks above the loading trough and other
handling marks. The wire buttstock is numbered to the gun and retains
about 40% original nickel plate, the majority of the loss to oxidation
stains, with bubbling and flaking. The hammer and trigger are toned to
brown with a few oxidation blemishes. The smooth rosewood factory
grips are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent with scattered
light handling marks. The barrel-to-frame fit is loose, it features a manual
ejector, quarter cock manual safety stud, combination globe front sight
with bead and elevation adjustable combination receiver rear sight.
(8A9040-27) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Remington Vest Pocket Split Breech Shotgun
serial #2285, 32 RF, 15 7/8" part round part octagon barrel with a
smooth bore showing oxidation and pitting. According to several
well-known publications on collecting Remington's such as Remington
Firearms the Golden Age of Collecting by Robert W.D. Ball, the Vest
Pocket Rifles were not provided by the factory but the work of several
highly skilled gunsmiths of the period. The barrel is toned to brown with
oxidation blemishes, light scroll engraving at the breech that closely
mimics the factory but there is no factory markings, barrel address or
other gunsmith markings. The receiver is lightly scroll engraved with
punch dot shading retaining about 98% original nickel plate showing
light oxidation stains, slight bubbling and handling marks. The hammer
and breech block are smoky gray with oxidation blemishes. The wire
buttstock rates about very good with about 50% original non-factory
nickel plate, the rest lost to oxidation. The smooth "saw-handle" factory
rosewood grips rate about excellent with light handling wear, dents and
dings. The gun still functions mechanically, the barrel and buttstock are
un-numbered, it features an ad-hoc post front sight with four-sided
tapered point, step adjustable rear sight and a drilled and tapped hole
on the butt and backstrap plus a stud on the butt for attaching the
buttstock. An interesting piece of frontier gunsmithing. (8A9040-29)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
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Charter Arms AR-7 Explorer Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #A189312, 22 LR, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle has
a number of later added tactical type accessories. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% original black crackle paint and anodized finishes
showing scattered light scratches and operational wear. The later added
checkered synthetic "Stowaway 2" AR-15 style pistolgrip rates excellent.
The rifle features a ventilated aluminum barrel shroud, three position
collapsible aluminum buttstock, Weaver 3-9X32mm with clear optics and
duplex reticle mounted on a Charter Arms scope mount. It includes a
large Doskocil had luggage style pistol case with locking hasp (keys
included) and a single seven-round unmarked AR-7 magazine.
(8A8926-105) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Heckler & Koch Model 416 Semi-Auto Pistol by Carl Walther
serial #WH016102, 22 LR, 9" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original black anodized finish. The stippled
synthetic factory pistolgrip with storage compartment rates excellent.
The pistol features "AR-15" lines, post front sight with protective ears,
diopter adjustable rear sight, (3) Picatinny rails on the forend and one
continuous rail extending from the receiver to the end of the forend and
faux 2 5/8" suppressor. The receiver end plate and end plate nut are
loose and will need attention. It includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, single magazine, spare
front sight blade, Allen wrench and tool. (8A8926-2) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #82-47398, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1978-made gun retain about 99% original blue
and anodized finishes with a light turn ring. The smooth walnut factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. The
revolver features a serrated ramp front sight and black blade adjustable
rear sight. The gun appears to have seen only light use. A great hunting
gun. (8A9484-4) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 19-2 Combat Magnum Revolver
serial #K782442, 357 Magnum, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1968-made revolver retain about 95% original blue
finish with light high edge wear, several spots of silvering on the
sideplate from chemical or blood protein contamination, scratches,
lightly cleaned oxidation on the lower frame, turn ring on the cylinder
with addition scratches around the circumference at the rear and
oxidation staining. The .500" target hammer and .500" target trigger
retain beautiful case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The
diamond checkered goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W
medallions and ejection cutout rate about very good plus showing light
handling wear and scuffing in the cut-out. The Patridge front sight is
present but the rear sight assembly was removed and replaced with a
scope base only marked "31A" on it. One hole was drilled and tapped in
the topstrap's sight channel to install the base but it appears a rear sight
assembly will reinstall without problem if the new owner desires to return
it to original condition. The gun still times and locks up correctly.
(8A9484-10) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
Plainfield Ordnance Co. Model 71 Semi-Auto Pistol with Conversion Kit
serial #001133, 25 ACP & 22 LR, 2 3/8" barrels with excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish fading to
gray showing a few light handling marks. The checkered and serrated
wrap around two-piece walnut grips rate about excellent as repaired
showing light handling marks and a 1 1/4" long chip that was repaired
along the backstrap. The pistol features a round front sight, fixed rear
sight that doubles as a lever to remove the takedown block, heel style
magazine release and hammer block safety. This gun includes the 22
LR conversion kit which features a barrel, bolt and magazine, all rate
excellent. (8A9433-18) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson No. 1 1/2 Single Action Revolver
serial #17629, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 25-30% original nickel plate with widely
scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The hammer
and trigger are worn to pewter with oxidation blemishes and handling
marks. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate
about very good showing light wear and handling marks. The original
numbers on the back of the panels are worn away and have later added
markings. The safety notch is worn and in need of attention, timing is
good but lock up need's attention, the front sight is a round brass ad hoc
replacement, there is an added washer under the extractor probably to
cure end-shake and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the
gun. (89433-19) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 150

277

Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Special Revolver
serial #J607654, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1976-197-made gun retains about 96% original blue finish with light
edge wear, thinning finish on the grip frame and cylinder, scratches and
a turn ring. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna
grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate
about very good plus with handling marks and soiling from handling.
This is a classic concealed carry gun. (8A9433-17) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson Model 581 Distinguished Service Magnum Revolver
serial #AAA2321, 357 Magnum, 4" full lug solid rib barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original finish
showing edge wear, bottom of the triggerguard toned to brown, wear
spot on the front of the triggerguard, a few handling marks and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and combat trigger retain bold
case-hardened colors with operational wear. The checkered Pachmayr
Presentation rubber grips rate about excellent showing light handling
use. It features a Baughman ramp front sight; fixed rear sight and it still
functions mechanically. (8A9433-16) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 10-6 Military & Police Revolver
serial #D590774, 38 Special, 4" pinned heavy barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this early 1970's made revolver retain about
90% original blue finish, the backstrap toned to brown, bottom of the
triggerguard gray, high edge wear, thinning topstrap and handling
marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The smooth goncalo alves finger
groove factory combat grips with silver S&W medallions and speed
loader cut rate about excellent. The gun still times and locks up
correctly, features a Baughman ramp front sight and fixed rear sight.
(8A9433-15) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Colt Police Positive Special Double Action Revolver
serial #381525, 32-20 W.C.F., 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1929-made gun retain about 80% plus original
blue, the grip frame toned to brown in addition to a large portion of the
sideplate from thumb contact, oxidation blemishes, pitting, handling
marks and light-to-moderate high edge wear. The trigger retains strong
blue colors as does the hammer spur, the sides showing stains from
oxidation. The un-numbered checkered square butt factory grips with
silver Colt medallions rate about excellent as moderately cleaned and
re-varnished, the checkering is quite soft from sanding with an old chip
on the toe of the right panel. The gun still functions, features a
half-moon front sight and fixed rear. (8A9441-4) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Colt Police Positive Special Double Action Revolver
serial #234225, 38 Special, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1921-made revolver retain about 97% original blue with
high edge wear, lightly oxidized dings on the barrel, a light turn ring and
scratches. The hammer and trigger retain strong blue with the sides of
the hammer still bright. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with
stylized "C" around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate
about excellent. One of the sideplate screws has slot damage but it still
times and locks up as good as the day it left Colt. (8A9441-5) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #143434, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 6" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1919-made revolver retain
about 90% original blue finish with light high edge wear, grip frame
toning to brown, scratches, minor freckling and a light turn ring. The
hammer and trigger retain strong blue with the sides of the hammer still
bright. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with stylized "C" around
the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent. The
gun still times and locks up correctly and appears to have seen light use
over the years. (8A9441-6) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #40096, 38 Colt New Police, 4" barrel with a near excellent bore
showing an area of strong oxidation about mid-bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1911-made revolver retain about 75-80% original blue with most
of the barrel toned to smoky gray, the grip frame is brown,
light-to-moderate high edge wear, scratches, freckling and a turn ring.
The trigger has strong Nitre blue on the sides but the face is pewter and
the right side has thinned. The spur of the hammer is thinning but the
sides of the hammer remain bright. The checkered hard rubber factory
grips with stylized "C" around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun
and rate about good to very good showing little wear but there is a 1/2"
shallow chip on the toe of the right panel. The gun still functions
mechanically. (8A9441-3) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 350
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Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #32750, 38 Colt New Police, 4" barrel that rates near excellent
with scattered light oxidation blemishes. The metal surfaces of this
1909-made revolver retain about 96% non-factory reapplied blue
showing scattered light freckling and oxidation stains, mostly on the
cylinder, with pitting and handling marks visible under the new finish.
The trigger has full reapplied blue and the hammer has toned to brown
with cleaned oxidized pitting on the bright sides. The grips are
replacement checkered synthetic "Fitwell" stocks that show no real wear
but there is a repaired chip on the butt of the left panel. The gun still
times and locks up well. (8A9441-1) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #144622, 38 Colt New Police, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1922-made revolver retain about 75% original
blue, the grip frame is toned to brown, the cylinder is a mix of blue and
pewter in addition to high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and
scratches. The face of the trigger is pewter with thinning sides and the
hammer spur has thinned slightly with stains from oxidation on the bright
sides. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with stylized "C" around
the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate about good to very
good showing little wear but there is a small chip on the heel of the left
panel. The gun still times and locks up correctly but timing will eventually
need attention. (8A9441-2) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 350
High Standard Model A Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #68956, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the pistol retain about 95% original blue with thinning finish
on the grip frame, high edge wear, moderate silvering at the muzzle and
scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips rate about excellent with
a few stray handling marks. The pistol features a serrated ramp front
sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and type II takedown. The pistol
includes a single unmarked factory magazine. (8A9312-82) {C&R} [Dr.
Daniel L. Leary Collection]
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson Model 581 Distinguished Service Magnum Revolver
serial #ABY7898, 357 Magnum, 4" full lug solid rib barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original finish
showing a few scratches, other handling marks and a turn ring on the
cylinder. The service hammer and combat trigger retain bold
case-hardened colors with operational wear. The checkered Pachmayr
"Gripper" rubber grips rate about excellent showing light handling use. It
features a Baughman ramp front sight, fixed rear sight and it still times
and locks up correctly. (8A9405-94) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #65-25151, 22 LR, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1977-made gun retains about 97% original blue and anodized finishes
with light edge wear, handling marks, a few oxidation blemishes and
scratches. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate about excellent showing a few handling marks. The
revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear
sight and still functions mechanically. (8A9405-90) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 300
Ruger New Model "High Gloss" Blackhawk Revolver
serial #47-71139, 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
scarce 1997-made gun features high polish stainless steel surfaces that
rate about very good to excellent with scattered scratches and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The grips are unmarked diamond checkered faux
ivory stocks with fleur-de-lis border pattern that rate near excellent
showing very light scuffing on the butt. The gun features a blue serrated
ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear and it still functions
mechanically. This version of the Blackhawk was only produced for
three years. (8A9405-82) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Custom Essex / O.D.I. Viking Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #JF015613, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% dull blue finish with the stainless
steel surfaces of the frame rating about excellent showing light
scratches plus operational and assembly marks. The fully checkered
walnut grips rate near excellent showing a few light handling marks. The
Viking was purportedly sold with a commander length slide and had
prominent markings which this pistol lacks. Other than the serial number
there are no markings found on this pistol, the slide and barrel are later
added replacements. The most outstanding feature of this gun is the
Seecamp Double / Single Action conversion licensed by Omega
Defense Industries. The conversion feature is augmented by a Millett
ramp front sight with white line, Millett white outline drift adjustable high
visibility rear sight and added magazine well funnel. It includes a single
magazine. (8A9405-89) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500

291

Sig Sauer P239 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SA-38138-3, 357 Sig, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains about 98% original black Nitron and anodized finishes with
most of the loss due to high edge wear and other handling marks. The
textured black synthetic two-piece factory wrap-around grips with Sig
logo and model number rate about very good to excellent with light wear
and scratches. This gun features three-dot Sig-Lite sights that no longer
function, frame mounted de-cocker and serrated bobbed hammer. It
includes a single factory magazine. A great concealed carry or home
defense gun. (8A9378-5) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Sig Sauer P230 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #S148850, 380 ACP, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes
showing high edge wear, scratches and a tiny ding on the slide. The
checkered two-piece factory wrap-around synthetic grips rate very good
to excellent with light scratches. The pistol features a European heel
magazine release, von Stavenhagen sights, loaded chamber indicator
and frame mounted de-cocker. It includes a single factory magazine with
finger extension base. (8A9378-41) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
AMT Hardballer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #B25092, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The lightly
polished and matte stainless steel surfaces of this pistol rate about very
good to excellent with scattered light scratches, assembly marks and
operational wear. The textured wrap around rubber factory grips marked
"Supreme" rate about excellent with light handling wear. This gun has a
number of factory features including semi-ramp stainless steel smooth
face front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight, extended thumb
safety, extended slide stop, extended magazine release button, smooth
faced skeletonized long trigger with overtravel stop and serrated flat
mainspring housing to name several. It includes a single unmarked
stainless steel magazine with rounded follower. (8A9378-23) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Czechoslovakian Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol by Ceska Zbrojovka
serial #Y3421, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1954-dated importer-marked pistol retains about 98% arsenal
grade reapplied Parkerized finish with high edge wear and other
handling marks. The serrated factory synthetic grips rate about excellent
showing minor handling wear. The pistol has a refurbish date of 1991
marked "VOP 91" on the frame, the "V" mostly hidden by the grips. It
includes a leather flap holster that rates excellent, a pair of magazines,
green braided lanyard and a cleaning rod. (8A9378-33) {C&R}
Est. 175 - 275
Spanish Single Shot Percussion Pistol
.44 cal., 5 3/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized smooth bore. The
browned metal surfaces of the barrel and hammer retain about 97%
original finish showing scattered freckling and oxidation stains and
numerous casting pits on the hammer. The sideplate has light engraving
and retains bold case-hardened colors. The brass triggerguard and
sideplate show light tarnish and later added scratch border on the
sideplate. The smooth one-piece walnut stained hardwood stock rates
about excellent. The gun features a brass blade front sight, dovetailed
fixed rear sight and a metal ramrod that stubbornly refuses to move.
(8A9532-3) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 20 - 40
Harrington & Richardson Model 632 Double Action Revolver
serial #AX027252, 32 S&W Long, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1981-made revolver retains about 97% original blue finish with
most of the loss found on the cylinder showing high edge wear and
scratches. The checkered synthetic factory grips with H&R logo rate
excellent. This gun is about as basic as you can get for a revolver
featuring fixed sights, transfer bar safety, loading port on the right side of
the recoil shield and it is unloaded by removing the cylinder and using
the base pin to eject the spent cartridges. A fun gun to shoot or very
basic self-defense. (8A9466-18) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 125
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Iver Johnson Second Model Automatic Safety Hammerless Revolver
serial #R36887, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a near excellent bore
showing a few thin streaks of oxidized shallow pitting in several grooves.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel plate and blue
finishes, portions of the grip frame toning to brown, scattered freckling or
oxidation blemishes, scratches and the occasional bubble in the finish.
The triggerguard retains about 70% original blue, the bottom thinning to
a brown-blue mix with oxidation stains. The trigger retains strong
case-hardened colors but the top latch is gray. The un-numbered right
checkered "Owl's Head" grip panel with floral scroll borders rates
excellent but the same style left panel rates about fair with an
approximately 3/4" long chip missing along the butt and backstrap
portions of the panel. The barrel and triggerguard are numbered to the
gun, barrel-to-frame fit is tight and still functions mechanically.
(8A9497-7) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Bryco Arms Model 38 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #078370, 380 ACP, 2 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
is partially disassembled but all parts are present. The non-ferrous metal
surfaces retain about 99% original chrome finish showing numerous
scattered scratches, edge wear and other handling marks. The black
serrated synthetic factory grips rate about very good with scattered
scratches. The manual safety lever tab was ground off and should be
replaced before putting the gun into service. A single magazine is
included. (8A9497-6) {MODERN}
Est. 20 - 40
Smith & Wesson Model 5906 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #VAB4235, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate about good to very good with scattered scratches,
edge wear and small stains from oxidation. The pebble grain Hogue
rubber grips with S&W logo rate about very good with light handling
wear. The pistol features ambidextrous slide mounted decocker-safety,
semi-ramp dot front sight and Novak dot rear sight. All the dots on the
sights have been blacked out but are easily fixed and the gun does
include a single fifteen round factory magazine. (8A9319-709)
{MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson Model 5906 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #VZD7944, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate about very good with scattered scratches and edge
wear. The pebble grain Hogue rubber grips with S&W logo rate about
very good with light handling wear. The pistol features ambidextrous
slide mounted decocker-safety, semi-ramp dot front sight, Novak dot
rear sight and the hammer the later M.I.M.'s style. The gun includes a
single fifteen round factory magazine. (8A9319-707) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
High Standard Model A Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #56650, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue with most of the loss to the grip
frame toning to gray and brown in addition to high edge wear, scratches
and other handling marks. The fully checkered walnut factory grips rate
about very good with light diamond point wear, slightly heavier along the
butt and other handling marks. The pistol features a serrated Patridge
front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and type II take down. The
pistol includes a single two-tone magazine. (8A9319-192) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 450
Colt Police Positive Special Double Action Revolver
serial #526182, 38 Colt New Police, 4" barrel with an excellent bore
showing one small area of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this
1949-made revolver retain about 20% original blue with the biggest
fields on the left side of the frame, top and bottom of the barrel, the
remaining surfaces toned to brown with wedges of blue secreted away
in the protected recesses and showing scattered oxidation stains,
scratches and other handling marks. The checkered "Coltwood" grips
with Rampant Colt logo rate about good showing light-to-moderate
diamond point wear, scratches and a few dings. The gun still functions
mechanically but the crane lock spring is missing. (8A9319-72) {C&R}
Est. 125 - 225
Harrington & Richardson Young American Safety Hammer Revolver
serial #185918, 32 S&W, 2" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate
and blue finishes with all the loss on the blue finish triggerguard showing
moderate edge wear in addition to scattered scratches and light dings
on the butt. The trigger is gray as is the back of the spurless hammer
but the sides show strong case-hardened colors. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good
showing no visible wear but there is a 1/2" chip on the heel of the right
panel. This little gun still functions, top of the spurless hammer is
checkered to allow single action cocking and the left side of the barrel
has the company address with "32 S&W CTGE" below it. (8A9319-980)
{C&R}
Est. 100 - 250
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Colt New Pocket Double Action Revolver
serial #930, 32 Long Colt, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1894-made revolver retain about 60% original
blue finish with most of the loss to the grip frame, cylinder and parts of
the barrel in addition to moderate high edge wear, scratches, oxidation
blemishes and pitting. The back of the hammer has beautiful Nitre blue
with the spur faded, the sides of the trigger showing splotches of color,
the rest toned to purple. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with
"COLT" in an oval are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent
showing light handling marks. The sideplate has a Rampant Colt
surrounded by “NEW POCKET", the gun still functions mechanically but
timing and lock up need attention. (8A8937-96) {ANTIQUE} [Cletus Klein
Collection]
Est. 100 - 300
Colt "Duotone" Frontier Scout .22 Single Action Revolver
serial #9456Q, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the barrel and cylinder on this 1958-made revolver retain
about 98% original blue showing light high edge wear and scratches.
The frame and grip frame are in-the-white and rate very good to
excellent showing light scratches and edge wear. The checkered
synthetic factory grips with Rampant Colt in an oval rate excellent. The
gun still times and locks up correctly. (8A9395-4) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 683-3 Bodyguard Airweight Revolver
serial #CML2574, 38 Special, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the frame retain about 99% original anodized finish
and the stainless steel surfaces of the barrel and cylinder rate excellent.
The M.I.M.'s hammer and trigger retain full case-hardened colors. The
textured rubber coated hard plastic factory grips with S&W medallion
rate about excellent. The revolver includes the original factory hardcase
that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, pair of internal
lock keys, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-659)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Kahr Arms Model PM9 Micro Compact Polymer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #IC0258, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of the slide and the surfaces of the polymer frame rate
excellent. The pistol features three dot "Tru Dot" night sights that still
glow, frame mounted safety, loaded chamber indicator and molded-in
texturing on the grip frame with a Kahr logo. The pistol incudes a factory
hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, trigger lock
assembly but no key is provided for the padlock, seven-round extended
factory magazine, six-round flush fitting factory magazine, manual and
paperwork. This gun has seen only light use. (8A9319-216) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Kahr Arms Model PM9 Micro Compact Polymer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #IB1677, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent bore showing light
factory tool marks. The stainless steel surfaces of the slide and the
surfaces of the polymer frame rate excellent. The pistol features three
dot "Tru Dot" night sights that still glow and molded-in texturing on the
grip frame with a Kahr logo. The pistol incudes a factory hard case
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, trigger lock assembly
with a pair of keys for the padlock, seven-round extended factory
magazine, six-round flush fitting factory magazine, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-222)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Kahr Arms Model PM40 Micro Compact Polymer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #JA8365, 40 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of the slide and the surfaces of the polymer frame rate
excellent. The pistol features three dot "Tru Dot" night sights that still
glow, frame mounted safety, loaded chamber indicator and molded-in
texturing on the grip frame with a Kahr logo. The pistol incudes a factory
hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, trigger lock
assembly with a pair of keys for the padlock, six-round extended factory
magazine, five-round flush fitting factory magazine, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-218)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
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Kahr Arms Model PM45 Micro Compact Polymer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SV1750, 45 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of the slide and the surfaces of the polymer frame rate
excellent. The pistol features three dot "Tru Dot" night sights that still
glow and molded-in texturing on the grip frame with a Kahr logo. The
pistol incudes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, trigger lock assembly with a pair of keys for the padlock, a
pair of five-round factory magazines, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-223) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Kahr Arms Model PM40 Micro Compact Polymer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #JA2392, 40 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of the slide and the surfaces of the polymer frame rate
excellent. The pistol features three dot "Tru Dot" night sights that still
glow and molded-in texturing on the grip frame with a Kahr logo. The
pistol incudes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, trigger lock assembly with a pair of keys for the padlock,
six-round extended factory magazine, five-round flush fitting factory
magazine, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling
marks only. (8A9319-220) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
AMT Backup Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #DAA02109, 380 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about very good showing little wear but the
frontstrap and backstrap have oxidation staining. The checkered
synthetic factory grips show little wear but the right panel has a 3/4" long
crack. The pistol features a double action only mechanism, groove along
the top of the slide with no sights and European style magazine catch.
The pistol includes a factory hard case with no label and a pair of
magazines. (8A9319-7) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Walther P22 CA Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #WA119995, 22 LR, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original black anodized finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot adjustable
sights, slide mounted safety, ambidextrous magazine release and
interchangeable backstrap. The pistol includes a factory hardcase
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory
magazines, (2) spare front sights of different heights, front sight slot
filler, assembly tool, large size backstrap, cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-946) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Walther P22 Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #Z019088, 22 LR, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original black anodized finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot adjustable
sights, slide mounted safety, ambidextrous magazine release, and
interchangeable backstrap. The pistol includes a factory hardcase
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory
magazines, (2) spare front sights of different heights, fired case, Allen
wrench, open end take-down wrench, assembly tool, large size
backstrap, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This
gun appears to have seen minimal use. (8A9319-939) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Heckler & Koch Model VP 40 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #222-008887, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent showing small operational marks around
the starboard-side slide stop. The pistol features three dot "Tru Dot"
night sights that still glow brightly, ambidextrous paddle style magazine
release, ambidextrous slide stops, loaded chamber indicator, extended
"ears" on each side of the rear of the slides serration for better finger
purchase, interchangeable backstraps and interchangeable grip panels.
It includes an original factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, (3) factory ten-round magazines, small and large
set of interchangeable grip panels, medium and large interchangeable
backstraps, magazine loader, cable lock with a pair of keys, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-124) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
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Smith & Wesson Model 66-8 Combat Magnum Revolver
serial #DEF4775, 357 Magnum, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent showing a light turn ring on the
cylinder. The smooth combat trigger and service hammer retain full
blackened finish. The textured finger groove factory hard grips with
rubber coating exhibit a S&W medallion and rate excellent. The revolver
features a black blade micro adjustable rear sight and red insert front
sight. It includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a pair of internal lock keys, cable lock with a pair
of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-788) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Rock Island Armory Model 1911A2-FS Semi-Auto Pistol by Armscor
serial #RIA1705230, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore showing
very light factory imperfections toward the breech end. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish. The checkered
synthetic factory grips with company logo rate excellent. This gun
features a set of "G.I." style sights and high capacity frame. The pistol
includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, a single factory ten-round magazine, fired case, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-364)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger American Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #860-79844, 9mm, 4 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame
rates excellent. The pistol features three dot Novak's style sights,
ambidextrous slide stop, ambidextrous frame mounted safeties and an
accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes a single factory
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair
of ten-round factory magazines, a small and a large interchangeable
backstrap, backstrap removal tool, cable lock with a single key and
manual. This gun appears to have seen only light use. (8A9319-474)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Walther Model PPS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AD8714, 9mm, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original black finish showing high edge wear
and scratches. The polymer frame rates near excellent showing very
light handling wear. The pistol features three dot sights, cocking
indicator, loaded chamber indicator and ambidextrous paddle style
magazine release. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, (4) factory magazines
with large extended bases, spare interchangeable backstrap, (3) spare
medium sized magazine floorplates with floorplate catch, firing pin,
spare "10lb Massachusetts trigger disconnect" and manual.
(8A9319-937) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Walther Model PPS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AK6154, 40 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original black finish and the polymer frame
rates excellent. The pistol features three dot sights, cocking indicator,
loaded chamber indicator and ambidextrous paddle style magazine
release. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines with large
extended bases, spare interchangeable backstrap, cable lock with a pair
of keys, paperwork and manual. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-944) {MODERN}
Est. 450 - 650
Springfield Armory Inc. Model 1911-A1 Mil-Spec Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #N553932, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of this "Mil-Spec" model pistol rate about excellent. The
hammer, trigger, grip safety and arched mainspring housing are hard
chrome finished and rate excellent showing light operational marks. The
double diamond checkered factory laminated walnut grips with laser
etched Springfield Armory Inc. logo rate excellent. This is a basic "G.I."
style pistol in stainless steel with a few enhancements such as high
visibility three dot sights, lowered and flared ejection port, commercial
style thumb safety and Springfield Armory internal lock system. This
pistol includes the Mil-Spec package consisting of a factory hard case
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare set of fully
checkered "GI" style black synthetic grips that rate excellent, pair of
seven-round stainless steel factory magazines, factory Kydex holster
and magazine pouch, a pair of internal lock keys, mainspring takedown
tool, Allen wrench, bore brush, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-870) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
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Springfield Armory Inc. 1911-A1 Mil-Spec Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #N554140, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this "Mil-Spec" model pistol retain about 99% original
Parkerized finish. The double diamond checkered factory laminated
walnut grips with laser etched Springfield Armory Inc. logo rate
excellent. This is a basic "G.I." style pistol with a few enhancements
such as high visibility three dot sights, commercial style thumb safety,
lowered and flared ejection port, and Springfield Armory internal lock
system. This pistol includes the Mil-Spec package consisting of a factory
hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare set of
fully checkered "GI" style black synthetic grips that rate excellent, pair of
seven-round factory magazines, factory Kydex holster and magazine
pouch, a pair of internal lock keys, mainspring takedown tool, Allen
wrench, bore brush, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or
handling marks only. (8A9319-871) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Springfield Armory Inc. XD-9 Mod. 2 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GM704727, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer "Grip Zone" marked frame rates excellent. The pistol features
three dot sights with fiber optic front, three different zones of stippling on
the grip frame, grip safety, ambidextrous magazine release and
accessory rail on the dust cover to name a few. It includes a factory hard
case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single
extended ten-round factory magazine with extension sleeve, a single
ten-round factory magazine with flat floorplate, bore brush, cable lock
with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or
handling marks only. (8A9319-853) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Springfield Armory Inc. XD-9 Mod. 2 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GM707349, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer "Grip Zone" marked frame rates excellent. The pistol features
three dot sights with fiber optic front blade, three different zones of
stippling on the grip frame, grip safety, ambidextrous magazine release
and accessory rail on the dust cover to name a few. It includes a factory
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a
single extended ten-round factory magazine with extension sleeve, a
single ten-round factory magazine with flat floorplate, bore brush, cable
lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-852) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Springfield Armory Inc. XD-9 Mod. 2 Service Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GM719808, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer "Grip Zone" marked frame rates excellent. The pistol features
three dot sights with fiber optic front, three different zones of stippling on
the grip, grip safety, ambidextrous magazine release and accessory rail
on the dust cover to name a few. It includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round
factory magazines with flat floorplates, bore brush, cable lock with a pair
of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-862) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Springfield Armory Inc. XDS-9 3.3 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #S3635096, 9mm, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features "single-stack"
magazine for a thinner profile, three dot sights with fiber optic front,
aggressive checkering on the grip frame, interchangeable backstrap,
grip safety, loaded chamber indicator, ambidextrous magazine release
and an accessory rail on the dust cover to name a few. This lightly-used
pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, a seven-round factory magazine with flat floorplate, (3)
extended eight-round factory magazines with extension sleeve, a single
extended seven-round Pro-Mag magazine with extension sleeve, (3)
spare factory magazine extension sleeves, bore brush, cable lock with a
pair of keys, interchangeable backstrap, factory nylon carry rug, factory
inside-the-waist nylon holster, lubricant sample, spare fiber optic rods,
manual and paperwork. This firearm has seen only minimal use and
remains in excellent condition. (8A9319-855) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500

327

Springfield Armory Inc. XDS-45 3.3 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #XS577039, 45 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 98% original black finish showing
slight thinning toward the muzzle and the polymer frame rates excellent.
The pistol features "single-stack" magazine for a thinner profile, three
dot sights with fiber optic front, aggressive checkering on the grip frame,
interchangeable backstrap, grip safety, loaded chamber indicator,
ambidextrous magazine release and an accessory rail on the dust cover
to name a few. This lightly used pistol includes a factory hard case that
is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of five-round
factory magazines with flat floorplate, single extended seven-round
factory magazines with extension sleeve, a spare factory magazine
extension sleeve, bore brush, cable lock with a pair of keys, Allen
wrench, interchangeable backstrap, fired case, factory Kydex paddle
holster and magazine pouch, spare fiber optic rods, manual and
paperwork. This firearm has seen light use but remains in excellent
condition. According to the Springfield Armory website this gun has
received the recall upgrade (roll pin on grip safety). (8A9319-867)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Springfield Armory Inc. XDS-45 3.3 Mod 2 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto
Pistol
serial #HG141928, 45 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features "single-stack"
magazine for a thinner profile, three dot sights with fiber optic front, "Grip
Zone" texturing on the grip frame, grip safety, loaded chamber indicator,
ambidextrous magazine release and an accessory rail on the dust cover
to name a few. This pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a five-round factory magazine with flat
floorplate, (3) extended six-round factory magazines with extension
sleeve, bore brush, cable lock with a pair of keys, factory nylon carry
rug, factory inside-the-waist nylon holster, lubricant sample, spare fiber
optic rods, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling
marks only. (8A9319-859) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Springfield Armory Inc. XDE-45 3.3 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HG141928, 45 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features and exposed hammer,
double/single action mechanism, frame mounted safety/de-cocker,
"single-stack" magazine for a thinner profile, three dot sights with fiber
optic front, "Grip Zone" texturing on the grip frame, loaded chamber
indicator, ambidextrous magazine release and an accessory rail on the
dust cover to name a few. This pistol includes a factory box that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, (2) six-round factory
magazines with flat floorplate, a six-round factory magazine with finger
rest floorplate, a single extended seven-round factory magazine with
extension sleeve, bore brush, cable lock with a pair of keys, spare flat
magazine floorplate, factory nylon carry rug, factory inside-the-waist
nylon holster, lubricant sample, spare fiber optic rods, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-857)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #265-64711, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this as-new-in-the-box
revolver rate excellent including the spare magnum cylinder. The
smooth laminated walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight
and black blade adjustable rear sight. The revolver includes a factory
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare
unfluted 22 magnum RF cylinder, padlock with a pair of keys, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-431) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger GP-100 Double Action Revolver
serial #178-41547, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a faint turn ring on the
cylinder. The factory one-piece rubber grips with wood panel inserts rate
excellent. The revolver features a green fiber optic front sight, white
outline adjustable rear sight and generous ten-shot capacity. The
revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-435)
{MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
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Ruger SP-101 Double Action Revolver
serial #576-46492, 357 Magnum, 4 1/8" full lug barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a few small
scratches and a light turn ring. The factory one-piece rubber grips with
wood panel inserts rate excellent. The revolver features a green fiber
optic front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. The revolver
includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have
very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-410) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #265-64313, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this revolver rate excellent including
the spare magnum cylinder. The smooth laminated walnut factory grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The gun features a
serrated ramp front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. The
revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, spare unfluted 22 magnum RF cylinder, padlock
with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-430) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SP-101 Double Action Revolver
serial #577-14062, 22 LR, 4 1/8" half-lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a few minor
scratches and a faint turn ring. The factory one-piece rubber grips with
wood panel inserts rate excellent. The revolver features a green fiber
optic front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and eight-round
capacity. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, padlock with a pair of keys, fired
case, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-407) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Mark III Hunter Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #274-89030, 22 LR, 6 7/8" fluted barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent. The partially
checkered laminated walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions on a red background rate excellent. This pistol features a
fiber optic front sight, adjustable "V" notch express style rear sight, side
mounted magazine release and loaded chamber indicator. The gun
includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, a pair of factory ten-round magazines, Weaver style scope
base with screws, Ruger security lock key, padlock with a pair of keys,
replacement Hi Viz fiber optic rod in dispenser with tool, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-513) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Mark III Target Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #275-15239, 22 LR, 5 1/2" heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent. The fully checkered
synthetic factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions on a red
background rate excellent. This pistol features a Patridge front sight,
adjustable black blade rear sight, side mounted magazine release and
loaded chamber indicator. The gun includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory
ten-round magazines, Weaver style scope base with screws, Ruger
security lock key, padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-512)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger GP-100 Double Action Revolver
serial #178-15840, 357 Magnum, 4 1/8" full lug serrated rib barrel with
an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent
showing a few light handling marks. The pebble grain rubber Hogue
Monogrips with Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features an
interchangeable serrated ramp front sight and white outline adjustable
rear sight. The gun includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual
and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-408) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800

338

Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #266-09910, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of the revolver and spare cylinder retain about
99% plus original blue and anodized finishes with a faint turn ring on the
long rifle cylinder. The fully checkered synthetic factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp
front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. The revolver includes a
factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
spare unfluted 22 Magnum RF cylinder, cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-411) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #576-23697, 357 Magnum, 3" full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The one-piece rubber factory grips with serrated synthetic
panels rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight
and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-438) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #576-35272, 357 Magnum, 3" full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The one-piece rubber factory grips with serrated synthetic
panels rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight
and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-403) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #575-76960, 357 Magnum, 3" full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The one-piece rubber factory grips with serrated synthetic
panels rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight
and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Ruger padlock with a
pair of keys, fired case manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-437) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SR9c Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #336-07295, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this lightly-used pistol retain about 99% original black finish
and the polymer frame rates excellent with factory tool mark to remove a
sprue gate on the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot
sights, ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame
mounted safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round
factory magazines with flat baseplate, a pair of factory replacement
finger rest baseplates for the magazines, magazine loader, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This firearm has seen only light use and
remains in excellent condition. (8A9319-466) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger SR9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #335-95025, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the polymer
frame rates excellent with factory tool mark to remove a sprue gate on
the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines
with flat baseplate, magazine loader, fired case, manual, cable lock with
a pair of keys and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-472) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
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Ruger SR40c Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #345-15576, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent factory with tool mark to remove a sprue
gate on the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of nine-round factory
magazines with finger rest baseplate, a pair of spare flat magazine
baseplates, magazine loader, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-468) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SR40 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #3342-91108, 40S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the polymer
frame rates excellent with factory tool mark to remove a sprue gate on
the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines
with flat baseplate, magazine loader, fired case, cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-500) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #573-87790, 357 Magnum, 2 1/4" full lug barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this lightly-used revolver rate about
excellent with a faint turn ring on the cylinder and limited light freckling
on the frame and cylinder. The one-piece rubber factory grips with
serrated synthetic panels rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated
ramp front sight and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, fired
case, manual and paperwork. This revolver has seen light but honest
use. (8A9319-394) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #577-10247, 22 LR, 4 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces of this handy little trail-gun rate excellent. The
one-piece rubber factory grips with checkered laminated wood panels
featuring a laser engraved Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver
features a semi-ramp front sight with green fiber optic insert and
adjustable black blade rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard
case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, fired case,
Ruger padlock with clamp and a pair of keys, manual and paperwork.
This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-405) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger SP101 Double Action Revolver
serial #576-77637, 9mm, 2 1/4" full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The one-piece rubber factory grips with serrated synthetic
panels rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight
and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, (3) moon clips, cable
lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-424) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger New Model Super Single Ten Revolver
serial #810-27100, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces of this very lightly-used revolver rate about
excellent with a few minor handling marks. The smooth two-piece
laminated factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about
excellent. The revolver features a ten-shot cylinder, factory Williams
fiber optic front sight and Williams fiber optic "Elliason style" adjustable
rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys and
manual. This gun is listed as used but appears to have never left the
box after it was sold initially. (8A9319-412) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500

350

Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #265-64304, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent
including the 22 Magnum RF cylinder. The smooth two-piece laminated
factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent.
The revolver features serrated ramp front sight and black blade
adjustable rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, 22 Magnum RF
cylinder, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-427)
{MODERN}
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger GP100 Double Action Revolver
serial #176-66239, 357 Magnum, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent showing a faint turn ring.
The one-piece pebble grain factory rubber Hogue Monogrips with Ruger
Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight
and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, take down pin, Ruger
padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and paperwork. This arm
is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very
small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-398) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger GP100 Double Action Revolver
serial #176-61630, 357 Magnum, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent showing a faint turn ring on
the cylinder. The one-piece pebble grain factory rubber Hogue
Monogrips with Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight and fixed rear sight. The revolver includes a
factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
take down pin, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual
and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-425) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger GP100 Double Action Revolver
serial #176-77779, 357 Magnum, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue showing a faint turn
ring on the cylinder. The one-piece rubber pebble grain factory Hogue
Monogrips with Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The revolver features an
interchangeable serrated ramp front sight and white outline adjustable
rear sight. The revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, take down pin, Ruger padlock with a
pair of keys, fired case, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-413) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #88-46830, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a faint turn ring
on the unfluted cylinder. The smooth factory laminated wood grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
serrated ramp front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. The
revolver includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-423) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger P345 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #664-75064, 45 ACP, 4 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces of the slide have toned to brown from light
oxidation stains with a few moderate oxidation blemishes and light
scratches scattered about. The black polymer frame rates about
excellent with light handling wear. The pistol features slide mounted
ambidextrous de-cockers/safeties, three dot sights and accessory rail on
the dust cover. The pistol includes the original factory hard case that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of Ruger
magazines, magazine loader, a single Ruger internal lock key, fired
case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork.
(8A9319-499) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
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Ruger SR1911 Lightweight Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-62328, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent and the frame retains 99%
plus original anodized matte finish showing light stains from oxidation on
the in-the-white sides of the hammer. The double diamond checkered
factory rubber grips with Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. This pistol has
numerous desirable features such as: extended thumb safety, beavertail
grip safety with memory pad, checkered flat mainspring housing, long
skeletonized trigger with overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and
ramped barrel to name a few. It includes the original box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines with
flat floorplates drilled and tapped for bumper pads, a single Wilson
Combat magazine removable flat floorplate, factory bushing wrench,
Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-446) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger SR1911 Lightweight Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-62089, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent and the frame retains 99%
plus original anodized matte finish. The double diamond checkered
factory rubber grips with Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. This pistol has
numerous desirable features such as: extended thumb safety, beavertail
grip safety with memory pad, checkered flat mainspring housing, long
skeletonized trigger with overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and
ramped barrel to name a few. It includes the original box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines with
flat floorplates drilled and tapped for bumper pads, factory bushing
wrench, Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork.
This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-445) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger SR1911 Lightweight Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-57429, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent and the frame retains
99% plus original black anodized matte finish giving the gun a nice
two-tone contrasting look. The double diamond checkered factory
laminated wood thin grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent. This pistol has numerous desirable features such as:
extended thumb safety, beavertail grip safety with memory pad,
checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized trigger with
overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and round spur hammer to name
a few. It includes the original box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines with flat floorplates
drilled and tapped for bumper pads, factory bushing wrench, Ruger
cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-478) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger SR1911 Lightweight Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-56893, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent and the frame retains
99% plus original black anodized matte finish giving the gun a nice
two-tone contrasting look. The double diamond checkered factory
laminated wood thin grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent. This pistol has numerous desirable features such as:
extended thumb safety, beavertail grip safety with memory pad,
checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized trigger with
overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and round spur hammer to name
a few. It includes the original box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a single factory magazine with flat floorplates
drilled and tapped for bumper pad, factory bushing wrench, Ruger cable
lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-477) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger SR1911 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-87803, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent. The double diamond
checkered factory laminated wood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This pistol has numerous desirable features
such as: extended thumb safety, beavertail grip safety with memory pad,
checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized trigger with
overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and round spur hammer to name
a few. It includes the original box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a seven-round factory magazine with flat
floorplates drilled and tapped for bumper pad, factory eight-round
magazine with removable extended baseplate, factory bushing wrench,
Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-510) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800

361

Ruger SR1911 Commander Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #671-36342, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with scattered light
scratches and assembly marks. The double diamond checkered factory
laminated wood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent. This pistol has numerous desirable features such as:
extended thumb safety, beavertail grip safety with memory pad,
checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized trigger with
overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and round spur hammer to name
a few. It includes the original box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a pair of factory magazines with flat floorplates
drilled and tapped for bumper pads, factory bushing wrench, Ruger
cable lock with a pair of keys, fired case, manual and paperwork.
(8A9319-479) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger SR1911 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #672-87705, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent. The double diamond
checkered factory laminated wood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This pistol has numerous desirable features
such as: extended thumb safety, beavertail grip safety with memory pad,
checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized trigger with
overtravel stop, three dot Novak sights and round spur hammer to name
a few. It includes the original box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, a seven-round factory magazine with flat
floorplates drilled and tapped for bumper pad, factory eight-round
magazine with removable extended baseplate, factory bushing wrench,
Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-509) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger LCP Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #374-47638, 380 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features double action only
mechanism, manual slide stop and fixed front and rear sights. The pistol
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, a single magazine with flat removable baseplate, spare finger rest
baseplate, Ruger marked soft nylon case, fired case, Ruger padlock with
a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling
marks only. (8A9319-494) {MODERN}
Est. 175 - 275
Ruger LCP Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #374-45839, 380 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features double action only
mechanism, manual slide stop and fixed front and rear sights. The pistol
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, a single magazine with flat removable baseplate, spare finger rest
baseplate, Ruger marked soft nylon case, fired case, Ruger padlock with
a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling
marks only. (8A9319-496) {MODERN}
Est. 175 - 275
Ruger Mark IV Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #WBR134136, 22 LR, 5 1/2" bull barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue and anodized
finishes. The stippled factory finger groove laminated wood target grips
wrap around the front of the frame, featuring a laser etched Ruger
Phoenix and they rate excellent. The most notable feature of this pistol
is the easy push button takedown for cleaning in addition to a Patridge
front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight, ambidextrous frame
mounted thumb safeties and is drilled and tapped for mounting optics.
The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines, spacer
to convert the pistol to a single thumb safety, Ruger cable lock with a
pair of keys and miscellaneous paperwork. The safety recall retrofit
appears to have been performed to this gun. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or
handling marks only. (8A9319-482) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
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Ruger SR22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #367-82693, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original black anodized finish and
the purple polymer frame rates excellent. The textured synthetic grip
sleeve with Ruger Phoenix rates excellent. The pistol features three dot
adjustable sights, ambidextrous frame mounted safety / decocker,
ambidextrous magazine release, interchangeable grip sleeve and
accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes the original factory
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of
ten-round factory magazines with finger rest baseplates, a pair of flat
replacement baseplates for the magazines, spare small size grip sleeve,
Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-505) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger SR22 "Two-Tone" Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #366-65530, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original silver anodized
finish, the black polymer frame rates excellent and the gun has a nice
two-tone look. The textured synthetic grip sleeve with Ruger Phoenix
rates excellent. The pistol features three dot adjustable sights,
ambidextrous frame mounted safety / decocker, ambidextrous magazine
release, interchangeable grip sleeve and accessory rail on the dust
cover. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines
with finger rest baseplates, a pair of flat replacement baseplates for the
magazines, spare small size grip sleeve, Ruger cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-443) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger SR22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #367-50296, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original black anodized finish and
the black polymer frame rates excellent. The textured synthetic grip
sleeve with Ruger Phoenix rates excellent. The pistol features three dot
adjustable sights, ambidextrous frame mounted safety / decocker,
ambidextrous magazine release, interchangeable grip sleeve and
accessory rail on the dust cover. The pistol includes the original factory
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of
ten-round factory magazines with finger rest baseplates, a pair of flat
replacement baseplates for the magazines, spare small size grip sleeve,
Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-519) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger LC9s Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #452-69093, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this striker-fired pistol retain about 99% original black finish
and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot
sights, thumb safety and integrated trigger safety. The pistol includes
the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, a single seven-round factory magazine with finger rest baseplate, a
flat replacement baseplate for the magazine, Ruger cable lock with a
pair of keys, faux magazine for disassembly, manual and paperwork.
This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-463) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Ruger LC9s Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #452-70298, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this striker-fired pistol retain about 99% original black finish
and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features three dot
sights, thumb safety and integrated trigger safety. The pistol includes
the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, a single seven-round factory magazine with finger rest baseplate, a
flat replacement baseplate for the magazine, Ruger cable lock with a
pair of keys, faux magazine for disassembly, manual and paperwork.
This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may
have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-465) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Rohm RG10 Double Action Revolver
serial #356943, 22 Short, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue and black enamel finishes with
the grip frame toning to gray, edge wear on the cylinder and scratches.
The grips are ad-hoc wood replacements that fit the frame fairly well and
rate excellent. The gun still functions and has a removable pin for
ejecting empties. (8A9364-8) {MODERN}
Est. 20 - 40
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Ruger LCR-22 Double Action Revolver
serial #548-73143, 22 LR, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The gray
stainless steel cylinder and the anodized frame retain 99% original
finishes and the polymer fire control system frame rates excellent. The
pebble grain factory supplied Hogue Tamer Monogrip with Ruger
Phoenix rates excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight,
fixed rear sight and eight-shot deeply fluted cylinder. The gun includes a
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-387) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Ruger LCR-22 Double Action Revolver
serial #548-73111, 22 LR, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The gray
stainless steel cylinder of this lightly used revolver and the anodized
frame retain 99% original finishes and the polymer fire control system
frame rates excellent showing a light turn ring on the eight-shot deeply
fluted cylinder. The pebble grain factory supplied Hogue Tamer
Monogrip with Ruger Phoenix rates near excellent with a few light
handling marks. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight and fixed
rear sight. The gun includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a
pair of keys, fired case, a pair of Ruger internal lock keys, manual and
paperwork. This handy little trainer has seen only light use.
(8A9319-386) {MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Ruger LCR-22 Double Action Revolver
serial #548-78284, 22 LR, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The gray
stainless steel cylinder and the anodized frame retain 99% original
finishes and the polymer fire control system frame rates excellent. The
pebble grain factory supplied Hogue Tamer Monogrip with Ruger
Phoenix rate excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight,
fixed rear sight and eight-shot deeply fluted cylinder. The gun includes a
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case, a
pair of Ruger internal lock keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small
rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-389) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Ruger Crimson Trace LCR-22 Double Action Revolver
serial #548-72830, 22 LR, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The gray
stainless steel cylinder and the anodized frame retain 99% original
finishes and the polymer fire control system frame rates excellent. The
checkered synthetic factory installed Crimson Trace grips with
functioning laser rate excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front
sight, fixed rear sight and eight-shot deeply fluted cylinder. The gun
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired
case, a pair of Ruger internal lock keys, manual and paperwork. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have
very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-392) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger LCR-22 Magnum Double Action Revolver
serial #548-78284, 22 Magnum RF, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The gray stainless steel cylinder and frame retain 99% original finishes
and the polymer fire control system frame rates excellent. The pebble
grain factory supplied Hogue Tamer Monogrip with Ruger Phoenix rate
excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight with white line
insert, fixed rear sight and six-shot deeply fluted cylinder. The gun
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, factory soft nylon case, Ruger cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-419) {MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Ruger Crimson Trace LCR-357 Double Action Revolver
serial #546-93570, 357 Magnum, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The gray stainless steel cylinder and the anodized frame retain 99%
original finishes and the polymer fire control system frame rates
excellent showing a faint turn ring on the five-shot deeply fluted cylinder.
The checkered synthetic factory installed Crimson Trace grips with
functioning laser rate excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front
sight with white line insert and fixed rear sight. The gun includes a
factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired case,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-420) {MODERN}
Est. 600 - 800
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Swiss K31 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #879122/K3116592, 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1946-manufactured straight
pull rifle retain about 90% arsenal blue with the front sight base and
lower band toning to a dark gray patina, minor high edge wear, a few
scattered spots of light oxidation and the expected minor handling marks
that come from military service. The smooth beech pistolgrip stock and
handguard rate near very good plus with the typical dents, dings and
abrasions around the buttplate and toe line from use, scattered minor
impact marks overall, and the Swiss cross cartouche on the right side of
the buttstock remains clear. The bolt is serial-matched to the receiver,
the magazine is numbered to another rifle and the right side of the
receiver bears the Century Arms import mark. The stacking rod, original
military sights and sling swivels remain intact and the action of this
high-quality rifle remains characteristically smooth. A very good example
of these superbly accurate and desirable rifles. (23A9100-1503) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Baikal TOZ-8-01 Bolt Action Training Rifle
serial #X6474, 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this U.S.S.R.-manufactured rifle retain about 90% original
blue which tones to dark gray under bright light with a few light scratches
and scattered spots of minor oxidation overall. The checkered Eurasian
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates about excellent as lightly cleaned with
an added finish and a few very minor handling marks while the
Baikal-marked ribbed Bakelite buttplate remains in very good plus to
near excellent condition with light signs of wear. The rear sling swivel is
missing but the front swivel remains intact, as do the original sights,
providing a sight picture that mimics that of the Mosin Nagant series of
rifles. An interesting and likely highly accurate rifle from the Soviet
Union. (23A9346-12) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Marlin Model 39A Lever Action Rifle
serial #E22182, 22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this third model, first variation rifle retain about 85%
original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation, the area between the
magazine tube and barrel is toning to a dull gray patina and various light
impact marks from use. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and forend
rate very good plus with a touch of added finish on the stock, a small
abrasion to the left side of the forend, a few minor dings in the comb,
and various light impact marks while the ribbed hard rubber buttplate
remains in near excellent condition with minor wear at the heel and toe.
There is an added hole in the toe line where a sling swivel was once
installed, the bolt and rear sight are no longer present, but the original
hooded brass bead sight remains intact. A Weaver N2 scope mount has
been mounted to the left side of the barrel holding a Weaver G6 6X12
scope with crosshair reticle with serviceable optics that remains in very
good condition with scattered spots of light oxidation and two missing
screws in the mount. This 1948-vintage Marlin 39A should be an
accurate shooter. (23A9346-11) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Blacksmith Made Percussion Musket
about .50 cal, 30 1/2” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. This gun is
basically a percussion barrel with a nipple mounted within the
breechplug and has an internal, rudimentary mechanism which is
contained within a flat steel skeleton type stock. The metal surfaces are
toning to a brown patina with moderate oxidation throughout. The gun
features a brass blade front sight and ramrod ferrules and the
rudimentary action appears to function properly. (23A9269-3}
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Unmarked Percussion Fowler
20 ga., 32” part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with moderate to heavy
oxidized pitting throughout. The hand checkered walnut straight grip
stock rates fair to good as cleaned with an old added finish and a few
flexing cracks, chips, erosion behind the nipple bolster and various dings
and handling marks. The lock and one of the sideplate screws are no
longer present but the fowler is equipped with a brass bead sight and
iron “button-head” ramrod. This antique will make a great project gun or
wall hanger. (23A9346-15} {ANTIQUE}
Est. 25 - 50
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Remington Model 25 Slide Action Rifle
serial #17410, 25-20 WCF, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% professionally reapplied blue with small
areas of pinprick pitting beneath the finish, scattered spots of light
oxidation and fine pinpricking and a few minor handling marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate very good plus as
cleaned with an old added finish, a small hairline crack in the left wrist, a
short scratch in the left side of the forend and scattered abrasions and
minor impact marks from the years. The rifle is equipped with two pairs
of added drilled and tapped holes in the top of the barrel along with a
silver bead front sight, sporting rear sight with elevator, a crossbolt
safety and a takedown feature. An attractive Remington Model 25 that
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9348-16) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Stevens Model 1915 Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #T455, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 85% original blue that is evenly fading to a dark gray
patina under bright light with scattered spots of minor oxidation, pinprick
pitting and fine scratches that are toning to a brown patina. The frame is
toning to a gray-brown patina with scattered small areas of light pitting,
minor staining and a patch of light scratches on the left while the breech
block, lever and hammer display remnants of original blue. The smooth
walnut straight grip stock and forend rate very good plus to near
excellent with scattered light dents and handling marks from honest use
while the “STEVENS / FAVORITE” marked hard rubber buttplate
remains in very good condition with a few small chips in the edge. The
upper tang sight screw is no longer present but the nickel silver Rocky
Mountain-style front sight blade and “U” notch rear sight remain intact
and the action appears to function well mechanically. A very nice and
honest example of a Model 1915 No. 17 Stevens Favorite. (23A9348-7)
{C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Rolling Black Saddle Ring Carbine
.43 CF, 20 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are
toning to a brown patina with moderate pitting and oxidation overall. The
smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend rate about fair with the
stock fitting loosely to the frame with numerous large drying cracks and
the expected dings and impact marks throughout from use. The left side
of the frame features an intact sling bar but no saddle ring, the barrel is
equipped with a blade front sight and dual leaf rear sight which fits
loosely to the barrel, and the sling swivels remain intact. The half cock
notch is worn but the action remains strong. (23A9482-2) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Savage/Stevens Model 94 Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #P660479, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 85% faded original blue with
oxidation around the breech, light oxidation scattered throughout and an
area of light scratches on the left side. The frame retains strong
case-hardened colors with light oxidation overall. The checkered
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus as cleaned with
numerous light scratches and flakes in the finish while the forend rates
near excellent with a few minor impact marks. The shotgun is equipped
with a silver bead sight and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9312-139) {C&R} [Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 40 - 80
Winchester Model 97 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #893613, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 95% original blue with
the expected operational wear and a few minor scratches and small
spots of light oxidation. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 85%
original blue with areas of flaking and wear on the barrel extension and
on the triggerguard, light high edge wear and a few handling marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate near excellent with
a touch of added finish on the stock, a few scattered light impact marks
while the added soft rubber and leather recoil pad remains in near
excellent condition with minor wear to the leather providing a 14 1/2”
length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9312-113) {C&R} [Daniel L.
Leary Jr. Collection]
Est. 300 - 500
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Stevens Model 14 1/2 “Little Scout” Falling Block Rifle
22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and
triggerguard are toning to a streaky blue-brown patina with a small spot
of fine pitting on the left side of the breech which has been touched up
with reapplied blue, a few small spots of light oxidation and minor
handling marks from use. The frame and hammer display nice
case-hardened colors along with spots of minor oxidation and the
remnants of what appears to be a protective lacquer coating on the
frame. The smooth hardwood straight grip stock and forend rate very
good plus with an old added finish and scattered light scratches and
impact marks from the years. The rifle is equipped with a nickel silver
blade front sight and a fixed “V” notch rear sight and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (23A9312-143) {C&R} [Daniel L. Leary Jr.
Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Model 110-MC Bolt Action Rifle
serial #10994, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with the knurled bolt knob
faded to a gray patina, the triggerguard toning to plum, some fine
scratches around the muzzle and on the bottom metal, and a couple
short narrow streaks of loss on the barrel that tone to gunmetal gray.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock with Monte Carlo comb rates near
very good with a touch of added finish, multiple significant cracks around
the action, a few scattered minor scratches and handling marks and
some staining along the left edge of the buttplate. The Savage-logoed
ribbed aluminum buttplate remains in very good plus condition with finish
wear at the toe, heel and perimeter. The front sight is no longer present,
the folding rear leaf sight is missing its elevator, and the rifle is equipped
with a pair of scope mounts atop the receiver, a tang mounted safety
and a set of quick detach sling swivels. A light and handy Model 110 in a
great caliber. (23A9484-20) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 512 Sportmaster Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and
triggerguard are toning to a blue-brown patina with spots of light
oxidation overall and remnants of original blue along the wood line and
in the protected areas. The magazine tube and receiver retain about
90% original blue with some small spots toning to gunmetal gray at the
rear of the receiver and the areas around the loading port and magazine
end cap toning to a brown patina. The bolt knob has turned a dark gray
patina with small spots of light oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks from honest
use while the Remington-branded checkered hard rubber buttplate
remains in similar condition with light wear at the heel and toe. The rifle
is equipped with a blade front sight and “U” notch rear sight that is
adjustable for elevation, a two-position safety, a cocking indicator and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9484-22) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 1894 Canadian Centennial Lever Action Rifle
serial #8303, 30-30 Win, 26” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1967-manufactured rifle retain 99% original
blue with a few scattered very light handling marks. The right rear barrel
flat is stamped “Canadian Centennial 1867-1967” in gold script and the
upper tang is also marked in gold “CANADIAN CENTENNIAL ‘67”. Both
sides of the receiver are embellished with attractive machine-engraved
maple leaf motifs. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend rate
about excellent with a couple minor impact marks on the forend. The
rifle is sighted with a brass-beaded blade front sight and a sporting “U”
notch rear and the action appears to function well mechanically. An
elegant commemorative rifle in excellent condition. (23B9484-13) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
BSA Monarch Deluxe Bolt Action Rifle
serial #7L2258, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some minor oxidation on
the ribbed trigger, the barrel toning to dark plum under bright light, a few
light scratches on the barrel and light wear on the bolt knob and high
edges of the triggerguard. The handsome checkered pistolgrip stock
with Monte Carlo cheekpiece and contrasting rosewood forend tip and
gripcap with white diamond inlay rates near excellent with light crazing
of the finish throughout and a few scattered minor impact marks. The
ventilated soft rubber recoil pad remains in very good plus condition with
the expected minor edge wear from honest use. The two drilled and
tapped holes in the left rear of the receiver are missing their filler screws
but the original hooded ramp and bead front sight and folding leaf rear
sight remain intact and the rifle is equipped with a hinged floorplate,
sling swivels and a cocking indicator. A very nice English-made rifle with
classic American styling. (23A9484-16) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
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Benjamin Model 397P Air Rifle
serial #N94708241, .177 cal, 19 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this multi-pump pneumatic rifle retain about 99%
original nickel-plating with a few scattered light handling marks and a
couple small spots of minor oxidation. The triggerguard, trigger and rear
of the receiver retain about 98% original blue with scattered small spots
of light oxidation. The smooth American hardwood forend and pistolgrip
stock with Monte Carlo comb rate about excellent with a few light scuffs
and impact marks. The air rifle is equipped with a blade front sight, “U”
notch rear sight adjustable for elevation and a safety and the original
hang tag and manual are included. (23A9510-30) {NON-GUN}
Est. 25 - 75
Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #235-66393, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces of this 1992-manufactured carbine rate very
good plus with numerous light scratches and blemishes throughout
along with a few small spots of minor oxidation. The black synthetic
Choate pistolgrip side-folding stock and ventilated handguard rate near
excellent with a few light handling marks and the stock locks up well in
both the open and closed positions while the Choate Tool Co.-marked
ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in excellent condition. The barrel
band retainer is missing from the stock but the factory sights and all
three sling swivels remain intact, and one original translucent 10-round
rotary box magazine is included. (23A9378-7) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Ithaca Model 87 Deerslayer Slide Action Shotgun
serial #MAG-870016796, 12 ga., 20” slug barrel choked cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
Parkerized finish with the expected operational wear on the magazine
tube, light silvering on the edges of the receiver, scattered light
scratches and handling marks and a few spots of minor oxidation. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with black Ithaca-marked plastic gripcap
and ribbed forend rate excellent with a few slight impact marks while the
ventilated soft rubber recoil pad remains in excellent condition. The
barrel is sighted with an orange fiber optic blade front sight and “V”
notch rifle-style rear sight and the shotgun is equipped with sling swivel
studs and an Allen five-round elasticized-fabric buttstock shotshell
carrier is included. (23A9378-12) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Remington Model 742C Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #210644, 30-06, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with a few minor
scratches and impact marks, a couple small areas of light oxidation and
minor fading around the magazine well. The fleur-de-lis checkered
walnut forend rates very good plus with a few scratches and chips in the
added finish while the pistolgrip stock rates good to very good with
cracks in the wrist which is wrapped in duct tape along with a few minor
impact marks. The Remington-marked checkered aluminum buttplate
remains in very good plus condition with wear to the heel, toe and
perimeter. The rifle is equipped with a ramp and brass bead front sight,
fully-adjustable “U” notch sporting rear sight, sling swivel studs and one
original four-round detachable box magazine is included. (23A9378-11)
{C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 68 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are toning to a dark gray-brown patina with silvering at the muzzle and
on the high edges and a few spots of light oxidation with remnants of
original blue on the top of the barrel where the original front sight ramp
was once installed and along the wood line. The in-the-white bolt
displays some small areas of light oxidation and the bolt has turned a
pewter gray-brown patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very
good plus as lightly cleaned with a touch of old added finish and a
couple repaired cracks in the left side of the buttstock along with
scattered minor handling marks from the years. The
Winchester-branded checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in near
very good plus condition with a repaired small chip in the toe. A
silver-beaded blade sight has been installed at the muzzle, the original
click-adjustable aperture rear sight remains intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A8958-66) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
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Winchester Model 90 Slide Action Rifle
serial #829838, 22 LR, 24” octagon barrel with a bright very good plus
bore showing a few fine pits in the strong rifling. The barrel and
magazine tube of this Third Model rifle retain about 85% evenly-thinning
blue which is toning to a dark gray patina with the bottom of the
magazine tube flaking to a pleasing gray-brown patina with silvering on
the sharp edges, and scattered small spots of discoloration and light
handling marks overall. The sides of the receiver display a mottled
pewter-gray patina with areas toning to brown and flaking original blue
on the top of the bolt and on the upper and lower tangs and the
expected operational wear on the action bar. The original crescent
buttplate retains about 70% original thinning blue which is toning to a
blue-brown patina with the toe and heel toning to a silvery-gray patina.
The smooth walnut straight grip stock and ribbed forend rate near
excellent as lightly cleaned with an old added finish and scattered light
impact marks from honest use. The rifle is equipped with a silver bead
front sight and “U” notch rear that is adjustable for elevation. A very nice
example of these classic and collectable “gallery” guns. (23A8958-20)
{C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Rossi Model 62 SA Slide Action Rifle
serial #G122299, 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered
small areas of pinprick pitting and fine oxidation, a few scratches on the
triggerguard and barrel, and minor operational wear on the action bar.
The smooth Brazilian hardwood stock and ribbed forend rate near
excellent with a very tiny chip on the left edge of the upper tang and a
few scattered minor dings and light scuffs in the gloss finish while the
synthetic Ross-marked buttplate which is proud of the wood at the heel
and toe remains in excellent condition. The rifle is equipped with a
takedown feature, blade front sight and adjustable “U” notch rear sight
and the action appears to function well mechanically. An excellent
example of Rossi’s slide action “gallery” gun. (23A9315-10) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 55 Single Shot Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this interesting top-loading and bottom-ejecting rifle retain about 98%
original blue with light fading on the top of the receiver and bottom of
barrel near the forend and a few small spots of light oxidation and
scattered fine handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates
very good plus to near excellent with a few minor abrasions and light
impact marks while the Winchester-branded checkered hard rubber
buttplate remains in similar condition with light heel and toe wear. The
rifle is equipped with open sporting sights and a tang mounted safety
and the action appears to function well mechanically. An interesting .22
rifle from the late ‘50s and early ‘60s which remains in excellent
condition. (23A8958-65) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 75 Target Bolt Action Rifle
serial #8822, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
and receiver retain about 97% original thinning blue which is toning in
places along the barrel to a dark gray patina with a few scattered spots
of light oxidation and minor handling marks that are toning to a brown
patina. The bolt handle and bottom metal display a pewter-gray brown
patina with remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip target-style stock with adjustable handstop rail rates
very good plus with two abrasions on the left front of the forend,
scattered light impact marks and what appears to be tiny specks of white
paint overall. The barrel is drilled and tapped for target blocks and is
sighted with a 99-A globe-style front sight with insert and a number 84
extension rear peep sight is attached to the receiver. The rifle is
equipped with sling swivels and one original Winchester-marked
five-round detachable magazine is included. A very fine example of
these desirable Winchester target rifles. (23A8958-3) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Armi Jager Model AP80/AK-22 Deluxe Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #SA70, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original evenly-faded blue with areas of light
oxidation on the barrel and “gas tube”, a few small chips in the finish on
the high edges and scattered light handling marks. The smooth walnut
buttstock, two-piece handguard and ribbed pistolgrip rate near excellent
with a few minor impact marks while the ribbed metal buttplate remains
in very good plus condition with moderate oxidation around the toe.
Mechanically and structurally this firearm closely mimics the AK series of
rifles and includes a cleaning rod, sling swivels, and one original
29-round magazine. (23A9290-9) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250

403

Stevens Springfield Model 56 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright bore with a ring and bulge about 1”
from the muzzle. The barrel, receiver and triggerguard retain about
65-70% original blue which is toning to a streaky blue-brown patina with
muzzle and receiver ring wear toning to a gunmetal-gray patina and
scattered areas of flaking, light oxidation and impact marks that are
toning to brown overall. The magazine well displays a pewter-gray
brown patina with tiny spots of old oxidation and remnants of original
blue in the protected areas. The in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright
with spots of light oxidation on the handle and knob. The smooth walnut
rounded pistolgrip stock rates near very good plus with an added finish
displaying moderate crazing on the right side of the butt and numerous
dents, scuffs and other signs of use throughout. A brass slot blank has
been installed in the rear sight dovetail and the rifle is equipped with a
Lyman ivory bead front sight, an aperture sight has been installed at the
rear of the receiver and one detachable five-round magazine marked
“MOD. 23AA / MOD.1933 NRA” is included. (23A9484-23) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 75
Winchester Model 62A Slide Action Rifle
serial #281457, 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine tube are toning to a brown patina with a few
scattered tiny spots of light oxidation and minor handling marks with
remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The top and sides of
the receiver display a blue-brown patina with the expected silvering on
the high edges and bearing surfaces along with fine surface scratches
and moderate freckling overall with good amounts of original blue
remaining, while the bottom of the receiver and lower tang have turned a
pewter-gray brown patina. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and
grooved forend rate very good plus to near excellent with a few
scattered light handling marks and the Winchester-marked checkered
hard rubber buttplate remains in very good plus condition with minor
edge wear. The original open sights remain intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. A well-used and well-cared for
rifle that is a very good example overall. (23A9330-11) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 90 Slide Action Rifle
serial #695422, 22 S, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with areas of moderate
to heavy oxidation along the right side and on the crescent buttplate and
scattered spots of minor pitting overall. The smooth walnut straight grip
stock and grooved forend rate very good to near very good plus as
lightly cleaned with an added finish, a repaired crack the length of the
forend, a short hairline crack behind the lower tang and a few minor
handling marks from honest use. The forward magazine ring is missing
and the tang sight screw may be a later replacement, but the original
open sights remain intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. This Model 90 “gallery gun” could be an excellent
candidate for restoration and will likely be a great shooter. (23A9290-34)
{C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Stevens “Visible Loading Repeater” Slide Action Rifle
serial #D974, 22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a good to near very good bore
showing moderate oxidation in the strong rifling. The barrel and
magazine tube retain around 90% original blue with the bottom of the
magazine tube toning to a brown patina, areas of operational wear,
scattered light impact marks, and spots of minor oxidation particularly
around the muzzle. The case-hardened frame is toning to a gray-brown
patina with a few light scratches while the breechblock retains strong
original blue. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and ribbed forend
rate about very good with a chip and two flexing cracks in the toe, a few
small chips in the edges of the forend and scattered minor dings and
signs of use. The Stevens-marked hard rubber buttplate is attached to
the stock by the upper screw alone as the bottom quarter is cracked and
no longer present. The rifle is sighted with an ivory bead front sight and
sporting “U” notch rear and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9290-35) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Harrington & Richardson Topper Jr. Model 098
serial #HF366548, .410 bore, 22” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% original blue with scattered
spots of light oxidation. The matte stainless steel frame rates about
excellent with a few light scratches. The ebony-painted smooth
hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus with a few
moderate scratches on the left side of the stock and scattered light
impact marks from honest use. The ventilated soft rubber recoil pad
remains in excellent condition providing a 13” length of pull. The barrel is
sighted with a brass bead and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9290-20) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
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Wards Western Field Model 04M 215A Bolt Action Shotgun
20 ga., 26” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Mossberg-manufactured shotgun retain about 94%
original blue which is toning to a blue-brown patina where the barrel
meets the receiver, a few small spots of loss toning to a brown patina,
scattered small patches of fine pinpricking and light oxidation overall.
The in-the-white bolt is toning to a pewter gray-brown patina on the
handle with spots of minor oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good plus with numerous short hairline cracks emanating
from the buttplate which do not appear to affect the integrity of the stock
and the expected various minor impact marks from use. The shotgun is
equipped with a safety, a brass bead sight, a detachable two-round box
magazine and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9484-21) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
Stevens Model 77 Slide Action Shotgun
12 ga., 28” Savage Super-Choke equipped plain barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube are toning to a mottled
blue-brown patina with a few tiny spots of light oxidation, some very light
scratches, the expected operational wear, and remnants of original blue
scattered along the barrel and in the protected areas. The receiver
retains about 75% original thinning blue with the top and bottom toning
to a blue-gray patina with scattered spots of minor oxidation, fine
scratches along the top and silvering on the high edges. There is minor
staining on the in-the-white bolt and carrier while the aluminum
triggerguard displays light high edge wear and minor impact marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate very good to
very good plus with a worn older added finish on the stock, a very small
chip in the left edge of the forend, and numerous minor abrasions and
scratches in the finish from honest use. The ventilated soft rubber recoil
pad remains in very good plus condition with minor edge wear and
provides a 14 3/8” length of pull. The shotgun is equipped with a
crossbolt safety, a silver bead sight is mounted on the adjustable
Savage Super-Choke and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (239510-14) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Stevens 23 “Crack Shot” Falling Block Rifle
22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a few very
small pits in the strong rifling. The barrel is toning to a streaky
blue-brown patina with scattered areas of light oxidation and handling
marks toning to a brown patina, a few tool marks at the breech and
generous amounts of original blue intermixed throughout. The frame and
lever display an overall gray-brown patina with small areas of minor
staining. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend rate about
excellent as lightly cleaned with an old added finish, a small patch of
what appears to be vise marks on each side of the wrist and a few very
light handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a nickel-silver blade front
and fixed “V” notch rear and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9290-12) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Stevens 14 1/2 “Little Scout” Rolling Block Rifle
22 LR, 18” barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel retains about 75-80%
original blue with light muzzle and breech wear, scattered areas of loss
toning to a gray-brown patina, small spots of minor oxidation and the
expected light impact marks from use. The frame displays a silver
case-hardened patina with light oxidation overall and a few tiny spots of
pinprick pitting with the right side retaining remnants of original
case-hardened colors. The smooth American hardwood straight grip
stock rates good to very good with a 2 1/2” crack in the upper wrist, a
couple small hairline cracks behind the triggerguard and some minor
impact marks, while the forend rates very good plus with light handling
marks. The original nickel-silver blade front sight and fixed “V” notch rear
sight remain intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9290-10) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Stevens 15 “Maynard Junior” Falling Block Rifle
22 S, 18” part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% professionally reapplied blue with a few
spots of moderate oxidation around the muzzle and on the buttplate and
some scattered areas of oxidized pinpricking. The smooth walnut
straight grip stock and handguard rate near excellent with a few very
small chips where the bottom of the forend meets the frame and an area
of darker discoloration at the heel. The original “knife-blade” style front
sight has been replaced by a nickel-silver blade, the fixed “V” notch rear
sight remains intact and the action will need mechanical attention as it
does not lock securely. This Stevens rifle will make a great project gun.
(23A9290-11) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100

413

J.C. Higgins Model 20 Slide Action Shotgun
12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Sears, Roebuck and Co. marked shotgun retain
about 95% evenly-faded reapplied blue with areas of light pitting
beneath the finish, scattered patches of oxidized pinpricking overall and
a small dent in the left side of the receiver. There is light oxidation on the
in-the-white bolt and the aluminum triggerguard displays some small
chips in the black finish. The smooth walnut capped pistolgrip stock
rates near excellent as lightly cleaned with minor scratches and handling
marks and scattered spots of lighter discoloration, while the hardwood
grooved forend remains in similar condition with a few light impact
marks. The stock features an unmarked monogram plate on the toe line
and a J.C. Higgins-branded ventilated soft rubber recoil pad providing a
14 1/8” length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a brass bead and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9290-32) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Remington Model 870 Wingmaster Slide Action Shotgun
serial #V490095V, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue
which tones to dark gray under bright light with a few very light
scratches, minor operational wear and a tiny spot of light oxidation on
the underside of the barrel. The fleur-de-lis checkered capped pistolgrip
stock and forend rate very good plus to near excellent with some finish
wear on the top of the wrist and a few scattered scuffs and impact marks
in the gloss finish. An ill-fitting white spacer with a few tiny chips in the
upper edge is between the stock and the Remington-marked ventilated
soft rubber recoil pad which remains in excellent condition providing a
14” length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a white front bead and silver
bead mid-rib, one full choke tube is included, and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9346-1) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Remington Model 31-TC Slide Action Shotgun
serial #107073, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1949-manufactured trap
shotgun retain about 93-94% evenly-thinning original blue with the
expected bearing surface and high edge wear, scattered fine scratches
and light impact marks and a streak of wear on the left of the receiver
from cycling the action. The checkered C Grade walnut capped
pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good to very good plus with
scattered minor dings with the finish displaying an orange peel-like
texture on the left side of the butt and a paisley-like texture on the right.
The shotgun is equipped with an added and somewhat loose soft rubber
Morgan Adjustable recoil pad providing a 14 1/8” length of pull and the
barrel is sighted with a red front bead and silver bead mid-rib.
(23A9035-3) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 1903 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #56148, 22 Win Auto, 20” barrel with a bright about very good to
very good plus bore with a few small pits in the otherwise strong rifling.
The barrel, which may be a later replacement, retains about 80%
original blue that tones to a blue-brown patina under bright light around
the muzzle and breech with scattered light impact marks toning to a
brown patina. The original crescent buttplate has turned a mottled
blue-gray patina with small patches of light pitting. The forend cap,
receiver and triggerguard display a smooth and pleasing dark
pewter-gray patina with light staining within the triggerguard and
remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth walnut
straight grip stock rates about very good to near very good plus as
lightly cleaned with a touch of old added finish and a narrow 2 1/2”
repair at the toe, a small dent in the comb and scattered minor signs of
use while the forend rates near excellent with a few light impact marks.
The original series 75 front and 40-A rear sights remain intact, the
10-round tube magazine is present and the action appears to function
well mechanically. A very interesting and well-made early semi-auto rifle.
(23A9359-27) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
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Custom U.S. Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Sporting Carbine
serial #111989, 30-40 Krag, shortened 22 1/4” barrel with a mostly
bright very good bore showing a few areas of pitting in the otherwise
strong rifling. The barrel and triggerguard are toning to a pewter-gray
patina with scattered spots of pitting overall. The 1898-dated receiver
retains about 90% reapplied blue which, along with the loading gate,
displays fine pinprick pitting throughout with a few small areas of
moderate pitting while the in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright with
light staining and pinpricking on the handle. The custom smooth walnut
capped pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece and contrasting nosecap rates
excellent with a few light handling marks and two pairs of very nicely
done small wood-filled holes, one set in the toe line and the other behind
the band retaining spring, where sling swivels were likely once installed.
The stock features some nice figure in the grain near the steel widow’s
peak buttplate that remains in about very good plus condition with a
patch of pinpricking, some minor scratches and a few small specks of
light oxidation. The carbine is equipped with a blade front sight and
Model 1892 rear sight and the action remains characteristically smooth
and appears to function well mechanically. (23A9359-31) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Stevens Springfield Model 5100 Boxlock Double Shotgun
.410 bore, 26” matted rib barrels with bright excellent bores choked full.
The barrels retain about 95% original blue which is toning to a
blue-brown patina near the muzzle, a few scattered spots of light
oxidation and a small area of fine scratches on the left barrel. The frame
retains perhaps 75% original fading case-hardened colors with the
bottom toning to a pewter gray-brown patina with minor oxidation, a few
small spots of fine pinprick pitting on the right side and scattered spots
of staining and light oxidation. The checkered Tenite pistolgrip stock and
forend rate near excellent with scattered minor handling marks and fine
scratches providing a 14” length of pull. This handsome shotgun
features a brass bead sight, double triggers, automatic safety and
extractors. A very nice Stevens double in a desirable chambering.
(23A9378-42) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #103145, 12 ga., 30” matted rib barrels choked improved modified
and full with bright near excellent bores. The barrels retain about 80%
original thinning blue which tones in a few areas to a gray-patina, with a
few indentations which can be seen in the bores, scattered light impact
marks, tiny areas of loss and a few small spots of minor oxidation. The
triggerguard retains near 70% original bright blue which is toning to a
blue-brown patina with the expected high edge wear and minor handling
marks along with a few small spots of light oxidation. The frame displays
an overall silvery case-hardened patina with a couple tiny patches of
fine pinpricking and light staining with remnants of original
case-hardened colors on the tangs and in the protected areas. The
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate about very
good plus as lightly cleaned with an older added finish and a few
scattered impact marks, minor wear at the toe and a few tactile striations
on right side of the butt. The added Red Head-branded ventilated rubber
recoil pad remains in very good plus condition showing minor edge wear
providing a 14 3/4” length of pull. The top lever must be actuated in
order to open and close the shotgun which is equipped with a
non-automatic safety, extractors, double triggers and a silver bead sight.
A high-quality double shotgun by A.H. Fox of Philadelphia, PA.
(23A9421-5) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
Custom M41 Carcano Bolt Action Rifle
serial #AM8017, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a mostly bright very good
plus bore showing a few small areas of light pitting in the strong rifling.
The metal surfaces of this rifle produced by Terni Arsenal in 1942 retain
about 92-93% original blue with the barrel toning to plum near the
receiver and more of a gray-plum ahead of the stock. There is light
pitting and minor oxidation on the bolt which has a turned-down handle
and is numbered to another gun, spots of moderate oxidation on the
buttplate, scattered small areas of light oxidation throughout and the
expected minor handling marks from military service. The chamber is
marked with a “(crown) / FAT / 42” while the receiver ring displays a
small “(crown) / TNI” proof mark. The smooth European hardwood
straight grip stock rates very good plus as shortened to a half stock with
a 1 1/2” crack behind the upper tang, the holes for the original rear sling
hardware have been rudimentarily filled, there are a few very light
impact marks and the right side of the butt is stamped “MADE IN ITALY”
and the left side is serial-matched to the barrel. The rifle is equipped with
the original military sights and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9290-18) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150

421

Remington Rolling Block No. 2 Sporting Rifle
serial #6732, .32 RF, 26” octagon barrel with a bright very good plus
bore showing a few very fine pits in the strong rifling. The barrel is toning
to a brown patina with a few scattered spots of old light oxidation and
minor impact marks. The frame and triggerguard are toning to a silvery
case-hardened patina with light oxidation overall. The smooth walnut
straight grip “perch-belly” stock rates fair to good with an added finish, a
3 1/2” flexing crack in the right wrist, the stock is warped to the right
leaving a gap between the left side of the wrist and the upper and lower
tangs and scattered minor impact marks from the years while the forend
rates very good plus. There is a slot blank in the original rear sight
dovetail and a period scope with dark optics and spots of minor
oxidation along the body is mounted at the front sight dovetail and at an
added rear dovetail through the barrel address. The rear mounting
bracket for the scope is missing and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9289-1) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Unmarked Percussion Breechloading Rifle
.45 cal, 30 1/4” barrel with a somewhat bright very good bore showing
patches of pitting in the otherwise strong rifling. The metal surfaces are
toning to a brown patina with a few small areas of moderate pitting and
minor pitting throughout. The hammer and lockplate are embellished
with splashes of loose foliate scroll with the lockplate marked
“WHITMORE WOLFE & Co” behind the hammer. The brass dual
triggerguard and buttplate have aged to a mellow and pleasing ochre
patina with a few minor impact marks from the years. The smooth walnut
straight grip half stock rates about good to very good with a sizable chip
in the toe, a couple scattered narrow chips, a crack in the comb and a
hairline crack ahead of the lock screw on the left side of the stock. The
breech of the rifle is pivoted upwards by actuating the lever ahead of the
trigger. The forward triggerguard screw is no longer present and the half
cock notch is worn, but the action remains strong and the original nickel
silver blade front sight and folding leaf rear sight remain intact. An
interesting and handsome rifle with a lock by Whitmore and Wolfe of
Pittsburgh, PA. (23A9055-2) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 400
Rossi Model 62 SA Slide Action Rifle
serial #G78144, 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel and tangs retain about 98% original blue with a few small spots of
light oxidation and a couple scattered very fine scratches from use. The
receiver has been cleaned to bright steel with some minor evidence of
sanding on the edges and the right side nicely monogrammed with what
appears to be “LRP” in Olde English font. The magazine tube appears to
have been professionally aged and is toning to plum while the magazine
hangers retain 98% reapplied blue and the action slide bar is showing
the expected operational wear. The smooth Brazilian hardwood straight
grip stock rates about excellent as cleaned with an added finish, a small
repair to the right side of the stock which shows a darker discoloration
and the tangs and the synthetic Rossi-marked buttplate are slightly
proud of the wood, while the grooved forend rates excellent. The original
factory blade front sight and sporting rear sight remain intact and the
rifle is appears to function well mechanically. An attractive slide action
rifle that will be perfect for plinking, pest control and target practice.
(23A9451-43) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Custom Gewehr 98 Mauser Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #4400, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing light pitting in the strong rifling. This is a nice Gewehr 98
that was produced by Amberg Arsenal in 1917 and then likely converted
during the 1920s-1930s to a K98k short rifle and later customized into a
sporting rifle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% professionally
reapplied blue with a few small areas of very fine pinprick pitting beneath
the finish, a few scattered spots of light oxidation and minor handling
marks. The receiver is marked “(crown) / AMBERG / 1917” and the
barrel, bolt components, and all the small parts are serial-matched to the
receiver except for the rear sight, floorplate and follower. The
in-the-white bolt remains bright with the handle and knob custom bent
and shaped. The handsome smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece and contrasting nosecap rates excellent with a few minor
impact marks while the steel widow’s peak buttplate remains in similar
condition with the expected light edge wear from use. The rifle is
equipped with sling swivels, the original military sights remain intact and
mounted to the receiver in a Pachmayr pivoting mount is a Weaver K2.5
2.5X20 scope with crosshair reticle and dark optics which otherwise
remains in very good plus condition with a few light scratches and tiny
spots of loss. The action appears to function well mechanically and the
rifle should provide many more years of use. (23A9451-17) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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Custom FN Mauser Magazine Sporting Rifle
serial #3340, 220 Swift, 26 1/4” Flaig’s barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The medium weight barrel retains about 99% custom-maker blue
with a few tiny spots of loss near the muzzle toning to a brown patina
and a few very light impact marks, and is stamped on the underside of
the breech with “PREMIUM” and “FLAIG’S / 11 1 56”. The bottom metal
and FN-marked and proofed receiver retain 98% professionally
reapplied blue with a few small areas of fine pinpricking underneath the
finish, light silvering to the high edges and bearing surfaces and a few
light handling marks. The Belgian-proofed in-the-white bolt remains
bright with some remnants of dried oil and very light staining and
features a knob with checkering on the underside. The attractive
checkered walnut pistolgrip stock with generous Monte-Carlo
cheekpiece rates very good plus with a few scattered short hairline
cracks and impact marks and a few small scuffs in the checkering and
what may be the name of the stock maker, “J Coon”, written in pencil
underneath the checkered steel buttplate. Mounted to the barrel and
receiver in a target block and Unertl-branded mount is a vintage
Winchester A5 5X telescopic sight with crosshair reticle and dark optics
which remains in very good plus condition with streaks of loss toning to
gunmetal gray, and some minor flaking on the objective and ocular. A
beautiful custom FN Mauser with a Charley Flaig barrel. (23A9451-28)
{MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Mossberg Model 500 Bullpup Slide Action Shotgun
serial #K147424, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with
scattered small spots of light oxidation on the nine-round magazine tube
and some fine scratches on the perforated barrel shroud. The checkered
synthetic pistolgrip stock and pistolgrip forend rate about excellent with a
few light impact marks while the ventilated soft rubber recoil pad
remains in excellent condition. The left side of the butt is marked
“SHOOT FROM RIGHT SHOULDER ONLY / STORE GUN AND
AMMUNITION SEPERATELY / PATENT PENDING” and the shotgun is
equipped with a grip safety and crossbolt safety and a carry handle
containing a post front sight and fixed “U” notch rear sight. A unique
bullpup shotgun from the late ‘80s and early ‘90s. (23A9400-9)
{MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Marlin Model 55 Bolt Action Shotgun
12ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The “JM”
marked barreled action retains perhaps 97% original evenly thinning
blue which is toning to a dark gray patina under bright light with a few
small spots of minor oxidation and scattered light impact marks. The bolt
handle and bottom metal are toning to a gray-brown patina with minor
staining on the knob and the expected high edge wear on the safety
lever, triggerguard and around the magazine well. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates very good to very good plus with a chip in the
bottom edge of the pistolgrip, a patch of small abrasions on the right
side of the butt and scattered light handling marks from honest use. The
stock features the classic Marlin “bullseye” in the toe line and is
equipped with a red ventilated rubber recoil pad providing a 14” length of
pull. Though the original two-round detachable box magazine is no
longer present, replacements are available online, the brass bead sight
remains intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9400-11) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
Mossberg Model 151K Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few scattered handling marks and tiny
patches of fine oxidation. The polymer triggerguard remains in excellent
condition with very minor signs of use. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock with Monte Carlo cheekpiece and schnabel tip rates near excellent
with a few light dings and small impact marks in the gloss finish while
the hard rubber buttplate remains in very good plus condition with minor
heel and toe wear. The action appears to function well mechanically. An
excellent condition Model 151K ready for a fun day at the range or in the
forest. (23A9400-4) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200

429

Marlin Model 55 Goose Gun Bolt Action Shotgun
serial #25620127, 12 ga., 36” “JM” marked plain barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this colossal shotgun
manufactured in 1975 retain about 97-98% original blue with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation and minor handling marks. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few small scuffs and
tiny dents from use while the ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in
excellent condition. The filler screws for the two drilled and tapped holes
in the rear of the receiver are missing, but the classic “bullseye” in the
toe line and the sling swivels remain intact, as do the brass bead front
sight and truncated pyramid rear sight and one two-round detachable
box magazine is included. An about excellent condition Goose Gun
perfect for those really long shots. (23A9400-12) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Custom Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #863518, 12 ga., 26” solid rib barrel choked improved cylinder with
a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube of this
1940-produced shotgun retain about 90% original blue that is toning to a
dark gray patina at the breech with minor silvering at the muzzle, the
expected operational wear, some scattered spots of loss toning to gray
and a few light impact marks. The receiver extension is toning to gray
with silvering on the high edges and remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The receiver and triggerguard retain about 95% original
blue with light high edge wear and the top of the receiver and the
triggerguard thinning to a blue-gray patina with a few light handling
marks overall. The beautiful, highly-figured smooth Circassian walnut
pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a tiny flake at the bottom
tang while the checkered rosewood buttplate also remains in excellent
condition providing a 13 5/8” length of pull. A gorgeous Model 12 in very
fine condition. (23A9400-50) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Marlin Model 55 Goose Gun Bolt Action Shotgun
serial #15702472, 12 ga., 36” “JM” marked plain barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. This gargantuan shotgun retains about 99%
original blue on its metal surfaces with a few specks of very light
oxidation and minor staining on the bolt knob. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few minor handling marks while the
ventilated rubber recoil pad also remains in excellent condition. The
shotgun is equipped with a brass bead front sight and “U” notch rear
sight, sling swivels, and the original two-round detachable box magazine
and Marlin-marked leather sling are included. This Goose Gun
manufactured in 1985 remains in excellent condition and is sure to be a
great addition to any Marlin collection. (23A9400-29) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #594527, 12 ga., rudimentarily shortened 24” plain barrel choked
and marked cylinder. The metal surfaces of this 1928-manufactured
shotgun are toning to an overall brown-gray patina with scattered areas
of minor pitting, light oxidation throughout, and the expected high edge
and bearing surface wear and impact marks from the years. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates about very good with an old added finish, a
few short hairline cracks and what appears to be a small nail in the wrist,
and scattered dents and dings and streaks of darker discoloration
throughout while the ribbed forend rates very good plus with a few minor
handling marks from honest use. The hard rubber buttplate appears to
be a later replacement being proud of the wood and attached with two
screws near the heel and one in the toe and displaying minor wear
overall. This Model 1897 is sighted with a silver bead and its action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A8927-61) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Savage Model 28 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #17606, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel, magazine tube and receiver extension retain about
97% reapplied blue with a few scattered tiny patches of pinprick pitting
below the finish, the expected areas of operational wear toning to
gunmetal gray and a few light scratches on the barrel. The receiver and
triggerguard display a streaky blue-brown patina with a mix of original
and reapplied blue, small spots of loss behind the ejection port and
where the barrel meets the receiver which are toning to gunmetal gray,
silvering of the high edges and light impact marks overall. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate very good plus with an old
added finish, a short hairline crack in the wrist and scattered handling
marks and light wear from the years, while the Savage-logoed
checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in similar condition with minor
edge wear. The shotgun is equipped with a tang-mounted safety and
brass bead sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A8958-48) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
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Custom Remington Model 1863 Percussion Contract Rifle
.58 cal, shortened 28 1/4” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing areas of minor pitting in the strong rifling. The barrel and lock
retain about 95% reapplied blue with light pitting underneath the finish
and oxidized minor pitting overall. The brass mountings have mellowed
to a lovely goldenrod patina with minor tarnishing and a few expected
impact marks. The lockplate is dated “1863” to the rear of the hammer
and marked with “(Federal Eagle) / U.S.” ahead of the hammer and
“REMINGTON’S / ILION, N.Y.” beneath the nipple bolster while the top
of the barrel is stamped “1863” along with a “V / P” proof mark and the
left barrel flat displays “STEEL” and the inspector’s initials “R.K.A.” The
custom shortened smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good to
very good plus as lightly cleaned with an added finish, a line about 2
1/2” back from the band where the two halves of the stock are joined, an
added screw about 2” behind the forend tip which does not contact the
barrel, a hairline crack ahead of the upper sidescrew and lockplate, the
typical wear behind the nipple bolster and a few scattered minor filled
repairs and light impact marks from use. The lower bridle/sear screw
appears to be shorter than usual leaving the tapped hole behind the
hammer unfilled, but the action remains strong and crisp and the rifle is
sighted with a blade front sight and correct Model 1861 folding leaf rear
sight and a shortened cupped “tulip” head ramrod with swelled shank is
included. (23A8927-242) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 120 Ranger Slide Action Shotgun
serial #L2190985, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib WinChoke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain 95% original
blue with the magazine toning to a blue-brown patina near the receiver,
the expected operational wear on the magazine and dual action slide
bars, a few scattered spots of light oxidation and fine scratches and a
small area of loss on the underside of the barrel. The aluminum receiver
retains 98% black anodized finish with scattered minor impact marks
while the synthetic triggerguard remains in very good plus condition with
a small abrasion on the right edge. The shortened smooth American
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple very light
handling marks. The original Winchester-marked ventilated rubber recoil
pad rates very good plus and is proud of the wood in the toe where it
has been amateurishly rounded to fit providing a 13 1/2” length of pull.
The barrel is sighted with a brass bead and one improved cylinder
WinChoke tube is included. (23A9400-27) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Remington Model 870 AP Wingmaster Slide Action Shotgun
serial #675853X, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1960-manufactured shotgun
retain 98% plus original blue with very tiny specks of fine oxidation
sprinkled along the top of the receiver, a few small spots of light
oxidation on the barrel and minor operational wear. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a narrow scuff on the left side
of the butt, a few tiny chips in the gloss finish on the right side of the grip
and some scattered light impact marks while the ribbed and fluted
forend rates near excellent with a few very small blemishes. The barrel
is sighted with a silver bead and the action appears to function well on
this excellent condition, classic Wingmaster that is ready to be taken
afield. (23A9400-56) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
U.S. Model 1842 Percussion Musket Converted to Fowler
About .76 cal, shortened 33 3/16” barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces are toning to a mottled dull gray brown patina with
moderate pitting at the breech and minor oxidation and scattered impact
marks throughout. The lockplate displays “(Federal Eagle) / US” ahead
of the hammer and “SPRING / FIELD / 1846” to the rear while the
breech of the barrel is stamped with a “V / P / (eagle head)” proof mark
and the buttplate is marked “US”. The custom length smooth walnut
straight grip stock rates about very good as cleaned with an added
finish, multiple cracks, two of which flex, a rudimentary repair behind the
rear band and scattered minor impact marks and signs of use. The sling
swivel has been removed from the correct Model 1842 triggerguard as
well as the unknown double-strapped upper band, there is a
trumpet-head ramrod stored below the barrel; arm is sighted with an
added brass bead and the action remains strong and crisp.
(23A8927-176) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400

438

Custom British Pattern 1853 Percussion Rifle-Musket
About .58 cal, shortened 37 1/8” three-groove barrel with a somewhat
bright very good bore showing spots of minor pitting in the rifling. The
metal surfaces display a mottled yellow-brown patina with minor pitting
and smoothed old oxidation scattered throughout. The brass
triggerguard and buttplate with brass flat-head screws has aged to a
dark mustard patina with the expected minor impact marks from the
years. This rifle is an interesting blend of various types of Pattern 1853
parts with a Type II lock marked with a (crown) behind the hammer and
an illegible date over a clear “TOWER” ahead of the hammer and the
barrel is correctly marked with Birmingham proofs and the bore
diameter. The shortened walnut stock rates about very good as cleaned
with an added finish, a crack on each side of the buttplate tang and
behind the lockplate and barrel tang, a narrow chip in the ramrod
channel and a few scattered abrasions and impact marks from use. The
rifle is equipped with Type I bands and a Type I rear sight which is
missing the forward sighting notch, the sling swivels are no longer
present, a cupped “tulip” head ramrod is included and the lock remains
crisp and strong. (23A8927-131) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom U.S. Model 1870 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #60814, 50-70, shortened 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel is toning to a streaky dull gray-brown patina with scattered
areas of old oxidation and impact marks from the years. The remaining
metal surfaces, with the exception of the lockplate, display an oxidized
brown patina with the lockplate cleaned to gunmetal-gray with scattered
spots of light oxidation. The lockplate is marked “SPRINGFIELD” below
the thumb-piece while the replacement low-arch breechblock is stamped
“US / MODEL / 1873” and “US / 281” is on the buttplate tang. The
shortened smooth black walnut straight grip stock rates near very good
as cleaned with an old added finish, numerous scattered cracks, a 1 1/2”
chip in the left forend behind the nosecap, and various dents, dings and
other signs of use. The sling swivels and original military sights remain
intact, a shortened correct slotted ramrod with swelled shank is included
and the two position tumbler and lock remain strong. (23A8927-275)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #515894, 45-70 Govt., 22” barrel with a bright very good bore
showing areas of minor pitting in the strong rifling. The barrel, band and
receiver are toning to an even and attractive gray patina with smoothed
fine pinprick pitting and old oxidation scattered throughout. The rear
sight and 1884-dated breechblock retain 98% reapplied blue with a few
light impact marks while the triggerguard tang displays a gray-brown
patina with light staining and the bow has turned an ochre hue. The
lockplate is toning to a mottled pewter-gray patina with spots of old
oxidation and fine pinpricking and is properly marked with a (Federal
Eagle) ahead of the hammer and “US / SPRINGFIELD” below the thumb
piece. The smooth black walnut straight grip stock rates near very good
as cleaned with an added finish, a chip above the lockplate where the
thumb piece impacts the stock, multiple hairline cracks, a few scattered
small repairs and minor impact marks from military service while the
“US” marked solid steel buttplate remains in very good plus condition
with the expected heel and toe wear and some light oxidation. The front
sight blade/bayonet lug and “R” marked Buffington rear sight are intact,
the notches of the three position tumbler are worn but the action
remains strong, and a sling bar and ring are present on the left side of
the stock. A good Trapdoor carbine for the beginning collector.
(23A8927-235) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Sears Roebuck Ranger 105-20 Bolt Action Shotgun
16 ga., 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original evenly-thinning blue with the
top and bottom of the magazine band toning to a brown patina, light
silvering at the muzzle, and a few scattered spots of light oxidation and
minor impact marks. The in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright with
some light staining on the knob and the triggerguard displays some
small chips to the black enamel finish. The blonde smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a hairline crack in the left wood
line behind the receiver and ahead of the loading port while the
ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in near excellent condition with
minor edge wear providing a 14 1/4” length of pull. The bolt will need
mechanical attention as it is disassembled and all the parts may or may
not be present. The bead sight is missing and the shotgun is equipped
with a safety mounted on the right side of the receiver and a five round
capacity. (23A9400-28) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
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Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #290034, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain perhaps 50-60% original
thinning blue which tones to a dark gray patina under direct light with the
majority of the magazine tube and the breech and muzzle areas of the
barrel toning to a pewter-gray patina with scattered spots of fine pitting
and oxidation staining. The edges of the receiver and triggerguard are
toning to gunmetal gray while the sides and top of the receiver tone to a
blue-brown patina with small areas of pinprick pitting and light oxidation,
and remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates very good with a 2 1/2” crack in the lower wrist,
some small areas of discoloration by the heel and toe, and a few small
hairline cracks and minor impact marks from honest use. The checkered
steel widow’s peak buttplate remains in very good condition with minor
oxidation overall while the grooved walnut forend rates excellent. The
barrel is sighted with an ivory bead and the action appears to function
well mechanically. A salty and honest 1905-vintage Winchester ’97 with
plenty of years left in it. (23A9400-55) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #77706, 12 ga., 26” plain barrel choked cylinder with a mostly
bright near excellent bore with some light wear at the muzzle. The barrel
and magazine tube of this 1899-manufactured shotgun are toning to a
dull gray patina as cleaned with scattered patches of pinprick pitting,
areas of light oxidation and fine sanding scratches overall. The receiver
displays a blue-gray patina with the expected high edge wear, light
impact marks toning to brown and remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The grooved walnut forend rates very good with a
repaired chip, a flexing crack and a small chip in the right side with an
added screw on the right, bottom and left sides, while the smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock rates very good to near very good plus with a few minor
cracks and scattered impact marks from honest use. The
Winchester-branded checkered hard rubber widow’s peak buttplate
remains in near excellent condition with light edge wear. The barrel is
sighted with a brass bead and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9400-53) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 97 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #872817, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel marked full but choked improved
modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 96-97%
original blue with a few small streaks of wear which are toning to a
gray-brown patina, a couple small spots of light oxidation and some
minor handling marks. The magazine tube is an even blend of original
blue toning to blue-brown and silvery-gray from operational wear with an
added screw near the magazine plug; the action bar and magazine ring
are toning to a gray-brown patina with remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The 1931-manufactured receiver and takedown
extension display a pewter gray-brown patina toning to gray on the
edges and carry point with fine scratches from the years. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate very good plus with finish
wear along the toe line and scattered minor dings, dents and spots of
wear from use while the Winchester-marked checkered hard rubber
buttplate remains in similar condition with the expected edge wear. The
barrel is equipped with a silver bead sight and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (239400-54) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #1843745, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel marked modified but choked
improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The barreled action of this
1959-manufactured shotgun retains about 96-97% original blue with
some light muzzle and high edge wear and a few scattered minor
scratches while the matte blue magazine tube shows some light
oxidation near the receiver extension and the expected minor
operational wear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved
forend rate very good plus with a touch of old added finish, a few
scattered small areas of finish loss and light impact marks, and minor
wear around the checkered hard rubber buttplate which remains in
similar condition with light dents in the perimeter. The shotgun is
equipped with a crossbolt safety and silver bead sight and the action
appears to function well mechanically. A very nice Model 12 showing
light honest wear which will likely prove dependable for many more
years to come. (23A9400-51) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 450

446

Marlin Model 42 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #7460, 12 ga., 26” Weaver Choke plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps
92-93% original thinning blue which tones to a blue-brown patina along
the magazine tube, muzzle and on the bottom and sides of the receiver
with silvering from operational wear on the magazine, scattered spots of
minor oxidation and impact marks and small spots of loss toning to
brown. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate near
very good plus with the stock displaying the remnants of an original
finish, a small hairline crack behind the upper tang, and a few thin drying
cracks and light scratches from honest use while the Marlin-marked hard
rubber buttplate remains in very good plus condition with a couple small
chips in the toe. The shotgun is sighted with a brass bead and Marlin
advises against firing their vintage exposed hammer slide action
shotguns due to possible system failures. (23A9400-59) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Marlin Glenfield Model 60 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #25321771, 22 LR, 22” Micro-Groove barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel, magazine tube and charging handle of this
1975-manufactured rifle retain about 96-97% original blue with the barrel
toning to dark gray under direct light with a few scattered spots of light
oxidation and minor impact marks. The aluminum receiver retains about
99% black enamel finish with light high edge wear and the polymer
triggerguard rates excellent. The grooved American hardwood pistolgrip
stock with Monte Carlo comb and embossed squirrel and oak leaves
embellishments rates very good plus with a few light handling marks and
scratches. The rifle features a 14-round capacity, crossbolt safety, last
round hold-open, silver-painted trigger and sporting sights. The ramped
blade front sight is missing a small screw (readily available) and
mounted to the grooved receiver is a Kmart All-Pro 4X15 scope with
crosshair reticle and serviceable optics which remains in good condition
with a crack in the polymer eyepiece. A classic rimfire rifle that promises
to be a lot of fun at the range and in the woods. (23A9497-1)
{MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Marlin Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #214730, 38-40, shortened 20 1/2” barrel with custom half
magazine and a dark bore showing areas of pitting in the otherwise
strong rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina as cleaned with
scattered areas of minor pitting and light oxidation throughout. There are
small splotches of welding material on the magazine end cap and the
bottom of the barrel where the magazine was shortened and fixed in
place, along with an added screw in the magazine tube and a
replacement brass screw behind the serial number on the receiver. The
smooth black walnut straight grip stock and forend rate very good plus
with a narrow sliver in the left wood line of the forend which is easily
missed, a short hairline crack in the right wrist and a few light scratches
and minor impact marks from the years while the original crescent
buttplate remains in very good plus condition with light oxidation and
pinprick pitting on the heel. The nickel front sight blade is lightly marred
from installation into its added dovetail and the elevator is missing from
the semi-buckhorn rear sight but the action remains very smooth and
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9497-3) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Montgomery Ward Western Field Deluxe Model 50 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #19401, 12 ga., 32” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains about 85% original blue with the breech and
muzzle toning to a blue-gray patina with scattered spots of light
oxidation and handling marks toning to brown while the action bar and
magazine tube show the expected operational wear toning to gunmetal
gray. The receiver retains about 60% reapplied blue with areas of
pinprick pitting under the finish, spots of light oxidation and silvering on
the high edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend
rate very good plus as lightly cleaned with the remnants of an old added
finish, a small hairline crack to the right of the upper tang and scattered
minor impact marks from the years while the added Pachmayr ventilated
rubber recoil pad remains in good condition as hardened from age with
multiple hairline cracks and minor wear overall and provides a 13 1/2”
length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a brass topped ivory bead and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9497-2) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
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Custom Argentine Model 1909 Cavalry Bolt Action Sporting Carbine
serial #3154, 7.65 Argentine, 21 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore with
strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with the
floorplate toning to a brown patina and scattered spots of light oxidation
overall. The in-the-white bolt displays a gray-brown patina with minor
oxidation throughout. The custom smooth hardwood straight grip stock
with contrasting black nosecap rates very good as lightly cleaned with
an added finish, a short crack behind the upper tang, the nosecap with
white spacer is slightly loose, there are a few small areas of darker
discoloration and scattered minor impact marks. “C.T.” is carved into the
right side of the buttstock and the carbine is equipped with a sling bar on
the left side of the butt, a three position safety, a protected triangular
front sight post, a “V” notch rear sight adjustable to 2000 meters and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9497-5) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Rare Zi-Di Magazine Sporting Rifle
serial #8241, 5.6x35mm, 22 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
lovely rifle produced by the German firm Ziegenhahn-Diem during the
interwar years features a very fine proprietary action. The barrel retains
about 70% original blue toning to a dark gray patina with scattered spots
of minor oxidation and pinprick pitting throughout along with small
streaks of loss and fine scratches toning to brown. The receiver and
serial-matched bolt retain perhaps 90% evenly thinning original blue with
small spots of light oxidation staining and the bolt knob toning to dark
gray while the bottom metal is toning to a blue-brown patina. The
elegant and svelte checkered capped pistolgrip stock with rounded
cheekpiece and schnabel-tipped forend rates very good plus to near
excellent with a couple tiny chips in the toe along with a few scattered
minor impact marks from use while the hand-cut checking with mullered
borders remains mostly crisp with a small spot of wear on the right side
of the grip. The Diem-marked checkered hard rubber buttplate remains
in near excellent condition with a couple spots of wear near the heel and
the toe is moderately proud of the wood. This handsome rifle is
equipped with a ramped silver-beaded blade front sight and a two-leaf
rear sight with folding long range leaf, sling swivels, double set triggers
and a detachable 5-round box magazine. Attached to the receiver is a
dual lever quick release mount holding a Landlicht 2.75X42 scope with
crosshair reticle and very good optics which remains in very good
condition for its age with small spots of light oxidation and a few areas of
minor wear. A light and handy, high-quality German magazine sporting
rifle. (23A9451-64) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 1906 Slide Action Rifle
serial #100040, 22 S, 20” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing a few areas of fine pitting in the rifling. The barrel and
magazine of this 1908-manufacutred rifle display a mottled blue-gray
patina with a few minor impact marks and small spots of light oxidation
with streaks of original blue throughout. The receiver retains about 85%
original thinning blue with the expected high edge wear and scattered
small spots of staining, the bolt and top of the receiver toning to a
blue-gray patina with fine scratches, the triggerguard and tangs are
toning to a gray-brown patina with remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and d forearm
rate near excellent as lightly cleaned with an old added finish and a few
minor impact marks from the years while the Winchester-branded
checkered hard rubber shotgun buttplate remains in excellent condition
with light sings of use. The rifle is equipped with a takedown function
and the original sights and the action appears to function well
mechanically. A very nice Model 1906 with the more desirable
non-grooved forend and 22 Short chambering. (23A9451-60) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 341 A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with the barrel toning to dark gray and the
receiver to plum under bright light with a few scattered small spots of
minor oxidation and some fine scratches on the bottom of the magazine
tube toning to brown. The triggerguard is flaking to a blue-gray patina
with minor silvering on the high edges while the in-the-white bolt remains
bright. The smooth black walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with
a few minor impact marks from use while the Remington-marked
checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in excellent condition with
minor heel and toe wear. The rifle is equipped with sling swivels, a
two-position safety and the original sporting sights. Attached to the
receiver in a Lyman mount is a Lyman 422 Expert scope with crosshair
reticle with moderately cloudy optics which remains in very good
condition with minor scratches and small chips in the finish. An excellent
condition model 341 A ready to take to the range or afield. (23A9451-27)
{C&R}
Est. 150 - 250

454

Custom Remington Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Sporter
serial #4070610, 30-06, 24” 4-groove barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 90% applied brown finish which is fading and
toning to plum with the original Parkerized finish evident at the breech
and muzzle. The Remington-marked receiver retains perhaps 98%
original gray Parkerized finish with the expected bearing surface wear
while the bolt sleeve, safety lock assembly and cocking piece retain
similar amounts of original Parkerized finish with the remainder of the
bolt polished bright. The brass buttplate, triggerguard, bottom metal and
mountings have aged to a lovely ochre patina with the patchbox
containing a functional inlayed compass. The smooth walnut straight
grip stock with brass nosecap and inlayed star and fish motifs rates near
excellent with a very nicely done narrow wood-filled repair running from
the floorplate forward to the brass fish on the right side of the forend, a
minor drying crack in the toe and a few scattered light impact marks. A
Williams mount has been installed on the left side of the receiver holding
a Lyman All-American 4X32 scope with post and crosshair reticle and
very good, serviceable optics which remains in near excellent condition.
A Lyman ramp and brass-beaded blade front sight have been installed
near the muzzle which obscures the barrel markings and a Lyman 48S
03A3 receiver sight has replaced the original military rear sight. The
following parts bear Remington’s “R” marking: magazine cut off,
extractor, extractor collar, bolt, bolt sleeve, safety lock assembly and
cocking piece, the bolt knob has been custom contoured and the stock
is equipped with sling swivels. A uniquely customized 1903-A3 that
should be an excellent shooter. (23A9451-62) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom U.S. Model 1868 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #41523, 50-70, shortened 22 3/4” barrel with a bright very good
bore showing areas of pitting in the rifling. The barrel, band, triggerguard
and “US” marked buttplate are toning to an overall gray-brown patina
with scattered spots of light oxidation and pinprick pitting, there are a
few areas of tool marks along the barrel and minor handling marks and
remnants of old arsenal reapplied blue overall. The 1870-manufactured
long receiver for which this model is famous, along with the breechblock
and tang display a blue-brown patina with remnants of arsenal reapplied
blue throughout, tool and impact marks toning to brown and spots of
dried oil overall. The high-arch breechblock is correctly marked “1870 /
(eagle head) / (crossed arrows) / US” while the Civil War-era lockplate is
dated “1863” behind the hammer and stamped with a Federal eagle
ahead of the hammer and “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” below the correct
square-corned thumbpiece. The shortened smooth black walnut straight
grip stock rates very good to very good plus with the expected minor
dents, dings and impact marks from military service and features the
light remnants of two cartouches on the left stock flat and “248” remains
clear on the right side of the butt. A replacement brass sling loop has
been installed on the triggerguard and while the front sight has been
removed, the correct long-range sliding leaf sight with “V” notch remains
intact. The two-position tumbler and lock remain strong and crisp making
this early Trapdoor Springfield rifle an excellent candidate for
restoration. (23A9451-61) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked American Percussion Half Stock Target Rifle
.36 cal, 29 3/4” octagon barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
with strong rifling. The barrel and under rib of this elegant rifle retain
about 92-93% period applied brown finish toning to a gray patina at the
muzzle and breech with scattered areas of light pitting and old oxidation
and the expected silvering of the high edges. The breech tang and lock
display a mellow pewter patina and feature splashes of loose foliate
scroll engraving with “W.H. BARNES / BOSTON” marked on the rear of
the lockplate while the German silver mountings have aged to a lovely
straw-hued patina with a few scattered tiny areas of light pitting. The
ornate smooth walnut straight grip half stock rates near very good plus
with a repaired chip along the right wood line and above the sideplate, a
wood-filled hole behind the upper tang, a hairline crack running between
the lockplate and triggerguard and a few minor handling marks overall.
The stock is nicely ornamented with a decorative sideplate, floral
engraved patchbox, tailpipe, and cheekpiece inlay which features
hand-cut checkering in the center along with a rectangular unmarked
monogram plate on the top of the wrist. The beautiful triggerguard
features an engraved couchant dove on the bow along with floral finials
at the front and rear while the toe plate is embellished with an equally
lovely finial. The rifle is equipped with a silver-beaded blade front sight,
sporting rear sight with elevator and an adjustable set trigger. Included
is what appears to be the original tapered wooden ramrod with brass tip
and worm with protective brass cover which remains in very good
condition with a repaired crack and a tiny flexing chip. The lock remains
strong and crisp and this lovely rifle will be a welcome addition to any
collection. (23C9451-56) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
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Remington Model 33 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with light oxidation overall while the
in-the-white bolt remains bright with minor oxidation on the handle. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with scattered minor
scuffs and handling marks in the added finish which has developed an
orange peel texture. The original sporting sights remain intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A8840-40) {C&R} [Roy
Jinks Collection]
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 1902 Single Shot Carbine
22 S, L, EL 18” barrel with a somewhat bright very good bore showing
pitting in the rifling. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with
light oxidation overall and a few minor impact marks while the
in-the-white bolt displays a gray-brown patina with oxidation staining.
The smooth walnut straight grip half stock rates near fair with two 5”
flexing cracks, one in the forend and the other below the action, “DN”
carved into each side of the butt and scattered dents, dings and bruises
while the Winchester-marked checkered hard rubber buttplate remains
in very good plus condition with light wear at the heel and toe. The rifle
is sighted with a blade front and fixed “V” notch rear leaf and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A8840-39) {C&R} [Roy Jinks
Collection]
Est. 50 - 100
Remington No. 6 Falling Block Rifle
serial #S192813, 32 RF, 20” barrel with an oxidized bore with a ring of
heavy pitting about half way down the barrel. The barrel is toning to a
dark gray patina with scattered spots of old oxidation while the frame
displays a pewter case-hardened patina with a few small areas of
pinprick pitting and staining. The smooth walnut forend and straight grip
stock rate very good plus as cleaned with an added finish, a 1 1/4” crack
behind the triggerguard, numerous light scratches and scattered
smudges in the finish with the stock providing a 12 3/4” length of pull.
The steel Remington UMC-marked buttplate remains in very good
condition with a small area of pinprick pitting and minor spots of
oxidation overall. The rifle is equipped with a takedown feature and is
sighted with a beaded blade front, fixed sporting rear and a folding
aperture on the tang and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A8840-38) {C&R} [Roy Jinks Collection]
Est. 150 - 250
Rare Daisy VL Special Presentation Model Rifle
serial #A011013, 22 VL, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
Developed by Jules Van Langenhoven for Daisy, the unique Model VL
fires a proprietary .22 caliber caseless ammunition that uses high
temperature compressed air created by the spring-piston to ignite
propellent molded into the back of the projectile. The metal surfaces
retain 99% plus original gray enamel finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock rates excellent and unlike many small bore rifle stocks, is
proportioned for an adult. The VL-logoed hard rubber buttplate remains
in excellent condition showing some ridges around the perimeter likely
from the factory molding process and the stock features a brass plate on
the right side marked “VL Rifle / Special / Presentation Model /
DAISY-HEDDON”. The firearm is equipped with a ramped blade front
sight, sporting “U” notch rear with elevator and a right side mounted
safety. Only 1,000 of this model of VL rifle were produced before the
BATFE designated this type of gun a “firearm” prompting Daisy to
discontinue its manufacture. This rare and interesting VL Special
Presentation Model remains in really excellent condition and appears to
have seen little if any use. The proprietary ammunition for this rifle may
also be found in this auction under the “ammunition” category.
(23A8840-29) {C&R} [Roy Jinks Collection]
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 12A Slide Action Rifle
serial #85880, 22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a dark bore showing areas of
pitting in the rifling. The metal surfaces are toning to a blue-brown patina
with heavy oxidation around the muzzle, spots of light oxidation
throughout, a few small areas of minor pitting and handling marks, and
remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth walnut
straight grip stock and ribbed forend rate very good to very good plus
with scattered small areas of finish wear and the expected dents, dings
and light impact marks from honest use. Two pieces of the original
Remington-marked checkered hard rubber buttplate are held to the
stock with pieces of cellophane tape. The original sporting sights are
present, the rifle is equipped with a crossbolt safety and the magazine
tube and action appear to function properly. (23A8840-33) {C&R} [Roy
Jinks Collection]
Est. 50 - 100
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Custom U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #3585181, 243 Win, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
unmarked custom barrel retains about 92-93% original blue with
scattered spots of light oxidation, a few small spots of loss toning to
gunmetal gray and very light silvering at the muzzle. The bottom metal
and Remington-manufactured receiver retain about 98% original
gray-green Parkerized finish with a few small spots of light oxidation and
dried oil and some minor impact marks. The custom smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock with grasping grooves rates very good plus with a nicely
done “T” shaped repair directly ahead of the bolt handle relief, a few
small areas of lighter discoloration on the butt and scattered minor
impact marks from use. The stock appears to have been designed for a
barrel band and utilizes a Smith-Corona 03-A3 buttplate with trapdoor
and a “R” marked rear sling swivel. The “R” marked bolt features a
custom-contoured handle and has a Remington-marked bolt sleeve and
cocking piece. Mounted to the receiver in a pair of Weaver 1” rings is a
Lyman All-American Perma Center 10X36 scope with adjustable
objective and crosshair reticle with very good optics which remains in
very good plus condition with a few small light scratches. A nicely
outfitted custom 03-A3 chambered for an accurate and low-recoiling
round. (23A8976-116) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom U.S. Model 1842 Percussion Musket
.69 cal, shortened 33” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
display a dull yellow-gray patina with scattered patches of pinprick pitting
and light oxidation throughout, scattered minor impact marks and light
surface scratches and the expected moderate pitting around the nipple
bolster. The lockplate is properly marked with a “(Federal Eagle) / US”
ahead of the hammer and “SPRING / FIELD / 1849” to the rear and the
buttplate is stamped “US”. The breech of the barrel displays the
inspectors’ initials “PB / P” along with a softened “V / P / (eagle head)”
proof with the eagle head no longer visible, while the barrel tang is
stamped “185” which is the remnants of a date from the 1850s. The
custom shortened smooth walnut straight grip half stock rates very good
plus to near fine with a hairline crack ahead of the upper sideplate
screw, some minor scratches on the butt and the expected dents and
dings from military service while the left stock flat bears a clear “ESA”
cartouche of Master Armorer Erskine S. Allin. There is a small hole near
the muzzle of the barrel where a sight was previously installed and a
ferrule has been attached to the underside of the barrel to retain a
shortened trumpet-head ramrod. The sling swivel is missing from the
triggerguard and the action remains strong and crisp. (23A8840-35)
{ANTIQUE} [Roy Jinks Collection]
Est. 300 - 500
Remington No. 1 Rolling Block Military Rifle
.45 CF, 35” barrel with a dark bore showing areas of oxidation in the
rifling. The metal surfaces of this Type 4 action are toning to dark pewter
gray-brown patina with scattered spots of old light oxidation, a few small
areas of pinprick and moderate pitting, and scattered minor impact
marks overall. The faintly “US” marked replacement brass buttplate has
aged to a mottled yellow-green patina with light pinpricking, minor
impact marks throughout and light oxidation on the heel. The smooth
hardwood full length stock rates very good plus as sanded with an
added finish, a few hairline cracks, and scattered dents, dings, small
areas of residue, and impact marks from the years. The tangs, lower
sling swivel and buttplate are all moderately proud of the wood, the
middle band is slightly loose and marked with a “U”. The extractor and
firing pin are no longer present but the sling swivels and original military
sights remain intact, a threaded and slotted ramrod is in place below the
barrel and the lock remains strong and crisp. (23A8840-17) {C&R} [Roy
Jinks Collection]
Est. 150 - 250
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Winchester Model 58 Single Shot Bolt Action Carbine
22 S, L, LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are flaking to an attractive gray-brown patina with light oxidation around
the muzzle and a few scattered spots of oxidation overall, along with
remnants of original blue along the wood line and on the right side of the
barrel. The in-the-white bolt remains somewhat bright with light staining
and minor oxidation on the knob. The smooth American hardwood
straight grip half stock rates about good with a small sliver missing on
each side of the action which are difficult to notice, a smoothed chip on
the toe, heel wear that has a touch of added finish and minor impact
marks from honest use. The carbine is equipped with the original sights,
has the ability to be taken down and the action appears to function well
mechanically. A dark brown-stained wooden case is included which
remains in very good condition with light scuffs from the years and is
marked with a lightly faded “Winchester” in their classic red font on the
lid, containing paperwork illustrating that the case was part of the
Winchester Junior Rifle Corps Range Kit. Stored within the case is a
vintage Winchester-branded tube of gun grease inside its original box
which came with the kit, which is about 75% full with a small leak in the
base and modest wear from use, while the box remains in fine condition
for its age with one side flap missing from the top and light edge wear.
The original cleaning rod is also present within the kit along with two
NRA Junior Diplomas certifying that Walter D. Wolf qualified as
marksman and pro-marksman on August 24, 1945. There is a
replacement leather carrying handle installed on the case and the
original torn leather handle is stored within. A very nice rifle and vintage
case from a bygone era. (23A8927-174) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Daisy VL Standard Model Rifle
serial #A020337, 22 VL, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
Developed by Jules Van Langenhoven for Daisy, the unique Model VL
fires a proprietary .22 caliber caseless ammunition that uses high
temperature compressed air created by the spring-piston to ignite
propellent molded into the back of the projectile. The barrel is a dull gray
patina with scattered small areas of light oxidation, high edge wear on
the front sight and remnants of the original gray enamel finish
throughout. The frame and bottom metal retain about 96-97% original
gray enamel finish with scattered chips to the finish toning to a brown
patina and moderate triggerguard edge wear toning to silver. The
checkered polymer faux wood pistolgrip stock with nosecap and gripcap
rates about very good with a few tiny dings in the white spacer of the
contrasting gripcap and numerous minor scratches and signs of honest
use. The rifle is equipped with the original sporting sights and a right
side mounted safety lever and the action appears to function well
mechanically. The proprietary ammunition for this rifle may also be
found in this auction. (23A9292-10) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Daisy VL Standard Model Rifle
serial #A034382, 22 VL, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original gray enamel finish with light
silvering of the high edges, a small area of loss on the rear of the frame
toning to a pewter-gray patina and a few scattered light impact marks
overall. The checkered and capped faux-wood synthetic pistolgrip stock
rates very good plus with a few minor scuffs and impact marks from
honest use. The barrel is sighted with a bladed ramp front and a
sporting “U” notch rear, there is a two-position safety on the right side of
the frame and the action appears to function well mechanically.
Developed by Jules Van Langenhoven for Daisy, the unique Model VL
fires a proprietary .22 caliber caseless ammunition that uses high
temperature compressed air created by the spring-piston to ignite
propellent molded into the back of the projectile. A very nice example of
these unique arms. The proprietary ammunition for this rifle may also be
found in this auction. (23A9292-11) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
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American Gun Co. Double Hammergun
serial #384312, 12 ga., 25” amateurly shortened barrels gauging
improved modified and modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels
display a dark gray patina with light oxidation overall and remnants of
original blue in the protected areas with the muzzles displaying a
rearward slope where they were shortened. The bottom of the frame
and triggerguard are toning to an overall brown patina with minor
oxidation throughout, while the sideplates, lever, upper tang and
hammers retain some of their original case-hardened colors with
scattered areas of light oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
and forend rate about very good to very good plus with remnants of the
original finish on the butt, the checkering on the forend is smoothed from
use, there is a dark ring of discoloration on the right side of the butt and
a few minor impact marks from use. The checkered hard rubber
buttplate remains in very good plus condition with light wear to the heel
and toe. The shotgun is equipped with double triggers and a brass bead
sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A8976-106) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Remington No. 4 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #72575, 32 RF, 24” tapered octagon barrel with a bright good to
near very good bore showing areas of pitting in the rifling. The barrel of
this early solid frame No. 4 is toning to an even and pleasing
plum-brown patina with the expected minor high edge and muzzle wear,
a few light scratches and impact marks, and scattered small spots of old
smoothed oxidation. The frame has aged to a smoky case-hardened
patina with the area above the chamber toning to brown, some fine
scratches on the sides and specks of old oxidation. The smooth walnut
straight grip stock and forend rate very good with a small flake at the
tang screw escutcheon and scattered light impact and handling marks.
A small “KM / 134” is written in white paint behind the triggerguard
indicating this rifle was almost surely once part of Karl Moldenhauer’s
fine collection of Remington arms. The original sights remain intact and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A8976-90) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Unmarked Percussion Half Stock Fowler
28 ga., 32 1/4” part round part octagon barrel with a dark very good bore
showing areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces are toning to an
overall brown patina with light oxidation throughout, some minor pitting
around the nipple bolster, and streaks of original blue on the
triggerguard bow and Liege-proofed barrel. The smooth walnut straight
grip half stock rates about good with a repaired chip and a moving chip
ahead of the lockplate, a couple small circular repairs in the wrist and a
few scattered cracks, and features a pewter nosecap and an unmarked
small brass oval monogram plate on the top of the wrist. The fowler is
equipped with a blade front sight and wooden ramrod with brass tips
and the lock remains functional. This piece will make an excellent
wall-hanger or project gun. (23A8976-95) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
Italian Percussion Double Hammergun by Agost Marelli
13ga., 31” barrels with somewhat bright very good bores showing a few
dents protruding into the barrels. The decoratively ribbed damascus
barrels by Antonio Franzini of Gardone are toning to pleasing
plum-brown patina with a few scattered impact marks and light silvering
of the high edges along with a small ding on the muzzle of the right
barrel. The lockplates, triggerguard and hammers are toning to a dull
pewter-gray patina with the right hammer skirt cracked and a few minor
impact marks and elegant splashes of engraved leaves throughout with
the right lockplate maker-marked in script and the left lockplate marked
“in Milano”. The attractive checkered burl walnut straight grip stock with
cheekpiece rates fair with the wrist cracked through and creatively
repaired with multiple strips of inlaid wood and metal, a flexing crack
running forward from the right wedge escutcheon, a knot has fallen out
by the buttplate tang and scattered various light scratches and dings
from the years. The stock features lovely plant-in-urn finials on the
triggerguard and tailpipe which feature finely engraved leaves along with
a scallop wedge and double pointed escutcheon. The arm is equipped
with double triggers, sling swivels and includes a tapered hickory ramrod
with wad pull end and worm. (23A8840-28) {ANTIQUE} [Roy Jinks
Collection]
Est. 75 - 150
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Savage Model 210F Slug Warrior Bolt Action Shotgun
serial #F574486, 12 ga., 23 3/4” rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 99% original blue with a few minor impact
marks while the receiver retains 99% plus original Parkerized finish and
the polymer triggerguard displays a few light handling marks. The
checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock with Savage-logoed gripcap rates
near excellent with a few scattered dings and scuffs from use while the
LimbSaver recoil pad remains in very good plus condition with minor
edge wear providing a 13 1/2” length of pull. The shotgun is equipped
with sling swivel studs, a tang mounted safety and two short optics rails
mounted to the top of the drilled and tapped receiver. This arm has seen
only light use and remains in excellent condition. (23A9319-524)
{MODERN}
Est. 250 - 350
Stoeger P350 Defense Slide Action Shotgun
serial #907530, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rugged Turkish-manufactured
shotgun retain 98% original black Parkerized finish with light edge wear
at the ejection port and loading gate and a few scattered light impact
marks. The synthetic ribbed pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent
while the Stoeger-logoed ventilated recoil pad remains in excellent
condition providing a 14 1/2” length of pull. The shotgun is equipped with
dual action bars, sling swivel studs, a rifle-style front sight and a 3 1/2”
chamber making this an extremely versatile arm. (23A9319-888)
{MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
Custom CVA Mountain Rifle
serial #006599, .45 cal, 32” octagon barrel with a mostly bright near very
good bore showing a few areas of pitting in the strong rifling. The barrel
retains about 85% original brown finish with the upper left barrel flat
toning to light brown, some minor loss and pitting around the breech,
scattered spots of light oxidation and minor high edge wear. The
replacement lockplate displays a mottled brassy-brown patina while the
triggerguard and buttplate tone to pewter-brown with light spots of
oxidation on the buttplate. The two original lock screws are no longer
present having been replaced with one modern machine screw. The
smooth straight grip half stock with cheekpiece rates very good plus with
a small chip above the lockplate and a few minor impact marks and
features a brass patch box and faux-German silver aluminum nosecap.
There is a small gap in the stock to lockplate fit, the set trigger is no
longer present, the original sights have been replaced with a beaded
blade front and semi-buckhorn rear and a wooden ramrod is included.
(23A8927-271) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 25 - 50
Unmarked Belgian Side Hammer Double Shotgun
serial #16901, .410 bore, 26” barrels bothchoked modified with bright
very good bores showing a few small areas of light pitting. The
laminated steel barrels are toning to an even brown patina with
remnants of the damascus pattern in the protected areas, a few
scattered small spots of old oxidation and feature some light engraving
around the breech and on the dolls head extension. The frame and
triggerguard display a gray-brown patina with a few minor impact marks
and tiny spots of light oxidation while the widow’s peak buttplate tones to
an oxidized brown patina with moderate pitting overall. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip stock rates about very good with a small crack in the
toe, a little chip in the left side of the grip, darker discoloration around
the buttplate and minor impact marks, while the checkered walnut forend
rates fair with a moderate chip missing in the underside and a small chip
in the forward edge. The barrel-to-frame lockup is loose, the sidelocks
and hammers are no longer present and the barrels are sighted with a
brass bead. (23A8927-71) {MODERN}
Est. 10 - 25
Hamilton No. 27 Boys Rifle
22 LR, 15” shrouded barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with scattered spots of old
oxidation throughout. The left side of the frame is marked “THE
HAMILTON RIFLE No27 22 CAL. / PATENTED OCT. 30. 1900-AUG.
13. 1907 / MFD. BY C.J. HAMILTON & SON / PLYMOUTH, MICH.
U.S.A. The smooth birch straight grip stock and forend rate good with
tiny chips at the heel and toe and scattered minor impact marks from
use. The barrel-to-frame lockup is slightly loose and the stock has
moderate vertical and horizontal play. The original sights remain intact
and the gun appears to function well mechanically. (23A8927-58) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
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Harrington & Richardson Bay State Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #A814976, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore except for a small dent protruding into the barrel 1 3/4”
behind the brass bead. The barrel retains about 85% original blue which
is thinning to a blue-brown patina at the breech and in a few areas along
the barrel with scattered spots of old oxidation and impact marks toning
to brown, streaks of loss toning to gunmetal gray from where the forend
once was and a splash of darker discoloration 5” from the breech. The
frame and triggerguard are toning to a dull gray-brown patina with a few
scattered spots of pinprick pitting and old light oxidation. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus as cleaned with an added
finish, a repaired hairline crack behind the upper tang, some scattered
minor dents and dings and a few small spots of what appears to be gray
paint on the right side of the butt. The ribbed hard rubber buttplate
remains in similar condition with minor heel and toe wear and is slightly
proud of the wood. The action appears to function well mechanically and
with a new forend the gun will likely provide many more years of service.
(23A8927-69) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
Rossi Trifecta Combination Gun
serial #SR071661, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This is a youth combination rifle-shotgun three barrel set which also
includes a 22”, 243 Win barrel with a bright excellent bore and a 22”, 20
ga. barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered light
scratches and very minor silvering at the muzzles. The checkered olive
drab synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few very light impact
marks while the Rossi-logoed ventilated recoil pad remains in excellent
condition. The textured black painted wooden forend rates near
excellent with a tiny scuff in the finish. The comb of the stock is drilled
and tapped to accept a removable cheek pad (not included) and the rifle
is equipped with a sling swivel on the forend, a swivel stud on the stock
and there is a two position safety on the left side of the frame. The
rimfire barrel is sighted with an orange fiber optic blade front and a
green fiber optic “U” notch rear, the centerfire rifle barrel sports a blade
front sight and an optics rail with two Kwik-Site scope rings at the breech
and the shotgun barrel is equipped with a brass bead. A Ross-marked
nylon carrying case is included which can safely store all three barrels
and the stocked frame. This extremely versatile firearm is perfectly sized
for a youth and has seen very light use. (23A9319-982) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
AMT 25/22 Lightning Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #J03934, 22 LR, 17 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate very good plus to near excellent with a
small area of wear toning to silver on the left side of the receiver and a
few scattered spots of very light oxidation and fine impact marks. The
checkered synthetic pistolgrip folding stock rates very good plus with a
few light handling marks and a roughly 3” area behind the band where
the texture of the stock is slightly different from the molding process. The
skeletonized stock with ventilated rubber recoil pad locks up in both the
open and closed positions and the original factory sights remain intact.
One Ruger factory ten-round rotary box magazine is included and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9319-4) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington 870 Express Super Magnum Slide Action Shotgun
serial #RS86206A, 12 ga. (3 1/2”), 28” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
2008-manufactured shotgun retain about 97-98% original black
Parkerized finish with light operational and high edge wear, a few small
scuffs toning to silver along the barrel and a tiny spot of light oxidation
on the rib. The checkered laminated American hardwood pistolgrip stock
and forend rate very good plus with a few minor impact and handling
marks and a tiny splinter missing on the right side of the butt by the
Remington-branded ventilated recoil pad which remains in excellent
condition. The shotgun is equipped with an enlarged ejection port and a
silver bead sight and one Rem Choke modified choke tube is included.
A near excellent condition shotgun perfect for delivering the largest
payloads. (23A9319-329) {MODERN}
Est. 150 - 250
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Chinese Type 56 SKS Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #1506467K, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Arsenal 526-manufactured
carbine retain about 93-94% arsenal blue with some minor fading on the
receiver cover, spots of oxidized pitting on the buttplate, silvering on the
wear points and scattered light impact marks to be expected of a military
shoulder arm. The left rear of the receiver is import-marked “NORINCO
POLY USA ATL GA” and all the serialized components match the
receiver. The matching catalpa wood pistolgrip stock and handguard
rate very good plus showing a few scattered impact marks and dried
cosmoline throughout and a correct cleaning kit is present inside the
buttstock. The spike bayonet is no longer present (readily available
online), the military-style sights, sling swivel and cleaning rod remain
intact and the carbine appears to have seen little use since importation
as the internals remain coated in cosmoline. (23A9319-655) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Savage Model 93 FV Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1122802, 22 Magnum RF, 21” heavy-profile barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a
few scattered small spots of light oxidation, a few light scratches along
the barrel and minor silvering at the muzzle while the in-the-white bolt
remains mostly bright with a few spots of light staining. The varmint-style
checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few
minor signs of use and comes equipped with swivel studs. The rifle is
equipped with an adjustable AccuTrigger, a pair of bases are installed
on the receiver and one original five-round magazine is included. This
handy rifle combines the punch of the 22 Magnum with the accuracy for
which Savage is famous. (23A9319-543) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
New England Firearms/H&R Pardner Pump Slide Action Shotgun
serial #NW512763, 12 ga., shortened 19” ventilated rib barrel choked
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
96-97% original blue and Parkerized finishes with scattered minor
scratches and impact marks overall, a few small specks of pinprick
pitting on the receiver and light operational and high edge wear. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good with a
tiny chip in the right side of the forend and scattered dents, dings,
handling marks and what appears to be spots of white paint overall,
while the ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in excellent condition. The
left side of the receiver is import-marked “MADE IN CHINA / HAWK
INDUSTRIES CO. LTD.” and the top is drilled and tapped for an optics
mount. The shotgun features dual action bars and a crossbolt safety and
has been shortened to a length perfect for home defense.
(23A9319-129) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
Mossberg Model 500 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #T729954, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib ported Accu-Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation on the barrel and
magazine tube, light operational wear and a few minor impact marks on
the receiver. The in-the-white bolt and lifter remain mostly bright with
light oxidation on the lifter and a few specks on the bolt. The checkered
American hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with
a few light scratches near the added ventilated rubber recoil pad which
remains in similar condition with minor heel and toe wear providing a 14”
length of pull. The stock features an added rubber cheekpiece bolted to
the comb. The barrel is sighted with a white bead at the muzzle and a
brass bead mid rib, the shotgun features a gold-colored trigger and one
Accu-Choke full choke tube is included. (23A9319-273) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Tikka Model 07 Combination Gun
serial #10905, 12 ga./222 Rem, 26” barrels with bright excellent bores
with the shotgun barrel choked full. The barrels retain about 80%
original thinning blue fading to a dull gray patina above the handguard
and on the rifle barrel ahead of the handguard with areas of moderate
silvering at the muzzle, scattered spots of light oxidation and minor fine
scratches and impact marks overall from honest use. The frame displays
a mottled gunmetal-gray patina with a few specks of light oxidation and
contaminant spotting, light scratches from the years and remnants of
original blue in the protected areas. The checkered walnut handguard
and pistolgrip stock with Monte Carlo cheekpiece rate fair to perhaps
good as cleaned with the checkering heavily worn, a chip in the bottom
of the forend directly ahead of the frame, a pair of repaired 2” cracks on
each side of the wrist, a crack behind the upper tang running to the
comb and the expected minor scratches and impact marks from the
years. The gun is equipped with a Tikka-logoed hard rubber buttplate
that remains in very good condition with minor heel and toe wear, a tang
mounted safety, a nickel-silver beaded blade front sight, a flip-up
sporting leaf rear sight and a pair of aluminum 1” scope rings are
attached to the grooved frame. The sling swivels remain intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9438-444) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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J. Stevens Single Shot Shotgun
serial #832 IG, 12 ga., shortened 22 1/4” barrel with a bright very good
plus bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces are toning to an overall
mottled brown patina with scattered areas of minor pitting and light
oxidation and a few scratches and impact marks from use. The barrel
has been rudimentarily shortened to its present length and the top lever
comes to rest at the far left. The smooth walnut rounded pistolgrip stock
and forend rate very good with a 1/4” square chip missing from the
forward right edge of the forend, a couple short cracks behind the upper
tang, a minor drying crack on the right side of the buttstock running from
the buttplate, and scattered scuffs, scratches and dings to be expected
of a utilitarian shotgun of its age while the Stevens-marked checkered
hard rubber buttplate remains in very good condition with the typical
heel, toe and edge wear. The bead sight is no longer present and the
barrel is slightly off-face but the action locks up tightly and appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9438-443) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
Rhode Island Arms Co. Morrone Model Boxlock Over Under Shotgun
12 ga., 28” plain barrels with bright excellent bores choked improved
cylinder and full. The metal surfaces are toning to an overall mottled
gunmetal-gray patina as cleaned with scattered areas of light pitting and
minor oxidation, evidence of sanding near the chambers and on the
frame, and the barrels toning to a light plum brown along the left side.
The triggerguard appears to be a later replacement due to the poor fit at
the wrist and it is attached only ahead of the trigger. The smooth walnut
straight grip stock rates about good as it is likely a later replacement
which has been left roughly shaped and fitted to the frame and remains
unfinished with a short crack behind the upper tang, a few minor drying
cracks and tiny holes in the sides of the stock and scattered light
handling marks from use. The checkered walnut forend rates very good
with specks of a darker older finish throughout along with larger patches
of darker finish along the bottom and scattered light impact marks. The
shotgun features 2 5/8” chambers and is sighted with a brass bead and
features a functional tang-mounted safety though the action appears to
need mechanical attention. (23A9438-442) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 200
Unmarked Rolling Block Shotgun
serial #1742, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked
improved cylinder. The twist steel barrel with 2 1/2” chamber is toning to
a mottled brown patina with a few scattered spots of light oxidation,
along with a small patch of bare metal and what appears to be a stripe
of dried adhesive on the underside of the barrel from where the forend
was once attached, while much of the original damascus pattern
remains throughout. The silver-plated frame displays a pewter-hued
patina with some flaking along the bottom and lower tang, scattered tiny
spots of light oxidation overall and remnants of original smoky
case-hardened colors on the breech block and hammer. One of the
ornately decorated screws shows moderate slot damage and the frame
is embellished with splashes of loose foliate scroll engraving on each
side along with decorative bordering overall. The checkered walnut
straight grip stock rates perhaps good with a 5/8” x 1/2” chip missing
from each side of the upper tang and scattered minor scratches and
impact marks while the skeletonized widow’s peak buttplate remains in
about good condition with light pitting and oxidation. The bead is no
longer present on the barrel and the extractor is broken, but the action
otherwise appears to function well mechanically. (23A9438-447)
{MODERN}
Est. 100 - 300
British Double Hammer Shotgun by G.H. Daw
12 ga., 30” barrels with bright excellent bores choked improved cylinder
and full. The twist steel barrels with 2 3/8” chambers are toning to an
overall mottled gray-brown patina with scattered spots of light oxidation
and a few minor handling marks. The right barrel is toning more to a
gray patina near the muzzle while both barrels display much of the
original damascus pattern and the rib is marked with both St. James’ St.
and Threadneedle St. addresses along with the maker name “G. H.
Daw” while the flats are stamped with London black powder proofs. The
G.H. Daw marked back action lock and frame display a dull gray patina
with a few small spots of light oxidation and what appears to be small
splashes of lacquer and are handsomely embellished with floral and
foliate scroll engraving throughout. The stock is no longer present while
the checkered walnut splinter style forend remains in about very good
condition with a narrow 3/4” chip in the left edge and a few minor impact
marks from use and shows lovely foliate engraving on the decorative tip
and base. Though the triggerguard is missing the double triggers remain
intact, the barrels are sighted with an ivory bead at the muzzle and mid
rib and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9438-461)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 300
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Rare American “Klein’s Patent” Needle-Fire Shotgun by G.P. Foster
12 ga., 28” barrel with an oxidized bore choked full. The metal surfaces
are toning to a brown patina with moderate to heavy oxidation and
pitting overall. The top of the barrel displays the remnants of “G. P.
FOSTER / TAUNTON / MASS.”, the receiver is decorated with a few
splashes of foliate scroll engraving and the bolt sleeve is stamped “41”.
The checkered straight grip stock rates about fair with multiple cracks
through the wrist that have been repaired with a tacked on piece of
sheet metal which is oxidized from the years. There is a 5” chip missing
from the wood line of the forend directly below the bolt handle that has
been smoothed from use and numerous dents, dings, abrasions and
other signs of wear to be expected from a shotgun likely dating to the
1850s. The wedge is rather loose, the bolt handle appears to be a later
replacement, the triggerguard is cracked through behind the bow but the
firing pin remains present and the gun appears to function well
mechanically. An interesting American-manufactured needle gun by
George Foster on the Klein Patent. (23A9438-450) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
British Underlever Double Hammer Shotgun by Robert Jones
12 ga., 30” barrels with bright very good bores choked improved cylinder
and cylinder showing a few small spots of pinprick pitting. The twist steel
barrels with 2 5/8” chambers are toning to a handsome dark
grayish-plum patina with a few scattered small spots of light oxidation
and pitting, along with a few minor scratches and impact marks. The
barrels display most of their original damascus pattern with the rib maker
marked “Robert Jones (Inventor and Patentee) 60 Dale St. Liverpool”.
The locks with hammers are no longer present and the remaining metal
surfaces show a dull, mottled pewter-gray patina with a few small areas
of minor oxidation, some tiny dings in the edges of the raised tear drop
fences, and attractive foliate scroll engraving throughout. The checkered
walnut straight grip stock displays some cast to the right and rates good
as cleaned with an added finish, a few wood-filled repairs, numerous
minor dents, dings and scratches and the stock has been roughly
shaped to fit a well-worn WesternField-marked ventilated rubber recoil
pad providing a 15” length of pull. The checkered walnut splinter style
forend rates about very good with a small chip to the left of the
decorative forend tip and a few tiny dings and scuffs in the checkering
from use and features a wedge and escutcheons flanked by engraved
rosettes. The lockup is a little loose with the barrels off-face, the shotgun
features an unmarked shield-shaped monogram plate in the toe line as
well as a functioning extractor and the barrels are sighted with a brass
bead. A beautiful firearm that would be an excellent candidate for
restoration or an eye-catching wall hanger. (23A9438-429) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 400
Rare Sjögren Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #2219, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright near excellent bore
choked full with some very light oxidation at the muzzle. The barrel
retains perhaps 93-95% thinning original blue which is toning to a dark
gray near the receiver with light pitting around the muzzle, along with
scattered spots of minor oxidation and light handling marks from honest
use. The receiver and bolt retain about 70% original blue which is toning
to dark gray on the bolt and sides of the receiver, gunmetal gray around
the triggerguard and gray-brown on the barrel extension with silvering on
the high edges and wear points, a couple tiny spots of light oxidation
and multiple dings and impact marks on the top of the bolt and around
the loading port. The handsome smooth walnut straight grip stock and
hand-checkered forend rate about very good plus with a few light
scratches along the comb and scattered minor impact marks from the
years while the checkering on the forend remains crisp with a few light
dings near the magazine end cap. The superimposed “SAV” marked
ribbed hard rubber buttplate remains in good condition with a small chip
in the heel and a couple tiny chips in the toe. The action of this
interesting shotgun is missing a few parts and is therefore
disassembled, the barrel clamp, barrel extension and barrel match one
another and are numbered to another gun, the sling swivels remain
intact and the barrel is sighted with a brass bead. Designed by Swedish
engineer Carl Axel Theodore Sjögren; only about 5,000 of these
inertia-operated shotguns were manufactured between 1908-1909.
(23A9438-462) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 400
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British Underlever Double Hammer Shotgun by Smith & Townsend
16 ga., 30” barrels with bright excellent bores choked cylinder and
improved modified. This interesting arm appears to have been converted
to centerfire from its original pinfire. The twist steel barrels with 2 1/2”
chambers are toning to a brown patina with light oxidation throughout, a
few scattered spots of minor pitting and fine scratches from the years
while the original damascus pattern remains visible on the sides and
bottoms of the barrels near the breech. The hammers and upper and
lower tangs are toning to a dark gray-brown patina with a few small
spots of light oxidation and are nicely embellished with foliate scroll
engraving which has been softened on the lower tang from use. The
frame, lock plates, triggerguard and underlever have aged to a pleasing
dull gray patina with minor staining on the bottom of the frame and
scattered small spots of light oxidation and are adorned with more foliate
scroll engraving throughout. The lockplates display an engraved ribbon
containing “Smith & Townsend” along with upland game scenes while
the game scene on the triggerguard is moderately worn from contact
with the underlever. The checkered walnut straight grip stock rates
about good to near very good with a 3/4” x 3/4” triangular chip missing at
the toe, a small hole in the toe line where a swivel stud was likely once
installed, and a few scattered minor scratches and dings from use, while
the attractive ribbed bone widow’s peak buttplate remains in perhaps
good condition with multiple vertically-running drying cracks. The
checkered walnut splinter-style forend likewise rates good with a few
hairline cracks, one of which slightly flexes, near the decorative ebony
forend tip along with a few tiny impact marks while the wedge is
complimented by escutcheons bearing foliate engraving. The centerfire
firing pins are no longer present, there is an unmarked brass oval
monogram plate on the toe line, the lockup is tight and this interesting
shotgun is sighted with a brass bead. (23A9438-418) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
Iver Johnson Trigger Action Single Shot Shotgun
serial #7769, 12 ga., 30” barrel with a bright very good bore choked full
showing scattered areas of minor pitting. The barrel is toning to an
overall mottled brown patina with light muzzle wear, scattered spots of
light pitting and oxidation along with a few minor scratches from use with
generous amounts of original blue in the protected areas. The
case-hardened frame and triggerguard are also toning to a brown patina
with a couple tiny spots of light pitting, silvering on the high edges and
some scattered scratches and impact marks while there are remnants of
original case-hardened colors on the triggerguard and hammer. The
smooth American black walnut forend and pistolgrip stock with Iver
Johnson logoed hard rubber gripcap rate near very good as cleaned
with an added finish, a few filled repairs and repaired hairline cracks,
and a few tiny chips where the wood meets the receiver. The checkered
hard rubber buttplate remains in very good plus condition with light heel
and toe wear and scattered tiny splashes of added finish around the
edges and features a script “Iver Johnson”. The chamber of this
interesting shotgun is accessed by pulling the trigger when the hammer
is in the rebound position, the barrel is sighted with a brass bead and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9438-345) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 150
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #6658u, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some very fine frosting. The barrel and slide on this cyq-coded pistol
retain about 95% dark arsenal applied blue with tiny impact marks still
visible, the majority of loss along the rear of the barrel. The frame retains
95-98% duller applied blue lightly toning to plum with scattered light
pitting and oxidation along the edges of the front grip strap and is
importer marked on the back-strap. The grooved brown Bakelite grips
rate near excellent showing minor wear. The pistol is "(eagle) / 88"
Waffenamt marked and serialized parts are matching, the locking block
light but visible. Included is a refinished eagle over 88 marked P.38v
magazine. (58050-692) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #879b, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some very fine frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces on this ac
43-coded pistol retain about 85% original blue toning to plum with
scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting, the gripstraps toning to pale
gray. The grooved phenolic resin grips rate near excellent however one
is brown and the other black having been replaced during the period of
use. The markings remain clear and have "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts,
the serialized numbered parts matching and a single "(eagle) / 359" P.38
magazine is included. (58050-676) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
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German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #8192a, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bright bore showing
some scattered fine frosting and oxidation. The metal surfaces on this
ac 42-coded pistol retain 80% arsenal applied blue with remnants of
polished oxidation and light pitting particularly along the dust cover and
slide release, triggerguard and gripstraps have toned to a pale gray
patina. The grooved brown Bakelite grips remain in near excellent
condition showing perhaps a few light handling marks. The markings
remain clear softening only lightly on some of the smaller parts, have
appropriate "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts and all the serialized parts are
matching. Included is an "(eagle) / 359" P.38v magazine numbered to
another pistol stamped with an "X" under the number. (58050-658)
{C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol by Walther
serial #326g, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore showing fine
oxidation closest to the muzzle. The slide on this ac 44-coded pistol
retains about 90-92% evenly thinning original blue with light edge wear
and some sparsely scattered light tool marks and specks of oxidation
while the barrel and frame have toned to plum with light muzzle and
edge wear, the gripstraps toning to smooth gray patina. The grooved
brown Bakelite grips remain in excellent condition with perhaps a couple
minor handling marks. The markings remain clear, have appropriate
"(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts and all the serialized parts are matching. An
unmarked magazine is included. (58050-668) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol by Walther
serial #5726d, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel,
slide and small parts on this ac 44-coded pistol retain about 95-97%
arsenal applied blue with scattered light tool and impact marks and
remnants of fine pitting while the frame has toned to plum with areas of
pale gray on the front and rear grip strap. The grooved brown Bakelite
grips remain excellent showing very minimal wear. The markings remain
clear, have appropriate "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts and the serialized
parts matching. An "(eagle) / 359" marked P.38v magazine is included.
(58050-680) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol by Walther
serial #3709J, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some very light oxidation toward the muzzle. The barrel, slide and
smaller parts on this ac 44-coded pistol retain 97-98% arsenal applied
blue with some light tool marks, sparse remnants of fine pitting, the loss
primarily wear along the muzzle and edges. The frame has toned to
plum wearing to pale gray on the front and rear grip straps along with a
few light tool marks and light silvering in front of the trigger bar. The
grooved brown Bakelite grips remain excellent with a couple minor
handling marks. Some of the markings are light but remain visible, are
appropriately "(eagle) / 359" marked, the serialized parts are matching
and a faded "(eagle) / 359" P.38v magazine is included. (58050-657)
{C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #8978d, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bright bore showing light
frosting within the grooves. This is a rather interesting pistol with an
ac-44 coded Walther slide and frame but a Spreewerk barrel with
matching serial number; the locking block shows signs of being
renumbered, the barrel however appears to be original. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original dull military blue toning to a pale
gray-brown patina with areas of plum along the frame. There is light
wear along the edges and muzzle along with some scattered minor tool
marks and patches of fine oxidation. The grooved brown Bakelite grips
remain excellent with minor handling marks. The markings remain clear
except for a slight off-struck "d" on the barrel; the slide and frame have
appropriate "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts while the barrel and locking
block have "(eagle) / 88" Waffenamts and a cyq-code on the left side of
the barrel. Included is an "(eagle) / 359" marked "P.38v / U" magazine.
(58050-433) {C&R}
Est. 600 - 800
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #1610g, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this ac 44-coded pistol have toned to plum with generous
amounts of original blue on the dust cover and other small parts. The
front and rear grip straps have worn to pale gray and there is also light
wear along the muzzle and edges along with sparse fine oxidation
staining. The grooved brown phenolic resin grips remain near excellent
showing minor wear. The markings remain clear, have appropriate
"(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts and the serialized parts are matching. A
lightly fading plum colored "(eagle) / 359" marked P.38v magazine is
included. (58050-683) {C&R}
Est. 600 - 800
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German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #8801c, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this ac 44-coded pistol retain about 95% arsenal applied
blue toning to plum brown on the frame with areas of gray on the grip
straps and top rear of barrel along with light edge and muzzle wear and
scattered fine pitting and oxidation. The grooved black plastic grips
remain very good plus with light handling marks. The markings remain
clear, have appropriate "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts and serialized
numbered parts are matching; the locking block is also marked with a
six-pointed star on the left side. Included is an "(eagle) / 359" marked
"P.38v / U" magazine. (58050-107) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Mauser Oberndorf
serial #8523a, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a near excellent bore showing light
frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces on this byf 44-coded
pistol retain 98% arsenal added blue toning to plum brown on the barrel
and frame with some sparsely scattered fine pitting and tool marks along
with light silvering at the muzzle and high edges. The grooved brown
Bakelite grips remain excellent with perhaps a couple minor handling
marks. All markings remain clear with "(eagle) WaA135” Waffenamts,
serialized numbered parts matching and a "jvd" marked magazine with
scratch-engraved marking is included. (58050-468) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #9832c, 9 mm, 5" barrel with an about very good bore showing
scattered pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal
re-dipped blue with scattered tool marks and remnants of light oxidation
and pitting. The dust cover, slide release and other small parts have
toned to a smoky gray patina while areas of the frame are a slightly
paler plum. The grooved black plastic grips remain very good showing
light wear. The slide is numbered to another pistol with only one visible
"(eagle) / 359" Waffenamt on the right side, the un-numbered barrel is
"fnh" and "WaA76" marked, the number has been buffed off the locking
block but is still "(eagle) / 359" proofed. The decocker lever will not
release the hammer but the safety does still function. Included is an
"(eagle) / 135" marked P.38 magazine. (58050-467) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
German P-38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #4026c, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this cyq-coded pistol retain about 98% arsenal added
blue toning to gray along the edges and back strap, still showing
scattered pitting and oxidation. The grooved brown phenolic resin grips
remain excellent showing minimal wear. All markings remain clear with
"(eagle) / 88" Waffenamts, serialized parts matching and an "(eagle) /
WaA135" marked P.38v magazine is included. (58050-693) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #9573k, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bore showing scattered
pitting still with evident rifling. The metal surfaces on this cyq-coded
pistol retain about 85% original dull wartime blue toning to plum with
scattered tool marks and tiny specks of fine pitting, loss due to toning
along the gripstraps and wear along the edges. The grooved brown
Bakelite grips remain very good with light handling marks. All markings
remain clear with "(eagle) / 88" Waffenamts, serialized parts matching
and a plain "(eagle) / 88" marked magazine is included. The locking
block is loose but intact. (58050-453) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #9271w, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bright bore showing
some very fine oxidation toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces on this
cyq-coded pistol retain about 95% arsenal added blue with scattered
fine pitting and tool marks, the gripstraps toning to smoky gray. The
grooved phenolic resin grips remain excellent showing minimal wear. All
markings remain clear with "(eagle) / 88" Waffenamts, serialized parts
matching and a "jvd" marked magazine included. (58050-671) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #3627w, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore having
some very fine frosting closest to the muzzle. The metal surfaces on this
cyq-coded pistol retain about 85% original dull blue toning to gray with
scattered tool marks and spots of light oxidation, majority of loss along
gripstraps, patches on the slide flats and wear along the edges. There
are inventory letters and numbers scratch-engraved along the
triggerguard bow and the locking block operating pin no longer engages
the block. The grooved brown Bakelite grips remain very good with light
wear and handling marks. The markings remain clear with "(eagle) / 88"
Waffenamts, serialized parts matching and an eagle over 359 marked
P.38v magazine with scratch engraved numbers matching the pistol
along the left rear edge of the magazine. (58050-458) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
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German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #503d, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bright bore with some
scattered light frosting and oxidation. The metal surfaces on this
cyq-coded pistol retain about 80% original blue with scattered light tool
and impact marks along the slide, the frame toning a duller gray with
more pronounced thinning on the gripstraps and light wear along the
edges and rear right side of the barrel. The grooved brown Bakelite
grips remain excellent showing minimal wear. The markings remain
clear with "(eagle) / 88" Waffenamts, serialized parts matching and an
"(eagle) / 135" P.38v magazine is included. (58050-436) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #2854j, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this cyq-coded pistol retain about 90% original dull blue with
scattered light tool and impact marks primarily toning to gray on the front
and back strap and light wear along the edges and contact points. The
grooved brown Bakelite grips rate excellent with perhaps one or two
very light handling marks. The markings remain clear with "(eagle) / 88"
Waffenamts, serialized parts matching and an "(eagle) / 88" "jvd"
marked magazine is included. (58050-691) {C&R}
Est. 600 - 800
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #293l, 9 mm, 5" barrel with an about very good bright bore
showing scattered light pitting still with good rifling the entire length. The
slide and barrel on this cyq-coded pistol retain about 95% arsenal added
finish with scattered tool and impact marks and spots of light oxidation,
loss due to fading at the front of the slide flats and light wear along the
edges and muzzle. The frame is toning to a smoky gray patina still with
generous amounts of original blue in protected areas along with some
areas of light oxidation and fine pitting here and there. The grooved
brown Bakelite grips remain excellent showing some very light handling
marks. The markings remain mostly clear with light softening on the right
side of the slide, serialized parts matching and an "(eagle) / 359" marked
P.38 magazine is included. (58050-466) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #2542k, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good bore showing
strong evident rifling with scattered light pitting throughout. The metal
surfaces on this ac 42-coded pistol have toned to an overall smoky gray
with sparse fine oxidation, an occasional tiny impact mark and light wear
along the high edges still showing traces of original blue in areas. The
grooved mottled brown Bakelite grips remain near excellent with a
couple light handling marks. The markings remain clear with "(eagle) /
359" Waffenamts, serialized parts matching and an unmarked P.38v
magazine is included. (58050-682) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #9459e, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some sparse fine frosting with crisp rifling the entire length. The milled
metal surfaces on this ac 44-coded pistol have toned to gray with
generous plum highlights along the top of the frame. There is some
scattered light oxidation primarily along the right side of the slide and on
the front strap and generous amounts of original blue on the slide
release and takedown lever. The grooved brown Bakelite grips remain
near excellent showing only light wear and handling marks. The
markings remain clear, serialized parts are matching and appropriately
Waffenamt marked and a reblued "(eagle) / 359" marked P.38v
magazine is included. (58050-661) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #4446x, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some fine oxidation toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces on this
cyq-coded pistol retain about 95% arsenal added blue with scattered
tool marks, fine pitting and wear along the edges. The top of the frame is
lightly toning to plum and the front strap has worn to pale gray. The
grooved black plastic grips remain very good showing light wear and
handling marks. The markings remain clear, serialized parts matching
and a lightly worn “(eagle) / 88” magazine with small horizontal incise
engraved lines is included. (58050-702) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
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German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Mauser Oberndorf
serial #7886e, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing
scattered light frosting. The metal surfaces on this byf 43-coded pistol
retain 98% arsenal added dark blue with remnants of sparse fine
oxidation and impact marks along with some very light edge and grip
strap wear. The grooved black plastic grips remain excellent with
minimal handling marks. The frame, slide and barrel are numbered alike
with "(eagle) / 135" Waffenamts; the replacement locking block has been
polished bright removing the number, still with Walther "(eagle) / 359"
marking on the side. Included is a reblued Walther magazine with struck
out serial number and dual eagle over 359 markings on the spine.
(58050-677) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Mauser
serial #8496a, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good bright bore showing
scattered patches of light oxidation still with good rifling throughout. The
metal surfaces on this byf 44-coded pistol retain about 95-98% arsenal
added blue still with scattered tool marks and fine oxidation and pitting.
The front strap is lightly thinning to gray while the barrel has toned to
plum. The grooved brown phenolic resin grips remain very good plus
showing light wear. The markings remain visible, serialized parts are
matching and a "jvd" marked magazine is included. (58050-422) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Walther
serial #9884a, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good plus bright bore showing
strong rifling with some sparse light oxidation within the grooves. The
metal surfaces on this first variation ac 42-coded pistol have toned to
mottled gray patina with generous traces of original dull military blue
mainly in protected areas. The metal surfaces show sparsely scattered
light oxidation, some fine pitting and the occasional light tool and impact
mark. The grooved mottled brown Bakelite grips remain very good
showing wear and handling marks. The markings remain clear with
appropriate "(eagle) / 359" Waffenamts on the small parts as well,
serialized parts matching and an "(eagle) / 359" P.38 marked magazine
with matching number on the center of the baseplate is included.
(58050-699) {C&R}
Est. 700 - 900
French P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Mauser
serial #9233g, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
slide and frame on this svw 45-coded pistol retain about 90% thinning
original blue toning to gray and plum with light edge and grip strap wear
and perhaps some very fine oxidation staining; some of the smaller parts
are primarily pale gray. The barrel has toned to plum brown overall with
light muzzle and edge wear and some scattered tiny marks and
scratches. The markings remain clear with "(eagle) / WaA135"
Waffenamts. The slide is numbered to frame, the barrel and locking
block are numbered alike but to a different pistol. The grooved black
steel grips remain about very good toning to brown and gray and the
interior of the left panel is numbered "9288". The right side of the frame
and left side of the barrel and locking block are marked with a French
five-pointed star. Included is a P.38v magazine with undecipherable
Waffenamt on the spine. (58050-687) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Walther P1 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #315823, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good bore showing
light oxidation at the muzzle. The slide and barrel retain about 97-98%
original phosphate finish with very light edge wear and scattered light
staining on the barrel from some type of contaminate. The alloy frame
retains 98% original black anodized finish with light wear along the
edges. The checkered black plastic grips remain very good plus to near
excellent showing light handling wear. The parts have appropriate
commercial proofs, there is a small four pointed star on the takedown
lever and right side of the barrel and the only other numbered part is "/6"
on the locking block" The slide is dated "1/65" while the frame is dated
"68 (antler)". A Walther banner P38 magazine is included. (58050-688)
{C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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Walther P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #1873b, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some fine oxidation closest to the muzzle. The metal surfaces on this ac
44-coded pistol retain about 98% quality added blue with remnants of
fine pitting and some very fine silvering along the edges and contact
points. The checkered black plastic grips remain very good with light
handling marks. The frame and slide are numbered alike and are
appropriately "(eagle) / 359" while the barrel and locking block are
numbered alike but to another pistol and are "WaA135" Waffenamt
marked. The lanyard ring has been removed and an eagle over 359
marked P.38v magazine is included. Pistol is housed in a hinged dark
blue leatherette presentation case with a lightly stained fitted maroon
baize interior with Walter logo on the padded lid interior. Also included is
a commercial factory 3" barrel with Walther banner logo on the left side
of barrel and "Z8" marked on the locking block along with a banner logo
P.38 magazine. (59491-11) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
German P.38 Semi-Auto Pistol By Spreewerk
serial #8504z, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing
some scattered fine oxidation. This gun is partially disassembled and
may have parts missing. The milled metal surfaces retain about 90%
added blue finish still showing scattered light oxidation and pitting. The
grooved brown phenolic resin grips remain very good plus showing light
handling marks. There is no magazine present and it is unknown if the
gun will function properly. (58050-689) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Walther P1 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #021479, 9 mm, 5" barrel with a very good plus bore having some
fine pitting closest to the muzzle. This gun is partially disassembled and
may have parts missing. The barrel retains about 95% original
phosphate fish with light edge wear and contact wear along the top rear
of the barrel, the steel slide has been cleaned and retains 95-98%
added blue with specks of light pitting has been re-stamped "P..38" and
has a small crack at the front right corner while the alloy frame retains
about 90% anodized black finish, the edges bright from wear and being
dressed. The checkered black plastic grips remain about very good
showing modest wear. There is no magazine present and it is unknown
if the gun will function properly. (58050-705) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Sig Sauer P250 Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #EAK007739, 40 S&W, 3 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The slide retains 99% original Nitron finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail remains excellent. Pistol is equipped with an
ambidextrous slide stop and the Siglite night sights glow green. This
DAO pistol includes the original factory box, (3) factory magazines,
cable lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-621) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 500
Sig Sauer P250 Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #EAU022764, 45 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The slide retains 99% original Nitron finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail remains excellent. Pistol is equipped with an
ambidextrous slide stop and standard three-dot sights. This DAO pistol
includes the original factory box, a single factory magazine, cable lock
and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box dealer stock, factory fired
only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-622) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 500
Sig Sauer P229 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AM155967, 40 S&W, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain 99% original Nitron and anodized
finishes and the E2 one-piece grip remains excellent. Pistol features an
accessory rail and the Siglite night sights glow green. Pistol includes the
original factory box, (3) magazines, cable lock and paperwork. This arm
is as-new-in-box dealer stock, factory fired only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (59319-636) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P226 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #U847479, 40 S&W 4 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide on this two-tone pistol remains excellent, the alloy
frame retains 99% dark anodized finish and the polymer grips remain
excellent as well. Pistol features an accessory rail and the Siglite night
sights glow green. Pistol includes the original factory box, single factory
magazine, cable lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box dealer
stock, factory fired only, and may have a very small rack or handling
mark only. (59319-651) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700

528

Sig Sauer P239 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SBU010674, 40 S&W, 3 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain 99% original Nitron and anodized
finishes and the polymer grips remain excellent. Pistol is equipped with
contrast sights and includes an original factory box, (2) factory
magazines and paperwork. A virtually as-new, nice single stack compact
pistol. (59319-632) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P250 Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #EAK205719, 40 S&W, 3 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The slide retains 99% plus original Nitron finish and the polymer frame
with accessory rail remains excellent. The DAO pistol also features an
ambidextrous slide release and the Siglite night sights glow bright green.
Pistol includes the original factory box, (2) magazines, holster, cable
lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-634) {MODERN}
Est. 400 - 500
Sig Sauer P220 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #37A043320, 45 ACP, 4 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain 99% original Nitron and anodized
finishes and the E2 one-piece grip remains excellent. Pistol features an
accessory rail and the Siglite night sights glow green. Pistol includes the
original factory box, single factory magazine, grip removal tool, cable
lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box dealer stock, factory fired
only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-612) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P229 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #55B025829, 357 Sig, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain 99% original Nitron and anodized
finishes and the E2 one-piece grip remains excellent. Pistol features an
accessory rail and the Siglite night sights glow bright green. Pistol
includes the original factory box, (2) factory magazines, grip removal
tool, cable lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box dealer stock,
factory fired only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-639) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P226 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #47089935, 40 S&W, 4 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain 99% original Nitron and anodized
finishes and the E2 one-piece grip remains excellent. Pistol features an
accessory rail and the Siglite night sights glow bright green. Pistol
includes the original factory box, (2) factory magazines, grip removal
tool, cable lock and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box dealer stock,
factory fired only, and may have a very small rack or handling mark only.
(59319-640) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
L.C. Smith Field Grade Featherweight Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #FW174655, 12 ga., 30" matted rib barrels with about very good
bores showing modest oxidation and pitting about 1" from the muzzle
choked improved modified and modified. The barrels are primarily a
gray-brown patina with scattered light oxidation becoming a little more
pronounced toward the muzzle also showing light pitting. The
case-hardened frame is a pale gray-brown patina with scattered fine
oxidation and pinprick pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and forend remain in about very good condition with dents, scratches
and handling marks in an added light finish also present along the edges
of the buttplate; the gripcap shows modest chipping along the edges.
The barrels match the frame, the lever rests just shy of center and
lock-up is still solid. Length of pull is 14 1/8" with drops of 1 1/2" and 2
1/2". The shotgun is equipped with an automatic safety and seems to
function well mechanically. (59438-435) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Remington No. 3 Rider Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #52379, 12 ga., 30" single bead plain barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore choked modified. The metal surfaces are a gray-brown
patina with overall fine oxidation and sparsely scattered spots of modest
oxidation and perhaps some light pitting at the muzzle, breech and sides
of frame. The upper and lower rear tangs show soldered iron repairs.
The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain fair to good with
overall handling marks, thin separating grain, cracks on either side of the
wrist and an old repaired crack along the bottom of the forend done with
glue and a worn screw at the rear right side. The forend is currently
supported with old black cloth tape. Lockup is loose, the top lever and
side cocking lever no longer function properly. (59438-448) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 75
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American Arms Co. Fox Model "Swing-Out" Hammer Double Shotgun
serial #167, 10 ga., 30" Damascus barrels with about very good bores
showing scattered fine oxidation and pitting throughout. The barrels
have toned to pale brown patina with scattered fine oxidation along with
a few tiny impact marks and scratches still showing generous Damascus
pattern. There is a small chip in the left breech from improper opening.
The case-hardened frame has muted to a smoky gray-brown patina with
patches of fine oxidation staining and dried added varnish. The
checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain fair with a heavily
added varnish that came in contact with some sort of contaminate.
Lockup has loosened only slightly, arm seems to function well
mechanically. (59438-433) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Rossi Model 25 Princess Double Action Revolver
serial #40178, 22 LR, 2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original cloudy nickel toning to pale gray with
sparse tiny scratches and impact marks. The checkered mottled brown
plastic grips remain excellent. The action times and seems to function
well mechanically. (59438-19) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Smith & Wesson Model 17-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #K729299, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue with sparse fine oxidation and
tiny minute scratches, the majority of loss due to muzzle and edge wear
along with operational wear on the ejector rod, cylinder and yoke. The
case-hardened hammer and trigger are lightly muting to pale gray, the
colors still strong in areas. The checked rubber Pachmayr Presentation
grips remain about very good showing light wear and staining. (59438-3)
{MODERN}
Est. 350 - 550
Hopkins & Allen Forehand Model 1901 Safety Hammerless Revolver
serial #023, 32 S&W, 3" ribbed round barrel with a fair bore showing
overall oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 40%
original blue, the balance primarily flaked to a deep brown and gray
patina with the trigger primarily a mottled smoky case-hardened patina.
The checkered hard rubber F&W grips rate about excellent with light
handling marks. Barrel-to-frame lockup seems good and the gun seems
to function well mechanically. (59438-52) {C&R}
Est. 27 - 75
Harrington & Richardson Automatic Ejecting Second Model Revolver
serial #80400, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright very good bore
showing sparse fine oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 75%
original blue, the balance flaking to a deep brown and gray patina with
scattered light oxidation and pitting with the hammer and trigger toning
to pale gray with light staining. The checkered hard rubber target logo
grips remain about very good with light wear and handling marks.
Barrel-to-frame lockup is loose and the action no longer functions
properly. (59438-7) {C&R}
Est. 15 - 30
Smith & Wesson Model 60 Double Action Revolver
serial #R7202, 38 Spl., 2" barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing a few specks of light oxidation. The stainless steel surfaces
remain about very good with scattered light scratches from years of use,
the hard chrome hammer has been bobbed and the trigger fitted with a
blued trigger shoe. The checkered walnut Herrett grips rate about fair,
the checkering worn about smooth along with light handling marks and
verdigris on the brass hardware. (59438-18) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
Hopkins & Allen X.L. Bulldog Double Action Revolver
serial #7010, 32 CF, 3" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing overall
oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces have toned to a bright silver
patina from an old light cleaning with scattered oxidation, patches of fine
pitting and traces of original nickel remaining. The checkered hard
rubber grips rate fair overall with ingrained dirt, light handling marks and
a large chip at the left side butt. The actions functions in double action
but the folding hammer does not lock in single action. (59438-23)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 25 - 75
Iver Johnson 38 Safety Hammer Top Break Revolver
serial #C86949, 38 CF, 6" barrel with a fair bore showing overall light
oxidation with some fine pitting. The metal surfaces have been cleaned
to gun metal some time ago with scattered patches of moderate
oxidation and pitting more prevalent on and around the cylinder. The
checkered hard rubber owl's head grips rate fair with ingrained dirt and a
large chip missing along the top of the right panel. The action is loose
and does not function properly, some internal parts may be broken or
missing. (59438-10) {C&R}
Est. 10 - 50

543

Ruger Old Model Single Six Revolver
serial #564324, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an otherwise bright bore
showing moderate oxidation at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% original blue, loss due to light edge wear, tiny nicks along the
ejector rod housing and modest flaking and oxidation on the barrel
between the ejector rod and muzzle with active moderate oxidation on
the front sight ramp and blade. The hammer sides show light freckling
and staining. The cylinder is numbered to a different revolver. The black
phoenix factory walnut grips rate good to very good with light handling
marks. The transfer bar safety update has not been performed on this
revolver. (594387-14) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Forehand Arms Double Action Hammerless Revolver
serial #8124, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces show overall modest oxidation and light pitting with perhaps
15% original nickel present along with scattered spots of moderate
active oxidation. The checkered hard rubber F&W Shield grips remain
good to very good with light wear and ingrained dirt. The action does not
function properly and screw heads show slot wear. (59438-92) {C&R}
Est. 5 - 25
Smith & Wesson Model 38 Safety Hammerless Revolver
serial #144164, .38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with an about good bore showing
overall oxidation and light pitting. The metal surfaces of this fourth model
revolver have toned to a dull brown patina with scattered fine oxidation,
impact marks and faint traces of original blue along the edges. The rear
of the triggerguard shows a soldered repair and the barrel hinge pin is
broken on the left side. The checkered hard rubber grips remain fair with
light wear and a 1 1/4" crack in the left panel. The grip safety is missing
and the action no longer moves. (59438-8) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 100
Forehand and Wadsworth Indian Bull-Dog Revolver
serial #13413, 32 S&W, 2 3/8" barrel with an oxidized bore. The loose
scroll engraved metal surfaces have toned to a deep brown patina with
scattered fine oxidation and ingrained dirt. The mother-of-pearl grips rate
fair, the left panel showing a crack through the center and a large chip
missing along the front edge. The ejector rod assembly, hammer spring
and possibly other small parts are missing prohibiting the action from
functioning properly. (59438-94) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 25 - 100
North American Arms NAA22 Revolver
serial #B41023, 22 LR, 1 1/8" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces remain near excellent with minute marks
and scratches. The spring latch and other possible internal parts are
missing. Included is a pistol rug with two pairs of oversized grips that do
not fit properly along with some pins, springs and factory parts list.
(59438-109) {MODERN}
Est. 25 - 100
Velomith Excelsior Model 1910 Top Break Revolver
serial #63, 5.5 mm Velo Dog, 2 3/8" barrel with a fair bore showing
moderate oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces have toned to a
brown and gray patina with scattered light oxidation and scratches still
with good traces of original blue. The oversized cream color synthetic
grips rate good to very good with light handling marks and simple line
engraving at the top of the panels. There are pins and other small parts
missing prohibiting the gun from functioning, along with a missing
section of frame behind the trigger. (59438-41) {C&R}
Est. 15 - 50
Remington Model 24 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #80748, 22 LR, 19" barrel with a good to very good bore
remaining overall bright with a couple specks of light oxidation and a ring
between the breech and rear sight slot. The metal surfaces retain
perhaps 30% original blue toning to a brown and gray patina with
scattered light oxidation and a few tiny impact marks and scratches. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend remain good with overall dents
and handling marks, large chips missing in the wrist behind both sides of
the triggerguard and a 3" thin crack in the front left side of the forend.
Rifle is sighted with a standard front sight, the rear sight has been
removed and there are two large non-professional holes drilled in the
rear left side of the barrel. The top of the wrist has been inletted and a
Lyman peep sight with soldered homemade copper aperture has been
installed on the receiver. (59438-234) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 175
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Japanese Type 99 Bolt Action Rifle By Kokura
serial #10942, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2" barrel with a very good bore showing
scattered fine oxidation, frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces are toning to a dark gray-brown patina with overall fine
oxidation and light edge wear, the oxidation more moderate on the
floorplate. The smooth pistolgrip Asian hardwood stock remains in about
very good condition as lightly cleaned and refinished showing light
flaking, handling marks and light dirt staining along the lower right edge
and in front of the floorplate. There is no handguard and visible kanji
stamping on the wood. The bolt assembly is numbered to a different rifle
and the magazine follower and cleaning rod are no longer present, the
chrysanthemum however remains intact. (59438-238) {C&R}
Est. 175 - 275
Japanese Type 38 Bolt Action Rifle by Tokyo Arsenal
serial #00175611, 6.5 Arisaka, 31" barrel with a good bore showing
moderate oxidation, frosting and rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
retain about 75% original blue toning to brown patina with scattered light
oxidation, more moderate in front of the handguard. The smooth
pistolgrip Asian hardwood stock and handguard remain in about very
good condition with overall dents and handling marks, there are still
visible kanji stamps along the toe line and remnants of a large red
painted "56" on the right side of the buttstock. The assembly and
nosecap are both numbered to different rifles, the chrysanthemum
remains intact. The front sight blade has been removed, what appears
to be a proper cleaning rod remains in place. (59438-237) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Remington No. 4 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #J189468, 25 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore
with light pitting throughout. The barrel of the rifle has toned to a dark
brown patina with light wear on the high edges and a few scattered light
scratches and dings. The frame has faded mainly to gray with traces of
muted case color visible, areas of light oxidation staining, and a few
pinprick pits. The hammer and breechblock retain about 80% original
blue with light operational wear. The plain straight grip perch-belly
walnut stock and forend are in about very good condition with very light
chipping on the left side at the buttplate, three impact marks on the left
side of the forend, and scattered light scratches and dings; the stock is
fitted with a curved steel buttplate with a dark brown patina. The
underside of the barrel is marked “25 / (serial number)”, and beneath the
forend it is crisply marked “FI”; the barrel address is softened lightly but
still easily legible. The Remington information marked on the tang
remains crisp. The right side of the frame features the takedown lever
which still functions well mechanically, and the rifle is sighted with a
silver bead front sight and a v-notch rear sight. A solid example of
Remington smallest rolling block rifle. (14A9275-83) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Remington No. 4 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #J188969, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light pitting with concentrations near the chamber. The barrel
of the rifle has developed a gray-brown patina with light high edge wear
and specks of oxidation, oxidation staining, and pinprick pitting. The
frame of the rifle has toned lightly to brown with muted case color
remaining on the sides and freckling and light oxidation staining along
the edges of the frame. The hammer and breechblock retain about 80%
original blue with light operational wear. The plain straight grip
perch-belly walnut stock and forend are in very good plus to near
excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a few scattered small divots,
light handling marks, and an added finish. The barrel address and tang
markings remain easily legible, the underside of the barrel is crisply
marked “32 / (serial number)”, and beneath the forend the barrel is
marked “F1”. The right side of the frame features the takedown lever
which still functions well mechanically, and the rifle is sighted with a
silver bead front sight and a v-notch rear sight. (14A9275-82) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400

554

Stevens Model 1915 Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #R684, 22 LR, 23 3/4” octagon barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light pitting. The barrel of the rifle retains about 95% original
blue with scattered specks of oxidation, light wear with oxidation staining
on the high edges, and light wear at the muzzle. The frame has been
cleaned to gunmetal gray with traces of blue in the protected areas
around the takedown screw and action lever, light oxidation staining,
and scattered light dings and pinprick pitting. The hammer and
breechblock retain about 95% original blue with light operational wear
and specks of oxidation, and the lever has traces of blue amidst a
gray-brown patina. The plain straight grip perch-belly walnut stock and
forend are in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with light oil
staining where it meets the frame, a few scattered light dings and
scratches, and an added finish; the stock is fitted with a checkered hard
rubber buttplate. The barrel and frame markings remain crisp and
legible. The rifle is sighted with a Lyman blade front sight with brass
insert, a barrel-mounted sporting rear sight, and a tang-mounted
aperture sight. A solid falling block rifle that should still be a fun plinker.
(14A9275-62) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Remington No. 4 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #351637, 22 S, L, LR, 22 1/2” round barrel with a bright very good
plus bore with a few spots of pinprick pitting and light scratches. The
barrel of the rifle has a mottled gray-brown patina with a few specks of
oxidation, light pitting, and scattered light scratches. The frame has an
even chocolate brown patina. The plain straight grip walnut stock and
forend are in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a small divot in
the underside of the forend, and impact mark on the right side of the
forend, light handling marks, and an added finish; the stock is fitted with
a steel buttplate that has a light brown patina with a few specks of
oxidation and silvering on the edges. The barrel markings remain crisp
with exception of the serial number which has softened, and the frame is
marked “MODEL 4 / (serial number)” and the serial number is matching.
The left side of the frame features the takedown screw, and the rifle is
sighted with a brass bead front sight and a sporting rear sight with
elevation screw intact. A few of the screws show light slot damage. A
solid rolling block that should still shoot well. (14A9275-76) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 300
Stevens Favorite Falling Block Rifle
serial #L799, 22 LR, 22” part octagon part round barrel with a very good
lightly pitted bore with light damage at the crown. The metal surfaces of
the rifle have an overall brown patina. The plain straight grip walnut
stock and forend are in very good plus condition as cleaned with a divot
in the toe and two in the toe of the buttplate, scattered light dings and
scratches, and an added finish; the buttplate is marked “STEVENS /
FAVORITE” and has had “WG” carved into it below the heel. The barrel
markings remain largely legible, with only a light bit of fading, and the left
side of the barrel has been lightly stamped “W. H. GRAHAM”. A few of
the screws show light slot damage. The rifle is sighted with a brass
blade front sight and a flip-up v-notch rear sight. (14A9275-84) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 60A Bolt Action Single Shot Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with a few
pinprick pits. The metal surfaces of the rifle have a mottled gray-brown
patina with a few specks of oxidation, light dings, and scratches. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition with scattered light
scratches, dings, and flaking of the finish on the toeline; the stock is
fitted with a “WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO” marked hard
rubber buttplate in very good condition with some chipping at the toe
and scattered dings. The barrel address has softened lightly but remains
easily legible, and the Winchester proofs on the barrel and bolt are
partially faded. The rifle is sighted with a brass bead front sight and
sporting rear sight, the elevator for which is absent. (14A9275-81) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 69A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of the rifle retain about 95% original blue with light surface oxidation
along the barrel, small spots of oxidation on the receiver and barrel. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus condition with scattered
light scratches and finish flaking; the “WINCHESTER / REPEATING /
ARMS CO” marked checkered buttplate has a white residue on the face.
The barrel address and Winchester proof on the barrel remain crisply
marked, and the Winchester proof on the receiver is slightly softened.
The rifle appears to function well mechanically and is sighted with a
silver bead front sight and sporting rear sight. Included with the rifle is a
single detachable 5-round magazine. (14A9275-80) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
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Winchester Model 69A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of the rifle retain about 90% original blue with scattered light oxidation
along the barrel, freckling on the receiver, and oxidation staining on the
bolt handle. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition
with scattered light scratches, tiny chips near the toe, and the stock has
been cut giving a 12 3/4” length of pull; the buttplate is absent. The
barrel markings remain crisp and easily legible. The rifle is sighted with a
silver bead front sight and a receiver mounted aperture sight. A nice rifle
that only needs a new buttplate. (14A9275-73) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 270 Slide Action Rifle
serial #B1416892, 22 S, L, LR, 20 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 95% original blue and
anodized finishes with light oxidation staining on the barrel and
scattered light scratches on the receiver. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in very good condition with scattered finish
flaking on the forend, light wear on the edge of the pistolgrip, and a few
light scratches. The barrel markings remain crisp, and both barrel and
receiver are marked with clear Winchester proofs. The rifle is sighted
with a ramped silver bead front sight and a sporting rear sight, and the
receiver is grooved for optics mounting. (14A9275-75) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Lefever Nitro Special Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #2-32366, 410 Bore, 26” barrels choked modified and full with
bright very good bores with spots of light pitting and a few light dings
visible in the bore. The barrels have toned to a gray-brown patina with
thinning toward the muzzle, traces of blue in the protected areas along
the rib, the underside of the rib is separating at the muzzle, a few light
dings in the barrel, and some traces of light pitting. The frame retains
about 40% blue finish with the concentration on the right side of the
frame and the remainder having toned to brown, with light-to-moderate
wear on the high edges and contact points and a few spots of pinprick
pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and splinter forend are in
very good condition as lightly cleaned with a repair cut in the buttstock
2” from the buttplate, a repaired crack at the lower tang, and some
softening of the checkering; the shotgun has a length of pull of 13 5/8”.
The right barrel is marked “LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL” and the left is
marked “LEFEVER ARMS CO. ITHACA. N.Y”, both crisply. Both sides
of the frame are engraved with a goose flying with wetlands below it.
The barrels and forend are both serialized and matching to the shotgun.
The shotgun locks up tightly and appears to function well mechanically
and features double triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, is sighted
with a single red bead front sight, and the lever comes to rest right of
center. (14A9330-25) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Lefever Nitro Special Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #2-78392, 20 ga, 28” barrels choked full and improved modified
with bright very good plus bores with scattered light pitting. The barrels
have toned to brown with traces of blue along the rib, thinning near the
muzzle, and a few light handling marks. The frame has toned to light
brown with traces of case color in the protected area around the
triggerguard and light wear on the high edges and contact points. The
semi-pistolgrip hardwood buttstock is a replacement and is in excellent
condition, while the checkered walnut splinter forend is original and in
very good plus condition with softened checkering and a few light dings;
the stock has a 15 1/4” length of pull. The left and right sides of the
frame are engraved with a goose flying over wetlands, and the barrels
are crisply marked “LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL” and “LEFEVER ARMS
CO. ITHACA. N.Y”. The shotgun locks up tightly and features double
triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, and is sighted with a brass
bead. The shotgun may require mechanical attention, as the rear trigger
occasionally fails to set upon opening. (14A9330-26) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200

563

Winchester Model 1894 Lever Action Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #40003, 30 WCF, 20” nickel steel barrel with a dark, very good
bore with light pitting throughout. The barrel and full-length magazine
tube have developed a brown patina with specks of oxidation
concentrated on the magazine tube and light wear on the barrel bands
and at the muzzle. The frame has moderate oxidation staining atop a
gunmetal gray patina, with specks of light oxidation and spots of original
blue remaining in the protected areas around the hammer, lever, and
saddle ring. The lever shows traces of case color but has overall toned
to brown. The straight grip walnut stock and forend are in very good
condition with numerous light-to-moderate divots along the underside of
the stock, about half of which have been partially repair with wood putty,
five parallel linear divots in the toe, and scattered light scratches. The
barrel and tang markings are lightly faded but remain largely legible. The
rifle is sighted with a Lyman bead front sight and the rear sight has been
removed and the dovetail remains empty. The saddle ring and post have
been removed from the rifle, and a few of the screws show light slot
damage. (14A8958-75) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Western Arms Long Range Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #30108, 12 ga, 26” barrels choked full and improved modified with
bright very good bores with scattered light frosting and two light dings in
the bore near the muzzle on the right barrel. The barrels retain about
70% original blue with thinning along the barrels from light cleaning,
scattered light pitting, and a few specks of light oxidation. The frame
shows muted case color along the left side, upper tang, and protected
areas around the triggerguard with the lower edge of the left side, the
underside, and the majority of the right side having been cleaned to
gunmetal gray, scattered pinprick pitting and specks of oxidation, and
light oxidation on the upper tang. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forend
are in about very good condition with flaking of the added finish, with
concentration at the buttplate and along the toeline, finish crazing, and
scattered light scratches and dings. The barrels are crisply stamped
“-->LONG RANGE GUN WESTERN ARMS CORP., ITHACA, N.Y.
Est. 100 - 200
Swedish Model 96/38 Bolt Action Rifle by Mauser Oberndorf
serial #54262, 6.5x55 Swedish, 23 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore
with light frosting. The rifle retains about 80% arsenal blue with light
wear on the high edges and contact points, thinning on the barrel, and
specks of oxidation at the muzzle and on the thread protector. The
hardwood stock is in about very good plus condition with a ding on the
left side of the wrist, a light abrasion on the left side of the toe, a 1”
hairline crack at the rear of the receiver, and a few scattered handling
marks. Two faded crown proofs are stamped behind the triggerguard,
and the brass stock disc denoting bore condition is intact and remains
bright and crisply marked, with slight verdigris around the edges. The
receiver ring is crisply marked “WAFFENFABRIK / MAUSER /
OBERNDORF A/N / 1900”, “O.G.” is marked next to the serial number,
numerous small parts are marked with crown proofs, and the bolt
assembly, bolt release lever, nosecap, and buttplate are serialized and
matching to the rifle; the rear sight and lower barrel band are
mismatched. The barrel is threaded with a thread protector, and a front
sight hood is loose but present. The original sights are present on the
rifle. An attractive example of the Model 1896 converted to Model 1938
configuration. (14A9359-29) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
Swedish Model 1896 Bolt Action Rifle by Carl Gustafs
serial #212135, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” barrel with a very good bore with
light pitting but evident rifling. The rifle retains about 50% arsenal blue
with wear on the high edges and contact points, the barrel past the
handguard has been cleaned to gun metal with traces of blue along the
edges of the forend and near the muzzle, and the floorplate has been
partially cleaned; the bolt remains largely bright with light oxidation
staining on the bolt knob. The hardwood stock is in about very good
condition with an about 3/4” hairline crack behind the receiver, a 1/2”
crack on the left side of the heel, a small chip behind the nosecap, the
flaking remains of an added finish on the right side of the stock butt, and
scattered light scratches and dings. The stock is marked with an almost
completely illegible crown proof midway between the triggerguard and
the lower sling swivel, the brass disc denoting bore condition is intact
and crisply marked, and the remains of a 1” x 1 1/2” square on the right
side of the stock butt. The receiver ring is marked “(Swedish crest) /
CARL GUSTAFS STADS / GEVARSFAKTORI / 1907“, and the left side
of the receiver is marked “J.V.” before the serial number and is import
marked after the serial number. The follower, bolt assembly, bolt release
lever, both barrel bands, floorplate, buttplate, and rear sight assembly
are serialized and matching to the rifle; numerous small parts are
marked with crisp crown proofs. The rifle retains the original open sights
and the front sight hood is intact. A solid example of the Swedish Model
1896 that will fit equally well in a collection or on the range.
(14A9359-22) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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Spanish Model 1916 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #OT-35611, 7.62x51mm, 21 3/4” barrel with a bright about
excellent bore with a few light pits. The rifle retains about 90% arsenal
applied blue with freckling and a spot of pitting on the receiver, the
barrel has toned lightly brown, spots of cleaned oxidation on the barrel
bands, and previous light pitting is visible beneath the finish; the bolt
shows light operational wear and the knob and shroud have specks of
oxidation. The walnut stock is in about very good plus condition as
cleaned with a small crack on the right side of the rear receiver bridge, a
small crack on the right side of the heel, and scattered light scratches
and dings. The stock is marked with a faded serial number reading “_
_614” on the left side of the stock below the receiver. The receiver is
only marked with the serial number, the bolt handle and triggerguard are
serialized and matching to the rifle, the bolt shroud is mismatched, and
the underside of the barrel ahead of the nosecap is import marked by
SAMCO. The rifle is sighted with a tangent leaf rear sight graduated to
2000 meters and an inverted “V” front sight with sight protectors, which
are slightly loose. Included with the rifle is a leather sling and a cleaning
rod. Please note that these small ring 1893 Mauser actions are not rated
for .308 Win and 7.62 mm NATO pressures and this arm is sold as a
curio only for the student of military arms. No thought should be given to
loading or firing the arm, bidding on this lot constitutes your acceptance
of this policy. (14A9359-8) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
Turkish Model 1938 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #30832, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a bright about excellent
bore. The rifle retains about 97% arsenal applied blue with light wear on
the contact points and high edges, scattered specks of oxidation and
light pitting, and some previous light pitting beneath the finish; the steel
buttplate has moderate wear at the heel and toe. The walnut stock is in
very good plus condition as cleaned with a 1 1/2” scratch above the
trigger on the right side, a small 1/2” flaking crack ahead of the
triggerguard, traces of a previous finish, and scattered light dings and
scratches; the wood of the stock has been left rough. The receiver is
arsenal marked “AS FA / ANKARA” with the words bracketing a crescent
moon and star, and is dated “1948”; the right side of the receiver shows
the remains of proofs which are faded to be effectively illegible. The
floorplate is marked “(crown) / J” and “66”. The rear sight assembly is
serialized and matching, and the bolt is mismatched with Czech proof
marks. A few of the screws show light slot damage. The rifle is sighted
with a tangent leaf rear sight graduated to 2000 meters and an inverted
“V” front sight. (14A9359-21) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Swedish Model 1896 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #280717, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” barrel with a bright very good plus
bore with light frosting in the grooves. The rifle retains about 90%
arsenal blue with thinning on the barrel, light oxidation staining on the
rear receiver bridge, and light wear and scratches near the muzzle. The
hardwood stock is in about very good plus to near excellent condition as
cleaned with a shallow 1/2” chip at the toe and scattered light scratches
and dings. Faded crown proofs can be found about 2” rearward of the
triggerguard and the brass disc denoting bore condition is intact, crisply
marked, with light tarnishing and traces of verdigris at the edges. The
receiver ring is crisply marked “(Swedish crest) / CARL GUSTAFS
STADS / GEVARSFAKTORI / 1911”, and “J.V.” before the serial
number. The bolt assembly, bolt release lever, magazine floorplate,
steel buttplate, and barrel bands are serialized and matching to the rifle;
the rear sight assembly is mismatched. Numerous small parts are
marked with crisp crown proofs, and the barrel is import marked near the
muzzle. The rifle retains the original blade front sight and tangent leaf
rear sight, sling swivels, and a cleaning rod. An attractive Swedish
Mauser that should still shoot well. (14A9359-3) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500

570

British No. 4 Mk 2(F) Bolt Action Rifle by Fazakerley
serial #PF302005, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore
with pinprick pitting near the muzzle. The rifle retains about 95% arsenal
applied black lacquer finish with light wear on the contact points and
high edges, finish flaking at the front sight, and light oxidation staining
on the barrel band and nosecap; the serialized and matching magazine
shows wear on the high edges with oxidation staining. The beechwood
stock is in very good plus condition with a 1 3/4” hairline drying crack in
the handguard, a light abrasion on the right side of the stock above the
magazine, and scattered light dings and scratches. The stock is marked
“53 (broad arrow) PF” on the pistolgrip, next to the triggerguard, and
below the upper sling swivel, “PF / 302005” on the underside of the
forend, and “F / 53” behind the triggerguard. The left side of the receiver
is neatly electro-penciled with the model, serial number, and is dated
“8/53”. The wrist metal has proofs faded to near illegibility, that appear to
have broad arrows, and the barrel is import marked just below the
muzzle. The bolt is serialized and matching to the rifle. The rifle is
sighted with a blade front sight and an aperture rear sight with flip up
ladder sight graduated to 1300 yards. An altogether solid No. 4 rifle
produced near the end of the Enfield’s service. (14A9359-25) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Unmarked Spanish Model 1895 Bolt Action Carbine
serial #8041, 7x57 Mauser, 17 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted very good
bore with evident rifling. The carbine retains about 90% reapplied blue
with the barrel having toned to brown, scattered oxidation, and prior
pinprick pitting beneath the finish. The metal at the rear of the
handguard has light chatter marks. The walnut stock is about very good
plus condition as cleaned and with an added finish, with a 2” crack
behind the receiver and a few light handling marks. The stock is marked
with a 1/4” circular “(crossed cannons)” proof on the toeline, another
possible “(crossed cannons)” proof near the heel, and a circular mark
ahead of the rear sight. The steel buttplate is marked with a “(cross in
circle)”, the bolt handle is serialized and matching to the carbine, and
the carbine is otherwise unmarked. The carbine retains the sling bar and
ring at the wrist, and sling loops at the left side of the stock at the lower
barrel band and stock butt. The rifle retains the original open sights, with
the rear sight graduated to 1400 meters. An attractive Spanish Model
1895 carbine that should still make a good shooter. (14A9359-2) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Soviet M44 Mosin Nagant Bolt Action Carbine by Izhevsk
serial #23799, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with a bright very good bore with
light frosting, scattered light pits, but strong rifling. The rifle retains about
98% arsenal applied blue with a few specks of oxidation on the receiver,
light wear on the buttplate, and traces of light pitting beneath the finish;
the bolt handle has light surface oxidation. The hardwood stock is in
about very good plus condition with a repair at the stock nose, light
flaking of the finish on the comb and forend, and scattered light handling
marks. The stock is marked “H” and “(circle) H” on the heel, and has two
partially faded proofs on the right side of the stock butt. The receiver is
arsenal rework marked, and the barrel is marked with many Soviet
proofs, the majority of which have faded, and the barrel is lightly dated
“1945”; the original serial number remains crisply struck. The magazine
floorplate, steel buttplate, and bolt are all serialized and matching to the
original serial number. The left side of the receiver is import marks by “R
GUNS”. The rifle retains the original post front sight and tangent rear
sight graduated to 1000 meters, and the bayonet is intact and folds out
smoothly. A nice arsenal reworked M44 that should make a good
shooter. (14A9359-23) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
Lefever Nitro Special Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #205825, 410 Bore, 26” barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright very good to very good plus bores with scattered
spots of light frosting and light oxidation near the chamber of the left
barrel. The barrels retain about 65% original blue with thinning, light
edge wear at the muzzle, and a few light scratches. The frame has
toned to gunmetal gray with light surface oxidation and traces of case
color in the protected area of the triggerguard. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in about very good plus condition with a tiny
crack behind the upper tang, a shallow 1/2” chip on the upper left edge
of the forend, and scattered handling marks; the stock has been fitted
with a White Line ventilated recoil pad which remains flexible. The tops
of the barrels are marked “LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL” and “LEFEVER
ARMS CO. ITHACA, N.Y.”, both of which are faded but still legible, and
the sides of the frame are engraved depicting waterfowl over wetlands,
which has softened slightly. The barrels and forend are serialized and
matching to the frame. The shotgun locks up tightly and features
extractors, double triggers, an automatic safety, a lone brass bead sight,
and the lever comes to rest right-of-center. (14A9330-24) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
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Lefever Nitro Special Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #118634, 16 ga, 28” barrels choked full with bright very good plus
to near excellent bores with scattered light frosting. The barrels have a
light brown patina with spots thinning to gray, light wear at the muzzle,
and a few light impact marks 7” from the muzzle on the left barrel. The
frame has been lightly cleaned and has a light brown patina with a
gunmetal gray base, and traces of blue. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in very good plus condition with light oil staining
where it meets the frame, a tiny chip at the top of the forend, and
scattered handling marks. The barrels are fairly crisply marked “NITRO
SPECIAL” and “LEFEVER ARMS CO., ITHACA, N.Y.”, and the frame is
engraved with a small scene of a waterfowl over wetlands. The shotgun
locks up tightly and features extractor, double triggers, an automatic
safety, a single brass bead, and the lever comes to rest just right of
center. A solid shotgun that should still perform well in the field.
(14A9330-28) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
German Underlever Pinfire Double Hammergun by P. Okfen
16 ga pinfire, 30 1/2” Damascus barrels choked improved cylinder and
cylinder with very good bores with light frosting throughout and
moderating pitting near the chamber. The barrels have a chocolate
brown patina showing a nice Damascus pattern with a few scattered
specks of oxidation, light edge wear at the muzzle, and a few light
scratches. The frame has a pewter patina with traces of blue and some
spots of oxidation staining on the triggerguard. The checkered walnut
stock and forend are in very good plus condition with some oil staining
at the frame, softening of parts of the checkering, a small abrasion on
the left side of the stock butt, and scattered light dings and scratches.
The stock features a raised left side cheekpiece, a foliate scroll
engraved steel buttplate, and a horn lower tang extension with a 1/2”
crack behind the triggerguard; the underlever is also comprised of horn,
but without any cracks. The frame, hammers, triggerguard, and tang are
all beautifully foliate scroll engraved and feature a dog (possibly a
dachshund) on the triggerguard and a game bird on the tang between
the two hammers; the rib is marked “P. OKFEN IN SAARBURG”, which
is highlighted in gold. The right-side hammer is loosely fit to the shotgun
but still functions well mechanically, and the left-side hammer fits tightly
and functions well mechanically. The shotgun is sighted with a single
brass bead, and the barrels appear to be on-face. An attractive antique
shotgun using a now obsolete ignition technology. (14A9330-23)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Nagoya Arsenal Type 99 Sporting Rifle
serial #56834, 7.7 Arisaka, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore
and a few pinprick pits. The rifle retains about 87% reapplied blue with
spots of oxidation on the receiver, light oxidation on the bolt, specks of
oxidation on the barrel, and previous light pitting beneath the finish. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock is in about very good to very good plus
condition with a repaired circular 1” chip behind the bolt, light handling
marks, and the black rubber rifle pad has dried out and cracked. The
chrysanthemum has been ground off, but the receiver is still crisply
marked with the serial number and type identification. The bolt has been
elongated and bent, and the rifle is sighted with a Lyman ramped bead
front sight; the rear sight has been removed from the rifle and no
replacement added. A rifle that should shoot well, once provided with a
rear sight. (14A9290-24) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
Yugoslavian M48 BO Bolt Action Rifle
serial #W09981, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/4” barrel with a very good bore with
light pitting but strong rifling. The rifle retains about 97% arsenal applied
blue with light wear on the contact points and high edges, scattered light
scratches, and some pinprick pitting beneath the finish. The European
hardwood stock is in about excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a
small chip on the left side of the handguard at the rear sight, and
scattered light scratches and dings. The stock is marked with partially
faded proofs on the underside of the wrist and in the sling cut on both
sides, and is serialized and matching to the rifle; the stock is fitted with a
cupped steel buttplate which has been cleaned to bright. The metal
surfaces of the rifle have scattered small “(square) 1”, “(circle) 1”, and
“(circle) 7” proofs marks, but the receiver is unmarked with exception of
the serial number; the bolt and magazine floorplate are serialized and
matching to the rifle. The underside of the barrel is import marked just
ahead of the bayonet lug. The trigger of the rifle has been replaced with
what appears to be a Timney or similar style aftermarket trigger, and the
front sight blade is an unmarked aftermarket replacement; the original
tangent rear sight graduated to 2000 meters remains intact. A solid
Yugoslavian Mauser that should shoot quite well. (14A9387-3) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400

578

Spanish FR-8 Bolt Action Short Rifle by La Coruna
serial #FR8-10326, 7.62x51mm, 18” barrel with flash hider and a bright
excellent bore. The rifle retains about 97% arsenal parkerization with
specks of oxidation on the receiver and barrel, light wear on the contact
points, and light oxidation staining on the barrel and flash hider. The
hardwood stock is in about very good plus to near excellent condition as
lightly cleaned with scattered light dings and scratches. Two faded
circular proofs are stamped on the toeline of the stock, one of which
appears to be crossed cannons while the other is completely illegible.
The receiver ring of the rifle is marked “FABRICA DE ARMAS” arched
over the Spanish eagle, and “LA CORUNA / 1950” below that; the
markings are partially faded. The right side of the receiver is marked
with the caliber designation, the left side is crisply marked with the serial
number, and the barrel is import marked near the muzzle. The bolt is
serialized and matching to the rifle, and a cruciform proof is stamped at
the base of the bolt handle and on the back edge of the safety tab. The
rifle is sighted with the original hooded post front sight and rotary diopter
rear sight. A solid example of these Spanish rifles used to supplement
the CETME. (14A9359-30) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked Percussion Halfstock Sporting Rifle
about .36 cal, 33” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of the rifle have a mottled gray-brown patina with the upper
tang having been cleaned to gun metal, and light pitting on the barrel
and lockplate around the nipple. The walnut stock is in very good
condition as cleaned with a repaired 7” crack along the left side of the
wrist, two repaired cracks at the rear and underside of the lockplate,
three small cracks behind the pewter nosecap, a divot on the forend 2”
from the lockplate, scattered handling marks, and an added finish. The
barrel pin is missing, stock and barrel flex in the channel, and the brass
escutcheons and buttplate are lightly tarnished and have light dings. The
lockplate and hammer are lightly foliate scroll engraved, which is
partially obscured by the light pitting and oxidation staining. The rifle is
sighted with a brass blade front sight and a sporting style rear sight that
is missing the elevator. The rifle features double triggers, the front
trigger being a straight bar and the rear trigger a curved set trigger,
which must be set before the hammer can be cocked. When proper
procedure is followed, the lock appears to function well mechanically.
Included with the rifle is a wooden ramrod with a brass tip. (14A9510-23)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 700 Classic Bolt Action Rifle
serial #C6400434, .300 Weatherby Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore with traces of light frosting. The rifle retains about 95%
original blue with the barrel and bolt handle toning to brown; the black
finish of the triggerguard and floorplate are flaking exposing a plum
patina. The bolt body has light wear on the contact points but shows
nice jeweling otherwise. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in
about very good condition with flaking of the finish around the
checkering, on the comb, and at the buttplate, and a small ding on the
comb; the stock is fitted with a 3/4” “Remington” marked rubber pad. The
markings on the barrel and receiver remain crisp. The rifle has no
provisions for open sights, but the receiver is drilled and tapped for
optics mounting; Leupold two-piece standard scope bases are mounted
to the receiver. A solid rifle that will likely make a nice shooter and big
game rifle. (14A9463-3) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked Percussion Double Shotgun with Domed Tack Decoration
about 16 ga, 27” Damascus twist barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with oxidized bores. The barrels have a nice brown patina with
spots of old oxidation along the barrels and light edge wear at the
muzzle, and the rib has a flaking gold finish. The lockplates and
hammers have pewter patina with light oxidation staining on the
hammers, and the tang has remains of the same flaking gold finish
found on the rib, as well as moderate oxidation staining. The brass
triggerguard and buttplate have a few small dings and are lightly
tarnished. The walnut stock is in about very good plus condition as
lightly cleaned with a small chip behind the tang, a light abrasion at the
nose, and scattered light handling marks. The stock has numerous
decorative rounded tacks driven into the stock along its length and was
originally obtained by the consignor from the St. Regis Indian
Reservation in Northern New York State many many years ago. The
hammers are lightly foliate scroll engraved and the lockplates are
engraved with nature scenes depicting game birds in flight, as well as
being marked with the name “Golcher”. The hammers fit loosely when
cocked, and the rear trigger is noticeably heavier, but both appear to
function mechanically. The shotgun is sighted with a very short bead,
and a wooden ramrod with a darkened brass tip is included.
(14A9510-25) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
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Remington Model 1897 Rolling Block Military Rifle
serial #684, 7mm Mauser, 30” barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore.
The barrel and barrel bands have toned to gray patina with scattered
light scratches, scattered light pitting, and spots of light oxidation
staining on the barrel bands. The frame has toned to a dark gray-brown
patina with scattered light pitting, a spot of moderate pitting at the top
edge of the frame, and scattered spots of light oxidation staining. The
plain walnut straight grip stock is in very good condition as cleaned and
with an added finish, and with an about 2 1/2” triangular chip along the
right side of the tang (which has been lightly cleaned to a smooth
surface), a 2” crack in the right side of the wrist and top of the
handguard, scattered light dings and scratches, and the steel buttplate
is proud at the heel. The right side of the buttstock, near the buttplate, is
crisply stamped “353”. The Remington patent information on the upper
tang is correct, but is partially obscured due to fading. The lower tang is
very lightly marked with a partially faded “353”, and the upper ring of the
frame is marked with a mostly faded 3-digit number which is largely
illegible. The barrel is only marked “7 M. M - S. M.”, which has faded
lightly. The right wing of the rear sight base is partially bent outwards,
but the original open sights are otherwise intact. The action appears to
function well mechanically and remains strong, and the rifle features the
correct sliding bar extractor, cleaning rod, and sling swivels. A few of the
screws show light slot damage. A solid example of these military rifles
made for export to Central and South America. (14A8927-244) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Danish M89 Krag Bolt Action Rifle
serial #31134, 8x58R, 23 3/8” professionally shortened barrel with a very
good bore with scattered light pitting and light frosting throughout. The
metal surfaces of this 1892-dated rifle have an overall gray patina with
light oxidation staining and light pitting throughout. The walnut stock is in
very good condition as cleaned with an about 1” repaired crack at the
rear of the upper tang, a 1/2” chip at the rear sling swivel, scattered light
dings and scratches, and the steel buttplate is proud of the stock. The
stock has been shortened into a half-stock configuration. The underside
of the stock between the triggerguard and the rear sling swivel is
serialized and matching to the rifle. The left side of the receiver is
marked “GEVAERFABRIKEN KJOBENHAVN 1892 / M. 89.”, and the
barrel is marked with a cursive “B”, “(crown) / 22”, and “(crown)”; the
cursive “B” marked on the barrel, as well as the matching serial numbers
on the barrel and receiver, have been struck through by stamping
through them. The rear sight assembly and the bolt assembly are
serialized and matching to the rifle. The bayonet lug on the barrel jacket
has been ground off, and the barrel jacket has been neatly shortened to
match the shortened barrel. The rifle is sighted with the original inverted
“V” front sight and tangent leaf rear sight graduated to 2000 meters. The
rifle appears to function well mechanically, and unlike the Norwegian
and American Krag rifles, the loading gate of the rifle opens to the front.
(14A8927-108) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 300
Syracuse Arms Hollenbeck Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #370, 12 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked full with very good
bores with scattered light pitting throughout. The barrels show a nice
Damascus pattern with a brown patina and silver highlights, scattered
specks of oxidation, and light wear at the muzzle. The frame has largely
toned to gray with the triggerguard and metal around it having
developed a light brown patina, and scattered spots of oxidation
staining. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very
good condition with a crack through the majority of the wrist, which has a
pin inserted on the left side of the triggerguard as a repair, two circular
plugs in the checkering above the crack, a 1 1/4” narrow chip from the
edge of the left side of the forend, and scattered light dings and
scratches. The stock features an ebony forend tip and a hard rubber
buttplate with an eagle in relief. The frame of the shotgun is lightly foliate
scroll engraved, the underside of the left barrel is marked “2”, and the
underside of the frame is marked “THE ‘HOLLENBECK’ / MADE BY /
SYRACUSE ARMS CO.” The triggerguard, extractor, forend, and barrels
are serialized and matching to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tightly
and features double triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, a single
brass bead, and the lever comes to rest in the center. An attractive
shotgun that should fit well over a mantel. (14A8927-70) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200

585

Custom Carl Gustafs Model 1867/89 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #8470, 8x58R, 30 1/4” shortened barrel with a very good bore with
light pitting but strong rifling throughout. The barrel retains about 95%
reapplied blue with freckling, light high edge wear, and previous pinprick
pitting beneath the finish. The frame has been cleaned to a gray patina
with extremely faint case color on the left side of the frame and
scattered light handling marks. The European hardwood stock is in
about very good plus condition as cleaned with an about 1” crack behind
the upper tang, one 1/2” and one 1/4” crack on the underside of the
forend at the frame, a few light handling marks, and the buttplate is
proud at the toe. The forend has been shortened from full length to 12”,
retaining the grasping grooves and adding a schnabel tip, the buttstock
wrist has been checkered, and the brass disc inset in the right side of
the stock butt has been removed and a plug added. The left side of
forend is lightly serialized and matching, and the right side of the forend
is lightly marked “1892”. The right side of the frame is crisply marked
“(crown) / C” above “1875”, and the left side of the frame is marked
“H.H. TN / (serial number)”. The barrel, hammer, buttplate, and breech
block are serialized and matching to the rifle. The top chamber flat is
marked “(crown) / C / P.B. G.M.”, and the right chamber flat is marked
“19551/92” for the conversion serial number and date. The original open
sights have been removed and a ramped gold bead front sight and an
express-style rear sight with one standing and one folding leaf have
been added. The rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(14A8927-256) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Rifle
serial #574, 32 WCF, 28” octagon barrel with a bright very good bore
with scattered light pitting. The barrel retains about 50% original blue
with light wear on the high edges, freckling, and a light brown patina
developing. The frame has been previously cleaned to gunmetal gray
with traces of case color in the protected area around the hammer, a
few spots of old oxidation, and a light coating of oxidation staining. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition
with a repaired large crack through the left side of the wrist from the
upper tang to the lower tang, and scattered light dings and scratches.
The barrel address, patent information, and caliber are crisply marked
on the top barrel flat, and the barrel address includes “MERWIN,
HULBERT & CO. NEW YORK. U.S.A. SOLE AGENTS.” The barrel and
frame are both serialized and matching. The rifle is sighted with a
dovetail blade front sight and a sporting rear sight, and the right side of
the frame features a takedown thumb screw. The rifle appears to
function well mechanically. A nice falling block rifle that should still shoot
well. (14A8927-219) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Carl Gustafs Model 1867/89 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #2087, 8x58R, 29 1/8” barrel with a dark very good bore with light
pitting but evident rifling. The barrel retains about 80% reapplied blue
with scattered areas of thinning, scattered specks of oxidation, very light
wear on the high edges, and light pitting beneath the finish at the rear of
the front sight. The frame has toned to gray with a scattered oxidation
staining, a few light impact marks on the right side of the frame, a few
spots of brown staining near the edges of the frame, and the barest hint
of muted case color. The plain straight grip hardwood stock is in about
very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with a tiny crack in the left
side of the forend at the barrel channel, the buttplate is proud at the toe,
and scattered light scratches and dings; the forend has been shortened
from full-length to 11 3/8”. The stock and forend are both serialized and
matching to the rifle, with both serial numbers being very faded, the right
side of the stock is lightly marked “C.K. 1875 WH”, and the right side of
the forend is lightly marked “1892 JC” with a small ding likely obscuring
the two-letter mark preceding it; a brass disc is inset on the right side of
the buttstock. The right side of the frame is crisply marked “(crown) / C /
1875”, and the left side of the receiver is crisply marked “H.H. P.S /
(serial number)”; the hammer, breechblock, barrel, and buttplate are all
serialized and matching. The top chamber flat is marked “(crown) / C /
J.B. JG.”, and the right-side chamber flat is marked “7206/92”. The
original open sights have been removed, and a ramped bead front sight
and express-style rear sight with one standing and one folding leaf have
been added. Sling swivels are mounted on the toeline and underside of
the barrel, about 4” ahead of the forend tip, and the rifle appears to
function well mechanically. A solid rolling block rifle that should shoot
well, Buffalo Arms has ammunition available. (14A8927-260)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
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Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Shotgun
serial #294, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked modified with a good bore with
frosting throughout and scattered light pits. The metal surfaces of the
shotgun have a gray-brown patina with light wear on the high edges,
scattered spots of old oxidation on the frame and barrel, and scattered
light pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very
good condition as lightly cleaned with a few light abrasions on the comb,
multiple vertical light scratches on the right side of the stock butt,
scattered light handling marks, and a light 1/2” crack at the buttplate; the
steel buttplate is slightly proud of the buttstock and the forend features a
schnabel tip. The top of the barrel is clearly marked “MADE BY THE
HOPKINS & ALLEN MANFG. CO. NORWICH CONN. U.S.A.” The
shotgun is sighted with a lone brass bead and a groove in the top of the
frame, and the underside of the frame features a take-down screw. The
action will require mechanically attention as the hammer pushes off, and
the firing pin has been removed as a safety precaution. (14A8927-206)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
Remington No. 1 1/2 Rolling Block Target Rifle
serial #4399, 22 LR, 29” replacement barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle
have a gray patina with light oxidation staining on the frame and in
places along the barrel, a few light dings along the barrel and at the
muzzle, and scattered specks of oxidation and light pitting. The plain
walnut stock is in very good condition with a 1/2” chip at the corner of
the upper tang accompanied by a few light chips on the other side of the
tang, a 2 1/4” repaired triangular chip on the right side of the forend, a
few divots along the toeline, scattered light scratches and dings, and an
added finish; the stock features a crescent steel buttplate. The barrel is
Remington trade marked on both the left and right sides, just ahead of
the frame, and the top of the barrel is marked “REMINGTON ARMS CO.
ILION, N.Y., U.S.A.” with two drilled and tapped hole partially obscuring
it. An unmarked aperture sight is mounted to the left side of the frame,
covering the area where the Remington patent information would be
marked. The windage adjustment knob has broken off the aperture sight
and the elevation adjustment does not function; the sight is still hand
adjustable and paired with a globe front sight with post insert. The barrel
is drilled and tapped with target blocks mounted approximately 7” apart.
A solid rolling block rifle that should still make a good plinker. (14A8927)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Italian Model 1938 Carcano Bolt Action Rifle by Terni
serial #AP301, 6.5 Carcano, 21” barrel with an oxidized good bore with
evident rifling. The rifle retains about 90% arsenal blue with light
oxidation on the receiver, barrel and triggerguard. The European
hardwood stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a 1/2”
crack behind the tang, a 2” crack through the toe that is visible on both
sides of the stock butt, scattered light handling marks, and an added
finish; the stock is fitted with a steel buttplate which shows light
scratches and dings, and very light wear at the heel. The barrel crisply
marked “1940 XIX”, a partially faded “MADE ITALY” and “(crown) / RE /
TERNI”, and the mostly crisp serial number. The rear sight is correctly
marked “CAL. 6.5”. The rifle retains the inverted “V” front sight and fixed
v-notch rear sight original to the rifle, and mounting points for a sling are
present on the left side of the stock. A solid arsenal refurbished carbine
from the Second World War. (14A6520-3767) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 11 Sportsman Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #448453, 12 ga, 20” Poly-choked barrel with a bright near
excellent bore with light frosting. The shotgun retains about 80% original
blue with light wear on the high edges and contact points, a 4” area on
the left side of the receiver that has been lightly cleaned exposing gun
metal and light pitting, thinning on the barrel, and a few specks of
oxidation and scattered light scratches and dings. The underside of the
bolt appears to have light oxidation. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with a
few scattered spots of flaking finish, a light ding on the pistolgrip,
scattered light handling marks, and an added finish. The receiver is
roll-engraved on both sides, with a duck taking flight on the left and a
standing pheasant on the right. The bolt is crisply marked “MODEL 11”,
the barrel address is lightly faded on the middle of the lower line, and
the barrel is marked “CYL”. A set screw is missing from the lower tang,
and a few screws show light slot damage. The shotgun is sighted with a
single brass bead. (14A6520-3492) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 300

592

Parker Grade I Double Hammergun
serial #38062, 12 ga on a “1” frame, 28” Damascus barrels choked
cylinder with very good bores with frosting, scattered light pitting, and a
slight ding in the right barrel about 6” from the muzzle. The barrels retain
about 60% cold applied blue with lightly cleaned areas along the barrel,
scattered spots of light pitting, and a few light dings and scratches. The
frame has a dark gray patina with moderate oxidation staining and spots
of old oxidation. The checkered capped pistolgrip stock and forend are
in very good condition as lightly cleaned with two cracks at the bottom
and rear of the right lockplate, a divot on the left side of the stock butt at
the steel buttplate, scattered light scratches and dings, and an added
finish; the steel buttplate shows the flaking remains of a nickel finish,
and a silver shield emblem is inlaid on the wrist. The frame shows light
scroll engraving and is marked “PARKER BROS” on both sides, and a
patent mark on underside of the frame. The barrel rib crisply marked
“PARKER BROS MAKERS. MERIDEN CONN.” The right hammer screw
appears to be a replacement, and a few screws show significant slot
damage. The shotgun locks up tightly and features double triggers,
extractors, and is sighted with a lone brass bead. An attractive Grade I
Parker shotgun that has seen some use. (14A8927-175) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 50 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #162902A, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the shotgun retain about 97%
original blue with scattered light scratches on the frame and barrel near
the muzzle, and very light high edge wear. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend is in very good condition with a light abrasion on
the heel, scattered light scratches and dings on the buttstock, and
scattered spots of finish flaking around the heel, toe, and forend. The
barrel address is crisply marked on the left side of the barrel near the
receiver, and both the receiver and barrel have crisp Winchester proofs.
The shotgun is sighted with a fiber optic front sight and appears to
function well mechanically. A solid shotgun that should serve well in the
field. (14A6520-1498) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Spanish Model 1943 Bolt Action Rifle by La Coruna
serial #2N-2344, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with a very good light
pitted bore with evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain
about 80% arsenal applied blue with freckling on the receiver ring, the
floorplate, triggerguard, and lower barrel band have been partially
cleaned and begun toning light brown, specks of oxidation near the
muzzle, and the nosecap has a light brown patina. The hardwood stock
is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a 3” hairline crack
between the lower barrel band and the nosecap, light impact marks in
front of the lower barrel band, and scattered light handling marks. The
stock is marked with a light “16” at the heel of the stock, and has a few
scattered faint Spanish proofs on the wrist, comb, and toeline. The
receiver ring is crisply marked “FABRICA DE ARMAS” curved atop the
Spanish crest with “LA CORUNA / 1956” stamped below it, and the left
side of the receiver is marked with the caliber designation and the serial
number. The bolt is unserialized, but the barrel is stamped “8mm”
between the handguard and the nosecap. The rifle is sighted with an
inverted-V front sight and a tangent rear sight graduated from 100 to
2000 meters. The sling swivels are intact, although the lower barrel band
retaining spring is absent from the rifle. The bayonet lug of the rifle does
not have the adapter for use with older style bayonets, similar to the
Argentine 1909. A nice Spanish Mauser for the beginning collector.
(14A9492-1) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Russian M44 Bolt Action Carbine by Izhevsk
serial #TC3983, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with a very good oxidized bore
with evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the carbine retain about 95%
original blue with light wear marks around the muzzle and attached
folding bayonet, light wear on the high edges, and a few scattered
specks of oxidation. The in-the-white bolt shows light oxidation staining
on the bolt handle and parts of the body. The hardwood stock is in very
good condition with an abrasion near the receiver on the left side, a
vertical impact mark going through the grasping groove on the right side
leaving two short cracks, and scattered light dings and scratches. The
carbine appears to not have been refurbished, as it is not so marked.
The receiver is marked with crisp Soviet proofs, is dated “1945r” and
serialized, and is import marked along the left side. The stock is marked
with scattered Soviet proofs, the majority of which are faded to near
illegibility. All serialized parts are matching with the exception of the bolt,
which requires more force than normal to operate. The rifle is sighted
with the original hooded post front sight and a tangent rear sight
graduated to 1000 meters. (14A9492-4) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
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Japanese Type 38 Bolt Action Training Rifle
serial #29, 6.5mm Blank, 31” unrifled barrel with a very good oxidized
bore. The receiver of the rifle shows about 75% reapplied blue with light
oxidation on the receiver ring and chamber area of the barrel, light wear
and flaking of the blue, and scattered light pits. The remaining metal
surfaces have a brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation near the
muzzle and some light pitting; the bolt remains mostly bright with
oxidation staining on the bolt handle and safety knob. The hardwood
stock is in very good condition with a crack in the wrist, moderate
chipping around the tangs, a 2 1/4” and about 4” cracks in the nose, and
scattered dings and light scratches; the steel buttplate has a dent on the
lower edge. The stock is marked “37” in faded white paint on the right
side of the stock butt and has faded Japanese characters between the
pistolgrip and the rear sling swivel. With exception of the serial number,
the metal parts of the rifle appear unmarked. The rifle is sighted with a
fixed inverted-v front sight and a tangent rear which is missing the piece
which holds the elevation adjustment in place. Parts are missing from
the bolt, likely the striker, which is unable to be cocked or fired. The
cleaning rod is absent but both sling swivels are intact. Training rifles
such as these must not be loaded nor fired and are sold as curios only.
(14A9492-2) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
French Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #ZF2328, 12 ga, 26” concave rib barrels choked full with bright
very good bores with light frosting and scattered light pitting. The barrels
of the shotgun retain about 65% original blue with lightly cleaned areas
on the sides of the barrels near the breech, scattered specks of
oxidation, light wear at the muzzle, and the barrels are toning to brown
in the exposed areas. The frame has a pewter patina with traces of a
brown patina developing. The walnut stock and forend are in very good
plus condition as cleaned with a repaired crack in the forend, scattered
light scratches and dings, and the remains of checkering; the horn
buttplate shows moderate wear. The frame of the shotgun is scroll
engraved along the scalloped sides and bottom, the top of the breech is
neatly foliate engraved, and the watertable is marked with the serial
number and “(circle) CIZERONA”. The barrel flats are serialized and
matching, and marked “MEUNIER CANONNIER” and “ST. ETIENNE”.
The underside of the barrels are marked “NON POUR BALLE”,
“GARANTIS ACIER / FONDU / RESUE ET TREMPE”, “EPREUVE
SURCHARGEE”, and scattered smaller proof marks. A sling swivel is
mounted to the underside of the rib approximately 10 1/2” from the
muzzle, with a second mounted approximately 4” from the toe. The
shotgun locks up tightly and features double triggers, a nonautomatic
safety, extractors, a 14” length of pull, is sighted with a single brass
bead, and the lever comes to rest in the middle. An interesting shotgun
of French origin. (14A9438-422) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
William Harris Double Hammergun
serial #A.D. 1888, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked modified and full with bright
very good plus bores with scattered spots of light pitting and specks of
oxidation near the right chamber. The barrels retain about 75%
reapplied blue with light wear near the muzzle and the breech, spots of
streaked thinning, scattered specks of oxidation and previous light
pitting beneath the finish, and the barrels are toning to brown. The frame
has been cleaned to bright with the lever and hammers retaining original
blue (one hammer having toned to a light brown). The walnut stock and
forend are in very good condition as cleaned with a small repair crack at
the upper tang, light chipping at the ends of both lockplates, scattered
light scratches and dings, and an added high gloss finish; the buttstock
is not fit with a buttplate, but is rounded and corrugated. The frame,
triggerguard, hammers, and lever are all neatly foliate scroll engraved,
both sides of the frame are marked “William Harris”, and the watertable
is marked with crisp “(crown) / BNP”, “(crown) V”, and the serial number;
the lower tang is also serialized. The underside of the barrels is marked
with multiple British proofs, for 2 1/2” shells, and crisply marked
“SIEMEN’S STEEL”; the rib is faintly marked “William Harris 45 Old
Bond St London”. The forend and barrels are serialized and matching to
the frame. The barrels are slightly off-face, and the shotgun features
double triggers, an automatic safety, non-rebounding hammers,
extractors, and is sighted with a lone bead. (14A9438-389) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400

599

W. & C. Scott & Son Double Hammergun
serial #1108, 12 ga, 25 3/4” possibly shortened Damascus barrels
choked cylinder with very good bore with light pitting and a few light
dings. The barrels show a nice Damascus pattern beneath a light brown
patina, and the frame has a pewter patina with spots of light oxidation on
the triggerguard and right-side hammer. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in very good condition as lightly cleaned with
moderate softening of the checkering, a light crack through the wrist,
and a professionally added recoil pad marked “NOSHOC”. The frame is
neatly foliate scroll engraved on all sides, and the left and right sides of
the frame are marked “W. & C. SCOTT & SON”. The watertable is
marked “SCOTT’S PATENT ACTION” and a faint “(crown) / (crossed
swords)” proof on both left and right sides, and the barrels are serialized
and matching with slightly faded British proofs and crisp “13” on both
barrels. The rib is faintly marked “W. & C. SCOTT & SON. PATENTEES.
DORSET PLACE PALL MALL. LONDON. LAMINATED STEEL.” The
right barrel is just slightly off-face and the shotgun features double
triggers, double hammers, extractors, a 14 3/4” length of pull, the lever
comes to rest just left of center, the chamber measures approximately 2
5/8”, and the shotgun is sighted with dual beads. (14A9438-395)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Belgian Double Hammergun with C. Gebert Retailer Marking
serial #75593, 16 ga, 29 5/8” barrels choked cylinder and modified with
very good lightly frosted bores with scattered light pitting and a few very
light dings. The barrels show about 98% reapplied blue with a few
scattered light scratches and dings concentrated near the muzzle, and a
few spots of previous light pitting beneath the finish. The frame has a
pewter patina with traces of case color in the protected areas around the
hammers, and scattered spots of previously cleaned light oxidation and
light pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with a 1 3/8” repaired crack on the left side of the stock butt, a
few light dings in the checkering, and an added finish. The buttstock
features a raised left-side cheekpiece, and is fitted with the original
hardrubber buttplate featuring a relief of stag inlaid in the center of the
buttplate, and is marked with a “(crown) / ML / (star)” maker’s mark. The
frame is foliate scroll engraved and shows a hound flushing fowl in a
field on both the left and right sides of the frame, and a bird in flight with
a foliate background engraved on the underside. The rib is crisply
marked “C. GEBERT HOFBUCHSEN M. MUNCHEN”, a German
retailer, and the watertable and barrels are maker marked by
Manufacture Liegeoise d'Armes a Feu of Liege. The barrels are marked
with mostly crisp Belgian proofs, including black powder proofs and
proofs denoting conformity to German proofing laws, but no nitro proofs
are present. The shotgun appears to have the barest sliver of light
between the barrels and the breech, and the left side hammer screw is a
replacement. The shotgun features double triggers, rebounding
hammers, extractors, a 14” length of pull, sling swivels mounted on the
toeline and underside of the rib, the lever comes to rest at the center,
and the shotgun is sighted with a single brass bead. (14A9438-370)
{C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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Joseph Lang & Sons Sidelever Double Hammergun
serial #5159, 12 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked cylinder and
improved cylinder with bright very good plus bores with scattered spots
of frosting, a few light pits, and a few light dings near the muzzle of the
right barrel. The barrels show a nice Damascus pattern with a light
brown patina the majority of their length with a lightly cleaned area on
the left barrel near the chamber, a few scattered specks of light
oxidation and light scratches, and light edge wear at the muzzle. The
frame is tightly foliate scroll engraved and has a pewter patina with hints
case color in the protected areas, specks of oxidation staining on the
triggerguard, and a few traces of light pitting on the left side of the frame
and lockplate; the sidelever retains about 80% blue with light wear and
specks of oxidation. The checkered straightgrip walnut stock and forend
are in about very good condition with a 3/8” hairline crack behind the
upper tang, a light chip on the right edge of the forend, light damage to
the checkering on the forend, scattered light dings and scratches on the
buttstock, and an added finish. The buttstock features lightly cleaned
and engraved metal fittings on the heel and toe, with checkered wood
between them, to act as a buttplate, and has a lightly damaged brass
disc inlaid 3” from the toe. The lockplates are engraved “JOSEPH LANG
& SONS”, the underside of the frame is engraved “LANG’S / PATENT”,
and the rib is engraved “JOSEPH LANG & SONS. 22 COCKSPUR
STREET. PALL MALL. LONDON”. The barrels and forend are serialized
and matching to the gun, and the barrel flats show London blackpowder
proofs. The hammers are out of time, with the left hammer slightly ahead
of the right, a few of the screws show slight slot damage, and there is
the barest sliver of light visible between the left barrel and the breech.
The chambers measure 2 5/8”, and the shotgun features rebounding
hammers, double triggers, an extractor, percussion fences, a 14” length
of pull, and is sighted with a single bead. An attractive antique shotgun.
(14A9438-397) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 800
Harrington & Richardson Boxlock Double Shotgun
10 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked cylinder and full with very good
lightly frosted bores with scattered light pitting and a slight ding in the left
barrel. The barrels have been lightly cleaned to a pewter patina which
show a light Damascus pattern with scattered oxidation staining, specks
of oxidation, and scattered light scratches. The frame has an overall dull
gray patina with light pitting throughout and scattered oxidation staining.
The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in good to very
good condition with large repaired breaks through the wrist, an
approximately 3” long large splinter from the left side of the wrist
checkering (said splinter is included), a 3” long repaired crack along the
right side of the upper tang, and scattered light scratches, dings, and
finish flaking; the buttstock is fitted with the original “H&R” marked
buttplate. The barrel rib is marked “HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON.
WORCESTER, MASS. U.S.A.” The shotgun locks up tightly and
appears to be on-face, the chamber measures 3”, and the shotgun
features double triggers, an automatic safety, extractor, 14” length of
pull, and is sighted with a single bead. (14A9438-454) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Erfurt Kar 98 Mauser Bolt Action Rifle
serial #2728kk, 8mm Mauser, 22 1/2" modified military barrel with a near
excellent bore that is mostly bright but has what appears to be a few
small pits about midway down. The metal surfaces retain about 80%
commercial blue, the barrel is a plum brown and the receiver and bottom
metal have some minor flaking and areas of light pitting. There are also
areas of light surface oxidation scattered throughout. The bolt has a faint
machine polished pattern, the barrel is numbered to the receiver but the
remaining numbers are not matching. Rifle is fitted to a very nice walnut
Monte Carlo sporter stock by Fajen. The stock rates near excellent with
some light dings and other handling marks and features a schnabel tip,
swivel studs and a capped pistolgrip. A ramp style front sight has been
mounted at the muzzle, the barrel is not tapped for a rear sight. The
receiver is not tapped for mounts but the right side of the rear receiver
bridge is tapped for a sight, however one is not present. Overall this is a
nice sporterized Mauser rifle that is dated 1914 and with a correct sight
may be a great shooter or hunting rifle. (2X49381-21) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200

604

Middle Eastern Jezail Flintlock Musket
.43 cal., 36" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
have toned to a dark brown patina showing scattered old pitting and
oxidation. The arm is very rudimentary in construction with two
hammered brass capucines near the breech and four silver capucines
nearer the stock tip. The external lock mechanism is quite simple with
large curving mainspring and straight ball-tip trigger. The trigger spring
has broken and the mechanism is seized. The short walnut stock
remains in about very good condition showing a 3" drying crack behind
the breech, a thin sliver missing along the left edge tip, some smaller
drying cracks and dings. There are remnants of a black lacquer finish
scattered about and the "pistolgrip" area actually shows some hints of
nice grain figure. A good example for the collector of primitive arms.
(1X139371-13) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 175 - 275
Czech VZ 24 Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #C4999, 8mm-06, 24” military barrel with an about excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% later polished blue with areas
toning to a mottled plum. The bolt body remains bright and the handle
has been replaced with a very nice sporting style from Brownells. The
black Ramline stock rates excellent with just a few handling marks here
and there, the right side of the tang relieved for side safety mounting,
none is currently present. The rifle has been neatly modified for scope
mounting with receiver rings drilled and tapped and a low scope safety
added. The left rear of the barrel has been very neatly engraved with the
caliber marking, but as with any arm of custom-chambering, a
professional gunsmith should check the headspace and chambering
before any thought is given to use of this arm. (2X39255-35) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
Erma W.K. Wenzel Karabiner Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 25" barrel with a bright bore and a slight bulge about 1/3 the
length forward of the breech. The metal surfaces retain traces of the
original finish and have toned to a mottled brown with scattered
oxidation staining. The original finger groove oil finished hardwood stock
has been shortened at the butt and a Pachmayer ventilated recoil pad
has been crudely installed. The forearm has also been cut about three
inches. The stock rates very good overall with minor impact marks and
has a repaired 2" crack on the left side below the rear of the receiver.
(1X25A9477-4) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Custom Argentine Model 1891 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #L8731, 7.65 Argentine, 23 1/2” shortened barrel with a good
oxidized bore. The rifle retains about 85% original blue with a light brown
patina in the scrubbed area of the receiver ring, specks of oxidation
along the barrel and magazine, light edge wear at the muzzle, and
scattered light scratches. The European hardwood stock is in excellent
condition as cleaned with a few light handling marks, and has been
shortened to a half-stock configuration with an overall length of 32 1/2”;
the stock is fitted with a steel buttplate which has moderate oxidation on
the toe. The stock and handguard show lightly faded correct Argentine
proofs, and the stock is serialized and matching to the rifle. The bolt and
magazine are serialized and matching to the rifle, and the rifle is marked
with correct Argentine proofs which remain crisp. The original rear sight
is intact and a gold bead front sight has been dovetailed into the barrel
about 1/2” from the muzzle. The safety of the rifle is functional, but is
quite loose when the rifle is not cocked; once cocked, the safety tab
returns to a normal function. (1X14A9462-2) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Custom CZ VZ 24 Bolt Action rifle
serial #HR24249, 358 Norma Mag, 22” Shaw barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a later applied
blue finish that has a few light handling marks. The bolt is a later
commercial example with a tang style safety and the handle has been
modified and swept back. The satin walnut stock rates excellent and has
some light dings and handling marks. The butt has been fitted with a
solid Decelerator recoil pad. There are no provisions for sights but
mounted to the receiver are a set of Leupold style bases. Rifle is
equipped with an adjustable Timney trigger which has a very crisp pull.
Overall this is a very basic, but useable custom Mauser that has lots of
potential and is in a terrific larger bore caliber. (1X4A9405-57)
{MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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Winchester Model 97 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #911893, 16 ga., 30" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue toning to
brown and gray with scattered light scratches and specks of fine
oxidation. The rear of the magazine tube has toned to silver from slide
wear and there is a patch of rough edging on the left side of the receiver
from barrel removal. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates good with
scattered light scratches and handling marks under and added gloss
finish showing flaking and fine bubbling. There are slight gaps between
the stock and worn factory hard rubber buttplate. The grooved forearm
rates about very good with only minor handling marks and remnants of
original finish in protected areas. (1X59383-2) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #1600453, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked improved modified but marked full. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% original blue with sparsely scattered light scratches and fine
oxidation, the majority of loss toning to gray along the grip and contact
areas and wear along the edges. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and grooved forearm rate about very good with scattered patches of
flaking and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory logo
buttplate remains in very good condition showing light wear and play
against the stock. A solid 1954-manufactured Model 12 shotgun.
(1X56520-571) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 56 Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #7760, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. the metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue with freckling, small blemishes,
handling marks and an occasional small scratch. The smooth pistolgrip
walnut stock is fair to good, there are areas of flaking finish, staining,
impact marks, what looks like two layers of oak veneer wrapped around
the stock near the butt and a 1 1/4” section added to the butt where it
was previously cut or modified. There is no magazine present, the steel
buttplate is checkered and serrated and a Weaver 333 scope with
slightly cloudy optics and crosshair reticle is side-mounted to the
receiver. (1X226520-2256) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
U.S. Model 1795 Percussion-Converted Musket
.69 cal., 42" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces
are gray and brown with evenly scattered oxidation stains, light pitting
around the nipple area, the lock plate is smoky gray with remnants of a
Federal Eagle but the other markings are no longer visible. The
one-piece factory walnut stock rates about excellent as arsenal-grade
refurbished with the re-applied varnish worn around the lock areas from
handling, scattered light-to-moderate handling marks, 5" thin crack
extending from the butt on the left side with a few chips, a 1 1/2" crack
on the right side extending from the butt along with several smaller
ones. The buttplate rates fair showing heavy corrosion. The mainspring
is broken and in need of attention. The rear lock screw is broken off from
corrosion and the lock is loose in its seat. This version has the bayonet
stud on the bottom of the muzzle and the barrel is stamped "P/RC".
(1X8A9407-8) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Fabrica Armas Mauser Sporting Rifle
serial #D7806, 450 Marlin, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% maker blue with bright bolt body and handle,
the underside of the barrel is marked “GD501”. The semi-rollover
Monte-Carlo-style walnut stock with contrasting tip and cap, left-side
cheekpiece and Decelerator pad is about excellent with some minor
blemishes. There are no provisions for sights and the receiver is drilled
and tapped, older-style mounts are included. (1X22A9405-58)
{MODERN}
Est. 250 - 400
J.C. Higgins Model 583.11 Bolt Action Shotgun
16 ga, 26” plain barrel choked full with a very good bore. The metal
surfaces have a brown patina with heavy oxidation. The walnut stock is
in very good condition. There is a large repaired crack on the left side of
the wrist and a smaller repair on the right side, bolt is missing along with
a triggerguard screw. (2X149385-62) {C&R} [Richard J. Stoddard
Collection]
Est. 5 - 15

615

Mauser Geha Bolt Action Shotgun
12 ga., 27” barrel choked full with a slightly frosted bore showing some
light pits toward the breech. The barrel retains about 85% original finish
with scattered freckling, handling marks and oxidation staining
throughout. The receiver and bolt have flaked to a dark gray patina
showing a few areas of original finish with freckling and pinprick
oxidation. The smooth walnut stock with smooth buttplate is about good
plus as refinished with Geha emblems on both sides of the butt and
signs of handling throughout. These shotguns were converted from
Gew. 98 Mauser rifles sometime in the 1920s/30s.(1X228840-37) {C&R}
[Roy Jinks Collection]
Est. 200 - 300
Crescent Firearms Peerless Model Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #266266, 16 ga., 26” barrels choked cylinder and improved
cylinder with excellent bores showing some minor frosting. The barrels
retain approximately 75% of their rudimentarily reblued finish, with
overall splotches draped over carbon gray metal. There is moderate to
considerable pitting on the underside of the barrels, and substantial
silvering around the muzzles and along the high edges of the matted rib.
Additional loss is noted at the friction points due to normal operational
use. The frame is in a similar state with overall pinprick oxidation, a
couple mild abrasions, shallow pits, and a leaden gray tone beneath
vestiges of factory blue. Slot damage is noted on all screws on the left
side, and the frame is expeditiously fit to the stock. The shotgun features
a functional automatic safety, although the rear trigger does not operate
properly. The frame, tang, and buttplate are all proud of the wood, and
the checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates about good plus with some
added varnish. A small chip is evident just rear of the left barrel bolster;
on each side forward of the triggerguard; and about halfway down the
bottom tang. There is a hairline split on each side extending
approximately 1 1/2” from the rear of the frame toward the wrist. The
multiline checkering around the pistolgrip remains bright, and the splinter
forend is adorned with a similar checkering that has nearly worn smooth.
A heavily distressed arm that would make a fine project for the budding
gunsmith. (3X68927-66) {MODERN}
Est. 10 - 25
Winchester Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #355910, 12 ga., 24” plain barrel marked full with added Cobra
Shooting Master adjustable choke with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel and magazine tube of this 1907-manufactured shotgun are toning
to a streaky blue-dark gray patina with a few scattered spots of smooth
old oxidation and light handling marks, operational wear toning to
gunmetal-gray on the magazine tube and generous amounts of original
blue in the protected areas and throughout the barrel. The receiver and
triggerguard are toning to a pewter-gray brown patina with scattered
spots of light pinpricking and smooth minor oxidation and a few impact
marks from honest use. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed
forend rate about very good with a few hairline cracks in the wrist, a
small chip in the toe, a few dents in the comb and other light signs of
use. The left cartridge stop screw is no longer present yet easily
sourced, the barrel is sighted with a brass bead, and the adjustable
choke and action appear to function well mechanically. (1X23A9486-3)
{C&R} [Mike DeSantis Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
George Fisher Underlever Side-Hammer Double Shotgun
serial #8222, 12 ga., 29 3/4” laminated steel barrels with fair pitted
bores. The left tube has a large dent about 7” from the muzzle, there is a
much smaller dent on the right tube at about 8”. The barrels retain much
of their damascus twist pattern and are mostly a mottled brown with
areas of light surface oxidation and pitting throughout. The remaining
metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with some light oxidation
staining and brown patina mingling throughout. There is a small amount
of original case color still visible at the top of the frame. The back-action
locks are marked “Geo Fisher” and there are Belgian proofs noted on
the watertable and undersides of the barrels. The left hammer is a more
modern replacement and reacts a little sluggish when released. The
checkered walnut straight grip buttstock rates about very good and has
some light dings, scratches and other light handling marks. The
checkering has some minor flattening to some of the points and there is
a small crack on the right side at the heel. The shotgun style steel
buttplate is slightly oversized and its edges remain proud of the wood.
Mechanically the action appears to function ok, and there is no play. A
very nice example for over the mantel. (1X4A9461-6) {ANTIQUE} [Mike
DeSantis Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
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Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #17003, 22 RF, 3 3/16" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel are mostly gray with splashes of
blue in the protected areas around the ejector rod, a mottled mix of blue
and gray along the bottom three flats of the barrel, in addition to pitting
and stains from oxidation. The cylinder is a mottled mix of gray, brown
and blue, showing light pitting and stains from oxidation. The frame
retains about 95% original silver plate with most of the loss at the high
edges with evidence of light cleaning on the sideplate, scattered
scratches and minor bubbling. The smooth rosewood grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about very good to excellent with light
scuffing on the edge of the right butt and light handling marks. The
barrel and cylinder are assembly numbered to the gun, barrel-to-frame
fit remains tight, it has 1855 and 1859 patent dates on the cylinder and it
still times and locks up correctly. A fine little No. 1 Second Issue.
(1X8A9334-5) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 600
U.S. Model 1842 Single Shot Percussion Pistol by H. Aston & Co.
.54 cal., 8" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces
have been lightly cleaned to pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes,
pitting and handling marks. The brass buttcap assembly, triggerguard
assembly and barrel band assembly have toned to goldenrod and rate
about very good with scattered light-to-moderate dents, dings and
scratches. The once-piece walnut stock rates good as lightly refurbished
showing light-to-moderate handling marks, chipping between the barrel
and lock screw, scattered smaller chips around the lock, shallow 1/4"
ding in the right pistolgrip and a very small crack extending from barrel
band. The gun features an iron swivel ramrod, bolster mounted nipple,
the lock is dated 1846 and the barrel is stamped "GWH". The lock is
crisp but the half cock notch is worn. (1X8A9407-2) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1819 Single Shot Percussion-Converted Pistol
.54 cal., 10" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces
are lightly cleaned to a pewter-brown mix with scattered oxidation stains,
pitting and handling marks. The walnut stock rates about very good as
lightly re-varnished showing scattered light-to-moderate dents, dings
and scratches. The conversion has a drum with nipple, a later added
non-factory replacement hammer with "CGO" cast into it, incorrect
hammer screw, the hammer lock unique to this gun no longer functions
due to the replacement hammer. The iron swivel ramrod is present but
somewhat loose and the upper and lower tang screws are
replacements. The lock is marked "S. NORTH / US / MIDLTN CONN", it
is dated 1822 on the rear of the lock, the barrel is marked "JDJ / P / US"
and a strong cartouche remains on the side of the stock. (1X8A9407-5)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
High Standard Model H-E Semi-Auto Target Pistol
serial #81713, 22 LR, 4 1/2" heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This deluxe model pistol retains about 85% plus original blue with most
of the loss due to cleaned oxidation with scattered pitting on the left side
of the barrel in addition to high edge wear, slight thinning of the grip
frame and other handling marks. The checkered walnut Roper style
factory grips rate very good to excellent with handling marks. The pistol
features a serrated Patridge front sight and black blade adjustable rear
sight. It includes a two-tone factory magazine. (1X88873-109) {C&R}
Est. 350 - 550
Mauser Model Es340B Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
serial #196910, 22 LR, 26 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action retains about 98% original blue with very minor muzzle
and bolt knob wear and a few scattered spots of light oxidation and
pinprick pitting. The triggerguard and Mauser-trademarked buttplate are
toning to a gray-brown patina also with areas of light oxidation and
pinprick pitting. The grooved receiver bears the Mauser banner logo and
has “(crown) / B” & “U” proofs as does the serial-matched barrel which is
also stamped “D.R.P. D.R.G.M.” along with a “Ch51” metal materials
source code. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates about very good
with a few dents on the right grip and some scattered minor impact
marks from use and shows some nice figure. The triggerguard has been
shortened and a nicely shaped wood plug fitted in front of the bow. The
right butt is stamped with a Mauser factory cartouche and there are the
remnants of a paper sticker marked “1940/ Innsbruck” on the toe line.
The sling swivels and sights remain intact, minus the front sight hood. A
good example of these commercial smallbore Mauser single shot rifles.
(23B9378-9) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 700

624

Custom Winchester Model 67 Smoothbore Single Shot Rifle
22 shot, 27" barrel with a very good bright bore. The barrel has been
professionally reamed and honed and although not marked smoothbore
there is no evidence of rifling whatsoever. The barrel is marked "S. L.
OR L.R-" and as previously mentioned is not marked "SMOOTHBORE"
anywhere on the barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 90% thinning
original blue with some sparse light scratches and tiny impact marks
where the rear sight was removed. The bolt remains overall bright with
light operational wear. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very
good condition with scattered light scratches and handling marks. The
rear sight remains in place, the rear sight slot remains open. A good
custom made "smoothbore" rifle. (56520-3507) {MODERN} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
Sterling Arms Model 300 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #056756, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue with thinning and freckling.
The black synthetic grips are very good with signs of normal wear. The
pistol comes with one factory magazine and what looks like the original
two-piece box. (22A9506-22) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
Thompson Center Black Diamond In-Line Muzzle Loading Rifle
serial #S40520, .50 cal, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless barrel rates about very good with moderate oxidation staining
overall. The checkered black Rynite pistolgrip stock with TC-marked
ventilated rubber recoil pad rates excellent. The rifle is equipped with a
red fiber optic front sight, a fully adjustable two-dot green fiber optic rear
sight, sling swivel studs and a metal ramrod. (23A9506-5) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
Winchester Model 94 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #931479, 32 WS, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a mostly
bright about very good plus bore showing a few small patches of light
pitting in the strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
reapplied blue with minor silvering of the high edges and wear points, a
few areas of fine pinprick pitting under the finish and on the lever,
scattered light impact marks and a couple tiny spots of loss toning to a
gunmetal gray patina. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend
rate very good plus with a light added finish, a couple short hairline
cracks and the expected few minor handling marks from the years. The
carbine is equipped with a Marbles brass bead front sight and
semi-buckhorn rear sight, intact ring staple (saddle ring is no longer
present) and the action appears to function well mechanically. A good
looking 1921-vintage Winchester ’94 that has plenty of life left in it.
(23B9506-3) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Browning Auto 5 Buck Special Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #74G47500, 12 ga., 23 1/2” Buck Special slug barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1974-manufactured Belgian autoloader retain around 90% original blue
with moderate edge wear on the receiver, particularly around the loading
port, light fading on the barrel around the muzzle and receiver, minor
slot damage on the lower tang screw and a few minor impact marks.
The bolt shows spots of light staining. The high gloss checkered French
walnut pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good plus with a few
light handling marks overall while the FN-marked hard rubber buttplate
rates excellent with the slightest signs of use. The receiver is
ornamented with engraved zig-zag scroll around the edges and loose
foliate scroll in the center with the left side marked “Light Twelve” in
script atop the Browning name and a bust of Mr. Browning. The shotgun
is equipped with a gold-plated trigger, sling swivel studs and factory rifle
sights. A handsome Auto 5 Buck Special. (23A9400-69) {MODERN}
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 1905 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #16609, 32 Win SL, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1907-manufactured rifle are toning to a
pewter-gray patina with scattered spots of old oxidation and a few light
impact marks overall along with traces of original blue along the barrel
and on the wood line. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend
rate very good plus with a few repaired hairline cracks and scattered
minor impact marks from honest use while the checkered hard-rubber
Winchester-marked buttplate remains in very good plus condition with
light wear overall. The rifle is equipped with a bead front sight, folding
leaf rear sight and an aperture tang sight and one original five-round
magazine is included. A very good example of these early self-loading
rifles. (23A8958-113) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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Winchester Model 1892 Lever Action Rifle
serial #351028, 38 WCF, 24” octagonal barrel with a very good bore with
scattered pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1906-made rifle
have a dark brown patina with light wear on the high edges, scattered
light pitting, and oxidation staining. The plain straight grip walnut stock
and forend are in very good condition with a chip at the heel, a few light
cracks at the buttplate, a repaired ding to the forend, and scattered light
scratches and dings. The stock is fitted with a curved steel buttplate
showing a dark brown patina with scattered light pitting. The barrel
address has softened lightly, while the caliber designation, tang
markings, and Winchester proofs remain mostly crisp. The barrel is
lightly hand scratched “0181X3166” on the lower left flat. A few of the
screws show light slot damage, and a few others are replacements. The
rifle is sighted with a bead front sight, which remains blued, and a
semi-buckhorn rear sight which is missing the elevator. An altogether
well-used Model 1892 rifle. (14A9218-221) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #67992, 30-40 Krag, 22” barrel with a very good lightly frosted
bore. The receiver of the carbine has been lightly cleaned to a gray
patina with scattered light pitting, and the bolt assembly shows oxidation
staining with spots of light pitting. The Model 1896 Type 1 carbine rear
sight and the Model 1896 Type 2 barrel band with sight protector have
both also been lightly cleaned, with spots of light pitting on the rear sight
base and underside of the barrel band. The barrel has toned lightly to
brown with scattered spots of pitting with the concentration being at the
underside of the muzzle. The walnut stock is in very good plus condition
as cleaned with small repaired dings at the toe, forend tip, and wrist, a
very small chip and crack at the heel, scattered light handling marks, a
black discoloration on the forend tip, and an added finish. The remnants
of a circled “P” proof can be found behind the triggerguard. The
markings on the receiver remain clearly legible, softened lightly during
cleaning, and the rear sight is properly “C” marked. The carbine retains
the saddle ring and bar. A nice Model 1896 carbine for the beginning
collector. (14A9510-28) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Interesting Custom Marlin Model 1881 Lever Action Shotgun
20 ga, 24 1/2" barrel with an about good bore showing light pitting and
frosting scattered about. This arm shows a number of period gunsmith
modifications utilizing a Marlin 1881 action as the basis for a lever action
shotgun. The arm has no visible markings aside from the name "T.
TYLER" stamped in very small letters on the left side edge of the
buttstock wrist. The metal surfaces have toned to a mottled gray-brown
patina showing some scattered light dings, freckling and other handling
marks. The action shows old tool marks and some brazed areas from
the work performed. The loading gate area has been enlarged and now
features a large pivoting dust cover attached to the side of the action.
The dust cover atop the action has been removed, the magazine
follower is crafted from the back half of a brass shotshell and the
magazine end plug is fashioned from walnut. The plain walnut stocks
remain in very good condition as lightly cleaned showing a few thin chips
around the edges where the buttstock meets the frame, scattered light
dings and areas a little shy of the metal. The cartridge lifter does not
come up and the action otherwise seems to function well mechanically.
A very interesting and rather well-done piece of gunsmithing for the lever
gun collector. (13B9438-451) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 500 - 700
Early American Arms Co. Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #16, 12 ga, 29 3/4" solid rib damascus barrels with oxidized bores.
The barrels show good remnants of damascus pattern toning to a
mottled gray-brown patina with scattered old oxidation staining. The rib
is stippled and marked "AMERICAN ARMS CO BOSTON". The action
shows remnants of case-hardened colors along with light oxidation
staining, old pitting and silvering and features small semi-circular
sideplates offering access to the working parts. The checkered walnut
rounded pistolgrip buttstock remains in fair condition showing a number
of thin cracks at the upper tang and where the stock meets the frame, a
few old chips and handling marks. The black hard rubber buttplate rates
very good plus and features a molded eagle design. There is no forend
present, barrel lock-up is loose and the action will require mechanical
attention as one firing pin is missing and the triggers are not functional.
(13A9438-407) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150

634

Whitney Arms Co. Double Hammergun
serial #281, 12 ga, 29 3/4" homogeneous wrought-steel barrels with
moderately oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray-brown
patina showing scattered old oxidation staining and a patch of small but
moderate dings along the action. The checkered walnut buttstock and
forend remain in fair condition showing moderate smoothing, some light
chips around the edges of the forend and where the stock meets the
frame, flaking finish and other handling marks. The arm is missing a
number of parts including: extractor, both hammers, left sideplate and its
screws and the left trigger. (13A9438-413) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 150
Remington Model 1900 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #361823, 12 ga, 30" barrels both choked full with moderately
oxidized bore showing scattered pitting. The metal surfaces have mostly
toned to a dark gray patina with remnants of blue in the protected areas,
some moderate oxidation staining and light pitting along the barrels and
the frame screw heads show slot wear. The checkered walnut buttstock
rates fair showing worn finish, thin cracks at the upper tang, an old chip
at the toe and other handling marks. The original hard rubber buttplate
shows a 1" chip at the toe. There is no forend present and the action will
require mechanical attention as the barrels are stuck closed and the
triggers are non-functional. (13A9438-415) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 75
J. Saunders Sidelever Double Hammergun
12 ga, 28 1/4" barrels choked improved cylinder with moderately
oxidized bores showing scattered areas of pitting. This shotgun features
a Joseph Smith patent lever mounted on the right side of the frame just
below the barrel. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 85-90% of a
reapplied dark gray paint showing overall light flaking to silvery gunmetal
patina. The rear of the barrel rib has been lightly cleaned and the
"SAUNDERS LOUGHBOROUGH" address is just barely legible. The
lockplates are embellished with fine quality foliate scrollwork and "J.
SAUNDERS" in riband that remains mostly intact and the Smith patent
mark on the water table surrounds the number "742". The checkered
walnut buttstock and forend remain in fair condition showing a heavy
added glossy varnish over worn checkering, dings, some old
smoothed-over chips around the edges and a chip around the barrel
axis pin escutcheon. The barrel axis pin is now loose and can be pulled
out. Barrel lock-up shows some play and there is a sliver of light visible
between the breeches. The left hammer nose shows some damage, the
two hammers are both slightly different styles and no firing pins are
present although the hammers still function crisply. (13A9438-399)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 300
Whitney-Remington Rolling Block Shotgun
serial #77400, 20 ga, 32" barrel with a good bore showing some
scattered light pitting mostly nearer the breech and some minor frosting.
The barrel of this shotgun retains perhaps 50% original blue thinning
and toning to a dark gray-brown patina overall with spots of light
oxidation staining and freckling. The action shows some good remnants
of case-hardened colors mostly toning to a pleasant smoky patina. The
screw heads show some slot wear, the breechblock and hammer retain
good original blue and the pin retainer also retains streaks of original
bright blue. The walnut stocks remain in fair-good condition as heavily
cleaned and refinished, the buttstock is now very shy of the tangs and
buttplate and the stocks show just some light scratches and dings
otherwise. The action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A9438-337) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 400
Belgian Boxlock Double Shotgun by T. W. Stake
serial #1575, 12 ga, 26 1/4" Krupp Steel barrels choked improved
modified and improved cylinder with fair-good bores showing moderate
fouling and scattered bright areas. The barrels of this shotgun retain
about 65-70% original blue with most of the loss due to scattered
moderate oxidation staining. The action is toning to a mottled
gray-brown patina showing oxidation staining and areas of silvery
case-hardened patina and features light foliate embellishment. The
original checkered walnut forend rates fair-good showing worn
checkering, light dings and has darkened from the years. The smooth
pistolgrip buttstock is a somewhat rudimentary replacement fitted very
loosely and showing some light scratches, dings and staining; the tang
screws show slot wear and the rear edge of the triggerguard screw hole
is broken off. The shotgun features a single trigger, side clips and
extractor. The barrel selector has been rather crudely replaced with a
screw and the action will require mechanical attention as the lever spring
is broken although lock-up is still quite good; the trigger does not
function. (13A9438-365) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
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Janssen Sons & Co. Double Hammergun
serial #8853, 12 ga, 24" left barrel choked full and 23 1/4" right barrel
choked improved cylinder with very good bore showing some scattered
light pitting. The right tube of this Belgian-made shotgun has been
curiously shortened still leaving the left tube to extend beyond it. The
metal surfaces are a mottled gray patina showing some spots of light to
perhaps moderate oxidation staining. The right hammer screw is a
replacement and the left hammer is a rather crude oversized
replacement. The walnut buttstock and forend rate poor, the buttstock
showing an old break through the wrist that is now held together by
black electrical tape and is still loose, the comb has been reattached,
there is a worn hardened rubber buttpad and overall dings and handling
marks. The lever is very stiff, barrel lock-up shows just a hint of play and
the hammers seem to function well mechanically. (13A9438-355) {C&R}
Est. 40 - 80
British Underlever Double Hammergun by B. Bates
12 ga, 30 1/8" damascus barrels with fair bores showing some fouling
and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this shotgun have mostly
toned to a dark brown patina showing some faint remnants of damascus
pattern along the barrels and old oxidation staining scattered about. The
frame shows somewhat softened but intact fine quality foliate scrollwork,
both lockplates are marked "B. BATES" and the barrel rib with "B.
BATES EASTBOURNE". The checkered walnut stock remains in good
condition having darkened from the years showing a 1" crack at the left
side toe, a tiny hairline crack at the upper tang, scattered light dings and
scuffs. There is no forend present, barrel lock-up is solid and the
hammers seem to function well mechanically. (13A9438-348)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 125
Cogswell & Harrison Sidelever Double Hammergun
serial #9878, 12 ga, 30" damascus barrels choked a tight cylinder and
improved modified with fair bores showing scattered patches of light
pitting, a bit more moderate in the left tube, the left tube also showing a
shallow ding at the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this shotgun have
toned to a mottled gray-brown and gunmetal patina showing a 7" patch
of moderate oxidation along the left tube, some scattered light dings and
areas of visible damascus pattern. The frame and back action lockplates
are embellished with nice quality tight foliate scrollwork and with
"COGSWELL & HARRISON" in riband on both lockplates and 142 New
Bond St. address along the barrel rib. The checkered walnut buttstock
and forend remain in good condition having darkened from the years
showing worn finish, some thin smoothed-over chips along the edges of
the forend and light dings. The original checkered horn buttplate is intact
and rates very good showing a thin chip at the toe. Length of pull is 14
3/8", lock-up is solid, barrels are on-face and the hammers seem to
function well mechanically. (13A9438-416) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Stephen Grant Underlever Double Hammergun
serial #3216, 12 ga, 30 1/2" damascus barrels choked cylinder with
partially bright bores showing some scattered spots of moderate pitting.
The metal surfaces of this shotgun are a mottled gunmetal gray and mild
brown patina showing scattered small spots of moderate oxidation
staining, a few minor dents along the barrels, a spot of heavier oxidation
along the buttplate and faint remnants of damascus patterns along the
barrels. The frame and back action locks are embellished with some
lovely fine foliate scrollwork that remains mostly intact, both lockplates
are marked "S. GRANT" and the barrel rib with his 67A St. James Street
London address. The checkered walnut buttstock and forend remain in
good condition showing a thin 1" chip at the right side edge of the
forend, scattered light dings and a 6" area of heavy water staining along
the left side butt. The stocks have darkened from the years but still show
some attractive grain figure here and there. The shotgun features
rebounding hammers that seem to function well mechanically, length of
pull is 13 1/2", lock-up is solid and the barrels on-face. (13A9438-352)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
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Robert Watmough Underlever Pinfire Double Hammergun
16 ga Pinfire, 29 7/8" barrels with moderately oxidized bores. The metal
surfaces of this shotgun are a mottled gunmetal gray and mild brown
patina showing some spots of old oxidation staining and some small
dings scattered along the barrels. The barrels still show some remnants
of plum-brown damascus patterns in the protected areas and the frame
and back action locks are embellished with attractive tight foliate scroll.
The lockplates each feature a hunting dog chasing a small game bird
and "R. WATMOUGH" in riband, the hammers with dolphin nose
engraving and the barrel rib marked with Watmough's 13 Blackfriars St.
Manchester address. The checkered walnut buttstock and forend remain
in about good condition with the forend showing a number of thin chips
along its edges, some drying cracks along the butt and a small flexing
crack on the right side between the lockplate and upper tang along with
the usual scattered dings. The buttstock still shows some remnants of
original varnish, the checkering remains quite nice and there are areas
of attractive grain figure here and there. Barrel lock-up and forend fit
show some play and the hammers seem to function well mechanically.
(13A9438-357) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Scarce Early Dangerfield & Lefever Bar-In-Wood Double Hammergun
serial #7, 12 ga, 28 1/8" solid rib damascus barrels with moderate pitting
and some light dings around the muzzles. The metal surfaces of this
shotgun have toned to a mottled dark gray and plum-brown patina
showing some scattered old oxidation staining, handling marks and
some faint remnants of damascus pattern still visible along the barrels.
There is a 3/4" linear tool mark on the right side barrel a little ways back
from the muzzle that has encroached into the bore and the right tube
also shows an extensive and masterfully-executed period brazed repair
just forward of the chamber. The lockplates and triggerguard show some
very nice tight foliate scrollwork that has softened somewhat from the
years but remains mostly intact. The lockplates and barrel rib are
unmarked, the upper tang is clearly marked "DANGERFIELD &
LEFEVER" and the water table with "PAT'D / SEPT.3.1872 / 7 /
AUBURN N.Y." The left barrel also shows period British proofs on its
underside and they are also stamped "7" matching the frame. The
checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in
fair condition showing significant overall smoothing, a number of thin
chips and light cracks around the edges of the forend, period repairs
around the right side lockplate, a repaired crack on the right side butt
and other scattered dings. The stock is otherwise sound and the horn
forend tip insert is intact. Length-of-pull to the steel buttplate is 13 1/8",
there is light visible between the breeches although lock-up is
surprisingly solid and the rebounding hammers seem to function well
mechanically. Given the repairs this old Lefever has seen no thought
should be given to its loading or firing; it still remains a good and very
early example for the Lefever collector. (13B9438-322) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 600 - 800
British Single Shot Rook Rifle by Arthur Hill
32 CF, 26" octagon barrel with an about good bore showing scattered
patches of light pitting, minor oxidation and good rifling throughout. The
barrel is a dark plum-brown patina showing a few spots of old pitting
near the breech and some minor oxidation staining scattered about. The
action retains some generous case-hardened colors throughout toning
to a deep gray patina also with some spots of old oxidation staining.
Some of the screw heads show some light slot wear and Arthur Hill's
Horncastle address on the barrel is rather soft. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition showing
a strong oil finish and nice checkering with some scattered light dings
and scuffs. There is a very small drying crack along the right side of the
butt through the attractively figured grain. The rear sight is missing,
barrel lock-up shows just a little bit of play and the hammer seems to
function well mechanically. (13A9438-307) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 600
Scottish Falling Block Rook Rifle by Alexander Henry
serial #3730, 38 CF, 25" octagon barrel with a bright very good plus
bore showing a few spots of pinprick pitting, minor frosting and strong
rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle has mostly toned to a blue-gray
patina showing silvering along the high edges, a few small spots of
minor oxidation staining and light dings. The frame and back action lock
are a similar mild gray patina showing a few areas of more moderate
oxidation staining scattered about mostly along the left side and
triggerguard. The sliding safety retains some faint fire blue and the
action features some very nice fine quality foliate scrollwork. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in fair condition
showing a heavy reapplied varnish that is crazing and lightly flaking
throughout, a flexing break through the wrist and some other scattered
dings. The horn pistolgrip cap and forend tip show some light chipping
and insect damage. The lever lock does not secure properly and the
block will drop of its own accord although the hammer seems to function
well mechanically. (13A9438-303) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
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E. Adkins Underlever Double Hammergun
serial #15242/1982, 20 ga, 30” damaged damascus barrels. The left
barrel has suffered some type of pressure damage and has a 2”
triangular section of the breech missing, the right barrel has had a 1” x
3/4” section removed just to the front of the splinter-style forend, the rib
has become detached up to approximately 8” from the breech. The
action shows extensive engraving and is a mostly silver patina, the
rebounding hammers and underlever appear to work as they should and
the firing pins have been removed and are included. The straight-grip
checkered buttstock is very finely-figured and near very good with a little
widow’s peak wood filler at the heel of the serrated horn buttplate and a
small chip at the rear of the top tang, the forend is also about very good
with some light-to-moderate blemishes, both have the expected
compressed points and handling marks throughout. (22A9438-387)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 125
T. Horsley Underlever Double Hammergun
serial #102, 12 ga, 29 1/2” damascus barrels choked improved cylinder
and modified with shiny bores showing scattered pitting. The barrels are
tones of dark gray and silver with light engraving at the breeches,
scattered dings and light oxidation. The locks and frame show swirls of
foliate scroll and geometric pattern engraving and are tones of gunmetal
gray and light-to-moderate freckling. The straight-grip checkered walnut
buttstock and forend show nice figure, there are handling marks,
flattened points and small chips, there is an interesting brass gusset that
folds over the top of the wrist with nine screws in each side used to
repair a crack through the stock. All mechanical parts appear to work as
they should with the triggerguard being slightly loose, the barrels slightly
off-face and a screw missing from the bottom tang. (22A9438-406)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
American Arms Co. Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #1325, 12 ga, 28” damascus barrels choked improved cylinder
and modified with shiny bores showing scattered pitting their entire
length. The metal surfaces are a mixture of gunmetal gray and silver, the
breech-end of the matted rib is marked “AMERICAN ARMS CO /
BOSTON MASS / FINE KILBY DAMASCUS”, the frame is engraved with
fine scroll and geometric pattern borders with game scenes on each
side, the belly and the bottom of the triggerguard. The checkered walnut
splinter-style forend is good to very good with flattened points, the
checkered round-knob walnut buttstock shows a very nice
shellflame-like grain pattern but is missing roughly 5” of its left-side; the
inner workings of the gun are visible from the from the action to the
comb. Shotgun is equipped with a non-automatic safety and double
triggers with a nice tight lock up and all parts appearing
mechanically-sound. (22A9438-402) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 300
Unmarked Belgian Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #70454, 12 ga, 26” barrels choked improved modified and
modified with about excellent bores. The barrels retain about 97-98%
later applied blue with some freckling and a few small dings. The
engraved action shows some nice scroll patterns and game scenes on
each flat and the belly, “Belgium” is marked on the bottom tang with the
metal being a mix of silver and gray with some scattered freckling. The
checkered walnut splinter-style forend is good plus with compressed
points and handling marks, the checkered round-knob walnut buttstock
is good to very good and appears to be a replacement with a “FAJEN”
marked hard rubber buttplate, a repaired crack on the left-side of the
wrist, added finish and two rudimentary wood inlays on each side. The
ejectors are robust, lock up is tight, the safety is non-automatic and the
double triggers work as they should. (22A9438-401) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
T. Bland & Sons Double Hammergun
serial #11943, 12 ga, 29 1/4” barrels both choked improved modified
with shiny bores showing very minor scattered pitting. The metal
surfaces are mostly gunmetal gray with “T.BLAND & SONS 430. WEST
STRAND. LONDON.” on the rib, “T.BLAND & SONS” on the locks with
some oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The checkered straight-grip
walnut buttstock is good with some darkening from the years,
light-to-moderate handling marks and some heavier oxidation on the
bottom tang, the forend is not present. The barrels lock up tight and the
double hammers and locks work as they should. (229438-412)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 450
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Whitney Arms Co. Double Hammergun
12 ga, 22 5/8” barrels with frosted and pitted bores both choked cylinder.
The metal surfaces are a mix of gray and brown with freckling and some
light oxidation. There are splashes of loose scroll engraving on the
triggerguard, breeches and hammers and screws show
light-to-moderate slot damage and the front triggerguard screw is not
present. The straight-grip walnut buttstock and forend are about fair,
there are some remnants of checkering, dings, chips and several cracks
emanating from the comb and terminating at the frame, one of the
wedge escutcheons is missing from the forend, the other has
replacement screws. The double triggers and single trigger opener work
as they should with the barrels being slightly off-face. (22A9438-332)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
W. & C. Scott & Son Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #58585, 12 ga, 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and
improved modified with near excellent bores. The barrels are a mostly
dark brown with engraving on the rib extension and breeches, there are
a few small dings and small patches of light oxidation with “W. & C.
SCOTT & SONS MAKERS” on the right barrel and “LONDON
ENGLAND” on the left. The remaining metal surfaces have toned to
mostly dark brown and gray with some splashes of silver on the belly
and along the edges with foliate scroll and geometric pattern engraving.
The checkered round-knob walnut buttstock with serrated horn buttplate
and splinter-style forend are good to near very good with a tiny crack to
the rear of the automatic safety, handling marks, a couple small slivers
missing from the forend and compressed points. Lock up is tight with a
small impact mark on the right-side barrel breech and the double
triggers work as they should. (22A9438-375) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
L. C. Smith Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #22384, 12 ga, 26” damascus barrels both choked cylinder with
shiny bores and scattered small patches of oxidation. The barrels show
nice damascus pattern and are a mixture of dark and light gray with
freckling and light oxidation staining throughout and may have been
neatly shortened. The locks and frames are a gunmetal gray and silver
patina with light-to-moderate freckling and “L.C Smith” marked on each
lock. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock is good plus and shows
nice darkened figure and evidence of a light cleaning, the checkering is
worn on the pistolgrip and hard rubber “TRAP GUN” marked buttplate
and there are light-to-moderate handling marks. The forend is also worn
almost flat with a 1” piece and several smaller chips missing, the inlaid
forend tip is not present. The barrels lock up tight with the lever just
left-of-center and the double triggers seem mechanically-sound.
(22A9438-334) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
J.P. Clabrough Double Hammergun
serial #2768, 12 ga, 31 3/4” damascus barrels choked full and improved
modified with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are tones of brown and
gray with damascus pattern still visible on the barrels and game scenes
and tight scroll engraving on the locks and frame, there is freckling,
oxidation staining and blemishes throughout. The checkered round knob
buttstock and splinter-style forend are about good, the forend is worn
mostly smooth with some small chips and the wrist has broken and a
rudimentary tape and metal repair is now joining the pieces together,
there are handling marks throughout. The barrels are very slightly
off-face and the locks function well mechanically. (22A9438-369)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
W. W. Greener Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #36092, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked improved modified and
modified with mostly shiny bores showing scattered pitting, there is a
dent in the right barrel roughly 9 1/2” back from the muzzle. The metal
surfaces are tones of gunmetal gray and silver with nice scroll engraving
and “W. W. Greener” in riband on each side, there is some oxidation
staining and freckling. The straight grip buttstock and forend are about
good, there are light remnants of checkering, moderate handling marks
with maybe a touch of added finish years ago, there is a 1 1/2” crack just
above the patented Greener safety and the triggerguard is broken at the
front, there are some small chips missing and the buttstock’s fit is loose.
The shotgun is equipped with double triggers and a Greener cross bolt.
All parts appear mechanically-sound with the ejectors being a bit
sluggish and the barrels slightly off-face. (22A9438-359) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 450
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Whitney Safety Firearms Co Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #809, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked full and extra full with
somewhat shiny bores showing scattered pitting and some scattered
dings. The barrels show nice pattern and are mostly a brown patina with
scattered freckles, the action is tones of gray and silver with some tool
marks and scattered blemishes. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and forend are good plus with some nice checkering still
evident on the pistolgrip, a small chip in the pistolgrip cap and other
scattered chips and tiny cracks, handling marks and the buttplate is not
present. Mechanics seem solid with barrels just a whisker off-face and
an interesting safety feature; the shooter needs to squeeze a lever on
the underside of the grip prior to firing. (22A9438-344) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Walther Model 1 Autoloading Carbine
serial #33626K, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 70-75% original blue with some slight thinning
and light-to-moderate freckling. The checkered round knob pistolgrip
walnut stock is good to very good and is structurally-sound with some
loss of finish and scattered signs of handling, there is some scattered
staining that seems to be mostly superficial and the checkered hard
rubber buttplate has a small gap on the right-side. The rear sight is a
three-leaf combination and the front is a silver bead, German double
claw mounts are attached to the barrel and receiver. The carbine is
equipped with swivels and included is one nine-round factory magazine.
(22A9438-287) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
E. Wilson Sidelock Double Hammergun
serial #516, 30” damascus barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with mostly shiny bores with scattered pitting. The barrels are
dark brown with some damascus pattern still visible with freckling and
small blemishes. The locks and frame have been engraved with tight
scroll and geometric patterns, the metal is mostly silver and gray with a
freckle or bit of tarnish here or there. The straight-grip walnut buttstock
and forend show remnants of checkering and the butt shows
nicely-contrasting figure, there is a general softening of the features
from some added finish and there are small chips and handling marks
throughout. The grip-mounted safety lever, locks and double triggers
work as they should with tight lock up. (22A9384-285) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 250 - 450
Wilkes Barre Gun Co. Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #187, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked cylinder and improved
cylinder with near excellent bores. The barrels show a very nice
damascus star pattern and are mostly brown and dark gray with some
freckling, a couple dents midway on the left barrel and some scattered
handling marks. The action shows nice remnants of case-hardened
color with the balance being gunmetal gray, there are the expected
handling marks and small areas of freckling “WILKES-BARRE GUN CO.
/ WILKES-BARRE, PA. / U.S.A.” is marked on each side. The checkered
straight-grip walnut buttstock and splinter-style forend are near very
good with scattered signs of handling and what looks to be a later-added
NOSHCO red rubber pad with black spacer. Lock up is tight with a lever
resting at center and the double triggers and automatic safety work as
they should. (22A9438-331) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 350 - 550
Adams & Co. Sidelever Double Hammergun
serial #1077, 12 ga, 27 3/4” barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces show oxidation and
freckling throughout with some gunmetal gray and brown areas found
here-and-there. The locks and frame show tight scroll and geometric
pattern engraving with the tip of the left hammer missing. The
straight-grip walnut buttstock and fully-checkered splinter-style forend
are fair-to-good with compressed points, loss of finish and signs of
handling, there is a 1” tear drop-shaped piece missing from the right of
the buttstock near the heel. The barrels lock up tight and the locks and
lever appear to work as they should. (22A9438-324) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 75 - 125
W.M. Moore & Co. Sidelever Double Hammergun
12 ga, 30” London stub twist barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a very
dark brown patina with scattered blemishes. The checkered walnut
buttstock and forend are fair with light-to-moderate handling marks, a
chip missing from the toe and the wrist is broken with friction tape
keeping the two parts together. The double triggers seem to function
well, the barrels are off-face and a bit loose and the hammers are
mismatched. (22A9438-326) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
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Watson Brothers Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #3549, 10 ga., 30" damascus barrels with lightly pitted bores. This
double uses Tranter's patent No. 1881 system which half cocks on
opening and completes cocking upon closing. The barrels still show nice
pattern and are a mix of brown and gray with double ivory bead sights,
freckling and oxidation stains. The action features nice full coverage
relief scroll engraving with "Watson Bros." in riband on either side, it is a
mostly silver patina with small areas of freckling and other scattered
blemishes. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and splinter
forend are very good as refinished with strong checkering and small
blemishes and light-to-moderate handling marks. Lock up is tight with
the double triggers and automatic safety working as they should.
(22A9438-296) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
Rare Dexter Smith Falling Block Shotgun
serial #1529, 16 ga, 30” barrel choked cylinder with a somewhat shiny
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mostly dark gray patina with
“MANUFACTURED BY DEXTER SMITH, SPRINGFIELD MASS.” and
the patent dates still visible on the barrel, there are some tool marks and
blemishes and a couple screws show slot damage. The straight-grip
walnut buttstock and forend are good plus with a light cleaning leaving
the wood shy of the metal buttplate and some scattered signs of
handling and a couple small chips in the forend. The block has a
tendency to stick and will need mechanical attention, the other
mechanical functions appear to be sound. (22A9438-341) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 250
William Read & Sons Double Hammer Drilling
serial #1514, 12 ga x 30-30 Win, 28” damascus barrels choked modified
and full with near excellent bores showing slight hints of frosting. The
barrels are marked “FINE DAMASCUS BARRELS WILLIAM READ &
SONS BOSTON” and display a nice swirl-and-star pattern with some
scattered freckles and two small curious blemishes or pits on the rib
near the extension that may be an attempt to clean some old pitting. The
barrels and frame have toned to a dark brown patina with the barrel and
frame are marked “1514” with “05092” marked on the underside of the
rifle barrel. The locks and lever show nice remnants of somewhat dark
case color and are also marked “WILLIAM READ & SONS BOSTON”
with the balance being a gunmetal gray. The round knob pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and forend are good plus with some fine figure on the
buttstock and nice checkering particularly on the pistolgrip. Both pieces
of wood would be considered very good if not for a 1/2” crack at the tip
of the forend and three hairline cracks at the wrist, these cracks are
unobtrusive and do not flex, the stock feels solid. The gun is sighted with
an ivory bead front sight, a neat little hidden flip-up tang peep sight and
a rudimentarily-fitted Lyman combination leaf rear barrel sight. The
mechanical operations appear sound and the lock up is tight, the left
hammer is identical to the right but is likely a replacement, it contacts the
fence near the end operation inhibiting contact with the firing pin.
(22A9438-290) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Stevens Model 237A Bolt Action Shotgun
20 ga, 26” barrel choked modified with a shiny bore showing very light
patches of oxidation. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 85-90% original
blue with oxidation staining and thinning, the bolt shows some minor
freckling. The smooth pistolgrip stock is good with a 1 1/2” chip missing
from the butt, some extra finish and scattered signs of handling, there is
no buttplate present. The shotgun seems to work well mechanically.
(22A9438-212) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 125
Winchester Model 1911 SL Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #A39918, 12 ga, 28” barrel choked full with a near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue, there are areas of
oxidation staining throughout but mostly concentrated on the right-side.
The smooth walnut forend is near very good with some handling marks,
the straight-grip buttstock is good with added checkering and inlaid
wood modifications to the comb and toeline, there are two 3” hairline
cracks running back from the top tang and black diamond inlays in the
wrist behind the frame. The “widow-maker” cocking feature and other
mechanical parts appear to work as they should. (22A9438-206) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 10 Trap Slide Action Shotgun
serial #U112227, 12 ga, 28” barrel choked full with a near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue with
matching visible serial numbers on the frame and barrel, “Trap Grade”
on the slide arm and some light-to-moderate oxidation staining
mostly-segregated to the left-side. The checkered straight-grip
finely-figured walnut buttstock and forend are good plus with marks from
an attempted cleaning and poor storage, the buttstock is slightly-loose
and a “Browning” marked brown rubber pad has been added.
(22A9438-211) {C&R}
Est. 125 - 250
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Hopkins & Allen Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #21995, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked improved modified and full with
shiny bores showing a bit of light frosting. The metal surfaces have
toned to shades of light and dark gray with some scattered pits and
blemishes, “Hopkins & Allen / Arms Company / Norwich Conn USA” is
seen on the left-side of the frame. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and forend are very good with some blemishes and
compressed points, the black rubber Pachmayr pad is a later addition to
the gun making the length-of-pull 14 1/2”. The shotgun needs
mechanical attention, the safety sticks and is non-operational and the
firing pins are not present. (22A9510-13) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Mossberg Model 400 Lever Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
remnants of original blue with the balance being a mixture of brown and
plum, there are areas of scattered oxidation staining and handling
marks. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend are fair to
good with pieces missing from the wrist area, cracks, a missing buttplate
and handling marks. The bolt and possibly other internal parts as well as
the sideplate are not present with this gun and there is a small crack on
the interior of the lever. (22A9438-201) {MODERN}
Est. 25 - 50
Zabala Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #135913, 12 ga, 25 3/4” barrels both choked improved cylinder
with excellent bores. The frame retains about 97% original silver finish
with some freckling and light tarnish, the remaining metal surfaces retain
about 96-97% original blue with oxidation staining and scattered
blemishes. The checkered straight-grip walnut buttstock with red
Kickeez pad and forend are good plus with handling marks and loss of
finish throughout. The barrels lock up tight and the double triggers and
automatic safety appear to work as they should. (22A9438-255)
{MODERN}
Est. 250 - 450
Harrington & Richardson Model 550 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1243, 22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces show remnants of original blue with oxidation staining
and moderate freckling throughout. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock
has darkened over the years and has scattered bits of paint, handling
marks and a small ding here or there. The rear section of the bolt and
bolt handle are not present. (22A9438-226) {MODERN}
Est. 50 - 100
M. Moses Lever Action Single Shot Rifle
41 cal, 26 1/4” half octagon half round barrel with a bore showing light
frosting and some areas of moderate pitting. The metal surfaces have
toned to dark brown with “M.MOSES PATENT SEPT 30TH 1862
MALONE N.Y.” on the top of the barrel and several tool marks at the
breech end of the barrel. The smooth walnut perch belly buttstock with
crescent brass buttplate is good with a silver arrow embedded in the
left-side and a patch box with the number “66” on the right-side, there is
added finish, cracks and chips along the butt and handling marks. The
barrel is loose and the extractor tends to hang-up on closing but the
trigger and hammer seem to function well mechanically. (22A9438-292)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
J. Williamson Underlever Double Hammer Gun
12 ga., 30" Damascus barrels, both barrels have 1"-long holes cut half
way into the tube effectively disabling them and there is a significant
dent midway on the right-side tube. The metal surfaces are a blend of
gunmetal gray and brown showing scattered oxidation and pitting. The
straight grip walnut stock has been lightly refurbished in the past and
rates about good with scattered light dents, dings, scratches, heavy
scratch by the upper tang and a repaired 1 3/4" long crack on the lower
wrist by the triggerguard. The checkering on the straight grip is very light
with most still visible. The splinter forend is has also been refurbished
and rates about very good plus showing strong traces of checkering,
scattered scratches, dings and the forend nose tip is missing. The
barrels are off-face with light visible along the water table and
barrel-to-frame fit is loose. Both firing pins and springs have been
removed but are provided and the action remains crisp. (8A9438-391)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 150 - 350

675

British Army & Navy C.S.L. Sidelock Hammerless Double Gun
serial #18462, 12 ga., 30" Damascus solid rib barrels with scattered light
pitting, both barrels have 7/8" triangular cuts into the bottom of each
tube forward of the forend effectively disabling them. The frame has light
tight English style scroll engraving with high relief leaves extending
around the ball fences to the top of the standing breech. The metal
surfaces are mainly gunmetal gray with light staining from oxidation.
There are a series of moderate-to-heavy dings on the sides of the solid
rib and barrels above the disabling cuts, extending to the breech. The
checkered walnut English style buttstock with checkered butt rates
about good to very good showing nice figure with scattered dents, dings,
scuffs and scratches. The checkered forend shows darker wood with
worn checkering, a few dents and scratches. The numbers on the
forend, barrels and triggerguard match the gun, the barrels remain on
face, barrel-to-frame fit is tight, action is crisp and the firing pins have
been removed but are provided. (8A9438-313) {MODERN}
Est. 300 - 500
John Manton & Son Underlever Double Hammer Gun
16 ga., 29 1/4" Damascus barrels with pitted bores, both barrels have
roughly 1"-long holes cut half way into the sides of each tube forward of
the forend effectively disabling them. There are wedges of scroll
engraving, snake heads and borders on the sidelocks with tight English
scroll on the top and bottom of the frame. The metal surfaces appear to
have been cleaned at one time and are now a predominately brown hue
with scattered oxidation blemishes, light pitting and scratches. The
checkered straight grip English style buttstock rates about good to very
good as lightly cleaned showing weak checkering, scratches, dents and
dings, some of which are moderate to heavy. There are several checks
in the side of the buttstock, one has been filled, in addition to a heavy
gouge on the left side lower comb near the butt. The checkered hard
rubber buttplate rates about good with moderate wear, a few chips and
flattened diamond points. The splinter walnut forend rates about good as
lightly refurbished showing moderate to heavy wear to the diamond
points, scratches and dings. Barrel-to-frame lock up is tight but the
barrels are ever-so-slightly off-face. The mechanism remains positive
although the hammers are slightly out of time and the firing pins have
been removed but are provided. (8A9438-293) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Harrington & Richardson Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #458, 12 ga., 30” twist steel barrels choked full with near very
good bores showing light-to-moderate pitting throughout with the left
barrel displaying a few minor dents which are visible on the inside, one
of which has formed a small crack. The barrels display a gray-brown
patina with scattered spots of minor pitting and light oxidation overall
with much of the original damascus pattern remaining. The frame of this
“D” Grade shotgun has turned a smoky case-hardened patina with a
small area of light pitting on the edge of the right fence and some
scattered tiny spots of pinprick pitting and features narrow border
engraving and engraved rosettes around the screws and side pins. The
triggerguard and top lever show more of a brown patina with a few small
spots of light oxidation and are also modestly engraved. The water table
is marked “ANSON & DEELEY’S / PAT. 1. 1876” as those Birmingham
makers licensed H&R to manufactured these shotguns in the U.S. The
hand-checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip stock and splinter-style
forend rate very good plus for their age with a very narrow 1/2” chip
missing from the left edge of the forend and multiple light dents and
scratches on the stock from honest use while the contrasting hard
rubber forend tip and H&R-marked widow’s peak buttplate remain in
similar condition with minor heel and toe wear and a small 1/2” flat spot
on the heel which is nicely smoothed from the years. Believed to be the
first American-made hammerless double shotgun, this arm is equipped
with double triggers, an automatic tang-mounted safety, and a bead
front sight, and while the barrels are ever so slightly off-face showing
tiny slivers of light, lockup remains tight and the gun appears to function
well mechanically. (23A9438-411) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
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H. A. Buck Falling Block Shotgun
20 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright near excellent bore choked cylinder.
The metal surfaces are toning to an overall brown patina with scattered
spots of minor oxidation and light pitting along with light scratches and
impact marks. The left side of the frame is marked “H. A. BUCK /
CHICOPEE MASS. U.S.A. / PATD APRIL 8. 1879”. There is a 7/8” x
3/4” piece missing from the bottom of the lower tang directly ahead of
the trigger and the half-cock notch is worn, but the extractor and falling
block action remain functional. The checkered walnut round knob
pistolgrip stock rates about fair as the wood to frame fit is loose, there
are multiple significant cracks and chips along with a period added brass
reinforcement screw through the upper grip and the widow’s peak
buttplate is heavily oxidized. The checkered walnut schnabel-tipped
forend remains in perhaps very good plus condition for its age with
scattered minor dents and abrasions and the shotgun is sighted with a
brass bead. (23A9438-445) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 300
Colt Model 1883 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #2613, 12 ga., 30” twist steel barrels choked improved modified
and full with dark oxidized bores showing multiple minor dents which are
visible on the inside. The 2 5/8” chambered barrels display a dark brown
patina with scattered spots of minor oxidation along with a 1 1/2” area of
added solder on the under rib at the muzzle. The remaining surfaces are
toning to a dark gray-brown patina with scattered small spots of light
pitting and oxidation while the triggerguard appears to be a later
replacement and is attached with added screws while the upper tang is
missing both screws beneath the top lever. The forend is not present
and the replacement smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip stock rates
perhaps fair as the wood-to-frame fit is loose being attached with an
added nail and bolt, there is a significant chip missing from the right side
of the wrist, along with a 2 1/2” crack in the upper wrist behind the
tang-mounted automatic safety. The barrels are off-face, the lockup is
loose and the action will need mechanical attention. The shotgun is
equipped with a brass bead sight and double triggers. (23A9438-409)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 300
Colt Model 1878 Double Hammer Shotgun
serial #18805, 12 ga., 28” twist steel barrels choked improved cylinder
and cylinder with bright very good bores showing a few areas of light
pitting. The barrels display a lightly mottled gray patina for half their
length and more of a dark gray patina toward the muzzles with scattered
spots of light pitting and oxidation along with light scratches on the rib,
while modest amounts of the original damascus pattern remain visible.
The rib is slightly loose toward the muzzle. The locks and frame have
turned a silvery-brown case-hardened patina with small areas of light
oxidation with the locks marked “Colt’s Pt. F. A. Mfg. Co.” The desirable
smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good to near very good plus
with a hairline crack to the left of the upper tang, an impact mark in the
toe line and scattered light signs of use while the metal widow’s peak
buttplate remains in very good condition with a few spots of light
oxidation. The splinter-style forend likewise remains in about very good
plus condition with some minor handling marks. The gun features double
triggers and locks up tightly and while the left hammer is slightly
sluggish, the action otherwise appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9438-414) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
British Scalloped Boxlock Double Ejectorgun by G. E. Lewis
serial #11460, 12 ga., 28” plain barrels choked modified and improved
modified. Both barrels have been cut and crushed about 9 1/2” from the
chambers and retain about 95% original blue with some minor oxidation
at the muzzles and scattered tiny spots of loss toning to gunmetal gray.
The frame is in-the-white with a few spots of light pinpricking and
oxidation and is adorned with game scenes on each side and foliate
scroll engraving overall. The checkered walnut straight grip stock and
splinter-style forend rate about very good plus with scattered light
scratches and impact marks. The tip of the right firing pin is broken, the
left firing pin is missing and the left trigger in non-functioning. A
handsome shotgun save for the disabled barrels which obviously
precludes any thought of firing this arm. (23A9438-358) {MODERN}
Est. 200 - 400
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Colt Model 1883 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #6260, 12 ga., 28” twist steel barrels choked modified and
improved modified with bright very good bores showing a few areas of
light pitting. The 2 5/8” chambered barrels are toning to a brown patina
with scattered small areas of light oxidation and a few tiny areas of fine
pitting while much of the original damascus pattern remains visible. The
frame and top lever have aged to gray while the triggerguard bow tones
to brown with a few spots of light pitting and oxidation overall. Light
border and geometric engraving adorn the frame along with rosettes
around the screws and on the top lever. The checkered walnut round
knob pistolgrip stock rates perhaps fair as it displays a repaired crack
through the entire wrist which is reinforced with an added screw along
with a 1/2” chip in the toe and scattered minor impact marks from the
years. The stock features an unmarked brass oval monogram plate and
the Rampant Colt-logoed checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in
good condition with a 1” chip in the toe. The checkered walnut
splinter-style forend rates very good with a 1” narrow chip missing from
the right edge behind the contrasting ebony tip along with a tiny sliver in
the left edge and a few impact marks from use. The front bead sight is
no longer present and the shotgun features a tang mounted automatic
safety, double triggers and barrels that are on-face with good lockup.
(23A9438-356) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 500
Mortimer and Kirkwood Falling Block Rifle
.45 cal., 30 1/4” part octagon part round target barrel with a bright very
good plus bore. The barrel is toning to a plum brown patina with spots of
light pitting and minor oxidation and is marked “MORTIMER &
KIRKWOOD / MAKERS . BOSTON” on the top flat. The frame displays
a gray patina with spots of light oxidation and there is heavier pitting on
the falling block. Both the frame and lever are embellished with foliate
scroll engraving. The buttstock is no longer present and the checkered
walnut ebony-tipped forend rates very good with scattered minor
scratches and a few bruises to the checkering. The rifle is sighted with a
globe front and a fixed leaf and folding ladder with aperture rear.
(23A9438-321) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 04A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are a brown oxidized patina with areas of moderate pitting. The bolt and
triggerguard are missing. The smooth hardwood straight grip stock rates
good with numerous scratches and dings from use while the
Winchester-logoed hard rubber buttplate remains in similar condition.
The barrel is sighted with a beaded blade front and fixed “V” notch rear.
(23A9438-288) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 50
Custom Spanish Oviedo Model 1916 Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
serial #J7319, 7mm Mauser, shortened 20” barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces have been cleaned to in-the-white with patches of
moderate-to-heavy pitting and oxidation overall. The checkered
hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates near very good plus with
scattered minor dings and abrasions throughout. The bolt has been
customized with a textured knob and Dayton Traister Mark II safety
lever, the original rear sight is no longer present, the forward receiver
ring has been drilled and tapped and the rifle is sighted with a sporting
ramp front and a moderately oxidized Lyman 57SME aperture is
installed on the rear receiver ring. The action of the rifle appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9438-286) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Walther Model 1 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #31300, 22 LR, 20 1/2” threaded barrel with a bright very good
plus bore showing a few very light pits in the strong rifling. The barrel is
toning to a dark blue gray patina under direct light with a fine lengthy
scratch and scattered light handling marks from use. The receiver ring
and triggerguard are toning more to a brown patina with original blue in
the protected areas, the dust cover retains about 93% original blue with
minor edge wear and the bolt is toning to gray. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock rates perhaps very good with an added finish, a 2 3/4” x
3/4” rectangular repair and a 4” repaired crack below the bolt handle, a
small chip at the nose and a nicely repaired crack in the right of the
stock. The stock features an added unmarked brass oval monogram
plate in the toe line and a Pachmayr Old English rubber rifle pad which
remains in excellent condition. These unique rifles are capable of
semi-auto or bolt action fire and this example is equipped with a
threaded muzzle with muzzle protector along with sling swivels. The rifle
is sighted with a beaded blade front and a three leaf combination rear
and includes one original 9-round detachable magazine. (23A9438-298)
{C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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Crescent Fire Arms Co. Single Shot Rifle
.32 cal., 24” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces display a
heavily oxidized brown patina. The internals of the action and the front
sight are missing. The forend is missing and the smooth walnut perch
belly stock rates good with scattered small chips, scratches and impact
marks along with what appears to be streaks of paint. The fixed “V”
notch rear sight remains intact. (23A9438-289) {C&R}
Firearms International/AYA Matador No.1 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #130484, 10 ga., 3 1/2", 32" solid rib barrels with very good
otherwise bright bores choked full showing light oxidation and fine pitting
about the first 1" from the muzzle. The barrels retain about 95% evenly
thinning original blue, loss due to scattered light oxidation becoming
moderate on and around the muzzle. The frame retains 97-98% original
blue with some light impact marks and slivering along the edges of the
triggerguard. The action shows decorative scroll engraving, is marked
"MATADOR" on either side of the frame with gold colored AYA lion logo
on the top lever. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
beavertail forend remain in good condition with scattered light handling
marks, spots of flaking finish and light flattening to some of the points.
Lockup remains tight and the top lever rests at center. Shotgun is
equipped with a single bead sight, dual triggers, automatic safety and
ejectors. Length of pull to the checkered AYA black plastic buttplate
measures 14 1/2" with drops of 1 1/2" and 1 5/8". (59438-420) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Verney-Carron Helistop Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #H3421, 12 ga., 27 1/2" single bead barrels both choked improved
modified with about good bores remaining otherwise bright with dents in
both barrels about 7" from the muzzle, more evident in the left tube. The
barrels retain about 85% original blue toning to brown with scattered
light scratches and light oxidation toward the muzzle and more moderate
oxidation along the underside of the barrels in front of the sling swivel.
The coin-finished action is toning to a pale gray patina and features
scroll and foliate engraving. The frame is importer marked above
"Verney-Carron" on the left side and "St Etienne" on the right side and
"HELISTOP" on the top lever. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and forend remain in very good condition overall with light dents and
handling marks in a nice oil finish. Lockup remains tight, the top lever
rests at center and the arm is equipped with extractors, dual triggers and
a non-automatic safety. Length of pull to the checkered black plastic
buttplate is 14 1/4". (59438-351) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
Charles Green Sidelock Double Hammergun
serial #697, 10 ga., 30" dual bead damascus barrels with very good
bores showing sparsely scattered spots of pitting and oxidation. The
barrels have toned to a pale brown patina still showing lovely swirled
damascus pattern with scattered light oxidation, more moderate along
the sides and bottoms of the tubes. The edges of the concave rib show
light dents and impact marks, the beads have become somewhat
flattened and the barrels are numbered to another gun. The scroll
engraved action has toned to gray and brown patina with scattered light
staining and thin patches of more moderate oxidation along the edges of
the frame. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate
good to about very good with worn flattened points, dents, scratches,
handling marks and a thin curved crack from the rear tang to the rear of
the right sideplate. Lockup has become a bit loose with time, the action
seems to function mechanically. (59438-336) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
Remington Model 550 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #220, 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 60% original blue toning to brown with scattered
light oxidation becoming quite moderate in places. The plain pistolgrip
walnut stock rates poor with overall scrapes, dents and handling marks.
There is a long crack through the center of the stock from the ejection
port to the left rear of the frame that shows some type of epoxy repair
leaving a large bruise in the left side of the stock above the trigger. The
front triggerguard screw is missing, the shell deflector remains in place.
(59438-204) {C&R}
Est. 5 - 25
Remington Model 550 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an about very good bore showing scattered
light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with
overall scattered light oxidation and patches of more modest oxidation
on and around the rear sight area. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates
good to very good with overall light dents and handling marks and a
small chip along the edge of the pistolgrip. The deflector, bolt assembly
and possibly other small internal parts are missing. (59438-205) {C&R}
Est. 15 - 75
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Remington Model 241 Speedmaster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #71985, 22 Short, 24" barrel with a very good bore showing some
light dirt and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original
blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation, scratches, light edge
wear and impact marks. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
rate fair with overall handling marks, dents, scratches and a compressed
chip in the left side of the buttstock which has mis-shaped the pistolgrip.
The barrel is numbered to a different gun, the front sight, action parts
and magazine tube are no longer present. (59438-208) {C&R}
Est. 25 - 75
Fabrique Nationale “Auto-5” Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #6531, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with a good to very good bore
showing scattered light oxidation and pitting. The barrel retains about
75% original blue toning to brown and gray with scattered light oxidation.
The action has toned to a pale brown patina with sparse patches of light
oxidation and fine pinprick pitting, The checkered straight grip walnut
stock and forearm remain about very good with light dents, handling
marks and wear to the checkering. There are two thin cracks at the rear
right side of the forearm and the buttstock has been fitted with a
Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad providing a 14 3/8" length of pull.
Equipped with early front-of-trigger safety, some of the screw heads
show light slot wear. (59438-207) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 300
Marlin Model 98 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95-98% professionally added blue, loss due to sparse patches of light
oxidation, higher concentrations at the rear of the barrel and receiver.
The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock remains in about very good
condition with light dents and handling marks and a round spot of raised
grain separation in the right side of the buttstock. The rear sight dovetail
is vacant but the front sight and hood are in place. The grooved receiver
has a Marlin Model 500 3-7X20mm scope with clear optics and a fine
crosshair reticle. The steel buttplate rates very good, the white spacer
has shrunk and discolored with age and there is modest oxidation and
on the front sight and scope hardware. (59438-210) {C&R}
Est. 50 - 100
J.C. Higgins Model 66 Semi-Auto Shotgun
12 ga., 28" plain barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% thinning original blue, loss due to scattered light
oxidation, edge wear and fine scratches. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock remains in good condition with light handling, flaking finish
primarily at the left side toe and an inlaid monogram plate in the bottom
edge, The forend, magazine parts, forend cap, action parts and
hardware, triggerguard and buttplate are missing. (59438-215)
{MODERN}
Est. 5 - 15
J.C. Higgins Model 36 Semi-Automatic Rifle
22 LR, 24" barrel with a very good bright bore having light oxidation
toward the muzzle. The barrel retains about 15% original blue under a
significant covering of surface rust. The alloy receiver retains about 80%
original matte blue finish with scattered light scratches and edge wear.
The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates fair with light dents, handling
marks and thin cracks on both sides of the wrist. The roll-up sling is
intact, the buttplate however is missing and the bolt handle has broken
off. (59438-225) {MODERN}
Est. 10 - 40
Fabrique Nationale SA-22 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #175684, 22 LR, 19" barrel with a very good bright bore which
may clean to excellent. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% evenly
thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered light oxidation, spots
of fine pitting, light scratches and impact marks. The plain round knob
pistolgrip walnut buttstock remains in good condition showing an old
light cleaning with scattered dents and handling marks in an added light
finish. There is a rather deep fingernail size dent in the top of the wrist, a
screw and washer in the base of the pistolgrip and the wood a bit shy of
the buttplate. The replacement checkered walnut forend remains about
very good with worn points with light handling marks and flaking finish.
The barrel is numbered to the frame, the front and rear sights have been
removed, the muzzle threaded, there are two drilled and tapped holes at
the rear of the barrel and the screw heads show light slot wear.
(59438-231) {C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
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D. Kirkwood Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #985, 12 ga, 26” Damascus barrels with very good bores with light
frosting, a series of light-to-moderate dings in the left barrel near the
muzzle, and a deformation of the left muzzle leaving it out of round. The
barrels have a brown patina with a light Damascus pattern visible, light
wear marks beneath the forend, and scattered light scratches. The
frame has a brown patina with a light layer of old oxidation and scattered
light pitting. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in
good condition with a break through the wrist of the stock, which is
currently held together with blue painter’s tape, chipping along the lower
tang and forend, abrasions to the pistolgrip cap and forend, and
scattered scratches and dings; the stock is fitted with the original
checkered hard rubber buttplate. The frame is nicely foliate scroll
engraved, which is partially obscured due to oxidation, and is engraved
with “D. KIRKWOOD” along both left and right sides. The barrel flats are
marked “D. KIRKWOOD / PAT OCT 1880”, and the barrels are marked
with poorly struck proofs; the rib is crisply marked “D. KIRKWOOD.
BOSTON.” The shotgun requires mechanical attention as the rear
trigger does not function, the left firing pin is frozen forward, the cocking
indicators are nonfunctional, and the right firing pin falls lightly; the
automatic safety functions correctly. The barrels are slightly off-face with
chambers measuring 2 1/2”, and the shotgun features ejectors, double
triggers, cocking indicators, a single brass bead, and the lever comes to
rest on the left. A good candidate for a restoration project.
(14A9438-372) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 50 - 100
American Arms Co. Semi-Hammerless Double Shotgun
serial #148, 12 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked cylinder and improved
modified with very good bores with scattered light dings and a few
specks of light pitting. The barrels show a nice Damascus pattern with a
light gray-brown patina, scattered light oxidation, light wear at the
muzzle, and a few light handling marks. The frame has light oxidation
and oxidation staining with areas showing bright gunmetal near the
grasping point. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in
very good condition as lightly cleaned and showing nice figure, with
crazing of the added finish, softening of the checkering, an 1” crack on
the left side of the upper tang and a 1/2” chip on the right side of the
upper tang, and scattered light scratches and dings; the stock is fitted
with the original checkered hardrubber buttplate marked “AMERICAN
ARMS CO. / (eagle taking flight) / BLUFFTON-ALA.” The left side of the
frame is crisply marked “‘SEMI-HAMMERLESS’ (TRADE-MARK)”, and
the right side is marked “AM ARMS CO. BOSTON / PATD MARCH 21,
’82. MAY 29, ‘83”; the rib is crisply marked “AMERICAN ARMS CO
BOSTON”. The barrels and forend are serialized and matching. The
internal hammers are manually cocked using lever situated on the left
and right sides of the frame, and the right-side lever is absent from the
shotgun. The barrels are slightly off-face, but the shotgun locks up
tightly. The shotgun features 2 1/2” chambers, double triggers,
extractors, a 14” length of pull, and is sighted with a lone bead.
(14A9438-373) {MODERN}
Est. 100 - 200
W. & C. Scott & Son Double Hammergun
serial #506, 12 ga, 28 1/8” Damascus barrels with very good frosted
bores with scattered light pitting, a few light dings, and light dents to
both muzzles that leave them out of round. The barrels show a nice
Damascus pattern with a gray-brown patina, scattered specks of
oxidation with a larger concentration between the left barrel and the rib
about 8” from the breech, and scattered pinprick pitting. The foliate scroll
engraved frame and small parts have a gunmetal gray patina with light
oxidation staining and scattered specks of oxidation. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition with the
forend tip insert absent, light chipping on the edges of the forend and
the right lockplate, two staple-repaired cracks below the hammers, and
scattered light dings and scratches; the original steel buttplate has
scattered specks of oxidation. Both lockplates are engraved “W. & C.
SCOTT & SON”, the barrel address lightly marked on the rib reads
“PATENTED. OCT. 1865. W. & C. SCOTT & SON. DORSET PLACE.
PALL MALL. LONDON. LAMINATE STEEL”; the underside of the
barrels are marked with Birmingham blackpowder proofs, and the
barrels and forend are serialized and matching. The watertable is
marked “SCOTT’S PATENT”. The left side firing pin bushing is missing
from the shotgun, allowing the hammer to push the firing pin in further
than intended. The barrels are off-face, the barrel lock up is slightly
loose, but the hammers are in time. The hammers are non-rebounding
and the shotgun features double triggers, extractors, 2 3/8” chambers a
13 7/8” length of pull, and is sighted with a single bead. (14A9438-383)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 200 - 400
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American Arms Co. Sideswing Double Hammergun
serial #119, 10 ga, 29 7/8” Damascus barrels with light frosting and
scattered light pitting. The barrels have a light brown patina that shows a
nice Damascus pattern, scattered spots of oxidation on the underside of
the barrel, light edge wear at the muzzle, and scattered light handling
marks. The frame retains about 40% muted case color with areas faded
to gunmetal gray, scattered spots of light oxidation, and scattered light
oxidation staining. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are
in very good to very good plus condition showing nice figure with
moderate vertical abrasions on the left side of the butt near the
buttplate, scattered light dings on the left side of the butt and comb, and
fine crazing of the high gloss finish; the steel buttplate shows light wear
marks and light oxidation.. The lockplates are foliate scroll engraved with
“AM. ARMS CO / BOSTON” engraved within a banner, on both sides;
the left side of the frame is stamped “AS”. The watertable is crisply
marked “G. H. FOX PAT. JAN. 4 1870”, and the rib is marked with the
“AMERICAN ARMS CO. BOSTON” barrel address flanked by foliate
scroll engraving. The barrels lock up tightly, and appear to be on-face,
and have chambers which measure 2 7/8”. The hammers appear to be
in time, and the shotgun features double triggers, extractors, a 14”
length of pull, and is sighted with a lone bead. An interesting shotgun for
the collector of American arms. (14A9438-386) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 400 - 600
L.C. Smith Quality F Double Hammer Trap Gun
serial #26688, 12 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked modified and
improved modified with light frosted very good plus bores with the hint of
a ding in the right barrel, near the muzzle. The barrels have a gray and
brown patina with a nice Damascus pattern, an approximately 4” section
of the right barrel about 6 1/2” from the breech that has been lightly
cleaned, and scattered specks of oxidation and light handling marks.
The frame and lockplates show about 40% case color, concentrated
around the hammers and top lever, with the remainder having faded to a
gunmetal gray patina, and scattered light oxidation staining. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good plus
condition as lightly cleaned with an about 1/2” repair plug on the top of
the wrist, a tiny chip behind the left lockplate, scattered light damage to
the checkering, and scattered handling marks; the hardrubber buttplate
has a chip in the toe and is marked “THE / L.C. SMITH / TRAP GUN”,
and the forend has an ebony forend tip. Both lockplates are engraved
“L. C. SMITH”, the barrels and forend are serialized and matching to the
shotgun, the rib is unmarked, and the underside of the barrels appear to
be bear British proofs. The hammers appear to be in time, the chambers
measure 2 3/4”, the shotgun locks up tightly, and the barest sliver of
light is visible between the left barrel and the breech. The shotgun
features rebounding hammers, double triggers, extractors, a 14 1/4”
length of pull, and is sighted with a lone brass bead. An attractive
American shotgun. (14A9438-360) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Australian SMLE Bolt Action Training Rifle by Lithgow
serial #Y2639, 22LR, 25” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with a
few spots of pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about
98% arsenal parkerized finish with scattered light wear marks, and the
extractor, rear sight protectors, barrel band, and safety retain about 98%
arsenal applied blue with light wear marks. The hardwood stock is in
excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a few light handling marks.
The stock is lightly marked “L” on the stock heel, “SLAZ / 44” behind the
bayonet lug and lightly behind the triggerguard, “(crown) / 3 / 5” in front
of the magazine, and “B” on the underside of the forend; the stock is
fitted with a brass buttplate. Though the rifle appears to be configured as
a .22 No.2 Mk IV*, the socket is marked “MA / LITHGOW / S.M.L.E./ III*
/ 1945”, but the bolt head is correctly marked “22 No 2”; the bolt and
nosecap are serialized and matching to the rifle. The receiver ring is
stamped with a crisp Lithgow proof mark, and scattered Lithgow “MA”
marks are found on the metal parts. The tangent rear sight remains
regulated for the 303 British cartridge, but tables exist to give correlating
22 LR zeros, and the magazine has had the spring and follower
removed in order to act as a brass collector. An attractive training rifle
that would make a good addition to a Commonwealth military collection.
(14A9353-47) {C&R}
Est. 400 - 600
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British SMLE Mk III* Bolt Action “Dispersal” Rifle by BSA
serial #M19153, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright about excellent bore
with very light frosting. The rifle retains about 95% arsenal applied black
enamel finish with light flaking on bolt, receiver, and magazine,
moderate flaking on the nosecap, and the rear sight protectors and
barrel band appear to retain 99% arsenal applied parkerized finish with
light handling marks and previous light pitting beneath the finish. The
hardwood stock is in excellent condition as lightly cleaned with light
impact marks on the right side of the butt and scattered handling marks
and an added finish. The stock is marked with two broad arrows, and
three marks involving larger broad arrows with two digits beneath each
arm of the arrow, two on the pistolgrip and one between the stacking
swivel and upper sling swivel. The heel of the stock is marked with a
crisp “L”, and the wood on the right side of the action is marked “H.V.”;
the butt appears to have had “P” drawn on both sides. The right side of
the socket is clearly marked “(crown) / GR / B. / 1940 / SHT LE / III*”, the
barrel is marked with the BSA logo, the receiver ring is marked
“ENGLAND”, and the left side of the receiver is marked “FTR 1953”;
multiple small proof marks are scattered about. The stock, bolt, tangent
rear sight, and nosecap are serialized and matching to the rifle. The rifle
retains the original sights. An attractive factory through repair SMLE that
will fit well in a WWII collection. (14A9353-43) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Australian SMLE Mk III* Bolt Action Rifle by Lithgow
serial #C14650, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
with scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about
98% reapplied black parkerized finish with scattered light handling
marks. The hardwood stock is in excellent condition as lightly cleaned.
The stock is marked with a faded “L” on the heel, “SLAZ / 44”, “(crown) /
5 / S”, and “AUSTRALIAN” behind the triggerguard, “(crown) / 4 / S”, and
“SLAZ / 43” and “B” on the underside of the forend between the barrel
band and bayonet lug. The brass buttplate is marked “OA”, the socket is
lightly but clearly marked “MA / LITHGOW / S.M.L.E. / III* / 1941”, the
right side of the rear receiver bridge is lightly importer marked “JJCO /
NY NY”, the receiver ring bears proof marks and is stamped “3MD”, the
bolt head, rear sight, barrel band are all Lithgow marked, and the
nosecap is marked “BA”. The stock and bolt are serialized and matching
to the rifle, and the nosecap is unserialized. Included with the rifle is a
canvas sling. An attractive postwar assembled SMLE that would make a
good choice for the beginning collector. (14A9353-7) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Australian SMLE Mk III* Bolt Action Rifle by Lithgow
serial #B98088, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore with light
pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 95%
arsenal applied parkerized finish with light fading on the receiver, light
wear on the high edges, scattered light pitting beneath the finish, and a
few light handling marks. The nicely figured hardwood stock is in very
good plus condition as lightly cleaned with two small chips at the toe,
two 1/2” and 3/4” light cracks in front of the socket on the right side, and
a few light handling marks. The stock is marked with a crisp “L” on the
heel, a lightly faded “SLA / 52” behind the triggerguard, a crisp “H” in
front of the magazine, and lightly marked “SLAZ / 50” and “B” on the
underside of the forend between the barrel band and the nosecap. The
heel of the buttplate is marked “(broad arrow) / (crown) / P2 / B”, the
socket is marked “MA / LITHGOW / S.M.L.E. / III* / 1941” with some of
the lines partially faded, and the receiver ring is Lithgow proofed. The
rifle retains the original open sights, and a canvas sling is included.
(14A9353-110) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Canadian No. 4 Mk I* Bolt Action Rifle by Long Branch
serial #13083/15L4965, 303 British, 25” 2-groove barrel with a bright
near excellent bore with specks of oxidation at the muzzle. The metal
surfaces of the rifle retain about 95% arsenal applied parkerized finish
with light wear on the contact points and high edges, light flaking on the
nosecap, and scattered specks of oxidation including on the follower.
The walnut stock is in very good plus condition with scattered dings,
very light chipping along the buttstock edge of the socket on the left
side, and light scratches; the stock is fitted with a gray metal buttplate
with trapdoor storage. The stock is crisply marked with “B / 66”, “(broad
arrow in circle)”, and “(oval) 14 C” behind the triggerguard, and “B / 66”
and “(broad arrow in circle)” behind the nosecap on the underside of the
forend. The socket is clearly marked “N (arrow) 7 / (serial number)”, the
left side of the receiver is crisply marked “No 4 Mk I* / LONG BRANCH /
1942”, and the magazine, bolt, and stock are serialized and matching to
the rifle. The rifle is sighted with a two-position flip-up rear sight,
calibrated for 300 and 600 yards, and an original canvas sling is
included. An attractive WWII rifle that would fit equally well in a collection
or on the range. (14A9353-19) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
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British No. 4 MK 2(F) Bolt Action Rifle by Fazakerley (consecutively
numbered)
serial #PF336306, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the rifle retain 99% original black Suncorite finish
with light wear on the bolt. The hardwood stock is in excellent condition
with a few light handling marks, and the stock is marked with light proofs
behind the triggerguard (one of which is easily legible as “P / 54”), two
more proofs behind the nosecap one of which is legible and reads “F /
54”, and the stock is serialized and matching on the underside of the
forend; the brass buttplate is in very good plus condition with a few light
scratches and one light ding. The left side of the receiver is clearly
marked “No 4 MK 2(F)” and is dated “12/54”, the barrel has a small
import mark near the muzzle, and the magazine and bolt are serialized
and matching to the rifle. The rifle is sighted with the standard blade
front sight and the Mk 1 “Singer” rear sight that is graduated to 1300
yards. The sling swivels are intact. The next lot in this auction is a
second No. 4 MK 2(F) rifle, which is serialized consecutively with this
rifle. (14A9353-5) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
British No. 4 MK 2(F) Bolt Action Rifle by Fazakerley (consecutively
numbered)
serial #PF336307, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the rifle retain 99% original black Suncorite finish
with light wear on the bolt. The hardwood stock is in excellent condition
and is marked “F / 54”, “G / 23”, and “G / 30” behind the triggerguard, “F
/ 54” behind the nosecap, and the stock is serialized and matching on
the underside of the forend; the brass buttplate is in excellent condition
with only a few light handling marks. The left side of the receiver is
clearly marked “No 4 MK 2(F)” and is dated “12/54”, the barrel has a
small import mark near the muzzle, the nosecap is marked with a square
“S”, and the magazine and bolt are serialized and matching to the rifle.
The rifle is sighted with the standard blade front sight and the Mk 1
“Singer” rear sight that is graduated to 1300 yards. The sling swivels are
intact. The previous lot in this auction is a No. 4 MK 2(F) rifle, which is
serialized consecutively with this rifle. (14A9353-64) {C&R}
Est. 500 - 700
Swiss Model 96/11 Bolt Action Rifle by Bern
serial #340915, 7.5x55 Swiss, 30 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore with a few light pits in the grooves. The metal surfaces of the rifle
retain about 96% arsenal reapplied blue with light wear on the high
edges and contact points, a spot of wear on the magazine follower,
slight thinning on the right side of the receiver, and a few spots of light
pitting beneath the finish. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with a light impact mark beneath the bolt release lever and
scattered light dings and scratches; the stock is lightly marked “132488”
on the comb, and a very faint Swiss shield is visible on the right side of
the stock butt. The pistolgrip is a later addition by the arsenal. The
receiver and barrel are marked with scattered Swiss proofs, the
magazine, rear sight base, triggerguard, buttplate, barrel bands, and
front sight are all marked with Swiss “+” proofs. The buttplate, magazine,
front sight, and bolt are serialized and matching and the lower barrel
band and rear sight are mismatched. The rifle is sighted with a blade
front sight and tangent rear sight graduated from 300 meters to 2000
meters. An attractive Swiss rifle that was should still shoot well.
(14A9353-51) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 400
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J. D. Dougall & Sons Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #4110, 12 ga, 30” Damascus barrels choked improved cylinder
and modified with very good bores with scattered frosting and light
pitting and a series of very light dings at the muzzle. The barrels have a
pewter patina that shows a nice Damascus pattern with light oxidation
staining from mid barrel to the muzzle, a lightly cleaned spot at the
muzzle, and scattered specks of oxidation. The frame has a pleasant
pewter patina with a few specks of oxidation staining near the
triggerguard, and the frame, triggerguard, and lever are nicely foliate
scroll engraved leaving very little area untouched. The checkered
capped pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with scattered light dings and scratches, light cracking
and chipping along the left side of the horn buttplate, and the comb has
been modified by a previous owner for a right-handed shooter. A brass
insert in the toeline is marked with flowing script, and a silver shield
medallion is inlaid into the left and right sides of the frame are engraved
“J. D. DOUGALL & SONS”, the watertable is marked “DOUGALL’S /
HIGHEST QUALITY”, the barrel flats are marked with fairly crisp London
blackpowder proofs as well as being marked “NOT FOR BALL” on both
barrels, and the rib is engraved “J. D. DOUGALL & SONS. 8. BENNETT
STREET. ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON”. The barrels and forend
are serialized and matching to the shotgun. The lever running along the
side is slightly loose, but tightens upon entering the action at the
underside of the frame. The shotgun locks up tightly, the left barrel is
slightly off-face showing a sliver of light, and the shotgun features
double triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, 2 3/4” chambers, a 14”
length of pull, and is sighted with a single small bead. (14A9438-327)
{ANTIQUE}
Est. 300 - 550
American Arms Co. Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #1072, 10 ga, 30” Damascus barrels with bright very good plus
bores with scattered light pitting and a few light dings. The barrels have
a brown patina showing a Damascus pattern with light to moderate
oxidation staining, scattered light spots of oxidation, and a few light
scratches. The frame has a mottled gray-brown patina with traces of
muted case color on the sides of the frame, areas of light oxidation, and
traces of blue remaining around the triggerguard. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition with small
hairline cracks behind the upper tang, tarnish to the finish around the
frame, pistolgrip, and forend, a repaired 2 1/2” crack in the forend, and
scattered light dings and scratches; the buttstock retains the original
“AMERICAN ARMS CO. / BLUFFTON-ALA” marked hardrubber
buttplate. The watertable is crisply marked “WHITMORE PAT / AUG.
7-83 / JULY 17-88 / JULY 29-90”, the rib is engraved “AMERICAN
ARMS CO. BOSTON”, and the barrels and forend metal are serialized
and matching to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tightly and the left
barrel is slightly off-face, and the shotgun features double triggers, 2
7/8” chambers, a non-automatic safety, extractors, a 14 1/4” length of
pull, and is sighted with a lone white bead. (14A9438-302) {C&R}
Est. 300 - 500
Browning T-Bolt T-2 Left-Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #32690X7, 22LR, 24” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
scattered spots of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1967-dated
rifle retain about 95% original blue with scattered specks of oxidation on
the receiver and barrel, slight thinning on the barrel toward the muzzle
and light edge wear at the muzzle, and a few light scratches; the
left-hand bolt handle has a light brown patina while the bolt body
remains bright. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good
condition with crazing of the finish, flaking of the finish at the toe, and
scattered light dings along the stock; the stock retains the “BROWNING”
marked hardrubber buttplate. The barrel is marked with the Browning
address as well as “MADE IN BELGIUM”, and the bolt is marked with
Belgian proofs. The receiver is dovetail cut and the standard aperture
sight is mounted at the rear of the receiver, and is paired with a metal
blade front sight on a plastic ramp. Included with the rifle is a single
Browning-marked detachable 5-round magazine. A solid example of
these classic straight-pull sporting rifles, configured for a left-handed
shooter. (14A9438-216) {C&R}
Est. 250 - 450
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Kessler Arms Corp Model 50 Lever Action Shotgun
20 ga, 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright near excellent bore with
a light rub mark on the bottom of the chamber. The metal surfaces of
this shotgun retain about 80-85% original blue with light wear marks
around the breech, action, and barrel from forend to muzzle, spots of
cleaned oxidation on the barrel forward of the forend, and scattered light
scratches. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus condition as
lightly cleaned with a few light scratches on the right side of the
pistolgrip area and stock butt, a few light handling marks, and an added
finish; the stock is fit with an unmarked ventilated recoil pad. The barrel
address, model, chambering, and choke are crisply marked on the top of
the barrel. The shotgun is sighted with a metal hexagonal post, and is
fed from an internal box magazine. The shotgun appears to function well
mechanically. (14A9438-214) {C&R}
Est. 100 - 200
Mossberg Model 185K-A Bolt Action Shotgun
20 ga, 26” vented C-Lect choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the shotgun have an overall coppery brown patina with
areas thinning to gunmetal, scattered traces of original blue, and
scattered specks of oxidation; the magazine well retains about 85%
original blue with light wear on the edges and scattered specks of
oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus condition
with a light chip at the bolt in the forend on the right side, scattered light
scratches and dings, and an added finish; the stock is fit with a
corrugated hard rubber buttplate. The Mossberg barrel address is
slightly faded in spots and crisp in others, with the chambering
information crisply marked below it. The shotgun is sighted with a single
short metal post, and is fed from a detachable 2-round magazine, which
is included. A solid bolt action shotgun that should still serve well in the
field. (14A9438-213) {C&R}
Est. 75 - 150
Harold Allyn Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #4, 22 LR, 22" round barrel with an otherwise excellent bore
showing a ring 4" from muzzle. The receiver has an overall bright pewter
patina with a few specks of oxidation, and the barrel has a dark gray
patina with scattered spots of old oxidation, traces of original blue, and
spots of light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock shows nice
fiddleback and rates about very good plus with scattered light scratches
and dings; the stock is fit with a “SAVAGE” marked aluminum buttplate,
and what appears to be an Allen wrench is stored in a cut-out in the
pistolgrip. The left side of the receiver is marked “HAROLD D. ALLYN /
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. / NO. 4”, and the barrel is stamped with the
chambering. The rifle has no provisions for open sights, but the receiver
is equipped with a Weaver G6 scope with slightly cloudy optics and a
fine crosshair reticle. The rifle accepts H&R Reising rimfire magazines
and two are included. (14A9438-229) {MODERN}
Est. 75 - 150
Marlin Model 1898 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #17896, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a very good lightly
frosted bore with scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of the
shotgun retain about 90% reapplied blue with scattered specks of
oxidation, light oxidation staining inside the receiver and on the carrier,
light oxidation staining on top of the receiver, and pinprick pitting
beneath the finish throughout. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and forend are in very good condition as cleaned with a light 1/2” crack
and chip at the upper tang, impact marks in the checkering on the
pistolgrip and forend, and traces of finish on the left side of the stock
butt; the “Marlin” marked corrugated hardrubber buttplate has a chip at
the toe. The receiver is foliate scroll engraved and shows a scene of
ducks taking flight on the left side of the receiver; the engraving and the
barrel address are slightly softened. The shotgun is sighted with a single
brass bead and appears to function well mechanically. Marlin cautions
against firing any of their early slide action shotguns. (14A9438-233)
{C&R}
Est. 150 - 250
Savage Model 430 Over Under Shotgun
20 ga, 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and cylinder with bright very
good plus bores with scattered light frosting and spots of light pitting.
The metal surfaces of the shotgun retain about 80% original blue with
the majority of the loss present on the frame which has worn to
gunmetal on the sides and bottom, light wear at the muzzle, and light
thinning along the barrels. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and
forend are nicely figured and in very good plus condition with a few
scattered light dings and scratches; the stock is fitted with a slightly
loose ventilated recoil pad. The left and right sides of the frame have a
foliate scroll design in the middle of the panel, and the barrel address
remains fairly crisp. The shotgun features double triggers, extractors, an
automatic safety, a 14 1/4” length of pull, the lever comes to rest right of
center, and the shotgun is sighted with a silver bead. A solid shotgun
that should still serve well in the field. (14A9438-202) {C&R}
Est. 200 - 300
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U.S. Militia Officer’s Light Artillery Saber Circa 1830-1840 Retailed by
A.W. Spies
This brass-hilted 19th century saber measures 34 1/2” overall and bears
a 30” curved single-edged blade with single wide stopped fullers,
angle-ground edges and a flat-faced trailing point. The spine of the
blade is marked “A.W. SPIES”. Either face of the blade is decorated by
bright blue panels with gilt etched floral sprays and panoplies of arms.
The blade rates very fine, retaining estimated 90% bright blue on the
panels with a thin layer of speckled ochre oxidation forming on the
lowermost spray at the ricasso. The mirror-bright foible exhibits several
curiously deep splashes of black pitting which have been mostly
polished out; only the deepest recesses of the pitting remain. The hilt
consists of a flat stirrup guard with half-oval langets and a reverse “P”
knucklebow, a plain bird’s head pommel extending into a backstrap and
a checkered bone grip. The brass surfaces are patinated to a dull
brownish mustard-yellow and flecked by gray spots but exhibit few
handling marks. The bone grip rates very fine with very little wear except
for the occasional chip at the edges. The included scabbard is brass
with a small vestigial drag and rates very good, exhibiting few if any
dings or handling marks and a spotted gray and brown patina spattered
across the surface. A battered leather strap hangs from the upper
suspension ring which may be original and, despite overall poor
condition, still shows traces of a gilt floral border design on the outer
face. Though seemingly intended as a dress sword, this weapon was
nevertheless built suitable for battlefield service and could have seen
use in the Mexican-American War, Civil War or both. (12B9511-29)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1873 Socket Bayonet
18 1/4” triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes, shallow face
flute, running 17” from the tip, “U.S.” marking on the face and a beak
point; 3” bottom-bridged socket with a three-step obverse-side L-mortise
and a clasp ring. The bayonet rates near excellent, retaining estimated
98% original blue with the occasional handling mark here or there, a few
areas toning to plum on the socket and a bit of silvering at the edges.
(128596-29A)
U.S. Model 1917 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle and several trench guns
such as the Winchester Model 1897. 21 3/4” overall length, 17” straight
single-edged blade with single squared unstopped fullers, a rounded
spine and a straight-backed point. The blued ricasso is marked “1917 /
Remington” and the obverse is stamped with the Flaming Bomb, U.S.
lettering, eagle’s head and “X” proofs. The gray satin blade is in very
fine condition with few handling marks and occasional areas of thin dark
smoky gray patina. The steel surfaces of the hilt are strongly blued and
retain an estimated 95% finish scattered by flecks of dark ochre; the
red-brown walnut grips exhibit a few light handling marks and the hilt
rates very good plus to excellent overall. The included scabbard,
consisting of a russet brown-painted leather body and two steel mounts,
is in very good plus condition: the body is complete with no loss,
occasional flaking and a raised band in the lower half where the paint
has been applied over a repair. The mounts are oxidation-browned but
otherwise bear very few handling marks. (128596-29B)
Est. 50 - 100
British Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Wilkinson
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) Mk. III rifle. 21 3/4”
overall length, 17” straight single-edged blade with a rounded spine,
single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is
marked with “(crown) / 1907 / WILKONSON / PALL MALL” on the
reverse face and stamped with British proof marks on either side. The
blade is in good to fine condition and retains estimated 70% original blue
with finish loss due to previous polishing, cleaning and re-sharpening;
hints of dark ochre staining are still evident upon close inspection. The
edge has been expertly re-touched to a near-razor sharpness free of
blemishes. The secondary bevels exhibit a few scratches and grind
marks from the re-sharpening. The metal surfaces of the hilt are
browned with few handling marks and traces of original black lacquer
finish mostly on the tang and the protected areas of the guard; the oak
grips exhibit some light handling marks, including a hairline crack along
the length of the reverse-side grip which has been cleanly
adhesive-repaired, and the hilt is in very good plus condition overall. The
included scabbard consists of a black leather body, steel throat and tip
and a tan canvas web belt loop. The scabbard overall rates very good,
exhibiting moderate scuffing of the body but no loss and excellent
stitching; the mounts retain about 60% blue and the tip exhibits areas of
red and ochre staining but few handling marks. (128956-29C)
Est. 50 - 100
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French Early Model 1886 Lebel Bayonet
Pairs with the 8mm Model 1886 Lebel rifle. 25 1/4” overall length, 20
1/2” quadrangular “épée” blade with hollow-ground flutes and a spike
point. This specimen appears to be an earlier configuration that has
escaped the later modifications, retaining the original blade length, hook
quillon and permanently affixed silver-alloy handle. The blade is in very
good plus condition with few handling marks, worn mostly to bright with
traces of original blue mostly near the guard and streaks of speckled
ochre and dark smoky gray patina along the length. The blued steel
guard is marked with worn French proofs and the number “49544”,
rating very good plus to excellent with some silvering at the edges and
spots of ochre oxidation. The silver-alloy handle remains mostly bright
with light handling wear and speckled areas of black tarnish, rating fine
overall. The included scabbard is in very good plus to excellent
condition, retaining estimated 95% original blue and freckled by pinprick
pitting throughout. (128956-29D)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet by Springfield Armory
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 (and variants) and M1 Garand rifles. 20
1/2” overall length, 16” straight single-edged blade with a 5 1/2” false
edge, single squared unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
ricasso is marked “S A / (Flaming Bomb) / 1908” on the reverse face and
“US / 313637”. The bright blade is in very good plus to fine condition,
flecked by instances of smoky gray patina, ochre staining, and remnant
areas of shallow pinprick pitting that have been smoothed by a previous
cleaning. A few small dings are visible on the edge. The metal surfaces
of the hilt are stained ochre-brown with remnants of original blue
retained mostly on the tang and pommel. The walnut grips exhibit only
light handling wear and the hilt rates very good plus overall. The
included scabbard, consisting of a green leather body and two steel
mounts, rates very good plus with light scuffing and moderate staining of
the body, moderate brown patination of the mounts, excellent stitching
and little to no loss or separation. (128956-29E)
Est. 50 - 100
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1892 Krag-Jorgensen rifle and variations. 16”
overall length, 11 1/2” single-edged blade with a 4 1/2” false edge,
single squared unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
marked “1903” on the reverse face and “US” on the obverse. The bright
blade is in near excellent condition with very light handling marks and
the occasional tiny speck of smoky gray patina. The bright steel surfaces
of the hilt are scattered by thin dusky clouds of ochre staining and just a
few light handling marks; the ribbed walnut grips are lightly worn and the
hilt rates very good plus to excellent as a whole. The included scabbard,
consisting of a blued steel body and closed loop belt hook, is in very
good plus condition, retaining estimated 70% blue with areas of thin
brown staining, a few instances of partially cleaned oxidation, light
handling marks and an indentation on either face in the lower half of the
body. (128956-29F)
Est. 50 - 100
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20” overall
length, 15 5/8” straight single-edged blade deep single unstopped
fullers, a thick spine and a straight-backed point. The edge is “V”-ground
with a very fine primary bevel in the last 7” to the tip to near razor
sharpness. The obverse face of the ricasso is crisply stamped with the
arsenal marks of Toyada Jidoshoki Seisakusho (Toyada Automatic
Loom Works) under Nagoya Arsenal supervision. The blade is in
excellent condition, retaining 95% original blue with finish loss seemingly
only to scabbard wear. The hilt features a complete hook quillon, bulged
handle with hardwood grips and flat bird’s head pommel. The serial
number “27434” is stamped at the end of the pommel. The metal
surfaces of the hilt are in fine condition with few handling marks,
retaining estimated 60% original blue with the remainder toning to brown
and gray with bright silvering at the edges. The grips are in quite fine
condition and exhibit light handling marks and an “X”-shaped pair of
grooves lightly scored into the obverse grip; the handle is also wound by
a tightly tied length of thin rope. The included scabbard is in very fine to
near excellent condition, retaining 95% original blue finish with very few
handling marks and an area toning to plum on the reverse edge. Overall
a very nice WWII bayonet in attractive condition. (128956-29G)
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U.S. Model 1942 Bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 rifle and variants as well as the M1
Garand rifle. 20 1/2” overall length, 16” straight single-edged blade with
a 5 1/2” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
ricasso is marked “U.F.H. / U.S. (centered by Flaming Bomb) / 1942” on
the reverse face and with a faded illegible stamp on the obverse. The
blade retains estimated 90% original parkerized finish with areas worn
bright by scabbard wear, re-grinding at the edge and occasional spots of
ochre oxidation staining. The false edge and tip are a bit rough with
handling marks and the remainder of the blade exhibits only light wear.
The guard is stained gray and brown with hints of original blue and the
pommel retains estimated 95% original blue with silvering at the edges
and the occasional speck of ochre; the ribbed black plastic grips are in
near excellent condition with very light handling wear. The included
M1917 scabbard, consisting of an OD-green fiberglass body and a
parkerized steel throat, rates very good plus with a few handling marks
on the body and light to moderate oxidation scattered across the throat.
(128956-29H)
Est. 50 - 100
Imperial German Model 1898/05 Bayonet by Herder
Pairs with the Gewehr 98 rifle. 19 3/4” overall length, 14 1/2” straight
single-edged blade with a 2 1/2” false edge, wide single unstopped
fullers and a flared asymmetrical spear-point tip. The distinctive blade
shape of these bayonets earned them the nickname of “Butcher Blade”
among Allied troops. The ricasso is stamped with the partially faded
maker’s mark of Richard A. Herder of Solingen on the reverse face and
the relatively crisp logo of “Dürrkopp / Werke A.G.” on the obverse; the
spine is marked with partially faded Imperial proofs. The blade retains
estimated 95% reapplied blue over tiny remnants of barely visible
pinprick pitting and areas worn bright due to scabbard wear, rating near
excellent as refinished. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 65%
blue which may be original with spots worn to bright and spattered with
ochre on exposed areas such as the quillon. The ribbed oak or walnut
grips exhibit only light handling wear and the hilt rates very good plus to
fine overall. The included scabbard, consisting of a blued steel body with
a black leather frog, is in fine condition, retaining estimated 98% original
blue with occasional scattered remnants of oxidation texturing. The frog
is marked “LANDES-LIEFERUNGS / GENOSSENCHAFT /
NIEDERSACHSEN / HANNOVER 1938” on the reverse side of the belt
loop; the leather is lightly scuffed but otherwise whole. (128956-29J)
Est. 50 - 100
U.S. M4 Bayonet by Camillus
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 5/8” overall length, 6 3/4” straight
single-edged blade with a 3 1/4” false edge, “V”-ground bevels and a
diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip. The guard is marked “U.S. M4
/ CAMILLUS” on the top face. The bayonet is in overall excellent
condition with only the barest hints of scabbard wear on the blade and
handling wear on the stacked leather grips. The included M8A1
scabbard, consisting of an OD green fiberglass body and a parkerized
steel throat, is in near excellent condition with just a hint of silvering at
the edges of the throat and light finish wear on the japanned brass
button of the closing strap. An altogether excellent example of these
knife bayonets. (128956-29K)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. M7 Bayonet by Bauer Ord Company
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle and variants as well as some U.S.
combat-issue shotguns such as the Remington 870 and Mossberg 500.
11 3/4” overall length, 6 5/8” straight single-edged blade with a 3 1/4”
false edge, “V”-ground edges and a diamond cross-sectioned
spear-point tip. The guard is marked “US M7 / BOC” on the top face.
The blade is in very good plus to fine condition, retaining estimated 60%
original blue with most of the loss due to regrinding of the edge; some
traces of handling marks and edge nicks remain visible. The metal
surfaces of the hilt retain about 60% blue finish with silvering at the
edges and toning to gray on the faces of the pommel; the checkered
black plastic grips are in excellent condition. The included M8A1
scabbard, consisting of an OD green body with a parkerized steel throat
and OD green canvas web belt loop, is in very fine condition with some
light handling wear. The reverse face of the scabbard is marked “38”
and “B-H04”, hand-painted in white; a matching “38” is also painted on
the underside of the forward quillon. (128956-29L)
Est. 50 - 75
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U.S. M6 Bayonet by Columbus Milpar
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle and variants. 11 3/8” overall length, 6 5/8”
straight single-edged blade with a 3 1/4” false edge, “V”-ground primary
and secondary bevels and a diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip.
The guard is marked “U.S. M6 / MILPAR COL” on the top face. The
blade is in fine condition, exhibiting a bit of edge roughness near the tip
and retaining estimated 80% slightly thinning blue with wear to gray
toward the tip and hints of ochre-stained streaks subtly blended into the
finish. The metal surfaces of the hilt are in good condition with few
handling marks and a dusky dark ochre patina; the checkered black
plastic grips are in very fine to near excellent condition with few handling
marks. The included M8A1 scabbard is fully painted in OD green and
rates very good plus to excellent with few handling marks save a few
instances of silvering at the edges of the throat and some oxidation
staining on the metal fittings of the OD green canvas web belt loop.
(128956-29M)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. M7 Bayonet by Bauer Ord Company
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle and variants as well as some U.S.
combat-issue shotguns such as the Remington 870 and Mossberg 500.
11 3/4” overall length, 6 5/8” straight single-edged blade with “V”-ground
edges and a diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip. The guard is
marked “US M7 / BOC” on the top face. Overall the blade is in very good
condition, retaining estimated 50% original blue with some silvering due
to handling and storage wear. The edges have been somewhat
unevenly re-ground, leaving the blade with a slightly asymmetrical
profile, and any nicks or dings that were once present appear to have
been buffed out. The guard retains estimated 70% original blue with
silvering at the edges and the pommel is evenly toned to gray; the
checkered black plastic grips are largely unblemished and rate excellent.
The included M8A1 scabbard, consisting of an OD green fiberglass
body with a parkerized steel throat and OD green canvas web belt loop,
is in very good plus to excellent condition with silvering at the edges of
the throat and some light handling marks on the body. (128956-29N)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. M7 Bayonet by Bauer Ord Company
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle and variants as well as some U.S.
combat-issue shotguns such as the Remington 870 and Mossberg 500.
11 3/4” overall length, 6 5/8” straight single-edged blade with a 3 1/4”
false edge and diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip. The guard is
marked “US M7 / BOC” on the top face. The blade is in very fine
condition with few handling marks, retaining estimated 70% original
parkerized finish with some thinning and silvering due to storage wear;
the edge is finely honed with a smooth and sharp apple-seed primary
bevel with no discernible blemishes. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain
about 90% parkerized finish with silvering mostly at the edges of the
guard. The checkered black plastic grips exhibit very few handling marks
and the hilt rates very fine to near excellent overall. The included M8A1
scabbard, consisting of an OD green fiberglass body with a parkerized
scabbard and an OD green web canvas belt loop, rates very good plus
to excellent with a bit of light handling and storage wear. (128956-29P)
Est. 50 - 75
Australian Model 1907 Bayonet by Lithgow
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) Mk. III rifle. 21 5/8”
overall length, 16 7/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped
fullers, a rounded spine and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is
marked “1916 / Lithgow” on the reverse face and stamped with
Australian proofs on the reverse; the guard is stamped “3MD 42830”
and the pommel “53522”, both on the obverse face. The blued steel
blade is in very fine condition, retaining estimated 85% original blue with
areas of silvering due to scabbard contact and a few light dings on the
edge and at the tip. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 90%
original blue and exhibit occasional bright areas with ochre staining; the
hardwood grips exhibit only a few handling marks and the hilt rates very
good plus to excellent overall. The included scabbard, consisting of a
black leather body with a blued steel tip and throat, rates very good plus
to excellent: the body exhibits a number of light handling marks and the
mounts retain about 80% blue spanned by areas of tobacco-toned
patina. (129511-20A)
Est. 50 - 75
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U.S. Model 1861 Navy Rifle Bayonet by Collins
27 1/8” overall length, 22 3/8” single-edged yataghan-style blade with a
4 1/2” false edge, wide single unstopped fullers and a trailing
spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked “Collins & Co. / Hartford / Conn.”
on the reverse face. The blade is in generally good condition, toned to
varying shades of smoky gray throughout and spanned by sweeping
areas of shallow speckled pitting which has been partially smoothed by
a previous cleaning. The very end of the tip, perhaps the last 1/8” or so,
has been lost and a tiny patch of dark oxidation is evident at the break.
The cast brass hilt is in very good condition, remaining a mostly bright
greenish-yellow and exhibiting numerous tiny handling marks,
occasional areas of ochre-brown patination and instances of green and
white verdigris evident in the recesses of the ribbing and stud guide
channel. (128783-65A)
U.S. Zouave-Type Bayonet by Collins
This bayonet, following the general pattern of the Remington Model
1862 “Zouave” musket bayonet, measures 25 1/8” overall and features a
single-edged yataghan-style blade with a 5” false edge, wide single
unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The inner bore diameter of the
muzzle ring is approximately 0.895”. The ricasso is marked “Collins &
Co. / Hartford / Conn.” on the reverse face and dated “1862” on the
obverse. The blade is in very fine condition and polished near
mirror-bright; smoky gray remnants of polished patina remain and very
few handling marks are present. The cast brass hilt is lightly patinated
with areas of dark green-gray, brown and ochre; occasional areas of
light green verdigris are also present, as are just a few handling marks.
The hilt is in overall very good condition. The included scabbard,
consisting of a black leather body with a brass tip and collar, is in very
good condition overall, exhibiting light wrinkling and a few instances of
flaking on the body and thin grayish patina on the brass alongside light
handling marks, occasional spots of verdigris and a small indentation on
the reverse side of the tip chape. Otherwise the scabbard is complete,
sturdy, tightly fitted and retains excellent stitching. (128783-65B)
Unmarked Socket Bayonet
19 1/2” triangular blade with hollow-ground full-length back flutes, a
full-width face flute running 18 5/8” from the tip and a thick beak point; 3”
socket with a bottom-bridged three-step obverse-side L-mortise and a
clasp ring. The inner bore diameter measures approximately 0.891” at
the forward aperture. The steel is finished bright and spattered by areas
of moderate ochre oxidation; few if any handling marks of note are
evident and the bayonet is in very good plus condition as a whole.
(128783-65C)
U.S. Model 1835/42 Socket Bayonet
18” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
full-width face flute running 16 1/2” from the beak-point tip; 2 5/8” socket
with a top-bridged three-step reverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring.
The top face of the blade is deeply stamped “US / SC” just behind the
flute. The blade is finished bright and flecked with remnants of smoky
pewter patina; the socket is similarly flecked with areas of fine dark gray
and just a few specks of ochre-brown staining. The bayonet is in quite
fine condition overall with few if any visible handling marks.
(128783-65D)
U.S. Socket Bayonet
This bayonet is of similar configuration to the U.S. Model 1855/70 but
with slightly larger dimensions: 19 3/4” triangular blade with
hollow-ground full-length back flutes and a full-width face flute running
18 3/4” from the beak-point tip; 3” socket with a bottom-bridged
three-step obverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring. The bore diameter
measures approximately 0.898” at the forward aperture. The top face of
the socket is marked “E. 54”. The steel surfaces are bright with a smoky
gray patina, stronger on the top face than in the back flutes, with darker
pewter patina in the last 4” at the tip and occasional hints of ochre
staining on the socket. (128783-65E)
U.S. Model 1864 H&P Conversion Socket Bayonet
17 7/8” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes, “U.S.”
lettering and a shallow full-width face flute running 16 3/4” from the
beak-point tip; 3” socket with a bottom-bridged obverse-side T-mortise.
The blade is finished near mirror-bright with the occasional speck of gray
patina here or there; the socket exhibits several reflective watery
ochre-brown stains and some areas of blue tint that resembles case
coloring. Overall the bayonet is in very fine to near excellent condition.
The included scabbard rates somewhat poor, having lost nearly all
stitching and exhibiting cracking and flaking of the body, a partial
separation where the collar attaches to the belt loop as well as flaking
and some mildew forming on the belt loop itself; other than the stitching,
however, the scabbard remains complete and does not appear to be at
immediate risk for further loss. (128783-65F)
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U.S. Model 1855/70 Socket Bayonet
18” triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes terminating just
before the elbow, “U.S.” marking on the top face and shallow full-width
face flute running 16 3/4” from the beak-point tip; 3” bottom-bridged
socket with an obverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring. The blade is
patinated to a pewter gray with occasional areas of ochre staining; trace
amounts of original blue are visible mostly at the ricasso and toward the
tip. The socket exhibits thin dark oxidation across much of the surface
interspersed with speckled areas of original blue and bright spots. Few
handling marks are present and the bayonet is in good condition overall.
The included scabbard, consisting of a black leather body with a brass
tip and a brass-fitted curved leather belt loop, is in fair condition: the
brass surfaces are darkly patinated, the tip bears a number of handling
dings and the leather exhibits moderate cracking and instances of
mildew across the surfaces; otherwise the scabbard remains whole with
complete stitching. (128783-65G)
First Pattern British 1853 Pattern Enfield Socket Bayonet
17 1/2” triangular blade with hollow-ground back and face flutes, a
raised shoulder and a beak-point tip; 3” bottom-bridged socket with an
obverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring. The flat of the top face is
marked with War Department proofs and the maker’s mark “DEAKIN”.
The blade is spattered with a light to moderate coat of fine ochre and
brown oxidation interspersed with areas of pewter, smoky gray, bright
and remnant traces of original blue. The socket is deeply browned with
silvering at the edges and hints of original blue. Overall the bayonet is in
about good condition. (128783-65H)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
16 1/4” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes, “US /
SC” marking on the top face flat and a partial face flute running 9 1/2”
from the prow-point tip; 3” bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side
T-mortise. The metal is finished bright and flecked with dark smoky
flecks of gray and brown patina; the forte of the blade is more
pewter-toned and the surface brightens in the foible where not flecked
by the aforementioned dark gray. Few handling marks are present and
the bayonet is in fine condition overall. (128783-65J)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
15 7/8” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 9 1/2” from the prow-point tip; 23”
bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side T-mortise. The forward
aperture of the socket is indented into a “D” shape. The edges are rough
and the steel exhibits moderate to strong oxidation throughout. Overall
the bayonet is in fair condition. (128783-65K)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
15 3/4” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 8” from the prow-point tip; 2 7/8”
bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side T-mortise. The top face flat
is marked “US / JB”, “CR” and “W”; the obverse side of the socket is
stamped “H / a” and “79”. The steel is deeply service-browned and
exhibits a number of storage and handling dings particularly at the
contact points of the socket, scattered tiny pinprick pits on the blade and
occasional hints of ochre, all of which have been partially smoothed by a
previous cleaning. The markings remain crisp and the browned finish
remains strong. Overall the bayonet is in very good condition.
(128783-65L)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
16” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 8 3/4” from the prow-point tip; 3”
bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side T-mortise. The steel
surfaces are toned to a polished pewter patina flecked by smoky areas
of dark gray and occasional areas of ochre-brown staining. Instances of
previously cleaned near-black texturing and the barest hints of ochre are
present in the last 3-4” of the tip in the flute and at the shank. Very few if
any handling marks are present and the bayonet is in very good plus to
excellent condition. (128783-65M)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
16” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 9 3/4” from the beak-point tip; 3”
bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side T-mortise. The steel
surfaces are finished bright and spattered by smoky clouds of gray
patina; areas of dark brown patina are present on the socket. The blade
shows very few handling marks and some contact wear is visible at the
edges of socket. Overall the bayonet is in very good plus to excellent
condition. (128783-65N)
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U.S. Model 1795-1808 Transitional Bayonet
16” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 8 1/2” from the prow-point tip; 3” socket with an
open obverse-side L-mortise and inner bore diameter of approximately
0.881”. Featuring the open mortise often found on early U.S. models
and the beak point common to the early 19th century period, this
bayonet is most likely a transitional model. The steel surfaces are
finished bright with areas of smoky gray and pewter patina along the
blade and clouds of dusky dark ochre-brown on the socket; hints of
ruddy ochre are also present in spots along the blade. A few instances
of previously cleaned oxidation texturing can be seen in spots on the top
face flat of the blade and there are few if any handling marks. Overall
the bayonet is in very good condition. The included scabbard is black
leather with a leather collar suspended from two leather belt loops; the
leather is in fair condition, exhibiting moderate cracking and a few
instances of flaking, separation of some stitching at the tip and light
fraying at the edges of the collar. One of the loops has become
separated from the collar but is present and included. (128783-65P)
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20 1/4”
overall length, 15 7/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped
fullers and a straight-back point. The ricasso is blued in the first 1/4” and
stamped with the Mukden Arsenal mark on the obverse face. The bright
blade is in very fine to near excellent condition: the surface is polished
near mirror-bright and flecked by tiny pinprick specks of gray up to the 3
1/4” of the tip which is streaked by a few thin lines of near-black patina.
Few handling marks are present and the edge is sharp and nearly
unblemished. The hilt is in overall good condition: the metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue, the finish of the straight guard thinning
somewhat and silvering at the edges and the bird’s head pommel
exhibiting a thin patina of dusky oxidation freckling. The walnut grips
exhibit moderate handling wear and the reverse-side grip exhibits a
lengthwise crack along the center from guard to pommel but remains
whole and tightly fitted. The included steel scabbard retains estimated
90% original blue with thinning mostly at the tip and edges, the exposed
areas toning to pewter or tinged with ochre-brown staining; very few
handling marks are present except the occasional storage ding.
(128832-10A)
Est. 50 - 100
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20” overall
length, 15 3/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-back point. No arsenal marks are present. The blade is
pewter-toned with clouds of dusky brown patina and areas of oxidation
present at the tip. The hilt, consisting of a guard with a hooked forward
quillon, a bird’s head pommel and bulged hardwood grips, is in good
condition: the metal surfaces exhibit a bit of finish wear, retaining
estimated 85% original blue, the exposed surfaces toning to a deep
brown; the press stud has been lost from the pommel and the grips
exhibit just a few light handling marks. (128832-10B)
Est. 50 - 100
U.S. Model 1913/17 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle and several trench guns
such as the Winchester Model 1897. 22” overall length, 17” straight
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers, a rounded spine and a
straight-back point. The blued ricasso is marked “1913 / 9 17 /
Remington (in circle)” on the reverse face and “U.S.” beneath crossed
out British proofs on the obverse. This bayonet began production under
British contract for the Pattern 1914 Enfield rifle but was instead diverted
to arm U.S. troops after American entry into the war. The gray satin
blade is spattered occasionally by spots of smoky gray; the edge and
point are unblemished and excellent. The metal surfaces of the hilt
retain about 70% original blue with silvering at the edges and on the
muzzle ring as well as dark brown staining at the edges of the blue. The
dark walnut grips exhibit very few handling marks and the hilt is in very
good plus to excellent condition as a whole. Overall a quite fine early
Model 1917 bayonet. (128832-10C)
Est. 50 - 100
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U.S. Model 1913/17 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle and several trench guns
such as the Winchester Model 1897. 21 3/4” overall length, 17” straight
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers, a rounded spine and a
straight-back point. The blued ricasso is marked “1913 / 9 17 /
Remington (in circle)” on the reverse face and “U.S.” beneath crossed
out British proofs on the obverse. This bayonet began production under
British contract for the Pattern 1914 Enfield rifle but was instead diverted
to arm U.S. troops after American entry into the war. The gray satin
blade is flecked by a few scattered areas of smoky gray patina and,
infrequently, just a few tiny ochre specks. The bluing on the reverse face
of the ricasso is somewhat thinned. Overall the blade is in fine condition.
The metal surfaces of the guard retain about 90% quite strong bluing,
exhibiting silvering at the edges and just a few hints of dark brown
patina here or there; the black walnut grips exhibit just a few light
handling marks and the hilt rates fine to near excellent overall. A very
nice early Model 1917 bayonet. (128832-10D)
Est. 50 - 100
U.S. Model 1917 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle and several trench guns
such as the Winchester Model 1897. 21 3/4” overall length, 17” straight
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers, a rounded spine and a
straight-back point. The blued ricasso is marked “1917 / Remington (in
circle)” on the reverse face and “US” on the obverse alongside the
Flaming Bomb, eagle’s head and “X” proofs. The gray satin blade is
spattered with areas of fine misty gray and dusky dark ochre patina; the
edge is sharp and the blade is in very fine condition overall. The metal
surfaces of the hilt retain about 95% strong blue with silvering at the
high edges and on the muzzle ring; the red-brown walnut grips are
unblemished and the hilt is in near excellent condition overall. The
included scabbard, consisting of a black leather body with a steel tip and
collar and a 1945-dated forest green canvas web belt loop in very good
plus to excellent condition: the body exhibits some light scuffing but
remains sturdy and whole with excellent stitching; the mounts are
patinated with clouds of dark brown oxidation and exhibit just a few light
handling marks. (128832-10E)
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Czech VZ-24 Bayonet
Pairs with the VZ-24 Short Rifle. 16 7/8” overall length, 11 1/2” straight
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip;
the cutting edge is on the reverse, facing the muzzle ring. The ricasso is
marked “CSZ / T” on the reverse face. The clear acrylic grips are
engraved with a Nazi swastika on the reverse grip and the text “1945 /
France” on the obverse. The blade exhibits a pleasing pewter patina
brightening in the last 4” approaching the tip as well as a number of light
handling scratches across the surface. The metal surfaces of the hilt are
toned to a mellow brown with hints of original blue and the grips are
unblemished except for a bit of oil staining and a splash of dried red
paint on the obverse grip. Overall the bayonet is in very good plus to fine
condition. The included scabbard, originally belonging to a U.S. Model
1892/98 Krag bayonet, is steel finished in rough black lacquer. The
lacquer exhibits moderate flaking throughout and the exposed steel is
toned to a smooth dark ochre. A number of impact dings are also
present on the body. This bayonet is an altogether curious specimen
and quite likely unique. (128832-10F)
British Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Wilkinson
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) Mk. III rifle. 22”
overall length, 17 1/4” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped
fullers, a rounded spine and a straight-back point. The blued ricasso is
marked “(crown) / 1907 / WILKINSON” on the reverse and stamped with
British proofs on either face. The blade is patinated to a strong polished
pewter and rates very fine. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about
80% original blue, the exposed steel toning to pewter and chocolate
brown; the smooth dark walnut grips exhibit only a few handling marks
and the hilt is in fine condition overall. The included scabbard, consisting
of a black leather body with a steel tip and collar, exhibits some
moderate surface wear and a few handling marks but remains whole
with excellent stitching; the mounts are black phosphate finished and
exhibit a bit of silvering but few handling marks of note. (128832-10G)
Est. 50 - 100
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British India Pattern No. 1 Mk II Bayonet
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) Mk. III rifle. 16 3/4”
straight single-edged unfullered blade with a 2” false edge, rounded
spine and straight-back semi-spear point. The ricasso is marked
“(crown) / G.R.I. / Mk. II / 3 42 / R.F.I.” on the reverse face and stamped
with British proofs on the obverse. The blade is blued in the first 1 1/2”
from the guard to the beginning of the secondary bevel and finished
bright throughout the remainder. The blade rates very good plus to fine,
exhibiting a few handling marks and occasional flecks of ochre
oxidation. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain an estimated 40% blue
with areas worn bright and flecked by spots of light oxidation; the red
hardwood grips exhibit light handling wear and a few small chips but
remain whole and tightly fitted. Overall the bayonet is in very good plus
condition. (128832-10H)
British India Pattern No. 1 Mk. II Bayonet
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 1 Mk. III rifle. 16 3/4” straight single-edged
unfullered blade with a 2” false edge, rounded spine and straight-back
semi-spear point. The ricasso is marked “(crown) / G.R.I. / 6 43/ R.F.I.”
on the reverse face and stamped with British proofs on the obverse. The
blade is blued in the first 1 1/2” from the guard to the beginning of the
secondary bevel and finished bright throughout the remainder. The
blade is in very good plus to fine condition, exhibiting a few handling
marks and the occasional spot of ochre oxidation. The metal surfaces of
the hilt retain about 85% blue, fading to pewter on the muzzle ring and
obverse face of the pommel and exhibiting a few small areas of dark
brown oxidation. Overall the bayonet is in very good plus to fine
condition. (128832-10J)
British India Pattern No. 1 Mk. II Bayonet
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 1 Mk. III rifle. 16 3/4” overall length, 12”
straight single-edged unfullered blade with a 2” false edge, a rounded
spine and a straight-back point. The ricasso is marked “Mk. II / 9 42 /
JU” on the reverse and stamped with faded British proofs on the
obverse. The blade exhibits a pewter patina with occasional spotted
areas of ochre oxidation and older instances of smoky gray and dark
brown. The metal surfaces of the hilt are worn to a lightly polished
pewter with traces of original blue and hints of thin brown patina. The
dark walnut grips are in generally good condition; a noticeable chip has
been lost from the reverse-side grip but otherwise the grip remains
whole and tightly fitted with very few other handling marks. Overall the
bayonet is in very good condition. (128832-10K)
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1892 Krag-Jorgensen rifle and variations. 16
1/4” overall length, 11 5/8” straight single-edged blade with a 4 1/2” false
edge, single squared unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
ricasso is marked “1902” on the reverse face and “US” on the obverse.
The blade is bright and rates near excellent, exhibiting few handling
marks and occasional spots of fine smoky gray patina scattered across
the surface. The metal surfaces of the hilt are in fair to good condition,
exhibiting strong oxidation staining and previously cleaned shallow
pitting throughout; the dark walnut grips show only light handling marks
and are in near excellent condition. The included scabbard, consisting of
a blued steel body with a closed-hook belt loop, is in fair to good
condition, exhibiting a strong textured patina of ochre and earthy brown
that has been lightly cleaned at one point; few if any handling marks are
present and the body shows no dings or indentations. The bayonet is in
very good plus to excellent condition as a whole. (128832-10L)
Est. 50 - 100
Argentine Model 1891 Bayonet
Pairs with the Argentine Model 1891 Mauser rifle. 20 1/2” overall length,
15 3/4” straight single-edged blade with a 2 1/2” false edge, single
unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked
“WEYERSBERG / KIRSCHBAUM & CO. / SOLINGEN” on the reverse
face; typical for many bayonets of this model, the obverse face has been
defaced to remove the Crest of Argentina. The blade is in near excellent
condition, almost mirror bright with very few handling marks and
occasional tiny flecks of dark smoky gray roughness here or there. The
steel surfaces of the hilt are similarly bright with the barest hints of ochre
staining visible upon close examination. The bright aluminum alloy grips
are in excellent condition. The included blued steel scabbard is in very
fine condition, retaining estimated 95% blue with a few tiny specks of
ochre just visible here or there and occasional streaks of barely
discernible finish thinning. Overall this bayonet is in very fine to near
excellent condition. (128832-10M)
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Italian Model 1891 Carcano Bayonet
Pairs with the Model 1891 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and most M1891
carbines. 16” overall length, 11 5/8” straight single-edged blade with a 1
1/2” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
ricasso is marked “(crown) / TA” on the obverse face. The blade is a
dark blend of blue and brown streaked with occasional lines worn to
patinated pewter particularly near the tip and in the fullers; a few minor
nicks are present on the edge and the blade otherwise shows few
handling marks, rating very good plus overall. The metal surfaces of the
hilt are deeply browned showing a few scattered silver handling dings
and an impact notch on the end of the bird’s head pommel. The dark
hardwood grips are in fair condition, exhibiting a few light handling dings
and several lengthwise cracks running 1 1/2” from the pommel on the
reverse-side grip and along the full length of the obverse-side grip; the
grips remain tightly fitted with little loss. The included scabbard,
originally for a U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag bayonet, is in very good
condition, exhibiting previously cleaned shallow pitting, thin brown
staining throughout and very few handling marks. (128832-10N)
Third Pattern German WWII Model 1884/98 Bayonet
Pairs with the K98k rifle and compatible with many similar Mauser rifles
based on the same design. 15” overall length, 9 7/8” straight
single-edged blade with 2 3/4” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a
spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked “cof / 33” on the reverse face and
“9847 / Z” on the obverse. The blade exhibits few handling marks and
rates near excellent, exhibiting a few areas of light thinning mostly due
to scabbard contact. The metal surfaces of the hilt are in very good plus
to excellent condition; few handling marks are present and a few
instances of subtle dark brown staining and patina can be seen on the
crosspiece and flashguard. The grips are sanded oak or hickory in near
excellent condition with very few handling marks. The included
scabbard, consisting of a blued steel body and a black leather frog, is in
fair to good condition: the body retains estimated 60% original blue
interspersed with areas of plum-toned oxidation staining on the exposed
steel; the frog exhibits moderate surface wear and some spots of mildew
but remains whole with no cracking or loss and retaining excellent
stitching. (128832-10N)
Est. 50 - 75
British No. 4 Mk. II* Spike Bayonets
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. II rifle. One pair of spike bayonets,
each consisting of a 7 7/8” spike with a beveled tip and a 2” socket with
a rear press stud locking system. The first is marked ”P” on the reverse
face of the socket; remnants of other markings are present but have
been faded to illegibility. The socket is lightly oxidation-browned with a
few specks of ochre here and there; the blade is pewter-toned with a bit
of ochre-brown patina on the bevels at the tip. Overall this bayonet is in
very good to fine condition. The second bayonet is marked “No. 4 Mk.
II*” and “N.30” on the reverse face of the socket. The socket exhibits
some minor handling dings and retains approximately 50% thinning blue
finish blended with dark brown staining. The blade is bright and in near
excellent condition. Overall this bayonet is in very good plus to excellent
condition. Both bayonets include a blued steel scabbard, each retaining
about 75% original blue with scattered flecks of oxidation and staining.
(128332-10M)
Spanish Model 1969 CETME Bayonet
Pairs with the CETME Model C rifle. 13 1/4” overall length, 8 3/4”
single-edged unfullered bolo blade with a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
marked “ET25709B” and stamped with the Instituto Nacional de
Industria factory crest on the reverse face and the Toledo coat of arms
on the obverse face. The metal surfaces retain about 98% parkerized
finish and are largely unblemished except for a tiny bit of scabbard wear
and a bit of silvering on the muzzle ring. The checkered black plastic
grips are in excellent condition. The included scabbard, consisting of an
OD green plastic body with a pebble-grain parkerized steel throat and
OD green canvas web belt loop, is in excellent condition with few if any
discernible blemishes. (129359-30A)
Scarce British No. 7 Mark I/L Bayonet
Pairs with both the Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. II rifle and the Sten Mk. V
submachine gun. 12 3/8” overall length, 8” straight single-edged blade
with a 2” concave false edge, single squared unstopped fullers and a
clipped point. The blued ricasso is marked “No. 7 MK. I/L” on the reverse
face and “M/78” on the obverse; the pommel is marked “M/78” on the
reverse face and stamped with a broad arrow proof on the obverse. The
pommel swivels out to serve as a socket, allowing this bayonet to pair
with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifle or the Sten Mk. V submachine gun. The
bright blade is in very good plus condition, exhibiting very few handling
marks, an excellent edge and areas of smoky gray and pewter patina.
The hilt rates excellent, the guard retaining estimated 95% blue with
silvering at the edges and the pommel/socket retaining estimated 98%+
parkerized finish. The red grips are resin-impregnated composite and
show no discernible blemishes. Overall a quite fine combination bayonet
and fighting knife. (12A9485-3)
Est. 100 - 200
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Swedish Model 1896 Mauser Bayonet
Pairs with the Model 1896 Swedish Mauser rifle. 12 7/8” overall length, 8
1/4” straight double-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a
spear-point tip. The ricasso is stamped “(crown) / 533” on the reverse
face and “(crown) / C” on the obverse. The blade exhibits some areas of
shallow pitting from oil corrosion but remains quite bright with no other
blemishes. The blued steel hilt exhibits some silvering on the faces and
edges of the guard and pommel; the checkering on the grip is crisp and
the hilt rates very fine to near excellent as a whole. The included steel
scabbard retains estimated 85% blue scattered by light handling marks.
Overall a nice Mauser bayonet with some light superficial wear.
(129359-3A)
British No. 9 Mk. 1 Bayonet
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. II rifle. 8” straight single-edged
blade with a 2” concave false edge, single unstopped fullers and a
clipped point; 2 1/8” socket with a rear press stud locking system. The
blued ricasso of the blade is marked by a broad arrow proof on the
reverse face. The reverse face of the socket is marked “No. 9 Mk. 1 /
B-53” and “PF / 302005” on the reverse face. The bright excellent blade
is speckled by the barest hints of light gray patina and few if any
handling marks. The socket retains estimated 50% original blue with a
number of light handling marks and the exposed steel toning to dark
gray. The included scabbard is numbered to the bayonet and rates very
good to fine, exhibiting few handling marks and retaining estimated 65%
of the black lacquer finish with the exposed steel (mostly toward the tip)
toned to a smooth earthy brown hue. (129359-29A)
British Pattern 1907 Bayonet
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) Mk. III rifle. 21 3/4”
overall length, 17” straight single-edged blade with a rounded spine,
single unstopped fullers and a straight-back point. The ricasso is marked
“MA / 1907” on the reverse face and stamped with British proofs. The
blade retains estimated 90% crisp matte blue finish with a bit of
scabbard wear but otherwise few if any discernible blemishes, rating
near excellent overall. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 95%
original blue with some silvering at the edges and a hint of ochre
staining here or there; the red-brown hardwood grips are in very good
plus condition, the reverse-side grip exhibiting a few handling marks in
the space between the screw-bolts and the obverse-side grip marked
with the hand-carved date “1940”. The included scabbard, consisting of
a black leather body with a blued steel tip and collar, rates very good
plus to excellent, retaining estimated 90% original blue finish on the
mounts with areas of exposed steel toning to chocolate brown,
exhibiting light scuffing and surface wear on both the leather and steel
surfaces while remaining sturdy and whole with excellent stitching.
(128939-8A)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Remington Zouave Bayonet
Pairs with the Remington Model 1863 “Zouave” rifle. 25” overall length,
20” single-edged “yataghan” blade with wide single unstopped fullers
and a spear-point tip. The blade is unmarked and the hilt is stamped
“B.H.” on the spine just below the muzzle ring and “C” on the obverse
face of the crosspiece. The blade is finished bright and in near excellent
condition, exhibiting a near-mirror finish with occasional spots of smooth
smoky gray patina and very few if any handling marks. The hilt is lightly
patinated to a dull mustard-yellow spattered by areas of softly blended
gray, brown and ochre; the hilt also exhibits very little handling wear and
rates very fine. The included scabbard, consisting of a black leather
body with a brass collar and tip, rates very good plus to excellent: the
body exhibits a few areas of light crazing but remains sturdy and whole
with excellent stitching; the mounts are patinated to a mottled
ochre-brown mix with more exposed areas burnished to mustard yellow.
A very fine Zouave bayonet overall. (129434-39A)
Est. 50 - 75
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U.S. Remington Zouave Bayonet
Pairs with the Remington Model 1863 “Zouave” rifle. 25” overall length,
20” single-edged “yataghan” blade with single wide unstopped fullers
and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked with a small “S” on the
reverse face; a matching “S” appears on the reverse face of the
crosspiece, a “C” on the obverse and a “B.H.” mark on the spine of the
grip just below the muzzle ring. The blade rates very good plus to fine,
exhibiting a strong pewter patina throughout with scattered areas of dark
smoky gray and spots of previously cleaned shallow black pitting. A few
impact dings can be observed on the forward edge but otherwise most if
not all handling marks that may have once been present have been
buffed out. The brass hilt is toned to a softly burnished mustard-yellow
and freckled by dark specks of brown patina; stronger patina and hints
of white-green verdigris are visible in the grooves and recesses. The
stud lock spring has been lost from the obverse side of the grip and the
hilt is in overall good condition. The included scabbard consists of a
black leather body, brass collar and tip mounts and an original leather
belt frog. The scabbard is in very good plus to fine condition: the body
exhibits light crazing and handling marks but remains whole and sturdy
with excellent stitching; the brass surfaces exhibit a spotted dark brown
patina and a number of tiny handling marks; the frog exhibits moderate
surface crazing, a bit of finish flaking and some fraying where it meets
the stud of the collar; the leather remains sturdy, complete and retains
excellent stitching. A fine Zouave bayonet overall. (129434-39B)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1851 Cadet Musket Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1851 Cadet Musket. The narrow blade is 14
1/2” with hollow-ground full-length back flutes continuing through the
elbow, a full-width face flute running 13 1/2” from the beak-point tip and
“US” stamp across the face flat; the socket is 2 5/8” with a top-bridged
reverse-side three-step L-mortise and a clasp ring. The blade retains
estimated 60% original blue wearing to a streaked pewter toward the tip;
the surface is scattered by occasional black areas of previously cleaned
pinprick pitting. The socket is mottled to a smooth blend of blue and
ochre-brown. The metal surfaces exhibit very few if any handling marks
or wear. Overall the bayonet is in very fine condition and will no doubt
serve well to complete the collector’s Cadet Musket ensemble.
(129434-38)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1892 Krag-Jorgensen rifle and variations. 16
1/4” overall length, 11 3/4” straight single-edged blade with a 4 3/4” false
edge, single squared fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
stamped “1902” on the reverse face and “US” on the obverse. The blade
is finished in a very fine near-mirror bright; a number of light impact
dings are present mostly along the forward edge and a small area of
dark gray patina is visible near the tip on the reverse face, otherwise
very few handling marks are present and the blade is in near excellent
condition overall. The metal surfaces of the hilt rate very good plus with
a moderate speckled dark brown patina throughout the pommel and
spots of fine dark ochre clouds flecked occasionally across the bright
guard. The walnut grips are patinated to a dark tone and show very few
if any handling marks, rating about excellent. The included steel
scabbard is in good condition with a parkerized finish applied over
previously cleaned areas of shallow pitting scattered throughout. The
belt hook has been lost, detached from the swivel stud. No deformations
or indentations are present and the scabbard exhibits only very light
handling marks and tiny spots of silvering here and there. (129060-75)
Est. 50 - 75
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Beautiful Custom Bowie Knife by Duke
14” overall length, 8” straight single-edged blade with a clipped point, 4
3/8” false edge and a single finger groove carved into the forward edge
of the ricasso. A brass band stamped “SER.500” is forged into the
groove and the blade is otherwise unmarked. The knife is in overall
excellent condition. The blade is exquisitely polished to a perfect mirror
bright which returns a completely undistorted reflection on the flats of
the faces; the edge is immaculate, razor sharp and completely
unblemished. The brass quillons finish in serrated fishtails each
centered by a thin splinter of malachite; the brass is a rich burnished
yellow with areas toning to darker gray, brown, and blue that resembles
a case-colored effect. The handle is meticulously polished staghorn with
a curve that ergonomically conforms to the shape of the palm; a brass
disc stamped with the logo “Duke” above an image of a bowie knife is
inlaid on the obverse side. The end of the grip finishes in a flat
cross-section of the horn which is escutcheoned by a scalloped
malachite gemstone with a beautiful swirling grain. The knife comes
housed in a hand-carved case of varnished hickory with brass
fleur-de-lis latches closed by black horn pins on brass chains, serrated
carved edges, red fabric interior lining and a decorative length of
polished bone atop the lid which is inlaid with a brass disc matching the
handle of the knife. The case is in near excellent condition with a few
very light handling marks. Also included is a brown leather sheath by
L.C. Blair of Warner, N.H. decorated by floral and scalloped engraving
and in excellent condition. A really quite gorgeous knife by a maker of
obvious skill. (12C6286-3)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester .30-30 110th Anniversary Commemorative Knife Set
Two commemorative knives and a metal pin in a Winchester
white-painted steel presentation case celebrating the 110th anniversary
of the invention of the esteemed .30-30 Winchester cartridge. The set is
as-new in its original plastic packaging. The plastic is stained to a strong
ochre-yellow on one side and has cracked in a few spots here or there
but has never been opened. The lid of the case can be seen through the
rear face of the packaging: the lid is printed with a vintage illustration
depicting two hunters examining a slain elk above the caption “The 30
did it”, seemingly spoken by the hunter on the right as he points with
excitement at the precisely placed wound. The first knife is 10 1/8”
overall and features a 5 1/2” fixed blade with a 2 1/2” false edge and a
concave clipped point; the crosspiece is bright pale brass and the grips
are attractively figured rosewood. The second knife is a folder,
measuring 6” overall and featuring a 2 1/2” blade with a straight-clipped
point; the bolsters are a vibrant yellow brass and the grip panels are red
oak. Each knife is etched “WINCHESTER / .30-30 LIMITED EDITION /
1895-2005”. As the package is unopened, both knives appear in mint
condition as does the commemorative pin. (12B6286-2)
“The Knife” Plastic Fixed-Blade Knives by Lansky Sharpeners
Includes two examples of “The Knife” by Lansky Sharpeners. Each black
all-plastic knife measures just under 7” in length and features a 3 1/4”
double-edged spear-point blade with a diamond-shaped cross-section
and a 1” serrated segment at the base of the reverse edge. The handle
is checkered on the obverse face and features a ridged circular thumb
rest just below the blade and a lanyard hole just ahead of the butt. The
reverse face of each knife is entirely flat. Both knives are in near
excellent condition with almost no discernible blemishes except for a tiny
bit of rolling at the point. The edges are serviceably sharp, impressively
so for an all-plastic blade, and largely unblemished except for the very
tiniest of handling marks here or there. Original cardboard packaging for
each knife is included in very fine condition with some light storage
wear. An intriguing pair of novel knives suitable as an ultra-lightweight
utility knife or an unusual curio for the collector of commercial blades.
(126519-483A)
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Fixed Blade Knives
Three fixed blade knives, detailed as follows: first, a Taiwan-marked
survival knife measuring 11 1/2” overall and featuring a 6” straight
single-edged blade with a concave clipped point, sawback spine and a
bottle opener notch just above the ricasso. The cast aluminum handle is
finished in green, gray and brown camouflage paint and terminates in a
screw-off compass globe pommel. The blade is in very fine condition
retaining estimated 95% original blue with a few spots of thinning and
some shallow pitting on the flat of the obverse face. The edge and point
are reasonably sharp and sturdy with a strong primary bevel and no
discernible blemishes. The handle exhibits a few spots of worn paint
silvering to bright aluminum but otherwise little wear. The included faux
leather sheath in matching camo finish is in very fine condition and
includes a small whetstone in an integral front pocket. Second, and
unmarked stiletto measuring 8” overall and featuring a 4 1/4” straight
double-edged blade with a diamond cross-section and narrow
spear-point tip. The crosspiece and ferrule are steel and the handle is
smoothly polished dark hardwood, possibly ebony. The blade is in very
good plus to excellent condition, polished bright and exhibiting a number
of sharpening and scabbard marks and scattered flecks of smoky gray
patina. The edge and point are near razor sharp and any blemishes
have been polished away. The metal surfaces of the handle exhibit a
moderate smoky gray and dark brown patina and the grip exhibits a few
tiny handling marks and a hairline crack lengthwise from the ferrule. The
included scabbard is from a post-war reproduction Hitler Youth knife and
in very good plus condition with some light handling marks and wear on
the japanned steel surface. Third, one Tekna stainless steel knife
measuring 7 1/2” overall and featuring a 3 3/4” straight double-edged
blade with a diamond cross-section, spear-point tip and 1” serrated
section on either edge just above the guard. The skeletonized handle is
pierced by five circles and ridged on either edge. The knife is in overall
excellent condition with very few handling and scabbard marks and near
razor sharp unblemished edges. A few negligible hints of ochre can be
seen on the inner diameter of the piercings. The included scabbard is
black plastic with a steel wire clip-on spring, spring-based retention lock
and open cutout on the outer face, overall in excellent to mint condition
with no discernible blemishes. (126519-483B)
Ornamented Heavy Damascus Bowie
17” overall, 10 7/8” straight single-edged blade with a clipped point,
beveled 4” unsharpened false edge, bottle opener notch at the base of
the forward cutting edge and finger groove cut out of the forward edge of
the ricasso. The thickset blade features swirls of medium-contrast
Damascus layering and attractive vine filework on the spine. The guard
is brass accented by layers of red and black stacked leather and the
brass pieces of the hilt are intricately decorated by vine filework
matching the spine of the blade. The considerably bulky handle is made
of highly polished cream-colored bone and lightly figured red oak, each
inlaid with S-pattern fileworked brass strips. The blade is in very fine
condition, exhibiting a few smoky gray hints of cleaned patina here or
there, few if any handling marks and a very sharp unblemished edge
and point. The hilt is in near excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes save a bit of light patina on the brass surfaces. The included
sheath is leather bound in high-grade finely checkered protective black
nylon and is in excellent condition. Overall a beautiful display blade for
the collector of large knives. (12A6519-483C) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Buck & Schrade Folding Knives
Two folding knives: one BuckLite folder and one Schrade “Old-Timer”.
The Buck folder measures 4” folded and features a 2 7/8” single-edged
blade with a drop point and a ricasso marked “BUCK / 501 / U.S.A.” on
the reverse face. The knife is in excellent condition with very few if any
handling marks. The Old-Timer measures 5 1/4” folded and features two
stainless steel blades: the first measures 4 1/4” and features a 2 1/4”
false edge and a clipped point; the second measures 4” and features a
straight-backed point. Both blades are angled forward from the handle.
The handle itself is composed of stainless steel bolsters, saw-cut
red-brown ridged plastic grips, brass pins, brass bolster linings and
stainless steel springs. The knife is in excellent condition with few if any
blemishes and includes the original factory box and leather sheath.
(6519-483D)
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Pair of Machetes
Two machetes: first, one Ontario Knife U.S.-marked military-style
machete measuring 27” overall with a 22” Latin-style blade and black
plastic grips. The blade is finished in black zinc phosphate and rates
near excellent with a few light handling marks and some clouding of the
finish in the first 2 1/2” above the grips. The grips are in excellent
condition with no discernible blemishes except a few flecks of ochre on
the rivets. Includes an OD green canvas sheath in excellent condition.
Second, a Korff & Honsberg No. 721 machete measuring 25” overall
with a 20” stainless steel blade, broad spear-point tip and black horn
grips. The ricasso is stamped with the partially faded logo, address and
model number on the reverse face and bears a misaligned
Spanish-language guarantee sticker on the obverse which is slightly
weathered but still clearly legible. The reverse face of the blade is
centered by three narrow 7 1/2” fullers. Overall the blade is in fine
condition with an exceedingly bright mirror polish finish scattered by
numerous tiny handling scratches; the edge features a partially ground
primary bevel and is not yet fully sharpened. The grips exhibit few if any
blemishes besides a coppery ochre tone visible on the rivets. The
included sheath is russet pebble-grain leather decorated by pebble-grain
leather tassels and leather bands with sky blue, white and navy blue
trim. The sheath is overall in excellent condition. (126519-483E)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
U.S. WWII Woodman’s Pal LC-14-B Survival Knife by Victor Tool Co.
This machete/axe hybrid tool measures 16 1/2” overall and features an
11 1/2” slightly forward-curved parkerized blade, 9” cutting surface on
the leading edge, 3 1/2” digging bevel at the squared tip and 2 1/2” hook
at the rear of the tip. The blade retains estimated 85% thinning original
parkerization. Areas of smoky gray patina and smooth remnants of
previously cleaned pitting are scattered here and there. The bevels are
bright, show signs of repeated sharpening and have been maintained to
a near-razor sharpness, though the cutting edge of the hook is a little
uneven. The japanned lacquer of the D-guard is worn to gray at the
edges and the stacked leather grips show a few small handling marks.
Though traveled, the tool has been well cared for and is in very fine
condition as a whole. Included are the original OD green canvas case, a
round whetstone and two instruction booklets: Care, Use and
Sharpening of Knife LC-14-B, 5th Edition, August 1943 and Fighting with
U.S.A. Knife LC-14-B (The Woodman’s Pal), 3rd edition, August 1943,
each by Frederick Ehrsam. The books are very lightly soiled and a bit
age-yellowed but the text remains clear and the pages in near excellent
condition. A desirable WWII-vintage example of these highly capable
land clearing tools. (12A6519-483F) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
U.S. WWII Woodman’s Pal LC-14-B Survival Knife by Victor Tool Co.
This machete/axe hybrid tool measures 16 1/2” overall and features an
11 1/2” slightly forward-curved parkerized blade, 9” cutting surface on
the leading edge, 3 1/2” digging bevel at the squared tip and 2 1/2” hook
at the rear of the tip. The blade retains estimated 85% original strong
parkerized finish blemished only by areas of previously cleaned dark
ochre oxidation flecked across the surface and speckled dark brown and
smoky gray patina on the otherwise near mirror-bright bevels of the
cutting surfaces. The edges are smooth, excellent and near razor sharp.
The japanned black D-guard exhibits occasional areas of tiny spotted
flaking with the exposed steel stained to a dark brown and the stacked
leather grips show a few light handling marks. Overall the tool is in very
fine condition with only superficial blemishing, functionally as effective as
the day it left the factory. Includes the original tan canvas case in fine
condition with a bit of light staining. A desirable WWII-vintage example
of these highly capable land-clearing tools. (12A6519-483G) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
WWII Socket Bayonets
Three items comprising (2) Russian Model 1891/30 socket bayonets for
the Model 1891/30 Mosin-Nagant rifle and (1) British No. 4 Mk. II spike
bayonet for the Lee Enfield No. 4 rifle. Both Mosin-Nagant bayonets
feature 17” quadrangular fluted blades with screwdriver tips and 2 3/4”
sockets with press-button locking studs. The first is in excellent
condition, retaining an estimated 95% strong arsenal blue with instances
of silvering at the edges and occasional spots of finish re-touched by
black enamel paint. The second is in very good plus condition with a
strong 85% arsenal blue finish with small spotted flecks of dark ochre
brown oxidation scattered across the metal surfaces and a few light
handling marks and slivers of silvering. A few streaks of ochre are also
visible on and inside the socket. The spike bayonet features an 8” spike
and a 2” socket. The spike is gray-toned with a cleaned speckled
gray-brown patina throughout. The socket is lacquered black with
instances of flaking. The spike bayonet is in overall very good plus to
fine condition and includes the steel scabbard in near excellent condition
with few blemishes and little wear. (126519-483H) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Knife Bayonets
Two knife bayonets: first, an Austro-Hungarian Model 1895 Carbine
bayonet measuring 14” overall and featuring a 9 1/2” straight
single-edged blade 2 1/2” false edge, single unstopped fullers, cutting
surface on the reverse edge facing the muzzle ring and a spear-point
tip. The grips are straight hardwood ending in a bird’s head pommel and
the muzzle ring is mounted with a front sight. The weapon is unmarked
except for an “A” in a circle on the obverse face of the ricasso and a
faded unit marking on the base of the pommel which may read “3.1 U0 /
1055” or similar. The blade is about very good, having been previously
cleaned and lightly polished to a bright finish with areas of fine dusky
gray-brown patina throughout. The edge and point are dulled but
unblemished. The hilt is overall in good condition and exhibits few
handling marks, a dusky gray and brown patina on the metal surfaces
and some material loss from the right-side grip; the press stud has been
lost from the pommel. The included scabbard, composed of a steel body
and leather frog, is in very good condition: faded Austrian markings are
just visible on the frog hook, the scabbard exhibits light to moderate
handling marks and a smooth brown patina; the frog is scuffed and
crackling in spots but remains whole. Second, one Swedish Model 1896
Mauser bayonet measuring 13” overall and featuring an 8 1/2” straight
single-edged blade with a 1 1/2” false edge, single unstopped fullers and
spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked “(crown) / 409” on the reverse
face and “(crown) / C” on the obverse; the reverse face of the guard is
marked “10/I9 No. 417”. The bright blade is in very fine condition with a
few light scratches, light oil stains and a small nick in the otherwise
sharp and excellent edge. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about
80% original blue with areas of silvering at the edges and spots of
pewter and brown patina. The included scabbard, consisting of a blued
steel body and a leather frog, is in very good plus to excellent condition:
the body retains estimated 80% original blue finish with light handling
marks and spots of speckled brown patina and the frog exhibits scuffing
and light surface wear but remains whole with very fine stitching.
(126519-483J) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20” overall
length, 15 3/4” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-backed tip. The ricasso is stamped with the arsenal marks
of Toyada Automatic Loom Works and Nagoya Arsenal on the obverse
face. The crossguard is straight with no hook. The blade is in very fine to
near excellent condition, retaining estimated 85% strong original blue
with light streaks of silvering from scabbard contact and occasional
spots of dark ochre and brown patina mostly on the obverse face. The
metal surfaces of the hilt are toned to plum with a few areas of silvering
and few handling marks; the grips exhibit a few light handling marks and
a small chip at the rear of the left-side grip. The included scabbard is in
fine condition, exhibits a few light handling marks and the 75%
remaining blued finish is interspersed with a subtle patina of light dusky
brown; the frog is lightly scuffed with little to no loss and excellent
stitching. Overall a very fine to near excellent WWII bayonet.
(126519-483K) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Est. 50 - 75
Theater-Made Fighting Knife
This hand-crafted dagger measures 9 5/8” overall and features a
straight, broad double-edged blade 5 3/4” long and 1 3/8” wide at the
base, ground from a file or rasp and tapering to a spear-point tip. The
obverse edge bears a small oblong notch which either broke away due
to stress or was intentionally cut; the reverse edge bears a length of
numerous small jagged scores which may be an amateurish attempt at
serration. The blade exhibits instances of ochre and smoky gray staining
throughout mixed with areas unevenly polished bright and scattered with
scratches from repeated sharpening; the edges remain cutting sharp
with a few nicks here or there and exhibit a fine gradual appleseed bevel
which should take to a fresh edge quite well if honed. The crosspiece
and pommel are relatively soft metal, likely hard lead or pewter, with a
layered matte gray and brass-colored lacquer finish; the handle is a
light-colored varnished hardwood, likely oak. The hilt exhibits a few light
handling marks and much of the lacquer coat has flaked away; the
pieces are sturdily fitted and the wear is largely superficial. The obverse
quillon also exhibits some impact flattening as if it has been used as a
hammer. Overall the knife is in fine condition, having seen some heavy
use but overall proving quite resilient. An unassuming yet impressive
knife representing an aspiring craftsman’s early passion project.
(129353-104)
Est. 40 - 80
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Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20” overall
length, 15 5/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is arsenal-marked on the
obverse face by Kokura Arsenal and an unknown company. The hilt
features a hooked forward quillon on the crossguard and a flat-faced
bird’s head pommel marked with serial number “17193” on the butt. The
bright blade is in very fine condition with a near-mirror polish, nearly
unblemished edge and occasional light cloudy streaks of smoky gray
patina. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 80% original blue with
areas toning to a dusky gray, especially at the pommel; the grips are in
excellent condition. The included scabbard is steel with a brassy yellow
lacquer finish applied over a surface of gray steel with hints of original
blue and areas of strong smooth oxidation staining. The scabbard
exhibits only scattered handling scratches and is in very good plus to
excellent overall. A very fine example of these bayonets from the Pacific
theater. (129353-101A)
Est. 50 - 75
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 30 Arisaka rifle and variants. 20” overall
length, 15 5/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is arsenal-marked on the
obverse face by Kokura Arsenal. The hilt features a hooked forward
quillon on the crossguard and a contoured bird’s head pommel stamped
with serial number “820353”. The bright blade is in near excellent
condition with a near mirror finish, occasional flecks of gray patina and
almost no handling marks save a few negligible tiny impact nicks on the
edge which are almost invisible. The hilt retains estimated 65% original
blue finish with silvering at the edges and the obverse face of the
pommel and hints of finely spotted dark brown patina on parts of the
exposed bright steel. The grips exhibit a few light handling marks and a
hairline crack on the reverse side just behind the guard, rating very good
plus to excellent overall. The included scabbard is in very fine condition,
retaining estimated 85% original blue finish and exhibiting no dings or
dents, a few light handling scratches, silvering at the contact points
where the bayonet previously hung from a frog and areas thinning to
brown-tinged gray steel at the edges. A very fine example of these
bayonets from the Pacific theater. (129353-101B)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet by Springfield Armory
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 rifle and variants; also fits the M1 Garand
rifle. 20 1/2” overall length, 16” straight single-edged blade with a 5 1/2”
false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
stamped “S A / (Flaming Bomb) / 1920” on the reverse and “US /
1130906” on the obverse. The blade is parkerized in the first 3/4” from
the guard and blued in the remainder with what may be an arsenal
refinish. The blade rates near excellent as re-blued, retaining estimated
90% finish with streaks of scabbard wear, a very few tiny handling marks
and an excellent sharp edge. The metal surfaces of the hilt are
parkerized and the hilt rates excellent with very few if any discernible
blemishes on the metal or on the ribbed walnut grips. The included
M1910 scabbard is in near excellent condition with very little wear
except some scuffing and fading on the leather tip and a few instances
of patina at the throat. Overall an excellent specimen from the inter-war
period. (129353-101C)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1942 Bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 rifle and variants as well as the M1 Garand
rifle. 20 1/2” overall length, 16” straight single-edged blade with a 5 1/2”
false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
stamped “U.F.H. / U.S. (centered by Flaming Bomb) / 1943”. The blade
is cleanly parkerized and in mint condition with no discernible blemishes.
The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 98% original parkerized finish
with only very tiny specks of silvering here or there; the ribbed black
plastic grips exhibit a few superficial handling scratches and the hilt is in
excellent condition overall. The included M3 scabbard is in near
excellent to excellent condition as well with only very light handling and
storage scratches. A beautiful WWII-era bayonet in near-perfect
condition. (129353-101D)
Est. 75 - 100
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British Pattern 1907 Bayonet
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) No.1 Mk. III rifle. 21
3/4” overall length, 17” straight single-edged blade with single
unstopped fullers and a straight-backed point. The blued ricasso is
stamped with British proofs on either face and the “(crown)/ GR” cypher
and 1907 date on the reverse face. The blade appears to have been
re-blued, covering much of the original parkerized finish as well as areas
of spattered pitting around the tip. The steel retains estimated 85%
reapplied finish and aside from the aforementioned pitting exhibits very
few blemishes, rating very fine overall. The metal surfaces of the hilt
exhibit silvering at the edges and at the faces of the muzzle ring as well
as a number of tiny impact dings. The exposed steel areas of the
pommel are toned to a burnished brown. The walnut grips are marked
“M.A.W.” and are somewhat patinated but otherwise largely
unblemished and rate near excellent. The included scabbard, consisting
of a lacquered black leather body with japanned steel mounts, is in very
good plus to excellent condition with light handling marks and a few
flakes in the lacquer. (129353-101E)
Est. 50 - 75
Venezuelan M1924/49 Long Bayonet
Pairs with the FN-49 rifle. 20 1/4” overall length, 15 1/8” straight
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip.
The butt of the pommel is stamped “3735” and the bayonet is otherwise
unmarked. The near mirror-bright steel surfaces are in excellent
condition with few if any discernible handling marks or blemishes. The
grips are slightly darkened by age but otherwise are also unblemished
and in excellent condition. The included steel scabbard retains
estimated 98% plus matte black finish scattered by a number of
negligible handling scratches. Overall a beautiful South American
bayonet in pristine condition. (129353-101F)
Est. 50 - 75
Third Pattern German WWII Model 1884/98 Bayonet
15” overall, 10” straight single-edged blade with a 3” false edge, single
unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is stamped with
manufacturer’s code “jwh” on the reverse face and “6339 / n” on the
obverse. The reverse face of the pommel is stamped twice with
Waffenamt “WaA261”. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain
about 95% original blue finish with areas of thinning on the faces of the
tip and along the flashguard. The sanded wooden grips exhibit only tiny
handling marks and are also in excellent condition. The included steel
scabbard and leather frog are in very good plus to excellent condition:
the steel body retains estimated 80% blued finish, the remainder
patinated to a mottled blend of brown and gray, and exhibits only a few
minor handling marks. The leather exhibits some moderate surface
wear, crazing and scuffing but remains whole with no flaking, separation
or loss and retains excellent stitching. Overall an excellent WWII-era
bayonet. (129353-101G)
Est. 50 - 75
French Model 1874 Gras Bayonet by St. Etienne
20 1/2" blade, 25 1/2" overall length. The blade of this March 1879-dated
bayonet is partially bright showing some scabbard marks, some small
spots of pinprick pitting and gray patina. The crossguard with hooked
quillon is numbered "P13815" and is a dark gray patina with moderate
old pitting. The brass pommel has toned to dark ocher patina showing
some dings and the walnut grips remain in very good plus condition
showing some darkened areas and small dings. The scabbard is
mismatched (RS90240) and is a dark gray patina showing rather heavy
old pitting throughout. (138927-130A)
Randall Model 18 Attack-Survival Knife
This special order knife measures 12 3/8" overall with a 7 1/2" spear
tipped stainless steel blade equipped with a 2 1/4" sharpened false edge
and sawtooth top edge. The blade remains bright and is unsharpened
with only some minor scuffing along the obverse main edge. The hollow
tubular handle remains bright and equipped with a brass oblong hilt
equipped with lanyard holes and a threaded removable buttcap, the hilt
showing light tarnish from sheath storage. The interior of the buttcap
features a black faced compass and a compact wire saw wrapped in
copper wire is present inside the handle. Included is a Johnson
roughback Model C leather sheath with hone in pocket and plain bright
snap. An excellent long handle Model 18 Randall. (56519-405A)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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Randall Model 12 Raymond Thorp Bowie
This massive bowie measures 18 1/2" overall with a 13" tool steel blade
equipped with 5 1/2" sharpened false edge. The blade remains
unsharpened and is overall bright except for some sparsely scattered
specks of fine freckling. The brass double lug hilt shows light tarnish
from sheath storage and the Duralumin exposed nut buttcap remains
bright with tiny storage scratches. The commando shaped stacked
leather handle rates excellent and is separated by red, white and olive
spacers. Included is a Johnson roughback Model A leather sheath with
hone in pocket and plain snaps. The sheath rates excellent with only
light marks and staining. A stunning Raymond Thorp bowie.
(56519-405B)[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Special Order Randall Model 8 Trout and Bird Knife
This knife measures 8 1/2" overall with a 4 1/8" tool steel blade
equipped with a 2 3/8" sharpened false edge and remains bright and
unsharpened. This knife features a special order brass double hilt and
Westinghouse micarta handle with a flat brass buttcap. The handle has
a lovely cream color and is separated from the hilt and buttcap with
brass and black spacers. The hilt shows light sheath staining. Included
is a Sullivan's Model B leather sheath with handle cord and plain bright
snap. An attractive yet handy special order Trout and Bird knife.
(56519-405C) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Triathlete Second Generation Knife
This non-cataloged knife is crafted from a single piece of ATS-34
stainless and measures 6 3/8" overall with a 3 1/8" drop point blade
equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened while the skeletonized handle has a matte bead blasted
finish and is equipped with front and rear finger grooves and a large
center hole. Included is a Sullivan's black leather sheath with belt/boot
clip. A great lightweight concealment knife. (56519-405D) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 24 Guardian Dagger
This compact knife measures 8" overall with a 4" double edge stainless
steel blade equipped with dual-edged finger serrations. The blade
remains bright and unsharpened with only some very fine sheath marks.
The Westinghouse micarta handle has darkened to an attractive
tobacco color and is separated from the nickel silver collar by red, white
and gray spacers. The collar shows light sheath staining from the years.
Included is an early leather concealment sheath with belt clip marked
"24" only. An attractive Model 24 Guardian. (56519-405E) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 8 Trout and Bird Knife
This handy little knife measures 8 3/8" overall with a 4" tool steel blade
equipped with a 2 3/8" sharpened false edge. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the brass single hilt shows light sheath staining.
The special order birdseye maple handle remains excellent and is
equipped with a white faced compass in the butt and is separated from
the hilt by fading red, white and blue spacers. Included is a Sullivan's
Model B leather sheath with plain bright snap and handle cord. A lovely
earlier Randall Model 8 knife. (56519-405F) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Randall Model 10 Household Utility Knife
This neat little knife is most likely a special order measuring 6 1/4"
overall with a 2 7/8" full tang stainless steel straight point blade
equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and the single fingergroove black micarta Griffin style
handles remain excellent and are fastened by a single brass pin and
equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole. Included is a Sullivan's Model
E cover sheath. An excellent little knife that is both handy and attractive.
(56519-405G) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 18 Attack-Survival Knife
This special order knife measures 12 1/4" overall with a 7 1/2" spear
tipped stainless steel blade equipped with a 2 1/4" sharpened false edge
and sawtooth top edge. The blade remains bright and is unsharpened
and the hollow tubular handle remains bright and is equipped with a
brass oblong hilt equipped with lanyard holes and a threaded removal
buttcap, remaining bright as well. Included is a Sullivan's Model C
leather sheath with plain bright snap, the hone pocket is no longer
present. An excellent long handle Model 18 Randall. (56519-405H)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 26-4 Pathfinder Fixed Blade Knife
This non-catalog version of the Pathfinder measures 8 3/8" overall with
a 4" drop point tool steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The
brass single hilt shows tarnish from sheath storage while the staghorn
handle has a pleasing cream color and is separated from the hilt with
red, white and black spacers. Included is a Sullivan's Model E cover
sheath. An excellent non-catalog Pathfinder knife. (56519-405I) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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Randall Model 8-4 Old-Style Trout and Bird Knife
This non-catalog knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 3 7/8" tool steel
blade equipped with a 2 1/2" sharpened false edge. The brass single hilt
shows light staining from sheath storage and the lanyard hole equipped
Duralumin buttcap remains bright. The "old yeller" Westinghouse
micarta handle remains excellent and is centered between red, white
and black spacers. Included is a Sullivan's Model B leather sheath with
handle cord marked "8 4x" on the back. (56519-405J) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 10 Salt Water Sportsman Knife
This handy little knife measures 5 7/8" overall with a 3" full tang stainless
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the single fingergroove black micarta handles
remain excellent, fastened by a single brass pin and equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole and cord attached. Included is a Sullivan's
Model E cover sheath. A fabulous compact Model 10 for the water or a
household utility knife. (56519-405K) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Randall Model 23 Gamemaster Fixed Blade Knife
This knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" tool steel blade equipped
with a 2 1/2" unsharpened false edge and thumb serrations. The blade
remains unsharpened and is overall bright with a couple tiny stains and
light storage marks. The nickel silver single hilt shows light sheath
staining and the thick staghorn handle remains excellent, is equipped
with an aluminum lined lanyard hole and is separated from the hilt by
red, white and faded blue spacers. Included is a Johnson Roughback
Model A leather sheath with plain snaps and hone in pocket showing
some very light staining. An excellent Model 23 for big game use.
(56519-405L) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 3 Hunter Fixed Blade Knife
This knife measures 11" overall with a 6" stainless steel blade. The
blade remains unsharpened and bright with perhaps a tiny storage mark
or two from the years. The nickel silver single hilt shows light staining
from sheath storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains
bright. The stacked leather washer handle remains excellent and is
centered between red, white and fading blue spacers. Included is a
Johnson roughback Model A sheath with plain bright snaps and hone in
pocket. A lovely early Model 3 Hunter. (56519-405M) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Randall Kittery Trading Post Limited Edition Model 25 Trapper Fixed
Blade Knife
This knife is one of 50 knives manufactured by Randall for Kittery
Trading Post. The knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5" tool steel
blade equipped with thumb serrations and is etched "KITTERY
TRADING POST/1996 #33 OF 50" along the reverse side. The blade
remains bright and unsharpened. The nickel silver single hilt and flat
Duralumin buttcap both remain bright. The handle is a combination of
black micarta and light and dark stacked leather washers separated by
thin black and aluminum spacers. Included is a Sullivan's Model F Cover
sheath with Randall Made marked snaps and hone in pocket. An
excellent condition limited edition Kittery Trapper. (56519-405N)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 2-4 Letter Opener
This knife measures 8 1/4" with a 4 1/8" double edge tool steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened while the brass double hilt
has light sheath staining. The exposed nut Duralumin buttcap has two
small indentations on the obverse side and a small shallow scrape along
the reverse edge. The stacked leather washer handle has a 1" slice
along the obverse side with a 1/2" dent in the reverse side and is
centered between red, white and black spacers. Included is a Sullivan's
Model B leather sheath with plain snap and handle cord. A good
compact stiletto with minor handle issues from poor storage which
should be an easy Randall repair. (56519-405P) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 26 Pathfinder
This special order knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4" drop point tool
steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the brass
single hilt shows light sheath staining. The special order maroon micarta
handle remains excellent with a small square spot of staining on the
obverse side from an old affixed label and is separated from the hilt by
red, white and black spacers. Included is a Sullivan's Model D cover
sheath. A nice Model 26 Pathfinder. (56519-405Q) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 10 Salt Water Sportsmen Fixed Blade Knife
This rust-resistant knife measures 9 5/8" overall with a 5" full tang
hand-ground stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The
slab sided black micarta handles are fastened by six small brass pins
are equipped with a single finger groove but no lanyard hole. Included is
a Johnson roughback sheath. A nice, early larger Model 10 Randall.
(56519-405R) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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Randall Model 2-5 Letter Opener
This knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5" double edge tool steel
blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened while the brass
double hilt shows light sheath staining and the exposed nut Duralumin
buttcap remains bright. The commando shaped stacked leather washer
handle remains very good with light snap staining and is centered
between red, white and black spacers. Included is an unmarked
non-original leather sheath. A very good plus early large size Letter
Opener. (56519-405S) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 10 Salt Water Sportsman Knife
This handy little knife measures 6 1/8" overall with a 3" full tang stainless
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the single fingergroove black micarta handle
remains excellent are fastened by a single brass pin and equipped with
a brass lined lanyard hole and cord attached. Included is a Sullivan's
Model E cover sheath. A fabulous compact Model 10 for the water or a
household utility knife. (56519-405T) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Randall Model 10 Household Utility Knife
This neat little knife is most likely a special order measuring 6" overall
with a 3" full tang stainless steel straight point blade equipped with
thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the
single fingergroove black micarta Griffin style handles remain excellent
and are fastened by a single brass pin and equipped with a brass lined
lanyard hole and cord attached. Included is a Sullivan's Model E cover
sheath. An excellent little knife that is both handy and attractive.
(56519-405U) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 10 Salt Water Sportsman Knife
This handy little knife measures 6 1/8" overall with a 3" full tang stainless
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the single fingergroove black micarta handles
remain excellent, are fastened by a single brass pin and equipped with a
brass lined lanyard hole. Included is a Sullivan's Model E cover sheath.
A fabulous compact Model 10 for the water or a household utility knife.
(56519-405V) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 21 Little Game Knife
This special order knife measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 1/4" tool steel
blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The special order
brass double hilt has spots of light staining from sheath storage and the
maroon micarta handle remains excellent and is separated from the hilt
by red, white and black spacers. Included is a Sullivan's Model B sheath
with handle cord. An attractive special order Little Game knife.
(56519-405W) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 21 Little Game Knife
This standard model knife measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 1/4" tool
steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright
and unsharpened and the brass single hilt shows light staining from
sheath storage. The staghorn handle remains excellent and is separated
from the hilt by red, white and black spacers. A handy Model 21
perfectly suited for caping or any other delicate skinning. (56519-405X)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 7 Fisherman-Hunter Fixed Blade Knife
This knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" tool steel blade. The blade
remains unsharpened and bright overall with a few tiny specks of
freckling along the top of the obverse side and one tiny speck on the
reverse side. The brass single hilt shows light staining from sheath
storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains bright with
minute storage scratches. The stacked leather washer handle remains
excellent and is centered between red, white and blue spacers. Included
is a Johnson roughback Model B sheath with handle cord. A nice early
Randall Model 7. (56519-405Y) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Randall Model 1 All-Purpose Fighting Knife
This special order knife measures 8" overall with a 4" stainless steel
blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright and the nickel silver
double hilt shows light tarnish and sheath staining. The black micarta
handle remains excellent and is separated from the hilt by red, white
and black spacers. Included is a Johnson roughback Model B sheath. A
nice special Model knife made in the 1980's by the shop foreman Dave
Griffin. (56519-405Z) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy" Collection]
Randall Model 16 Divers Knife
This massive knife measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 3/4" full tang
stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains
bright and unsharpened and the brass single hilt shows light tarnish
from sheath storage. The black micarta fingergrip handle remains
excellent and is equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole. included is a
Johnson roughback leather belt sheath stamped "16 W" on the rear. An
excellent heavy-duty Model 16 knife. (56519-405AA) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
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Randall Model 17 Astro Fixed blade
This knife measures 10 3/4" overall with a 5 1/2" stainless steel blade
equipped with a 2 1/2" raised false edge. The blade remains bright and
shows a light professional sharpening and the hilt is hollowed to store
small survival items. The nickel silver single hilt remains bright with only
minor scuffing and staining. The replacement rosewood grips remain
very good plus with light handling marks. Included is a Johnson
roughback Model C sheath with handle cord, left side handle strap, hone
in pocket and plain bright snaps. A very good plus Model 17 Astro.
(56519-405AB) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
The Fighting Knife Manual
For the use of Randall Made fighting knives and similar types by W.D.
Randall Jr., tenth printing, October 1955. This 36 page booklet covers
proper grip, stance, attack and defense. Tan cover shows light fold and
staining but remains fully intact. (56519-405AC) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Small Knives
This lot contains one Southord JPXS-6F jackknife lock pick set that
remains in the plastic, an unmarked assisted opening knife measuring 5”
overall with a 2” partially serrated blade (with nylon carry bag), a
“Beretta” marked folding knife measuring 7 3/8” long with a blaze orange
handle and a skeletonized partially serrated 3” blade, and a CRKT fixed
tanto profile knife measuring 7 1/4” overall with a 3 1/2” blade and a
polymer sheath with belt clip. (146519-268zz)
Tramontina Fixed-Blade Skinning Knife
13 1/4” overall length, 8 1/4” curved single-edged blade with wide
hollow-ground secondary bevels, a strong trailing point and a ridged
concave thumb rest at the base of the spine. The reverse face of the
blade is machine-etched “TRAMONTINA / INOX-STAINLESS-BRASIL”.
The guard is flat steel, the grip is faux staghorn with black hardwood
ferrules and the pommel is a flared aluminum bird’s head with a pebbled
bottom face. Overall the knife is in excellent condition with very few if
any handling marks or signs of wear. The included light tan leather
scabbard rates near excellent with the tiniest bit of handling wear and
some wrinkling on the reverse face. (1X128950-26B)
MAS 49/56 Bayonet
This is a MAS 49/56 bayonet and scabbard in excellent condition. There
is light scabbard contact wear on the gray parkerized blade and very
minor signs of service on the black synthetic handle. The gray
parkerized scabbard is marked “MAT / F” on the back below the green
leather suspension strap with belt hook. (1X239359-26A)
U.S. MODEL 1896 CADET KRAG BAYONET
This attractive second type knife bayonet measures 16 1/4” overall and
bears an 11 5/8” straight single-edged blade with squared single
unstopped fullers, flat spine, 4 1/2” false edge and tapered spear point.
The obverse face of the ricasso is marked “US” and the reverse is dated
“1896”. This example is the longer of two known Krag bayonet types
used by the U.S. Corps of Cadets and shares dimensions with the
standard-issue model. The nickel-plated blade rates just about excellent
with some light handling marks and scabbard scratching. The grip and
pommel, also nickeled, exhibit a few instances of minute dinging but
otherwise rate excellent as well. The red-tinged linseed-oiled walnut
grips show a few light handling marks and barely visible flecks of white
and blue paint. The hilt rates near excellent to excellent as a whole. A
beautiful West Point dress bayonet. (2X128752-134C)
Est. 300 - 500
English No. 4 Mark II Spike Bayonets
One pair of spike bayonets each having a 2” socket and an 8” cylindrical
spike terminating in two angle-ground faces meeting at a point. The first
rates very good plus, is smoothly machined and retains estimated 40%
blue with a pewter patina on the spike and scattered spots of ochre
oxidation. The second rates about good, is more roughly machined at
the socket and exhibits scattered flecks of smoky gray and ochre patina
and oxidation. (1X128564-7R)
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French Model 1874 Gras Bayonet
25 1/4” overall length, 20 1/2” straight T-backed single-edged blade with
rudimentary 5” false edge and an asymmetrical spear-point tip. The flat
spine is marked “Manufacture d’Armes de Châtellerault Henry
Entrepreneur”. The blade rates very good plus, finished bright and
exhibits scattered spotty clouds of smoky gray patina and an area of
dark brown oxidation at the ricasso. The edge and point are somewhat
dull but largely unblemished. The guard features an upswept forward
hook quillon terminating in a flattened ball finial and a riveted socket ring
at the rear; the steel retains some traces of an original blue finish, mostly
characterized by a strong oxidation patina and moderate pitting partially
smoothed by a previous cleaning. The light brown walnut grips exhibit
some handling wear and erosion of material around the oxidized rivets
and the brass bird’s head pommel is lightly patinated with dusky light
brown and areas of more intense ochre. Overall the hilt rates fair to
good overall. The included scabbard is bright polished steel with
moderate pitting throughout, intensifying toward the throat; a previous
intensive cleaning has smoothed the edges of the pits but palpable
texture remains as do specks of brown oxidation staining protected in
the recesses. The scabbard otherwise exhibits no handling marks or
dings and rates fair to good as cleaned. (1X128564-7A)
U.S. Model 1855-70 Bayonet
18” triangular blade with a beak point, hollow-ground back flutes
extending through the elbow, shallow full-face flute running 16 1/2” from
the tip and “U.S.” lettering just ahead of the shank; 3” bottom-bridged
socket with a three-step L-mortise and a clasp ring. The metal surfaces
retain about 60% blue finish interspersed with strongly textured areas of
dark brown and ochre oxidation; areas of uneven flaking lacquer are
also present, seemingly applied over an earlier layer of cleaned
oxidation which has since developed. Very few dings or handling marks
are present and the bayonet is in fair condition as a whole.
(1X129508-7A)
Unmarked French Socket Bayonet
15 3/4” triangular blade with a flat face, deeply hollow-ground back flutes
and a beak point; 3” socket with an unbridged three-step L-mortise on
the top and reverse side. The design is typical of French or American
bayonets circa the middle of the 18th century. The blade is polished
bright by a quite thorough previous cleaning which has left near-smooth
black remnants of extensive pinprick pitting which gives the steel a
semi-reflective speckled pewter appearance. The blade exhibits some
roughness of the edges, mostly in the last 6” from the tip, which has
been thoroughly polished; the rear of the socket is ever so slightly
misaligned but otherwise the socket shows only superficial dinging.
Overall the bayonet is in good condition as cleaned. (1X129451-103A)
Russian Model 1891/30 Mosin Nagant Bayonet
17” quadrangular blade with hollow-ground flutes and a flathead
screwdriver tip; 2 7/8” unbridged L-mortise socket with a press stud
locking system. The base of the blade is marked on the reverse face
with the numbers “227”. The steel is roughly parkerized with silvering
evident at the exposed edges and just a few light handling marks. The
bayonet rates very fine to near excellent overall with very few blemishes.
(1X129359-20A)
Second Pattern Russian Model 1891/30 Mosin Nagant Bayonet
17” quadrangular blade with hollow-ground flutes and a screwdriver
point; 2 7/8” socket with stamped Russian proof marks, serial number
6701 and an open two-step mortise closed by a press-stud locking
system. The bayonet rates excellent, retaining estimated 98% original
blue and exhibiting few if any handling marks. (1X129330-48A)
U.S. Model 1873 Socket Bayonet
18” triangular blade with hollow-ground flutes, flat edges and a beak
point; 3” bottom-bridged three-step L-mortise socket with a clasp ring.
The letters “U.S.” are stamped on the top face. The steel has been
nicely reblued with only very occasional isolated flecks of cleaned
oxidation with the barest pinpricks of pitting. There are very faint
remnants of meticulously polished texturing beneath and the restoration
is quite expertly done. Overall the bayonet is in very fine and attractive
condition. (1X129421-7A)
Winchester-Hotchkiss Socket Bayonet
18 1/4” triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes extending
through the elbow, beak point and shallow face flute running 17” from
the tip; 3” bottom-bridged socket with a three-step obverse-side
L-mortise and a clasp ring. The unmarked metal surfaces are finished
bright and exhibit very few handling marks or signs of wear except a few
small spots of smoky gray patina and a concentrated area in the last 1”
of the tip. Overall the bayonet is in excellent condition. (1X129009-38)
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Second Pattern Russian Model 1891/30 Mosin Nagant Bayonet
17” quadrangular blade with hollow-ground flutes and a screwdriver
point; 2 7/8” socket with stamped Russian proof marks, serial number
21882 and an open two-step mortise closed by a press-stud locking
system. The metal surfaces are blued; the finish of the blade is darker
than that of the socket and may be an expertly applied reapplication.
The bayonet retains over 98% blue finish on both socket and blade and
rates excellent overall. (1X129330-47A)
British Pattern 1853 Enfield Dress Socket Bayonet
This bayonet for the Pattern 1853 Enfield rifle-musket features a 3”
bottom-bridged three-step socket with a locking ring and a 17 5/8”
triangular blade with hollow-ground flutes, a beak-tip point and a raised
shoulder. The base of the top face is marked “E / (crown) / 30”. The
metal is finished in nickel plate applied over what appear to be
occasional scattered areas of pinprick pitting. Aside from a few
occasional spots of light flaking, the plating is largely unblemished and
the bayonet rates about near excellent as refinished. (1X128808-2CH)
British Pattern 1843 Sappers & Miners Bayonet
This substantial bayonet features a 4” bottom-bridged L-mortise socket
and a 22 1/4” saber-type blade with flat faces, a 9” false edge and a
diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip. The bright polished blade
exhibits occasional isolated pits, small clouds of light smoky gray patina,
a few specks of dark brown cleaned oxidation and a couple of cracks at
the edges. The socket exhibits fewer handling marks but shows several
clouds of lightly pitted cleaned oxidation across the surface. The majority
of the surface remains bright and the bayonet is in about very good to
fine condition overall. (1X129452-3)
Contemporary 1850-1870 Militia Sword
27” plain unfullered double edge blade, 33 1/4” overall length. The blade
shows horizontal brush marks from an older light cleaning and is now
pale gray with scattered fine oxidation staining and patches of light
freckling. The hilt has a cast brass double guard with dual langets,
ferrule, knights head pommel and a grooved bone grip. The brass
surfaces retain about 98% bright nickel with light wear along the edges
of the pommel. The guard shows rough casting on the interior of the
langets, is loose fitting to the grip and appears to be a newer
replacement. The bone grips rate excellent, having a nice cream color.
The tubular steel scabbard retains 98% bright polished nickel with
scattered light scratches and a couple spots of light oxidation.
(3X58943-4)
U.S. Model 1902 Officer’s Saber
37 1/2” overall length, 32” slightly curved single-edged blade with single
stopped fullers and a straight-backed point. Either face of the blade is
etched with frosted panels of intricate foliate relief, centered on the
reverse face by the Federal Eagle and on the obverse by U.S. lettering.
The reverse face of the ricasso is stamped with a proof slug and, just
above the guard, the label “Germany”. The nickeled steel blade rates
very good plus to excellent, exhibiting areas of finish flaking and
occasional areas, mostly at the ricasso, of thinly pitted nickel patinated
to black on the exposed steel but remaining mostly bright with few
handling marks and crisp etching. The German silver hilt consists of a
half-basket with three branches to the obverse of the knucklebow, a
bird’s head pommel with a ridged concentric oval capstan extending into
a grooved backstrap and a black horn grip with four finger grooves and
a ridged German silver ferrule. The metal surfaces rate very good plus,
exhibiting few handling marks and freckles of pale white textured patina;
hints of dark gray and green verdigris can also be seen in the recesses.
The grip rates about excellent with few if any discernible blemishes. A
leather portepee is included and rates fair to good; the material is nearly
whole with a few instances of fraying. The included scabbard is
nickel-plated steel and rates very good plus to perhaps fine, exhibiting
few handling marks and occasional instances of flaking patinated to
near-black on the exposed steel. (1X129452-14)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
This bayonet features a 3” bottom-bridged three-step socket with an
T-mortise and a 16” triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes,
prow-tipped point and partial face flute terminating 8” from the tip. The
metal exhibits a smoky gray patina throughout flecked by specks of
ochre and cleaned pinprick pitting on the socket. The edges of both
blade and socket show silvering and light handling marks. The bayonet
rates about fine as a whole. (1X128752-134BQ)
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Replica Sword Machetes
Two total; (1) 30" overall length with 23 1/2" single-edged curved blade.
The blade is stainless steel with scattered pinprick pitting, etched on the
reverse side in scroll "OAXACA" and floral pattern, and on the obverse
side "ASCO LE TENGO A LOS PESOS Y TAMBIEN A LOS
TOSTONES PERO MAS ASCO LE TENGO HA ESA BOLA DE
CABRONES". The guard is brass with areas of black patina,
asymmetrically shaped with a wider and longer obverse quillon. The
handle is white bone carved with grooves, finishing in a brass eagle's
head pommel. A brass rod runs through the eagle's head to cover the
tang of the blade. The sheath is stitched leather decorated on the
obverse face by imprinted ridged half-circle stamps; (1) 29 1/2" overall
length with 23" single-edged curved blade. The blade is stainless steel
with scattered pinprick pitting and flecks of oxidation. The reverse side of
the blade is etched "OAXACA" and "CANCUN". The obverse side is
etched "EN ESTA PIEDRA ME SIENTO HASTA QUE SALGA LA LUNA
NO PIERDO LAS ESPERANZAS DE LAS DOS HERMANAS UNA." The
guard is brass with areas of black patina and hints of verdigris,
asymmetrically shaped with a longer and wider obverse quillon. The grip
is white horn or bone carved with grooves and finishing in a brass
eagle's head pommel. A brass rod runs through the eagle's head to cap
the tang of the blade. The sheath is stitched leather decorated on the
obverse face by imprinted ridged half-circle stamps. (1X126907-1M)
Reproduction Luftwaffe Dress Dagger
15" overall length, 9 1/2" straight double-edged blade with a diamond
cross section and spear-point tip. The ricasso extends a full 3" from the
guard and is engraved on either face with foliate designs. The reverse
face of the blade is stamped “CHINA / STAINLESS / STEEL” in black.
The Luftwaffe Eagle crossguard and swastika-embossed pommel are
both aluminum and the spiral grip is molded white plastic. The dagger is
in overall excellent condition with few if any blemishes. Includes an
aluminum scabbard with pebble grain and oak leaf designs, also in
excellent condition. A serviceable replica for reenactment or theatrical
purposes. (129497-9)
U.S. M6 Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M14 rifle. 11 1/4” overall, 6 1/4” straight single-edged
blade with a 3 1/2” false edge and spear-point tip. The blade is in near
excellent condition, retaining estimated 90% original blue finish toning to
plum with some streaks of thinning due to scabbard wear. The hilt is in
excellent condition, retaining estimated 98% parkerized finish on the
metal surfaces with hints of silvering at some of the edges and exhibiting
few if any blemishes on the checkered hard rubber grips. The included
M8A1 scabbard is also in near excellent to excellent condition with few if
any handling marks. (129353-101H)
Madsen M47 Bayonet
Pairs with the Madsen Lightweight Military Rifle Model 1947. 12 5/8”
overall, 8 1/4” straight double-edged blade with a diamond cross-section
and spear-point tip. The blade is finished bright and is in excellent
condition, exhibiting only very light scabbard scratches and sporting an
unblemished factory edge. The japanned steel surfaces of the hilt rate
near excellent with a few light handling marks and the sanded hardwood
grips are in excellent condition with very few if any blemishes. The
included japanned sheet steel scabbard also rates excellent with no
discernible blemishes except a small streak of exposed steel on the frog
stud. A beautifully made mid-20th Century bayonet. (129353-101J)
Madsen M47 Bayonet
Pairs with the Madsen Lightweight Military Rifle Model 1947. 12 5/8”
overall, 8 1/4” straight double-edged blade with a diamond cross-section
and spear-point tip. The blade is finished bright and in excellent
condition, exhibiting just a few tiny handling scratches here or there and
sporting an excellent factory edge. The japanned steel surfaces of the
hilt exhibit only the slightest tiny handling marks, the sanded hardwood
grips are unblemished and the hilt is in excellent condition overall. The
japanned sheet steel scabbard is similarly excellent with no discernible
blemishes except a few tiny specks of wear on the outer face of the frog
stud. A beautifully made mid-20th Century bayonet. (129353-101K)
British Post-WWII Socket Bayonets
Three bayonets which pair with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifle, comprising
(2) No. 9 Mk. 1 knife bayonets and (1) No. 4 Mk. II spike bayonet. The
No. 9 bayonets each feature an 8” straight single-edged bright blade
with a 2” concave false edge, single unstopped fullers and a clipped
point. The No. 4 bayonet features a 7 3/4” spike with a bright finish. All
three include their respective correct scabbards and all items are in very
fine to near excellent condition with some light handling marks.
(129353-101L)
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Italian M1938 Folding Bayonet
Pairs with the Mannlicher-Carcano M1938 Short Rifle. 11 3/4” overall, 7”
straight single-edged blade with single squared unstopped fullers and a
spear-point tip. The blade is in very good plus to excellent condition,
retaining estimated 85% original blue finish scattered by occasional
spots of exposed gray-brown steel, light handling marks and a small
chip on the middle of the obverse side of the spine; the edge is a near
excellent factory grind with only tiny handling dings. The blued steel
surfaces of the hilt retain estimated 90% finish scattered by occasional
silvery handling marks and the hardwood grips rate near excellent with a
scant few tiny dings but overall no real blemishes of note. The included
blued steel scabbard features a steel belt loop and also rates near
excellent with scattered tiny handling marks throughout and little to no
other discernible wear. (129353-101M)
British No. 5 Mk. I Bayonet
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 5 Mk. I rifle and the Sterling M2
submachine gun. 12” overall, 8” straight single-edged blade with a 1 1/2”
false edge, single unstopped fullers and a concave clipped point. The
blade is blued in the first 1” and in-the-white throughout the remainder,
rating very fine with a mostly unblemished surface scattered by isolated
areas of polished thin gray patina and spots of cleaned shallow pitting
toward the tip. The blued steel surfaces of the hilt are in near excellent
condition and the hardwood grips are largely unblemished. The hilt is in
about excellent condition. The included scabbard is in excellent
condition with few if any blemishes. (129353-101N)
Brazilian Model 1935 Mauser Bayonet
Pairs with the Brazilian Model 1935 Mauser rifle. 17” overall, 11 3/4”
straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a
spear-point tip. The reverse face of the crosspiece is numbered “3996”;
no additional markings are present. The bright blade is in near excellent
condition with few blemishes except some very light handling scratches
mostly from scabbard wear. The factory edge and point are sharp and
unblemished. The hilt is in similarly near excellent condition with only
occasional tiny handling marks here or there. The included blued steel
scabbard retains 98%+ original blue finish and is in excellent condition.
(129353-101P)
French Model 1886 Lebel Bayonet
Pairs with the Model 1886 Lebel rifle. 25 1/4” overall length, 20 1/2”
bright quadrangular blade tapering to a narrow point. The hilt features a
silver alloy handle and a bright steel crosspiece with no quillon. The
bayonet is in overall excellent condition, exhibiting few if any blemishes.
The included scabbard is likewise excellent, retaining estimated 98%
original blue finish and only the tiniest of handling marks here or there.
(129353-101Q)
French Model 1886 Lebel Bayonet
Pairs with the Model 1886 Lebel rifle. 25 1/4” overall length, 20 1/2”
bright quadrangular blade tapering to a narrow point. The hilt features a
silver alloy handle and a bright steel crosspiece with a hooked front
quillon. The reverse face of the quillon is stamped “AB 74117”. The
blade is in near excellent condition with few blemishes except a few tiny
dark spots of cleaned pinprick pitting. The crosspiece is a burnished
pewter tone with areas of mottled brown staining, particularly on the
quillon, and exhibits few if any handling marks. The included steel
scabbard is numbered to the bayonet and in very fine condition,
retaining estimated 95% original blue scattered by occasional small
areas of mottled dark gray-brown staining and a number of tiny silvery
handling marks. (129353-101R)
Rare Winchester 50-45 Carbine Cartridge
This is one brass-cased cartridge loaded with a lead round nose bullet.
The cartridge rates very good plus, the bullet showing some light dings
and minor oxidation while the brass is toning slightly to ocher patina.
Head stamp is "W.R.A. Co. / 50. CARB." (136520-3512A) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Vintage Ammo Lot
Included are a partial box of 30 Luger, single cartridges and cartridge
cases. There are 16 rounds of 1962-dated Swiss 30 Luger in near
excellent condition. The box is about good showing tape repairs and
tears with the label still mostly legible. Also included are a Remington
No. 8 Arrow paper hull shotshell, two Eley 450 Nitro cartridges, one
Kynoch 450 Nitro, one Kynoch 577 nitro, one Remington 45-70
hollowpoint and a tinned case 45-70 with "F / 5 / 90" headstamp. The
cases include two once-fired and re-primed Kynoch brass case 12 ga.,
two de-primed HDS 500 NE 3 1/4, one once-fired HDS 500 NE 3 1/4,
de-primed A-Square 450 NE 3 1/4 and two de-primed Kynoch 450 Nitro.
(139321-1,3,4)
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8x56mm Mannlicher Surplus
This lot includes 31 full 10-round boxes on clips, one full loose clip and
one clip with two cartridges for a total of 317 rounds (64 clips). This
ammo is the typical Nazi production for their allied nations dated
1938-1939. The cartridges and clips range in condition from very good
to excellent, some clips invariably showing light oxidation staining and
the clips are an assortment of makers. The boxes are about good with
broken seals, small tears and staining. (136519-35)
7.62x51 NATO Surplus
This lot includes one full and still sealed 1000-round crate of Spanish
F.N.P. SB 7.62 NATO. The crate is dated 1979 and has clear stencil
markings with one corner starting to separate. The ammo is presumably
in very good plus to excellent condition. (136519-30)
Dardick 38 Special Trounds
Included is one full 20-tround box of Dardick 38 Special cartridges
loaded in their distinctive green "CELANESE FORTIFLEX" polymer
cases. The cartridges rate near excellent and the box also rates near
excellent showing some very light wear around the edges and a few
minor scuffs. A wonderful box of this rare and desirable ammo.
(13A6519-188)
Vintage U.S. Military Ammo
Included are three vintage 20-round boxes. First is a box of
Winchester-made ammo with pink label that appears to be dated 1917.
The box is still mostly sealed with one end turning up slightly to reveal a
few headstamps. The label shows some small tears and flakes and the
ammo is in presumably near excellent condition. Next is a sealed box of
Frankford Arsenal 38 Long Colt dated Feb 24, 1910 and shows one
small dent on its front surface along with some other light handling
marks. There is a box of Remington M15 45 Shot cartridges, still sealed
in its wax paper that has discolored somewhat but the markings are
clear. Finally included are four rounds of assorted 50 BMG showing light
to moderate tarnishing. (136519-188A)
35 S&W Automatic Ammunition
Included are two full 50-round boxes of Remington-made 35 S&W Auto.
One box is a buff-colored Remington-UMC example with red ink
markings and orange guarantee label. The box shows some light
staining and scuffs while the cartridges rate very good plus showing
some light tarnishing. The second box is a green Remington-UMC
example with Kleanbore dog bone logo showing a small tape repair to
one flap, light scuffs and handling marks. The cartridges rate very good
plus to near excellent. (136519-188B)
Remington 45 Automatic Tracers
Included is a single box containing 49 rounds of vintage Remington 45
ACP Tracers with red tracer material along the bullet tips. The box rates
very good plus showing some light scuffs and handling marks while the
cartridges rate near excellent perhaps showing a few scattered light
freckles. The back of the box notes these are for Law Enforcement
training only and not sporting use. A nice desirable box of vintage
tracers. (13A6519-188C)
Vintage Remington UMC 56-56 Spencer Ammunition
Included is one full 25-round box of 56-56 Spencer cartridges loaded in
copper cases with "U" headstamps and lead bullets. The box has a blue
label with pale pink guarantee label on the underside. Some of the side
labels have been lost and the color is fading somewhat with areas of
light flaking but everything is otherwise legible and mostly intact. The
cartridges rate very good showing moderate oxidation and some of the
bullets retaining remnants of wax coating. A fine box of desirable ammo.
(13A6519-188D)
Vintage Rifle & Shotgun Ammo
Included is one full 50-round box of U.S. Cartridge Co. 35 Winchester
Self-Loading cartridges loaded in brass cases with soft point bullets. The
orange labeling is mostly intact and legible and the box rates very good
with the ends of the lid blown out but present, some light scuffs and
handling marks. The cartridges rate near excellent showing a little bit of
mild tarnishing. Next is a partial 14-round box of Winchester 38-55 black
powder cartridges loaded with 255 grain lead bullets. The buff box with
green labels rates fair showing some water staining and moderate
scuffs, the cartridges rate very good plus showing some light tarnishing.
Finally there is a yellow, red and blue Western Super X 16 gauge
shotgun shell box in good condition showing some light tears, scuffs and
staining. The box holds an assortment of 16 gauge shells including: 17
Western red paper hull shot shells in near excellent condition, one
Western red paper hull long range short shot string shell (this being what
the box is marked for), three green plastic hull Remington extra-long
range slugs, a blue plastic hull Peters high velocity "6" and a Remington
UMC red paper hull buckshot. (136519-188E)
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Vintage U.S. Military 30-03 & 30-06 Lot
Included are four assorted 20-round boxes. First is a full box of
Frankford Arsenal Frangible cartridges showing a tape repair along the
bottom flap and "30-06" written in grease pencil. The label is otherwise
intact and the cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent. Next is a
full box of Frankford Arsenal 30-06 dummy rounds on stripper clips. The
box rates very good plus showing some scuffs and the seal is broken
revealing dummy rounds with crimped alloy cases in near excellent
condition. Last is a full sealed box of Frankford Arsenal blank cartridges
with blue label and pull string. The label is intact with a few small tears
and features a pointing hand motif to the words "MODEL 1906", it is
dated May 8, 1907 and the cartridges are presumably near excellent.
Finally there is a full box of 1903-dated Frankford Arsenal 30-03 on
brass stripper clips. The lid has been lost and the pink label is mostly
intact with the top portion cut off. The cartridges rate very good plus
showing some very light tarnishing. (136519-188F)
Vintage U.S. Military Rifle Ammo
Included are three assorted boxes. First is a full 20-round box of
Frankford Arsenal 276 Pedersen dated 1929. The box remains in very
good condition showing one lost end flap, some scuffs and light tears.
The cartridges are very good plus to near excellent showing some very
light tarnishing. Next is a full 20-round box of Frankford Arsenal tinned
brass shell 45-70. The box is rather tender with lost end flap and is held
together with string but the label is mostly intact and the cartridges rate
very good plus to near excellent. Finally there is a full 10-round packet
of Cal. 30 rifle grenade cartridges, the grease paper wrapping has
darkened from the years and the ink stamps are rather difficult to
discern. (136519-188G)
Vintage Remington Rifle Cartridges
Included are three 20-round boxes of assorted Remington-UMC green
box ammo with Kleanbore dog bone logo. First is a full box of 40-72
Winchester loaded in brass cases with 330 grain soft points. The box
rates very good showing lost end flaps, light scuffs and minor tears while
the cartridges rate near excellent. Next is a full box of 40-82 Winchester
/ Marlin. The box rates very good plus showing some light scuffs and
other handling marks. The box is marked for 260 grain soft point bullets,
18 of the rounds are this and two are slightly older UMC-marked
cartridges with lead bullets. The cartridges rate very good to very good
plus showing some light to perhaps moderate tarnishing. Last is a full
box of 6mm U.S. Navy cartridges loaded in brass cases with 112 grain
soft point bullets. The box rates very good plus showing some light
scuffs, minor staining and handling marks while the cartridges also rate
very good plus showing some scattered light tarnishing, half have
copper soft points and the other half cupro-nickel soft points.
(136519-188H)
Vintage U.S. Military 44 S&W American Ammunition
Included is one full 12-round box of June 1871-dated Frankford Arsenal
"Martin"-primed cartridges. The glue around one end has flaked off but
the pull string is intact and the box appears unopened. The box rates
very good plus showing some light flaking and scuffs. The label is
completely intact and legible and the rounds are in presumably very
good plus condition. A very fine and desirable box of U.S. military
cartridges. (136519-188J)
Vintage 44 S&W American & Russian Ammunition
Included are two boxes. First is a partial 29-round boxes of Winchester
Staynless 44 S&W Special loaded with 246 grain jacketed nose bullets
with lead-bearing rear surface. The box is blue with red and white
lettering and rates good showing detached end flaps that are still
present, moderate scuffs and handling marks. Next is a full 50-round
box of Remington UMC 44 S&W American in green box with Kleanbore
dog bone logo. The box rates very good plus showing some light scuffs,
handling marks and an area of flaked text along the bottom from a
sticker. The cartridges rate very good to very good plus showing some
scattered light tarnishing. Fifteen cartridges are older Remington
cartridges with copper primers or non-Remington replacements
including an assortment of U.S. Cartridge Co., WRA Co. and UMC.
(136519-188K)
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Assorted Vintage & Surplus Ammo Ammunition
Included is one full 50-round box of 22 Long Rifle First Class
Sporting-Hunting cartridges dated 1967 made in the USSR. The box
remains sealed in very good plus to near excellent condition. Next is a
full 50-round box of Peters 22 Long Rifle Police Match in very good plus
to near excellent condition. The box shows some light scuffs and the
ammo rates near excellent. Next is a sealed 32-round box of French
7.65 Longue dated 1950 in near excellent condition, the box showing
some light staining and the label intact. Next is a sealed 50-round box of
French 30 Carbine dated 1961 in near excellent condition. Next is a bag
of 100 +/- loose 30 Luger cartridges, one cartridge is a dummy without
primer and the remainder appear to be live and an assortment of vintage
makers loaded with FMJ, jacketed soft points and hollow points. Next is
a green plastic 50-round container of Russian surplus 7.62 Tokarev with
a variety of state factory headstamps and dates in near excellent
condition. Next there are ten full 16-round boxes of Chinese surplus "71
/ 86" headstamped 9mm Makarov in very good plus to near excellent
condition. There is a 25-round box of Finnish re-packed 7.62 Tokarev,
the cases are not head-stamped and show light tarnishing. Finally there
is a 70-round bag of assorted loose 7.62 Tokarev surplus in very good
condition. (136519-188L)
Vintage 25-20 Single Shot Ammunition
Included is a full 50-round box and 16 loose rounds. The loose rounds
are WRA Co. with copper primers and lead bullets, very likely loaded
with black powder. These loose rounds rate very good, the brass
showing evidence of a light cleaning with remnants of mild tarnishing.
The red label box is Remington-UMC and rates very good plus showing
some light scuffs and handling marks. The seal is broken and the black
powder-loaded cartridges rate near excellent showing some mild tarnish.
(136519-188M)
Dominion 43 Mauser Ammunition
Included is one full 20-round box of Canadian-produced Dominion 43
Mauser "Super-Clean" cartridges loaded with smokeless powder, in
brass cases with 385 grain lead bullets. The box rates very good plus
showing a moderate dent on the face and some other light scuffs while
the cartridges rate near excellent. (136519-188N)
British 7mm & 240 Magnum Ammunition
Included are two boxes. First is a full 10-round box of Kynoch 7mm
Mauser / 275 Rigby loaded with cupro-nickel body bullets with copper
tips. These are housed in a red box with yellow T. Bland & Sons label
that reads "10 / CERVORUM / CARTRIDGES / .275" / IN CLIPS / SOFT
POINTED BULLET". The word "IN CLIPS" is crossed out and the word
"COPPER" is neatly hand-written in above "SOFT". The box rates very
good showing some scuffs and small tears while the cartridges rate near
excellent. Next is a full 5-round box of Holland's .240 Magnum Rimless
loaded with 100 grain semi-soft point bullets by Kynoch for Holland &
Holland. The box with gray label rates very good showing some light
staining and scuffs and the cartridges rate near excellent with the wax
paper and packing slip included. (136519-188R)
Assorted Vintage Ammo Ammunition
Included are five boxes. First is a full 50-round box of Remington UMC
38 S&W Shot cartridges loaded with black powder and chilled shot. The
red label is intact showing some light tears, the box rates very good plus
and the cartridges near excellent. Next is a full 50-round box of UMC 38
Long Rimfire. The box rates fair showing old tape repairs and scuffs
while the copper-cased cartridges rate very good showing some
moderate tarnishing and oxidation. Next is a full 50-round box of UMC
38-44 S&W Target loaded with 146 grain lead bullets. The green label
box rates very good showing some small tears and scuffs while the
cartridges rate very good plus showing some light tarnishing. Next is a
full 50-round box of Winchester 25 ACP loaded with 50 grain jacketed
soft points. The red label box has a partial Abercrombie & Fitch retailer
label and the box rates very good showing some scuffs and small tears.
The cartridges rate near excellent and the internal packing slips are
present. Finally there is what appears to be a full 50-round box of
Winchester 32 Extra Long Rimfire. The green label box with Stetson's
Patent marking rates perhaps fair, the bottom has blown out but the
label remains intact. The now loose cartridges show moderate tarnishing
and oxidation along the bullets. (136519-188S)
7.5 Swiss Ammunition
Included is 150 assorted cartridges. First are five full 20-round boxes of
Prvi Partizan (PPU) 174 grain FMJ BT in excellent condition. Next is five
full 10-round boxes of Swiss Surplus GP11 in excellent condition.
(136519-236)
8x56mm Mannlicher Surplus Ammunition
Included are 142 rounds. Five rounds are 1938 Nazi-production on a
stripper clip. The remainder is Bulgarian production dated 1939 with lion
stamp and cupro-nickel jacketed bullets. A few rounds show some spots
of moderate tarnishing or oxidation but most are near excellent and are
housed in a green ammo can. (136519-236A)
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8mm Mauser Yugoslavian Surplus Ammunition
Included is one 900-round sealed can of 1955-dated Yugoslavian 8mm
Mauser ball ammo. The can is housed in its wooden crate which shows
some light dings and scuffs. The ammo is in presumably near excellent
condition. (136519-20)
30 Mauser Ammunition
Included are 22 assorted boxes of vintage 30 Mauser. First is a full
25-round box of Fiocchi housed in a pink-labeled box showing some
tape repairs. The cartridges rate very good plus, are loaded with
cupro-nickel bullets and the brass cases are not headstamped. Next is a
partial 36-round box of Winchester 86 grain hollow soft points, the red
label box is in good condition showing moderate scuffs and the
cartridges are also good showing some moderate verdigris staining that
could probably clean up. Next are three full 50-round boxes of
Winchester 86 grain FMJ in red and yellow boxes. One box shows some
tape repairs and otherwise rates very good with the cartridges near
excellent. Next are four full 50-round boxes of Western 86 grain Lubaloy
FMJ in yellow boxes with red "X", the boxes rate very good and the
rounds excellent. Next are four full 50-round boxes and one partial
46-round box of Western 86 grain FMJ Lubaloy in yellow, red and blue
boxes with target logo. About 10-15 in this lot are Remington-UMC
replacements, some of which show moderate to heavy tarnishing and
oxidation but the balance are correct Western cartridges that are very
good plus to near excellent. Next are a partial 37-round box and six full
50-round boxes of Remington 85 grain FMJ in green and red Kleanbore
boxes. The boxes rate good to very good showing some scuffs and
small tears, the cartridges in the partial box show some moderate
tarnishing while the remainder are very good plus to near excellent.
Finally there is a full 50-round box of UMC jacketed soft points housed in
a green and red Remington box marked for FMJ. The box and cartridges
rate very good plus. All of these are housed is a green metal ammo can.
(136519-189)
9mm Steyr Surplus Ammunition
Included are 650+/- rounds of DWM 9mm Steyr loaded in brass cases
with cupro-nickel FMJ bullets. One full 50-round box is present labeled
by DWM in Spanish, indicating sale to South America where the
cartridge was in widespread use. The box indicates the ammo is
non-corrosive. The remaining cartridges are loose and housed in a
metal ammo can. (136519-243)
Chinese 8mm Mauser Surplus Ammunition
Included are 380+/- loose rounds of Chinese-made 8mm Mauser loaded
in brass cases with copper FMJ bullets. Dates appear to be mostly 1951
with small Chinese coin headstamp mark, most of the rounds are in very
good plus condition showing some scattered light tarnishing. They are
housed in a wooden crate with one half of the lid broken open.
(136519-19)
Vintage 45 ACP Ammunition
Included are eight assorted boxes and sixteen loose rounds. The loose
rounds are 1918-dated Remington UMC military ball cartridges showing
some light to moderate tarnishing. Next is one full 20-round box, a
partial 19-round box and a partial 15-round box of 1935-dated Frankford
Arsenal military ball cartridges. The red-labeled boxes with canvas pull
tabs rate good showing small tears and scuffs with labels intact, the
cartridges rate very good plus showing some minor tarnishing. Next is
full 50-round box of Western Super X Metal Piercing with 230 grain
conical Lubaloy bullets. The yellow, blue and red box rates good
showing scuffs, a small tape repair and minor soiling while the cartridges
rate very good plus to near excellent. Next are a partial 48-round box
and full 50-round box of Remington UMC in green and red Kleanbore
boxes. The partial box holds ball cartridges in very good plus condition
while the full box is Targetmaster 185 grain FMJ wadcutters in excellent
condition. Finally there are two full 50-round boxes of Frankford Arsenal
M26 tracers in very good plus to near excellent condition. (136519-132)
Assorted 9mm Ammunition
Included are six boxes of assorted 9x19, 9mm Steyr and 9mm Largo.
First are 50 rounds are Finnish 9x19 with VPT / 59 headstamps in near
excellent condition. Next are 50 rounds of CCI 9mm Largo loaded in
aluminum cases in near excellent condition. Finally there is a partial
49-round box and three full 50-round boxes of RWS 1935-dated 9mm
Steyr, most are near excellent and one of the 50-round boxes is closer
to very good showing some more noticeable tarnishing. (136519-132A)
8x56mmR & 8x50mmR Mannlicher Ammunition
Included are ten assorted boxes and three loose stripper clips. The
loose clips hold 14 rounds of 8x50mmR Mannlicher and show moderate
tarnishing and oxidation. The cartridges on two of the clips show split
necks and heavy tarnish. Next are a partial 9-round, partial 6-round and
three full 10-round boxes of Czech-made 8.2x50mmR loaded with 246
grain round nose soft points. The boxes indicate they are non-corrosive
and rate very good plus showing some light tarnishing. Finally there are
five full 10-round boxes of 1938 Nazi-production 8x56mmR on stripper
clips. The boxes are rather tender and the cartridges rate very good plus
showing light tarnishing. (136519-132B)
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38 Rimfire Short Ammunition
Included are seven full 50-round boxes of Western 38 RF Short loaded
with Nublend powder in copper cases with 130 grain Lubaloy-coated
bullets. The yellow, blue and red boxes with target logo are a little tender
but mostly intact and the cartridges rate very good plus to near
excellent, a few showing some minor tarnishing. (136519-132C)
38 Rimfire Short & Long Ammunition
Included are a full 250-round packet of five 50-round boxes of Western
38 RF Short loaded with Nublend powder in copper cases with 130 grain
Lubaloy-coated bullets. The outer sleeve is rather tender with moderate
tears and scuffs but is intact. The individual boxes and cartridges are in
presumably very good plus to near excellent condition. Finally included
is a full 50-round box of Winchester 38 Rimfire Long, the buff box with
orange label is somewhat tender and the cartridges rate very good
showing some moderate tarnishing. (136519-132D)
Vintage 401 Winchester Self-Loading Ammunition
This lot includes four full 20-round boxes of Winchester 401
Self-Loading cartridges loaded with 200 grain round nose cupro-nickel
FMJ bullets in brass cases. The buff boxes with purple labels rate fair to
about good, one shows a damaged lid, another with a extensively
tape-repaired lid, one is missing its lid altogether and the last box retains
most of its lid with one end flap lost. The boxes show moderate scuffs
and small tears throughout. The cartridges rate good to very good, a
number of them showing some light to moderate tarnishing and minor
verdigris. (136519-121)
Vintage 30 Luger Ammunition
Included are seven assorted boxes. Included is a full 50-round Western
box with 93 grain Lubaloy bullets, one end flap on the box is missing
and about ten of the rounds in the box are Remington replacements, the
remainder being Western and rate very good plus. Next are three full
50-round boxes of Remington 93 grain FMJ in near excellent condition.
Next is 125+/- Remington 93 grain FMJ in very good plus to near
excellent condition housed in three rather tender green and red
Remington Kleanbore boxes. (136519-121D)
Assorted Vintage Rifle Ammo
First is 16 rounds of assorted Remington UMC and Super-X showing
some mild tarnishing. Next is a box of 9 loaded and 4 fired cases of 33
Winchester housed in a tattered Peters box, the cartridges show light
tarnishing and some dents on the noses of the soft point bullets, they
are a mix of manufacturers. Next are 25 loose rounds of WRA Co. 38-72
WCF loaded in brass cases with lead bullets, the cartridges show light to
moderate tarnishing and some verdigris. Next is a partial 20-round box
of Winchester 32 Self Loading by U.S. Cartridge Co., the box is very
tender showing one lost end flap, the cartridges are loaded in brass
cases with jacketed soft points and rate very good plus showing some
mild tarnishing. Finally there is a full 20-round box of Remington UMC
38-56. The buff box rates very good showing some light soiling and
scuffs. Three cartridges are UMC and the remainder are
Remington-UMC all with cupro-nickel jacketed soft points and show light
to perhaps moderate tarnishing. (136519-121E)
17 Remington Ammunition
Included are a partial 19-round box, partial 18-round box, twelve full
20-round boxes and three 20-round boxes of fired cases. The boxes
rate good and the cartridges are near excellent. (136519-121F)
Kynoch 577 Nitro Express
This lot includes a full 50-round packet of Kynoch-manufactured 3" case
non-corrosive ammunition loaded in brass cases with 750 grain
metal-covered solid bullets. The brown paper packet holds ten 5-round
boxes, the individual boxes rating near excellent and the cartridges
themselves excellent. (136519-86)
416 Rigby Ammunition
Included are a full 20-round box and a partial 7-round box of Federal
Premium loaded in nickel-plated cases with 410 grain Weldcore soft
points. All are in near excellent condition. The partial box also contains
13 fired cases. (136519-86A)
416 Rigby Ammunition
Included are two full 20-round boxes of Federal Premium loaded in
nickel-plated cases with 410 grain Weldcore soft points. All are in
excellent condition. (136519-86B)
416 Rigby Ammunition
Included are one full 20-round box and 5 loose rounds of Federal
Premium loaded in nickel-plated cases with 410 grain Weldcore soft
points. All are in excellent condition. (136519-86C)
22 Hornet Ammunition
Included are eleven full 50-round boxes of military 45 grain ball 22
Hornet. Two boxes are by Remington, one still sealed, while the
remainder is Winchester. A few boxes show some tape repairs but most
are very good. The cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent, a
handful showing some mild tarnishing or oxidation. (136519-86D)
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Czech 7.62x45mm Surplus
Included are 34 full 15-round boxes of Czech lacquered steel case
7.62x45mm for the vz.52 rifle. A few of the boxes are loaded on stripper
clips and most are loose in the boxes. The boxes are somewhat tender
while the cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent. They are
housed in a green ammo can. (136519-86E)
Vintage RWS Rifle Ammo
Included are 11 assorted boxes. There are two full 10-round boxes of
5.6x57mm loaded in brass cases with 74 grain cone point bullets, two
full 10-round boxes of 5.6x57mmR loaded in brass cases with 74 grain
cone point bullets, two full 10-round boxes of 7x57mmR loaded in brass
cases with 116 grain cone tip bullets, four full 10-round and one partial
6-round boxes of 9.3x72mmR loaded in brass cases with 193 grain
jacketed soft point bullets. The boxes rate good to very good while the
cartridges are very good plus to near excellent showing a bit of minor
tarnishing. (136519-86F)
Vintage Kynoch Rifle Ammunition
Included are 13 assorted boxes. There is a full 5-round box of 375
Magnum Rimless Nitro-Express loaded with 235 grain metal covered
copper point bullets, one full 5-round box of 500 nitro cartridges for black
powder express rifles 3" cases loaded with copper point lead bullets, five
full 10-round boxes of 10.75x68mm Mauser loaded with 347 grain metal
covered soft nose bullets, one full 10-round box of 9mm Mauser loaded
with 245 metal covered soft nose bullets, one full 10-round box of 9.3
Mauser loaded with 285 grain metal covered solid bullets and finally
three full 5-round and one partial 4-round boxes of 375 Magnum
Flanged Nitro Express loaded with 300 grain jacketed soft nose bullets.
The boxes rate good to very good showing some scuffs and worn flaps
while the cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent, a few showing
some mild tarnishing. (136519-86G)
6.5x54mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer
This lot includes 14 assorted boxes of vintage 6.5 Mannlicher ammo.
There are three full 10-round boxes from various makers including a box
of Norma jacketed soft points, a box of Czechoslovakian jacketed soft
points, a box of Dominion jacketed soft points and a 9-round box of
RWS jacketed soft points. The remaining boxes include two full
20-round boxes and a partial 18-round box of Dominion 160 grain soft
points, a partial 18-round box of Norma 156 grain soft point round nose
and finally six full 20-round boxes of Norma 139 grain semi-pointed soft
points. All are housed in a green ammo can. (136519-223)
45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes ten full 50-round boxes of Remington ammunition
loaded in nickel-plated cases with 230 grain FMJ bullets. Also included
are 21 loose cartridges for a total of 521 rounds. All are in excellent
condition and housed in a green ammo can. (136519-224)
44-40 Ammunition
Included are 5 assorted boxes and 25 loose rounds. The boxes include
four full 50-round boxes, three of Remington and one of Winchester
loaded with 200 grain jacketed soft points. The remaining box contains
49 Winchester cartridges. The loose cartridges are Remington and show
moderate tarnishing and staining while the remaining cartridges just
show some mild tarnishing. (136519-113F)
30-06 U.S. Military Surplus
Included are 11 full 20-round boxes of Caliber 30 M2 Armor Piercing and
4 full 20-round boxes and one partial 19-round box of Caliber 30 M2
Ball. Some of the boxes are mismatched and show tape repairs, scuffs
and soiling. The cartridges are mostly dated between 1942 and 1943
from a variety of ordnance plants and rate very good plus with mild
overall tarnishing. Boxes are housed in a green ammo can.
(136519-117)
22 Savage High Power Ammunition
Included are a full 20-round box of Dominion cartridges loaded with 70
grain PSP bullets in very good plus to near excellent condition and a
partial 13-round box of Remington cartridges loaded with 70 grain soft
point Core-Lokt bullets in very good plus condition showing some mild
tarnishing. (136519-117A)
45 ACP Ammunition
Included are two full 50-round boxes of Federal Premium 45 ACP +P
Tactical HST loaded with 230 grain HST HP bullets in excellent
condition and one full 50-round box of Federal Classic 45 ACP loaded
with 230 grain Hi-Shok jacketed hollow points in excellent condition.
(136519-117B)
45 Auto Rim Ammunition
Included is a partial 26-round box of Winchester cartridges loaded with
230 grain FMJ bullets, the blue, white and red box is rather tender
missing end flaps and the cartridges rate very good plus to near
excellent. Next is a full 50-round box of Remington cartridges loaded
with 230 grain lead bullets in near excellent condition. Finally there is a
full 50-round box of Peters cartridges loaded with 230 grain lead bullets
in near excellent condition. (136519-117C)
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41 Short Rimfire Ammunition
Included is one full 50-round box of Navy Arms Co. 41 Short RF loaded
in nickel-plated cases with copper-washed bullets in excellent condition.
(136519-117D)
Assorted Pistol Ammo
Included are a full 50-round box of FN 5.7x28 SS195 LF ammo in
excellent condition, a full 36-round box of Middle Eastern surplus 9x19
in near excellent condition, an 18-round box of Remington 45 ACP M15
shot cartridges in very good plus condition, 34 loose rounds of
Remington 45 ACP M15 shot cartridges in very good condition a few
cartridges showing light to moderate tarnishing, 10 loose rounds of
Frankford Arsenal 45 ACP ball ammo dated 1945 in very good plus
condition, 16 loose rounds of Remington 44 Colt in very good condition
showing some scattered tarnishing, a full 50-round tin of Dynamit Nobel
9mm Flobert cartridges and finally a full sealed 50-round packet of
Braun & Bloem 9mm Flobert cartridges, the green-labeled packet in very
good plus condition showing some light scuffs and handling marks.
(136519-117E)
Assorted Rifle Ammo Lot
Included are a full 50-round box of Winchester 218 Bee loaded with 48
grain HP bullets in excellent condition, two full 20-round boxes of
Winchester 222 Remington loaded with 50 grain pointed soft point
bullets in very good plus condition showing some minor tarnishing, one
full 20-round box of Winchester Super Speed 300 Savage loaded with
180 grain soft point bullets in fair to good condition with about half of the
rounds showing moderate tarnishing and verdigris, next are 18 loose
rounds of Remington 300 H&H Magnum loaded with soft point bullets in
very good plus condition showing some mild tarnishing, finally there is a
19-round box of Winchester 45-70 loaded with 405 grain soft point
bullets in very good plus condition showing some mild tarnishing.
(136519-117F)
7.62x54mmR Surplus Ammunition
Included is one sealed wooden crate containing 880 rounds of Russian
surplus ammunition dated 1972, the exterior markings indicating "LPS
GZh" (Light Ball, Steel Core). The two 440-round cans are likely still
sealed and the cartridges presumably excellent. (136519-23)
7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot includes 18 full 30-round boxes of Lapua cartridges. They are
non-corrosive loaded with 123 grain FMJ bullets. All boxes are sealed
except for one which reveals excellent condition cartridges. (136519-83)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581A)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581B)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581C)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581D)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581E)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581F)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581G)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581H)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581I)
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50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581J)
50 BMG Ammunition
This lot consists of a full 100-round can of ball ammunition in M9 links by
Winchester. The ammunition is headstamped "WCC / 87" and rates
excellent. (136519-581K)
9mm Ammunition
This lot consists of 700 rounds of 9mm ammunition. Six cartridges are
an assortment of commercial loads, 50 are FN military surplus ball and
the remainder are Canadian military surplus ball dated 44 or 45 with "9 /
MM" headstamps. The cartridges rate very good plus showing some
mild tarnishing, they have been re-packed in an assortment of 50-round
commercial boxes and housed in a green ammo can. (136519-210)
7.62x54mmR Surplus Ammunition
This lot consists of 397 rounds of Soviet surplus Factory 188 yellow tip
heavy ball ammo. There are 97 loose rounds that show a few spots of
light to moderate tarnishing or oxidation. The remaining rounds remain
in 20-round packets and rate very good plus to near excellent. All are
housed in a green ammo can. (136519-193)
30-06 Ammunition
This lot includes 13 assorted boxes. There are five full 20-round boxes
of Federal American Eagle 150 grain FMJ boat tail in excellent condition,
one full 20-round box of Federal Fusion 150 grain soft points in excellent
condition, two partial 19-round boxes of U.S. military surplus 1936-dated
Frankford Arsenal M1 Ball in near excellent condition, finally five full
20-round boxes of U.S. military surplus 1936-dated Frankford Arsenal
M1 Ball in near excellent condition. Three of the surplus boxes are still
sealed and they all have "1936" written in pen on their edges. All boxes
are housed in a green ammo can. (136519-204)
7.62mm NATO Ammunition
This lot consists of a 200-round can of M80 cartridges on M13 links. The
can designates it for MG M60-M73 and lot number "LC-82M101-213".
The cartridges rate excellent. (136519-182)
223 Remington Ammunition
This lot consists of a 1000+/- round bag of loose Federal 223 Remington
55 grain FMJ in its Federal shipping box. The cartridges rate excellent.
(136519-312)
5.56 & 7.62 NATO Blanks
This lot consists of 200 +/- 7.62 NATO Grenade Launching Cartridges
on links with "LC / 81" headstamps and rate very good plus to near
excellent showing some minor tarnishing. Next are 200 +/- 5.56 Blanks
on links with "LC / 86" headstamps and rate near excellent and are
housed in a green plastic SAW M249 ammo box. Both are housed in a
green ammo can. (136519-657)
Military Surplus Lot
This lot includes a full 24-round carton of 45 ACP by Remington on
half-moon clips for the U.S. Model 1917 revolver. The cartridges are
dated 1918 and show some areas of moderate tarnishing and oxidation
and the box is rather tender but the label is intact. Next is a full 20-round
box of Frankford Arsenal 276 Pedersen ball cartridges dated 1929, the
box rates good with one end flap opened and showing some scuffs and
dents while the cartridges rate near excellent. Next are a partial
19-round box and six full 20-round boxes of assorted U.S. military 45
ACP from Frankford Arsenal and Western Cartridge Co., most of which
are still sealed. Next is partial 14-round box of U.S. military 38 Long Colt
by Frankford Arsenal dated 1913. The box shows scuffs and
separations while the cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent.
Next is a full 20-round clip of 6.5 Carcano on a brass Breda clip showing
some scattered light tarnishing and verdigris. Finally included is a
5-round stripper clip of Frankford Arsenal dummy 30-06 that show
moderate overall wear and one cartridge with a bullet pressed in a bit.
(136519-439)
32 French Long Ammunition
Included is one full 50-round box of Old Western Scrounger 32 French
Long made from custom 32 S&W Long cases and loaded with 93 grain
FMJ bullets. The cartridges rate near excellent. (136519-439A)
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Assorted Rifle Ammo
Included is a full 20-round box of Remington UMC 43 Spanish black
powder cartridges, the box shows tape repairs, the blue label is intact
and the cartridges rate near excellent. Next is a partial 5-round box of
Kynoch 375 Magnum Flanged loaded with 235 grain copper FMJ bullets
in near excellent condition. Next is a partial 6-round box of Kynoch 375
Magnum Rimless loaded with 235 grain copper-pointed steel bullets in
very good plus condition with minor tarnishing and the box rates fair.
Next is a partial 18-round box of Remington 35 Winchester loaded with
250 grain soft points in very good plus condition showing some light
tarnishing and the green box rates fair having lost its end flaps. Next is a
full 20-round box of Winchester 6mm Lee Navy loaded with jacketed soft
points, the purple-labeled box rates very good showing some light scuffs
and soiling while the cartridges rate near excellent. Next is a full
20-round box of Old Western Scrounger 351 Winchester Self-Loading
made from modified 357 Maximum cases and loaded with 180 grain soft
points in very good plus to near excellent condition. Next is a 20-round
box of 22 Savage loaded with 65 grain soft points, 10 cartridges are
Remington, one is Peters, three Super-X, one Super Speed, four
Winchester and one Remington UMC primed case, all rate very good
plus showing some light tarnishing. Finally there is 19 rounds of RWS
8x57 IRS, 12 loaded with 196 grain jacketed soft points and 7 loaded
with Brenneke TIG soft points and there are 21 fired cases.
(136519-439B)
Assorted Pistol & Revolver Ammo
First is a partial 22-round box of Remington 38 Long Colt loaded with
150 grain lead bullets along with 28 fired cases. Next is a 49-round box
of Federal 38 Special +P 125 grain Nyclad semi-wadcutter hollowpoints
in excellent condition, a full 50-round box of Federal 38 Special +P 158
grain Nyclad semi-wadcutter hollowpoints in excellent condition, a full
50-round box of Speer Lawman 45 ACP 200 grain JHP in excellent
condition, a full 50-round box of Winchester 380 ACP 45 rounds with 95
grain FMJ and 5 with 95 grain SXT hollowpoints, a full 50-round box of
PMC 32 S&W Long 98 grain LRN in excellent condition, and finally two
full 50-round boxes of Federal 32 S&W Long 98 grain lead wadcutter
match in excellent condition. (136519-439C)
Assorted Rifle Ammo
First is a partial 45-round box of Lake City 1943-dated 30 Carbine
showing some mild tarnishing. Next is 50 rounds of Lake City
1952-dated 30 Carbine showing some mild tarnishing, a partial 36-round
box of Remington military surplus 30 Carbine showing mild tarnishing,
there are 50 +/- loose Dominion 1951-dated 30-06 surplus showing
some light tarnishing and finally a partial segment of linked 30-06
containing 28 rounds of TW / 43 surplus ammunition showing overall
light tarnishing. (136519-439D)
Assorted Shotshells
This lot includes 14 full 5-round boxes of BRI 20 gauge 2 3/4" loaded
with 305 grain Shock Point sabot bullets in excellent condition, 1 full
5-round box of Remington 20 gauge 2 3/4" loaded with rifled hollow
point slugs, 6 full 5-round boxes of Rottweil Brenneke 16 gauge
magnum 2 3/4" loaded with 1 oz. rifled slugs, 2 full 5-round boxes of
Rottweil Brenneke 12 gauge magnum 2 3/4" loaded with 1 1/8 oz. rifled
slugs, 1 full 10-round box of Rottweil Tiger 12 gauge 2 3/4" loaded with
No. 6 GECO-X-Hardshot, 1 full 10-round box of Rottweil Tiger 16 gauge
2 3/4" loaded with No. 4 GECO-X-Hardshot, finally 3 full 10-round boxes
of Rottweil Brenneke 20 gauge 2 5/8" loaded with rifled slugs.
(136519-440)
9mm Surplus Ammunition
This lot includes 1475 rounds of Spanish surplus 9mm Parabellum by
Toledo Arsenal that appears to all be dated 1952. The cartridges are
packed in 59 boxes of 25 rounds and rate very good to very good plus
showing some scattered light tarnishing. Also included is 50 rounds of
Finnish surplus 9mm with "VPT / 44" headstamps. (136519-451)
32 S&W Long Ammunition
Included is a full case of 500 rounds of Federal 32 S&W Long 98 grain
Lead Wadcutters in like-new condition. (136519-346)
8x50mmR Mannlicher Surplus Ammunition
This lot includes 250 +/- rounds of Bulgarian surplus ammunition. The
ammunition is loaded with cupro-nickel round nose bullets in brass
cases and all appear to be dated 1936. The cartridges rate very good
plus showing some mild tarnishing. (136519-332)
Assorted 9mm Makarov & 9x18 Ultra Ammunition
This lot includes 13 full 50-round boxes of Geco 9x18 Ultra loaded in
brass cases with 94 grain flat point FMJ all in excellent condition, 2 full
50-round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Makarov loaded in brass cases
with 95 grain FMJ bullets in near excellent condition, 1 full 24-round box
of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Makarov loaded in steel cases with FMJ bullets,
8 full 16-round boxes of Chinese Surplus Factory 81 9mm Makarov
loaded in steel cases with FMJ bullets in near excellent condition and 3
full 16-round boxes of B-West 9mm Makarov made by Tula loaded in
steel cases with FMJ bullets. The 9mm Makarov surplus and B-West
ammo is corrosive. (136519-453)
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38 Auto & 38 Super Ammunition
This lot includes a partial 49-round box and 3 full 50-round boxes of
Remington 38 ACP loaded in brass cases with 130 grain FMJ bullets in
near excellent condition showing a little mild tarnishing. Next is a partial
49-round box of Western 38 ACP 130 FMJ and a full 50-round box of
Winchester 38 ACP 130 grain FMJ in near excellent condition. Next is a
partial 49-round box of Remington 38 Super (+P) 115 grain JHP, a full
50-round box of Remington 38 Super (+P) 130 grain FMJ, a full
50-round box of Remington 38 Super Automatic Hi-Speed 130 grain
FMJ in vintage green and red box, a full 50-round box of Winchester 38
Super Automatic High Velocity 130 grain FMJ, a full 50-round box of
PMC 38 Super Auto (+P) 130 grain FMJ and a partial 48-round box of
Winchester 38 Super (+P) 125 grain JHP. All of the 38 Super is loaded
in nickel-plated cases and rates near excellent. (136519-453A)
Assorted Pistol & Revolver Ammo
This lot includes a full 50-round box of Winchester white box 44
Magnum 240 grain jacketed soft points, a partial 38-round box of Blazer
25 ACP 45 grain JHP, a full 50-round box of Winchester 25 ACP 45
grain expanding point, a full 20-round box of PMC Eldorado Starfire
9mm 124 grain JHP, a full 20-round box of Winchester 9mm 147 grain
SXT, a full 25-round box of Remington Golden Saber 9mm 124 grain
JHP, a partial 19-round box of PMC Eldorado Starfire 45 ACP 230 grain
JHP, a full 6-round packet of Glaser 45 ACP +P 145 grain Silver Safety
Slugs and two full 6-round packets of Glaser 32 ACP 55 grain Blue
Safety Slugs. All cartridges remain in near excellent condition.
(136519-453B)
5.75 Velo-Dog & 5mm RFM
This lot includes a full 250-round packet of Fiocchi 5.75 Velo-Dog
loaded with 43 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases and 50-round boxes,
and finally two full 50-round boxes of Centurion (Aguila) 5mm
Remington Rimfire Magnum loaded with 30 grain hollowpoints in brass
cases. All rate excellent. (136519-439E)
22 Savage Ammunition
This lot includes eight full 20-round boxes of assorted 22 Savage 70
grain soft point ammunition. There are two boxes of Remington
Kleanbore, one box of Western Super-X, one box of Winchester Super
Speed, one box of Dominion and three boxes of Imperial. The Imperial
boxes are somewhat scuffed and dented but the remaining boxes rate
very good plus and the cartridges are near excellent. (136519-439F)
25-06 Remington Ammunition
This lot includes 7 full 20-round boxes of Remington-production 25-06
loaded with 120 grain pointed Core-Lokt soft point bullets in brass
cases. A few of the boxes show some moderate denting and all
cartridges rate excellent. (136519-439G)
Assorted Rifle Ammo
This lot includes 13 boxes of assorted cartridges. There are 2 full
20-round boxes of Remington Premier Match 300 Blackout 125 grain
OTM, 1 full 20-round box of Western Super X 22-250 Remington 55
grain SP, 2 full 20-round boxes of Western Super X 257 Roberts 117
grain SP, 2 full 20-round boxes of Remington 30-30 170 grain
Core-Lokt, 1 full 20-round box of Federal Power-Shok 7mm Rem. Mag.
160 grain bonded soft point, 1 full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X
35 Remington 200 grain SP, 1 full 20-round box of Remington 308
Winchester 150 grain Core-Lokt SP, 1 full 20-round box of Winchester
Super-X 30-06 Springfield 180 grain SP and 2 full 20-round boxes of
Federal Power-Shok 30-06 Springfield 180 grain SP. Cartridges rate
very good plus to excellent, a few showing some light tarnishing.
(136519-439H)
358 Winchester & 45-70 Ammunition
This lot includes a partial 17-round box of mixed Winchester and
Remington 45-70 loaded with jacketed soft points and showing light
tarnish, a full 20-round box of Remington 45-70 405 grain jacketed soft
points, finally there are 6 full 20-round boxes of Winchester-made 358
Winchester loaded with 200 grain silvertip bullets, they are of various
vintages and rate near excellent. (136519-439I)
348 Winchester, 35 Winchester and 405 Winchester Ammunition
This lot includes 5 full 20-round boxes of 348 Winchester: two are
Winchester-made 250 grain Silvertips, one is Winchester-made 150
grain Silvertips, one is Remington 200 grain Core-Lokt and the last is
Winchester 200 grain Silvertip. Next there are 4 full 20-round boxes and
1 partial 19-round box of 35 Winchester including: two of Remington 250
grain soft points (boxes show moderate tape repairs), two boxes
containing a mix of mostly Winchester-made with a few Peters and
others, and the partial box also showing a mix of makers, these boxes
also show moderate tears and tape repairs. Last there is a full 20-round
box of Winchester-made 405 Winchester 300 grain soft points in a very
good blue, red and yellow box and a partial 14-round box of
Winchester-made 405 300 grain soft points in a fair red and yellow box
showing moderate scuffs and dents. All cartridges rate very good plus
showing some scattered light tarnishing. (136519-439J)
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375 H&H Magnum & JDJ Ammunition
This lot includes 1 full 20-round box of Corbon 375 JDJ loaded with 300
grain Nosler Partition bullets in custom cases made from 444 Marlin, the
balance is a variety of 375 H&H Magnum cartridges including: 1 full
20-round box of Federal Premium Safari 300 grain BTSP, 1 full 20-round
box of Winchester 300 grain silvertips, 2 full 10-round boxes of DWM
300 grain Brenneke TIG, 1 partial 4-round box and 7 full 5-round boxes
of Kynoch 300 grain jacketed soft points, 1 full 5-round box of Kynoch
375 Magnum Flanged (rimmed) loaded with 235 grain jacketed copper
points with compressed cordite, and finally 3 full 5-round boxes of
Kynoch 374 Magnum Flanged (rimmed) loaded with 270 grain soft nose
bullets in fair condition showing some moderate oxidation and most of
them show a thin split at the neck. (136519-439J)
Assorted Revolver Ammo
Included are 7 full 6-round packets of Glaser 38 Special +P Blue Safety
Slugs, 1 full 6-round packet of Glaser 38 Special +P Silver Safety Slugs,
3 full 6-round packets of Glaser 357 Magnum Blue Safety Slugs, 1 full
6-round packet of Glaser 357 Magnum Silver Safety Slugs, 2 full
6-round packets of Glaser 38 Special Blue Safety Slugs, 1 full 10-round
box of CCI 38 SPL/357 Magnum Shotshell cartridges with 1/4 oz. #9
shot, 5 full 25-round boxes of Remington 357 Magnum Golden Saber
125 grain JHP, 1 full 50-round box of HSM 357 Magnum loaded with
158 grain semi-wadcutter lead, 1 full 25-round box of Remington 38
Special +P Golden Saber 125 grain JHP, 1 full 50-round box of
Remington 38 Special +P 125 grain Semi-JHP, 1 full 50-round box of
Federal 38 Special 125 Nyclad HP, and finally 2 full 50-round boxes of
Fiocchi 38 Special 148 grain wadcutter. (136519-451)
Collectible Cartridge & Large Bore Shotshell Lot
This lot includes 9 assorted shotshells, eight unloaded and one loaded,
and four antique cartridges. The loaded shell is a Winchester Leader 8
gauge with red paper hull in very good plus condition showing some
minor scuffs. The remainder include a Winchester 4 gauge with black
paper hull, primed and never loaded in very good plus condition warping
very slightly at the top, a J.P. & S 4 gauge with buff paper hull de-primed
showing some light handling marks, a Winchester 8 gauge with black
paper hull, primed and never loaded showing some small dings and
scuffs, a K.M. Co. 4 gauge with black paper hull, fired showing moderate
scuffing and handling marks, a Breeze Mark 4 gauge with black paper
hull, fired showing moderate scuffing and light flaking, a Manville Mfg. 1"
brass tear gas cartridge, fired showing some light oxidation, a
Winchester 8 gauge brass shell, fired showing moderate oxidation and a
Winchester 10 gauge brass shell, primed and unfired showing some
scattered light oxidation. The cartridges include a .32 caliber
centrally-primed Maynard cartridge that appears to have been reloaded,
the primer is struck and there are some thin cracks at the neck, there
are two .50 caliber traditional Maynard cartridges that rate very good
plus showing some light tarnishing along the cases and bullets with the
information written in black marker on the cases and finally a 56
Spencer rimfire cartridge showing some scattered light tarnishing and no
visible headstamp. (136519-454F)
10 Gauge Shotshell Lot
This lot includes 10 full 5-round boxes of Federal 10 ga. Magnum 3 1/2"
with 1 3/4 oz. Super Slug hollowpoints, 1 full 5-round box of Federal 10
ga. Magnum 3 1/2" with 1 3/4 oz. Hi-Shok slugs, 2 full 25-round boxes of
Remington 3 1/2" Magnum 2 oz. No. 2 Shot, and 48 loose shells
including: (5) 3 1/2" Magnum 00 Buck, (3) 3 1/2" Magnum Hi-Shok Slug,
(8) 3 1/2" Magnum No. 6 Shot, (16) 3 1/2" Magnum Copper Shot and
(16) 3 1/2" Magnum Steel BB. (136519-433)
55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 2 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and the cloth bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple
tiny tears and light soiling with the markings still legible. (136519-425)
55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 2 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and the cloth bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple
tiny tears and light soiling with the markings still legible. (136519-425A)
55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 2 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and the cloth bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple
tiny tears and light soiling with the markings still legible. (136519-425B)
55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 2 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and the cloth bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple
tiny tears and light soiling with the markings still legible. (136519-425C)
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55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 2 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and the cloth bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple
tiny tears and light soiling with the markings still legible. (136519-425D)
55 Boys Ammunition
This lot includes 3 full 10-round bandoliers of British surplus 55 Boys by
Kynoch on brass stripper clips. The cartridges and clips are dated 1939
and rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing, a few showing areas a bit more moderate and the cloth
bandoliers rate very good plus showing a couple tiny tears and light
soiling with the markings still legible, one bandolier is closer to
good-very good showing a few patches of moderate staining.
(136519-425E)
Mixed Lot of Ammunition
This lot consist of (3) boxes of fifty rounds each surplus 7.63x25mm
Mauser ammunition with a "FN" headstamp featuring cupro-nickel full
metal jacket bullets of unknown weight. Two of the boxes are marked
"7.63mm Mauser" but the third is marked "7.62 Russian" but all
ammunition has the same headstamp and rates excellent. (1) box of
approximately 90 rounds of surplus 30-40 Krag ammunition featuring a
full metal jacket bullet of unknow weight with "W.R.A. / 31" headstamps
and (1) box of approximately 95 rounds of 7x57mm Mauser ammunition
with "REM-UMC / 7mm" headstamps featuring a cupro-nickel full metal
jacket bullets of unknown weight. Both boxes of ammunition show
moderate oxidation blemishes. (1) MTM Case-Gard ammo box
containing 50 rounds of mixed headstamp 35 Winchester Self Loader
ammunition in excellent condition. Most are headstamped "PETERS"
but includes "REM-UMC" and "W.R.A.". (9) loose rounds of Norma
8x57JR ammunition with jacketed soft point bullets in excellent condition
and (17) rounds of mixed headstamped 44-40 ammunition with jacketed
soft point ammunition in poor condition. (86519-480U)
Lot of 303 Savage Ammunition
This lot consist of (3) boxes of 303 Savage ammunition. (1) box of
twenty-rounds 303 Savage headstamped “R-P / 303 SAV" with 180 Soft
point bullets in the excellent condition original red and green period box
showing very light handling marks. (1) box of 18 rounds 303 Savage
headstamped "REM-UMC / 303 SAV" with cupro-nickel jacketed soft
point bullets of unknown weight in excellent condition plus two primed
cases of other headstamps repackaged in a non-original box. (1) box of
13 rounds of 303 Savage headstamped "U.M.C. / 303 S.R.A.Co." with a
cupro-nickel full metal jacket bullet of unknown weight in excellent
condition and seven primed cases of another headstamp and
re-packaged in a non-original box. (86519-480W)
Vintage 22 LR Lot
This lot contains one full box (50 rounds) and one nearly full box (49
rounds) of Winchester Leader Staynless 22 LR LRN cartridges for a total
of 99 rounds. The cartridges remain in very good plus condition with light
tarnishing on the cases. The boxes remain in good condition for their
age with minor edge wear and the left side flap missing from one of the
boxes. Also included is one half full box (25 rounds) of Western 22 LR
LRN cartridges that remain in excellent condition with the box in the
same condition. (238927-174A)
Vintage .350 Rigby Magnum Ammunition
This lot consists of 48 rounds of 350 Rigby Magnum PSP ammunition
packaged in 4 sealed 10-round boxes and one open box containing 8
rounds. The ammunition in the open box remains in near excellent
condition with a few specks of light oxidation and verdigris on the cases
and light verdigris on the exposed lead tips. The box bears the name
and London address of John Rigby & Co. This proprietary cartridge
introduced in 1908 became one of the most widely used medium bore
rounds in Africa. (23A6519-192)
338 Winchester Magnum Dummies
This lot contains 40 rounds of 338 Winchester Magnum Action Proving
Dummies packaged into two 20-round sealed boxes. The carboard
boxes are marked “WINCHESTER-WESTERN DIVISION / OLIN
MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION / EAST ALTON, ILLINOIS,
U.S.A.” The boxes remain in very good condition with one side edge
loose and some small tears in the labels. (236519-235)
25-06 Rem Ammunition
This lot consists of 52 25-06 PSP Core-Lokt 120 grain cartridges packed
in two 20 round boxes and one partial box of 12 rounds. The
ammunition remains in excellent condition and the boxes rate very good
with minor edge wear and are marked with a white “pre-owned” sticker
from a NH-based sport shop. (236519-235A)
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8.15x46R Schuetzen and 11.2x60 Schüler Ammunition
This lot consists of one sealed 20-round box of RWS 8.15x46R
cartridges. The cartridges are loaded with 151 grain copper soft point
bullets and the packaging remains in very good condition. Also included
are five rounds of 11.2x60 Schüler ammunition in near excellent
condition with lightly polished cases and two rounds displaying some
minor oxidation on the primers. (236519-235B)
444 Marlin Ammunition
This lot consists of 68 rounds of Remington 444 Marlin SP cartridges
and 31 empty 444 Marlin brass cases with Remington headstamps. 59
rounds are factory 240 grain soft points and 9 rounds are factory loaded
with an unknown heavier projectile. Three of the Remington “green
boxes” are in very good condition with minor wear and two of the boxes
are in fair condition being held together with cellophane tape.
(236519-235C)
9mm Ammunition Case
This lot contains one sealed 1000 round case of Blazer Brass 115 grain
FMJ 9mm ammunition in 20 50-round boxes. (236519-7)
9mm Ammunition Case
This lot consists of one sealed case of 20 50-round boxes of Blazer
Brass 115 grain 9mm for a total of 1000 rounds. (236519-7A)
308 Win Match Ammunition
This lot contains 397 rounds of Federal Gold Medal Match 308 Win 168
grain Sierra MatchKing BTHP rounds in 20-round boxes and 96 rounds
of 308 Win brass cases with Federal headstamps in 20-round boxes.
The loaded ammunition remains in near excellent condition with minor
tarnishing on the cases and the boxes remain in similar excellent
condition. The empty brass also remains in near excellent condition with
their boxes in good to very good condition with minor edge wear and
some tearing of a few of the side flaps. (236519-72)
243 Win, 7mm Rem Mag, 7-30 Waters Ammunition
This lot contains two 20 round boxes (40 rounds total) of Winchester
Super X 243 Win 100 gr. PSP ammunition, one 20 round box of
Remington Core-Lokt 7mm Rem Magnum 150 gr. PSP ammunition and
one partial box of 17 rounds of Federal Hi-Power 7-30 Waters 120 gr.
boat-tail SP with 3 empty brass 7-30 Waters cases with Federal
headstamps. All ammunition is in excellent condition. (236519-61)
405 Win Ammunition
This lot contains one 20 round box of Hornady 405 Win 300 gr FP
ammunition in excellent condition. The ammunition includes a
Hornady-branded sticker marked “POWER UP! WITH LIGHT MAGNUM”
and the box features an illustration of Theodore Roosevelt posing with a
downed Rhinoceros. (236519-61A)
6.5x55 Swedish Ammunition
This lot contains 180 rounds of 6.5x55 Swedish ammunition in excellent
condition packaged in 20 round boxes. Six boxes (120 rounds) are
Sellier & Bellot 140 gr. PSP, two boxes (40 rounds) are PMC 144 gr.
FMJ, and one box (20 rounds) are Remington Core-Lokt 140 gr. PSP.
(236519-61B)
Centerfire Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of six different centerfire calibers in about excellent
condition as follows: one 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 375 Win
250 gr. S.P., one 20 round box of Sellier & Bellot 8x57 JR 196 gr. SP,
one 10-round box of RWS 8x57 JRS SP, two 50-round boxes (100
rounds) of Winchester Super-X 218 Bee 46 gr. HP, 62 rounds of
Winchester Western 32-20 Win 100 gr. lead FP in one 50 round box and
one partial box of 12 rounds, one partial box of 9 rounds of Remington
250 Savage 100 gr. PSP and 11 empty 250 Savage brass cases with
Remington headstamps. (236519-61C)
17 HMR Ammunition
This lot consists of 200 total rounds of 17 HMR ammunition in four
sealed 50 round plastic boxes as follows: Federal V-Shok 17 gr. V-Max,
Hornady Varmint Express 17 gr. V-Max, Winchester Supreme 17 gr.
V-Max, CCI TNT 17 gr. JHP. (236519-61D)
6.5x54 MS and 6.5x53R Ammunition
This lot contains 60 total rounds of Kynoch 6.5x54mm
Mannlicher-Schoenauer 160 gr. lead RN packed in six 10-round boxes
and one bag of 10 6.5x53R Dutch FMJ ammunition with various
headstamps. All ammunition remains in near excellent condition with
minor tarnishing on the cases and a few have light verdigris on the
exposed lead tips. (236519-61E)
Interesting Rimfire Lot
This lot contains two 50-round boxes (100 rounds total) of Fiocchi 9mm
Flobert; one box is loaded with #6 shot and one appears to be loaded
with #10 shot. Also included are 90 rounds of 5mm Rem RF Magnum 36
gr. Power-Lokt HP cartridges in two 50-round boxes along with 10 fired
5mm Rem RF Magnum brass cases with Remington headstamps. The
ammunition remains in excellent condition. (236519-61F)
45 Auto Rim Ammunition
This lot contains three 50-round boxes (150 rounds) of Remington
Kleanbore Priming 45 Auto Rim 230 gr. lead RN cartridges which remain
in near excellent condition. (236519-56)
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Remington 45 Auto Rim Ammunition
This lot consists of 150 rounds of Remington 45 Auto Rim 230 gr. lead
RN cartridges in three 50-round boxes. The ammunition is in excellent
condition. (236519-56A)
45 Auto Rim Lot
This lot contains 132 rounds of Remington 45 Auto Rim 230 gr. lead RN
cartridges with Kleanbore Priming packaged in two 50-round boxes and
one partial box of 32 rounds. The ammunition remains in near excellent
condition. (236519-56B)
45 ACP Lot
This lot contains 599 total rounds of 45 ACP ammunition in near
excellent condition packaged in 50-round boxes. There are two boxes
(100 rounds) of American Eagle 230 gr. FMJ with one box marked as
having been previously owned, one box of Remington UMC 230 gr.
FMJ, and nine boxes of Speer Gold Dot 230 gr. JHP with one box
containing 49 rounds. (236519-56C)
Assorted 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 560 rounds of 45 ACP which remains in near
excellent condition packaged as follows: one Remington UMC Mega
Pack of 250 rounds of 230 gr. FMJ, five 50-round boxes (250 rounds) of
American Eagle 230 gr. FMJ which is labeled as having been previously
owned, and two 20-round boxes and one partial box of 19 rounds (59
total) of Winchester Western 185 gr. Silvertip HP with one round of
Federal FMJ. (236519-56D)
243 Win Ammunition
This lot contains 200 rounds of Hornady Frontier 243 Win 100 gr. spire
point (PSP) cartridges packaged in 10 20-round boxes. The ammunition
is in near excellent condition showing some very light tarnishing on the
projectiles. (236519-232)
243 Win Ammunition
This lot consists of 10 20-round boxes (200 rounds total) of Hornady
Frontier 243 Win 100 gr. spire point (PSP) ammunition in about excellent
condition with some rounds showing very slight tarnishing.
(236519-232A)
243 Win Ammunition
This lot contains 200 rounds of Hornady Frontier 243 Win 100 gr. spire
point (PSP) cartridges packaged in 10 20-round boxes. The ammunition
rates excellent with a few cases showing very light tarnishing.
(236519-232B)
22-250 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains 214 rounds of Hornady Frontier 22-250 Rem 55 gr.
spire point (PSP) ammunition packaged in 20-round boxes along with 26
fired brass 22-250 cases with Frontier headstamps. The ammunition
rates about excellent with light tarnishing on some rounds.
(236519-232C)
243 Win Ammunition
This lot consists of 208 rounds of Hornady Frontier 22-250 Rem 55 gr.
spire point (PSP) ammunition in 20-round boxes as well as 32 fired
22-250 brass cases with Frontier headstamps. The cartridges remain in
excellent condition with a few showing very light tarnishing.
(236519-232D)
45 ACP +P JHP Lot
This lot contains 500 rounds of Remington 45 ACP +P 185 gr. JHP
ammunition packaged in 10 50-round boxes. The boxes all bear a
sticker labeled “Slightly imperfect ammunition for law enforcement
training/qualification use only. Not intended or approved for duty use”,
yet they all appear to be in excellent condition. (236519-3)
45 ACP +P Ammunition
This lot consists of 10 50-round boxes (500 rounds total) of Remington
45 ACP +P 185 gr. JHP cartridges in visually excellent condition. Each
box displays a sticker labeled “Slightly imperfect ammunition for law
enforcement training/qualification use only. Not intended or approved for
duty use.” (236519-3A)
38-40 Win and 44-40 Win Ammunition
This lot contains 100 rounds of Remington 38-40 Win 180 gr. SP
ammunition and 50 rounds of Winchester Super-X 38-40 Win 180 gr. SP
ammunition all in 50-round boxes for a total of 150 rounds. Also included
are three 50 round boxes (150 rounds total) of Remington 44-40 Win
200 gr. SP ammunition. All cartridges are in excellent condition.
(236519-242)
Rare 38 Special +P Tubular Ammunition
This lot contains 43 rounds of PMC Ultramag 38 Special +P 66 gr.
tubular cartridges in the original packaging. This high-velocity
ammunition is commonly referred to as “cookie cutters” due to their very
deep cavity and it remains in excellent condition. (236519-242A)
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Assorted Pistol Ammunition
This lot contains the following types of pistol ammunition which all
remain in excellent condition: one 50-round box of Federal Champion 38
Special 158 gr. lead RN, two 20 round boxes (40 rounds total) of
Remington 357 Maximum 158 gr. SJHP, one 100-round box of
Remington UMC 357 Magnum 125 gr. SJHP, one 9-round box of
Exploder brand 357 Magnum JHP, one 25-round box of Remington
Golden Saber 357 Magnum 125 gr. JHP, and one 20-round box of
Hornady Critical Defense 45 ACP 185 gr. FTX. (236519-242B)
500 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains two 12-round boxes (24 rounds) of CORBON 500 S&W
Special 275 gr. Barnes X cartridges and one 25-round box of M&M
Reloads 500 S&W 350 gr. CPRS in excellent condition. (236519-242C)
45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains 220 rounds of 45 Colt in excellent condition as follows:
three 50-round boxes (150 rounds) of Ultramax 250 gr. lead RNFP, one
50-round box of Winchester Cowboy Action Loads 250 gr. lead RNFP
and one 20-round box of Federal Classic 225 gr. SWCHP.
(236519-242D)
Assorted Handgun and Rifle Ammunition
This lot consists of one 50-round box of PMC 30 Carbine M1 ball rounds
in excellent condition, one 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 32 Short
Colt 80 gr. LRN in excellent condition, one 50-round box of Remington
38 S&W 146 gr. LRN in excellent condition, one 50-round box of
Winchester 32 S&W Long 98 gr. LRN in very good plus condition, 75
rounds of Remington 32 S&W 88 gr. LRN in excellent condition and 25
fired 32 S&W brass cases with Remington headstamps in two 50-round
boxes, eight rounds of 32 S&W and what appears to be one round of 32
Short RF in very good condition in a worn Remington Kleanbore 32
Short RF box, one 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 22 Win Auto
RF in excellent condition, two sealed 6-round packages (12 rounds total)
of 25 ACP Glaser Safety Slugs in excellent condition, one 6 lbs. bag of
mixed 380 ACP FMJ and JHP rounds with S&W headstamps in
excellent condition and two empty vintage Union Metallic Cartridge 32
Long RF cardboard boxes in very good condition showing some tears in
the labeling from the years. (236519-242E)
10 and 12 Gauge Ammunition
This lot contains three 10-round boxes (30 rounds total) of Federal
Premium Magnum Turkey 3 1/2” shotshells as follows: 10 ga. 5 shot, 10
ga. 6 shot, 12 ga. 5 shot. Also included are eight 5-round boxes (40
rounds total) of Federal Magnum 10 ga. 3 1/2” Hi-Shok HP Slugs. All
ammunition is in excellent condition. (236519-59)
12 Gauge Ammunition
This lot consists of: one 50-round package of five 10-round boxes of
Remington 12 ga. 2 3/4” duplex 2x6 shot in very good condition with
scattered spots of light oxidation on the shells, one 10-round box of
Winchester Supreme Elite Xtended Range Hi Density 12 ga. 2 3/4” 5
shot in excellent condition, two 5-round boxes (10 rounds) of Federal
Power-Shok 12 ga. 2 3/4” rifled HP slugs in excellent condition, one
sealed 5-round box of Remington Nitro Express 12 ga. 2 3/4” rifled slugs
presumably in excellent condition, seven 5-round boxes (35 rounds) of
Rottweil Brenneke 12 ga. 2 3/4” slugs in excellent condition.
(236519-59A)
16 and 20 Gauge Ammunition
This lot contains four 25-round boxes (100 rounds total) of Winchester
Double X Magnum Extra Long Range 16 ga. 2 3/4” 2 shot, one 25-round
box of Remington Express Long Range 20 ga. 2 3/4” 6 shot, five
25-round (125 rounds total) boxes of Federal Classic Hi-Brass 20 ga. 2
3/4” 4 shot, one 5-round box of Rottweil Brenneke 20 ga. 2 3/4” slugs,
three 5-round boxes (15 rounds) of Federal Magnum 20 ga. 3” No. 2
buckshot, six 5-round boxes (30 rounds) of Federal Hi-Power 20 ga. 2
3/4” No. 3 buckshot and one 25-piece box of Magtech 20 ga. 2 1/2”
empty, unprimed brass. All remain in excellent condition. (236519-59B)
32 Long RF Ammunition
One 50-round box of Navy Arms 32 Long RF cartridges in excellent
condition. (236519-123)
32 Long RF Ammunition
This lot contains one 50-round box of Navy Arms 32 Long RF
ammunition in excellent condition. (236519-123A)
460 S&W Ammunition
This lot consists of one 20-round box of Federal Fusion 460 S&W 260
gr. bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (236519-123B)
Vintage Rimfire Lot
This lot contains one 50-round box of Navy Arms 32 Long RF cartridges
in excellent condition and one yellow plastic box of approximately 50
rounds of 38 Short RF in very good condition with light oxidation on the
projectiles and cases. (236519-123C)
50 Action Express Ammunition
This lot consists of one sealed 20-round plastic box of Speer Gold Dot
50 AE 325 gr. bonded HP cartridges presumably in excellent condition.
236519-123D)
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32-20 Win Ammunition
This lot contains five 50-round boxes (250 rounds total) of Remington
32-20 Win 100 gr. lead RNFP cartridges in excellent condition.
(236519-123E)
Assorted Kynoch 8mm Ammunition
This lot contains 57 rounds of 8x50mmR Mannlicher as follows: three
10-round boxes and one partial box of 7 rounds of 244 gr. SP, two
10-round boxes of 244 gr. metal covered solid bullet cartridges. Also
included are 90 rounds of 8x56mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer as follows:
two 10-round boxes of 200 gr. metal covered solid bullet cartridges,
seven 10-round boxes of 200 gr. SP. All ammunition remains in
excellent condition. (236519-123F)
22 VL Caseless Ammunition
This lot contains two 1000-round cases (2000 rounds total) of
Daisy-Heddon 22 VL caseless ammunition packaged in 100-round
sleeves. The ammunition remains in excellent condition. (236519-123G)
22 VL Caseless Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of 2000 rounds of Daisy-Heddon 22 VL caseless
ammunition in excellent condition packed in two 1000-round boxes each
containing 10 100-round sleeves. (236519-123H)
Daisy-Heddon 22 VL Caseless Ammunition
This lot contains 1200 rounds of 22 VL caseless ammunition in excellent
condition packaged in 12 100-round sleeves. (236519-123I)
256 Newton Ammunition
This lot contains two 20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Western 256
Newton 129 gr. open point expanding bullet cartridges in very good plus
condition with mild tarnishing on the cases and projectiles. The
cardboard boxes rate very good with minor edge wear and one side flap
taped on. (6519-115)
5mm Rem RF Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of Remington
Hi-Speed 5mm Rem RF Magnum 36 gr. Power-Lokt HP cartridges in
excellent condition. (236519-115A)
38-40 Win Ammunition
This lot consists of about 198 rounds of 38-40 Win 180 gr. SP as
follows: one 50-round box of Remington, one 50-round box of
Winchester labeled “S.A.A.M.I. REFERENCE AMMUNITION / THIS
AMMUNIITON IS TO BE USED / ONLY FOR CALIBRATION OF TEST /
GAUGES FOR VELOCITY AND PRESSURE”, and approximately 98
rounds of Winchester Western packaged in two 50-round boxes. All
ammunition remains in excellent condition. (236519-115B)
7x65R Ammunition
This lot contains 190 rounds of 7x65R as follows: one 10-round box of
DWM 154 gr. SP with Wadcutting Shoulder, two 20-round boxes (40
rounds) of RWS 173 gr. H-mantle copper HP, seven 20-round boxes
(140 rounds) of RWS 173 gr. RNSP. All ammunition remains in excellent
condition with the exception of a couple rounds which are lightly
tarnished. (236519-115C)
8x56mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer Ammunition
This lot contains 92 rounds of Western 8x56 MS 200 gr. SP in four full
and one partial 20-round boxes in very good plus condition (one full box
rates near excellent) with minor tarnishing overall. One round is slightly
longer than the others and features a Winchester headstamp. The
cardboard boxes remain in fair to good condition (the near excellent
cartridges are in an equally excellent condition box) with rips and tears
from the years and included are 20 primed brass 8x56 MS cases.
(236519-115D)
9.3x62mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains two 20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Norma 9.3x62mm
286 gr. SP cartridges in excellent condition. (236519-113)
22 Remington Jet Ammunition
This lot contains five 50-round boxes (250 rounds) of Remington 22
Rem. Jet 40 gr. SP ammunition in about excellent condition along with
100 primed brass 22 Rem. Jet cases with Remington headstamps in
excellent condition. (236519-113A)
7-30 Waters and 9.3x62mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot consists of two 20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Federal Premium
7-30 Waters 120 gr. BTSP cartridges in excellent condition along with
one 20-round box of Norma 9.3x62mm 286 gr. SP cartridges in excellent
condition. (236519-113B)
Norma 9.3x62mm Mauser Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 rounds total) of Norma 9.3x62mm Mauser 286
gr. SP ammunition in excellent condition. (236519-113C)
Assorted 9.3x62mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains one 20-round box of Norma 9.3x62mm Mauser 286 gr.
SP cartridges in excellent condition along with one 10-round box of
RWS 9.3x62mm Mauser SP cartridges in very good condition with a few
of the rounds showing spots of heavy verdigris and the packaging has a
torn top flap. (236519-113D)
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Assorted Centerfire Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains four 20-round boxes (80 rounds) of Remington Express
32 Win Special 170 gr. Core-Lokt SP, three 20-round boxes (60 rounds)
of Remington 250 Savage 100 gr. PSP, one partial box of 17 rounds of
Winchester John Wayne Edition 32-40 Win 165 gr. SP, and one partial
box of 12 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 38-55 Win 255 gr. SP. All
ammunition is in very good to near excellent condition with some rounds
showing light tarnishing and minor oxidation and a few of the older
boxes are missing end flaps or display tears and edge wear.
(236519-113E)
32 Short Colt and 32 Long Colt Ammunition
This lot contains five 50-round boxes (250 rounds) of Winchester
Super-X 32 Short Colt 80 gr. LRN cartridges in excellent condition. Also
included are 428 assorted rounds of 32 Long Colt as follows: five
50-round boxes and one partial box of 30 rounds (280 rounds) of
Remington 82 gr. LRN in excellent condition, one 50-round box with
UMC headstamps in very good condition showing minor tarnishing and a
few spots of light oxidation, one 50-round box and one partial box of 48
rounds (98 rounds) of Winchester Western 82 gr. LRN in excellent
condition and three fired 32 Long Colt brass cases. (236519-459B)
Winchester Black Talon Ammunition
This lot contains various high-quality handgun ammunition as follows:
three 20-round boxes (60 rounds) of Winchester Black Talon 44 Rem
Magnum 250 gr. SXT, two 20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Winchester
Black Talon 45 ACP 230 gr. SXT, one 20-round box of Winchester Black
Talon 9mm 147 gr. SXT and one 20-round box of Winchester Supreme
9mm 147 gr. SXT, one 20-round box of Winchester Black Talon 10mm
200 gr. SXT, one 20-round box of Winchester Black Talon 40 S&W 180
gr. SXT and one 20-round box of PMC Eldorado Starfire 45 ACP 230 gr.
JHP all in excellent condition. (236519-459C)
Assorted Handgun Ammunition
This lot contains the following ammunition all in near excellent to
excellent condition: one 20-round box of Federal Classic 32 H&R
Magnum 85 gr. Hi-Shok JHP, one 20-round box of Federal Premium 380
ACP 90 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP, one 20-round box of Federal Premium 356
TSW 147 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP, one 20-round box of Federal Premium
40 S&W 155 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP, one 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot
40 S&W 180 gr. FMJ, one 50-round box of Remington UMC 40 S&W
180 gr. FMJ, one 50-round box of UMC 38 Super +P 130 gr. FMJ, one
50-round box of UMC 30 Carbine 110 gr. FMJ, one 50-round box of
American Eagle 44 Rem Magnum 240 gr. JHP, one 50-round box of 44
S&W Special 246 gr. LRN, one 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 32
ACP 60 gr. Silvertip HP, one-50 round box of Remington 32 ACP 71 gr.
FMJ, one 50-round box of Federal 32 ACP 71 gr. FMJ, one 50-round
box of Remington Targetmaster 38 Special 148 gr. WC, one 50-round
box of CCI Blazer Lead Free 38 Special +P 158 gr. TMJ, and one partial
9-round box of Federal Premium 38 Special +P 129 gr. Hydra-Shok
JHP. (236519-459D)
Assorted Pistol Ammunition
This lot contains one sealed 250-round bulk pack of Speer #953618B
9mm 124 gr. HP, one sealed 250-round bulk pack of Speer #954234B
357 SIG 125 gr. HP, and one opened (appears full) 250-round bulk pack
of Speer #953885B 45 ACP 230 gr. TMJ that remains in very good plus
condition displaying small spots of oxidation. (236519-451)
32 H&R Magnum and 380 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains the following ammunition all in excellent condition: two
50-round boxes (100 rounds) of Federal 32 H&R Magnum 85 gr. JHP,
one 50-round box of Federal 32 H&R Magnum 95 gr. SWC, three
20-round boxes (60 rounds) of Winchester Supreme 380 ACP 95 gr.
SXT, two 20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Federal Premium Personal
Defense Low Recoil 380 ACP 90 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP and one partial
box of 23 rounds of Speer Gold Dot 380 ACP 90 gr. GDHP.
(236519-451A)
357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot of 594 rounds in excellent condition is made up of the following:
three 50-round boxes (150 rounds) of PMC 158 gr. JSP, two 50-round
boxes (100 rounds) of Winchester Super-X 145 gr. Silvertip HP, two
50-round boxes (100 rounds) of American Eagle 158 gr. JSP, one
50-round box of Federal Classic 125 gr. Hi-Shok JHP, one 50-round box
of Fiocchi 142 gr. FMJTC, one 50-round box of Speer
Lawman-Detective 125 gr. JHP, one 50-round box of Western Super-X
158 gr. JSP and one partial 44-round box of Remington 158 gr. LSWC.
(236519-451B)
7x64mm Ammunition
This lot consists of 200 rounds of 7x64mm in excellent condition as
follows: five 20-round boxes (100) of Remington 140 gr. Core-Lokt PSP
and five 20-round boxes (100) of Remington 175 gr. Core-Lokt PSP.
(236519-480)
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35 Whelen and 350 Rem. Magnum Ammunition
This lot consists of three 20-round boxes (60) of Remington 200 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP, two 20-round boxes (40) of Remington 250 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP, and three 20-round boxes (60) of Remington 200 gr.
Core-Lokt PSP all in excellent condition. (236519-480A)
32-20 Win Ammunition
This lots contains 529 total rounds of 32-20 Win packaged as follows:
six 50-round boxes (300 total) of Remington Kleanbore 100 gr. SP in
excellent condition, one 50-round box of Western 100 gr. SP in excellent
condition, one partial 49-round box of Western 115 gr. SP in excellent
condition, one partial 48-round and one partial 40-round box of
Winchester 100 gr. SP (88 rounds total) with the box of 40-rounds
displaying light tarnishing on the brass and minor oxidation on the lead
tips, finally one partial 42-round box of Remington Kleanbore 80 gr.
“Mushroom” HP showing light tarnishing. (236519-480C)
45 Win Magnum Ammunition
This lots comprises 458 rounds of Winchester Super-X 230 gr. FMJ in
excellent condition in six 50-round boxes (300 rounds), seven 20-round
boxes (140 rounds) and one partial box of 18 rounds along with 29 fired
brass 45 Win Magnum cases with Winchester headstamps.
(236519-480Q)
Assorted .32 Cal. Ammunition
This lot consists of one 50-round box of Winchester 32 Colt New Police
98 gr. LFP, two 50-round boxes (100) of Remington Long Colt 82 gr.
LRN, five 50-round boxes (250) of Winchester Super-X 32 Short Colt 80
gr. LRN, one 50-round box of Western 32 S&W 85 gr. FMJ, four
50-round boxes (200) of Remington 32 S&W 88 gr. LRN with two of the
older boxes showing light oxidation on the lead, two 50-round boxes
(100) of Remington 32 S&W Long 98 gr. LRN, and three-50-round
boxes (150) of Federal Classic 32 S&W Long 98 gr. LWC Match. All
ammunition remains in excellent condition. (236519-480R)
7.62x54R and 6.5x55 Swedish Ammunition
Contained within this lot are 11 20-round boxes (220 rounds) of LVE
7.62x54R 200 gr. SP displaying light oxidation on the lead, one
20-round box of Hansen 7.62x54R 182 gr. FMJ in excellent condition,
four 20-round boxes (80 rounds) of Hansen Posi-Feed 6.5x55 Swedish
139 gr. SP in excellent condition and one 20-round box of Hansen
6.5x55 Swedish 139 gr. FMJ in excellent condition. (236519-480T)
Assorted Shotshells
This lot contains three 25-round boxes (75 total) of L’Unica 24 ga. #7
shot, one 25-round box of L’Unica 32 ga. #8 shot, one 25-round box of
Winchester AA Plus Skeet Loads 28 ga. #9 shot, one 25-round box of
Winchester Super-X High Brass Game Loads 28 ga. #7 1/2 shot, one
25-round box of Federal Skeet Load .410 bore #9 shot, one 5-round box
of Peters .410 bore rifled slugs, and one partial box of 14 rounds of
Wester Super-X 3” .410 bore #6 shot and one round of Western
Super-X .410 bore slug. (236519-454D)
Collectible Ammunition
This lot consists of many different calibers of both pistol and rifle
ammunition all remaining in very good to very good plus condition with
most displaying oxidation on the exposed lead and tarnishing on the
brass cases. Included are four rounds of 8x60 RS, six rounds of 8x57
JR, 20 +/- rounds of 30 Mauser, about 20 assorted 32 S&W and 32
S&W Long, 15+/- rounds of 44 Colt, perhaps 50 rounds of 32 Long Colt,
about 30 rounds of 32 S&W, 25 +/- rounds of 32 RF, 25+/- assorted
vintage rimfire cartridges with various headstamps, about 50 rounds of
25 Stevens Long, roughly 20 rounds of 25-20 WCF, about 20 rounds of
32 Long Colt, 50 +/- rounds of 22 Win Auto and about 15 rounds of 30
Luger. No further descriptions or pictures are available. (236519-480Y)
Vintage Benet-Primed 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
This lot contains 154 Benet-primed 45-70 Govt. cartridges in seven
20-round boxes with the remaining rounds loose and all have
headstamps dating to the early 1880s. The cartridges appear to be
either blanks, loaded with card stock wads alone, or had their bullets
pulled long ago. The cartridges show scattered spots of light oxidation
and verdigris and their cardboard packages have torn flaps and edges
and a few are missing their tops from the years. A couple boxes are
labeled “20 RIFLE BALL CARTRIDGES” along with “Manufactured at
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.” and one is dated “Feb. 22 1882”.
(236519-480Z)
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5.56mm NATO, 8mm Mauser, 30 Mauser, 30-40 Krag Ammunition
This lot consists of one opened Portuguese 400-round battle pack of
M193 5.56mm NATO 55 gr. FMJ packaged in 10 40-round boxes. The
ammunition remains in excellent condition and appears to date to 1987.
Also included is one olive drab linen bandoleer holding 70 rounds of
8mm Mauser 154 gr. FMJ on 5-round stripper clips with Turkish
headstamps dating to 1939. The ammunition remains in about excellent
condition with very light tarnishing overall. Also included are 160
grounds of 30 Mauser SP ammunition packaged on 10-round stripper
clips. The ammunition remains in very good plus condition with minor
tarnishing on the cases and light oxidation on the lead. 20 of the rounds
are sealed in their original UMC-marked cardboard box while 60 of the
rounds are in the remnants of their UMC boxes. Finally, there are two
20-round boxes (40 rounds) of Western 30-40 Krag in very good
condition with scattered spots of light oxidation and minor tarnishing.
(236519-422, 480AA)
303 British Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 rounds) of Remington 303 British 180 gr.
Core-Lokt SP in excellent condition. (236519-480AB)
4mm Zimmerstutzen Ammunition
This lot contains one sealed and one opened (appears full) 250-round
package (about 500) of Hirtenberger 4mm Zimmerstutzen ammunition in
excellent condition. (236519-480AC)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
This lot contains 12 50-round boxes (600 total) of Western Super Match
45 ACP 185 gr. FMC Clean-Cutting ammunition in about excellent
condition with a few cartridges showing small spots of light oxidation on
the case heads. (236519-399A)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
This lot consists of 13 50-round boxes (650 rounds) of Western Super
Match 45 ACP 185 gr. FMC Clean-Cutting ammunition in excellent
condition. (236519-399B)
Antique Ammunition
This lot contains multiple cartridge types, primed brass, and one
shotshell box. One 5 round clip of 11.15x58R Austrian Verndl M77 with
the cartridges lightly tarnished. Three boxes of 20 rounds of “Rifle &
Carbine, Blank. / Caliber 45” by Franklin Arsenal; the original seal has
been broken but the boxes have been rewrapped in cellophane; the top
of two of the boxes is stamped “FEB 25 1903”. One box of 14 rounds of
Winchester .32 short rimfire cartridges with original box; the exposed
lead of the cartridges has oxidized and the brass is lightly coated with
lead oxide dust. The box is in very good plus condition with the label
peeling up on the left side. Two boxes of “.30 CALIBER / US ARMY”
brass, most of which is unprimed. Each box contains 25 pieces of brass,
which are lightly tarnished, and the boxes are in overall good condition
with frayed edges, lightly faded color, and some flaking of the paper
wrapper. Lastly is one cardboard box for Peters High Velocity 28 ga
shotshells; no shotshells are present. The box is in very good condition
with frayed edges, one lost and one broken flap, but the color remains
largely strong and crisp. (149060-77A)
Antique Ammunition
This lot contains 4 boxes of ammunition, 3 containing .30-40 Krag and
one containing .38-50 Remington. The first box is marked
“WINCHESTER / .30 ARMY FULL PATCH” on a white label and is
marked as containing 20 rounds of 220 gr ammunition; the label has a
slight tear in it obscuring some of the words. Though the factory seal
has been broken, the box has been resealed in cellophane. The second
box is marked similarly to the first, with a red label instead of white, and
is also marked for 220 gr “.30 ARMY FULL PATCH”; like the first the
original seal has been broken but the box has been resealed in
cellophane. The third box of .30-40 Krag is Remington Kleanbore brand
with fraying and impacted edges and corners, and the cartridges within
are tarnished with spots of oxidation and having varying overall lengths;
this box has not been resealed. The las box of .38-50 Remington is in a
Remington UMC box the original seal of which has been broken, and
has been resealed in cellophane. The box is marked as containing (20)
255 gr patched bullets over blackpowder. The box has lightly frayed
edges with a few tears in the topcover. (149060-77B)
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Assorted Vintage Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains four separate boxes of vintage rifle ammunition. One
box of 5 rounds of Kynoch brand 480 gr .450 Rigby Magnum JSP, with
lead oxidation at the exposed tip but are otherwise untarnished; the box
has light fraying on the edges and the bottom flap has separated along
one side. One box of 5 rounds of Kynoch brand 400 gr 450/400 Nitro
Express JSP, with light lead oxidation at the exposed tip and spots of
tarnish on the brass; the box has spots of light wear on the edges and
corners but is otherwise intact. One box of 20 rounds of Remington
UMC brand 300 gr .405 Winchester JSP, with lightly tarnished brass but
little to no lead oxidation; the box has light wear on the edges and a tear
or two at the corners. Lastly is one box of Kynoch brand 10 rounds of
“.280” / RIMLESS / NITRO-EXPRESS / CATRIDGE / (ROSS
PATTERN)” FMJ. No bullet weight is discernable from the label and the
rounds are only lightly darkened on the brass; the box has light wear on
the edges and the color is lightly faded. (149060-77C)
CCI Pistol Shot Cartridges
This lot contains five boxes of (10) rounds of 44 Spl/Mag shotshells
containing 1/4 oz. No. 9 shot, three boxes of (10) rounds of 38/357 Mag
shotshells containing 1/4 oz. No. 9 shot, two boxes of (10) rounds 9mm
shotshells containing 1/7 oz. No. 11 shot, and one full box of 20 rounds
and one partial box of 8 rounds of 22LR shotshells containing 1/15 oz.
No. 12 shot. All but the one box appears to be unopened. (146519-95A)
Assorted 30 Carbine Ammunition
This lot contains 12 full boxes of 50 rounds of assorted 110 gr FMJ and
SP manufactured by Winchester, Remington, Aguila, UMC, and PPU;
the PPU box appears to be unopened. Also included is one coffee can
containing approximately 150 loose rounds of 30 carbine FMJ and SP;
amount determined by weight. Cartridges appear largely untarnished.
(146519-95B)
22 Hornet Ammo
This lot contains 5 full boxes of 50 rounds of 45 gr SP 22 Hornet
ammunition by PPU, and one full box of 50 rounds of 45 gr SP 22
Hornet ammunition by Prvi Partizan. The cartridges appear to be
unblemished. Total round count of 300 rounds of 22 Hornet.
(146519-95C)
Belted Tracer and AP 30-06 Springfield Ammunition
This lot contains one fabric belt of 126 rounds of 30-06 Springfield set
up with one tracer round followed by four AP rounds, 25 rounds of 30-06
tracer ammo on disintegrating links, and 73 rounds of 30-06 Springfield
AP on disintegrating links. Brass shows light tarnishing on some rounds.
Belted ammo is stored within a metal ammo can. (146519-191)
30-06 Springfield AP Ammunition
This lot contains 63 rounds of 30-06 Springfield AP belted on
disintegrating links, 39 rounds of 30-06 Springfield AP on a leather belt,
15 full enbloc clips of 30-06 Springfield AP (twelve of which are stored
within two fabric bandoleers), 4 full enbloc clips of 30-06 Springfield
FMJ, and one empty enbloc clip. The ammunition is lightly to moderately
tarnished, and all is stored within a .50 cal metal ammo can.
(146519-187)
Assorted Ammunition
This lot contains approximately 140 loose rounds of 230 gr 45 Auto FMJ
(the box flap labelled “1965 / MATCH”), two enbloc clips containing 16
rounds of 30-06 Springfield tracer which are moderately tarnished, 100
rounds of .223 Remington SP (90 rounds contained within 3 Israeli Orlite
mags with carrier), 20 loose rounds of .223 Remington tracer, and 5
boxes of 20 rounds of Yugoslavian M67 7.62x39mm. (146519-121A)
45 Auto Rim Ammunition
This lot contains two full 50 round boxes of Remington 230 gr. LRN 45
Auto Rim. Cartridges appear largely untarnished, and the boxes show
light wear and some writing in black marker. (146519-121B)
Assorted European Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains 8 loose rounds of RWS 8x60mm JHP, 10 loose rounds
of 9.3x72R FP, SP, and LRN by DWM, PS, and Gecado, 18 rounds of
Norma 9.3x57mm SP, two boxes of 10 rounds of FN 7x57mm 173 gr SP
(one box appears to remain factory sealed), one box of 10 rounds of
.333 Jeffery 250 gr “Solder Point”, and one box of 10 rounds of .333
Jeffery 300 gr SP. The cardboard boxes of .333 Jeffery has had the
bottom and top tabs mostly torn leaving only one side attached on one
box, and the top tab completely absent on the other. The ammunition is
largely untarnished, with a few blemishes here and there.
(146519-121C)
7.62x25mm Tokarev Ammunition
This lot contains 11 full boxes of 40 rounds of Czech surplus
7.62x25mm surplus FMJ on 8-round stripper clips, 2 full boxes of 70
rounds each and one partial box of 28 rounds of surplus Chinese
7.62x25mm FMJ, and one full box of 50 rounds of Sellier & Bellot 85gr
FMJ. Total round count approximately 658 rounds of assorted
7.62x25mm. (146519-119A)
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45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains one partial box of 11 rounds of Western Cartridges 255
gr Lubaloy 45 Colt and 5 rounds of Rem-UMC 45 Colt LRN, one full box
of 50 rounds of Federal 225 gr SWCHP 45 Colt, one full box of 50
rounds of Federal Classic 225 gr SWCHP 45 Colt, and one full box of
Remington 225 gr SWC 45 Colt. (149519-119B)
Assorted Rifle and Pistol Ammunition
This lot contains two unopened 15 round boxes of Yugoslavian surplus
8mm Mauser, three full boxes of 25 rounds each of Empresa Nacional
Santa Barbara de Industrias Militares S.A. 9mm Largo FMJ, four full
boxes of 50 rounds of Fiocchi 7.62 Nagant 98 gr FMJ, and one opened
but full 100 round box of 1938-dated surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano on five
20-round brass clips. (146519-119C)
Assorted Vintage Ammunition
This lot contains one bag of approximately 80 loose rounds of 38 WCF
LRN and SJSP by Remington UMC and Winchester, one bag of
approximately 45 loose rounds of Winchester 44 WCF LRN, one box of
11 assorted and two full boxes of Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W 88 gr
LRN, one box of 25 rounds of Pirotecnia de Sevilla 9mm Largo FMJ, a
partial box of 17 rounds of Remington UMC 32 S&W Long LRN, one box
of 50 rounds of Remington 50 gr 25 Auto FMJ, one 50 round box of
Blazer 50 gr 25 Auto TMJ, one partial box of 15 rounds of Remington
UMC blackpowder loaded 146 gr 38 S&W LRN, one 50 round box of
Winchester 150 gr 38 Colt New Police LRN, one partial 38 round box of
Winchester 145 gr 38 S&W LRN, one bag of approximately 50 loose
rounds of Remington UMC 32 S&W Long LRN, and two bags of
approximately 95 loose rounds of 38 Long rimfire. Period produced
ammunition shows light and moderate tarnishing and their boxes show
light to moderate wear. Later produced ammunition and boxes are
largely untarnished with scattered light wear. (146519-119D)
32-20 Win and 25-20 Win Ammunition
This lot contains 6 full 50 round boxes of Remington 32-20 Win 100 gr
SP, one 50 round box of Western Cartridges 32-20 Win 100 gr Lubaloy,
two full 50 round boxes of Winchester Western 25-20 Win 88 gr SP, one
full 50 round box of Western 25-20 Win 86 gr SP, one partial 30 round
box of Western 25-20 Win 86 gr Lubaloy, and one full 50 round box of
Remington 25-20 Win 86 gr SP. (146519-459A)
7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot contains one sealed shipping box containing 1000 rounds of
American Eagle 7.62x39mm 124 gr FMJ, in 50 boxes of 20 rounds.
(146519-445A)
Assorted Shotshell Lot
This lot contains two 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 12 ga 2 3/4”
1 oz slugs, two 5-round boxes of Remington 12 ga 2 3/4” 9 pellet 00
buckshot, five 5-round boxes of Federal Premium 12 ga 3” 10 pellet 00
buckshot, one 5-round box of Winchester Super-X 12 ga 2 3/4” 9 pellet
00 buckshot, two 5-round boxes of Winchester Western 16 ga 2 3/4” 4/5
oz. rifled slugs, one 15-round box of Winchester Super-X 20 ga 2 3/4”
3/4 oz. rifled slugs, one 5-round box of Federal Classic .410 bore 2 1/2”
88 gr HP slugs, two 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 20 ga 2 3/4”
5/8 oz slugs, two 5-round boxes of Remington 16 ga 2 3/4” No. 1
buckshot, three 5-round boxes of Remington Slugger 16 ga 2 3/4” 4/5
oz. slugs, one 5-round box of Federal Classic 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz. slugs,
one 5-round box of Federal Classic 12 ga 2 3/4” 00 Buck 9 pellet, and
three 5-round boxes of Federal 12 ga 2 3/4” No. 4 buckshot. Boxes
appear largely in very good plus condition with scattered light wear on
the edges, and the ammunition is largely untarnished. (149519-454A)
Military Surplus 12 ga Ammunition
This lot contains thirteen individually sealed 10-round packets of 12 ga
00 buckshot, marked “XM162”. Packets are marked as made by “Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp.” (146519-454B)
Assorted Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains one Remington-marked box of 21 assorted 12 ga
shotshells, one 25-count box of Federal Duck & Pheasant 12 ga 1 1/4
oz. no. 7 1/2 shot, one 25-count box of Winchester Super-X 12 ga 2 3/4”
1/4 oz no. 4 steel shot, one 25-count box of Federal Game Load 12 ga 2
3/4” 1 oz. no. 7 1/2 shot, one 25-count box of Winchester Super Double
X Magnum 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 1/2 oz. no. 6 copper plated shot, and two
25-count boxes of Winchester AA Plus Trap Loads 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 1/8
oz. no. 7 1/2 shot. With the exception of the first mentioned Remington
box, all other boxes appear unopened. (146519-454C)
38-40 Winchester & 45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains one 50-count slightly worn box of Remington Kleanbore
38-40 Win 180 gr SP, one 50-count lightly worn box of Winchester 38-40
Win 180 gr SP, two 50-count Winchester Western boxes of 38-40 Win
180 gr SP, two 50-count boxes of Western X 38-40 Win 180 gr SP,
three 20-count boxes of Winchester Super-X 45 Colt 255 gr LRN, one
50-count box of Remington Kleanbore 45 Colt 250 gr SWC, and two
50-count boxes of Remington Kleanbore 45 Colt 250 LRN. Ammunition
is largely untarnished, with only a few cartridges showing light
blemishes. (146519-480B)
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44 S&W Russian Ammunition
This lot contains two lightly worn 50-count boxes of Remington
Kleanbore 246 gr 44 S&W Russian LRN, one lightly worn 50-count box
of Fiocchi 247 gr 44 S&W Russian LRN, and one plastic cartridge box
holding 50 Remington-UMC 44 S&W Russian LRN. With the exception
of the ammunition in the plastic cartridge box, which is lightly tarnished,
the ammunition appears largely bright and new. (146519-480D)
Magnum Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains one 20-round box of Remington 225 gr 338 Win. Mag
PSP, one cartridge of which is lightly tarnished, one 20-round box of
Weatherby 120 gr 257 Weatherby Magnum PSP, two 20-round lightly
worn boxes of Remington 140 gr 264 Win. Mag PSP Core-Lokt, and
three 20-round lightly worn boxes of Remington 500 gr 458 Win. Mag
metal case, a few cartridges of which show light blemishes to the brass.
(146519-480E)
Assorted Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains one lightly worn 50-round box of Remington 110 gr 30
Carbine SP, one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 308 Win 110 gr
Silvertip, two 20-round boxes of Federal Hi-Power 120 gr 7-30 Waters
BTSP, two 20-round boxes of Winchester Western Super-X 175 gr 7mm
Mauser SP, and one 20-round box of Remington 140 gr 7mm Mauser
PSP. Cartridges are largely untarnished. (146519-480F)
Assorted Pistol Ammunition
This lot contains two 18-round plastic containers of Cor®Bon 265 gr 454
Casull SP, two 50-round boxes of Western 130 gr .38 Short Colt
Lubaloy, one box of about 50 rounds and one box of about 35 rounds of
Western Super-X 60 gr 256 Win Mag HP, one box of about 50 rounds of
Winchester 200 gr .44-40 Win SP, one 50-round box of Remington 210
gr .41 Rem. Mag LSWC, a 20-round box of Remington 158 gr .357
Maximum SJHP, and one 50-round box of Remington 150 gr .38 Long
Colt LRN. Ammunition appears largely untarnished, and a few of the
older boxes show light wear on the edges and fading colors.
(146519-480G)
Varmint Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains five 20-round boxes of Federal Hi-Power 50 gr 222
Remington SP, one 20-round box of Remington 50 gr 222 Remington
Power-Lokt HP, one 20-round box of Remington 55 gr 222 Remington
Magnum PSP, two 20-round boxes of 55 gr 223 Remington FMJ, one
20-round box of Federal 55 gr 223 Remington SP, one 20-round box of
Western Super-X 55 gr 22-250 Remington PSP, and two 20-round
boxes of Weatherby 55 gr 224 Weatherby Magnum SP. (146519-480H)
7.5x55 Swiss Ammunition
This lot contains six 20-round boxes and one partial 11-round box of
Norma 180 gr 7.5x55 Swiss BTSP. The boxes show light wear at the
edges, and some of the cartridges are lightly tarnished. (146519-480I)
300 Weatherby Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains one 20-round box and two partial 9 and 10-round
boxes of Weatherby 180 gr 300 Weatherby Magnum SP, and five
20-round boxes of Remington 220 gr 300 Weatherby Magnum
Core-Lokt SP. The boxes show scattered light wear, and the cartridges
are largely untarnished. (146519-480J)
32 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains one 50-round box and one partial 49-round box of
Remington 71 gr 32 Auto FMJ, three 50-round boxes and one partial
48-round box of Winchester Western 60 gr 32 Auto Silvertip HP, and
four 50-round boxes of Remington 71 gr 32 Auto FMJ. Some of the
boxes show light wear, and a few of the cartridges are lightly tarnished.
(146519-480K)
44 Special & Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains seven 10-round and two partial 5 and 9-round boxes of
CCI 44 Magnum 1/3 oz. no. 9 shot cartridges, one 6-round box of Speer
44 Magnum shot shells, three 20-round boxes of Remington 210 gr 44
Magnum SJHP, one 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 210 gr 44
Magnum Silvertip HP, one unopened plastic 50-round box of Cor®Bon
240 gr 44 Magnum XTP HP, two 50-round boxes of Remington 240 gr
44 Magnum LFN, one 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 246 gr 44
Special LRN, two 20-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 200 gr 44
Special Silvertip HP, and two 50-round boxes of 246 gr 44 Special LRN.
Some boxes show light wear, with one Remington 44 Special box
having a tear half way down one edge, but the cartridges are largely
untarnished. (146519-480L)
John Wayne Commemorative 32-40 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains 6 20-round boxes of 32-40 Winchester 165 gr JSP. The
boxes are in overall near excellent condition with only a few stains and
crinkles, and the ammunition appears untarnished and is headstamped
“DUKE”. (146519-480M)
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43 Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains three 20-round boxes and one partial 17-round box of
Imperial 385 gr 43 Mauser LFN, and three 20-round boxes and one
partial box of 15-rounds of Dominion 385 gr 43 Mauser LFN. The
Imperial boxes show light to moderate wear and the Dominion boxes
show only spots of light wear on the edges. The cartridges generally
have a light tarnish. (146519-480N)
Assorted Vintage German Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains three 10-round and one partial 8-round box of SINOXID
173 gr 7x65mmR SPRN, one 10-round and one 8-round box of
SINOXID 7x65mmR 173 gr Copper HP, two 20-round and one partial
4-round box of RWS 162 gr 7x65mmR SP, two 20-round boxes of
SINOXID 193 gr 9.3x72mmR SPFN, and one 20-round box of RWS 154
gr 6.5x57mm HP. The boxes show light to moderate wear with a few
spots of tearing along edges, but cartridges are largely untarnished.
(146519-480P)
350 Rigby & 416 Rigby Ammunition
This lot contains three unopened 10-round boxes of John Rigby & Co.
350 Rigby “Magnum”, two boxes of solids and one box of semi soft
nose, and one 20-round box and one partial 14-round box of Federal
410 gr 416 Rigby weldcore SP. The 350 Rigby boxes show a few light
wear marks and stains consistent with age, and the 416 Rigby box
shows light wear from storage. (146519-480S)
Foreign Surplus Ammunition
This lot contains a partial box of 6 rounds of 5.45x18mm, three
unopened and one opened but full 10-round boxes of “Fabrica de
Chelas” 8x60mmR, four tattered approximately 36-round boxes of
Egyptian surplus 9mm, four boxes of Chinese surplus 7.62x25mm, and
three 25-round boxes of FNP 9mm Largo. The boxes show light to
moderate wear, and the Egyptian surplus shows light tarnish.
(146519-480V)
Assorted Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains two MTM transparent blue 50-piece cases with a total
of 67 rounds of Remington 25-35 Win SP, one partial 8-round box of
Winchester 30-30 Win SP, a red plastic 50-round cartridge case with 50
rounds of WRA 32 S.L. SP, one Remington box with 20 pieces of 32
Win Spl brass, one partial 19-round box of Remington Kleanbore 170 gr
32 Remington SP, one 20-round box of Imperial 255 gr 38-55 Win SP,
one partial 8-round box of Norma 8x57mmJR SP, one partial 5-round
box of assorted 30-40 Krag, one 20-round box of Remington 30 Rem
170 gr Core-Lokt SP, one partial 5-round box of Western Super-X 170
gr 30 Rem SP, one 20-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 190 gr
303 Savage Silvertip, and one 20-round box of Winchester 190 gr 303
Savage Silvertip. Boxes vary in condition from only light wear to
moderate wear with missing flaps; cartridges show scattered tarnishing.
(146519-480X)
Western Super-Match 45 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains 12 full 50-round boxes of Western Super-Match 185 gr
FMC w.c. ammunition. The ammunition is largely untarnished, and the
boxes show light rub marks from storage. (146519-399)
22 Short Rimfire
Assorted 22 Short rimfire cartridges, detailed as follows: (2) complete
500 rd. boxes of Aguila Super Extra 29 gr. Solid; (1) complete 100 rd.
box of CCI 22 Short and (1) partial 100 rd. box containing 50 rds. of
same. Also included is (1) partial 100 rd. box containing (12) rds. of CCI
22 CB. All items rate excellent. (1X128051-10F)
6mm Rem. Ammunition
(2) full ten rd. plastic cartridge slides with Federal headstamps: written in
ink on one of the trays is “100 gr., Nosler Partition” while the other tray
reads simply “80 gr”. Both are in excellent condition. (3X78801-1K)
Assorted Rifle and Pistol Ammunition
Included are (4) W.R.A. Co. 45-70 Govt JSP, (12) W.R.A. 30-40 Krag
FMJ cartridges, (1) Western copper-plated LRN 38 S&W cartridge, (8)
“DM / 42” marked 30-06 Springfield cartridges that appear to be M2 ball,
(1) Remington UMC 30-06 Springfield HP, (5) 38 Special LRN, and one
dummy 50 BMG cartridge. (1X147861-4B)
30 M1 CARBINE AMMUNITION
(28) 50 rd. boxes of Ruko .30 Carbine 110 gr, ball ammunition. A couple
of the boxes may be missing one or two cartridges. Ammunition is
overall bright excellent. (56048-3)
Holland’s 275 Magnum Ammunition
This lot includes a sealed ten round box of Holland & Holland Limited
275 Magnum Rimless Cartridges with red label and black lettering
manufactured by the Eley Brothers. The box has crisp edges and sharp
corners with 99% of the label intact. A fine example overall.
(1X10A7818-11E)
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Mixed Lot of Collectible 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes: (2) yellow and red boxes of 50 rounds each Sellier &
Bellot "Neroxin" 22 LR ammunition, (2) partially full yellow boxes of
Winchester-Western "Super-X" 22 LR high velocity 37 gr. hollow point
ammunition, (1) partial yellow box of Winchester-Western "Super-X" 22
LR high velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition, (1) yellow box of 50 rounds
Winchester-Western "Super-X" 22 Short high velocity 29 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) yellow and blue box of 50 rounds Western "Super-X" 22
LR high velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition (1) white box of 50 rounds
Winchester 22 Short high velocity 29 gr. solid ammunition, (1) partial
white box of Winchester 22 LR crimped No. 12 shot cartridges, (1)
yellow box of 50 rounds Seeker (Philippines) 22 LR high velocity 40 gr.
solid ammunition, (1) yellow and red box of 50 rounds Squires Bingham
(Philippines) 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition, (1) yellow box
of 50 rounds Federal "Lightning" 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) white box with four rounds of Smith & Wesson 22 LR
high velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition, (1) blue box with five rounds of
Smith & Wesson 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition (1) black
box of 50 rounds Ruko (Philippines) 22 LR "Max-Velocity" 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) white box of 50 rounds Ruko (Philippines) 22 LR Target
standard velocity 40 gr. solid ammunition, (1) black box of 50 rounds
Ruko (Philippines) 22 LR Target standard velocity 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) white military style box of 50 rounds Olin Corporation
"BALL, CAL. 22 / LONG RIFLE / MATCH GRADE – FOR RIFLES"
(sealed in later added cellophane), (1) white military style box of 50
rounds Winchester-Western "50 CARTRIDGES / 22 WMR SHOT / NO.
11 SHOT" with later added cellophane tape, (1) white-yellow-orange box
of 50 rounds Sportco "Superfast" 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) plain cardboard box of 50 rounds ICI (Imperial Chemical
Industries) "LONG RIFLE SLESS / CTGS / EMERGENCY USE"
(SLESS = smokeless) 22 LR ammunition, (1) red box of approximately
47 rounds Sears 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid bullets ammunition, (1)
yellow box of 50 rounds Vostok (Russian) Target 22 LR 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) white and red box of 49 rounds Nitron (Polish) 22 LR 40
gr. solid ammunition (one additional round of 22 short with same
headstamp was dropped into the box), (1) red and black box of 50
rounds Bezdimni Barut (Yugoslavian) 22 LR standard velocity 40 gr.
solid ammunition, (1) white box of 44 rounds of unmarked Russian steel
case 22 LR 40 gr. solid ammunition and (2) yellow-copper-black boxes
of 50 rounds each Dynamit-Nobel 22 LR high velocity 40 gr. solid
ammunition one box has nickel plate case the other are copper/brass
cases. All the ammunition generally rates about excellent with some light
handling marks on the boxes, a few showing more wear, stickers or later
added writing and most of the cases are clean some showing light
tarnish. (86678-77E)
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Lot of Collectible C-I-L 22 RF Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) yellow and blue box of 50 rounds C-I-L "Canuck" 22
WRF 45 gr. solid ammunition, (1) yellow and blue box of 50 rounds C-I-L
22 WRF 45 gr. solid ammunition, (1) yellow and blue box of 100 rounds
C-I-L "Dominion" 22 LR 40 gr. solid ammunition, (2) yellow and red
boxes of 50 rounds each C-I-L "Dominion" "Central V's" 22 LR 40 gr.
solid ammunition, (1) yellow and blue partial box of approximately 19
rounds C-I-L "Dominion" 22 Long Shot ammunition, (1) yellow and blue
partial box of approximately 57 rounds C-I-L 22 BB Cap ammunition, (1)
yellow and brown box of 50 rounds C-I-L 22 LR standard velocity match
ammunition (cardboard tray), (1) yellow and brown box of 50 rounds
C-I-L 22 LR standard velocity pistol match ammunition (plastic tray), (1)
yellow and brown C-I-L 22 LR standard velocity match box repackaged
with 50 rounds of Winchester headstamped ("W") of 22 LR 40 gr. solid
ammunition, (1) white and blue box of 5 rounds C-I-L "Dominion" 22 LR
40 gr. solid ammunition, (1) tan and blue box of 49 rounds C-I-L
"Whiz-Bang" 22 LR crimped No. 12 shot ammunition, (2) yellow and red
boxes of 50 rounds and a partial with eight rounds C-I-L "Whiz-Bang" 22
Long high velocity ammunition, (1) yellow and red box of 50 rounds
C-I-L "Whiz-Bang" 22 LR "Mushroom" high velocity hollow point
ammunition, (1) yellow and red box of 50 rounds C-I-L "Whiz-Bang" 22
LR high velocity solid ammunition, (1) yellow and red box of 50 rounds
C-I-L "Whiz-Bang" 22 Long high velocity ammunition, (1) yellow and red
partial box of C-I-L "Whiz-Bang" 22 Short high velocity ammunition, (1)
yellow and blue box of 50 rounds C-I-L "Canuck" 22 Short high velocity
solid ammunition, (1) gold and black box of 50 rounds C-I-L 22 Short
high velocity "Mushroom" hollow point ammunition, (1) gold and black
partial box of C-I-L 22 Short high velocity solid ammunition, (1) gold and
black box of 50 rounds Nimrod/White Stores Inc. (C-I-L) 22 Short high
velocity solid ammunition, (3) gold and black boxes of 50 rounds (one
box has only 18 rounds) C-I-L "Imperial" 22 Long high velocity solid
ammunition, (2) gold and black boxes of 50 rounds each C-I-L "Imperial"
22 LR plated high velocity solid ammunition, (1) silver and red box of 50
rounds Armament International (Canada) 22 LR high velocity solid
ammunition, (1) clear plastic box with gold label of 50 rounds C-I-L
"Imperial" 22 LR high velocity solid ammunition and (1) tan box with gold
and red label of 50 rounds C-I-L "Lesmok" 22 Stevens Short RF flat
nose solid ammunition. Overall, the ammunition rates excellent with
some light handling marks on the boxes, a few showing more wear,
stickers or later added writing and most of the cases are clean some
showing light tarnish. (86678-77F)
Mixed Lot of Collectible 22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes: (2) blue boxes of 50 rounds each Gevelot (Canada) 22
LR high velocity hollow point ammunition, (1) green and cream box of 50
rounds Gevelot (France) 22 LR solid ammunition, (1) blue and white box
of 49 rounds Gevelot (France) 22 LR high velocity hollow point
ammunition, (1) green and white partial box Gevelot (France) 22 LR
"Grande Precision" solid match ammunition, (1) green and white box of
9 rounds Gevelot (France) 22 LR "Flame Tracer" solid ammunition (box
has tearing), (1) green and white Gevelot 22 LR match box repackaged
with approximately 45 rounds of Winchester headstamped ("H") of 22
short solid ammunition with copper cases, (1) green and white partial
box Gevelot (France) 22 Long solid ammunition, (1) green and white
partial box Gevelot (France) 22 Long solid ammunition (red writing), (1)
blue and white box of 50 rounds Gevelot 22 LR hollow point
ammunition, (2) green boxes of 50 rounds each Russian made steel
case 22 LR solid ammunition, (1) black box of 50 rounds Eley 22 LR
Match standard velocity solid ammunition, (1) blue box of 50 rounds
Eley 22 LR Pistol Match standard velocity solid ammunition, (1) orange
box of 50 rounds Eley 22 LR Tenex standard velocity match solid
ammunition, (1) red and black Eley 22 LR High Velocity box repackaged
with 50 rounds of Winchester headstamped ("W") of 22 LR solid
ammunition, (1) green box of 50 rounds Eley 22 Short Pistol Match
standard velocity match solid ammunition, (1) white box of 50 rounds
Eley 22 LR Tracer solid ammunition, (2) silver and blue boxes of 50
rounds each Armament International (Canada) 22 LR standard velocity
solid ammunition, (2) red and green boxes of 50 rounds (one box has
only 26 rounds) Cartoucherie Francaise 22 LR high velocity solid
ammunition, (1) partial sleeve of 15 rounds CCI 22 WMRF shotshells,
(1) red and green "Chiclets" box of 28 rounds Remington "Rocket" 22
Short high velocity solid ammunition (box show light crushing but most
of the factory cellophane is present), (1) plastic sleeve of 100 rounds
Browning "Nail Drivers" 22 LR solid ammunition and (1) unmarked
sleeve of 84 mixed headstamp UMC and United States Cartridge 22 BB
Caps (60 headstamped "US" and the rest "U") some of the projectiles
have fallen out of the UMC cartridge cases but are present. Overall, the
ammunition rates excellent with some light handling marks on the boxes,
a few showing more wear, stickers or later added writing and most of the
cases are clean some showing light tarnish. (86678-77G)
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Collectible Ammunition
This lot includes: (3) boxes of 8 rounds each 8x50R Lebel ammunition,
one box is headstamped "RA / S4-17" and second box is headstamped
"RHA Co. / 2-1917" but the bullets have been pulled. The last box
remains fully loaded with "RHA Co. / 2-1917" headstamp, all three boxes
are marked "Mle.1886D / R.H." and the cases show light verdigris and
oxidation. Also included: (1) box of 15 rounds on three stripper clips
German 7.97x33 Kurz with "St fva 44 St", (1) box of 22 CB caps with "P"
head stamped (this is a 30 Mauser box full of CB caps); (1) box of
approximately 40 rounds Winchester 38 RF Short ammunition with "H"
headstamp showing heavy lead oxide on the bullets, the box rating
about fair to good, (1) faded tan slip cover partial box of Winchester 22
Short solid ammunition, the box rates poor to fair with heavy soiling, torn
corners and heavily faded label. (1) red tin of approximately 47 rounds
of MGM 9mm RF shotshells in excellent condition, (1) box of 50 rounds
Winchester 38 RF Long ammunition with "H" headstamp showing heavy
lead oxide on the bullets, the box rating about poor with soiling, missing
end flap and no cover, (1) partial box of UMC 22 Winchester Auto solid
ammunition, (1) box Western 9mm Luger with 32 rounds of Western
cupro-nickel steel truncated cone hollow point ammunition with a 1918
date stamp in addition to 4 rounds of Peters cupro-nickel steel truncated
cone full metal jacket and 5 rounds of Remington-UMC cupro-nickel
steel full metal jacket round nose, the slip cover box rates poor with
soiling, torn label, frayed and scuffed edges and other storage marks.
(1) bag of approximately 30 rounds of 32 RF Short ammunition with no
headstamp and good to very good condition showing light tarnish and
moderate lead oxide, (1) bag of approximately 20 rounds UMC 41 RF
Short in very good to excellent condition showing light tarnish and
cleaning, (1) bag of roughly 50 plus Winchester 22 CP Caps with "H"
headstamp that rate very good to excellent and (1) bag of mixed
headstamped ammunition that includes various 22 RF, four 32 S&W
Shorts and other assorted rimfire ammunition. (86678-77H)
Vintage 8mm Nambu
Two unopened boxes and (7) loose rounds of original Japanese 8mm
Nambu ammunition. The boxes are in very fine condition with only light
storage wear and some edge scuffing; the ink of the markings remains
crisp and the date codes “20.2” and “16.5” are clearly visible on the rear
face of each box. The loose cartridges are in very good plus condition
with some areas of tarnish and oxidation on the brass. (12B9353-109C)
German P.08 Luger Magazine by Simson
This bright bodied aluminum base magazine remains in very good plus
condition showing some light operational wear and some light dings
along the base. The base is numbered "8809" with a "+" and two droop
wing "(Eagle) / 6" Simson Waffenamts. The spring seems to be
serviceable. A nice magazine to accompany a desirable Simson Luger.
(139506-23B)
StG 44 & MG 13 Magazines
The StG magazine is qlv-coded for Erma with clear "(Eagle) / 280"
Waffenamt, the left side marked "St.G.44" and the base plate spring
coded "C.H.N." The magazine rates very good plus showing remnants of
original phosphate finish, scattered light oxidation staining and areas
toning to a gray-brown patina. The follower spring remains serviceable.
The MG 13 magazine has "(Eagle) / 114" Sauer Waffenamt on the
follower and shows strong original blue with moderate overall oxidation
staining, some areas of minor pinprick pitting and the base plate
showing flakes of bright fire blue. The spring remains serviceable.
(136519-257A)
French Chauchat Magazine
This lot includes one original 8mm Lebel French Chauchat magazine in
fair-good condition toning to a mix of gray-brown and pewter gunmetal
patina with remnants of original blue, light oxidation staining and
handling marks. The feed lips show a bit of wear and the insides show
remnants of old grease. The left side body is marked with a boxed "SA"
Finnish property stamp, the follower moves freely through the magazine
body and the spring seems to be serviceable. (136519-257B)
French MAS 49/56 Magazines
Included are three original 10-round magazines for the French MAS
49/56 7.5 family of rifles. The floorplates are importer-stamped with a
small "308" but they do not appear to be modified in any way from the
originals. The magazines rate very good showing light operational wear,
a few small spots of minor oxidation staining and serviceable springs.
(136519-257C)
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European Machine Gun Magazines
Included are a French Model 1931A Tank/Fortress machine gun
36-round 7.5 box magazine and a Spanish Model 1922 Hotchkiss 7mm
Mauser box magazine. The French magazine appears to be unmarked
and retains about 65% original blue showing some scattered oxidation
staining, operational wear and some isolated areas of pitting. The
follower spring remains robust. The Spanish magazine is serial #1364
on the base plate and shows strong remnants of dull arsenal blue
throughout with overall toning to gray-brown patina, light operational
wear and flaws in the metal from somewhat crude manufacturing
techniques. The follower spring remains robust. (136519-257E)
Assorted Magazines
This lot includes one original 20-round 9mm Smith & Wesson Model
1940 Light Rifle magazine retaining about 94% original blue with some
light freckling, operational wear and serviceable follower spring. Next is
an LIQ-coded H&K MP5 30-round 9mm magazine retaining 97% original
Parkerized finish showing some light operational wear, handling marks
and robust follower spring. Finally there is a 50-round 9mm submachine
gun stick magazine. It is serial-numbered "S119" and marked with a
Finnish "SA" property stamp although it is obviously not a Suomi
magazine. There is what appears to be a small stylized "L" maker's
mark on the left side body as well a small bit of added material on the
left side perhaps to act as a stop for adapting to another arm. It also
includes an unmarked magazine loader and both retain strong original
blue with spots of light to perhaps moderate oxidation staining and
handling marks. (136519-257F)
Assorted Magazines
This lot includes one over-sized aluminum mockup of an M1 Carbine
magazine that measures 8" tall. The base plate shows some bends and
the follower does not move very smoothly but obviously this magazine
was not intended for functionality. The metal surfaces are partially bright
showing scattered light dings, scuffs and handling marks. Next is a
Russian RPD drum magazine with partial 50-round belt. The magazine
lid is stamped with a Russian boxed refurbishment stamp and the hinge
with electro-pencil number "1007". The metal surfaces retain about 94%
arsenal blue showing some scattered light oxidation staining and minor
handling marks. Finally there is a 25-round 30-06 Johnson Model 1941
Light Machine Gun magazine retaining strong Parkerized finish with
some areas of light oxidation staining, scratches, light dings and
remnants of a sticker and the follower spring is serviceable.
(136519-257G)
Finnish Lahti L39 Magazines
This lot includes two original 10-round 20mm magazines in their carry
case. The magazines rate very good plus to near excellent showing
some light handling marks. The case rates very good plus showing
strong green paint, light handling marks, Finnish "SA" stencil and intact
canvas strap. (136519-257I)
Assorted Anti-Tank Rifle Magazines
Included are two Solothurn S18-1000 magazines rating very good to
very good plus, one magazine showing some light oxidation staining and
both with light scuffs and operational wear. One has an old sticker and
the other has some writing in faint marker with identification information.
Next is one Swiss TB-41 24mm magazine in very good plus condition
retaining most of its original black enamel paint with light operational
wear and scratches along with an old identification sticker. Finally
included is an unknown large caliber box magazine measuring about 10"
along the back with serial #7268225 on the body and #7268223 on the
base plate. The body retains strong original blue with one side showing
moderate oxidation staining and the follower spring remains robust.
(136519-257M)
Japanese Type 14 Nambu Magazine
Included is one original 8-round early variation magazine serial #843
with clear kanji and "N" inspector stamps. The body retains about 97%
original nickel finish showing a couple tiny flakes and a few specks of
minor oxidation staining along with a small but moderate dent along the
spine. The aluminum base shows some light handling marks and the
follower spring seems to be robust. (136519-257P)
Japanese Type 14 Nambu Magazines
Included are two later variation magazines with front spring clip cutout
serial #336 and #312. The bodies retain about 85% original blue
showing some spots of light oxidation staining and operational wear.
The aluminum bases rate very good showing some light dings and
scuffs. The follower springs appear to be robust and could likely use a
good cleaning. (136519-257R)
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Assorted Magazines
This lot includes 21 various magazines, many of which are unmarked.
There is a Beretta M21 7-round 22 LR magazine new in the packaging,
an Astra 6-round 25 ACP magazine in nickel, an unknown 22 Short
nickel magazine with right side heel button catch cutout, an original
Ortgies 32 ACP magazine retaining 95% original nickel with some light
operational wear, a Beretta 1934 380 ACP magazine retaining strong
blue with light oxidation staining, a French Model 1935S magazine that
shows moderate wear, one reproduction Korovin 25 ACP pistol
magazine like-new, one reproduction Mauser WTP 25 ACP magazine
like-new, one reproduction H&R 25 ACP Self-Loading magazine
like-new, one reproduction CZ 45 25 ACP magazine like-new, one small
unmarked 25 ACP magazine with left-side window cutout (heel release),
one small 6-round 25 ACP magazine that shows some moderate old
pitting (heel release), a reproduction Mexican-made 14-round 380 ACP
magazine with a right side magazine cutout, one unmarked 8-round
9mm magazine with an oversized base plate (heel release), one
unmarked 9-round 380 ACP magazine (heel release), one original
unmarked J.P. Sauer 38H 32 ACP magazine retaining 94% original blue
with light operational wear and a good spring, one unmarked vintage
8-round 32 ACP magazine showing moderate operational wear (heel
release), one likely 8-round 32 ACP magazine that has a later added
baseplate repurposed at some point and showing moderate wear (heel
release), two unmarked 7-round 32 ACP reproduction magazines (heel
release) and an unmarked 22 LR magazine with right side release
cutout. (136519-257V)
Government Model 1911 22 LR Conversion Magazines
This lot includes three unmarked magazines for a 1911-style pistol with
unknown 22 LR conversion system. The magazines are constructed with
a 45 ACP outer magazine body with 22 magazine mechanism inserted
and secured into the body, complete with aluminum followers and
integral ejectors. One magazine shows an area of rather heavy pitting
on the left side body and is numbered "65178" on the base, the other
two are un-numbered and show some light operational wear. The
springs seem to be serviceable. (136519-257AB)
Assorted 22 Caliber Pistol Magazines
Included are 16 assorted magazines. There is a Colt Pre-Woodsman
early two-tone magazine with brass follower that shows remnants of
bright blue with moderate operational wear, light oxidation staining and
the follower spring has been lost, 4 original Browning Challenger pistol
magazines: one is like-new and the remainder are fair showing heavy
pitting along their right sides and somewhat sluggish springs, 4
Hi-Standard 101 family of pistols 22 Short magazines: one is pinned to 5
rounds retaining most of its blue although the base plate has been
scrubbed of markings, one 10-round retaining 90% original blue with
some light oxidation staining, one 10-round mostly in the white with light
oxidation staining and small "P" on the right side edge of base plate and
one 10-round mostly in the white showing evidence of a light cleaning,
all four of these have serviceable springs. Next there are 4 Hi-Standard
101 family of pistols 22 LR 10-round magazines: one has an unmarked
base plate, another has a replacement follower tab (now a screw head)
and another has a green polymer follower, this one showing some rather
heavy pitting along the left side body while the remainder show a couple
isolated spots of moderate pitting, light operational wear and all seem to
have serviceable springs. Finally there is one 10-round magazine that is
unmarked but appears to be for an early Hi-Standard HD Military with
"fingers" mostly toned to a silvery patina with light freckling, a
serviceable spring and the follower retaining good fire blue.
(136519-257AD)
Savage Sporter Magazines
This lot includes two original Savage Sporter magazines for 25-20 or
32-20. The first magazine retains perhaps 75% original blue showing an
area of moderate oxidation and light pitting on the left side knurling,
some overall lighter oxidation staining, slight dent at the top rear edge
and a serviceable spring. The second magazine shows remnants of
original blue toning to a mottled gray patina with light oxidation staining,
some dings around the top rear edge and magazine catch and a
serviceable spring. (136519-257AH)
Winchester Model 1907 351 Self-Loading Magazines
This lot includes 4 original magazines, one 5-round and three 10-round.
The 5-round magazine is a mottled gray patina showing some scattered
light oxidation staining, a spot of moderate pitting at the top edge and a
somewhat sluggish but likely serviceable spring. The first 10-round
magazine retains perhaps 80% original blue with most of the loss due to
a spot of heavy oxidation on the top right side, scattered smaller spots of
oxidation and a serviceable spring. The second is a mottled gray patina
showing some scattered light oxidation staining, a few spots more
moderate along the front edge and a serviceable spring. The last retains
about 96% original blue showing a few light freckles, edge wear and a
serviceable spring. (136519-257AI)
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MAS 45 Magazines
This lot includes 11 original magazines for the MAS-45 22 LR bolt action
training rifle. One rates fair showing heavy oxidation on the left side
body and an otherwise serviceable spring. The remaining ten are sealed
in greased packets of five and are very good plus to near excellent likely
needing a good cleaning before use. (136519-257AQ)
Reising M-65 Magazines
This lot includes 15 original 10-round magazines for the Harrington &
Richardson Reising M-65 22 LR semi-auto training rifle. Four magazines
are good to very good, one toned to a gray patina and the remainder
showing strong Parkerized finish with spots of light and a few more
moderate areas of oxidation staining, all appear to have serviceable
springs. Next is a rare sealed greased paper packet containing 10
magazines in very good condition showing a couple tiny tears, scuffs
and minor soiling. The military stamp marking is clear reading "10
MAGAZINE, assembly / B-SA22-61 / Line Item #3148 / P.S. Reising.
M65". The magazines are presumably in near excellent condition.
(136519-257AT)
L.A.R. Grizzly Magazines
Two stainless steel 10mm magazines in excellent condition with the
original white cardboard sleeve marked “10mm”, the baseplates are
marked “LAR MFG. INC. / 10mm”. (226519-334D) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
L.A.R. Grizzly Magazines
Two stainless steel .45 ACP magazines in unused condition with the
original white cardboard sleeve marked “45 ACP”, the baseplates are
marked “LAR MFG. INC. / 45 ACP”. (226519-334B) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Lot of AR-7 and other magazines
This lot consists of (2) plastic Ram-Line twenty-five-round 22 LR
magazines in very good condition, (1) unmarked metal AR-7
fifteen-round 22 LR magazine in excellent condition and (1) Savage
Mark II 22 LR ten-round magazine that appears to be modified to fit
early Savage Stevens models 4 through 982 and rates about very good
with light oxidation stains. It is unknown how well the modifications
worked on the Mark II magazine. (88926-105A)
Assorted magazines
This lot consists of 11 assorted military and sporting magazines
including: 1 original Ruger 10/22 rotary magazine, 2 reproduction Luger
magazines, 2 unmarked Browning Hi-Power 13-round magazines, 1
Beretta Model 1934 magazine, 2 1911 magazines, 3 reproduction
30-round M1/M2 Carbine magazines marked “M2” on their spines, and 1
magazine that is likely a Radom VIS 1935 magazine. All are blued and
in very good condition with light signs of wear and light oxidation on the
base of one of the Luger magazines. (239071-3)
B.A.R. and 7.62mm NATO Magazines
This lot consists of various steel detachable box magazine in very good
to very good plus condition with a few showing spots of oxidation and all
having light operational wear and signs of use. Included are: three 30-06
Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR) 20-round magazines with one having a
modified follower for use with blanks, three M1A/M14 magazines (one
20-round blued, one 20-round Parkerized which has been limited to five
rounds, one 30-round blued), and six 20-round F.A.L. magazines with
one being inch pattern and the remaining six are metric pattern.
(236519-257L)
Assorted Magazines
This lot contains one factory Ruger 77/22 22 Hornet 6-round rotary box
magazine, and six 22 LR magazines as follows: one original Marlin
Model 70 translucent polymer 15-round magazine marked “PART
#407946”, one original Ruger 10/22 translucent polymer 10-round rotary
box magazine, one Mitchell 50/22 50-round polymer magazine for the
Ruger 10/22 which comes in the original box with instructions, and three
Ram-Line translucent polymer 50-round magazines for the Ruger 10/22,
77/22, 96/22 with one still sealed in the original packaging. All
magazines are in excellent condition. (236519-257S)
Rare M16 Rifle 22 LR Conversion Magazines
This lot consists of three U.S. Air Force surplus 10-round 22 LR white
nylon magazines in very good plus condition. These heavy-duty
magazines were part of a conversion kit for the M16 rifle that enabled
sub-caliber training and according to Frank Iannamico’s article, “Full
Auto Conversions for the M16 Rifle” in the November 2015 issue of
Small Arms Review, these magazines were the only type to lock the bolt
back on an empty magazine. (23A6519-257T)
Colt-Marked AR-15 20 Round Magazines
This lot contains seven 20-round aluminum magazines with baseplates
marked “COLT AR-15 / CAL. 5.56 MM” and silvery-metal followers. They
likely date to 1970 and are packed in a brown box with NSN
“1005-056-2237”. The magazines are in excellent condition showing
light scratches and handling marks from storage and appear to be
unused. (236519-257W)
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Assorted AR-15 Magazines
Included in this lot are one 7.62x39mm 20-round magazine of unknown
origin, one Ram-Line 5.56mm 30-round translucent polymer magazine
with a baseplate marked “FOR MINI-14, M-16, AR-15, AR-180”, two
5.56mm 30-round black aluminum magazines of unknown origin, two
Colt-marked 5.56mm 20-round aluminum magazines and two Universal
Industries-marked 5.56mm 20-round aluminum magazines. All
magazines are in very good to near excellent condition with scattered
handling marks and light signs of use, one of the Colt magazines has
had its baseplate painted orange and the other Colt mag displays minor
high edge wear along with the remnants of a “5” on the right side.
(236519-257U)
Vintage Ruger Standard and Mark 1 Pistol Magazines
This lot contains three vintage 22 LR 9-round magazines in their original
boxes marked “RUGER MAGAZINE / FOR STANDARD & MARK 1
PISTOLS”. The magazines remain in excellent condition and appear to
have seen little if any use. (236519-257Z)
M1 Carbine and M1A/M14 Magazine Lot
This lot contains five 15-round M1 Carbine magazines in good to very
good condition with spots of light oxidation and minor silvering from use
with the following stamps on their backs: “G-Q”, “SW”, “U” and “BW”.
Also included are five 5-round M1 Carbine magazines in similar
condition and one Parkerized 20-round M1A/M14 magazine in excellent
condition with light handling marks. (236519-257AA)
Rare Valmet M76/Hunter Magazine Lot
This lot contains one hard-to-find Valmet M76/Hunter 308 Win. 20-round
magazine in near excellent condition along with one 30-round HK
G3/91, PTR91 7.62mm NATO magazine in very good plus condition with
a few small spots of light oxidation and a minor dent in the baseplate.
(236519-488F)
Valmet M76/Hunter and SR25 Magazine Lot
This lot contains one scarce Valmet M76/Hunter 20-round 308 Win.
Magazine in about excellent condition along with one unmarked
Parkerized steel SR25-type 20-round 7.62mm NATO magazine sealed
in its original packaging. (236519-488G)
Desirable Valmet M78 and SR25 Magazines
This lot includes one Valmet factory-remanufactured 20-round 7.62mm
NATO HK G3 magazine for the M78 rifle. The magazine is Parkerized
steel and remains in excellent condition with minor handling marks and
features a “(crown) / C” stamped on the left side along with the date
“01/81”. Also included are two unmarked new-in-package Parkerized
steel SR25-type 20-round 7.62mm NATO magazines. (236519-488H)
Assorted 9mm and 45 ACP Stick Magazines
This lot comprises the following: one Tec-9 32-round 9mm magazine in
very good plus condition with light silvering of the edges and wear points
and flaking of the original blue, two Feather AT9 30-round 9mm
magazines in about excellent condition with minor silvering on the wear
points, one L1A2-marked Sterling submachine gun 34-round 9mm
magazine produced by Rolls Razor in 1957 in very good plus condition
with minor edge wear and the floorplate appears to be installed
backwards, and three Madsen Model 1950 32-round 9mm magazines in
very good plus condition toning to a brown patina with a few small areas
of light pitting and minor oxidation. Also included are three Thompson
submachine gun 30-round 45 ACP magazines, 2 manufactured by The
Seymour Products Co with one in near excellent condition with some
light pitting at the baseplate while the second has heavy pitting overall.
The third Crosby Co.-manufactured Thompson magazine shows spots
of heavy oxidation. Finally, there are two U.S. M3 “Grease Gun”
30-round 45 ACP magazines in near excellent condition with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation and patches of dried oil overall.
(236519-257AG)
Ruger Mini-30 7.62x39mm Magazine Lot
Included in this lot are four factory 5-round blued steel magazines one of
which has a Mini-14 marked baseplate, two steel U.S.A.
Magazines-brand 30-round magazines one being Parkerized and one
blued, and two 40 or perhaps 45-round U.S.A. Magazines-brand blued
steel magazines. All magazines are in near excellent condition.
(236519-257AJ)
Ruger Mini-14 223 Rem. Magazine Lot
This lot includes two factory 5-round blued steel magazines in excellent
condition, one factory 20-round blued steel magazine still in its factory
box and in excellent condition, and three factory 30-round blued steel
magazines showing scattered spots of light oxidation. (236519-257AK)
Ruger Mini-14 223 Rem. Magazines
This lot comprises two factory five-round blued steel magazines one of
which shows spots of heavy oxidation on the right side and one of which
remains in excellent condition, one unmarked stainless steel 30-round
magazine in excellent condition, one unmarked stainless steel 35 or
perhaps 40-round magazine in excellent condition, and two Mitchell
Arms aluminum 35 or perhaps 40-round magazines in about excellent
condition. (236519-257AL)
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Smith & Wesson Model 41/46 22 LR Magazines
This lot consists of ten 10-round blued steel magazines for the S&W
Model 41 and Model 46 pistols. The magazines remain in very good plus
to near excellent condition with some displaying spots of minor
oxidation. (236519-257AP)
Smith & Wesson Pistol Magazines
This lot contains two factory S&W Model 59/459/559 blued steel
20-round magazines still in their original packaging, two factory S&W
Model 469/669 blued steel 20-round magazines still in their original
packaging, and three factory S&W Model SW9/SW9VE Sigma stainless
steel 17-round magazines. All magazines are in about excellent
condition with the original packaging showing some rips and tears.
(236519-257AS)
Ruger 10/22 and Standard/Mark 1 Magazines
This lot comprises the following: three factory BX-1 10-round magazines
with two being new-in-box, one Butler Creek 25/22 translucent polymer
25-round magazine, one Ram-Line translucent polymer 30-round
magazine, one Ram-Line black polymer 20-round magazine, one
Ram-Line Truncator translucent polymer 25-round magazine and one
Ram-Line translucent polymer 50-round magazine. Also included are
two vintage Ruger factory Standard model/Mark 1 10-round magazines.
All magazines are in very good plus to new condition. (236519-257AW)
Assorted Ruger Factory Magazines
Included in this lot are the following: two new-in-box BX-1 magazines,
two unopened JX-1 magazines, two unopened 77/44 magazines, two
JHX-1 magazines, and one 77/22 WMR magazine. All magazines are in
excellent to new condition. (236519-257AX)
Assorted Detachable Box Magazines
This lot contains one 12-round blued steel magazine for Remington
Model 740 and 760 series of long-action rifles marked “MADE IN USA /
BY D&E”, one Defense Moulding Enterprises 20-round polymer
magazine for the HK G3/91, PTR91 series of rifles and two Ram-Line
30-round translucent polymer magazines marked “FOR: MINI-14, M-16,
AR-15, AR-180”. (236519-257AY)
Assorted Remington Detachable Magazines
This lot contains various magazines in different calibers for Remington
rifles. Included are one factory new Model 788 308 Win. 3-round
magazine with the original “clam shell” packaging cracked, two Model
788 30-30 Win. 3-round magazines in near excellent condition with one
showing a few spots of light oxidation, and two about excellent condition
Eagle International 10-round translucent polymer magazines marked
“FITS REMINGTON CAL. .308/.243/6MM Rem.” for Model 740 and 760
rifles and similar. Also included are three original Model 760 magazines
as follows: one 223 Rem. 3-round magazine with its original packaging
showing light silvering on the wear points and two 222 Rem. 3-round
magazines showing areas of light oxidation. Finally, there is one 308
Win. 3-round magazine for the Model 740 series of rifles displaying a
small speck of light oxidation. (236519-257BA)
Browning and Sig Arms Rifle Magazines
Included in this lot are four original BAR magazines as follows: one
unopened 7mm Rem. Magnum, two 243/308 Win. in very good condition
showing a few small spots of oxidation and one 300 Win. Magnum in
excellent condition. Also included are two excellent condition Browning
BLR-81 magazines with one in 358 Win. and the other in 243/308 Win.
Finally, there is one excellent condition factory magazine for the SIG
Arms SHR 970 rifle marked “30-06 Sprg., .270 Win., 6.5x65 RWS, 7x64,
9.3x62.” (236519-257BD)
FN FAL Metric Magazines Lot
This lot includes eight 20-round metric pattern FAL magazines in good
to very good condition showing spots of minor oxidation and lots of
caked on dirt/sand. These magazines should clean up nicely and
include two 7.62mm NATO and one 5.56mm NATO stripper clip guides
showing some small spots of light oxidation. (236519-257BH)
Assorted Rare and Desirable Magazines
This lot contains three unusual and collectible magazines including: one
original Baikal IZH-81 KM 5-round 12 ga. magazine in excellent
condition with light silvering on the wear points, one original Winchester
Lightweight Military Rifle .224 magazine with a “64” marked floorplate
that remains in excellent condition for its age with light handling marks
and specks of light oxidation on the follower, and one U.S. Military MK
153 SMAW 9x51mm 6-round magazine in near excellent condition with
light high edge wear and scattered small scuffs in the finish.
(236519-257BI)
Anschutz and CZ/Brno Magazines
This lot contains two Anschutz 1430-U4 5-round 22 Hornet magazines in
excellent condition with one magazine displaying a lightly scratched “II”
on the left side and the other a “III”. Also included is an excellent
condition 22 WMR 5-round magazine for a CZ 611 or Brno ZKM-611
rifle and a vintage unmarked 5-round magazine with a circular hole at
the rear base and a baseplate that extends a 1/4” forward of the body
which accepts 25-20 WCF and 32-20 WCF. (236519-257BN)
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Heckler & Koch Rimfire Magazines
This lot includes three HK 270 22 LR 5-round magazines in excellent
condition along with three HK 300 22 WMR 5-round magazines which
are also in excellent condition except for one which rates very good plus
with a few spots of light oxidation. The magazines come in two HK
factory bags. (236519-257BQ)
Assorted Rimfire Magazines
Within this lot are the following rimfire magazines: one Anschutz 5-round
22 LR magazine and two Anschutz single-shot adapters with one being
made of metal and the other red plastic, three Winchester-marked
5-round 22 LR magazines for Winchester Model 52, 56, 57, 69 rifles, two
5-round 5mm RFM magazines for the Remington Model 591, one
5-round and one 10-round 22 LR magazine for Remington Nylon 66 and
77 rifles, two 7-round 22 LR magazines for Marlin/Glenfield Model 20,
25, 80, 780 rifles one of which has bent feed lips and the other is just a
magazine body with no internals, two AR7 8-round 22 LR magazines,
two 5-round and three 10-round 22 LR magazines for Remington Model
511, 513, 521 rifles, three unmarked 5-round 22 LR magazines that
appear to be for Savage Standard Model rifles and one unmarked
5-round 22 LR magazine that may be for early Marlin or Harrington &
Richardson rifles. All magazines are in good to near excellent condition
with a few showing spots of light oxidation and minor signs of use.
(236519-257BR)
P.38 Magazines
Three total: (1) marked "(eagle) / WaA706" above "jvd" on the spine
retaining about 90% thinning original blue toning to brown; (1) double
marked "(eagle) / 359" with tiny dings and serial number scratch
engraved on the spine retaining 95% added blue with patches of light
oxidation at the top left edge; (1) unmarked magazine with an extra
large flat base marked "MEXICO" along the top front edge.
(58050-689A)
AK Magazines
This lot contains six 5-round metal magazines which are in very good
plus to near excellent condition with light wear marks, depending upon
the specific magazine; three of the magazines are marked “CHINA” on
the bottom of the baseplate and the three others are unmarked. The lot
contains three approximately 40-round metal magazines that are in very
good plus condition with only light wear marks on the bearing surfaces,
and the underside of the baseplate is marked “MADE IN CHINA”. The lot
contains ten 30-round metal magazines which are in overall very good
plus condition with scattered light wear marks; five of the magazines are
spined and five are “flat-backed”, two have completely flat-bottomed
baseplates, and one magazine is marked “MADE IN CHINA”. Lastly,
included is one bakelite magazine in very good condition with light
scratches and wear marks, marked “15” on the right side near the
baseplate, and appears to be for 5.56 / 5.45 based on the curvature,
and what appears to be an extended fixed SKS magazine that is
unmarked. (146519-257D)
Ruger Mini-30 Magazines
This lot consists of seven 30-round metal magazines and three 5-round
metal magazines for the Ruger Mini-30. Two of the 30-round magazines
and the three 5-round magazines are blued, and the other five 30-round
magazines are bright. Magazines are in overall very good plus to near
excellent condition with a few scattered light scratches. (146519-257H)
Winchester Model 88 Magazine
This Winchester Model 88 magazine is in very good condition with
moderate finish wear on the baseplate, and light wear on the high edges
and contact points. The baseplate is marked “WINCHESTER / TRADE
MARK” to the right of a concave arrow pointing to the front of the
magazine. The magazine appears to function well. (146519-257K)
Winchester Model 88 Magazine
This Winchester Model 88 magazine is in very good plus condition with
light wear on the contact points and high edges and a few spots of light
oxidation on the follower and right side of the magazine body. The
baseplate is marked “WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK” to the right of a
concave arrow pointing to the front of the magazine. The magazine
appears to function well. (146519-257J)
Winchester Model 100 Magazine
This Winchester Model 100 magazine is in very good condition with light
to moderate wear on the high edges, light wear on the contact points,
and a few specks of light oxidation. The follower is marked “M-100”, and
the baseplate is marked “WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK” next to a
forward pointing convex arrow. The magazine appears to function well.
(146519-257N)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot contains one blued 7-round magazine for the 50 AE Desert
Eagle pistol in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks,
and two “COLT” marked 9mm 1911 magazines in very good plus
condition with scattered light wear marks. Magazines appear to function
well. (146519-257Q)
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Winchester Model 88 Magazine
This lot contains one Winchester Model 88 magazine in excellent
condition, still wrapped in plastic and with its original cardboard box. The
follower is marked “M-88”, the front of the mag is marked “243 / 308”,
and the underside of the baseplate is marked “WINCHESTER / TRADE
MARK” next to a forward pointing convex arrow. The magazine appears
to function well. The box is lightly worn on the edges, still sealed at one
end, has been written on, and the flap at the other end has torn.
(146519-257X)
Winchester Model 100 Magazine
This lot contains one Winchester Model 100 magazine in excellent
condition, still wrapped in plastic and with its original cardboard box. The
follower is marked “M-100”, the front of the magazine is marked “243 /
308”, and the underside of the baseplate is marked “WINCHESTER /
TRADE MARK” next to a forward pointing convex arrow. The box has
very light wear marks on the edges, and one flap has been written on.
The magazine appears to function well. (146519-257Y)
22 LR Magazines
This lot contains two Kimber K22 5-round magazines and two
Remington 5-round magazines for Model 541T, 541S, and 581. All
magazines remain in their original packaging, and one of the Remington
packages has a moderate tear above the plastic and an area of
abrasions. (146519-257AC)
Assorted Double Stack Pistol Magazines
This lot contains two Pachmayr Browning Hi-Power 22 LR conversion
magazines in excellent condition, three Sig Sauer P226 15-round 9mm
magazines in very good condition with light wear marks and spots of
previously cleaned light oxidation, two 13-round and one likely 25-round
9mm Browning Hi-Power magazines in very good condition with light
scratches, light high edge wear, and spots of oxidation, three 10-round
Sig Sauer P229 9mm magazines in near excellent condition, one
Para-Ordnance P10-45 mag in near excellent condition with light
handling marks, five unmarked double-stack 9mm magazines, and two
12” long double stack magazines in about very good plus condition with
scattered light handling mark, that appear to be Uzi magazines but it can
not be guaranteed. (146519-257AE)
Assorted Single Stack Pistol Magazines
This lot contains three unmarked Sig Sauer P220 magazines stamped
“.45 Auto” on the baseplate, one mag of which is for heel-release, three
magazines for the S&W Model 39, one in very good plus condition with
specks of oxidation and two in original packaging, one still-in-plastic
Glock 21 13-round 45 Auto magazine, a S&W marked 10-round 22 LR
magazine in very good condition with light to moderate wear on the high
edges and contact points, one unmarked 1911-style magazine, and one
short (3 1/4” long) Colt-marked 9mm 1911-style magazine in about
excellent condition. (146519-257AF)
Assorted 9mm Double Stack Magazines
This lot contains two 15-round magazines for the Beretta 92 pistol,
marked “PB CAL 9 PARA MADE IN ITALY”, in very good condition with
light wear marks and scattered light scratches, one 20-round 9mm
magazine marked “MARLIN” on the baseplate in very good condition
with scattered light scratches, light wear marks, and a few specks of
oxidation, and one unmarked double stack 9mm magazine in very good
plus condition with scattered light wear marks. All magazines appear to
function well. (146519-257AM)
Winchester Model 88 Magazine
This lot consists of one Winchester Model 88 magazine in excellent
condition. The magazine is marked “M-88” on the follower, “243 / 308”
on the front of the magazine, and “WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK” next
to a forward pointing convex arrow on the baseplate. The magazine
appears to function well and retains the original plastic packaging.
(146519-257AN)
Winchester Model 88 Magazine
This lot consists of one Winchester Model 88 magazine in excellent
condition. The magazine is marked “M-88” on the follower, “243 / 308”
on the front of the magazine, and “WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK” next
to a forward pointing convex arrow on the baseplate. The magazine
appears to function well and retains the original plastic packaging.
(146519-257AO)
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Assorted Rifle Magazines
This lot contains four Savage Model 23B-C magazines for 25-20 Win
and 32-20 Win in overall very good condition with scattered light
scratches, light wear on the high edges, and a few light spots of
oxidation. Two of the magazines are crisply marked “MOD. 23 B-C /
SAVAGE / 25-20 32-20” on the underside of the baseplate and two
remain unmarked. Also included are two magazines for the Winchester
Model 43, one of which is in a Triple K bag and rates excellent and the
other is in very good plus condition with a few light wear marks and
scattered light scratches, one magazine for the Savage Model 340
which is very good plus condition with a few light wear marks on the high
edges, and two likely 3-round magazines for the Sako L46 that are in
excellent condition, one marked “Cal.222” and the other “Cal.222
MAGNUM” on the underside of the baseplate. (146519-257AU)
H&K Model 300 Magazines
This lot includes five likely 15-round blued H&K Model 300 .22 Magnum
magazines. Two of the magazines are in excellent condition and three
are in very good plus to near excellent condition with a few spots of light
oxidation and a mark or two of light wear. Four of the magazines are
marked “.22WMR” on the left side of the magazine body near the
baseplate, and one is marked “.22WMR / JA” in the same location. The
magazines appear to function well. (146519-257AV)
Assorted Single Stack Pistol Magazines
This lot includes four 45 ACP Sig Sauer P220 magazines, one which is
in excellent condition and appears to be stainless steel construction and
three unmarked black-finished heel-release magazines which are in very
good to very good plus condition with light wear marks, one 9 1/2” long
magazine that appears to fit a Sig Sauer P220 and is in excellent
condition, two unmarked Sig Sauer 9mm P210 magazines in very good
plus condition with light wear marks, one “S&W” marked Model 39
magazine in very good condition with scattered spots of light oxidation,
one “Walther” marked P38 magazine in very good condition, one
“Mauser” marked Model 1913 magazine in good condition with light
pitting, one “Mauser” marked likely HSC magazine in very good
condition light wear marks and light oxidation, and one S&W Model 52
magazine in very good plus condition with light wear marks on the
contact points. (146519-257AZ)
Weatherby XXII Magazines
This lot contains three unmarked 5-round Weatherby XXII magazines in
very good condition with light wear marks and specks of oxidation, two
unmarked Weatherby XXII 10-round magazines in very good plus
condition with light handling marks, a single Beretta 21A magazine,
which is extremely similar in construction to the Weatherby XXII
10-round magazines, in very good plus condition with light wear marks,
and two unmarked single-stack 22 RF magazines in very good plus
condition with light wear marks. All magazines appear to function well.
(146519-257BB)
Walther PPK Magazines
This lot contains three Walther-marked 6-round 380 Auto PPK
magazines (two of which have the left side rib), one Manurhin-marked
6-round 380 Auto PPK magazine with left side rib, one likely 7-round
Walther-marked 380 Auto PPK mag with left side rib, three 6-round 380
Auto PPK magazines with pinky extensions and spots of oxidation, and
one unmarked 22 LR PPK magazine with pinky extension.
(146519-257BC)
Assorted Colt Magazines
This lot contains two Colt Woodsman 22 LR magazines, one marked
“COLT WOODSMAN / CAL. 22 L.R. / MATCH TARGET MOD.” on the
bottom of the baseplate in very good condition with light wear and
specks of oxidation and one unmarked in very good plus condition with
a few light scratches, one 38 Special wadcutter 1911 magazine in very
good condition with wear marks on the contact points and scattered light
oxidation marked “COLT .38 SPEC.” on the underside of the baseplate,
three Colt-marked 1911 38 Super magazine, one with moderate
oxidation on the right side and the other two with scattered handling
marks and specks of oxidation, a stainless steel unmarked 1911
magazine, an extended unmarked 1911 magazine, and what appears to
be an early x-follower S&W Model 39 magazine in very good plus
condition with scattered light scratches. (146519-257BE)
Assorted Colt Magazines
This lot contains two Colt Woodsman magazines in very good condition
with light wear patterns marked “CAL .22 / COLT” on the baseplate, four
Colt-marked 9mm 1911 magazines in very good condition with spots of
light oxidation, two 45 Auto 1911 magazines in very good condition with
spots of oxidation (one Colt-marked), one Colt 1908 magazine in very
good condition with light oxidation and wear marks, and one 1911 22 LR
magazine marked “COLT / (diamond) ACE / 22 LR” on the baseplate.
(146519-257BF)
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Assorted Colt Magazines
This lot contains two Colt-marked 1911 magazines for 38 Special
wadcutters in very good condition with moderate wear marks, three 45
Auto 1911 magazines (one unmarked, one Colt-marked, and one
Randall-marked) in very good to very good plus condition, and two
Colt-marked 380 Auto magazines in very good condition with spots of
oxidation, one for the Mustang and the other for a Model 1908
hammerless showing a later-added magazine cutout on the right side.
(146519-257BG)
Extended Beretta 92 Magazines
This lot includes two 20-round extended 9mm magazines for the Beretta
Model 92. One magazine is in excellent condition and the other is in
very good plus condition with a light wear mark on the metal body and a
small chip from the polymer grip extension. Both magazines are marked
“PB CAL 9 PARA MADE IN ITALY”, and appear to function well.
(146519-257BJ)
Extended Beretta 92 Magazines
This lot includes two 20-round extended 9mm magazines for the Beretta
Model 92. Both magazines appear to be in very good plus condition with
scattered light handling marks. Both magazines are marked “PB CAL 9
PARA MADE IN ITALY”, and appear to function well. (146519-257BK)
Assorted Para Ordnance Magazines
This lot contains five 12-round P12-45 magazines, four of which are still
wrapped in plastic and one of which shows light wear marks from use,
and eight 14-round P14 magazines, four of which are wrapped in plastic,
two are in plastic which has torn and show specks of light oxidation, and
two are unwrapped and in near excellent condition with scattered light
handling marks. (146519-257BL)
Sig Sauer Magazines
This lot contains two “Sig Sauer” marked 20-round 9mm extended P226
magazines in about excellent condition, one “Sig Sauer” marked
15-round 9mm P226 magazine in about excellent condition, and an
unmarked possible P220 45 ACP extended magazine in excellent
condition. (146519-257BM)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot contains three “S&W” marked 20-round 9mm magazines with
over-insertion prevention tabs on the front of the magazine body (two
configured for full-sized guns and one for compact guns, with the ability
to be modified for full-size) in very good plus to near excellent condition
with a few light wear marks on the contact points, one Ram-Line MAS
9017 9mm double stack magazine in very good condition with scattered
light scratches and a few specks of oxidation, one Para-Ordnance P12
magazine in very good condition with light wear marks with
“turbo-speed” marked on the underside of the baseplate, one CZ-75
9mm magazine in very good condition with light wear marks on the
contact points, and two unmarked extended double stack magazines
measuring 7 3/4” and 9” long in very good plus condition with scattered
light scratches. (146519-257BO)
Early Hi-Standard Olympic Magazine
This lot contains one early production Hi-Standard Olympic curved
magazine. The magazine is in very good to very good plus condition
with light wear on the high edges and contact points, a speck of light
oxidation, and a few light scratches. The magazine appears to function
well mechanically. Also included are two unmarked magazines
measuring 2 1/2” long, likely for 22 Short, and are in very good condition
with scattered light oxidation and light wear marks. (146519-257BP)
Assorted Hi-Standard and Colt Magazines
This lot contains three “Hi-Standard” marked 22 LR magazines, two
in-the-white and one blued, in very good condition with light oxidation
and light wear marks (the blued magazine has an added screw in the
baseplate), two unmarked Hi Standard magazines in very good plus
condition with light wear marks, a single Hi-Standard 380 Auto magazine
in very good plus condition with specks of oxidation, three second series
Colt Woodsman magazines, one in about good condition with oxidation
and scattered light scratches and dings and two in very good plus
condition with light wear marks, and one third series Colt Woodsman
magazine in very good condition with spots of oxidation and a few light
wear marks. Also included is a Llama XV 10-round 22 LR magazine.
(146519-257BS)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot includes one Pieper Bayard 32 Auto magazine in good condition
with spots of moderate oxidation and wear on the contact points, three
Colt Junior 22 Short magazines (one marked “Colt” on the baseplate
and two marked “FIREARMS INT’L CORP / WASHINGTON 22-DC) with
two in about excellent condition and one in about very good plus
condition, two FN 1922 32 Auto magazines with faint FN marking on the
right side of the magazine body and one is in good condition with
moderate oxidation and one in very good condition with light wear
marks. Finally there are three unmarked blued magazines (two likely for
380 Auto and one likely for 32 Auto) in very good condition with light
wear marks and a spot of oxidation on one. (146519-257BT)
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Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot contains three original Remington 51 magazines in about very
good condition with light wear on the contact points and two of the
magazines are marked “32 CAL” and one is marked “380 CAL”, one
original Mauser 1910 25 Auto magazine in very good plus condition as
lightly cleaned with a few pinprick pits and striations, and a reproduction
Savage 1917 32 Auto magazine in about excellent condition.
(146519-257BU)
Assorted 22 LR Pistol Magazines
This lot contains two Beretta Model 70 22 LR magazines marked “PB
CAL 22 LR MADE IN ITALY” in very good and very good plus condition
with light wear marks on the contact points, three unmarked Walther
PPK 22 LR magazines in very good plus condition with light wear marks
as well as two Triple K Walther PPK magazines likely for 32 Auto (one
still in Triple K packaging) and one in very good condition with light wear
and specks of oxidation, five Llama XV 22 LR magazines in very good
plus condition with light wear marks on the contact points, and two
Llama 380 Auto magazines in very good and very good plus condition.
(146519-257BV)
Assorted 22 LR Pistol Magazines
This lot contains six unmarked Walther PP Sport magazines in very
good plus condition, two Anschutz-marked 22 LR magazines in very
good plus condition, one Anschutz-marked 22 Magnum magazine in
very good plus condition with a spot of oxidation on the left feed lip, an
unmarked 22 LR magazine measuring 4 3/4” long in very good plus
condition with light wear marks and a few specks of oxidation, one
unmarked small pistol magazine, two pistol weights likely for the Walther
1936 Olympia, and a left side grip panel for an unknown revolver.
(146519-257X)
M1 Carbine Magazines & Bandoliers
Two 15-round box magazines for an M1 Carbine and two cotton canvas
bandolier pouches for the same, the bandoliers each comprising six
pockets for 10-round magazines. The magazines are blued and rate
excellent with the barest of silvering at the contact points. The
bandoliers, one tan and one dark OD green, each exhibit a bit of fraying
at the edges and a small storage stain here or there but are otherwise
complete and in near excellent condition. (128939-5A)
Colt Woodsman Magazine
One unmarked 10-round 22 LR magazine for a Colt Woodsman pistol.
The metal retains estimated 80% blue with silvering at the contact points
and dark ochre-brown staining in the lower third. Rudimentary soldering
repairs have been applied to a crack above and below the follower stud
guide on the right-side face. Overall the magazine is in very good
condition as repaired. (128939-5B)
Colt Model 1911 Magazine
One satin stainless steel 7-round .45 Auto magazine for a Colt Model
1911 pistol. The follower plate is stamped “COLT / .45 Auto” next to the
Rampant Colt logo. The magazine exhibits just a bit of handling wear
and is in near excellent to excellent condition. A lightly handled black
plastic M1911 bushing tool is included. (128939-5D)
6.8mm AR Magazines
This lot consists of three: (2) Barrett parkerized 30 rd.; (1) PRI blued 25
rd., all in excellent condition. (1X78925-8B)
6.8mm AR Magazines
This lot consists of three C Products 25 rd. magazines: (2) blued; (1)
parkerized. The magazines appear unused and rate excellent.
(1X78925-8A)
AK-47 Magazines
This is a lot of three blued steel, unmarked, 40 rd., 7.62x39mm
magazines rating excellent and showing little indication of use.
(1X78925-47A)
AK-A5 Magazines
This lot includes (2) 30 rd. polymer Pro-Mag .223 caliber magazines in
their original factory packaging in overall excellent condition.
(1X108444-6A)
MAC-10 Magazines
This is a lot of (2) Tactical Innovations 50 rd. stick, parkerized steel, 45
acp magazines rating excellent including one still in the factory sealed
package and the other appearing unused. (1X78925-34A)
Para-Ordnance Magazines
This is a lot of (2) Promag 20 rd. black polymer .45 acp, Para-Ordnance
magazines for Warthog, P-12, P-13 and P14. The magazines rate
as-new in original packaging. (1X78925-63A)
M-11 Magazines
This is a lot of seven black polymer 9mm stick magazines for the Cobray
M-11: (4) Cobray marked factory 30 rd. rating excellent with no
indication of use; (3) 12 rd. with information scratched on the sides of
two and rating near excellent. (1X78925-44F)
MAC-10 Magazines
This lot consists of (2) unmarked 40 rd. stick, parkerized steel, 45 ACP
magazines that appear unused and in excellent condition.
(1X78925-34B)
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Cooper Arms 57-M Magazines
Two 17 HMR magazines, one retaining about 98-99% original blue with
some freckling and light oxidation, one retaining about 95% original blue
with heavier oxidation on the baseplate and lip areas. (1X229420-1A)
Colt Third Series Woodsman Magazine
One original factory magazine for use in a Third Series Colt Woodsman
or Challenger pistol. Magazine retains 99% original blue and is marked
“CAL. 22 L.R.” on the baseplate. (1X229385-8D) [Richard J. Stoddard
Collection]
Winchester Model 52/69/75 Magazine
Included is a single 10-round magazine for the Winchester Model
52/69/75 rifles. The magazine is crisply marked “MADE IN U.S.A. /
WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK” on the baseplate. The magazine is in
very good plus condition with handling marks and a few specks of
oxidation. (1X147861-10B)
22 LR Magazines
Assorted magazines for 22 LR rifles: (7) 10 rd. Ruger magazines for the
Ruger 10/22 rifle; (3) 25 rd. aftermarket magazines for the same, the first
two of translucent black plastic by Butler Creek and the third of black
phosphate-finished steel labeled “TACTICALINC.COM”; (1)
Thompson/Center 5 rd. steel magazine for the T/C 22 LR Classic rifle;
(6) Thompson/Center 15 rd. steel magazines for the same. All items are
in very good plus to excellent condition with no more than light handling
wear. (126056-7B)
German Zf.41 Riflescope, Mount & Case
This is a very nice original set including duv-coded mount, clb-coded
scope and jvb-coded case. The mount is serial #1747a (the second "7"
has been factory re-struck likely to correct an error) with crisp duv code
and "(Eagle) / 214" Waffenamt, "K98k-Zf.41." at the back surface of the
rear arm and the rings correctly scratch-numbered "47". The scope is
serial #60936 along with "clb +" code and "Z.F. 41" markings. The scope
and mount retain about 85% original blue showing areas of minor overall
thinning, some scattered light freckling and handling marks. The optics
are cloudy and discolored, in need of a professional cleaning. The tan
painted case is also quite nice showing a few like flakes and scuffs. The
jvb code and Waffenamt on the lid are still visible along with the small
maker's logo on the spring catch, all interior lining material and outer
straps are intact. (13B6519-658)
Lyman No. 2 Tang Sights
Four brand new tang sights with aperture disc, mounting screws and
paperwork housed in orange plastic factory hard cases. Two are item
#3902094 for use with a Winchester Model 94, two are item #3902100
and are for use with Marlin Models 336, 1895 and 30 Series.
(226519-262A)
Lyman 66R and 48S Aperture Sights
Two total, one vintage steel Lyman 66R aperture sight with some
silvered edges, slight freckling and minor slot wear in the adjustment
screws and one vintage steel Lyman 48S aperture sight with some slight
silvering and freckling. Both are in about excellent condition and do not
include aperture discs or mounting screws. (226519-262B) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Lyman 66A and 66LA Aperture Sights
Two total, one vintage steel Lyman 66A aperture sight with very minor
edge wear and slight freckling and one vintage steel Lyman 66LA
aperture sight with some slight silvering, freckling and minor slot
damage to the side screw. Both are in about excellent condition and do
not include aperture discs or mounting screws. (226519-262C) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Lyman No. 103 and No. 30 1/2 Tang Sights
Two total, one Lyman No. 103 windage adjustable sight marked “SB” in
about excellent condition with very slight freckling and with disc and one
about excellent condition Lyman No. 30 1/2 adjustable tang sight
marked “SA” with disc. (226519-262D) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Redfield Sights
Two total, one Redfield Small Bore Globe Target Front Sight (Model
#718003) measuring 4 1/8” with small signs of handling and finish loss
with four orange lenses, six clear lenses, 11 reticle inserts and original
slightly-tattered and torn box. One Redfield International Micrometer
Receiver Sight (Model #712000) with windage and elevation adjustment
knobs, aperture disc and original slightly-tattered and torn box.
(226519-262F)
Lyman 48 Sight
One Lyman 48 WJS Micrometer Receiver Sight for use with Winchester
Models 54 and 70, Remington Models 721, 722, 725, Savage Model
110 and Weatherby Mark V. Sight appears unused in original
slightly-compressed factory box with red and blue ink on one side.
(6519-262G)
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Wittek Vaver Sights
One fully-adjustable receiver sight with disc and disc extension in about
excellent condition stamped “193” on the underside of the base and one
front globe sight with crosshair insert and case-colored base, both are in
about excellent condition with some slight silvering, the front comes with
the original slightly-worn factory box. (226519-262H)
Wittek Vaver Receiver Sight Set
One fully-adjustable Wittek Vaver receiver sight with disc in about
excellent condition stamped “932” on the underside of the base and a
black two-piece box with tape repairs, one lightly-tarnished Boye
four-sided pocket screwdriver and nine varying size screw-in disc inserts
in original tape-repaired factory box. (226519-262I)
Contemporary Vernier Tang Sights
Two total for use on a Sharps rifle or similar, first is a Navy Arms Co.
with disc and two mounting screws, there are no numbers on the sight
and “MADE IN ITALY” is partially seen on the base. The second is what
looks to be a Dixie Gun Works with disc and numbers on the left-side
ranging from 0-250 and no mounting screws. Both appears as new.
(226519-262J)
Sight Lot
Assortment of bases, rear sights, front sights and receiver sights for use
with Winchester Model 70 rifles or similar. Makers include Williams,
Lyman and Marble’s. (226519-262K)
Receiver Sights
Three total sights, one Marble-Goss fully-adjustable sight with some
edge wear and light freckling, an Anschutz-Diopter fully-adjustable
receiver sight with disc, and an unmarked front globe sight with post
reticle insert. All pieces show edge wear, minor freckling and small signs
of handling. (226519-262L)
Receiver Sights
Two total, one Anschutz-marked fully-adjustable sight with disc and one
fully-adjustable sight with disc and “21” stamped on the underside of the
base and the base adapter. Both show minor handling marks and light
edge wear. (226519-262M)
Winchester Lyman Tang Sight
One sight for use on Winchester Model 1892 all calibers and Winchester
Model 1894 chambered in 32-40 & 38-55. The sight is a mostly brown
patina with areas of original blue with mounting screws included.
(226519-262N)
Parker-Hale Model 5a Aperture Sight
This lot consists of a Parker-Hale Model 5a aperture rear sight for the
S.M.L.E. (No. I) Rifle in the original packaging. The sight is marked
“MARK VII” and “S.M.L.E.” and remains in about excellent condition
while the packaging rates about very good with light scuffs and writing
on its right side. (237933-8A)
Parker-Hale Model 5a Aperture Sight
This lot contains one Parker-Hale Model 5a aperture rear sight for the
S.M.L.E (No. I) Rifle in the original packaging. It is marked “MARK VII”,
“S.M.L.E.” and “D.O.W. 58” denoting that it was made in South Africa by
Delphos Ordnance Works under license from Parker-Hale. The sight
remains in about very good plus condition and appears to be covered in
dried cosmoline while the packaging remains in very good condition with
light scuffs, a small hole in the front left edge, two out of three lid flaps
missing, and some writing on the right side. (237933-8B)
Lyman Alaskan All-Weather 2 1/2 Power Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 11” in length and comes equipped with a pair
of Redfield scope rings on a 5” mount. The optics are clear and
excellent with a circle and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain an
estimated 95% original blue with scattered very light handling scratches
including the expected slight wear at the rings as well as the occasional
hint of speckled dark brown patina. Overall the scope is in quite fine
condition. Also included is a pair of leather lens covers in very good plus
to fine condition with some light scuffs. (126519-481A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Nikon ProStaff 2-7x32 Shotgun Hunter Riflescope
This scope measures 11 1/8” long and features clear excellent optics
with a “Nikoplex” duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
plus original matte blue with no discernible blemishes and the scope
appears unused in mint condition. Included are the factory box, owner’s
manual and a pair of factory plastic lens covers. (126519-481B) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
CenterPoint Power Class 3-12x44 Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a red/green illuminated milt-dot reticle. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% plus original matte blue with no discernible handling
marks and the scope appears to be unused and in excellent condition.
Included are a factory pair of removable flip-open lens covers.
(126519-481C) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Smith & Wesson Target/Varmint/Long Range 6-24x42mm Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 15 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a mil-dot reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original black anodized finish with no discernible blemishes and the
scope appears unused in mint condition. Included are the factory box
and a pair of factory bikini-style lens covers emblazoned with the
silver-colored Smith & Wesson medallion logo. (126519-481D) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield 3200 24x Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 23” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue with very few blemishes, the tiniest of negligible handling
scratches here or there visible upon very close inspection. The screw-on
blued steel lens covers exhibit a bit of finely speckled dark brown
oxidation on the outer face. Overall the scope is in very fine to excellent
condition. Also included are a pair of scope rings and a black plastic
hard case. (126519-481E) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield 3200 24x Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 23” in length and features very slightly
occluded near excellent optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue and the scope is in excellent
condition. The screw-on blued steel lens covers exhibit a few instances
of darkened ochre patina. The original “Lifetime Warranty” sticker is still
present and just slightly worn. The scope rates very good plus to
excellent as a whole. Included are a pair of scope rings, factory black
plastic hard case and factory paperwork. (126519-481F) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Millett Buck Lightning 3-9x44 Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with an illuminated duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus original matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes and the
scope appears unused in mint condition. The illumination is
nonfunctional at time of writing and will likely need a replacement
battery, otherwise no discernible handling marks or blemishes are
present. Included are a pair of bikini-style lens covers, black velvet soft
case, factory box and owner’s manual. (126519-481G) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Target Sports 10-40x50 AOE Rangefinder Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 16 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with an illuminated rangefinder reticle. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% plus original matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes
and the scope appears unused in mint condition. Included are a
screw-on sun shade, flip-open lens covers, scope rings, a spare lithium
battery and the factory box. (126519-481H) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Sightmark Triple Duty 1-6x24 Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 11 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle centered by an illuminated red dot. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% plus original matte blue finish with no
discernible blemishes and the scope appears unused in mint condition.
Included are a pair of flip-open lens covers and the factory box.
(126519-481J) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Winchester WRK-432 3-10x44mm Riflescope
This scope measures 14” in length and features clear excellent optics
with an illuminated duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
plus matte blue finish and the scope is in excellent condition with only a
few tiny hints of scuffing at the corners of the illumination dial. Included
are a pair of flip-open lens covers, a nylon canvas sleeve and an
aluminum factory hard case. (126519-481K) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Bushnell Banner Dusk & Dawn 6-19x50 Riflescope
This rifle scope measures 16” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope
appears unused in mint condition. Included with the scope are a pair of
slip-on lens covers, factory box and owner’s manual. (126519-481L)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Leupold VX-1 3-9x40mm Riflescope
This scope measures 12 3/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope
appears unused in mint condition. Includes Leupold-marked cleaning
cloth, factory box and paperwork. (126519-481M) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Leupold M8 2x20mm Extended Eye Relief Handgun Scope
This scope measures 8” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original
silver-anodized finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope
appears unused in mint condition. Includes Leupold-marked cleaning
cloth, factory box and paperwork. (126519-481N) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Smith & Wesson Target/Varmint/Long Range 6-24x42mm Riflescope
This scope measures 15 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a mil-dot reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original black anodized finish and are in excellent condition, exhibiting
few if any blemishes except a few scuffs at the corners of the turret caps
and hints of expected contact wear at the included scope rings. Includes
the aforementioned pair of Weaver scope rings and a factory pair of
bikini-style lens covers emblazoned with the silver-colored S&W
medallion logo. (126519-481P) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Aimpoint and BSA Red Dot Sights
Two red dot sights in factory boxes, the first a BSA Optics 30mm Red
Dot and the second an Aimpoint 5000 XD. The BSA sight measures 3
7/8” overall on a 2 3/4” dovetail base and features clear excellent optics;
the dot itself is fully functional though somewhat dim and may perhaps
be improved by a fresh battery. The rubber mold “Shadow Black” finish
is in very good plus to excellent condition with a few light handling marks
and a bit of stickiness in spots. Includes a pair of hard plastic slip-on
lens covers, owner’s manual and the aforementioned factory box. The
Aimpoint sight measures 7 1/2” and features clear excellent optics with a
brightly illuminated dot. The metal surfaces retain about 98% black
anodized finish with a bit of silvering from scope ring contact and the
sight is in excellent condition. Includes a pair of flip-open lens covers,
scope rings, owner’s manual and the aforementioned factory box.
(126519-481Q) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Burris 2-7x Riflescope
This scope measures 9 3/8” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a fine duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original blue finish with no discernible blemishes and appears unused in
mint condition. Includes factory box and manual. (126519-481R)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Trijicon Reflex II 1x24 Sight
This sight measures 5” overall on a 3 1/4” dovetail base. The optics are
clear and the metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original parkerized
finish with no discernible blemishes. The tritium has faded and will need
to be replaced before the sight is functional again. Includes a pair of
rubber bikini-style lens covers and the factory box. (126519-481S)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield and Weaver Scopes
Two scopes in factory boxes, the first a Redfield 2x Front-IER
(Intermediate Eye Relief) and the second a Weaver Classic 2.5-8x28
Handgun scope. The Redfield scope measures 10 1/2” in length
mounted on a 3 1/2” M294 Redfield scope base and features clear
excellent optics with a crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus original blue finish with no discernible blemishes. Includes the
factory box, paperwork and a pair of slip-on lens covers. The Weaver
scope is 9 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics with a duplex
reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original matte blue
finish with no discernible blemishes. Includes the factory box and
paperwork. Both scopes appear unused and in mint condition.
(126519-481T) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Scope and Rangefinder
Two items, the first a Bushnell 1.75-4x32 Wide Angle Turkey scope for
shotguns, the second a Ranging brand Rangematic Distance Finder.
The scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a circle crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus matte black finish with no discernible blemishes, appearing
unused in mint condition. Includes the factory box, a pair of slip-on lens
covers and the owner’s manual; the box does exhibit some light storage
wear. The rangefinder is in excellent condition with clear optics and
comes in an unlabeled box (likely original) and an excellent leather carry
case with red cloth lining. (126519-481U) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Swarovski Optik 25-40x75 Spotting Scope
This spotting scope measures 22 1/4” in length extended and collapses
to 14”. The body is housed in a protective OD green integral rubber
sleeve. The optics are bright and excellent and the scope appears
unused in mint condition. Included with the telescope are a pair of OD
green rubber lens covers with leather closing straps, lens cleaning kit,
factory paperwork and original two-piece factory box numbered to the
scope. The box exhibits a few blemishes such as the separation of one
of the edges and the occasional handling mark here or there but
remains complete and in very good plus to excellent condition. A
high-end piece for the connoisseur of precision optics. (12A6519-481V)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Swarovski Optik Habicht 3-9x36 Riflescope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original
blued finish and the scope rates excellent overall with a few hints of
handling wear from scope ring contact. Includes paperwork and
two-piece factory box which is numbered to a different scope. The box is
lightly scuffed but otherwise largely unblemished and in near excellent
condition. (12A6519-481W) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Swarovski Optik Habicht Nova 8x56 Riflescope
This scope measures 14 5/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a heavy duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
plus original blued finish and the scope appears unused in mint
condition. Includes a pair of bikini-style lens covers, factory paperwork
and the original two-piece factory box numbered to the scope. An
excellent example of these high-end riflescopes. (12A6519-481X)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield 3200 16x Riflescope
This scope measures 23 1/4” long and features clear excellent optics
with a target dot crosshair reticle. There is a streaky instance of
delamination present at the objective lens which does not seem to affect
the optics in any way. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish and rate near excellent to excellent, exhibiting few blemishes
except some expected wear at the scope ring contact points and
occasional instances of subtle finish discoloration scattered here or
there; some of the white paint on the range markings is faded though
still clearly legible. Includes a factory hard plastic case, factory
paperwork, scope rings, spare thumb screws, a screw-on objective
sun-shade and a pair of screw-on metal lens covers. (126519-409)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Unertl 8x Riflescope
This scope measures 19 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue with scattered handling scratches and occasional spots
worn to bright or subtly patinated to dusky brown. Expected light wear is
present around the aluminum Unertl scope rings and a couple of small
dents are present on the tube which have no effect on the optics. The
described wear is largely superficial and this remains a fine scope in
very good plus to excellent condition. (12A6519-267A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Vintage Winchester A5 Riflescope
This scope measures 16” in length and features fixed 5 power optics
with a crosshair reticle. Some bubbling of glass is present within the
ocular lens assembly which partially occludes the lower left edge of the
sight picture, however the effect is negligible when focused on the reticle
and the optics are otherwise clear and excellent. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue toning to a pewter gray near the lenses at
either end. Includes the original rear mount, with 1907 patent date and
external grasshopper spring, rating very good plus to excellent with a bit
of silvering at the edges and a 1910-dated front mount in excellent
condition. (12A6519-267B) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Falcon Menace Counter Sniper Series 4.5-18x Riflescope
This scope measures 14 7/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex mil-dot reticle. The scope is finished in an OD green
paint which may be later applied, as areas of flaking reveal unblemished
factory matte black finish beneath. The paint flaking is mostly present at
the scope ring contacts (rings not included) with occasional tiny
instances scattered across the surface and the scope is otherwise in
near excellent condition. (126519-261A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Weaver Targeteer 8x Riflescope
This scope measures 17” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a post and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original somewhat thinning blue with occasional spots of exposed steel
patinated to dusky brown. Overall the scope is in very good plus to
excellent condition. (126519-261B) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Redfield Traditional 4-12x Riflescope
This scope measures 13 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a crosshair reticle, rangefinding stadia and distance scale.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original blue finish with no
discernible blemishes except some very light handling marks on the
turret caps and the slightest paint fading of the markings. Overall the
scope is in about excellent condition. (126519-261C) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Redfield 4-12x Traditional Riflescope
This scope measures 13 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a crosshair peep reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus original blue finish and the scope is in excellent condition.
(126519-261D) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Leupold M8 4x Extended Eye Relief Scope
This scope measures 8 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original
blue finish with no discernible blemishes except tiny handling marks on
the turret caps and the scope is in excellent condition. (126519-261E)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Redfield Front-IER 2x Intermediate Eye Relief
This scope measures 10 3/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a post and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus original blue with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope
is in excellent condition. (126519-261F) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Redfield Front-IER 2x Intermediate Eye Relief
This scope measures 10 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%+
original blue finish and very few blemishes except for a scant few tiny
handling marks. Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(126519-261G) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Voigtlaender & Sohn Collapsible Riflescope
This scope measures 10 1/4” extended, 8” collapsed and features an
integral German quick detach claw-mount base. The optics feature a
German #1 post reticle and are a bit cloudy with a small lens blemish
here or there, though remain somewhat serviceable in good lighting.
The tube is in three sections: the objective lens assembly in a blued
tube toning to plum with otherwise few blemishes, the gray central tube
(covered when collapsed) scattered by areas of dusk dark gray-brown
patination and the ocular lens assembly finished in 90% original gloss
blue scattered by a number of small handling scratches with exposed
steel toning to ochre-brown. A few spots of ochre oxidation can also be
seen on the base. Overall the scope is in good condition, a nice
accessory to add some character to one’s German rifle. (126519-261H)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield Front-IER 2x Intermediate Eye Relief
This scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a post and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 98%+
original blue finish with very few if any handling marks and the scope is
in excellent condition overall. (126519-261J) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Leupold M8 4x Compact Special Riflescope
This scope measures 9 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%+ original blue
finish with few if any discernible handling marks and the scope is in
excellent condition overall. Includes factory box and manual.
(126519-261K) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Lyman All-Weather Alaskan Riflescope
This scope measures 10 7/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a post and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue finish with occasional instances of finish thinning to
plum and scattered clouds of very fine dusky ochre patina. The scope is
equipped with a Griffin & Howe double-lever quick-detach scope mount
in very good plus to excellent condition, retaining about 90% original
blue japanned finish with some exposure of the brass on the scope rings
and occasional spots of ochre oxidation. Aside from the manufacturer’s
address, the mount is unmarked. Overall the scope is in very fine
condition. (126519-261L) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Leupold M8 2x Extended Eye Relief Scope
This scope measures 8” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original
blue finish with no discernible blemishes except some very light scope
ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(126519-261M) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Hensoldt-Wetzlar Duralyt 6x Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a German #1 post reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original matte black finish with a few light instances of handling wear. A
few tiny pits are located at the edge of the ocular lens assembly which
appear to have been repaired by a silicone filler. Moderate cleaned
oxidation pitting is also evident at the ring around the ocular lens; the
wear does not extend onto the assembly itself and is limited to the
extension ring. Overall a very good plus scope with just a few small
blemishes. (126519-261N) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Karl Kaps 6x Riflescope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a fine crosshair reticle. A few bubbles are forming at the edges of
the objective lens which appear to have no effect on the image. The
metal surfaces rate about excellent, retaining about 98% plus original
blue finish with a few light handling scratches here or there. The
objective lens assembly is ringed by a brass band which is in very fine
condition, exhibiting a few light handling marks and instances of tarnish
and green verdigris. Overall a very fine scope. (126519-261P) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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K. Kahles H/4x60 Vintage Riflescope
Marked “K. Kahles / Wien” (Vienna), this Austrian scope measures 12”
in length and features fine slightly cloudy optics with a thin target dot
crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish with occasional tiny handling marks. The objective lens is seated
in a screw-off sun shade finished in black lacquer and exhibiting some
flaking at the edges. Overall the scope is in fine to near excellent
condition. (126519-261Q) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Vintage Bausch & Lomb Balvar 24 Riflescope
This 6-24x riflescope measures 22” in length and features clear near
excellent optics with a tapered crosshair reticle. A few hairline cracks in
the glass reach across the image; while more noticeable at higher
magnifications, these cracks have negligible effect on the optics. The
metal surfaces also rate near excellent, retaining about 98% original
blue finish with only a few handling marks. The scope is equipped with
original factory mounts including the recoil spring and the rear mount
with external windage and elevation adjustments. Includes the original
factory box in good condition, exhibiting some wear at the edges and a
bit of warping but otherwise remaining complete. (12A6519-261R)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Vintage Bausch & Lomb Balvar 24 Riflescope
This 6-24x riflescope measures 22” in length and features somewhat
occluded optics with a tapered crosshair reticle. The image is sharp and
appears to be blemished only by a thin film of dust or residue on one of
the interior lenses and, as the lenses are undamaged, perhaps could be
restored to excellent condition by disassembly and careful cleaning. The
metal surfaces are in excellent condition, retaining about 98% plus
original blue finish with only tiny handling marks here or there. The
scope is equipped with original factory mounts including a recoil spring
and rear mount with external windage and elevation adjustments.
Includes the original two-piece factory box in very fine condition,
exhibiting some light scuffing on the outside of the lid, and factory
paperwork. (12A6519-261S) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
BSA Catseye Riflescopes
Three BSA Catseye 1.5-4.5x32mm scopes, detailed as follows: This first
scope measures 11 3/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with an illuminated German #4 reticle. The push-button illumination
functions without issue, is somewhat dim and may benefit from a fresh
battery. The metal surfaces are matte black with a rubberized coating;
the rubber is somewhat tacky and has been mostly removed. The matte
black finish exhibits no discernible blemishes and the scope is in
excellent condition sans the rubber coating. Includes the factory box,
bikini-style lens covers and owner’s manual. The second measures 11
1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics with another illuminated
German #4 reticle. The illumination is currently non-functional but may
be only in want of a fresh battery. The surfaces retain about 98%
rubber-coated finish with a few very light instances of storage wear and
a bit of tackiness near the objective lens, otherwise the scope appears
unused and in excellent condition. Includes the factory box and manual.
The third scope is of identical specifications to the second. The optics
are clear and excellent and the surfaces are unblemished. This scope is
in mint condition and the packaging appears to have been previously
opened only for cursory examination. Like the previous specimen,
illumination is nonfunctional but likely needs only a fresh battery.
Includes factory box and manual. (126519-267C) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Riflescopes
Four scopes, detailed as follows: the first is an Ultralux 4x25mm scope
measuring 7” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex
reticle. The matte black surfaces retain about 98% finish with only the
barest tiny handling marks here or there. The second is a 4-20mm
scope of unidentified manufacture measuring 6 5/8” and featuring clear
excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% plus original matte blue finish with few if any handling marks. The
third is a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8B 2.5-8x scope measuring 11 3/4” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a very fine target dot
crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original gloss
blue finish with the occasional tiny silvered handling mark here or there.
The fourth scope is an Oakshore Electronic Sights Inc. Micro-Dot
2-7x32mm scope featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle
centered by a dial-adjustable illuminated red dot. The illumination is fully
functional. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original matte blue
finish with thin streaks of silvering from previous scope ring contact
(rings not included) and occasional tiny handling marks here or there. All
included scopes are in overall excellent condition. (126519-267D)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Leupold and Redfield Scopes
Two scopes, the first a Leupold Vari-X II 3x9 scope, the second a
Redfield 1.5 x MP pistol long eye relief scope. The Vari-X II measures
12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with several
instances of silvering due to handling dings and the elevation turret cap
toning to plum; the wear is superficial and this remains an excellent
scope in near excellent condition. The Redfield scope measures 9 5/8”
in length and features clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original blue with only the tiniest of
handling marks here or there mostly at the knurled bands toward the
ocular lens. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (126519-267E)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Scopes
Five scopes, detailed as follows: first, a Tasco Custom Shop 2-8x32mm
scope measuring 10 1/4” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original
matte black finish with only a tiny handling scratch here or there, rating
excellent overall. The second is a Beeman Model SS-1 2.5x16 scope
measuring 5 1/2” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a
duplex reticle. The rubber-coated metal surfaces exhibit no discernible
blemishes and the scope is in mint condition. Includes a removable
rubber sun shade for the ocular lens, 2 1/4” dovetail base and the
two-piece factory box. Third is a Bushnell Scopechief VI 1.5-4.5x20
scope measuring 9 1/2” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue
finish with no discernible blemishes except a bit of very light scope ring
wear (rings not included) and the scope is in excellent condition overall.
The fourth is a Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 3-9x40 scope measuring 13” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle centered
by an illuminated red dot. The illumination is controlled by a switch
located on top of the ocular lens assembly and is in fully functional
excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish with a few tiny handing marks worn to silver and hints of scope
ring wear (rings not included) and the scope is in excellent condition
overall. The fifth is a Centerpoint 3-9x32mm scope featuring clear
excellent optics with a red/green illuminated mil-dot reticle. The
illumination settings are dial-adjustable in 5 levels for each color and
function excellently, providing bright and clear color illumination. The
metal surfaces of the scope retain about 98% plus original matte black
finish and the scope is in excellent condition with a few tiny silver
handling marks on the underside of the tube. (126519-267F) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Scopes
Three rifle scopes, detailed as follows: the first is a Bushnell Banner IR
3-9x40mm scope measuring 12 1/2” and featuring clear excellent optics
with a red/green illuminated rangefinding reticle. The illumination is
dial-adjustable in 5 levels for each color and functions excellently. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original matte blue finish and the
scope appears unused in mint condition. The second is a Centerpoint
4-16x40mm AO Adventure Class scope measuring 14 1/4” and featuring
clear excellent optics with a red/green illuminated duplex mil-dot reticle.
The illumination is dial-adjustable in 5 levels for each color and is
currently nonfunctional, likely only in want of a new battery. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% plus original matte black finish with no
discernible blemishes and the scope is in mint condition. The third is a
Weaver K-856 8x56 mm scope measuring 14 5/8” in length and
featuring clear excellent optics with a German #1 post reticle. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with only the occasional
tiny silver handling mark and the scope is in excellent condition overall.
(126519-267G) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Scopes and Sight
Three items comprising two scopes and one sight, detailed as follows:
first, a Tasco ProPoint red dot sight measuring 5” in length and featuring
clear excellent optics. Batteries are not included and it is unknown if the
illumination is functional, however the sight is otherwise in excellent
condition and is likely merely in want of a new battery. Second is a
Thompson Center Electra Dot 3x20mm Long Eye Relief scope
measuring 8 1/2” in length and featuring clear excellent optics; the
illuminated reticle consists of tapered horizontal bars, a floating center
dot and a short vertical bar tapering upwards from 6 o’clock. Illumination
is activated via toggle switch on a turret atop the tube and is currently
nonfunctional, likely needing only a new battery. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% plus original blue finish with some light silver handling
marks at the edges of the turret caps and the scope is in near excellent
to excellent condition. Third is a Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 1.5-6x21
riflescope measuring 10” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with an illuminated duplex reticle. Illumination is activated by a switch
located atop the ocular lens assembly and is currently nonfunctional,
likely needing only a new battery. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
plus original blue finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope
appears unused in mint condition. Includes the original factory box and
paperwork. (126519-267H) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Scopes
Three riflescopes, detailed as follows: first, a Bausch & Lomb 3-9x40mm
scope measuring 12 3/8” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
anodized silver finish with no blemishes except for some very light scope
ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope rates excellent.
Second, a Bushnell Trophy 309x40mm scope measuring 11 5/8” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original blue finish with no
discernible blemishes except some very light scope ring wear (rings not
included). The scope appears only very lightly used and in near-mint
condition. Includes a pair of slip-on lens covers, two-piece factory box
and paperwork. The third is a BSA Catseye 3-10x44mm scope
measuring 13 1/4” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a
German #4 reticle. The metal surfaces are coated in a matte black
rubberized finish and rate near excellent, exhibiting a few instances of
slight tackiness but otherwise appearing unused and in near mint
condition. Includes the factory box, paperwork, and a pair of bikini-style
lens covers. The box is somewhat misshapen from storage wear that
has had no effect on the scope itself. (126519-267J) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Bec and Redfield Scopes
Two riflescopes, detailed as follows: first, a Bec Goldlabel 6-24x50
scope measuring 15 1/4” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with a red-illuminated mil-plex reticle. The illumination is dial-adjustable
to 7 levels and functions excellently. The metal surfaces of the scope
are matte black and anodized aluminum, rating excellent with no
discernible blemishes on the black and very subtle oxidation staining
barely visible on the aluminum. Overall the scope is in near excellent
condition. Second is a Redfield 3-12x Illuminator scope measuring 16” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a heavy German #4
reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with very light
silvery handling marks from scope ring wear (rings not included). The
scope is otherwise in excellent condition overall. (126519-267K)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Redfield 12x Scopes
Two matching Redfield Master 12x riflescopes each measuring 14 1/2”
in length. The first features clear optics with a fine crosshair reticle; the
scope exhibits a scratch on the ocular lens which is visible across one
quadrant of the sight picture but does not significantly occlude the
image, which is otherwise clear and near excellent. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue finish with only very light handling marks
mostly on the outer circumference of the ocular lens assembly. The
second scope features clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle and
retains estimated 98% plus original blue finish with the barest of
handling marks and very light scope ring wear (rings not included). Both
scopes are in about near excellent to excellent condition. (126519-267L)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Assorted Riflescopes
Three riflescopes, detailed as follows: first, a Thompson Center Arms
Electra Dot 3-9x40mm scope measuring 13” in length and featuring near
excellent optics with just a touch of even cloudiness; the illuminated
reticle consists of tapered horizontal bars, a floating center dot and a
short vertical bar tapering upwards from 6 o’clock. The illumination is
nonfunctional but likely needs only a new battery. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% plus original blue finish with no discernible blemishes
except very light scope ring wear (rings not included). Includes factory
box and cleaning cloth. Second is a Tasco World Class 3-9x40mm
scope measuring 12 1/2” and featuring clear excellent optics with a
heavy illuminated German #1 post reticle. The illumination is
dial-adjustable in 7 levels and functions nicely. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% plus original matte blue finish and the scope appears unused
and in near mint condition. Includes the factory box, manual and
cleaning cloth. Third is a BSA Catseye measuring 13 1/4” in length and
featuring clear excellent optics with an illuminated German #4 post
reticle. The illumination is nonfunctional but likely needs only a new
battery. The rubber-coated metal surfaces exhibit no discernible
blemishes and the scope appears unused in mint condition. Includes a
pair of bikini-style lens covers, factory box and manual. (126519-627M)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Scopes
Three scopes, detailed as follows: first, a Bushnell Banner 3-9x56mm
riflescope measuring 13 3/4” in length and featuring clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus
original blue finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope appears
unused in mint condition. Includes factory box and paperwork. Second,
a Target Sports 4x30mm Sporting Scope measuring 7 3/8” in length and
featuring integral flip-up lens covers and clear excellent blue-tinted
optics with an illuminated two-color duplex reticle. The illumination is
dial-adjustable to three levels in each color; batteries are not included.
The body, covered in molded rubber, exhibits no discernible blemishes.
The scope is in mint condition and the packing appears to have been
opened for cursory examination only. Includes factory box, factory
mount and rings, paperwork and cleaning cloth. The third scope is
another TargetSports 4x30mm Sporting Scope of identical specifications
and conditions to the previous except that the duplex crosshair is
misaligned, positioned diagonally at an angle just short of 45 degrees.
Also includes the same accessories as the previous in identical
condition. (126519-267N) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Scopes
Five scopes, detailed as follows: first, a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 2.5-8x
scope measuring 12 1/4” in length and featuring very fine optics with a
fine tapered crosshair reticle; the image is slightly occluded by
numerous tiny specks on one of the inner lenses and the otherwise quite
sharp optics may perhaps be restored to clear and excellent by careful
cleaning. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with
instances of silvering due to light handling and scope ring wear (rings
not included). The scope rates very good plus to excellent overall.
Second, a Bausch & Lomb Balvar scope of indeterminate variable
power measuring 11 3/4”. The glass of the optics is clear and excellent,
one of the crosshairs has been lost and the other is loose and will
require replacement. The metal surfaces retain an estimated 98%
original blue finish with very light handling marks and a bit of scope ring
wear (rings not included). The scope rates very good overall. Third, a
Bausch & Lomb Balvar scope of identical specifications to the previous
and featuring clear excellent optics with a target dot reticle and
nigh-invisible ultra-fine crosshairs. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue with tiny scattered instances of silver handling marks and
the scope rates very good plus to excellent overall. Fourth, a Kollmorgen
Optical fixed-power scope of indeterminate power measuring 11” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a fine crosshair reticle.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with numerous yet
very light handling marks and scratches across the surface. Overall the
scope is in fine condition. Fifth, a Pilad 8x56mm scope labeled in Cyrillic,
measuring 12” in length and featuring mostly clear near-excellent
yellow-tinted optics with a German #1 post reticle; a few black specks
float at the edges of the sight picture which have a negligible effect on
the image. The metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original blue finish
with a few tiny handling marks scattered here or there and the scope is
in near excellent condition overall. (126519-267P) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Assorted Scopes
Four scopes, detailed as follows: First, a Kollmorgen Bear Cub 4X scope
measuring 11” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a
crosshair reticle; a small speck is present on the right side of the
horizontal crosshair which may be either dust or an instance of fraying
but it is closer to the edge than the center and is largely negligible. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% plus original matte black finish with no
discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent condition overall.
Second, a Weaver Model 29S scope measuring 10” in length. The
optics are heavily occluded by moisture and residue which has accrued
between two lenses of the ocular assembly, which is no longer airtight;
small parts of the image are clear and it is unknown if the residue is the
only major source of occlusion. The outer metal surfaces are in fine
condition, retaining about 95% original blued finish scattered by
occasional areas of dark brown oxidation staining. The scope is in poor
to fair condition due to the optics and will likely need disassembly,
cleaning and perhaps repair to restore functionality. Third, a Lyman
All-American 4x scope measuring 11 3/4” in length and featuring clear
excellent optics with a crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue finish with instances of silvering and some finish were
at the edges of either lens assembly. Overall the scope is in about
excellent condition. Fourth, a Tasco 2x20 scope measuring 8” in length
and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The metal
surfaces exhibit no discernible blemishes on the bright chrome finish
and the scope appears unused in mint condition. (126519-267Q)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Nikon 10-22x50 Scoutmaster XL Zoom Binoculars
One pair of black binoculars. The binoculars measure approximately 7
3/4” by 7 1/4”, lenses are bright and clear and the binoculars rate near
excellent overall with just a bit of superficial storage wear on the body. A
set of plastic lens covers is included for both the ocular and objective
lenses and the binoculars come packaged in a black nylon soft case.
(1X128937-430B) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 Rifle Scope
One 12 1/8” Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 2.5-8x rifle scope in very good
plus to excellent condition with very slightly cloudy optics, fine duplex
reticle and scattered light handling marks on the tube around the scope
ring contact areas. The original Balvar 8 mount and rings complete with
correct original screws are included, as is a later replacement bikini-style
rubber lens cover set. The scope mount is in fine condition with a bit of
contact wear. (129330-12A)
Vintage Weaver K4 scope
This 4x28mm scope retains about 97% original blue with light scratches,
scope ring mount marks and other handling marks. The scope includes
Stith mount #S11/LS. The scope has a post and crosshair with cloudy
optics. There appears to be blemishes and freckling inside of the ocular
lens. (1X87022-128C)
Valor Scope
This is a Valor 2.5X32 riflescope. This vintage scope features a post and
crosshair reticle and has very good, lightly speckled optics. A set of
Weaver rings are included. A near excellent, vintage Japanese made
scope. (2X49270-2A)
UTG Scope
This is a UTG 4-16X50 adjustable objective riflescope. This matte
finished scope features an illuminated mil-dot reticle and has bright
optics. The reticle can be selected for both red and green illumination,
though it currently is not functioning and likely will need a fresh battery.
A set of factory Weaver style rings are included which should fit on a
variety of Picatinny mounts. Also included are a factory sunshade and a
set of flip-up lens covers. An excellent example overall. (2X49292-25A)
Tasco 636A Scope
This 1.75-5x32 rifle scope measures 12 1/4” overall with a gloss black
finish, duplex reticle and has crisp clear optics. There are faint ring
marks and light scratches along the 1” diameter tube with some light
dings and abrasions along the lip of the bells. (2X109125-1B)
Laser Devices Red Dot Sight
This stainless steel red dot sight clamps to the front of Smith & Wesson
model 4506 and 6906 pistols. There is a left side mounted toggle switch
and the windage and elevation can be adjusted on the front of the sight.
(3X229038-6A)
Coltmaster Sight
One rear sight retaining nearly 99% original blue and slightly-worn screw
heads for use on a Second Series Woodsman or similar pistol.
(1X22A9312-30A) [Dr. Daniel L. Leary Jr. Collection]
Leupold Vari-X 2.5-8x Extended Eye Relief Scope
This scope measures 9 3/4” in length, features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and includes a pair of bright steel quick-release
Weaver-style scope rings. The silver anodized finish exhibits no
discernible blemishes and the scope is in overall excellent condition.
(126056-2C)
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Burris 1 1/2x-4x Long Eye Relief Scope
This scope measures 11” in length, features clear excellent optics with a
duplex reticle and includes a pair of blued steel quick-release
Weaver-style scope rings. The blued finish exhibits almost no
discernible blemishes except a few tiny silver handling marks near the
rings. Overall the scope is in near excellent condition. (126056-2B)
Thompson/Center 3 RP 3x44 Scope
This scope measures 8 3/4” in length, features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and includes a pair of matte black steel
quick-release Weaver-style scope rings. The blued finish is thinning to a
dark burnished yellow-brown in an area on the right side of the tube
comprising about 40% of the total surface. Otherwise the metal surfaces
are unblemished and feature few if any handling marks or finish loss
even on the discolored area. Overall the scope is in very fine to near
excellent condition. (126056-2A)
Bushnell 1x30 Trophy Red Dot Sight & Ultra Dot 25mm Red Dot Sight
Two red dot sights: the first is a Bushnell 1x30 Trophy red dot sight
which measures 6 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics with
an adjustable illuminated reticle. The reticle is dial adjustable with 11
levels of brightness and 4 reticles: 3 MOA dot, 10 MOA dot, crosshairs
and 65 MOA circle centered by 3 MOA dot. The battery is included and
the illumination is fully functional. The matte black finish is nearly
unblemished except for a bit of loss of white paint from the
manufacturer’s label on the right side. Overall the sight is in excellent
condition. Includes a pair of matte black quick-release weaver-style
scope rings, a pair of rubber lens caps and the factory box. The second
sight is an Ultradot 25mm sight with clear excellent optics and an
illuminated dot reticle. The reticle is dial-adjustable with 11 levels of
brightness. The battery is included and the illumination is fully functional.
The silver anodized finish exhibits no discernible blemishes and the
sight appears unused. Includes a pair of matching silver anodized
weaver-style scope rings. (126056-7A)
Bushnell ScopeChief II .22 3-8x20 Scope and Crosman 4x15 Air Rifle
Scope
Two scopes: first, a Bushnell ScopeChief II .22 3-8x20 scope featuring
clear excellent optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The blued steel
surfaces exhibit few if any handling marks or blemishes and the scope is
in overall excellent condition. Includes a pair of plastic lens covers and a
2 3/4” Weaver-style scope mount. Second, a Crosman 4x15 air rifle
scope measuring 11 1/4” in length and featuring clear excellent optics
with a crosshair reticle which exhibits a few instances of light fraying.
The scope is in about good condition, retaining 90% black japanned
finish with scattered handling marks exposing spots of white aluminum
here or there. (126056-9)
Bushnell Sportview 9-30x40 Zoom Telescope with Tripod
This telescope measures 14 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics. Includes the factory box, factory lens caps and accompanying
black plastic tripod. The telescope is in mint condition with no discernible
blemishes and appears unused, opened only for cursory examination.
(126056-6F)
U.S. Navy Contract Lee-Navy Rifle by Winchester issued to U.S.S. Iowa
(Barreled Action Only)
serial #5017, 6mm Lee-Navy, 28" barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this barreled action are predominately
smoky gray with moderate to heavy oxidation and pitting, some cleaned
to pewter in addition to a few handling marks. The action still functions,
the rear sight is missing but the front sight and hood are present. The
receiver ring is marked "-U.S.N.- / [navy anchor] / 5017 / -N.C.T.-" and
the left side of the receiver has the Winchester Repeating Arms address
and patent dates. Springfield Research shows this rifle was issued to
the U.S.S. Iowa in October of 1897, just before her deployment to the
Caribbean in 1898. (89339-14) {ANTIQUE}
Est. 100 - 200
German C96 Pistol Parts Lot
This lot consists of a complete set of parts for a German C96 pistol
minus the frame, in 30 Mauser with 5 1/2" barrel and a professionally
re-lined bore with a mostly bright very good plus bore showing some
light oxidation near the muzzle and strong rifling throughout. The
barrel/receiver serial number is difficult to discern and retains about 95%
older reapplied blue showing some areas of light to perhaps moderate
old pitting beneath the finish and some minor oxidation staining. The
small parts show refreshed fire blue, the bolt remains mostly bright and
the follower, locking block and fire control group are a mild gray patina.
The bolt is not serialized and the remaining serialized parts are a mix of
numbers. The fire control group is equipped with the new safety and the
magazine follower is grooved for the 9mm Mauser Export cartridge. The
ribbed walnut grips and the grip screw are reproductions and the grips
remain in near excellent condition. (13A6874-3)
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Luger Parts
This lot consists of a small tray of assorted Luger parts including: 1
post-war Austrian-made Bohler Stahl 4" 9mm barrel with a bright
excellent bore retaining about 97% original blue with some minor high
edge wear and handling marks and no front sight present, 1
reproduction LP.08 fine-tuning sight adjustment tool, 2 "Depose"-marked
muzzle covers, 6 unmarked likely reproduction combination tools, 4
Model 1900 flat recoil springs, 3 P.08 coil recoil springs, 3 Model 1900
long extractors, 8 striker springs, 2 coil main spring guide rods, 2 toggle
piece recoil spring links, 4 ejectors (Swiss Cross-marked), 1
Swiss-marked hold open with spring, 1 nicely-strawed safety lever, 1
Swiss-marked "GELADEN" extractor, 1 Bulgarian "???????" extractor, 9
sear springs of slightly varying lengths and contours, 7 trigger springs, 6
Swiss-marked strikers, 1 unmarked striker, 5 grip screws, 4 front sights
and a custom front sight adjustment tool. (136519-301)
Ruger New Model Single Six Frame & Barrel
serial #650-11295, 32 H&R Magnum, 9 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This lot consists of a frame (small parts present are the
spring-loaded base pin button and firing pin), barrel with blade front
sight, complete ejector rod assembly and a Bushnell scope base. The
metal surfaces retain about 94% original blue and anodized finishes
showing some light scratches and a few areas of minor oxidation
staining along the frame, a few other scattered light scratches and
handling marks. (139438-5) {FIREARM}
6.5mm/.257 Cal. Barrel Blank
Barrel blank measures 26 1/4” in length with a 1” muzzle diameter and 1
1/4” breech diameter. Blank remains in very good condition with
scattered small spots of light oxidation and a few fine scratches from
storage. No further description is available. (239060-49A)
Israeli FAL Parts Kit
This lot consists of what appears to be a complete lower receiver, with
3-position selector switch, polymer pistolgrip and hardwood buttstock
with hinged steel buttplate, left and right side hardwood handguards with
stamped metal heatshields, dustcover, bolt assembly, carry handle, 21
1/2” barrel with a very good heavily frosted bore with evident rifling, a 3
1/4” affixed flash hider, and one piece front sight and 7-position gas port
with gas tube. Also included is a bright about 12” piston with recoil
spring, rear sight, charging handle, and assorted small parts. The metal
surfaces generally retain about 85-90% arsenal Parkerization with light
to moderate wear on the high edges and contact points and scattered
light dings, scratches, and spots of light staining. The hardwood
handguards are in very good plus condition with a few small slivers
missing at the edges and a few light handling marks, and the hardwood
stock is in very good condition with small chips at the buttplate,
scattered light dings and scratches, and an added finish. Parts are
marked with Hebrew letters. A great option for creating your display gun.
(14A6493-7) {NON-GUN}
U.S. M1903 Rifle Parts
Assorted components for U.S. M1903 bolt action rifles, detailed as
follows: (1) Remington-marked parkerized bolt assembly for an
M1903A3 rifle; (1) cocking piece stored in a cosmoline-soaked wax
paper wrap; (1) firing pin; (1) firing pin spring; (6) assorted action
screws; (1) rear sling swivel. All items are in mint or near mint condition;
the bolt is unfired and the other components also appear unused.
(128956-29R)
Colt New Service Cylinder
This lot includes a single cylinder assembly designed for the Colt New
Service / Shooting Master Revolver. In addition to the cylinder, the
extractor-rod and ratchet are present but the extractor rod head is not.
The cylinder shows only light prior use and retains about 99% original
blue with a light turn ring and a few minor handling marks.
(1X8A9312-20A)
AR-7 Barrel and Shrouds
This lot consists of one 16” AR-7 barrel in 22 LR with a very good bore
with areas of minor oxidation on the lands and grooves and two black
barrel shrouds. The shroud attached to the barrel has 3/4” circular
ventilation holes along its length and remains in very good plus condition
with spots of silvering on the edges of the vent holes and a few other
minor signs of use while the other shroud is non-ventilated and remains
in near excellent condition with a few slight marks in the finish.
(2X239292-64A)
Assorted Cylinders
This lot contains two 32 caliber cylinders. First is a nickel-plated cylinder
likely for a Smith & Wesson top break revolver in 32 Short. It is
numbered 51481 and retains perhaps 15% of its nickel-plate with overall
oxidation staining and dark. Second is a nickel plated 32 Long cylinder
likely for a “Bulldog” or similar style revolver with overall oxidation
staining and dark bores. (3X108817-28)
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Savage Model 101 Single Shot Pistol Frame Only
serial #57501. The Zamac frame is stripped of all parts and the metal
surfaces are an even gray. The smooth hardwood factory grips with
impressed Savage Indian Head logo rate excellent. (1X88927-96)
{TRANSFERS AS A FIREARM}
1911 Mainspring Housings
Two blued mainspring housings, one flat stipple-textured housing
showing signs of being installed and one flat housing showing a type of
skip-line checkering that looks to be somewhat amateurishly done, both
show signs of operational use but are in about excellent condition.
(2X229013-11J)
Savage Stevens Model 620 Receiver and Barrel
This lot contains a stripped Savage Stevens Model 620 slide action
shotgun receiver and a 12 ga. 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
mostly bright very good bore with oxidation at the muzzle. The metal
surfaces have turned an oxidized brown patina with what appears to be
areas of white paint on the right and bottom of the receiver and the
barrel is sighted with a silver bead. (239438-235) {MODERN}
German P.08 Luger Holster by C. Otto Gehrckens
This 1940-dated leather holster remains in very good condition, the
black finish fading to a deep brown with moderate edge wear, scuffs and
some crackling along the magazine pouch. The stitching is mostly tight
showing one small area of separation along the lid. The maker stamp
and "(Eagle) / WaA279" on the back are mostly clear. The interior of the
lid has the name "MAGNANI" and "M-6979" written in large letters.
(13A9506-23A)
German P.08 Luger Holster by Karl Bucker
This 1939-dated holster remains in very good condition with strong
original black finish showing some edge wear, scuffs and a few areas of
minor crackling. The end of the pull tab has broken off but the remaining
stitching is tight and the buckle is intact. The maker marking on the back
is somewhat soft but legible and there is a clear "(Eagle) / WaA727".
(13A9100-1271A) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
German P.08 Luger Accessory Lot
Included are one black leather holster, magazine and combination tool.
The holster appears to be either an older excellent quality reproduction
or perhaps a very late-war production piece. The only visible markings
are some small stamped letters "FZH" on the back and the exterior
shows some light scuffs and handling marks. The magazine is an
original bright-bodied wood base example numbered "5704" with a "+",
the number somewhat soft, the body shows some light verdigris staining
and the spring seems serviceable. Finally included is an original Luger
tool that has toned to a light gray patina showing some light wear and is
stamped "1438." A nice lot to accompany your Luger pistol.
(13A9484-1A)
German P.08 Luger Holster by Ehrhardt & Kirsten
This 1939-dated holster remains in very good condition showing some
cloudy staining overall but otherwise retains most of its black finish along
with some light scuffs and areas of mild crackling. All stitching remains
tight and the buckle is intact. The maker markings on the back are rather
soft but mostly legible and there is a visible "(Eagle) / WaA170"
Waffenamt. (13A9484-2A)
Rare German Model 1906 Navy Luger Holster With Tools by H. Clemen
This desirable undated holster remains in very good condition showing
slightly worn finish along the lid with the balance showing strong original
black finish, some light scuffs and very minor crackling. All stitching is
intact and tight, the belt loops have been lost long ago and a pair of 3
1/4" thin slits have been cut into the back surface to accommodate a
belt, this appears to have been done very long ago. The brass hardware
shows some light verdigris staining and the interior body is marked with
a somewhat soft but legible maker's mark "H. CLEMEN / ELBERFELD".
Included is an unmarked Luger tool toned mostly to a dark gray patina
and a near excellent condition original brass jag with walnut handle
mostly toned to a pleasant dark ocher patina. A very hard-to-find rig to
accompany your Navy Luger. (13A9312-68A) [Dr. Daniel L. Leary, Jr.
Collection]
German P.08 Luger Accessory Lot
Included is a more modern right hand holster and magazine. The holster
is a soft flap holster made of brown vinyl with a green baize lining and
snap button strap closure. The holster remains in very good plus
condition showing some light discoloration along the exterior and a few
small moth bites scattered about the lining. The magazine is an
Interarms Mauser magazine with blue body and black plastic base in
near excellent condition showing a couple tiny specks of light oxidation
staining, Mauser banner at the bottom of the spine and strong spring.
(139312-67A) [Dr. Daniel L. Leary, Jr. Collection]
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German LP.08 Luger Holster by Genschow & Co
This 1939-dated brown holster remains in about very good condition
showing some light scuffs along the edges, moderate creasing along the
body and scratches. The buckle is intact and the stitching remains tight.
The maker markings and "(Eagle) / WaA286" Waffenamt remains quite
crisp and clear. Also included is a nice Luger tool with "(Eagle) / 63"
Waffenamt. (13A9474-154A)
U.S. Model 1905 Holster With Unit Marking and Rare Dismounted
Pattern Belt
This lot includes a brown leather cross-draw flap holster, canvas belt
with ammo pouches and first aid packet. The holster remains in very
good condition showing some moderate flaking brown finish and some
minor crackling. All stitching is intact and tight. The embossed "US" in
the center of the body remains clearly visible and the Rock Island
Arsenal markings along the flap are present but somewhat difficult to
discern. The back side of the belt loop is crisply marked "1 CAV. N.Y. A
15 / 6 55". The canvas belt appears to be unmarked but is quite nice
featuring brass hardware throughout. The belt is equipped with eight
ammo pouches with flaps secured by brass Federal Eagle buttons, the
pouches appear to accommodate six rounds each of 38 Long Colt or
single half moon clips of 45 ACP and the buttons have patent dates of
July 28, 1908 and September 7, 1909. The T buckle shows remnants of
black finish and the canvas shows just some minor discoloration and
handling marks. The first aid pouch shows some illegible ink marking
and holds an original Carlisle Model first aid packet by Bauer & Black
that shows moderate denting and is empty. This is a very handsome rig
to accompany your U.S. 38 caliber revolver. (13B9406-2A)
World War Two Era Shoulder Holster
This is an unmarked brown leather shoulder holster, possibly a
custom-made piece for US military personnel just post-war for a small or
medium size semi-auto pistol. The construction is quality throughout and
it remains in very good plus condition showing some light scuffs, spots
of minor discoloration and handling marks. All stitching remains intact
and the securing strap snap buttons are marked "UNITED CARR".
(13A9524-1A)
Smith & Wesson Model of 91 Target Barrel
This is a 6" ribbed round barrel assembly for the Smith & Wesson Model
1891 single shot target pistol serial #292007 chambered in 38 S&W with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96-97% original
nickel finish showing a few tiny scattered flakes toning to gray patina,
some light scratches and handling marks. The screw heads show some
light slot wear and the rib markings remain crisp and clear. The
adjustable target rear sight is intact and the front is a replacement thin
blade. (13A9474-148B) [Dr. John W. Hall Collection]
Smith & Wesson 38 Top Break Barrel
This is a 10" ribbed round barrel assembly for the Smith & Wesson 38
Single or Double action family of revolvers. The barrel appears to be
marked only with an assembly number and the latch is serial #32764.
The bore is bright and excellent and the metal surfaces retain about
95% factory-quality nickel finish showing a 3/4" flaked area on the left
side near the muzzle, a couple small areas of light bubbling and
handling marks. There are no barrel markings and the sights are intact.
(13A9474-148A) [Dr. John W. Hall Collection]
Vintage Ideal Manufacturing Co. 32-40 Marlin Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces of this tool have been lightly cleaned and are a
silvery gunmetal patina showing remnants of light pitting, light dings and
some tape residue on the handle. There is one more moderate ding or
void on one flat of the mould area. The markings remain legible with a
little softening around the address. The de-capper pin is not present and
the tool shows somewhat moderate use. (13A9234-5)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Included are a 38-55 Marlin reloading tool (minus de-capper pin), two
priming tools with de-capping pins present (one marked "38" and the
other "32") and two bullet seat tools (one marked "32/40" and the other
"38/55"). The 38-55 tool retains perhaps 95% original nickel finish
showing some light dings, scratches and strong markings. The 32
caliber priming and seat tools retain about 97-98% original nickel finish
showing a few light flakes, handling marks and very little use overall.
The 38 caliber priming and seat tools show remnants of nickel finish with
flaking and light oxidation staining. A nice lot of vintage tools.
(13A7966-42)
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Very Fine Antique Pope 32-40 Loading Tools
Included are a Pope decapper / capper tool, Pope luber, gutta-percha
handle breech seat and bullet starter. The decapper / capper is marked
"3240" and retains perhaps 90% original nickel finish showing some light
flakes, some minor dings and freckling. The lubing tool rates very good
plus, the brass hardware toned to a lovely ocher patina and the steel
parts showing some light freckling and the H.M. Pope address remains
clear. The breech seat is similar, the gutta-percha showing a few light
dings and the brass a nice ocher patina. The bullet starter is also a
lovely dark ocher patina, the internal end circumference measuring
about 1.048", the seating shaft measuring about 0.305” and is serial
numbered "178". In volume one of Rowe’s book on H. M. Pope Hartford
guns, rifle serial #178 is described and pictured as a 32-40 rifle along
with its case full of accessories, although it is interesting to note that the
missing accessories in the picture are all of those included here. A very
handsome and desirable lot of Pope tools for the discerning collector.
(13A9060-76)
Machine Gun Stripper Clips
Included are nine assorted clips. There are four French Hotchkiss clips,
two Japanese 7.7 Semi-rimmed, two 30-round clips likely for a 303
British Benet Mercie and an unknown heavy-gauge strip with 20 slots.
One French clip is loaded full with 1938-dated 8mm Lebel and they
show some minor warping and oxidation staining. One of the Japanese
clips is brass and the other steel, these show some more moderate
warping and oxidation staining. The 30-round clips rate very good plus
showing some light oxidation. The heavy 20 slot clip shows some
moderate oxidation staining with strong original blue and a small stamp
that appears to be "OMG". (136519-257)
30-06 Cases
This lot includes 900 military surplus un-primed brass 30-06 national
match cases. They are housed in 9 boxes of 100 marked
"1395-01-050-5855 / CASE CARTRIDGE / QTY 100 EA." And "LOT
LC-SP-2027". All boxes are sealed except for one which reveals cases
headstamped "LC 78 / NM" and rate very good plus showing some mild
tarnishing and just a few showing small spots of more moderate
oxidation. (136519-127)
Firearm Cleaning Supplies
This lot includes a sealed gallon can of Sportsman's Products Universal
Rust Inhibiting Grease (RIG), two sealed 32 fl. oz. brown glass bottles of
Hoppe's No. 9 solvent in their cardboard boxes, one sealed 16 fl. oz
brown glass bottle of Hoppe's No. 9 solvent in its cardboard box, and
nine 2 oz. containers of J-B non-embedding bore cleaning compound.
(136519-296)
NATO M13 Disintegrating Links
This lot contains approximately 39 pounds of M13 links, currently
disintegrated, in very good condition showing some light tarnishing
housed in a large green ammo can. (136519-133)
NATO M13 Disintegrating Links
This lot contains approximately 38 pounds of M13 links, currently
disintegrated, in very good condition showing some light tarnishing
housed in a large green ammo can. (136519-134)
20 Gauge Brass Shotshells
This lot includes 88 empty brass shotshells from a variety of
manufacturers. The shells show light tarnishing and oxidation rating very
good overall, all but two have been re-primed. (136519-75)
U.S. Model 1928 Thompson Canvas Carry Case
This lot includes what appears to be an original WWII era carry case for
a Thompson submachine gun with side pouches for the buttstock and
four stick magazines. It appears to be unmarked although there is one
button grommet on the back that is marked "UNITED CARR". The case
rates very good plus to near excellent with strong stitching throughout,
strap, flaps and snaps intact and just some light discoloration and scuffs
scattered about. (136519-272)
Japanese Military Collectibles
Included are two leather holsters and a wooden box. First is an original
Type 94 pistol holster in brown kidskin rating very good showing some
light staining, minor crackling and scuffs. There is a very small tear at
the top corner of the flap but it is rather minor and all stitching, button
snap and dual shoulder strap rings remain intact. There are no visible
markings on the interior. Next is an original Japanese-made holster for
an FN Model 1910 pistol. The holster shows significant wear and
remains a fair example with moderate tears throughout, scuffs, the
magazine pouch and belt loops have been lost along with areas of
stitching but the holster is still holding together for the most part. There
are a number of small kanji stamps on the interior of the flap. Finally
there is a small wooden box for some kind of Japanese military
equipment measuring 8 3/4" x 3 3/4" x 4". The lid is missing its carry
handle but the catches for securing it closed are present. There is a
series of painted kanji characters along the lid and a small information
plate on the front that reads "NO. 322" with an inspector stamp and
small kanji characters. The box rates very good showing some moderate
scuffs, scratches and handling marks. (136519-281)
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German Gewehr 88 Clips
This lot includes 6 original 5-round enbloc clips for the German Gewehr
88 rifle. All rate very good plus to near excellent, a couple showing a
little minor oxidation and otherwise retaining strong original lacquer
finish. Three are marked with small "D" stamps on the spine, one with an
"L" and two are unmarked. (136519-257AR)
Assorted Buttplates & Grips
Included are 10 vintage buttplates, an unmarked pistolgrip cap, six pairs
of grips and one lone right grip panel. The buttplates include: one
heavily worn black hard rubber Ithaca Gun Co. showing light chips,
significant smoothing and scuffs with flying bird logo. Next is a grooved
black plastic H&R Arms Co. showing just some light handling marks.
Next is a black buffalo horn plate marked "FN" flanked by "BROWNING /
AUTOMATIC" in very good plus condition showing a couple light chips
around the edges and minor dings. Next is a black buffalo horn plate
marked "BROWNING / R" with John Browning's profile over "DOUBLE /
AUTOMATIC" in very good plus condition showing a couple light scuffs
and handling marks. Next is a black plastic plate marked with "R / FN"
flanked by "BROWNING / AUTOMATIC" in near excellent condition.
Next is a buffalo horn plate with large figure eight with "BROWNING /
SUPERPOSED" within the circles of the eight in very good condition
showing some light chipping around the edges and overall dings. Next
are two checkered black plastic plates with fancy monogram "M" logo in
very good condition showing scattered light scuffs and one showing
some chipping around the screw holes. Next is a checkered black plastic
Remington 700 buttplate with screws showing some scattered light
handling marks. Next is a black plastic plate marked only "BROWNING"
with stippled background and showing just some light handling marks.
The first pair of grips are an unmarked set of mother-of-pearl grips for a
small pocket revolver in about good condition one panel showing a small
chip at the heel and the other showing a large internal chip with overall
discoloration. Next is a brown checkered Bakelite grip for a High
Standard Sentinel revolver in very good plus condition showing some
light dings and handling marks. Next is a set of original Colt Army
Special, Officer's Model or similar medium frame revolver grips with
screw; they are black hard rubber with "COLT" in an oval and stylized
"C" in the center, the right panel is scratch-numbered "496635" and they
remain in very good plus condition showing some light scuffs and dings.
Next is a set of black hard rubber H&R small frame top break revolver
grips in very good condition showing some overall smoothing and light
dings. Next is a pair of checkered black plastic Ruger Standard Model
22 Automatic pistol grips with black Ruger phoenix in the right panel
showing just some light handling marks. Next is a set of checkered
brown rubber grips with screw by Pachmayr with Bianchi Gunleather
logo on the right panel for a S&W K Frame round butt revolver showing
some light handling marks. Finally there is a single black hard rubber
right panel extended target grip for an H&R top break revolver showing
a few light scuffs and minor smoothing. (137712-36EA)
Shoulder Holster Lot
Three revolver shoulder holsters are included. The first is a right hand
George Lawrence Co. Revolver holster for a 4" S&W Model 10 or similar
sized medium frame revolver. The medium brown leather remains in
very good to very good plus condition showing some scattered scuffs,
scratches and handling marks. The leather ties and elastic strap are
intact, the elastic strap showing some moderate staining and curling.
Second is a George Lawrence Co. Revolver holster for a 6" medium
frame revolver (coded 6 / 534) showing some light scuffs, scratches and
handling marks. The leather ties and elastic strap are intact, the elastic
showing some light staining. Third is a Hidden Thunder brand holster for
a 2 1/2" medium frame Smith & Wesson Revolver. The leather has
stiffened somewhat and shows some scattered light scuffs while the
suede straps show some patches of light staining and overall creasing.
(137088-1AA)
Shoulder Holster Lot
Three semi-auto pistol shoulder holsters are included. The first is a
Safariland 100 Large Auto holster in very good plus condition showing
some light scuffs and handling marks. The white suede strap and elastic
band are intact showing some light staining. Second is a Galco 150
Large Frame Auto holster with dual magazine pouch that appears to be
for a Commander-sized 1911. The leather remains in very good plus
condition showing some scattered light scuffs, handling marks and the
straps show overall creasing. Third is a Bianchi X15 Medium holster with
single magazine pouch. The leather remains in very good condition
showing some spots of light to perhaps moderate staining, scuffs and
scratches. The elastic straps show a few lightly frayed areas but are
otherwise intact. (137088-1AB)
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1911 Double Magazine Pouch
Included is one original canvas double magazine pouch for a 1911
pistol. The interior flap is ink-stamped "OCT 1917 / MILLS (Bullet Logo)"
along with a smaller illegible boxed stamp above that. The back is
marked "47 / MG". The pouch remains in very good condition showing a
spot of old staining on the flap, some oxidation leeching from magazines
resting in the pouch and other light handling marks. All stitching is tight
and the catches operate normally. (137814-3AA)
MGC Manufactory Single Action Army Blank-Firing Revolver
44-40 Blanks, 5 1/2" faux barrel. The metal surfaces of this
Japanese-made "revolver" show remnants of original black paint finish
thinning to a dark gray throughout along with scattered light dings and
handling marks. The base pin head and trigger show a rather nice straw
color and the smooth hardwood grips rate very good plus showing some
light scratches and handling marks. The action is functional although
timing is rather off. (139438-57) {NON-GUN}
German C96 Shoulder Stock
This is an original walnut shoulder stock / holster that remains in
fair-good condition showing some rather extensive use. There are a
number of large cracks along either side of the toe, a number of smaller
thin cracks along the edge near the lid, a small chip near the attachment
hardware and overall light dings. The attachment hardware appears to
be an older replacement or arsenal repair, the lid closes securely and
the lid hinge hardware is missing its loop and shows remnants of original
bright blue. (13A9438-24A)
L.A.R Conversion Unit
One .45 ACP kit in excellent unused condition including a 5 3/8” barrel
with bushing, red-coded (.45 ACP) recoil spring, ejector and stainless
steel magazine. The kit is housed in the original Styrofoam insert box.
(22A6519-334A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
L.A.R Conversion Unit
One 10mm kit in excellent unused condition including a 5 3/8” barrel with
bushing, extractor, green-coded (10mm) recoil spring, ejector and
stainless steel magazine. The kit is housed in the original Styrofoam
insert box. (226519-334C) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Conversion Unit
One .22 LR kit for use on a Government Model 1911 including a 5”
barrel with an excellent bore, bushing, slide stop, guide rod, spring, plug
and magazine. The slide is Colt roll-marked and retains about 95%
original blue, there are light to moderate handling marks, silvered edges
and operational wear. The rear sight is an adjustable Coltmaster, the
front is a partially-serrated ramp. The unit is housed in the original brown
hinge-top Colt-marked box, it is in fair condition (226519-334E) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Pachmayr/Peters Stahl Hi Power Conversion Unit
One 22 LR conversion for use with a Browning Hi Power pistol,
consisting of a complete slide unit with barrel and spring. The front
portion of the slide is fixed with the rear portion recoiling during
operation, much like a S&W 41. The metal parts retain 99% original blue
with serial #148 on each part, “Peters / Stahl Made In Germany A- HP.
00148” on the right flat and “Pachmayr accuracy PSW III Cal 22 lr” on
the left. There are a few signs of handling here or there. The rear sight is
an adjustable serrated blade, the front is a serrated ramp. Included are a
smooth ramp front sight, Patridge front sight, magazine, original
cardboard shipping box and a slide top mahogany case with Pachmayr
logo on the lid, it is in excellent condition other than a small chip at the
edge. (226519-334F) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Conversion Unit
One .22 LR kit for use on a Government Model 1911 including a 5”
barrel with an excellent bore, slide stop, spring and magazine. The slide
is Colt roll-marked and retains about 97-98% original blue with freckling
and light oxidation. The rear sight is an adjustable Coltmaster, the front
is a partially-serrated ramp. The unit is housed in a fair condition brown
hinge-top Colt-marked box with original instructions pamphlet and brown
tape repairs on the lid. (226519-334G) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Day Arms 1911 Conversion Unit
One slide kit for use on a 1911 pistol, the right slide flat reads “30X
CONVERSION / CAL. 22 L.R.” the left reads “DAY ARMS
CORPORATION / SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS”. The alloy frame and steel
full-length rib retain about 98% anodized and blue finishes with some
scattered tool marks and signs of handling. The rear sight is an Elliason
adjustable partially-serrated blade, the front is a Patridge blade. The unit
comes with a slide stop and slide stop pin. (226519-334H) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
S&W Model 41 Barrel
serial #71546 retaining about 98-99% original blue with a couple areas
of light freckling. The barrel is equipped with a full-length Bo-Mar
ventilated rib equipped with an adjustable partially-serrated rear blade
and a Patridge blade front sight. The rib retains about 97% original blue
with silvering of the edges. (226519-334I) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
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Barrel Lot
Two barrels total, first is a LAR Grizzly 5 3/8” .458 Win Mag barrel with a
near excellent bore showing some slight surface oxidation in an
otherwise shiny bore. The second is a Colt Super .38 barrel with an
excellent likely unfired bore, this looks to be a Custom Shop barrel with
a Collet bushing, paperwork and original factory box. (226519-334J)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Gun Accessories
Assorted items including: three sealed factory packages of Olin Red
Meteor flares three flares to each package, sealed factory package
Remington Model 597 magazine, as-new Lyman trigger pull gauge in
factory nylon zipper rug, two Orbex vintage hand warmers, two Hoppe’s
lead remover kits still in factory packaging, factory sealed Garrity LED
keychain light, two likely unused Z-Force III stun guns in factory
packaging, one Chapman Manufacturing Co. gun screwdriver set in
unused condition, three Pachmayr cleaning kits for likely .357, .30 and
12 ga, one Varco survival saw, one TacStar Laserlyte dual lens red dot
sight in factory packaging and a Hoppe’s cleaning kit in unused
condition housed in a wood case. (226519-338)
Remington Black Powder Cylinders
Three .44 caliber cylinders, two retain about 98-99% original blue with
turn rings and some scattered light handling marks. The remaining
cylinder is mostly gunmetal gray with oxidation staining and freckling
throughout, there are no nipples present. The cylinders come in a small
pouch with belt loops. (226519-418)
Thompson Center Stocks
One pistolgrip walnut buttstock for use with a Contender pistol in overall
excellent condition showing a few small handling marks, a red recoil pad
with barrel length warning and hard rubber pistolgrip cap and one
smooth walnut Thompson Center forend still in factory package marked
“FITS 12”+14” BARRELS”. (226519-309F)
Gatling Gun Rear Sight Posts
Two different principal styles of rear sight posts for Dr. Gatling’s Gun in
.45-70 caliber. These examples are engraved on their eyepiece “405 /
grs” for .405 grain projectiles, they are graduated from 200 – 1000 yards
and one brass stop collar marked “L” is included with them (its stop
screw is not present). First is the simple deep “V” aperture and is
numbered “419” and “56”. The second shows a shallow square with
shallow “U” notch and a drilled peep style aperture below it, between the
engraved “405” and “grs”, this post shows U.S. inspectors “D.F.C.” mark
and is marked “10”. Both have overall lengths of about 10 1/4”, they
show some minor pitting, operational wear and light oxidation.
(226519-289A)
Army Air Force Lot
One “ARMY AIR FORCE” marked survival vest in about excellent
condition, two military M2 artillery compasses in olive drab plastic belt
cases, both are in near excellent condition with one having a somewhat
unobtrusive crack in the signal mirror and one with imperfections on the
mirror, one yellow Jordan Electronics dosimeter charger serial #11796
with some scattered handling marks, one US-marked Stocker & Yale
compass in about excellent condition, two military metascopes with one
infrared light source, all need batteries, and one military issue gun
cleaning kit. (226519-408)
Shot Lot
Assortment of sealed bags of lead shot: two 25 lb. bags of #4 Starshot
magnum, two 25 lb. bags of #5 JSC standard shot, two 25 lb. bags of #6
Starshot magnum, two bags of #7 1/2 Starshot chilled, two bags of #9
Starshot chilled, two 5 lb. bags of #3 Hornady buckshot, one 5 lb. bag of
Hornady #4 buckshot, one 10 lb. bag of Lawrence Brand #3 Buckshot,
one 10 lb. bag of Lawrence Brand #0 buckshot, one 10 lb. bag of
Lawrence Brand #00 Buckshot, one 5 lb. box of Hornady #000 buckshot
and one box of (10) Stoeger Brenneke 20 ga slugs. (226519-39) [Extra
shipping will apply]
Webley Mark I Third Series Single Shot Air Pistol
serial #20446, .177 cal., 7 1/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with scattered light
oxidation blemishes, freckling, scratches and other handling marks. The
smooth walnut factory grips with brass Webley "Flying Pellet" medallion
that has toned to ochre rate about excellent. This Mark I feature's a
sliding barrel latch, large head filister trigger adjustment screw, U.S.
patents on the right side, and barrel screw with "Securing Screw". The
factory box is provided and is correctly labeled and numbered to the
gun. It rates about good with moderate to heavy scuffing on the corners,
some splitting on the edges and corners plus several corners and edges
show repairs. A green labeled box of Webley ".177 Special Pellets. / No.
1 Bore" pellets are included. The box rates about good to very good with
light handling wear, labels peeling off the end flaps and a few scuffs.
(8A9040-31) {NON-GUN}
Est. 200 - 300
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Folding Forend Grip for Picatinny Rail
This lot includes a single black synthetic folding forend grip by FGG-S
designed to fit a lower forend Picatinny rail or similar. The grip folds and
allows its use in the folded or extended position. The grip rates about
excellent. (88926-105B)
Holster and Shooting Accessories Lot
This lot consists of a "Buddy Schoellkopf" "Black Sheep Brand" belt and
holster set. The holster is a #D85-310 right hand brown leather belt
holster in near excellent condition showing light storage wear. The 1 1/4"
wide x 38" long (to center hole) brown leather belt with (30) 22 cal.
cartridge loops rates about excellent. The holster has a bold number
"310" stamped on the back and accommodates a Smith & Wesson
Model 17 or similar firearms with 6" barrel. The holster and belt show
light to moderate verdigris around the brass hardware. The lot includes
the original two-piece factory woodgrain box from "Buddy Schoellkopf"
that rates near excellent showing light storage and handling. Also
included is an "Allison-Faulkner" Model 5000J two-piece cleaning rod
with slotted end that measures 13 7/8" overall and a Smith & Wesson
"Helpful Hints" pamphlet showing light staining from verdigris contact.
(89510-10A)
Sile Grips for High Standard Pistol
This lot consists of a single set of right-hand skip-line checkered target
grips by Sile for a High Standard Military Model semi-auto pistol. The
grips feature skip-line checkering, thumb rest, finger rest and palm rest.
The grips are made from hardwood, walnut stained and rate about
excellent. (89400-123A)
Crossman Model 2240 Single Shot CO2 Pellet Pistol
serial #800B14311, .22 cal., 7 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original paint and blue finishes and the
plastic parts rate excellent. The checkered synthetic ambidextrous finger
rest factory grips rate excellent. The pistol utilizes a front-loading CO2
cartridge, bolt action receiver for loading the pellets, post front sight and
adjustable sights. It includes the original packaging that has yellowed
and torn, factory trigger lock, manual and paperwork. The gun appears
to have seen little use. (89312-97) {NON-GUN}
Daisy Power Line Model 717 Single Shot Pellet Pistol
.177 cal., 9 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original enamel. The checkered synthetic factory thumb rest
grips rate excellent. This spring air pistol features a side cocking lever,
bolt action receiver for loading the pellets, Patridge front sight,
adjustable rear sight and cross bolt safety. It includes the original box,
manual and paperwork. (89312-96) {NON-GUN}
Colt 22/45 Conversion Kit
22 LR, 5" barrel with Williams floating chamber and an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original blue finish, the
color taking on a plum hue in addition to a few scattered light handling
marks. The kit is complete and includes a complete slide featuring a
Patridge front sight and Accro adjustable rear sight; barrel with floating
chamber, ejector, recoil spring and slide stop. It also includes the
original woodgrain box that is correctly end labeled to the kit, instruction
sheet and paperwork. The kit has seen light but honest use and remains
in excellent condition. (8A9312-4) {NON-GUN}
Est. 300 - 500
Holster and Shooters Lot
This lot includes a two-piece Smith & Wesson box for a Model 60 2"
barreled revolver in near excellent condition with light handling marks.
An unused Smith & Wesson cleaning kit sealed in plastic consisting of a
4" cleaning rod, .38 cal. brush and bore mop; used Smith & Wesson
cleaning kit with 6" cleaning rod, .38 cal. bore brush, bore mop and
screwdriver. Bianchi #5B left hand thumb break brown holster for S&W
Chief's Special 2", Bianchi #5B right hand thumb break brown holster for
Colt Detective Special 2", Bianchi #5B right hand thumb break black
holster for Colt Detective Special 2", all in very good to excellent
condition. Lastly, a Browning marked black soft gun rug with red lining
measuring 6" X 8" probably for a Model 10 or similar pistol. (89321-2;
9236-4; 9236-5)
Revolver Speed Loader Lot
This lot includes a single HKS Model 60K competition ammo box
designed to hold 60 rounds of 38 Special, 9mm or 357 Magnum and
remains in excellent condition. Also included are (6) HKS 10 speed
loaders (S&W K-frame .38), (2) HKS 29 speed loaders (S&W N-frame
44), (1) HKS 586 (six-shot S&W L-frame 38) and (2) HKS 22 K (S&W
K-Frame 22). Also included is a S&W box in very good condition with a
small depression in the lid, a few small tears on the edges, and light
warping of the lid. The box is end-marked for a Model 18-3. (88627-2,
3A)
Lot of Military Utensil Sets
This lot includes (2) packages of two sets each German surplus military
four-piece knife, fork, spoon and bottle opener / holder still in original
wrapping. A single three-piece commercial knife, fork, spoon set. The
last package contains (3) sets of used Swedish military knife, fork spoon
sets. All appear in near excellent condition. (8A7467-12A)
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Sewell Newhouse No. 50 Small Bear Trap
This trap was a smaller version of the famed No. 5 bear trap and was
designed for smaller bears and cougars. The treadle is marked "S.
NEWHOUSE / ONEIDA COMMUNITY N.Y." on the circumference and
"PAT. / SEPT. 26, 1911 / NO. 50" in the center. The trap has a black
patina overall with fairly even light surface pitting from years of use and
the heavy 13" long straight link welded chain, ring and swivel assembly
are intact. The 9" wide jaws have a set of three evenly spaced teeth on
each of the non-offset jaws. A great addition for the trap collector or
décor for a cabin, restaurant or mancave. (8A6519-491A)
Reproduction Bear Trap
This trap is slightly smaller than the Newhouse No.50 with 8" wide jaws
featuring offset jaws with four-teeth per side. The pan is smooth with no
markings found. The trap is equipped with a 21" long heavy sash chain
and ring connected with a "J" swivel to the trap. A great decoration or
conversation piece. (8A6519-491B)
Cartridge Cases and Ammunition Box Lot
This lot consists of (2) 2 1/2 lb sized coffee cans (size of the cans not
the weight of the brass) each nearly full with mostly fired 223 Remington
cases but includes an assortment of other cartridge cases that appear to
be in very good plus condition. Also included are approximately 100
each of 7.62x51 brass and 30-06 brass. The box also contains about 22
assorted plastic pistol and rifle ammunition boxes of various makes and
design. (86519-293)
Lyman Mould Blocks
This lot consists of (12) Lyman and (1) Ideal mould blocks. Included are
the following used single cavity Lyman mould blocks: #375272, #287346
and #439186. Plus, the following used double cavity Lyman and Ideal
mould blocks: Lyman #41028, Lyman #457132, Lyman 410426 (hollow
point round nose) and Ideal #410225. The preceding moulds show
minimal handling wear and scattered light surface oxidation on several
of the blocks. Also included are the following as-new-in-the-box Lyman
single cavity mould blocks: #41026, #41027 (hollow base wadcutter)
and #410426. Plus, the following as-new-in-the-box Lyman double
cavity mould blocks: #410459, #410610 and #410032. The moulds
include a "GI" .50 caliber ammunition can. (86519-44A)
Hensley & Gibbs Mould
This lot consists of (4) multi-cavity Hensley & Gibbs mould blocks with
handles. Included are: (1) four-cavity #45BB.429 (.44 cal. 240 SWC
bevel base), (1) four-cavity #67.311 (32-20 RNFP), (1) six-cavity #48
(.38 cal. 158 SWCPB) and (1) ten-cavity #50.358 (.38 cal. 148 plain
base wadcutter). All the moulds rate about very good to excellent
showing light use overall, light oxidation on the #50 ten-cavity mould and
come equipped with wood handles except the #50 mould which features
all metal handles with rubber hose covering. Hensley & Gibbs were
well-known for their high-quality bullet moulds. (86915-44B)
Bullet Mould
This lot consists of (4) bullet moulds of various makes and
configurations. Included are: Lyman #457125 single cavity mould with
handles, Ideal #41026 four-cavity mould with handles, Ideal #308291
single-cavity mould with handles converted from hollow point to solid
with ad-hoc repair and Lee #454252SWC double cavity mould with
handles. The moulds are used and rate about very good to excellent.
(86519-44C)
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Reloading Dies, Specialty Dies and Parts
This lot includes (1) RCBS 30-30 Win Trim die, (1) RCBS 45 ACP/GAP/
AR roll crimp and seat die with two seating stems (RN & SWC), (1)
RCBS 357 Magnum trim die, (1) RCBS bullet puller without collet, (1)
RCBS primer pocket swager combo, (1) RCBS .30 cal. bullet puller
collet, (1) RCBS .35 cal. bullet puller collet (1) RCBS .32 cal. (8mm)
bullet puller collet and (2) RCBS stuck case remover. All of the
preceding, remain in excellent condition and show little or no use. Also
included in boxes are: (1) each RCBS 38/357 carbide resize die and
bullet seat/crimp die, (1) each RCBS 45-70 Gov't. full length resize die
without decapping stem and two-step neck expander die, (1) each 44
Magnum older style two-step expander/decapping die and bullet
seat/crimping die without seating stem, (1) each Lyman 38/357 full
length carbide sizing die and unmarked .234 expander/decapping die,
(1) RCBS 45 Colt seat/crimp die with SWC plug, (1) RCBS older style 45
ACP two-step neck expander/decapper die missing the decapping pin,
(1) RCBS 270 Win. bullet seat/crimp die with seating plug, (1) RCBS
9mm Luger carbide sizer die with decapping pin and (1) RCBS 32-20
Win. bullet seat/crimp die with seating plug. All the preceding rate from
excellent to good with some showing light to moderate wear and
oxidation. Also included is a metal box containing (48) assorted dies of
various makes, mostly resizing dies but other types are included with
some duplicates, in the following calibers: 300 Win. Mag., 303 British,
218 Bee, 6.5 Carcano, 9x57, 6.5x55 Swede, 7.35 Carcano, 7.65
Mauser, .256 Spencer, .25 Japanese, 7.7mm Japanese, 32 Win. Spl.,
358 Win., 6.5 Man. Sch., 30-06 Springfield, 30 Carbine, 7.62x54Rmm
Russian, 220 Swift, 300 Savage, 45 ACP, 44 Special, 41 Colt, 219
Zipper, 270 Win., 32 Long Colt, 30-30 W.C.F., 44-40 W.C.F., 357
Magnum, 308 Win., 32-20 W.C.F., 38 Special and 30-06 Springfield.
Lastly, a cigar box containing (4) Lyman M-2 expander dies and (1)
Lyman Neck Expander die with (10) neck expander plugs in the
following diameters: (1) .243, (1) .255, (1) 32R, (1) .454, (1) 26R, (1)
25R, (1) 30R, (1) 31R, (1) 33 R and (1) .320 all in excellent condition.
(86519-89A)
Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (21) sets of various calibers and makes of reloading
dies. Included are: (2) Pacific two-die sets for .22 Remington Jet
(marked 22 RCFM), (1) RCBS two die set for 30-06 Springfield, (1)
RCBS two-die set for 224 Weatherby Magnum with #27 shell holder, (2)
RCBS two-die set for 300 Winchester Magnum, (1) RCBS two-die set for
7mm Remington Magnum, (1) RCBS two-die set for 30-40 Krag, (1)
RCBS two-die set for 7.62x39mm Soviet with #32 shell holder and spare
.30 cal. expander button, (2) RCBS two-die set for 7-30 Waters with
Allen wrench, (1) RCBS two-die set for 300 Weatherby Magnum, (1)
RCBS two-die set for 270 Winchester, (1) RCBS three-die set for 458
Winchester Magnum with #4 shell holder, (1) RCBS three-die set for 25
ACP, (1) Lee three-die set for 45 ACP, (1) Lee three-die set for 32 ACP /
S&W Long, (1) Hornady two-die set for 32-20 W.C.F. with spare
expander plug and Allen wrench, (1) Hornady Titanium Nitride three-die
set for 300 Whisper with Allen wrench, (1) Hornady three-die set for 25
ACP with Allen wrench and (1) Herter's two-die set for 45-70 Gov't. All of
these dies remain in excellent condition, many appear new, the Herter's
dies showing the most wear and handling. With the exception of a few
sets, most have the original instructions included. (86519-89B)
Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (28) sets of various calibers and makes of reloading
dies. Included are: (2) RCBS two-die sets for 300 Savage, (1) Lyman
two-die set for 22-250 Remington, (1) Lyman three-die set for 45 Colt
with #X11 shellholder, (1) Lyman two-die set for 256 Winchester
Magnum, (1) RCBS two-die set for 348 Winchester, (1) Easton Rifle &
Tool two-die set for 375 H&H Magnum, (1) RCBS three-die set for 45-70
Gov't, (1) RCBS two-die set for 30-06 Springfield with trim die, (1) RCBS
two-die set for 7mm T/CU, (1) CH two-die set for 244 Remington (aka
6mm Remington), (1) Eagle two-die set for 308 Winchester missing the
decapping pin, (1) RCBS two-die set for 35 Remington, (1) RCBS
three-die set for 22-250 Remington includes a spare neck sizer with
decapping rod, (1) RCBS two-die set for 250-3000 Savage, (1) RCBS
two-die set for 7.65x53 Belgian Mauser, (1) Redding two-die set for 300
Weatherby Magnum with RCBS #4 shellholder and RCBS primer pocket
cleaning tool with large and small primer pocket attachments, (1)
Bonanza two-die bench rest set for 7mm Remington Magnum, (1)
Pacific two-die set for 221 Remington Fireball, (1) Pacific two-die set for
222 Remington Magnum, (1) Pacific two-die set for 22 Remington Jet
(marked 22 RCFM), (1) RCBS two-die set for 308 Winchester, (1) RCBS
two-die set for 223 Remington, (1) Lyman two-die set for 250-3000
Savage, (1) Lyman three-die set for 30 Carbine, (1) unmarked two-die
set for 222 Remington, (1) Lyman All American two-die set for 45-70
Gov't and (1) Lyman All American three die set for 22 Remington Jet. All
the preceding rate about very good to excellent showing light handling
and the occasional oxidation stain, a few are perhaps good.
(86519-89C)
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Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (10) sets of various calibers and makes of
special-order reloading dies for vintage, obsolete and wildcat cartridges.
Included are: (1) RCBS two-die set for .30 Mauser, (1) RCBS three-die
set for .25-25 Stevens, (1) RCBS three-die set for 455 Webley, (1)
RCBS two-die set for .17-223 Remington wildcat cartridge that includes
a form die and a trim die, (1) RCBS three-die set for 7mm Nambu that
includes a Lyman X19 shellholder and four partially formed 7mm Nambu
cases from 30 Carbine, (1) RCBS two-die set for 8x57mmJR, (1) RCBS
two-die set for 17 Javelina, (1) RCBS two-die set for 22 Savage
Hi-Power, (1) RCBS two-die set for 25-20 Single Shot and (1) Redding
two-die set for 7x64mm Brenneke. All of these dies are in excellent
condition, a few show light use and / or oxidation but most show no use
and appear new-in-the box although the box may have storage wear.
(86519-89D)
Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (11) sets of various calibers and makes of
special-order reloading dies for vintage, obsolete and wildcat cartridges.
Included are: (1) RCBS two-die set for 7x65mmR, (1) RCBS two-die set
for 17-222 Remington Magnum wildcat, (1) CH 4D two-die set for
11.2x72mm Schuler, (1) RCBS three-die set for 7mm Nambu, (1) RCBS
two-die set for 25-20 Single Shot, (1) RCBS two-die set for 7x33mm
Sako, (1) RCBS two-die set for .276 Pederson, (1) RCBS two-die set for
8x72mmR, (1) RCBS three-die set for 40-82 Winchester, (1) CH two-die
set for 25-35 W.C.F., unmarked two-die set for .236 wildcat based on
the 257 Roberts case according to information on the non-factory box.
The unmarked .236 wildcat dies show light to moderate use but the
remaining dies all show little or no use with many in as-new condition
although the box may have storage wear. (86519-89E)
Vintage Revolver Speed Loaders
This lot includes (2) vintage "Revolver Cartridge Clip Corporation / New
York" speed loaders for 38 caliber revolvers. There is not a lot of
information on these speed loaders but they appear to have been used
by U.S. and British troops for speed loading 38 Special and 38 S&W
Victory Model revolvers during WWII and probably by police agencies.
They are chrome plated and feature six half circular steel clips stepped
in three rows of two. There is a circular finger ring with the company
information cast into them. One unique feature is that the clip is split in
half and spring loaded allowing the clip to be carried in a flatter profile.
On extracting the device, the hefty spring snaps the halves together
allowing insertion of the cartridges into the chambers. In use, the
cartridges are inserted into the chambers and the loader pulled away
with the finger loop allowing them to drop into the individual chamber.
They show light use with light scattered surface scratches and very light
staining of the blue steel clips from oxidation. A very cool addition for
your vintage firearm. (86519-256A)
Revolver Speed Loader Lot
This lot consists of (28) individual or containers of revolver speed
loading devices. Included are: (2) HKS #51-J six-shot speed loaders for
22 Magnum RF S&W J-frame revolver, (3) HKS #22K six-shot speed
loaders for 22 LR RF S&W K-frame revolver, (7) HKS #25 six shot
speed loaders for 45 AR S&W N-frame revolvers (one still on the blister
pack), (1) Safariland Comp-1 five-shot 38 Special for S&W J-frame
revolver (2) Safariland Comp-1 six-shot speed loaders for 45 AR S&W
Model 25 on blister packs (3) HKS #PY-M six-shot speed loaders for
38/357 Colt Python revolver and similar framed guns, (4) HKS #DS-A
six-shot speed loaders for 38 Special Colt D-frame revolvers (two are
still in the original blister pack), (2) HKS #29 six-shot speed loaders for
44 Magnum S&W N-frame revolvers, (4) Safariland Comp-1 six-shot
speed loaders for 44 Magnum S&W N-frame revolvers, (2) HKS #CA44
five-shot speed loaders for 44 Special Charter Arms Bulldog, (3) Hunt
Engineering "Multi loader" six-shot neoprene speed loaders for 38/357
S&W K-frame revolvers (predecessor to the old Safariland "Firepower
clips"), (1) box containing two six-shot Bianchi 38/357 Speed Strips, (2)
unopened boxes containing four each S&W full moon clips for five-shot
9mm J-frame revolvers, (1) bag containing ten S&W full moon clips for
five-shot 9mm J-frame revolvers, (1) bag containing seventeen full moon
clips for six-shot 45 ACP N-frame revolvers and (1) bag containing nine
half-moon clips for six-shot 45 ACP N-frame revolvers. All rate excellent.
(86519-256B)
Dillon Rl-550 Reloading Press
This press is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, box opened and may have
very small rack or handling marks only. It includes: (1) RL-550
progressive reloading press with accessories, (1) Dillon conversion kit
for 38/357 (powder measure, base plate, locator pins, drop/expander
tube, etc.), (1) Dillon 38/357 Die set, (1) Dillon primer flip tray and (1)
can Dillon case lube. Also included is a Dillon .223 conversion kit
(baseplate, pins and drop tube) showing light scattered oxidation on the
drop tube. The only thing that appears to be missing is the instruction
manual. A quick call to Dillon and their excellent customer service
should remedy that little shortcoming. (86519-473)
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Lot of Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (17) sets or singles of various calibers and makes of
reloading dies. Included are: (1) RCBS carbide three-die set for 45 Colt
with a set of spare seating plugs and a spare neck expander plug, (1)
RCBS carbide three-die set for 32 ACP with a #17 shell holder, (1)
RCBS three-die set for 45 Auto Rim, (1) RCBS three-die set for 32 ACP,
(1) RCBS three-die set for 44-40 W.C.F., (1) RCBS three-die set for 32
S&W Long, (1) RCBS two-die set for 35 Remington, (1) RCBS .284"
neck expander die (two-step expander for cast rifle bullets), (1) RCBS
two-die set for 8x51mm Mauser Short with #44 shellholder, (1) Redding
two-die set for 30-30 W.C.F., (1) Pacific two-die set for 256 Winchester
Magnum, Lee four-die set for .50 Beowulf with 2.2CC powder dipper, (1)
RCBS two-die set for "7mm" but does not specify which 7mm cartridge,
(1) Redding trim die for the 257 Roberts, (1) Redding trim die for the
30-06 Springfield, (1) CH 45 ACP carbide resizing die, (1) Herters die
that is unidentified; and (1) Lee classic loader for 12 gauge, missing the
decapper, powder dipper and instructions. All of these dies are in
excellent condition, a few are in very good condition and show light to
moderate use and / or oxidation. (86519-299A)
Lot of Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (18) sets or singles of various calibers and makes of
reloading dies. Included are: (1) RCBS 17-222 Remington form set that
includes a forming die, trim die, reamer die, reamer and #10 extended
shell holder; (1) Redding three-die set for the 41 Colt with #1 shellholder,
(1) RCBS two-die set for 260 Remington, (1) RCBS two-die set for 25
ACP with #29 shellholder, (1) RCBS two-die set for 7.5x55mm
Schmidt-Rubin, (1) RCBS two-die set for 7.65x53mm Belgian Mauser,
(1) RCBS single 38/357 carbide sizing die (no decapping stem), (1)
RCBS carbide three-die set for 30 Carbine, (1) Lyman three-die set for
30 Luger, (1) RCBS two-die set for 30 Mauser, (1) RCBS three-die set
for 380 ACP, (1) RCBS two-die set for 8x50mmR Austrian, (1) RCBS
three-die set for 50 Action Express with #33 shellholder and a pair of 50
caliber seater plugs, (1) RCBS two-die set for 357 Sig with #27
shellholder and spare seating plug, (1) RCBS two-die set for 225
Winchester, (1) RCBS three-die set for 32 S&W Long/H&R Magnum
with #23 shellholder and 32 caliber seater plug pack (two plugs), (1)
RCBS 8x50mmR Austrian trim die and (1) mixed lot of three 44 Special
full length sizing dies (one by CH Tool and the other two are unmarked)
and a single RCBS seat die with seating plug (neck expander is
missing). All the dies rate excellent except (3) sets are very good with
light to moderate handling and oxidation staining. (86519-298)
Lot of Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (16) sets or singles of various calibers and makes of
reloading dies. Included are: (1) RCBS two-die set for 7x65mmR, (1)
RCBS three-die set for 500 S&W Magnum with a seat plug set, (1)
RCBS two-die set for 6.5x55mm Kurz Mauser, (1) RCBS 6.5x54 Kurz
Mauser trim/forming die (from 7x57mm Mauser cases), (1) RCBS
two-die set for 8x75mmR (.318"), (1) RCBS three-die set for
manufacturing 44 Magnum shotshells from 444 Marlin brass, (1) RCBS
carbide three-die set for 454 Casull (the seat plug was ground flat but
should be available from RCBS), (1) RCBS three-die set for 32 ACP, (1)
RCBS three-die set for 50 Action Express, (1) RCBS partial carbide
three-die set for 9mm Luger that is missing the seating die, (1) RCBS
expander die with expander plug stem and plugs for .243, .257 and .309
(for cast rifle bullets), (1) Redding two-die set for 300 AAC Blackout, (1)
Lyman "M" die with 22 Short expander, (1) CH two-die set for 222
Remington Magnum, (1) RCBS two-die set for 7x57mm Mauser, (1)
RCBS neck sizing die for 8x57mm Mauser, (1) Lyman hand held 12
gauge resizing die with wood dowel relieved to fit over brass case primer
pocket and (1) Lyman/Ideal hand-held 250-3000 Savage resizing die
with extractor rod (die is tapped down on case and steel extractor rod
struck to remove case). All dies rate about excellent with several dies
showing light to moderate use and / or oxidation blemishes. (86519299B)
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Lot of Reloading Dies
This lot consists of (20) sets or singles of various calibers and makes of
reloading dies. Included are: (1) RCBS two-die set for the 22 P.P.C., (1)
RCBS two-die set for the 6mm P.P.C., (1) A.A. Easton single resizing
die for 22 K-Hornet, (1) Lyman "M" die with 24R expander, (1) Lyman
"M" die with 38P expander, (1) Hornady three-die set for 405
Winchester, (1) Redding two-die set for 6mm P.P.C. with #32
shellholder, (1) RCBS three-die forming set for making 256 Winchester
Magnum from 357 Magnum with #1 forming die, #2 forming die, trim die
and extended #6 shellholder; (1) RCBS large and small primer pocket
swage kit, (1) RCBS three-die set for the 44 Special, (1) RCBS two-die
set for the 221 Remington Fireball, * (1) RCBS 45 ACP taper crimp die,
(1) RCBS two-die set for the 17-222 wildcat, (1) RCBS three-die set for
the 25 ACP, * (1) Lyman "M" die with 28R expander, Lyman "M" die with
45R expander (box marked 45-70), Lyman "M" die with 26 expander, (1)
Lyman universal decapping die, (1) Lyman "M" die with 22 expander
(box marked 22 Hornet), (1) Lyman "M" die with 35R expander, (1)
Redding single-die 6mm PPC full length sizer, (1) Redding single-die
6mm PPC neck sizer and (1) RCBS #23 shell holder still on the blister
pack. (86519-299C)
Lot of Vintage Revolver Grips
This lot includes two pair of grips. The first set appears to be walnut
Roper grips designed for a Colt D-frame round butt and feature an open
backstrap, slight palm swell, diamond around each escutcheon, the
checkered panels lack the finger ribbon but the borders show scrolling at
the top and bottom. The back of the panels has the pair of "Gagne" jig
holes and the number "4970" is scribed on each panel and may have
been later added. The grips rate near excellent overall with light
diamond point wear and a tiny chip on the heel of the right panel. The
second set appears to be a set of walnut Lew Sanderson grips designed
for an N-frame square butt S&W revolver and feature a closed
backstrap, palm swell, well executed checkering, frontstrap relieved for
the toe of the grip frame. The back of the panels show two small square
jig holes above the grip pin hole and do not have a model number
stamped on them as was common on the Sanderson. The grips rate
excellent. (86519-401B)
Lot of Primers
This lot consists of assorted rifle, pistol and shotshell primers. Included
are: (1) brick of 1000 Federal No. 210M Large Rifle Bench Rest Primers,
(1) brick of 1000 Federal No. 209 Shotshell Primers, (1) brick of 1000
Winchester No. W209 Shotshell primers, (2) bricks of 1000 each
Winchester No. WLR Large Rifle primers, (1) brick of 1000 Winchester
No. WSP Small Pistol primers, (1) brick of 1000 Remington No. 2 1/2
Large Pistol primers and (3) bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 350 Magnum
Large Pistol primers. All primers are in excellent condition. Counts are
approximate and may vary slightly. (86519-444)
Lot of Primers
This lot consists of assorted rifle and pistol primers. Included are: (2)
bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 400 Small Rifle primers, (2) bricks of 1000
CCI No. 200 Large Rifle primers, (1) sleeve of 100 CCI No. 200 Large
Rifle Primers, (9) sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 450 Magnum Small Rifle
primers plus a partial sleeve of 37, (3) bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 300
Large Pistol primers, (8) sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 300 Large Pistol
primers, (10) bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 350 Magnum Large Pistol
primers, (2) bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 500 Small Pistol primers, (3)
sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 500 Small Pistol primers, (3) bricks of 1000
each CCI No. 550 Magnum Small Pistol primers, (2) sleeves of 100
each CCI No. 550 Magnum Small Pistol primers, (1) brick of 1000
Remington No. 7 1/2 Small Rifle Bench Rest primers, (3) sleeves of 100
each Remington No. 7 1/2 Small Rifle Bench Rest primers, (2) bricks of
1000 each Winchester No. WSP Small Pistol primers, (1) brick of 1000
Remington No. 5 1/2 Small Pistol primers and (4) sleeves of 100 each
Remington No. 5 1/2 Small Pistol primers. All remain in excellent
condition. Counts are approximate and may vary slightly. (86519-232F)
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Lot of Primers
This lot consists of assorted rifle and pistol primers. Included are: (5)
sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 250 Magnum Large Rifle primers, (1) brick
of 1000 CCI No. 200 Large Rifle primers, (3) bricks of 1000 each CCI
No. 550 Magnum Small Pistol primers, (13) sleeves of 100 each CCI No.
550 Magnum Small Pistol primers, (13) bricks of 1000 each CCI No. 350
Magnum Large Pistol primers, (12) sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 350
Magnum Large Pistol primers (at least one is a partial), (2) sleeves
totaling about 150 CCI No. 300 Large Pistol primers, (2) sleeves totaling
about 150 CCI No. 250 Large Rifle primers, (4) bricks of 1000 each CCI
No. 500 Small Pistol primers, (20) sleeves of 100 each CCI No. 500
Small Pistol primers, (3) bricks of 1000 each Federal No. 150 Large
Pistol primers, (1) brick of 1000 Federal No. 100 Small Pistol primers,
(1) sleeve of 100 Federal No. 100 Small Pistol primers, (1) partial sleeve
totaling about 80 Federal No. 210 Large Rifle primers, (1) brick of 1000
Federal No. 200 Small Rifle primers, (2) sleeves totaling about 140
Federal No. 200 Small Rifle primers, (1) brick of 1000 Remington No. 6
1/2 Small Rifle Primers, (2) sleeves of 100 each Remington No. 6 1/2
Small Rifle Primers, (1) brick of 1000 Remington No. 5 1/2 Small Pistol
Primers, (3) bricks of 1000 each Remington No. 2 1/2 Large Pistol
Primers, (8) sleeves of approximately 100 each Remington No. 2 1/2
Large Pistol Primers, (5) bricks of 1000 each Remington No. 1 1/2 Small
Pistol Primers, (12) sleeves of approximately 100 each Remington No. 1
1/2 Small Pistol Primers, (2) sleeves of approximately 100 each
Remington #57 Shotshell primers, (1) brick of 1000 Winchester
Staynless No. 1 1/2-108 Small Pistol primers (yellow box), (9) sleeves of
approximately 100 each Winchester Staynless No. 1 1/2-108 Small
Pistol primers (yellow box), (1) brick of 1000 Winchester No. 1 1/2 Small
Pistol primers (white box), (6) sleeves of approximately 100 each
Winchester Staynless No. 7-111 domed Large Pistol primers (yellow
box, plastic tray), (1) sleeve of approximately 100 Winchester Staynless
No. 111 domed Large Pistol primers (yellow box, wood tray), (3) sleeves
of approximately 100 each Winchester Staynless No. 209 Shotshell
primers, (1) brick of 1000 Herter's No. 400 Magnum Large Pistol
primers, (1) sleeve of 100 Alcan Max-Fire Large Rifle primers, (1) brick
of 1000 Norma "Super Flash" No. 990 Large Rifle primers, (10) sleeves
of approximately 100 each Norma "Super Flash" No. 990 Large Rifle
primers (some of the sleeves are missing primers), (1) tin of 250 RWS
No. 1081 Musket caps, (1) sleeve of 1000 Alcan-Fiocchi-Lecco No.645
B Berdan primers and (5) tins of 100 each Alcan-Fiocchi-Lecco No.645
B Berdan primers (some of the tins are not full). Most of these primers
rate about excellent but some of the CCI magnum large pistol and
standard small pistol primers show mildew on the packaging, the Norma
primers rate about fair to good. Counts are approximate and may vary
slightly. (86519-232G)
Lot of Gas Checks, Pistol Jackets and Half Jackets
This lot includes: (1) tin of 1000 Hornady 22 cal. gas checks, (1) box of
1000 Ideal .25 cal. gas checks, (7) boxes or tins of 1000 each .30 cal.
gas checks from Hornady, Lyman and Ideal; (1) partial box Herter's 30
cal. gas checks, (4) boxes or tins of 1000 each .35 cal. gas checks from
Hornady and Ideal, (1) box of 250 Herter's 38 cal. gas checks, (1) box of
1000 Hornady .375 cal. gas checks, (1) tin of 1000 Hornady ..44 cal. gas
checks, (1) box of 1000 Hornady .45 cal. gas checks, (4) boxes of 250
each Herter's .38 cal. half-jackets (one box is a partial), (2) boxes of 250
each Speer .38 cal. half-jackets, (3) boxes of 500 each Hornady .38 cal.
half-jackets, (3) boxes of 250 each Speer .44 cal. half-jackets, (2) boxes
of 500 each Hornady .44 cal. half-jackets and (2) boxes of 500 each
Hornady .45 cal. half-jackets. Overall, the jackets and gas checks rate
near excellent with perhaps light tarnishing. Counts are approximate and
may vary slightly. (86519-354A)
Lot of Single and Gang Style Mould Blocks
This lot consist of (10) assorted single and multicavity mould blocks (no
handles). Included are: (1) unmarked single-cavity aluminum block #456
marked Maxi-Ball mould (.45 cal.), (1) Lyman single-cavity #311316, (1)
RCBS double-cavity mould #32-84-WC (sprue plate modified with
channel relieved between both pour holes for faster pour), (1) Lyman
double-cavity #358627 and (1) Lyman single-cavity #457125, all of
these rate about excellent. Also included are: (1) Lyman double-cavity
mould #358156, (1) Lyman four-cavity mould #358425, (1) Lyman
four-cavity mould #429215, (1) Lyman four-cavity mould #358063 and
(1) Lyman four-cavity mould #452460. All these moulds show light to
moderate use with oxidation blemishes. (86519-320A)
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Lot of Multicavity Gang Moulds
This lot includes a variety of mould blocks (no handles). Included are: (1)
Hensley & Gibbs ten-cavity mould #39BB, (2) Lyman four-cavity mould
#452424 (one mould is still factory sealed in the box, the other slightly
used), (1) Lyman four-cavity mould #358063, (1) Lyman four-cavity
mould #245496, (1) Lyman four-cavity mould #457125, (1) Lyman
four-cavity mould #311291, (1) Lyman four-cavity mould #245497, (1)
NEI double-cavity mould #250 338GC, (1) RCBS double-cavity mould
#28-168-FN, (1) Hensley & Gibbs four-cavity #68 (this is their infamous
.452 200gr SWC mould), NEI double-cavity mould #500-54S, and (1)
Lyman four-cavity mould #225462. All the mould blocks rate about
excellent showing very little to no use. (86519-320B)
Lot of Single Cavity Specialty Moulds
This lot includes a variety of hollowpoint, hollow base and composite
bullets. Included are: (1) Lyman single cavity composite dual moulds
#358624 with top punch (as-new-in-the-box), (1) Lyman single cavity
composite dual moulds #452626 with top punch, (1) Lyman single cavity
composite dual moulds #429625 with top punch, (1) Lyman single-cavity
hollow point mould with hollow point pin #225415, (1) Lyman
single-cavity hollow base mould with hollow base pin #450229, (1)
Lyman single-cavity hollow base mould with base pin #68569, (1) Ideal
single cavity hollow base mould with base pin #299155, (1) Lyman
single cavity mould #690 (.690 round ball), (1) Ideal single cavity hollow
base mould with base pin #575213, (1) Ideal single cavity hollow base
mould with base pin #386178 and a single spare hollow point pin with
wood handle. All the moulds rate about excellent with the Ideal moulds
showing slightly more wear and the Ideal #386178 has a tiny ding on the
edge of the mould half with the sprue plate on the side of the bullets
nose. (86519-320C)
Mec Shotshell Reloading Lot
This lot includes a single MEC 600JR Mark V 10-gauge shotshell
reloader with shot and powder bottles, six-star crimp starter, primer seat
assembly, spent primer catcher and (1) #320/118 bar with #34 bushing
(installed in press). Also included is a spare MEC #302/200 bar (no
bushing provided), Allen wrench, manual and original box. All of these
items rate excellent and appear to have seen little if any use. To round
out this lot the lucky buyer will receive (4) bags of 250 each Remington
SP-10 Power Piston wads. Counts may be off on the bags of wads.
(86519-129A)
Mec Shotshell Reloading Lot
This lot includes a single MEC 600JR Mark V 12-gauge shotshell
reloader with shot and powder bottles, six and eight-star crimp starters,
primer seat assembly, wad guide, spent primer catcher, (3) each
mounting bolts and wing nut and (1) #320/118 bar with no powder
bushing (installed in press). Also included are one each Lee 12 and 20
gauge six and eight-fold crimp starters, Lee wad guide, (1) box of
approximately 250 Winchester #WAA12 wads, (8) generic white
shotshell boxes and (2) bags of approximately 250 each 1/4" 20-gauge
felt wads. Count on wads may be off. (86519-129B)
Hornady Projector Progressive Reloader
This lot includes a Hornady Projector reloading press with handle,
primer tube housing, large and small tubes, (2) powder measure
adaptors, numerous assorted small parts for priming and powder
dispensing and manual. Some small parts may be missing but it appears
to be complete. Also included are the following shell plates: #s (2) 01,
02, 05, (2) 30, 22, (2) 16, 08 and 06. The press show light to moderate
use. (86519-128)
Reloading Lot
This lot includes an RCBS Rock Chucker single stage reloading press
with primer catch tray, priming arm with large primer seat, handle and a
#13 shellholder (7.62x54mmR). Also included are: (1) RCBS auto prime
feed combination with large and small primer tubes, (1) RCBS Uniflow
powder measure with a chip missing off the cap but should not affect
function, (1) Lee Precision Breech Lock hand press, (1) Lee Precision
Ram Prime with large and small primer seat, (1) as-new-in-the-box
Redding Model 2400 Case Trimming Lathe with accessories and (1)
S.A.S. "Little Dripper" powder trickler. All remain in very good to
excellent condition. (86519-43A,475)
Reloading Lot
This lot includes an RCBS RS2 reloading press showing light to
moderate oxidation stains; (1) Lyman All American turret press with
large and small primer seat assemblies, #1 shell holder, manual and
other small parts. Both presses rate good to very good showing
moderate use and soiling. Also included are: (2) Foster-Appelt lathe
style case trimmers with the following pilots: 22, 24, 30, 35 and 432 plus
a Foster Universal 1/16" hollow pointer (generally for rifle but smaller
drill can be used with pistol) for use with lathe style case trimmer. Both
are in near excellent condition. (86519-43B)
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Herter's Cannelure Tool
This tool is referred to by Herter's as a "bullet groover" and appears to
be set up to put a double grooved cannelure on a .30 caliber bullet. It
includes the handle for turning the groover drum and a bottom handle
for camming the groover in and out of position. This tool is in excellent
condition. (86519-290B)
Krieghoff 12 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #18242, 22 LR, 8 11/16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
insert retains about 98% original blue finish with scattered light
scratches. The bottom of the breech is marked "EXTRA" and the barrel
is marked "H. KRIEGHOFF KG. ULM". It includes the cardboard
packaging tube with adjustment tool. (8A6519-567A) {NON-GUN}
Krieghoff 16 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #6197, 22 LR, 8 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The insert
retains about 96% original blue finish with scattered freckling. The top of
the breech is marked "MADE IN GERMANY" and the barrel is marked
"SEMPERT & KRIEGHOFF GEWEHRFABRIK SUHL". (8A6519-567B)
{NON-GUN}
Krieghoff 16 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #171001, 22 Magnum RF, 8 11/16" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The insert retains about 99% original blue finish. The top of the
breech is marked "H. KRIEGHOFF ULM GERM". It includes a vinyl case
with adjustment tool. (8A6519-567C) {NON-GUN}
Krieghoff 20 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #159225, 22 LR, 8 11/16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
insert retains about 98% original blue finish with faint edge wear at the
muzzle. The top of the breech is marked "H. KRIEGHOFF ULM GERM".
It includes a vinyl case with adjustment tool. (8A6519-567D)
{NON-GUN}
Krieghoff 20 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #159259, 22 LR, 8 11/16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
insert retains about 98% original blue finish with faint muzzle wear. The
top of the breech is marked "H. KRIEGHOFF ULM GERM". It includes a
vinyl case with adjustment tool. (8A6519-567E) {NON-GUN}
Krieghoff 20 Gauge Sub-Caliber Insert
serial #159228, 22 LR, 8 11/16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
insert retains about 99% original blue finish. The top of the breech is
marked "H. KRIEGHOFF ULM GERM". It includes a vinyl case with a
pair of adjustment tools. (8A6519-567F) {NON-GUN}
Bullet Swaging Lot
This lot includes an unmarked flat bench mounted compound leverage
press with .38/357 sizing/forming die and stem installed. This press does
not appear to be set up for CH tool dies but has many possibilities if the
proper dies are found. Also included are: (1) unmarked 44 caliber
adjustable (core length) single cavity core mould with handles, (1) CH
tool Swag-O-Matic 41 S&W Magnum .405 jacket three-piece forming die
set (nose punch, die and stem), (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic .308
three-piece forming die set, (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic 45 Colt .454
three-piece forming die set, (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic 45 ACP .452
three-piece forming die set, (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic 41 S&W Magnum
SWC three-piece forming die set, (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic 357 SWC
1/2 & 3/4 jacket three-piece forming die set, (1) CH tool Swag-O-Matic
44 SWC three-piece forming die set, CH bullet nose punch adjustable
holder, CH 357C forming die and plastic storage bin with assorted CH
nose punches and swaging die. All are in excellent condition.
(86519-156A)
Pacific DL-266 Shotshell Reloading Press with Conversion Kits
This five-station single stage in-line press is currently set up for
12-gauge shotshell reloading but includes what appears to be complete
conversion kits to also reload 20 and 28 gauge plus 410 bore shotshells.
The press includes the powder tube, shot tube and priming assembly.
Also included are (6) shot bushings throwing assorted weights of shot,
(21) brass and aluminum powder bushings throwing a wide variety of
powder charges and (1) partial bag of 250 Winchester WAA20 wads.
Overall the press and accessories rate very good to excellent showing
some use, scattered oxidation, soiling and yellowing of the acrylic tubes.
(86519-45)
Reloading Lot
This lot includes: (1) RCBS bench style automatic priming tool with (2)
pair of large and small priming arms, (1) each large and small priming
tubes with hair pin cotter (one pin is missing). (1) RCBS hand priming
tool with large and small priming adaptors but the small priming seat
plug is missing. (1) each RCBS #2, 3 and 4 trimmer collets. Lee
Auto-Prime hand priming tool with large and small primer punches and
trays, extra handle, one each extra large and small primer trays and the
following shell holders #1,2,3,4,56,7,8,9,10 and 11. (1) each Foster
outside neck turning pilot .224" and .308" and (10) assorted trim pilots.
(86519-293C)
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Wilson Cartridge Gauges
These gauges are indispensable for reloading SAAMI spec ammunition.
Included are one each: 6mm Remington, 308 Winchester, 35
Remington, 30-06 Springfield, adjustable 7mm Remington Magnum,
25-06, and adjustable 375 H&H Magnum. Also include are the following
Wilson case holders (some will fit cases based on the original parent
case): 30-06 family, 338 Winchester family, 7mm Mauser family, 222
Remington, 32-20 W.C.F. and 22 Hornet. All rate very good to excellent
showing scattered very light oxidation. (86519-180A)
RCBS Green Machine Prt Progressive In-Line Reloading Press
This press is set up for 45 ACP and appears to still function. There is
scattered light to moderate oxidation staining and all parts appear to be
present except the cap for the case feed tubes. (86519-43B)
Bullet Sizing and Lubricating Lot
This lot includes: approximately (47) bullet sizing top punch (H&I dies for
450 or similar Lyman/SAECO sizer-lubricator) and approximately (86)
Lyman & RCBS (1 only) H&I bullet sizing dies. All the top punches and
sizing/lubricator dies rate from good to excellent and the sizes vary with
duplicates likely. Also included are: (1) SAECO lead hardness tester
with instruction and conversion table, (10) sticks of various makes of
bullet lubricant for sizer-lubricator from Javelina, RCBS, Hodgdon, Ideal
and M&M. (86519-293C)
Shotshell Reloading Lot
This lot consists of (1) Lee Loader for 2 3/4" 12-gauge shotshells that
rates about excellent. It should be noted that Lee purposely leaves
empty spaces in the Styrofoam insert for the purchase of 6 and 8-star
crimp starters and a deluxe wad guide. The previous owner added an
eight-star crimp starter and standard wad guide. Also included in this lot
are: (1) 20 gauge marked crimp conditioner, (1) each Lee 20 gauge 8
star crimp starter and wad finger guide, adjustable powder/shot dipper
with loose handle, wood shotshell primer decapper, vintage 20 gauge
shell guide and (1) Lyman/Ideal 12 gauge Straightline shotshell
handloader with original box and instructions. (86519-318A)
Dewar ITP Float Feed Miner'S Carbide Lamp
The Dewar company manufactured mining lamps from about 1914 to the
late 1930s and was known for its I-T-P ("Its-Trouble-Proof") miners'
lamps and several other models that featured Dewar's patented
float-feed water delivery system. This lamp appears to have all its parts
but the red rubber seal around the lower carbide container is dried and
separated in half in one area. The German silver surfaces show
scattered light tarnishing and soiling. The "hook" on the rear of the
lantern appears to have been slightly bent. In addition to its uses in the
mine it was a favorite of shooters for smoking front sights. A nice piece
of early twentieth century memorabilia. (86519-297A)
Lot of Vintage and Contemporary Handheld Bullet Lube Pumps
This lot consists of a pair of hand held bullet lube pumps loosely based
on the Pope Jersey City bullet lubricator. The first pump is marked "J.W.
MARIOTTI / BARRINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE" on the Japanned
metal cylinder and features a threaded steel piston with four spoke
brass cap, brass bullet lubricating cylinder with locking screw for the
brass bullet lubricating die and "C" shaped arm with hand operated
bullet ejection rod mounted above the die. The cylinder retains about
90% original Japanned finish and the lubricator rates about very good to
excellent. The current brass lubricator die has a diameter of
approximately .341" +/-, the cylinder measures about .627" in diameter,
overall length without the piston is 7 3/8", the piston fully extended has
the potential to approximately double that length. This lubricator also
includes a brass die measuring .336" diameter and second undrilled die
blank ready for your next single shot rifle acquisition. The second bullet
lubricator is simply marked "SN7" on the bullet ejector carriage above
the lubricating cylinder. It consists of an approximately 1.00" diameter
cylinder with a short section of knurling measuring approximately 6 1/2"
overall without the piston and features a steel pistol with single spoke
brass head, brass lubricating cylinder and a hand operated bullet
ejection rod above the dies. The brass lubricating cylinder has an
aluminum die with an approximately .258" +/- diameter which oddly has
no hole to allow the lubricant to flow into the die but is probably shipped
that way to allow correction positioning in relation to the lube grooves.
This lubricator rates about excellent overall. Some nice accessories for
the single shot rifle shooter. (86519-294A)
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Lot of Period Hand and Leg Cuffs
This lot includes: one pair of refurbished handcuffs with "H.L.M." hand
stamped on the pivot for single strand. The metal surfaces were hand
sanded with a bead blaster and have a consistent gunmetal gray finish
and no key is provided. The second pair are Tower Bean's Pattern
handcuffs with an even brown patina on all metal surfaces and the
markings on the lock are moderately to heavily worn and no key is
provided. The third pair is a combination iron horse shackle / hobble with
one shackle replaced with a period screw type handcuff. The metal
surfaces show even pitting, oxidation stains and overall brown patina.
The key is a makeshift frontier engineered screw eye converted into a
usable key that effectively functions the screw lock. The last item is a
hand forged period screw pin shackle with a nice black patina showing
handling marks commensurate with a well-used shackle and pin. The
male threads on the pin show moderate wear and the female threads of
the shackle are heavily worn and no longer hold. (86519-461A)
Hand Loading Tool Lot
This lot consists of (6) Lyman/Ideal 310 Tong Tools and dies. There are
(3) Ideal #310 Tong Tools without boxes constructed of black painted
aluminum and (1) steel version toned to a brown patina. Also included is
(1) complete Lyman/Ideal No. 310 Tong Tools with box, correct shell
holder (#1), manual and No. 310 four-die set for 38-357. There is (1)
Lyman/Ideal No. 310 Tong Tools with box, incorrect shell holder (#2)
and No. 310 four-die set for 38-357. A mixed lot of approximately (33)
assorted types of N0. 310 dies (sizer, decappers, bullet seat etc.) in
various calibers, (5) adapters to fit No. 310 dies to 7/8" thread presses,
(11) assorted spare parts such as primer seats, decappers, and others.
Finally, there are boxed Lyman/Ideal No. 310 dies including: (1)
three-die set for 22 Remington Jet with shell holder (appears unused),
(1) four-die set for 32 S&W Long, (1) five-die set for 6.5 Japanese with
shellholder, (1) single seating die for 32 Winchester Special and (1)
single neck sizing / decapping die for 8mm Mauser. (86519-299D)
Collectible Reloading Tools
This lot includes (1) Ideal No. 6 Adjustable Reloading Tool for the 38-55
Winchester with single cavity bullet mould built in. The tool shows light
use with about 95% original nickel plate showing light handling and
oxidation stains. It includes the original box that rates about good to very
good with edge wear, soiling, slightly peeling label and a pronounced
dent in the cover. It also has an Ideal instruction sheet that rates about
very good to excellent. It also includes a #44 seating die but the cap
extractor and charge cup are not present. The second is a Winchester
Model 1888 handloading tool missing the original die and decapping pin.
The hole for capping the cartridge case is large enough to admit a case
based on the 45-70 or similar sized. Overall, the tool rates about very
good with a nice smoky gray patina showing some oxidation blemishes
and pitting. The side of the capping handle is marked
"MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER REP, ARMS CO. / NEW
HAVEN CONN, U.S.A. / PAT. JAN. 24, 1888". (86519-299E)
Vintage Lyman/Ideal "Shell Resizer" Lot
This lot consists of assorted Lyman/Ideal manual bench style resizing
dies with boxes that include: 256 Winchester Magnum, 32-20 W.C.F.,
219 Zipper, 308 Winchester, 30 Carbine, 30-30 W.C.F., 9mm Luger, (2)
257 Remington, brass 16-gauge shotshell and brass 20-gauge
shotshell. All range from very good to excellent showing varying
amounts of use. (86519-299F)
Mixed Lot of Reloading Equipment
This lot has a little bit of everything concerning reloading. Included are:
(5) brass Pacific powder measure rotors measuring .685" diameter x
2.195" long with knurled ends, slot for limiting movement and cut for
varying amounts of different powders. (2) Quinetics Corp. kinetic bullet
pullers (one in box unused), (1) MTM 38/357 slip top fifty-round cartridge
box, (1) Hornady ten-pack of Lock-N-Load bushings, (1) each Hornady
Lock-N-Load metering inserts for standard metering and pistol
micrometer metering insert, (1) each Hornady Lock-N-Load/Projector
shell plates No's 6, 8 & 10; (1) CH Tool two-die set for 222 Remington,
(1) Herter's two-die set for neck sizing and seating 30-06 Springfield, (1)
Bystrom three-die set for 41 Magnum, (1) Lyman All-American two-die
set for 30-06 Springfield, (1) Lyman All-American single full length sizing
die for 38 ACP, (1) RCBS single trim die for 30-06 Springfield, (1) RCBS
single carbide resize and decapping die for 44 Magnum, (1) Redding
single seating die for 45 ACP, 91) Redding single two-step neck
expander for 45 ACP, (1) Redding #12 shellholder, (2) Pacific
"Mesur-Kit" with can adaptor, charge tubes and one original box
(adaptor screws to can, charge tube inserted and adaptor swung to the
side to drop charge into tube and cut it off), (1) Lyman large primer
pocket reamer, (1) MTM powder funnel with interchangeable spouts, (3)
spare die lock rings, (3) assorted Lyman All-American shell holders
(No's (2) 2 & (1) 8), (6) 5 1/16" x 13/16" rams with built in shellholders in
the following numbers: 2, 3, 6 & 9, two are unmarked and lastly (1)
unmarked de-priming / re-priming tool for a 37/40mm gas gun with ram
capper. (86519-299G)
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Sheridan C Silver Streak Air Rifle
serial #470633, .20 cal, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this multiple stroke forearm pneumatic rifle retain
about 97% original electroless nickel and blue finishes with scattered
small spots of light oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with a few minor handling marks. The air rifle is equipped with
a safety, blade front sight and “U” notch rear sight that is adjustable for
elevation. A very nice example of these sought-after Sheridan Silver
Streaks. (23A9346-18) {NON-GUN}
Crossman V-350 Slide Action Air Rifle
BB.175 cal, 11” barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are
toning to a blue-brown patina with minor oxidation overall and remnants
of original blue along the frame. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates about very good with a small hole in the right wood line and
numerous minor dents, dings and some moderate abrasions at the heel
and toe. The rear sight is no longer present but the barrel is equipped
with a brass screw front sight and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (239346-19) {NON-GUN}
Winchester Model 88 Factory Box
This lots consists of a vintage Winchester Model 88 cardboard top and
bottom box. The yellow end label is marked “ONE WINCHESTER 8811 /
MODEL 88 / LEVER ACTION REPEATING RIFLE (handwritten script) 2
/ HAMMERLESS / 243 WINCHESTER No. (handwritten serial number)
47995 / Made in U.S.A. Trademarks Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Marca Reg.”
The top of the box is labeled in red on the left center “WORLD-FAMOUS
/ WINCHESTER / TRADE-MARK / RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS” over the
patent and address information. The right center is marked “ALWAYS
USE / WINCHESTER OR WESTERN / AMMUNITION / IN
WINCHESTER FIREARMS / BECAUSE THEY ARE / MADE FOR
EACH OTHER”. The top of the box remains in very good plus condition
with a strip of cellophane tape reinforcing the forward right edge, three
rectangular remnants of packing tape in the left, center and right sides of
the top and light wear around the perimeter of the edge. The bottom of
the box also rates very good plus with two cuts in the forward edge 3
3/4” apart. A great accessory for the Winchester Model 88 enthusiast or
collector. (23A9501-50)
Daisy Model H Lever Action Repeating Air Rifle
BB/.175 cal, 500 round capacity. The original nickel finish is toning to a
brown patina with oxidation overall. The smooth walnut straight grip
stock rates very good plus with some light wear at the butt and a few
handling marks from the years. The front sight is slightly canted to the
right and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9431-2)
{NON-GUN}
Benjamin Model G Air Rifle
BB/.175 cal, muzzleloading smoothbore. The original nickel finish is
toning to yellow. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good
plus with a spot of white discoloration on the comb line and the expected
dents and impact marks from use. The air rifle is sighted with a blade
front and an aperture rear. (23A9234-1) {NON-GUN}
Smith & Wesson Model 80G Semi-Auto Air Rifle
serial #014176, BB/.177 cal, 22” barrel with a presumably unfired bore.
The barrel and magazine tube retain about 98% original blue with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation and a couple fine handling marks. The
frame retains 99% plus original black enamel finish while the faux wood
checkered polymer pistolgrip stock with Monte Carlo comb rates
excellent with a very small scratch on the right forend noticeable under
close scrutiny. The Smith & Wesson logo is on the buttplate as well as
the door to the CO2 chamber which is also marked “Smith & Wesson”
and the air rifle features sporting sights and a tang mounted safety. A
fantastic condition Model 80G which hasn’t been manufactured since
1980. (23A8840-42) {NON-GUN} [Roy Jinks Collection]
King Manufacturing Co. Model 5536 Lever Action Air Rifle
BB/.174 cal, 1000 round capacity. The metal surfaces are toning to a
blue-brown patina with light oxidation throughout and areas of original
blue scattered throughout. The smooth American hardwood pistolgrip
stock rates very good to very good plus with a few round indentations,
minor wear to the heel and toe and some scattered impact marks from
use. There is a crack in the cast-iron lever, the original sights remain
intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A8840-43) {NON-GUN} [Roy Jinks Collection]
Daisy Model H Lever Action Single Shot Air Rifle
BB/.175 cal. The original nickel finish is toning to a dull gray patina with
spots of light oxidation throughout. The smooth American hardwood
straight grip stock rates very good with a short hairline crack on each
side of the wrist, minor wear at the heel and toe and scattered light
impact marks from the years. The air rifle will need mechanical attention
as the lever appears seized, the rear sight is no longer present and the
original blade front sight remains intact. (23A8840-44) {NON-GUN} [Roy
Jinks Collection]
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Sheridan Model CB Blue Streak Air Rifle
serial #138861, .20 cal, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this multiple stroke forearm pneumatic rifle retain
about 99% original blue with a few scattered light impact marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate near excellent with a
couple small white scuffs on the forend, a few scattered minor impact
marks overall and the stock displays some very nice figure in the grain.
The air rifle appears to function well mechanically and is equipped with a
tang mounted safety and is sighted with a blade front and a Williams
adjustable aperture rear. An excellent condition Sheridan Blue Streak
with a particularly beautiful walnut stock. (23B8840-41) {NON-GUN}
[Roy Jinks Collection]
Sheridan Model C Silver Streak Air Rifle
.20 cal, 19.5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this multiple stroke forearm pneumatic retain 97% original nickel finish
with a few scattered spots of light oxidation and minor handling marks
from use while the triggerguard retains 85% original blue with minor
silvering on the high edges and a few small spots of loss toning to
brown. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good
plus to near excellent with a tiny chip in the rear edge of the forend, and
a few light impact marks with nice figuring in the grain throughout. The
original bolt handle and one of the roll pins in the barrel have been
replaced with screws, the front sight blade has added brass brazed onto
it and the original rear sight appears to be missing a small nut. This
model of Silver Streak features an automatic “hold-down” safety on the
tang and was only manufactured between 1952-1963. (23A8950-22)
{NON-GUN}
Daisy Red Ryder Model 1938B Lever Action Air Rifle
BB/.175 cal, 10 3/4” smooth bore barrel with a very good bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 96-97% black enamel finish with some light
oxidation on the barrel band, minor silvering at the muzzle and the
expected scattered light scratches from use. The smooth laminated
wood pistolgrip stock and forend rate good with moderate wear around
the perimeter, a 4 3/4” in crack in the forend beneath the band, and
minor impact marks overall with the right side of the stock displaying a
mounted cowboy writing “Red Ryder” with his lasso. The air rifle is
equipped with a saddle ring and stud on the left side of the frame, the
original sights remain intact and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A8950-23) {NON-GUN}
Black Ops Air Rifle
serial #16211407030821, BB/.177 cal, 20” rifled barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel of this multiple stroke forearm pneumatic
retains 99% original black enamel finish with a few light handling marks
while the polymer pistolgrip stock and front sight base rate excellent with
a few small scuffs at the muzzle. The air rifle is equipped with
contrasting three-dot fiber optic sights, a Picatinny-style rail on each side
of the forend, an optics rail on the top of the frame, a
triggerguard-mounted safety and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A8950-21) {NON-GUN}
Parris-Dunn Dummy Training Rifle
24” barrel. The barrel and front sight blade of this Mark 1 U.S. Navy
training rifle are toning to a mottled yellow-brown patina with light
oxidation overall. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 70%
original blue with spots of minor oxidation and handling marks toning to
brown. The U.S. Model 1903-style wood stock rates good with “R.L.W.”
carved into the right side of the butt, a chip ahead of and behind the rear
sight, a crack in the left side of the forend behind the upper band and
numerous minor scuffs and dings to be expected of a dummy training
rifle. The “rifle” is equipped with military style sights, stacking and sling
swivels, and a functional bolt and trigger. (23A8927-282B) {NON-GUN}
German MP 38/40 Magazine Loader
This lot consists of one original MP 38/40 magazine loading tool that
remains in very good condition retaining about 75-80% original thinning
Parkerized finish with the expected silvering on the edges and bearing
surfaces from the years. The left side of the loader is marked “MP38u40”
while the right side is coded “kur 42” and displays two “WaA815”
Waffenamts indicating it was manufactured by Steyr Werk between
1941-42. (23A9071-4)
7mm Sierra GameKing Bullets
This lot contains 1000 rifle bullets in two sealed 500-count sleeves of
five 100-count boxes of Sierra GameKing #1940 7mm 175 gr. spitzer
boat tail. (236519-76)
7mm Sierra MatchKing Bullets
This lot contains approximately 1000 rifle bullets in 10 100-count boxes
of Sierra MatchKing #1930 7mm 168 gr. HPBT. Some boxes are
unsealed yet all appear full. (236519-76A)
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7mm Speer Bullets
This lot contains approximately 1000 Speer 7mm projectiles as follows:
one 100-count box of #1628 145 gr. boat tail, one 100-count box of
#1635 160 gr. spitzer, two 100-count (200 total) boxes of #1623 130 gr.
spitzer SP, one opened (feels full) 100-count box of #1634 160 gr. boat
tail, four sealed and one opened (feels full) 100-count boxes (500 total)
of #1629 145 gr. spitzer. (236519-76B)
Speer and Hornady 7mm Projectiles
This lot contains five 100-count boxes (500 total) of Speer Hot-Cor
#1629 145 gr. spitzer, one 100-count box of Hornady #2800 100 gr. HP,
two 100-count boxes of Hornady #2822 139 gr. FP, five sealed and one
opened (feels full) boxes of Hornady #2820 139 gr. spire point.
(236519-76C)
Various Sierra 7mm Bullets
This lot contains one opened (appears full) 100-count box of Pro-Hunter
#1910 140 gr. spitzer, one sealed and one opened (appears full)
100-count boxes (200 total) of GameKing #1940 175 gr. spitzer boat tail,
two sealed 100-count boxes (200 total) of GameKing #1905 140 gr.
spitzer boat tail and one sealed and four unsealed 100-count boxes (500
total) of MatchKing #1930 168 gr. HPBT. (236519-76D)
Assorted 7mm Projectiles
This lot consists of two 100-count boxes (200 total) of Sierra #1940 175
gr. spitzer boat tail, one 100-count box of Sierra Varminter #1895 100
gr. HP, one sealed and one opened (appears full) 50-count boxes (100
total) of Nosler Partition #16328 175 gr. semi-spitzer, one 100-count box
of Winchester Western #7MM17RP 175 gr. Power Point, and one sealed
and one opened (appears 90% full) 100-count boxes (approximately 190
bullets) of Remington #B22918 175 gr. PTD SPCL. (236519-76E)
Speer #1410 .25 Cal. 120 gr. Boat Tail Bullets
This lot contains 10 sealed and one opened (feels full) 100-count boxes
(approximately 1,100 bullets) of Speer #1410 .25 cal. 120 gr. boat tail.
(236519-75)
Assorted 6mm Bullets
This lot contains one 100-count box of Hornady #2450 100 gr. spire
point, one sealed and one opened (feels full) 100-count boxes (200
total) of Sierra #1540 100 gr. spitzer, two opened (both feel full)
100-count boxes (about 200) of Remington #B22920 100 gr. Core-Lokt
PSP, and two sealed and one opened (appears full) 50-count boxes
(approximately 150) of Nosler Partition #35642 100 gr. spitzer.
(236519-75A)
Various .338 Cal. Projectiles
This lot consists of two opened (both appear full) 100-count boxes of
Hornady 200 gr. spire point, one sealed and two opened (appear full)
100-count boxes (about 300 bullets) of Hornady 225 gr. spire point, one
opened (feels full) 50-count box of Speer 275 gr. semi-spitzer and one
roughly 95% full 50-count box of Nosler Partition 250 gr. SPS.
(236519-75B)
Nosler and Speer .25 Cal. Bullets
This lot contains two 50-count boxes (100 projectiles) of Nosler Partition
#35643 120 gr. spitzer and one sealed and one opened (feels full)
100-count boxes (200 projectiles) of Speer #1410 120 gr. boat tail.
(236519-75C)
Assorted .25 Cal. Projectiles
This lot is composed of the following: one 100-count box of Sierra 100
gr. spitzer, one sealed and one opened (feels about 50% full) 100-count
boxes (about 150 bullets) of Sierra 87 gr. spitzer, four 100-count boxes
(400 bullets) of Sierra #1650 120 gr. HPBT, one opened (feels full)
50-count box of Nosler Partition 117 gr. semi-spitzer and one opened
(feels about 75% full) 100-count box (roughly 75 bullets) of Speer 120
gr. spitzer SP. (236519-75D)
.25 Cal. Bullets
Two 50-count boxes (100 bullets) of Nosler Partition #35643 120 gr.
spitzer and two 100-count boxes (200 bullets) of Speer #1410 120 gr.
boat tail. (236519-75E)
Nosler Partition .338 Cal. Projectiles
This lot comprises two sealed and one opened (feels full) 50-count
boxes (about 150 bullets) of Nosler Partition #16338 .338 cal. 250 gr.
RN. (236519-75F)
Various 6.5mm Bullets
This lot contains four opened (appear 90-95% full) 100-count boxes
(roughly 360+ bullets) of Hornady 160 gr. RN, one 100-count box of
Hornady #2640 160 gr. RN, five 25-count containers (125 bullets) of
RWS 154 gr. H-Mantle open HP, one 50-count box of Nosler Partition
#16321 140 gr. spitzer, one roughly 85% full 100-count box (about 85
bullets) of Norma Match Grade 155.9 gr. RNSP, one opened (appears
full) 100-count box of Sierra #1750 160 gr. SMP, two opened (both
appear full) 100-count boxes (about 200 bullets) Sierra #1730 140 gr.
spitzer boat tail and two opened (both feel full) 100-count boxes (around
200 bullets) of Winchester Western #65M14P 140 gr. SP. (236519-75G)
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Assorted .25 Cal. Projectiles
This lot includes five sealed and two opened (appear full) 100-count
boxes (about 700 bullets) of Hornady #2550 117 gr. RN Interlock, one
opened (appears full) 100-count box of Remington #B22742 117 gr.
SPCL, one 50-count box of Nosler Partition #16317 100 gr. spitzer, one
sealed and four opened (feel full) 100-count boxes (approximately 500
bullets) of Sierra #1620 100 gr. spitzer and one sealed and one opened
(feels full) 100-count boxes (about 200 bullets) of Sierra #1630 117 gr.
spitzer boat tail. (236519-75H)
.32 Cal. Bullets
This lot contains one opened (appears full) 1000-count bulk pack of
Speer #4600 98 gr. HBWC, five 100-count boxes (500 bullets) of Speer
#3981 100 gr. JHP, one sealed and one opened (appears full)
100-count boxes (about 200 bullets) of Remington #B22800 82 grain
LRN, two 100-count boxes (200) of Sierra SportsMaster #8030 32 Mag.
90 gr. JHC Power Jacket, one 50-count box of Winchester Western
#B32203 32-20 80 gr. HP, one opened (appears full) 100-count box of
Remington 32-20 100 gr. SP, one 100-count box of Hornady #32020 85
gr. HP/XTP, six 100-count boxes (600 bullets) of Hornady #3205 71 gr.
HP, and one 100-count box of Hornady #3200 71 gr. FMJ/RN.
(236519-75I)
Various .25 Cal. Projectiles
This lot consists of the following: six 100-count boxes (600 total) of
Speer #1405 100 gr. spitzer (four of these plastic boxes display some
deformation on one side though the projectiles should be fine), one
100-count box of Speer #1241 87 gr. spitzer, one opened (appears full)
100-count box of Sierra 87 gr. spitzer, one 100-count box of Remington
#B22740 100 gr. Core-Lokt SP, one 100-count box of Remington 117
gr. SPCL, one opened (feels full) 100-count box of Remington #B22732
86 gr. lead, one opened (feels about 75% full) 100-count box (about 75
bullets) of Hornady 75 gr. HP, three sealed and one opened (feels full)
100-count boxes (about 400 bullets) of Hornady #2540 100 gr. spire
point, and one 1.5 lbs. bag of loose unknown .25 cal. 117 gr. RNSP
bullets. (236519-75J)
.25 Cal. Bullets
This lot contains the following: one sealed and one opened (appears
full) 100-count boxes (about 200) of Hornady #35450 35 gr. HP/XTP,
two 100-count boxes (200) of Remington #B22728 50 gr. metal case,
one sealed and one opened (feels full) 100-count boxes (about 200) of
Hornady #3546 50 gr. HP, five sealed and three unsealed (appear full)
100-count boxes (about 800) of Hornady #3545 50 gr. FMJ, and one
opened (appears full) 1000-count box of Remington 50 gr. FMJ, and one
opened (appears full) 100-count box of Winchester Western #2560H 60
gr. HP. (236519-75K)
Hornady .25 Cal. Projectiles
Included are the following: one sealed and one opened (appears full)
100-count boxes (about 200) of 60 gr. SP, four sealed and one opened
(appears full) 100-count boxes (about 500) of #2510 60 gr. FP, seven
sealed and three opened (appear full) 100-count boxes (about 1000) of
#2530 87 gr. spire point, five sealed and one opened (appears full)
100-count boxes (about 600) of #2540 100 gr. spire point. (236519-75L)
Assorted .17, .22, .25, 7mm, .30 Cal. Projectiles
This lot is comprised of the following: 10 lbs. of loose pulled .22 cal. 55
gr. FMJ, one 6 lbs. bag of .222 diameter FMJ, one 7lbs. bag of
Winchester #WI015 .22 cal. 55 gr. PSP, one 100-count bag of
Remington #22956 .22 cal. 45 gr. HP, two 100-count bags (200) of .22
cal. 45 gr. RNGC, one 100-count bag of .22 cal. 50 gr. FPGC, three
100-count bags (300) of .22 cal. 55 gr. FPGC, nine 100-count bags
(900) of Winchester #WB22HP46 .22 cal. 46 gr. HP, one 3 1/2 lbs. jar of
.17 cal. 25 gr. TMJ, three sealed and two opened (one appears 80% full,
the other contains 11 bullets) 100-count boxes (about 391) of Hornady
#1710 .17 cal. 25 gr. spire HP, one plastic box of about 35 .17 cal. 22 gr.
LFP, one opened (appears 50% full) 100-count Midway Packaged
plastic box (about 50) of Remington .17 cal. 25 gr. TMJ, two 100-count
boxes of Hornady #2220 .22 cal. 45 gr. Hornet, one 1 lbs. box of loose
.17 cal. 24 gr. SP, two 100-count bags (200) of .22 cal. 55 gr. FPGC,
one 100-count box of .22 cal. 52 gr. SP, one opened (appears full)
vintage 100-count box of Lovell .22 cal. 50 gr. Sisk SP bullets which
show very light oxidation, four vintage 50-count boxes (200) of
Winchester 220 Swift 48 gr. SP, two vintage 50-count boxes (100) of
Winchester 25-20 86 gr. SP, one opened (feels full) 100-count box of
M&P Cast 25-20 89 gr. FPGC, one opened (appears 50% full)
100-count box (about 50) of Hornady #35450 .25 cal. 35 gr. HP/XTP,
one vintage 50-count box of Remington 257 Rem 177 gr. “Express
Mushroom bullets”, one opened vintage box of about 41 Remington 25
Rem. 87 gr. “Hi-Speed Mushroom Bullets”, one 50-count vintage box of
7mm 175 gr. HP showing light oxidation on the exposed lead, four
sealed 50-count vintage boxes of 303 Savage 190 gr. SP.
(236519-75M)
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Various .22 Cal. Bullets
This lot contains two sealed and one opened (appears full) 100-count
boxes (about 300) of Speer #1005 40 gr. spire point, three sealed and
one opened (appears full) 100-count boxes (about 400) of Hornady
#2220 45 gr. Hornet, two sealed and one opened (feels full) 100-count
boxes (about 300) Sierra Varminter #1110 45 gr. SP Hornet, and 12
100-count boxes (1200) Sierra Varminter #1100 40 gr. SP Hornet.
(236519-66)
Hornady .22 Cal. 70 gr. Spire Point Bullets
This lot consists of seven 100-count boxes (700) of Hornady #2280 70
gr. spire point projectiles. (236519-66A)
Speer and Barnes .22 Cal. Projectiles
This lot contains six 100-count boxes (600) of Speer #1024 46 gr.
FN/Cannelure and four 100-count boxes (400) of Barnes Bullets 56 gr.
FNSP. (6519-66B)
.22 Cal. Sierra Bullets Lot
This lot contains two 100-count boxes (200) of #1360 55 gr. spitzer, six
sealed and two opened (one feels full, the other 75% full) 100-count
boxes (about 775) of #1410 52 gr. HPBT Match, four sealed and four
opened (two feel full, two feel 50% full) 100-count boxes (about 700) of
#1400 53 gr. HP. (6519-66C)
.22 Cal Speer Bullets Lot
This lots consists of eight 100-count boxes (800) of #1053 70 gr.
semi-spitzer, one 100-count box of #1047 55 gr. spitzer, one 100-count
box of #1029 50 gr. spitzer, and one opened box of 15 #1023 45 gr.
spitzer bullets. (236519-66D)
.22 and .333 Cal. Projectiles
This lot includes four 100-count boxes (400) of Speer #1057 .22 cal. 70
gr. semi-spitzer, two sealed and one opened (appears full) 50-count
boxes (about 150) of Speer .333 cal. 275 gr. semi-spitzer SP, one
100-count box of Barnes .333 cal. 300 gr. SP, and one 100-count box of
Savage .22 cal. 70 gr. Sisk SP. (236519-66E)
Sierra .22 Cal. Projectiles Lot
Contained within this lot are the following: one 100-count box of #1330
50 gr. spitzer, two sealed and one opened (appears full) 100-count
boxes (about 300) of #1370 63 gr. Semi-Point, 13 sealed and one
opened (feels 50% full) 100-count boxes (about 1350) of #1340 medium
velocity 50 gr. spitzer blitz. (236519-66F)
Hornady Varmint .22 Cal. 40 gr. Jet
This lot contains 20 sealed and five opened (appear full) 100-count
boxes (about 2500 bullets) of #2210 40 gr. Jet. (236519-66G)
Sierra MatchKing .22 Cal. Projectiles
This lot contains three 100-count boxes (300 bullets) of #1380 69 gr.
HPBT-Match. (236519-66H)
Assorted .22 Cal. Bullets
This lot consists of one 100-count box of Speer #1029 50 gr. spitzer, two
100-count boxes (200) of Winchester Western #2246H 46 gr. HP, one
100-count box of Hornady 55 gr. spire point, two 100-count boxes (200)
of Hornady #2260 55 gr. SX, two 100-count boxes (200) of Hornady
#2245 50 gr. spire point, five 100-count boxes (500) of Hornady #2240
50 gr. SX, one 100-count box of Sierra Varminter #1310 45 gr. spitzer,
one 100-count box of Sierra 40 gr. Hornet, three 100-count boxes of
Sierra #1210 45 gr. SP Hornet, five sealed and three opened (feel full)
100-count boxes (approximately 800) of Sierra #1300 45 gr.
semi-pointed. (236519-66I)
9.3mm Projectiles
This lot is comprised of one 50-count box of Speer #2459 270 gr.
semi-spitzer and two sealed 4 lbs. bags (8 lbs. total) of 9.3mm 286gr.
PPDC of unknown brand. (236519-124)
Large Bore Projectiles Lot
Included in this lot are one 50-count box of Hornady #50100 500 S&W
350 gr. XTP Mag, one opened (appears full) 50-count box of Speer
#4495 .50 cal. 325 gr. HP, one 20-count box of Barnes #5011020
50/110 Win. 450 gr. FN cannelure, one opened (appears 75% full)
100-count box (about 75 projectiles) of Barnes .406 cal. 260 gr. FNSP,
one opened (appears 90% full) 50-count box (about 45 bullets) of Patriot
Custom .405 Win 300 gr. RNSP. (23519-124A)
.375 Cal. Bullets
This lot contains two sealed and six opened (five appear full, one
contains 10 bullets) 50-count boxes (about 360 bullets) of Hornady
#3727 300 gr. FMJ, one opened (feels full) 100-count box of Hornady
#3705 220 gr. FP, two opened (feel full) 50-count boxes (about 100) of
Sierra #3000 300 gr. spitzer boat tail, one sealed and three opened (feel
full) 50-count boxes (about 200) of Speer #2471 235 gr. semi-spitzer.
(23519-124B)
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12 ga. Brass Shotshells and Assorted Empty Brass Shotshells
This lot consists of one 25-round box of loaded Remington UMC 12 ga.
#00 buck brass shotshells in near excellent condition for their age
displaying minor tarnishing on the cases, one 25-count box of primed
empty brass Winchester 20 ga. shotshells in excellent condition with
light tarnishing, one 22-count box of lightly tarnished primed empty brass
12 ga. shotshells with Remington headstamps displaying light tarnishing,
one 10-count box of lightly tarnished primed empty brass Fiocchi 16 ga.
shotshells, one 9-round box of unprimed empty brass Fiocchi 20 ga.
shotshells in near excellent condition showing very light tarnishing, one
9-round box of unprimed empty brass Fiocchi 28 ga. shotshells
displaying light tarnishing, one 8-round box of fired brass Alcan 12 ga.
shotshells in very good condition with areas of light oxidation, verdigris
and minor tarnishing, one box containing four primed empty brass
R.W.S. 24 ga. shotshells and two unprimed empty brass Fiocchi 24 ga.
shotshells which display minor tarnishing, one moderately tarnished
unprimed empty brass 16 ga. shotshell, one lightly tarnished unprimed
empty brass Winchester 12 ga. shotshell and one lightly tarnished
unprimed empty brass U.M.C. 10 ga. shotshell. (236519-454E)
RCBS Vibratory Case Cleaner
This lot comprises one lightly used RCBS vibratory case cleaner that
remains in near excellent condition containing polishing media and an
excellent condition Lyman Turbo Sifter that is slightly dusty.
(236519-265)
Assorted Loose Projectiles Lot
This lot contains six opened 100-count boxes (about 600) of .308 cal.
173 gr. FMJBT projectiles, one bag of perhaps 50 9.3mm 286 gr. PPDC,
one bag of about 200 .224 cal. 55 gr. SP, around 50 .358 cal. 158 gr.
LFP, and about 100 .230 cal. 240 gr. LHP. Ammunition is of unknown
make. (236519-465F)
Air Rifle/.22 RF Bullet Trap
This bullet trap has a roughly 12”x12” opening and is well used but
remains in good condition with patches of oxidation throughout and
likely has much usable life left in it. (236519-46)
Two Case Tumblers
This lot consists of two case tumblers including one Thumler’s Tumbler
Ultra-Vibe 10 Standard Model brass tumbler in excellent condition and
one non-functioning Frankford Arsenal tumbler that is otherwise in
excellent condition complete with polishing media. (236519-287)
Morse Code Lot
This lot consists of a U.S. Signal Corp Keyer model TG-34-A. The unit is
in excellent condition and includes the headphones, tape reel, catch reel
and power cord. There are also two spare fuses in the case (both have
considerable oxidation on the terminals). These Keyer units were used
to train military radio operators to read Morse Code by listening to a
recorded message on the tape reel that has a series of waves printed on
it, which the machine would convert to dots and dashes that are audible
when wearing the headphones. The unit appears to function correctly,
the motor operates and lights work. An interesting piece of history for
the radio and military enthusiast. (23A6519-269)
Ruger Single Action Holsters Lot
This lot contains eight assorted natural leather Ruger Phoenix-logoed
flap holsters by Bianchi. Included are two 7 1/2” Old Army, one 7 1/2”
Blackhawk, one 4 5/8” Blackhawk, two 6 1/2” Super Single Six, one 4
5/8” Super Single Six, one left hand 6 1/2” Super Single Six and one
Bucheimer open-top natural leather holster for a scoped Hawkeye which
is missing the thumbbreak. Most have seen little if any use with a few
showing minor handling marks and verdigris around the brass latches.
(236519-271)
Lot of Leather Holsters
44 commercial leather holsters ranging in condition from about very
good to near new. Assorted styles, sizes and colors for revolvers and
pistols such as military-style flap, “Slim Jim”, shoulder, pancake etc.
Cartridge loops, magazine pouches and other leather accessories are
interspersed throughout. No further description of this lot is available,
photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly.
(236519-258)
Lovely Mexican Double Loop Holster Rig by Tex Shoemaker & Sons
This attractive natural leather ranger-style belt and pair of Mexican
double loop holsters feature hand-carved floral motifs and 24 .44/.45
caliber cartridge loops along the length of the 40” belt that is marked
“W36”. The holsters appear to be sized for Colt Single Action Army
pistols or similar with 7 1/2” barrels and are equipped with hammer
thongs and leg ties. The belt features a nickel-plated buckle and the
whole rig is lined with suede and features strong stitching. A handsome
holster rig in near new condition from a master maker. (23A6519-305C)
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Berns-Martin “Lightning” Front Break Double Holster Rig
This brown leather holster rig features a pair of straight-drop low-slung
front break holsters equipped with snap-closure leather straps. The 42”
long ranger-style belt is equipped with a brass buckle and 20 .44/.45
caliber cartridge loops located midway between the holsters. The
holsters are sized for Colt New Service or S&W large frame double
action revolvers with 5”-5 1/2” barrels. The rig remains in very good plus
to near excellent condition with minor tarnishing on the buckle, very light
crazing of the leather commensurate with its age, the stitching is strong
throughout save for two broken stitches by the cartridge loops, and there
are the expected signs of honest use from a setup designed for real
work. (23A6519-305D)
Western Gun Leather Lot
This lot contains two holster rigs, nine holsters and two gun belts. The
first holster rig by The George Lawrence Co. remains in very good plus
condition and features a russet brown top grain leather exterior and the
50” long belt is backed with textured pig skin. The ranger-style belt is
equipped with a silver-colored buckle and 25 .44/.45 caliber cartridge
loops on the left hip. The buscadero-style holster appears to fit a large
frame single action revolver and features a hammer thong and leg strap.
The second holster rig by Arvo Ojala of Hollywood, CA. displays a
natural rough-out leather exterior and top grain interior. The
buscadero-style holster is sized for a large frame single action revolver
and is equipped with a hammer thong which is presently broken but
easily replaced and the belt comes with 12 .45 caliber cartridge loops
arranged in two groups of six. The rig remains in very good overall
condition except that the leather strap with the holes for the buckle is no
longer present. There are two brown leather buscadero-style holsters by
Hunter both in very good plus condition with light wear both sized for a
large frame single action revolver but one is for a short barrel and the
other for a long barrel. A third buscadero-style holster in natural leather
by Triple K remains in excellent condition and also appears sized for a
large frame single action revolver. Also included is a near excellent
condition russet leather “Slim Jim” holster with a simply carved floral
motif sized for a large frame single action revolver. There are three
Mexican double loop-style holsters including one excellent condition
black leather holster for a large frame single action revolver, an excellent
condition brown leather holster for a large frame single action revolver
and one very good condition black leather holster that shows much wear
but remains serviceable and appears to fit a large frame single action
revolver. In addition, there is a floral-carved brown leather Mexican
loop-style holster in very good condition showing some cracking from
the years and blooming on the leather. There are two Bianchi leather
gun belts one being black and marked “48” in excellent condition and
one brown belt marked “54” in excellent condition featuring 24 38
Special/357 Magnum sized cartridge loops. Finally, there is an
unmarked brown leather accessory case with a belt loop and snap
closure flap measuring 4”x13” with rawhide stitching. (236519-305B)
Western Holsters Lot
This lot contains three very well-made western-style holsters including
an unmarked brown leather open top holster with a hand-carved floral
motif sized for a Colt 1911 that remains in excellent condition. There is
one brown leather “Texas Jockstrap” holster by S.D. Myers of El Paso,
TX also with a hand-carved floral motif sized for a Colt Woodsman Sport
remaining in very good plus condition with light blooming on the leather
and a few spots of verdigris. Finally, there is one black leather Mexican
double loop-style holster with rawhide stitching by H.H. Heiser sized for
a large frame single action revolver with a 7 1/2” barrel in very good plus
condition showing some minor edge wear. (236519-305E)
Weaver Scope Rings and Mounts Lot
This lot contains 38 boxed sets of Weaver scope rings which are mostly
1”, three loose pairs of scope rings, 6 packages of mounts, one boxed
pair of lens caps, and assorted unpackaged mounts and hardware. The
packaged rings and mounts all appear to be new-in-box though a few of
the boxes are dented or have torn flaps. Included are the following
scope rings listed by item number: three #09030, one #09511, four
#49030, two #49032, one #49040, two #49041, one #49042, one
#49043, one #49045, three #49050 , three #49060, two #49071, one
#49080, one #49120, one #49121, one #49230, one #49320, four
#49350, one #49440, one #49511, one #49512, and two #49513. For
mounts there are three 1” high ring pivot mounts, five 1” pivot mounts,
two 1” long detachable side mounts, one #50, one #60A, one #93A, one
#162, one #163A, and one Thompson Center #9893. The pair of
Weaver lens caps are #10040. (236519-101)

1440

Assorted Scope Rings and Mounts
This lot contains 24 assorted pairs of scope rings most of which are 1”
and most are new in their original packaging, one pair is in plastic bags
and labeled for their intended platform and a few pairs are not labeled
and/or identified. Also included are about 11 sets of mounts, a few of
which are new in their original packaging, a couple pairs are in plastic
bags or boxes that are labeled for their intended application and the rest
are unlabeled and/or unidentified in plastic bags. The following pairs of
rings are new in their original packaging: one Leupold #49979, one
Leupold #49956, two Leupold #49901, six AIM Sports #QW10S, one
Weaver #49335, one Ruger #S100RH, one Warne #5001ADLSS, one
Millett engraved medium .22 cal. 1”, one Millett #BN00022, one CZ
#19003, one Conetrol Gunnur 4G3 1” Split Low, one Conetrol Huntur
4H3 1” Split Low, and one Maxima 1” QD medium matte that is in a
“clam shell” package without factory label. The bagged and labeled pair
of rings are labeled “Rem 700”, there are two pairs of Ruger rings in a
bag with one pair being matte stainless and the other stainless, and
finally there are two pairs of unidentified rings in plastic bags. The
new-in-package mounts include: one Conetrol labeled “Mod 70 2 Pc”,
one Leupold #51702, and two packs of Warne #4072SS. There are a
pair of mounts which show some light oxidation with only one screw in a
Colt factory white cardboard box that has torn flaps labeled “Sauer
Scope Mount Base”, and the two pairs of labeled mounts in a plastic bag
are marked “Leupold Bases Rem 700” and Leupold Bases Ruger #3”.
The rest of the mounts are unidentified in plastic bags. (236519-101A)
No-Gunsmithing Optics Mounts
This lot contains 27 assorted clamp-on and screw-on one piece optics
mounts some of which are new in their packaging and the rest range
from very good to near excellent. Included are the following new in box
mounts: six UTG MNT-914V2 for M14/M1A rifles, one Millett #DT00031,
one B-Square #14502 for Ruger Mini-14 rifles, and two Charter Arms
AR-7 Explorer II mounts. The unpackaged mounts include: one
Aimpoint-branded mount for Remington 870 and Remington semi-auto
shotguns, one mount and rings marked “flaming bomb / SA / A.R.T. / IV.
for M14/M1A rifles, one Cal Grip mount for a S&W Model 39 or similar
pistols, two Weaver 304 mounts for a Colt Python, one M1 Carbine
mount, one mount and rings for a Winchester Model 1894 and a mount
for a Winchester 1894 Carbine, one early B-Square mount that appears
to be for a Glock 17, one Colt-marked ARMS-M16A1/A2 carry handle
sight mount, one mount likely for a S&W factory drilled and tapped
handgun, one mount marked “MADE IN WEST GERMANY” and rings
that is likely for a .22 RF target rifle, two NPC 1911 grip mounts one of
which includes a right side grip and mounting screws and the other
shows finish loss and includes only two screws, one brushed aluminum
Weaver mount marked “802”, a black aluminum Weaver mount marked
“801”, and two mounts for a Ruger Mini-14 one of which is a brushed
aluminum B-Square with rings and the other is an unmarked black
aluminum mount. (236519-101B)
Weaver Scope Mount Base Lot
This lot contains about 248 assorted Weaver scope mount bases that
are new in their factory packaging. Styles of bases include pivot mount,
top mount and side mount. The scope mount bases are arranged by
product number in roughly numerical order from 1-168 in three yellow
metal Weaver-marked display trays. No further description of this lot is
available, photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly.
(236519-148)
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Scope Rings and Bases
This lot contains assorted scope rings as follows: three new-in-box
Redfield #550001 Jr. 3/4” split, a pair of unopened Kwik Site 1”
see-through rings, one about excellent condition adjustable target ring
for Bausch and Lomb target-style scopes, four assorted Stith mounts of
which three are front mounts and the last is a rear mount marked “A3R”
all in very good plus condition with one front mount showing a streak of
loss with the blue fading to plum from time, six Sako 1” rings in very
good condition showing some spots of light oxidation, one Pachmayr
tip-off mount in very good plus condition marked “99 Savage”, one
adjustable objective for a R.A. Litschert Spot-Shot scope in very good
condition showing some scattered spots of light oxidation, one
unmarked sun shade measuring 5” x 2 1/2” in about excellent condition,
a bag of 2 pairs (4) of 30mm tip off rings and three 1” tip off rings all in
near excellent condition, a pair of excellent condition 30mm rings with
fasteners and inserts, a bag of eight Weaver 1” top mount rings in near
excellent condition, a bag of 11 unmarked 1” rings in very good
condition, a bag of 12 assorted see-through style rings in very good plus
condition, two pairs of matte black 1” rings in excellent condition, one
bag of two pairs of 1” rings along with one lone matte stainless steel 1”
ring in excellent condition, 4 sets of Bausch and Lomb detachable bases
and rings in very good to near excellent condition a few showing light
edge wear and fading blue, eight sets of Weaver pivot mount bases and
rings, one of which is missing its upper rings, all in very good plus
condition showing minor signs of use, and finally numerous loose bases,
rings, fasteners etc. in very good to very good plus condition. No further
description of this lot is available, photo requests cannot be entertained,
please bid accordingly. (236519-101C)
MTM Case-Gards, Loading Blocks and Case Lube Pads Lot
Included in this lot are 9 MTM Case-Gards listed by their item numbers
as follows: one P-100-3, one P-100-44 containing 39 fired and one
primed 219 Zipper brass cases, two RSLD-50, one RS-100, one RL-50,
one RM-50, one RL-50, one H-50. The Case-Gards are in excellent to
like-new condition many containing their original factory stickers/labels.
Also included are four very good plus condition heavy-duty aluminum
and four near excellent polymer 50-round ammunition boxes sized for 38
Special/357 Magnum or similar pistol cartridges. There are three RCBS
#09453 loading blocks two of which rate excellent and one is very good
with a crack in one handle and the other handle has been removed.
There are four wooden loading blocks as follows: one double sided
50-round block sized for 38 Special/357 Magnum or similar and .44/.45
caliber pistol cartridges, one 85-round block for 38 Special/357 Magnum
or similar, one 50-round block for .44/.45 caliber pistol cartridges and
one 50-round block for 38 Special/357 Magnum or similar cartridges.
The wood loading blocks remain in very good to near excellent condition
with one block showing slight wobble on flat surfaces. Finally, there are
two RCBS #09307 case lube pads both in new condition with one still in
its original protective packaging and one RCBS powder funnel in very
good plus condition showing minor signs of use. (236519-131, 154)
Remington Model 11-48 28 ga. Barrel
This lot consists of one Remington Model 11-48 28 ga. shortened 25”
ventilated rib barrel marked modified with a custom combination
compensator/ choke tube gauging cylinder. The “Poly Choke” marked
ventilated rib has been shortened and a 4” homemade compensator has
been installed which is topped with a white bead sight. The bore
remains bright and excellent while the barrel retains about 93% original
blue with a few spots of light oxidation and silvering on the bearing
surfaces. The ventilated rib retains its original mid-rib brass bead and
the barrel is numbered “0122”. (239060-49C)
Remington 870 “Law Enforcement” Top-Folding Stock
One excellent to like-new condition Remington factory “FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT ONLY” marked metal top-folding stock with checkered
synthetic pistolgrip. The stock includes the necessary bolt and a stick-on
rubber recoil pad and comes in the original Remington box.
(236519-485F)
Remington 870 “Law Enforcement” Top-Folding Stock and Magazine
Extension Lot
Included in this lot is one Remington factory metal top-folding stock
marked “FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLY” in very good plus condition
showing scattered light scratches and signs of minor use on the
checkered synthetic pistolgrip and the metal stock. What appears to be
a QD cup has been added to the stock ahead of the folding buttplate.
Also included is a near excellent condition blued Choate two-round
magazine extension complete with magazine spring, coupler and swivel
assembly. (236519-485D)
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Ruger Mini-14 Side-Folding Stock by Falcon
This lot contains one Falcon aftermarket AC-556 style Ruger Mini-14
side-folding stock assembly complete with hardwood fore-stock in very
good plus condition with a few light impact marks in the finish and an
about excellent condition brushed aluminum side-folding buttstock that
locks up securely in both the open and closed positions. The
M16A1-style synthetic pistolgrip rates very good plus with very minor
signs of use and the stock comes equipped with a quick-detachable
stainless steel sling swivel. This is the perfect accessory to give your
Ruger Mini-14 that “A-Team” look. (236519-485E)
Lot of Muzzleloading Projectiles
Included in this lot are the following: one sleeve of five 20-count boxes
(100 total) of Hornady #6710 .45 cal. sabot with .357 cal. 158 gr.
JHP/XTP bullets, one 15-count box of Hornady #6640 .58 cal. 525 gr.
HBHP, one sealed and one opened 20-count box (40) of Hornady #6625
.50 cal. 410 gr. HBSP, one partial 18-count box of Hornady #6620 .50
cal. 385 gr. HBSP, two 20-count packs (40) of Thompson Center Mag
Express .50 cal. sabots with .44 cal. 240 gr. lead HP bullets, one
20-count box of Buffalo Bullet Company #50385 .50 cal 385 gr. HBHP,
one opened Buffalo Bullet Company #50410 .50 cal. 410 gr. HP, one
20-count package of Gonic Arms .45 cal. 405 gr. Penetrator, one
20-count package of Gonic Arms .50 cal. 465 gr. Penetrator, three
15-count boxes (45) of Thompson Center #7790 .58 cal. 560 gr.
Maxi-Hunter, two 20-count boxes (40) of Thompson Center #7795 .50
cal. 370 gr. Maxi-Ball, one 15-count box of Thompson Center #7797 .58
cal. 555 gr. Maxi-Ball, one opened (feels full) 50-count box of Speer
#5180 .570 cal. lead round ball, one opened (feels full) 100-count box of
.360 lead round ball. Also included are the following boxes of Hornady
lead round ball: three 100-count boxes (300) of #6000 .310, one opened
(appears full) 100-count box of #6010 .350, one 100-count box of #6020
.375, one opened (appears full) 100-count box of #6030 .433, one
100-count box of #6060 .451, one 100-count box of #6070 .454, two
opened (appear full) 100-count boxes (about 200) of #6080 .457, and
one 100-count box of #6120 .570. (236519-321)
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Muzzleloading Accessory Lot
This lot contains the following tools and accessories: one sealed in the
original packaging 100-count container of Remington No. 10 percussion
caps, one opened (appears full) 100-count container of CCI No. 11
percussion caps, one opened (appears full) 100-count container of Navy
Arms wing musket caps, one opened and unmarked 100-count
container (appears full) of wing musket caps, five sealed 100-count
containers (500) of RWS wing musket caps, one sealed 4-count
package of Thompson Center #7200 rifle flints, one sealed 100-count
package of Thompson Center #7036 patches, one sealed 5-count bag
of Butler Creek Nipple Covers/Cappers, one unopened Thompson
Center #7062 wedge pin puller/combination tool, one unopened
Thompson Center #7050 bullet starter, one bullet starter that appears to
be for .36 cal., two Thompson Center #7047 black powder measures
one of which is unopened with the other in very good condition showing
a few spots of light oxidation/verdigris, one unopened Thompson Center
#7025 In-Line Capper, and two brass in-line cappers of different lengths
with one displaying a few spots of verdigris/oxidation, one homemade
powder dipper, one Thompson Center #7064 nipple wrench, one
Thompson Center #7230 stainless steel replacement nipple, one sealed
Uncle Mikes stainless steel musket nipple, one sealed Uncle Mikes
#2910-0 1/4-28 Barrel Flusher Kit, one sealed Uncle Mikes #2905
Combination Tip/Adapter, one unopened Thompson Center #908 brass
.45 cal. cleaning jag, one unopened Thompson Center #9084 brass .54
cal. cleaning jag for Renegade, one unopened Thompson Center #9090
brass .36 cal. cleaning jag, one unopened, Thompson Center #9010
worm, one unopened Thompson Center #7222 U-View Powder
Measure, one round brass push-button powder flask with
interchangeable spout showing minor tarnishing, one Thompson Center
#7040 brass black powder measure with a few tiny spots of light
oxidation and tarnishing, one brass black powder measure labeled for
pistols with the ability to measure 20-60 gr. displaying a few spots of
light tarnishing, two identical very good plus condition 7” contemporary
brass powder flasks with fixed common tops and plunger chargers
displaying marital scenes of stacked arms, flags and cannons each with
a few spots of verdigris and light oxidation, one excellent condition
Thompson Center Accessories Pack containing: one #7079 T-Handle
Bullet Starter, one #7040 Black Powder Measure, two #7028 .50 cal.
Quick Shot, one #9087 Super Jag, one ball/bullet puller, and two
5-count tubes (10) of Mag Express sabots with XTP bullets, one 8 oz.
bottle of Thompson Center Number Thirteen black powder solvent, one
mostly full 8 oz. bottle of Hoppe’s 9 Plus black powder solvent and patch
lubricant, three unopened 3-count packages (nine total) of Thompson
Center #7028 .50 cal. Quick Shot, two unopened 3-count packages (six
total) of Butler Creek Quick Loader, six unopened 3-count packages (18
total) of Butler Creek .58 cal. Lightning Loaders, six loose Butler Creek
.58 cal. Lightning Loaders in very good plus to like new condition, and
one Knight Speed Shell Tube in near excellent condition except for
missing its brass tipped bullet starter. (236519-321A)
Air Gun Projectiles and CO2 Cartridges
This lot contains the following air gun projectiles: one sealed 1500-count
box of Crosman Copperhead BBs, one opened (appears 50% full)
1500-count box (about 750) of Daisy Golden Bullseye BBs, four 6 oz.
tubes (24 oz. total) of Healthways .22 cal. Precision Leaded Balls, one
unopened 1000-count package of Powerline AirStrike 6mm synthetic
ammunition, two 500-count boxes (1000) of Sheridan 5mm cylindrical
pellets, one opened (appears 80% full) 175-count box (about 140) of
Crosman Copperhead .22 cal. WC pellets, one sealed 500-count
container of Beeman Silver Sting .177 cal. pointed pellets, one opened
(appears full) 250-count container of Benjamin .177 cal. RN pellets, one
opened (feels full) 500-count container of RWS Superpoint .22 cal.
pointed pellets, one sealed 200-count container of Beeman
Crow-Magnum .25 cal. HP pellets, two sealed 500-count containers
(1000) of RWS Meisterkugeln .22 cal. FP pellets, two 500-count
containers (1000) of RWS Meisterkugeln .177 cal. FP pellets, three
sealed 200-count containers (600) of Diana Magnum .25 cal. pellets,
three sealed and one opened (appears full) 250 g. containers (about 1
kg.) of 5.5mm pellets labeled “Made in Korea”, one full 25-count box,
one partial 23-count box and one full 5-count box (53 total) of Crosman
Copperhead CO2 Powerlet cartridges. (236519-323)
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Assorted Gun Parts, Tools and Accessories Lot
This lot consists of one very good plus condition Waterloo-brand
blue-green colored metal toolbox with a latched top compartment and 8
pullout drawers filled with various firearms-related fasteners, tools, parts
and accessories. The top storage area holds a yellow plastic
compartmentalized box of assorted roll pins, a similar box full of gun
parts with Brownells diagram listing various firing pin bushings, firing pin
springs, mainsprings, sears, screws, hammers extractors etc., a
Brownells Stainless Steel Sight Base Screws set containing six types of
screws, a Brownells Universal Rear Sight Elevator Kit containing four
types of elevators, a Brownells Socket Head Scope Ring & Base Screw
Kit containing various sizes of socket head screws along with tweezers,
a Brownells Handy-Jo Fillister Head Screw Assortment kit, a Weaver
Scopes compartmentalized tray of assorted Weaver mount base screws,
turret caps, thumb nuts etc., two plastic compartmentalized trays of
screws, washers and screw blanks, a Weaver Accu-Point marked
“Optical Sight for Most Steel-Ribbed Shotguns”, a Lyman E-Zee Case
Length Gauge, a bag of five wooden unfinished Luger magazine
baseplates, a Neil Jones Rod Guide Handel, and a Craftsman 1/4” drive
Quick Release Extension Bar Set. The upper left drawer contains: an
unopened 12-pack of A-Zoom 22 RF dummy rounds, spare percussion
nipples, an unopened RCBS #09420 .22 cal. bullet puller collet, and
Lyman decapping pins. The upper right drawer contains: a RCBS trigger
pull gauge, assorted gunsmithing screwdrivers, a primer pocket reamer,
a vintage “JM” marked Marlin offset hammer spur in its original
packaging labeled “for Golden 39-A, 39-A “Mountie”, and all 336’s”, and
assorted Lyman All American shell holders. The upper middle drawer
contains a Wilson full length resizing die for 256 Newton, a Wilson
cartridge case gauge for 250 Savage, an Ideal re-sizing tool for .410
bore and various other reloading dies and gauges. The second-from-top
right side drawer contains various primer feed arms and locking rings
while the third-from-top right side drawer holds a RCBS #09574 primer
pocket brush combo, two rifle cartridge adapters including 32 S&W/30
WCF and 32 ACP/30 WCF, a primer pocket reamer, a multi-piece
cleaning rod and nylon bore brushes. The second-from-top left side
drawer holds a plastic compartmentalized box labeled “Redfield”
containing numerous types of small screws, two primer pocket reamers,
a 5-count package of Pachmayr 1911-style magazine bumpers and
various reloading parts including a Lee .22 cal. decapper and base,
RCBS decapping pins, RCBS #09436 .45 cal. bullet puller collet and
RCBS #09612 expander decap rod small. The middle drawer holds two
Weaver Scopes boxes holding various labeled small screws, caps, and
windage/elevation disks, one likely new Weaver Mount Parts Kit #40019,
assorted drill bits, and boxes of various screws and a Brownells Shotgun
Sight kit holding seven types of front sight beads. The bottom drawer
holds an unopened B-Square Gunsmith Screwdriver 30-piece Kit, an 8”
mill file, a Williams Firing Pin Kit holding five types of firing pins, a screw
driver, four unopened packs of Uncle Mike’s QD sling swivels, a
compartmentalized box of various screws and a plastic box of side
plates and top mounts for optics. No further description of this lot is
available, photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly.
(236519-631, 359)
Assorted Military Surplus and Military-Style Holsters and Ammunition
Pouches
This lot contains a Danish M49 olive drab and khaki canvas SIG P210
flap holster with “(crown) / HTK” marking on the inside of the flap in very
good plus condition with the typical minor staining. Also included are two
M49-style olive drab canvas flap holsters for large-frame pistols in very
good plus to near excellent condition with some minor soiling along with
what appears to be a British surplus olive drab/khaki canvas flap holster
for a Webley Mark IV or Enfield No. 2 series of revolvers which is
marked “MECo. 1941 (broad arrow)” and remains in near excellent
condition if modestly faded from service. There is a two cell ranger
green canvas carrier that fits 20-round HK G3/U.S. M14/FN FAL type
magazines in very good plus condition with some fraying of the edges
and a small knit in the canvas, an olive drab heavy cotton U.S. M1956
pistol belt with buckles marked “M” and metal hardware bearing the
Hollander Metal Products “(windmill) / U.S.” markings in very good
condition showing light fading and a few knits around the eyelets.
Finally, this lot includes a Mosin-Nagant style canvas cleaning kit in
excellent condition containing a muzzle protector, screwdriver, rope
pull-through, chain pull-through and cleaning rod accessories and a
Chinese-made natural leather Mauser C96-style 12 cell stripper clip
carrier with suspenders and snap closures marked with a (star) in
excellent condition. (236519-408A)
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NSDAP Flag Lot
This lot consists of two Nazi swastika flags. The first flag measures
approximately 42” x 55” with a red background, a large white circle set in
the middle, with a large black swastika set at the center almost touching
the edges of the white. In the upper left corner, a 17” x 4” area of yellow
is embroidered in black script and the stylized nature of the script makes
it difficult to decipher, but it appears to read “Schule Neu Wetzendorf”.
The flag is in overall very good plus condition with scattered stains and
light catches in the fabric. The second flag measures 42” x 28” with a
red background and a centered large white circle with black swastika
contained within. The flag is in overall very good condition with two small
worn holes and scattered black stains. (14B3398-6)
Dummy 50 BMG Cartridges In Wooden Crate
This lot is a 18” x 9” x 14 3/4” wooden crate marked “FOR TRAINING
USE IN CONTINENTAL US”, “M2 AP”, “TICW”, and “240 CATRIDGES /
LINKED”. Inside the crate is approximately 400 loose dummy cartridges
and pieces of spent brass, all with punched primers and moderate to
heavy tarnished surfaces; amounts calculated by weight. Also included
in the crate is a shoe box containing disintegrating links and a separate
cardboard box with approximately 40 pieces of spent 50 BMG brass.
(146519-122)
.38 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains fourteen unopened 100-count boxes of Speer .38
caliber 148 gr HBWC projectiles (#4617), one unopened 100-count box
of Speer .38 caliber 158 gr HP projectiles (#4211), one 100-count box of
Hornady .38 caliber 160 gr FMJ projectiles that appears unopened
(#3579), two opened 100-count boxes (that appear to be full) of Sierra
.38 caliber 110 gr JHP “Blitz” projectiles (#8300), and one opened
100-count box (that appears to be full) of Sierra 9mm 115 gr JHP
“Power Jacket” projectiles (#8110). Also included are three
approximately 50-count bags of .38 caliber shot capsules with shot.
(146519-118A)
8mm Projectile Lot
This lot contains two opened appear full and one unopened 100-count
box of Norma 8mm 196 grain JSP projectiles (#539), two opened 25 and
24-count containers of Dynamit Nobel 8mm 224 gr HP projectiles, two
sealed 25-count containers of Dynamit Nobel 8mm 196 gr SP
projectiles, one 100-count bag of Buffalo Arms 8mm 200 gr JSP
projectiles, one 100-count bag of Buffalo Arms 8mm 170 gr RN
projectiles, and one opened (but full appearing) 100-count box of
Hornady 8mm 220 gr JSP projectiles (#3238). (6519-118B)
.45 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains three unopened 100-count boxes of Sierra .45 caliber
240 gr JHP “Power Jacket” projectiles (#8820), two unopened 100-count
boxes of Lyman Silver Star .45 caliber 250 gr LFN projectiles
(#2840569), one unopened 100-count box of Speer .45 caliber 200 gr
SWC projectiles (#4677), one opened but full appearing 100-count box
of Speer .45 caliber 260 gr JHP projectiles (#4481), and two opened
(one resealed) 50-count boxes containing approximately 95 total
Hornady .45 caliber 300 gr HP projectiles (#4500). (146519-118C)
9mm Projectile Lot
This lot contains one opened appear full and two unopened 100-count
Speer 9mm 100 gr JHP projectiles (#3983), one open but full appearing
100-count box of Speer 9mm 88 gr JHP projectiles (#4000), three open
but full appearing 100-count boxes of Hornady 9mm 115 gr HP
projectiles (#1576), two unopened and one opened but full appearing
100-count boxes of Speer 9mm 125 gr JSP projectiles (#4005), and one
unopened 100-count box of Hornady 9mm 124 gr FMJ projectiles
(#3556). (146519-120A)
.44 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains one 20-count bag of .44 caliber shot capsules with
shot, one unopened 100-count box of Speer .44 caliber 225 gr JHP
(#4435), one unopened 100-count box of Hornady .44 caliber 240 gr
SWC projectiles (#4430), one unopened 100-count box of Sierra .44
caliber 210 gr JHC “Power Jacket” projectiles (#8620), one unopened
100-count box of Sierra .44 caliber 250 gr FP “Silhouette Hunting”
projectiles (#8615), and four unopened 100-count boxes of Sierra .44
caliber 210 gr JHC “Power Jacket” projectiles still shrink-wrapped
together (#8620). (146519-120B)
.35 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains five 50-count boxes of Winchester-Western .35 caliber
250 gr ST projectiles in two different style boxes (#3694930), two
unopened 50-count boxes of Speer Hot-Cor .35 caliber 250 gr PSP
projectiles (#2453), one unopened 100-count box of Remington .35
caliber 200 gr Core-Lokt SP projectiles (B22868), one resealed
100-count box of Hornady .35 caliber 250 gr RN projectiles which
appears full (#34276), one resealed 50-count box of Hornady .35 caliber
250 gr SP projectiles which appears full (#68175), and one opened but
full 100-count box of Hornady .35 caliber 200 gr RN projectiles (#48981).
(146519-120C)
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Assorted Large Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains one unopened 50-count box of Hornady .416 caliber
400 gr RN projectiles (#4165), one unopened 100-count box of Hornady
.348 caliber 200 gr FP projectiles (#3410), one unopened 100-count box
of Hornady .338 caliber FP projectiles (#3315), one resealed 50-count
box of Barnes .38 caliber 255 gr FNSP projectiles that feels mostly full,
four unopened and one opened 20-count boxes of Barnes .50 caliber
300 gr FNSP projectiles (#5011010), two unopened 20-count boxes and
one opened 17-count box of Barnes .458 caliber 500 gr RN solid
(#45855), and one opened about 45-count box of Barnes .411 caliber
400 gr RNSP. (146519-465A)
.303 & .401 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains one unopened 50-count box of Speer .303 caliber 200
gr SP projectiles (#2226), one unopened 100-count box of Hornady .303
caliber 174 gr FMJ/BT projectiles (#3131), one unopened 100-count box
of Hornady .303 caliber 150 gr SP projectiles (#3120), one resealed
approximately 100-count box of Sierra .303 caliber 180 gr SP projectiles
(#2310), one resealed approximately 100-count box of Speer .303
caliber 150 gr SP projectiles (#2217), and two unopened 50-count boxes
and one opened approximately 45-count box of Barnes .401 caliber 250
gr RNSP projectiles (#40610). (149519-465B)
.30 & .32 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains three 100-count boxes of Speer .30 caliber 100 gr LRN
projectiles (#1805), one 100-count box of Sierra .30 caliber 110 gr
RNSP projectiles (#2100), one approximately 100-count box of Hornady
.30 caliber 170 gr FP projectiles (#84568), one approximately 100-count
box of Speer .30 caliber 110 gr SJHP projectiles (#1835), one resealed
approximately 100-count box of Sierra .30 caliber 220 gr RN projectiles
(#2180), one 100-count box of Sierra .30 caliber 220 gr HPBT projectiles
(#2240), one opened approximately 100-count box of Remington .32
caliber 100 gr LFN projectiles (#B22806), and four 100-count boxes of
Hornady .32 caliber 170 gr FP projectiles, two boxes of which are open
but appear to be full (#3210). (146519-465C)
.375 Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains ten 50-count boxes of Sierra GameKing .375 caliber
300 gr BTSP projectiles (#3000), ten 50-count boxes of Hornady .375
caliber 300 gr FMJ/RN projectiles (#1116175), one box of approximately
72 Winchester Western .375 caliber 300 gr FMJ/RN projectiles
(#3730MC), and two 50-count boxes of Nosler .375 caliber 300 gr RNSP
projectiles (#25199). (146519-465D)
Large Caliber Projectile Lot
This lot contains one carboard box containing approximately 1,000 .44
caliber 200 gr SJSP projectiles, one resealed approximately 100-count
box of Speer .44 caliber 240 gr FMJ projectiles (#4459), one 100-count
box of Speer .44 caliber 225 gr JHP projectiles (#4435), three 100-count
boxes of Speer .44 caliber 240 gr SP projectiles (#4447), two 50-count
boxes of Speer .45 caliber 400 gr FN projectiles (#2479), one
approximately 100-count box of Speer .45 caliber 200 gr JHP projectiles
(#4477), one 100-count box of Speer .45 caliber 260 gr JHP projectiles
(#4481), one 50-count box of Hornady .45 caliber 300 gr HP projectiles
(#4500), one 100-count box of Hornady .45 caliber 250 gr HP projectiles
(#4520), one 100-count box of Remington .45 caliber 250 gr lead
projectiles, two approximately 50-count boxes of Winchester Western
.45 caliber 405 gr SP projectiles (#4540), one 100-count box of Speer
.45 caliber 225 gr JHP projectiles (#4479), two bags of approximately
100 .45 caliber 405 gr SP projectiles, and two 50-count boxes of Speer
.50 caliber 325 gr HP projectiles (#4495). (146519-465E)
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. .38-55 Brass Lot
This lot includes three cardboard boxes containing 10, 17, and 19 spent
pieces of .38-55 brass headstamped “W.R.A. Co. / 38-55”. The brass
varies from lightly to moderately tarnished and appears to be in very
good condition. The cardboard boxes have a light blue label marked
“CENTRAL FIRE CARTRIDGES. / MANUFACTURED AND
GUARANTEED / BY THE / Winchester Repeating Arms Company, /
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.” on top. The front side of the top is illustrated
with a .38-55 cartridge and reads “255 Grs. / Grooved Bullet. / 55 Grs. /
POWDER.” and “Adapted to / WINCHESTER SINGLE SHOT BALLARD
AND MARLIN RIFLES.” The front of the box is marked with a warning
label guiding reloaders to only use Winchester No. 2 1/2 primer with
these cartridges. One of the boxes has “V Schmitt” handwritten in
cursive on the back. The boxes are in overall good to very good
condition with fraying corners, tearing on edges, and light staining.
(148812-15A)
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Ruger Mini-14 Side-Folding Stock
This lot consists of a walnut bodied stock measuring 18” overall, with a
tubular steel and aluminum right-side folding stock and a checkered
polymer pistolgrip. The walnut stock is in very good plus condition with a
few scattered light dings and scratches, the folding steel and aluminum
stock shows a few light handling marks and normal casting marks on the
butt, and the polymer pistol grip is in about excellent condition with one
or two light handling marks. The stock folds properly, and a
quick-detachable sling loop is attached at the base of the stock. An
attractive addition to your Mini-14 rifle to have you looking like one of the
A-Team. (14A6519-485A)
Ruger Mini-14 Side-Folding Stock
This lot consists of a walnut bodied stock measuring 18” overall, with a
tubular steel and aluminum right-side folding stock and a checkered
polymer pistolgrip. The walnut stock is in very good condition with the
right side of the receiver well having had material removed and a wood
putty like material added, as well as a few light handling marks. The
tubular steel and aluminum folding stock is in very good plus condition
with a lightly tarnished finish with scattered light dings and scratches and
specks of oxidation around the pivot point, and the polymer pistolgrip is
in near excellent condition. Unfortunately, the folding stock appears
unable to be snapped into the fixed position as the retaining post, which
is supposed to depress, remains unmoving. A quick-detaching sling
swivel is mounted at the base of the stock. A good candidate for a
restoration project. (14A6519-485B)
Vintage Reloading Tools
This lot contains three manual reloading tools. The first is marked
“IDEAL MFG Co. / NEW HAVEN CONN. USA” and “38 S&W M” on the
upper and lower arms, and is in overall very good plus condition with
scattered light dings and traces of light oxidation, but is overall brightly
finished. The arms move with only a little effort required. The second
tool is mostly brightly finished with light to moderate oxidation on the left
side of the upper and lower arms around the pivot point. The oxidation
has partially obscured the markings on the upper, leaving
“MIDDLEFIELD CT JS” mostly visible. The lower arm is marked with a
partially faded “38 SPECIAL / MADE IN USA”. The arms move freely.
The third tool is slightly larger than the others, has a blued finish of
which about 75% remains with specks of light oxidation, light pitting from
previously cleaned oxidation on the right side of the tool, and lightly
cleaned areas. The upper arm is marked “MANUFACTURED BY THE /
WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO. / NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A.”, and
the caliber and patent markings on the lower arm are largely obscured
by light pitting but appears to read “38 WCF”. The arms of the tool move
freely. Included with the tools are two small accessories, on which
screws into the tool and appears to be a bullet seating stem.
(146519-466B)
Assorted Leather Duty Holsters
This lot contains 109 leather duty holsters and mag carriers ranging in
condition from about very good to excellent to near new. Assorted
configurations for an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few
examples are: Don Hume H702-1 No. 1; a Cobra Gunskin double action
revolver shoulder holster; a Roy’s Leather Goods 6” Python belt holster;
a Safariland G88 belt rig; a DeSantis D1; a Tex Shoemaker Co 35N; a
Safariland 488; a Gould & Goodrich GXW 34; a S&W B21; a DeSantis
S&W K. Most are used and will show light handling marks, a few are
as-new, most are black leather. No further description of this lot is
available, photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly.
(146519-305A)
Assorted Leather Holsters
This lot contains 46 commercial leather holsters ranging in condition
from about very good to excellent to near new. Assorted configurations
for an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples
are: Folsom’s Audley A32; Safariland 530; Strong 930; Hunter 1100-47;
Carl Kuntze Penig-SA; Bianchi #89; Hunter 1100K 5; Bianchi #5;
Safariland 58B; Pachmayr Contour-Fit. Most are used and will show light
handling marks, a few are as-new, most are brown leather. No further
description of this lot is available, photo requests cannot be entertained,
please bid accordingly. (146519-305)
Assorted Nylon Holsters
This lot contains 48 commercial nylon holsters ranging in condition from
about very good to excellent to near new. Assorted configurations for an
assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 11; Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 1; Uncle
Mike’s Sidekick size 3; THP; S&W Size 24. Most are used and will show
light handling marks, a few are as-new, most are black nylon with some
leather. No further description of this lot is available, photo requests
cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly. (146519-271B)
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Assorted Bullet Moulds
This lot contains four steel bullet moulds. The first mould measures
about 9” long while closed and features hardwood handles capped with
brass which is tarnished, but the end brass fittings are gone. The right
side handle has two cracks traveling lengthwise measuring 1 1/2” and 2”
and the brass caps don’t fit squarely. The metal surfaces of the mould
have a moderate layer of oxidation but all parts move freely and close
tightly. The cavity casts a .45 caliber 3-groove round nose projectile, and
the cavity is largely free from oxidation; the arm of the mould is lightly
marked “45 GOV”. The second mould measures about 9” long while
closed and features hardwood handles with brass fittings, which are
tarnished. The metal surfaces of the mould have a sporadic layer of light
oxidation, and the mould head is marked “MANUFACTURED BY THE /
WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO / NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A.” and the
arm is marked “38 S&W”. The mould casts a round nose projectile. The
third mould measures about 5” overall, has moderate oxidation staining
and scattered light dings and scratches. It is marked “COLT’S /
PATENT”, which is partially obscured, and is a double mould casting a
round ball and a conical bullet, both measuring approximately .45
caliber. The last mould also measures about 5” long and has scattered
light oxidation staining and light scratches and dings. It is lightly marked
“COLT’S / PATENT”, and casts both a round ball and conical bullet, both
of which appear .38 caliber. (146519-466C)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
This lot contains an Ideal MFG Company marked vintage hand reloading
tool and bullet mould. The reloading tool retains about 95% nickel finish
with scattered spots of oxidation, scattered light impact marks, and a
spot or two of light flaking. The tool is stamped “30-30 W” on the lower
arm, and is topped with a 30 caliber round nose bullet mould. Included
with the tool is an adjustable screw in chamber, decapping pin, small
powder scoop, and original box. The original box is in overall good
condition with tears and fraying on the corners and edges, one flap
missing from the cover, and tape applied to hold the remaining flaps in
place, but the label on top remains largely clear and legible with only
light fraying to the edges. The bullet mould measures about 7 1/2” long,
with hardwood handles that show a light burn mark and light staining.
The metal surfaces of the mould have scattered light surface oxidation
and a few light impact marks, one flat of the mould has the remains of
the Ideal MFG stamp, and the reverse is crisply marked “360271 150”.
The mould casts a flat point bullet that appears to be about 36 caliber.
Included with the mould is an original Ideal Manufacturing Company
labeled box in very good plus condition with light fraying. (146519-649)
Reproduction M1 Carbine Paratrooper Stock
This lot contains one reproduction M1 Carbine paratrooper stock. The
walnut stock is in very good plus to near excellent condition with a 1”
wide but shallow abrasion and a small chip on the left inside wall of the
action well, and a tiny light chip on the four-rivet handguard. The rear of
the stock is marked with a crisp flaming ordnance bomb, the front of the
pistolgrip is marked with a faint “P”, and the underside of the pistolgrip is
marked “SA”. The wire folding stock is parkerized, though the metal of
the cheekpiece is blued; the leather of the cheekpiece shows a few light
scratches and is brown in color. The stock folds easily, and the
underside of the buttplate is not properly marked with the drawing
number. Included with the stock is a parachutist’s canvas belt holster,
measuring about 28” overall. The holster is marked “U.S.” on the front of
the flap, and “ATLAS AWNING / 1944” on the inside of the flap. The
holster is in about excellent condition. (14A6519-485C)
Fiala Pistol Stock
This lot contains one detachable shoulder stock for the Fiala pistol. The
walnut stock is in very good plus condition with a tiny chip along the left
side of the tang and scattered light scratches and dings, a few of the
larger ones concentrated near the toe line. The metal tang and buttplate
retain about 75% blue with wear on the high edges and contact points,
specks of light oxidation, and a few light scratches. The stock is
unmarked. (14A6519-309C)
Inglis Hi-Power Combination Wooden Holster & Stock
This lot consists of one walnut combination holster and shoulder stock
for the Inglis Hi-Power pistol. The stock is in excellent condition with a
few light handling marks, and the blued metal fittings show spots of light
oxidation on the upper tang. The wrist of the stock is lightly but clearly
marked “S A LTD. / 1945”, and “MADE IN CANADA” below the hinge on
the opposite side. Stored within the holster, in wax paper, is a canvas
belt loop attachment. (14A6519-309E)
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Single Action Revolver Stock
This lot consists of a one-piece metal shoulder stock for a single action
style revolver, exact make and model unknown. The stock is one piece
of shaped metal unconnected at the junction where it would attach to the
grip of the revolver, having only a screw and a round nut to tighten the fit
to the grip. The stock is left in-the-white, with only scattered light staining
from use. The area in which the base of the revolver’s grip would sit is
marked “R”, and the area where the stock meets the frame of the gun
has been lightly ground by the previous owner. The inside of the
buttplate is marked “MADE IN UK”. (14A6519-309D)
WWI & WWII Web Gear
This lot consists of a M1923 cartridge belt in very good condition with
light wear and occasional light staining and is lightly stamped “US” on
the first pouch on the left, a L. C. C. & Company marked M1917
rifleman’s belt marked “8-18” on the right side and “7-18” on the left side,
with light wear and staining consistent with age. Also included are three
additional two-pocket pouches, two dated “1945” and one marked
“Redwine & Strain”, which show scattered light staining.
(14A6519-408B)
U.S. Military Belt With Pouches
This lot contains what appears to be a M1936 web pistol belt in about
excellent condition, with four pouches dated to approximately 1918.
Three of the pouches are loose while one is attached, with scattered
light staining. The belt is marked “CAPT. C.F. BREWSTEK” and the
three loose pouches are marked “P. B. & CO.”. (146519-408C)
Gun-Ho Shooter’s Range Case
This range case measures 11 1/2” x 14” x 18” with a black synthetic faux
leather exterior with metal fittings on the corners and likely points of
contact. The case is in about very good plus condition with a few
scattered light abrasions along the edges and scattered light oxidation
on a few of the metal fittings. The interior of the case is also lined with a
synthetic material made to resemble leather, this time brown, and is
divided in half horizontally by a removeable tray, which is marked
“Gun-Ho / ST. PAUL. MN”. The tray is set up to store up to five pistols,
using rubberized dividers with a screw tensioner to keep the pistols
separate. Along the left interior wall are metal brackets, possibly for
magazine storage. Attached to the folding wall is a Tasco “World Class”
10-25x50mm spotting scope mounted on to a hinged metal bar; the
scope glass is clear. The interior wall of the case is decorated with
multiple NRA and firearm manufacturer’s stickers. The case is sealed
using two latches positioned on each side of the swing-out wall, and a
nylon carry strap is mounted to the case. Included is the original box for
the Tasco spotting scope. (148627-6)
Assorted Holster Lot
Included with this lot are five nylon Uncle Mike’s Sidekick holsters, one
DeSantis leather revolver holster marked “001 / 34”, one leather single
action revolver holster with cartridge belt, two nylon DeSantis magazine
carriers, and one Westley Richards cartridge holder marked “7mm
REM”. All appear to be in about very good plus to excellent condition,
with only a few light handling marks. No further description of this lot is
available, photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid accordingly.
(148627-1)
Montana Waterfowl Stamp Print
This 1986 lithograph by Joe Thornbrugh was the first waterfowl stamp
print issued for the state of Montana, numbered 1504 of 9212 and
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of Canada Geese flying over
snow covered mountain peaks. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent
condition with only a small bend in the lower right corner, signed and
numbered by the artist and includes an unsigned stamp and protective
portfolio. (59239-3)
West Virginia Duck Stamp Print
This 1987 lithograph by Daniel Smith was First of State West Virginia
Duck Stamp Print, numbered 398 of 10064, measures 12" x 14" with a 6
1/2" x 9" view of a pair of Canada Geese winging through a stormy West
Virginia sky. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition with only
a slight bend in the lower right corner, signed and numbered by the artist
and includes an unsigned stamp and protective portfolio. (59239-4)
Colorado Duck Stamp Print
This 1990 lithograph First of State Colorado Duck Stamp Print &
Governor's Wetland Relief Stamp by Robert Steiner is first in a series of
a four print suite and is entitled "High Plains Honkers", numbered 9,591
of 14,500 and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of Canada
Geese landing in a wooded pond. Suitable for framing, print is in
excellent condition with only a slight bend in the lower right corner,
signed and numbered by the artist and includes two stamps one of
which is signed by the artist and a protective portfolio. (59239-5)
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Canada Duck Print
This 1985 First of Canada Wildlife Habitat lithograph of the original
acrylic painting by Robert Bateman, numbered 348 of 41,740 and
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a pair of standing Mallards
in an early winter wetland setting. Suitable for framing, print is in
excellent condition, signed and numbered by the artist and includes an
unsigned and undetached stamp and protective portfolio. (59239-11)
Canada Duck Print
This Medallion Edition 1985 First of Canada Wildlife Habitat lithograph of
the original acrylic painting by Robert Bateman, numbered 123 of 7691
and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a pair of standing
Mallards in an early winter wetland setting. Suitable for framing, print is
in excellent condition, signed and numbered by the artist and includes a
gold plated duck stamp medallion, two undetached stamps one signed
by the artist and protective portfolio and outer jackets. (59239-10)
50th Anniversary Federal Migratory Waterfowl Stamp
This Medallion Edition 1984-85 lithograph of the original painting by Bill
Morris, numbered 10,854 of 11,500 and measures 12" x 14" with a 6
1/2" x 9" view of a pair of Widgeons on the water. Suitable for framing,
print is in near excellent condition with some very light staining along the
right edge and a slight bend in the lower corner. The print is signed and
numbered by the artist and includes a gold plated duck stamp medallion,
unsigned stamp and protective portfolio. (59239-7)
1986-97 Federal Duck Stamp Print
This 1986 lithograph by Burton Moore Jr., numbered 7591 of 16,310 and
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a swimming Fulvous
Whistling Duck which is also the first time the duck has appeared on a
stamp image. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition with
only light bends in the lower right corner, is signed and numbered by the
artist and includes a protective portfolio. (59239-9)
1974-75 Federal Duck Stamp Prints
These 1974 lithographs by David Maas measure 12" x 14" with 6 1/2" x
9" views showing winging Wood Ducks. Suitable for framing both prints
rate near excellent having been matted, one with vibrant colors and only
remnants of paper tape along the rear top edge while the other appears
to have been hung in direct light showing light fading of the view and
rectangular shadowing along its periphery. Both prints are signed by the
artist, the edition prints were not numbered. Included is a single
unsigned stamp. (59239-6)
1911 Carbine Kit
Three piece carbine kit for the 1911 semi-automatic pistol consisting of
shoulder stock, mainspring and 16" 45 ACP barrel. The barrel has a
bright excellent bore and along with the mainspring housing and
shoulder stock bracket retains about 95% original blue toning to gray
brown with light high edge wear. The walnut stock remains near
excellent with light handling marks. (56519-309) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
1911 Carbine Stock
Walnut stock and hardware for a 1911 carbine kit. The walnut stock
remains near excellent with light handling marks while the iron hardware
retains about 95% evenly thinning original blue toning to a brownish
gray. The mainspring housing is not present. (56519-309A) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Lot of Leather Holsters
63 commercial holsters and accessories ranging in condition from about
very good to near new. Assorted configurations for an assortment of
frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are: Hunter 1100B;
Galco SOB230; Bianchi #3S; Lawrence 528; Hunter 1100A; Browning
41151; Bianchi 44 S.A. #1; Galco Pistol Packer; Strong 930; Safari Land
25 and Bianchi 6X. Most are used and will show light handling marks, a
few are as-new, most are brown leather. No further description of this lot
is available, photo requests cannot be entertained, please bid
accordingly. (56519-142) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Lot of Leather Holsters
48 commercial holsters and accessories ranging in condition from about
very good to near new. Assorted configurations for an assortment of
frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are: DeSantis 011;
Strong H300; Bianchi #16; Lawrence 518; Safariland S&W; Hunter 1100
5; Lawrence 507; Safariland 530; Berns & Martin and Strong 931. Most
are used and will show light handling marks and verdigris on the
hardware, a few are as-new, most are brown leather. No further
description of this lot is available, photo requests cannot be entertained,
please bid accordingly. (56519-621) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
U.S. Model 1916 Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) brown holster with no maker mark, wire hook and leg
thong intact; (1) black holster marked "BoyT / 50", small square hole cut
in flap below stud hole, wire hook intact. Both show light scuffing,
handling marks and verdigris on the hardware. (56519-621A) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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U.S. Model 1916 Leather Holsters
Two brown holsters: (1) light brown holster by BOYT marked "A.C.T.T. "
below; (1) dark brown leather holster by Warren Leather Goods. Both
are used and show light handling marks, scuffs and verdigris on the
hardware. (56519-621B) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
U.S. Model 1916 Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) brown holster marked "SEARS / 1917" with light "T.N.S."
stamped below; (1) black holster stamped "BoyT / 50" marked "M.R.T. /
10-50" in yellow stencil below. Both are used and show light handling
marks, scuffs and verdigris on the hardware. (6519-621C) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
U.S. Military Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) M1916 holster marked "PERKINS / CAMBELL / 1917 /
R.J.M.", intact showing modest wear and verdigris on the hardware; (1)
russet brown S&W Victory holster marked "MRT / 5-54 / R.I.A." in very
good plus condition showing minor scuffs, stains and verdigris on the
hardware. Wire belt hooks are present on both models. (56519-621D)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
U.S. Model 1897 Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) russet holster for a .38 caliber revolver marked "ROCK
ISLAND / ARSENAL / 1907 / H.E.K." on the back of the belt loop, the tip
of the flat is marked "B5 / 24". In very good plus condition with intact
bronze ring showing minor scuffs and staining; (1) light brown holster
marked "G.&K. / 1918 / W.J.D." in about very good condition showing
light scuffing, fading, staining, seam separated at the tip, the bronze ring
no longer present. (56519-621E) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Military & Commercial Model 1897 Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) U.S. brown leather holster for a .38 caliber revolver
marked "G.&K. / 1917 / A.G." on the back of the belt loop. The finish has
faded to a "mottled" brown finish with light handling marks, separated
seam at tip the bronze ring no longer present; (1) natural leather holster
with oval on front which reads "PROPERTY OF / U.S. / P.O. DEPT." and
"1957" along the top edge. Fully stitched seams with no tip ring, rear of
holster does have drain hole; in very good plus condition with light
staining and verdigris on hardware. (56519-621F) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
U.S. Victory Model Leather Holsters
Two brown holsters by Craighead of Denver marked "U.S. / (Craighead
seal logo) /1943" between the belt slots. Both are in very good plus
condition with tight intact seams and only light scuffing and staining and
verdigris on the hardware, wire belt hooks present on both models.
(56519-621G) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Lot of Leather Holsters
Three total: (1) black leather M-13 holster for either a Colt or S&W
Aircrewman, no maker mark "55D3513" stamped along front right edge,
very good condition with letters written in black marker inside the flap;
(1) brown M-3 holster rig, light but still visible "L.M.F." stamped along the
upper left rear edge. In about very good condition with light stains,
verdigris and separated snap on lower strap; (1) reproduction M-3
holster rig with embossed "USMC" logo on front and "BOYT / U.S.M.C. /
1944" stamped in upper left rear corner, in excellent condition.
(56519-621H) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Lot of Leather M-3 Holsters
Two total: (1) brown holster marked "USMC / BOYT / 45" at the upper
rear left corner, in about very good condition with light staining, verdigris
and separated snap on the lower snap; (1) reproduction black holster
stamped with uneven "CATHEY ENT INC / 7791527" in upper rear left
corner, in excellent condition with clean verdigris free hardware.
(56519-621I) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy collection]
Lot of Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) 1889 pattern black leather holster with light "USN" in oval
on front flap, the "N" all but faded, in very good plus to near excellent
condition for its age remaining fully intact with light creasing, scuffing
and verdigris on the snap; (1) reproduction M-1912 Cavalry holster
marked "R.I.A. / 1913" on the back of the flap and "W.L.G." on the swivel
flap, leg strap included. In near excellent condition with light staining and
verdigris on the hardware. (56519-621J) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
Lot of Leather Holsters
Two total: (1) reproduction black holster marked "BOLEN LEATHER /
PRODUCTS / INC / 7791527" along the upper left rear corner, in
excellent condition with only minor storage marks and clean verdigris
free hardware; (1) Bianchi M-12 green nylon holster rig with web belt
and two nylon magazine pouches in excellent condition fits up to a size
44 waist. (56519-621K) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
Lot of Leather Cheek Rests
Four natural color leather rifle cheek rests with leather thongs, three are
marked "MRT / 652" while the other simply "MRT". In excellent condition
still in plastic storage bags only one has been laced. (56519-621L)
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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WWII U.S. M1 Carbine Leather Scabbard
One dark russet brown leather scabbard for the U.S. M1 carbine. The
body is stamped “US / J.Q.M.D. / 1944 / E.N.S.” just below the lip of the
pocket. The leather is in very fine condition: while stiff, the body remains
durable and only lightly scuffed in spots, exhibiting little to no loss or
separation and retaining excellent stitching. The brass fittings are
patinated to a dark greenish-gray tone with bright green verdigris at the
rims where brass meets leather. Also included is one complete 50 rd.
box of PPU 30 Carbine ammunition, 110 gr. FMJ round nose, all
cartridges rating excellent. A quite desirable piece of World War Two
equipment to accompany your M1 carbine. (12A8956-29Q)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. M1A2 Rifle Grenade Adapter
One M1A2 Rifle Grenade Adapter and one inert Mk. 2 fragmentation
hand grenade. The stem of the adapter is marked “ADAPTER
GRENADE / PROJECTION M1A2 / LOT UOD-500-12 / 1945 MOD
3-69”. The adapter is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes or
handling marks and the grenade is in near excellent condition with a few
hints of oxidation present on the fuze. (128956-29S)
Est. 50 - 125
U.S. WWI & WWII Accessories
Assorted pieces of U.S. Military field equipment, detailed as follows: (1)
1918-dated tan canvas Russel cartridge belt, rating very good plus to
fine with few blemishes except occasional areas of age-staining and a
bit of white and green verdigris on the darkly patinated brass fittings; (1)
tan canvas Nobuckl sling, rating excellent; (1) 1942-dated Sears leather
holster for a M1911 semi-automatic pistol, rating very good plus to
excellent with instances of light surface scuffing and staining; (1) pair of
checkered brown M1911 grips in near excellent to excellent condition,
marked “92” in white paint on the right-side grip; (1) Auto-Ordnance
Corp. 20 rd. Thompson sub-machinegun stick magazine rating very fine
to near excellent with occasional specks of oxidation scattered across
the parkerized finish. Also included is a WWII-era Italian aluminum
canteen with an OD green felt cover; the canteen is in excellent
condition, the cover very good to near excellent with a few instances of
insect damage on one side creating perforations in the wool.
(128956-29T)
U.S. Military Belt Kit Accessories
Two items: First, one 1919-dated tan canvas magazine pouch with two
pockets for M1911 .45 cal. magazines, rating very fine to excellent with
few blemishes. Second, one M1 Garand cleaning kit in a tan canvas
pouch including two cleaning rod sections, two patch loops and a M10
combination tool. The tools are in excellent condition and the pouch
near excellent with few if any blemishes on the canvas except some
bleeding of the ink-stamp which has rendered the inner label somewhat
illegible. (128939-8B)
U.S. Military Medals
A small collection of U.S. Military medals, badges and pins. Notable
examples include: an embroidered patch with an enameled U.S. 508th
Infantry Regiment pin with motto “Fury From the Sky”; one black and
yellow enameled U.S. 509th Infantry Regiment “Geronimo” medal pin;
U.S. Marksmanship badges, one Sharpshooter with “Grenade” clasp
and one Marksman with “Rifle” clasp; American Legion medal and pin
for the Forty and Eight veteran’s organization; commemorative coin for
the U.S. 2nd Infantry Division with “Second to None” motto; two
Pennsylvania Area Supply Corps Association 194th Anniversary brass
coins; one U.S. WWII Victory Medal; one U.S. Navy Expedition medal;
an assortment of cloth bar medal pins. All items are in fine to near
excellent condition with very little storage wear and few if any blemishes.
(12A8939-4A)
Est. 50 - 100
Imperial German WWI Iron Cross
One 1914-dated German Iron Cross medal finished in black lacquer with
silvered brass trim. One face is embossed “(crown) / W / 1914”, the
other “(crown) / FW / (oak leaves) / 1813”. The black and white striped
ribbon is present and the suspension bar has been lost. The ribbon is
age-stained such that the white stripes are now tinted tea-yellow and a
frayed thread is present here or there at the fringes. Overall the medal is
in very good condition, retaining traces of silver on the trim and
exhibiting a few instances of verdigris; the medal is otherwise only lightly
worn. (12B8939-4B)
Colt Handgun Grips
Three pairs of grips for Colt handguns. The first is a pair of Hogue grips
for a Colt Government Model automatic pistol made of checkered
cocobolo and inlaid with Rampant Colt medallions. The grips come in
the original factory box (previously opened) and are in excellent
condition. Next are two black rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips for
Colt D Frame revolvers, one finger-grooved and one in classic
unadorned style; each is checkered and inlaid with Rampant Colt
medallions and both rate excellent with no discernible blemishes.
(128939-6)
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Unmarked Rifles Sights and Collectible Lyman Sight Box
One set of rifle sights housed in a non-matching vintage box. The box is
labeled for a Lyman Improved Comb. Rear Sight No. 2A for a Stevens
“Favorite” rifle; the included sights are not the model listed on the label.
The sights comprise an unmarked 2 3/4” U-notch ramp dovetail rear
sight, complete with elevator, and a German silver 7/8” blade front sight
on a 3/4” by 1/2” dovetail base. The metal surfaces are in very fine good
condition with little wear and the occasional spot of ochre oxidation here
or there. The box is in near excellent to excellent condition with the
barest hints of handling wear and age staining. (128939-7)
U.S. WWI Model 1917 Helmet
One steel “doughboy” helmet in roughly textured dark olive green paint
finish. The crown of the helmet exhibits tones of ochre staining and dark
areas of finish wear, possibly storage contact wear from another helmet.
The edges exhibit some paint flaking exposing the bright alloy rim
beneath; otherwise the helmet exhibits very little other wear and is in
quite fine condition. The lining, composed of black rubberized canvas,
appears correct and may be original; if so, it is in very fine to near
excellent condition. Some crackling and stiffness is present such that
the material may prove delicate if handled roughly and the threads of the
stitches show a bit of fraying at the ends but the liner remains whole with
little to no loss. The chinstrap, also included, is complete, aged to an
ochre-tan color and marked “J.R. GRIFFIN” in black ink. Overall a fine
example of these U.S. WWI-era helmets. (128939-11)
Stripper Clips: SKS, M1903 and M16/AR15
Assorted stripper clips. First, a set of (8) 10-round stripper clips for
7.62x39mm SKS rifles, exhibiting some instances of dark brown patina
but functionally unimpeded, rating very good plus to excellent. Second,
(3) parkerized steel and (2) brass 5-round .30-06 clips for U.S. Model
1903 rifles and variants, rating very good plus to excellent with light
contact wear and a bit of patina on the brass. Third, (9) 10-round
parkerized steel clips, all complete with brass guides, for AR-15/M16
platform .223/5.56mm magazines, all rating very fine to near excellent.
(128939-5C)
Oak Leaf Powder Flasks
Two brass powder flasks embossed with near-identical oak leaf designs.
The first measures 6” long, matches Riling’s No. 654 with crisply defined
details and features a fixed common top with an outside spring and
unlabeled three-step adjustable charger. The cut-off functions well
mechanically and the charger is stuck in the right-most position but may
perhaps be freed by a thorough cleaning. The top is patinated to a
mustard yellow-brown and the body to a dark tobacco tone throughout
worn to a ochre-tinged caramel at the high edges and exposed faces of
the design; few handling marks are present and the flask is in very good
plus to excellent condition. The second flask measures 6” long, matches
Riling’s No. 656 with slightly softer detail than the previous and features
a screw-off fireproof patent top with an inside spring and unlabeled
three-step adjustable charger. The cut-off functions well mechanically
and the charger adjusts freely. The top is patinated to mustard
yellow-brown and lightly flecked by a darker gray-brown patina. The
body is toned a bright copper-caramel across most of the surface toning
to darker shades approaching the neck and near-black in the recesses
of the detailing; few handling marks are present and this flask rates very
good plus to excellent as well. (12A8433-93A)
Eagle Powder Flasks
Two small brass powder flasks embossed with eagle designs. The first
measures 3 3/4” in length, matches Riling’s No. 765 with a design of an
eagle beneath crossed revolvers and features a fixed common top with
an outside spring and an unlabeled three-step adjustable charger. The
spring is slightly misaligned but the cut-off continues to function well
mechanically and the charger adjusts freely. The top is patinated to an
even grayish green-yellow; the body is caramel-toned with hints of
gray-brown patina and a small ding is evident on the neck on one side.
This flask is overall in fine condition. The second flask measures 3 5/8”
in length, matches Riling’s No. 759 with a design of an eagle clutching a
revolver and powder flask and features a fixed common top with an
outside spring and a screw-off non-adjustable charger. The cut-off
functions well mechanically. Both body and top exhibit a number of small
handling marks and a moderate patina of dark yellow-brown with some
areas toning to a deep brown particularly in the protected areas of the
detailing; a few instances of dark green verdigris are also present.
Overall this flask is in very good condition. (12A8433-93B)
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Patriotic Eagle Powder Flasks
Two small brass powder flasks embossed with U.S. eagle designs, both
closely matching Riling’s No. 757 with a Federal Eagle framed by stars
and “E Pluribus Unum” motto. The first measures 3 3/4” in length and
features a fixed common top with an outside spring and a screw-off
non-adjustable charger. The cut-off functions well mechanically. Both
body and top are toned to a light greenish-yellow with areas hinting to
ochre; the embossing has become somewhat worn at the edges and
some of the finer details are partially smoothed; otherwise few if any
handling marks are present. Overall this flask is in very good condition.
The second flask measures 3 3/4” in length and features a fixed
common top with an outside spring and screw-off non-adjustable
charger. The cut-off functions well mechanically. The top exhibits a thin
mustard-brown patina with spots of dark gray on the top face and the
charger. The body is a dull copper-tone speckled by dark gray-brown
and areas of dark green verdigris; the verdigris is particularly
concentrated in the details of the embossing on one side. Very few if
any handling marks are present and the flask is overall in very good plus
to excellent condition. (12A8433-93C)
Powder Flasks
Three small powder flasks of assorted designs. The first measures 3”
and features a fixed common top with an outside spring and a screw-off
non-adjustable charger. The flask resembles Riling’s No. 137 with a
plain design except for a small crowned lion engraved on one side. The
spring exhibits a single small bend but continues to function well
mechanically. The body is patinated to a mottled tobacco with scattered
minute handling marks worn to bright. Overall this flask rates very good
plus to excellent. The second measures 3 1/2” and features a fixed
common top and a screw-off non-adjustable charger. The body
resembles Riling’s No. 761, depicting an eagle on one side and a floral
panel of the Massachusetts Arms Company logo and address on the
other. The cut-off functions well mechanically and the charger is
patinated to a dark mottled tobacco. The body is toned to a dull caramel
with smooth areas of ochre tint and dark tobacco brown in the protected
areas of the detailing. Overall this flask rates very fine. The third flask
measures 3 3/4”, is embossed with a lotus flower on either face
resembling Riling’s No. 309 and features a fixed common top with an
outside spring and a screw-off non-adjustable charger. The spring screw
is lost and the spring is therefore slightly misaligned but continues to
function mechanically with a bit of sticking in the open position that must
be manually reset. Both top and body exhibit a mottled brown patina and
the body exhibits further areas of green-tinted near-black patina. Few
handling marks are present and the flask is in very good condition
overall. (12A8433-93D)
Fluted Powder Flask
One brass powder flask with a fluted design resembling Riling’s No. 287,
measuring 6 1/2” and featuring a fixed common top with an outside
spring and an Am. Flask & Cap Co.-marked screw-off four-step
adjustable charger labeled from 2 to 2 3/4 drams in increments of 1/4.
The cut-off functions well mechanically and the charger remains freely
adjustable. Both top and body exhibit a patina of greenish-yellow tinged
by areas of dark brown and spots of ochre; the body exhibits a number
of small impact dings but no other blemishes of note. This flask is in fine
condition overall. (12A8433-93E)
Checkered Powder Flask
One brass powder flask embossed with a checkered horizontal diamond
design matching Riling’s No. 422, measuring 7” and featuring a
screw-off patent top with an outside spring and a screw-off four-step
adjustable wide-mouth charger labeled from 2 1/4 to 3 drams in
increments of 1/4. The cut-off functions well mechanically and the
charger is freely adjustable. The top is bright burnished yellow with
scattered minute flecks of gray patina; the body is evenly patinated to a
dark copper-tinted tobacco brown worn ever so slightly brighter at the
apex of each diamond. Few if any handling marks are present and this
flask is in near excellent condition. (12A8433-93F)
Dixon Ball Powder Flask
One brass powder flask embossed with beaded “Ball” and foliate panel
designs closely resembling Riling’s No. 558, measuring 6 1/4” and
featuring a Dixon-marked fixed common top with an outside spring and
an unlabeled three-step screw-off adjustable charger. The top is bright
yellow brass with very light handling marks; the spring exhibits a strong
vibrant blue. The cut-off functions well mechanically and the charger is
freely adjustable with no resistance. The body retains estimated 95%
original tobacco lacquer, worn to caramel in small areas at the high
edges of the detailing. Very few handling marks are present and this
flask is in near excellent condition overall. (12A8433-93H)
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Shell Powder Flask
One brass powder flask embossed with a shell pattern resembling
Riling’s No. 360, measuring 6 3/8” and once featuring a screw-off top
which has been lost. The body exhibits a mottled patina of caramel,
ochre, gray and dark brown with occasional hints of green verdigris
forming in the recesses of the detailing. A few hairline separations are
present along the seams and the body exhibits several impact dings
across the surface. Overall the flask is in about good condition.
(12A8433-93J)
Rare Capewell’s Patent Powder Flask
One large brass powder flask embossed with fluted designs and
measuring 7 1/2”. The flask features a distinct Capewells Patent top with
a large adjustable German silver charger designed to load shotgun
shells with powder loads labeled from 2 1/2 to 6 drams in increments of
1/4. The near mirror-bright top exhibits few handling marks and a few
areas of yellow patina flecked with specks of ochre. The body retains
estimated 95% original strong dark tobacco-brown lacquer finish with
scattered spots worn to bright yellow brass and a small handling ding
here or there. Overall this flask is in very fine condition. (12A8433-93K)
Est. 200 - 400
Antique Powder Cans
Two painted steel retail powder cans, each measuring 4” by 3 1/2” and
each with a pewter screw-off cap. The first is painted black and labeled
“SCHAGHTICOKE POWDER COMPANY / HOOSIC RIFLE POWDER /
SCHAGHTICOKE N.Y.” in stenciled gray paint. The can is in near
excellent condition with few blemishes save a few small handling marks
and paint flakes exposing bright steel. The second is painted red and
sports a paper label which reads “Texas Rifle / Sporting Powder /
Manufactured By / F.R. Knowlton / West Acton Mass.” centered by an
illustration depicting a pack of hunting dogs bringing down a buck. This
can exhibits light to moderate paint flaking exposing areas of dark
gray-patinated steel; the label is age-stained and a few small specks of
the paper have been worn through but the lettering and illustration
remain quite clear. Overall this can is in very good plus to fine condition.
A pair of fine curios for the collector of black powder accessories.
(12A8433-93L)
Combination Shot & Powder Flask
One cylindrical aluminum or tin alloy flask with two brass spouts, one for
shot and another for powder, each closed by a spring-lever cut-off. The
flask is 3 3/4” tall by 2 1/2” in diameter. The brass is patinated to a
mottled dark brown and the body exhibits finely speckled areas of dark
gray, brown and yellow patina scattered across the surface. The spring
has been lost from the powder charger lever; the shot compartment
cut-off functions well mechanically and there are no further mechanical
issues. A few spots of very light handling scratches are present here
and there on the body and the flask is in overall very good plus to fine
condition. (12A8433-93M)
Antique Powder Horn
One powder horn with an iron spout connected by a leather segment.
The horn segment is 4 3/8”, the leather 3 1/2” and the spout 2” long. The
horn terminates in a somewhat weathered walnut plug attached via nails
and a moderately oxidized iron band around the circumference. The
body is polished to a semi-translucent gray-green in the top half and a
pale mustard-yellow in the lower, finishing at either end with a dark
tobacco tone. The leather exhibits moderate to strong crazing and
wrinkling but remains whole and pliable with excellent stitching and no
signs of loss. The spout is also oxidation-browned with spotted areas
hinting at ochre; the mouth exhibits a bit of uneven crimping from wear.
Few handling marks are present and the slightly weathered horn is in
very good condition overall. (12A8433-93N)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-painted steel case
marked “G. Appel” on the top face of the lid, rating near excellent with
occasional instances of very light paint flaking and a few small handling
dings; (1) brown phenolic resin oil bottle with a black top, rating
excellent; (1) bright aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chain in
excellent condition; (4) assorted bore brushes, lightly used and in fine
condition; several cloth cleaning patches. The steel takedown tool is not
present. (124211-5AQ)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) dark gray-painted steel
case marked “arr43” on the bottom lid, rating very fine to near excellent
with a few instances of flaking paint and some light handling scuffs; (1)
steel takedown tool with matching “arr43” marking, rating excellent; (1)
parkerized steel oil bottle with a blued steel top, rating very fine with few
handling marks and a bit of finish thinning; (1) twisted steel wire
pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition; (2) bore brushes,
lightly used in near excellent condition. (124211-5AR)
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German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-painted steel case,
rating very fine to near excellent with minimal silvering at the high edges
and flecks of dark ochre patina scattered here or there; (1) steel
takedown tool in near excellent condition; (1) bright steel oil bottle in
excellent condition; (1) bright aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chain
in excellent condition; (2) bore brushes, lightly used and in very fine
condition. The case, bottle, takedown tool and chain are all marked “G.
Appel”; all are 1938-dated save the chain, which is 1937-dated. The
case is stamped with Waffenamt “WaA500” and the chain with an
illegible Waffenamt. (124211-5AS)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-painted steel case
with brass clasps, marked “G. Appel” and rating near excellent with the
barest hints of handling wear; (1) unmarked steel takedown tool, rating
very good plus with some previously cleaned shallow surface pitting and
few if any other blemishes; (1) brass-ended bright aluminum cleaning
chain rating very fine with few handling marks and a few instances of
dark patina on the steel end loop; (1) bright steel oil bottle in excellent
condition; (2) dark-bristled bore brushes in excellent condition.
(124211-5AT)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) dark gray-painted steel
case marked with the stamp “ab41” on the lid and hand-scratched with
the name “A. Meyer” on the rear face, rating very good plus to excellent
with areas of flaking paint and occasional flecks of patina on the
exposed steel; (1) bright steel oil bottle in excellent condition; (1) gray
aluminum alloy pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition
and stamped with Waffenamt “243”; (2) bore brushes in excellent
condition. No takedown tool is present. (124211-5AU)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray steel case with brass
clasps, marked with the Hawig manufacturer’s logo and a partially
illegible Waffenamt, rating very fine with light handling wear and hints of
patina scattered here or there across the surface; (1) Hawig-marked
steel takedown tool with light handling marks, rating very fine; (1) bright
aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition; (1)
bright steel oil bottle in excellent condition; (2) bore brushes in very good
condition; a bundle of cloth cleaning strings in about good condition,
exhibiting some age-yellowing and a bit of storage fraying.
(124211-5AV)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-finished steel case
with brass clasps, marked “MUNDLOS / 1937” and rating very fine with
light handling marks and a few small instances of patina and finish wear;
(1) bright steel oil bottle in excellent condition with a matching
“MUNDLOS / 1937” stamp; (1) bright aluminum pull-through bore
cleaning chain in excellent condition; (2) lightly used bore brushes in
near excellent condition. No takedown tool is present. (124211-5AW)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) dark gray-painted steel
case marked “arr42” on the bottom lid, hand-scratched with the name
“H. Dregsler” and rating very good plus to excellent with several areas
worn to bright steel and very few handling marks or dings; (1) steel
takedown tool marked “ayw42” and rating near excellent with a few
specks of patina on the rear face; (1) bright steel oil bottle in near
excellent condition with a few light remnants of smoky gray patina; (1)
steel pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition; (2) very
lightly used bore brushes in near excellent condition. (124211-5AX)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) blued steel case stamped
with Waffenamt “WaA245” and “MUNDLOS / 1940”, retaining estimated
40% original thinning blue and polished to a bright reflective pewter tone
with light handling marks, rating very good plus; (1) bright steel oil bottle
with a matching “MUNDLOS / 1940” stamp, rating near excellent with
traces of thin smoky gray patina; (1) bright aluminum pull-through bore
cleaning chain in excellent condition; (2) bore brushes in excellent
condition. No takedown tool is present. (124211-5AY)
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German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-lacquered steel
case; (1) bright steel oil bottle; (1) steel takedown tool; (1) bright
aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chain; (2) bore cleaning brushes.
The case, bottle, chain and takedown tool are all manufacturer-marked
by Hawig and the case is 1940-dated. All items are in excellent condition
except the case which is very fine to near excellent with light handling
scratches and instances of finish wear. (124211-5AZ)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray-finished steel case
stamped with Waffenamt “WaA442” and “Ky 1938”, rating near excellent
with occasional tiny handling marks and slight silvering at the edges; (1)
bright aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition
with a matching “Ky 1938” mark and Waffenamt “WaA225”; (1) bright
steel oil bottle in excellent condition with the stamp “ab43”; (2) lightly
used bore brushes in fine to near excellent condition. No takedown tool
is present. (124211-5BA)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) dark gray-painted steel
case, hand-scratched with the initials “A.D.”, rating very good plus to
excellent with a few light handling marks and a large area of finish loss
on the rear face which is freckled by dark brown patina at the edges of
the bright exposed steel; (1) bright steel oil bottle in near excellent
condition with hints of smoky gray patina; (1) bright aluminum
pull-through bore cleaning chain in excellent condition; (2) bore brushes
in excellent condition. The case, chain and oil bottle are all marked “Ky
1940”. (124211-5BB)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit
One cleaning kit of German military issue for small arms such as the
K98k rifle. The kit comprises the following: (1) gray steel case, rating
near excellent with very light hints of finish wear mottling the surface; (1)
steel takedown tool in excellent condition; (1) steel oil bottle in very good
condition with a mottled smoky gray and dark brown patina across the
otherwise bright surface; (1) brass-ended bright aluminum pull-through
bore cleaning chain in very fine condition; (1) bore brush in excellent
condition. (124211-5BC)
German RG-34 Cleaning Chains
An assortment of (6) bright aluminum pull-through bore cleaning chains
from German Model RG-34 cleaning kits, detailed as follows: (1)
stamped “KY37”; (1) stamped “KY39”; (1) marked “cnx” and “WaA20”;
(1) marked “KY1940” and “WaA225”; (1) marked “cnx”; (1) marked
“HAWIG”. Also included is one RG-34 steel takedown tool which is also
“HAWIG”-marked. All items are in very fine to excellent condition with
only very light if any handling wear. (124211-5BD)
German RG-34 Cleaning Kit Chains
An assortment of pull-through bore cleaning chains from German Model
RG-34 cleaning kits, (3) of twisted steel wire and (3) of bright aluminum.
One of the aluminum chains is marked “G. Appel”; the remainder are
unmarked. One of the steel wire chains has lost the end-loop that hooks
to a bore brush. All items rate very good plus to excellent as a whole
with minimal wear. (124211-5BE)
German RG-34 Steel Oil Bottles
Four bright steel oil bottles from German Model RG-34 cleaning kits.
Two are marked “G. Appel” and dated “1935” and “1937”, respectively.
The other two are marked “MUNDLOS” and dated “1936” and “1937”. All
four are in about excellent condition, unblemished except for a bit of
wear on the “MUNDLOS 1936” and “G. Appel 1937” marks.
(124211-5BF)
German RG-34 Steel Oil Bottles
Three bright steel oil bottles from German Model RG-34 cleaning kits. All
are “MUNDLOS”-marked; two are 1938-dated and the last is
1937-dated. The bottles are in near excellent condition with a few very
light specks of patina here or there on the surfaces. (124211-5BG)
German RG-34 Steel Oil Bottles
Five bright steel oil bottles from German Model RG-34 cleaning kits. All
are unmarked. Three are excellent with no discernible blemishes, one
near excellent with a few hints of patina and the last very good plus to
excellent with a lightly speckled smoky gray patina across the bright
surface. (124211-BH)
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German RG-34 Cleaning Kit Components & Miscellaneous Accessories
A collection of military small arms maintenance accessory items,
detailed as follows: (1) RG-34 cleaning kit case, painted dark gray and
rating very good with a separated upper lid which reads “arr43” and
occasional small instances of flaking on the otherwise very fine finish;
(2) additional RG-34 cleaning kit case lids, the first marked “ky 1937”
and the second unmarked, rating about good with few handling marks
and a speckled ochre patina; assorted bore brushes in various sizes in
condition ranging from good to excellent, most lightly to moderately
used; a small assortment of various steel tools and tool parts including
patch loops, springs, hooks and related items; a set of cloth patches
purportedly retrieved from an RG-34 cleaning kit compartment, rating
very good with few blemishes except age-staining; two sheet metal
plates of as-yet-undetermined origin and purpose, each bent into a
half-rectangle segment extending into a rolled-over cylinder at the end of
the sheet, in very good plus condition with areas of smoky gray patina;
brass and steel stripper clips in various sizes; (1) steel oil bottle top,
complete with all parts and ready to be paired with any topless RG-34 oil
bottle, rating very good plus to excellent with a light speckled dark ochre
patina. (124211-BJ)
WWI German Sappenpanzer Trench Armor Breastplate
One steel upper breastplate section from a set of Sappenpanzer trench
armor. The armor is painted silver and in very good plus to excellent
condition, exhibiting a few small paint flakes and a number of superficial
handling marks; no dings, dents or other major blemishes are
discernible. The interior surfaces exhibit a moderate to strong textured
ochre and dark brown patina across the original feldgrau paint; the silver
paint on the exterior surfaces appears to be applied over this original
feldgrau and the overlap is visible at the edges of the plate. The hangers
which once held the remaining plates are present and strongly oxidized;
the other plates and any suspension straps have now been lost.
(12B8377-14)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Type M6 Tank Periscope
One Type M6 tank periscope in a cardboard package. The box is dated
“OCT 13 1943” on the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company
sticker label. The box has been opened and shipping stickers and
packaging tape have been applied by previous owners. The inner
packaging has had the plastic sleeve removed but the taped cardboard
layer is unblemished and appears to have never been opened.
(128377-12A)
Est. 50 - 100
U.S. Type M6 Tank Periscope
One Type M6 tank periscope in original packaging, complete with brown
paper sleeve, cardboard box, plastic wrap and sealed cardboard
padding. The sleeve retains the original Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company sticker labels and exhibits moderate age-staining;
one end has been opened to access the box inside and the paper is
fraying at the opened edges. The box is mostly whole and exhibits a bit
of handling wear and very light moisture staining; the singular cloth tape
seal over the seam corner is become separated from one side but is still
present. The plastic wrap and cardboard padding are unopened and
unblemished. Overall a very fine collectible tank accessory in complete
original packaging. (128377-12B)
Est. 50 - 100
“Polar” Recurve Bow by Bear Archery
One right-handedrecurve bow of medium-brown maple (or possibly
bubinga) sandwiching a zebrawood center visible at the arrow shelf; the
limbs are reinforced with fiberglass toned to a golden cream. Also
included is a black hard case containing a set of (14) arrows. No string is
included. The right side of the riser is inlaid with a brass Bear logo coin
set flush with the wood. The bow is 66” tall with a draw weight of 45 lbs.;
the draw length is unspecified but may perhaps be estimated by the
length of the included arrows which measure 28”. The wood is
unblemished and in excellent condition. The fiberglass reinforcements
are very good plus to excellent, exhibiting a few spots of minor
discoloration and several shallow hairline drying cracks here or there
that do not penetrate to the wood. The arrows have shafts of cedar and
varied fletching and tips, (8) with turkey feather fletching and hunting
broadheads, (6) with synthetic feathers and field points. The shafts are
unblemished and excellent except some slight warping on a few
examples which will require straightening. Most of the fletching is
likewise excellent, though several do exhibit some adhesive loss or
feather crazing and will need to be replaced, likely a simple project for a
practiced fletcher. Overall this is a very fine and attractive bow of great
appeal to the Bear collector or as a beautiful display piece for the wall.
(128302-7)
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“Gull” Recurve Bow by Wing Archery Company
One right-handed recurve bow made of laminated maple with
fiberglass-reinforced limbs and a set of (16) arrows in a black hard case.
No string is included. The bow is 64” tall with a draw weight of 25 lbs.;
the draw length is unspecified but may perhaps be estimated by the
length of the included arrows which measure 28 1/2”. The riser is
beautifully figured and the limb reinforcements have toned to a pleasing
cream color. A few extremely light handling scuffs and discolorations are
visible on the limbs and the shelf exhibits a few handling scratches but
the blemishing is minimal and the bow is in about excellent condition
overall. The arrows have shafts of cedar and all feature high quality
synthetic feather fletching; some are fitted with field points and some
have no tip yet applied. Some of the shafts are slightly warped and will
need to be straightened before use but otherwise the shafts are
unblemished. While most of the fletching is excellent there are a few
instances here and there of loosening adhesive and crazing feathers
which will need to be replaced, likely a simple project for a practiced
fletcher. All in all an attractive target bow set suitable for novice and
veteran archers alike. (128302-8)
Custom Traditional Bows by Blue Ridge Archery
One set of two traditional right-handed bows complete with (12) arrows
and a small assortment of string keepers and limb tip covers all stored in
a zip-up leather-bound felt-lined case. Each bow is labeled “Blue Ridge
Archery / Wind River Set #5”, carefully hand-painted in white. The first is
a recurve measuring 58” tall with a draw weight of 57 lbs. at 27”. The
riser is some type of tight-grained walnut or perhaps screwbean
mesquite centered by a strip of maple and the grip is wrapped in
black-fading-to-gray genuine leather with rawhide stitching. The back is
camouflaged by rattlesnake skin which has begun to separate on one
side of the upper limb. The limbs themselves are a laminated hardwood,
likely hickory, which appears be glass-impregnated. The string is twisted
red and brown cord fitted with fur string silencers; the string is in very
good plus to excellent condition, shows signs of light use and will need
to be re-waxed before shooting. The second bow is a reflex longbow
measuring 62” tall with a draw weight of 57 lbs. at 27”. The materials
and construction are identical to the previous and this bow is in excellent
condition similar to, if not better than, the first. The string does exhibit
some instances of fraying and may need to be replaced, otherwise the
snakeskin shows no separation whatsoever and few if any blemishes
are discernible. The included arrows have aluminum shafts with yellow
and black synthetic feathers; no tips are present. The arrows are in
excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. The string keepers
and related accessories all rate excellent as does the case itself. A very
fine cased ensemble for the serious archer, these bows are suitable for
both hunting and advanced target shooting. (12A8301-28)
Hoyt Legacy Compound Bow
One left-handed compound bow with 18 1/2” limbs and a 24” riser,
measuring 50 1/2” overall. The adjustable draw weight ranges from
65-80 lbs. at 32”. The limbs are laminated hardwood reinforced by
fiberglass and the riser is solid fiberglass with varnished oak grip panels.
The riser and limbs are finished in factory oak leaf camouflage spray
paint. The bow appears to have been dry-fired at one point as the string
has been lost and one of the cables has detached from the upper cam;
the loose cable appears unharmed but is perhaps in need of re-waxing.
No further signs of damage are visible and the bow exhibits only
superficial light handling and storage marks, rating very fine as a whole.
A quality piece of hardware that should serve as a fine hunting arm once
restrung. (128506-2A)
Pacer Compound Bow
One left-handed compound bow with 18” limbs and a 26” riser,
measuring 47 1/2” overall. The adjustable draw weight ranges from
45-55 lbs. at 28” and the brace height is 10”. The limbs are laminated
hardwood in lacquer finish colored black on the face and back; the riser
is black fiberglass with a pebble-grain black plastic grip. The string and
cables are in excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes
and the bow functions well mechanically. No arrow rest is included.
Overall the bow is in very fine to near excellent condition, exhibiting only
very light handling marks, and is ready for use for target shooting or
close-range hunting. (128506-2)
RCBS 304 Scale
Two items: First, One reloading scale of RCBS manufacture. Measures
up to 1111 grains with a dial for increments of 1 and sliders for
increments of 10 and 100. A bright yellow brass measuring pan is
included and the scale is fully functional in very fine condition. Second,
One electronic scale of Lyman manufacture. Labeled for a capacity of
“1000 GN x 0.1 GN” or “65 GRAM x 0.01 GRAM” and features a digital
display and push-button controls. Includes a complete Lyman Scale
Check Weight Set and power cable. All items are in excellent to mint
condition and appear unused. (126519-290A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Oehler Research Model 35P Proof Chronograph
One Oehler Research Model 35P Proof Chronograph with Proof
Channel assembly, printer and Glint Proof Skyscreen III accessories.
Included in the original factory box with manual, the chronograph
appears to have been opened for cursory examination only and is in
mint condition. Batteries not included. (126519-304) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
German/British Pre-WWII Coincidence Rangefinder by Barr & Stroud
One 1936-dated coincidence rangefinder measuring 35 1/2” in length.
The labels of the adjustment dials are German language and the patent
and maker’s address plaques are British, indicating British manufacture
for German use. The tube is bound by russet leather and the metal
surfaces of the lens assembly are painted to match in a glossy
ochre-brown lacquer. The right end features a rubber buffer pad which
has been lost from the left. The optics are somewhat cloudy but still
provide serviceable images and, when the sight pictures are aligned,
displays a range measurement that appears accurate. Moderate
scuffing is present on the surface of the leather and instances of flaking
paint and patination of the exposed steel can be seen on the lens
assemblies but the wear is external only and the leather binding remains
whole with excellent stitching. Both leather lens covers are included,
though one has separated from the retention loop due to partial loss of
its strap, as is the leather carrying sling. Overall a very good piece of
vintage rangefinding equipment that remains functional. (12A6519-490)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
U.S. Model 1916 1M Base Rangefinder by Bausch & Lomb
One 1920-dated Bausch & Lomb Model of 1916 Base Rangefinder
measuring 48” overall with an interocular distance of approximately 39
1/2” (1 meter) from center-to-center of the objective lenses. The tube is
housed in a body of hard plaster or similar composite and painted OD
green throughout. The paint is in excellent condition with a very few
instances of thinning. The leather buffer pads on either end are in very
fine condition with some light scuffing. The lenses are moderately
occluded yet remain in serviceable condition. The rangefinder comes
complete with the original tripod mount, adjustment calibration lathe and
wooden storage case. The tripod mount exhibits some instances of
flaking paint on the wooden legs but otherwise is in near excellent to
excellent condition. All dials and other mechanical components function
excellently and the rangefinder appears to give an accurate reading. An
appealing piece of military equipment in very fine condition.
(12B6519-249) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
RCBS Trim Mate Case Prep Center & Electronic Scale
Two RCBS machines: first, an electric RCBS Trim Mate Case Prep
Center featuring Large and Small primer pocket brushes, a chamfering
head, a deburring head and Small and Medium case neck brushes. The
motor-driven prep station is fully functional and appears unused in mint
condition sans original packaging. The RCBS electronic scale is labeled
for a capacity of 500 gn x 0.1 gn and is in excellent condition, appearing
nearly unused with very little storage wear. The scale accepts a 9-volt
battery and functions excellently with an accurate reading. The outlet
adapter cable is not included. (126519-468A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Assorted Rubber Handgun Grips
A large assortment of handgun grips, detailed as follows: (4) pairs of
brown finger-grooved Bianchi/Pachmayr grips for Smith & Wesson
K-frame round butt revolvers; black Pachmayr Presentation grips for the
following: New Model Ruger Blackhawk/Old Army/Super Single
Six/Convertible (1), Colt P-frame Single Action Army (1), S&W N-frame
square butt (2), S&W J-frame (1), S&W K-frame square butt (1, Camo
finish), Dan Wesson Small frame (1), Thompson/Center Contender (1);
black Pachmayr “Gripper” grips for the following: S&W N-frame square
butt (2); S&W J-frame round butt (2), Ruger Speed Six (1), Ruger
Redhawk (1), Dan Wesson Small Frame (1), S&W K-frame round butt
(1); Uncle Mike’s grips for the following: small frame Taurus (1), S&W
J-frame (1), S&W K-frame and L-frame round butt (2); (3) one-piece
Hogue Monogrips for S&W N-frame round butt; black Pachmayr
Presentation/Compac grips for the following: S&W K-frame square butt
(1), S&W K-frame Rd. Butt (2), S&W J-frame round butt (1), Colt
D-frame (2), S&W N-frame round butt (2), Harrington & Richardson
small frame revolvers (1), Charter Arms small frame revolvers (1); black
Pachmayr Compac Professional grips for the following: S&W K- &
L-frame revolvers (1), S&W I-frame revolvers (2); (1) black pair of
Pachmayr grips for the Walther PP and PPK/S; (1) pair of black Hogue
grips for the S&W 3rd Gen. Compact .45; (1) one-piece black Pachmayr
Signature Model grip for the Heckler & Koch P9S; (1) Colt/Pachmayr
Automatic grip for Colt O-frame pistols such as the Government Model,
Gold Cup, Ace, Commander and Combat Commander; (1) black Colt
grip for large Colt revolvers such as the King Cobra, Trooper Mk V and
Anaconda. Also includes one Pachmayr Thompson/Center Contender
forend. The grips are all in fine to near excellent condition, some still in
original packaging, with a bit of light storage wear. While some may
benefit from a bit of cleaning, all are suitable for immediate installation
and use on one’s handgun of choice. (126519-401A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Handgun Grips
An assortment of various handgun grips, detailed as follows: (3) pairs of
unidentified wooden grips for double-action revolvers, made from wood
which appears to be one each of walnut, pau ferro and cocobolo; (1)
pair of grips for a Ruger Super Blackhawk engraved with foliate panels,
made of striped hardwood which is possibly pau ferro; (2) pairs of grips
for the Ruger Mk. 1 pistol, the first of cherry with cross-hatched
engraved diamonds and the second of checkered walnut; (3) pairs
Walther PPK/S grips comprising (1) of checkered black plastic, (1) of
checkered walnut and (1) of smooth walnut with textured side panels. All
are in very fine to excellent condition with very little wear.
(126519-401C) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
Assorted grips for Colt handguns, detailed as follows: (1) pair of hard
rubber grips for a Colt Single Action Army Bisley Model with the number
on the inside panels scratched out; (1) pair hard rubber grips for a Colt
.25 Auto pistol; (1) pair checkered walnut grips for a Colt Model 1903
Pocket Hammerless pistol; (1) pair Colt D-frame round butt grips made
of walnut; (1) pair of Colt Woodsman Second Series grips made of
Coltwood, featuring the Rampant Colt emblem in circle on the right-side
grip. Also included is a two-piece walnut forend for a Colt Lightning slide
action rifle. All are in very fine to excellent condition with little wear.
(126519-401D) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Handgun Grips
An array of grips for various handguns, detailed as follows: (1) pair
Herrett’s Model RCS walnut grips; (2) pairs Herrett’s “Automatic Target
Gun Stock” walnut grips, one pair of which is unlabeled, featuring
thumb, finger and palm rests; (1) pair of Herrett’s Model RR walnut
grips; (1) pair of Roberts buffalo horn grips for the Browning High Power;
(1) pair of Hogue “Exotic Hardwood” (possibly pau ferro) grips for the Sig
Sauer P220 European. All grips are in excellent condition with very little
handling wear; the Hogue and Roberts grips remain in the original
packaging which appears to have been opened for cursory examination
only. (126519-401E) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Smith & Wesson Handgun Grips
An array of grips for Smith & Wesson handguns, detailed as follows: (1)
pair goncalo alves S&W 41 Auto target pistol grips featuring thumb and
finger rests and checkered side panels; (1) pair walnut N-frame square
butt target grips with ejector cutout; (1) pair goncalo alves N-frame
square butt target grips with speedloader cutout; (2) pairs walnut
N-frame Magna grips, one pair missing the fastening screw; (1) pair
walnut Third Model Target Pistol diamond-checkered extension grips,
manufactured sans S&W inlaid medallions and exhibiting a few small
cracks and chips; (1) pair walnut J-frame square butt Magna grips; (1)
pair walnut J-frame round butt Magna grips with moderately tarnished
medallions; (1) pair walnut J-frame square butt target grips in unopened
original packaging (packaging seal is worn open but the grips have not
been removed); (1) pair hard rubber K-frame round butt
diamond-checkered grips, missing the female screw escutcheon from
the right-side grip. All grips are in fine to near excellent condition
exhibiting very little handling wear except as otherwise mentioned
above. (126519-401F) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Grips
A variety of handgun grips, detailed as follows: (3) pairs of single action
revolver grips made of walnut, synthetic ivory and synthetic
mother-of-pearl; (1) Dan Wesson one-piece checkered walnut grip with
“DW” medallions for a medium-frame revolver; (1) smooth walnut
finger-grooved grip for a Dan Wesson large-frame revolver; (1) H&R
one-piece checkered hard rubber grip for a large-frame top-break
revolver; (1) pair S&W diamond-checkered synthetic ivory K-frame
Magna grips; (1) pair Colt D-frame checkered synthetic grips; (2) pairs
Siles checkered walnut grips for an unidentified round butt revolver; (2)
pairs walnut J-frame square butt grips extended to a round butt profile;
(1) pair unmarked walnut grips for an unidentified large-frame revolver;
(1) pair synthetic K-frame checkered target grips with left-side thumb
rest; (1) pair checkered walnut Colt D-frame grips; (1) pair synthetic
mother-of-pearl J-frame round butt grips; (1) pair synthetic
mother-of-pearl Browning Hi-Power grips; (1) pair S&W checkered
K-frame Hand Ejector grips; (1) pair synthetic checkered Erma KGP 68
grips. The grips are in conditions ranging from very good plus to
excellent condition, a few exhibiting a chip or handling scratch here or
there. (126519-401G) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson N-Frame Grips
Four grips for Smith & Wesson N-frame revolvers, detailed as follows:
(1) pair goncalo alves smooth target square butt grips with an ejector
cutout; (1) pair goncalo alves combat round butt grips with speedloader
cutout; (1) pair goncalo alves checkered target square butt grips with
speedloader cutout; (1) pair maple smooth square butt grips with ejector
cutout. All grips are in excellent condition. (126519-401H) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson N-Frame Grips
Four grips for Smith & Wesson N-frame revolvers, detailed as follows:
(1) pair walnut checkered target square butt grips with ejector cutout, in
very good plus to excellent condition with light handling marks and wear;
(1) pair rosewood smooth target square butt grips with ejector cutout, in
near excellent condition with very light handling marks; (1) pair goncalo
alves smooth target square butt grips with ejector cutout, in near
excellent condition with very light handling marks; (1) pair rosewood
checkered target square butt grips with ejector cutout, in excellent
condition with little if any wear. (126519-401J) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson N-Frame Grips
Three pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson N-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (1) pair walnut diamond-checkered magna square butt grips,
rating very good plus with a few light handling marks, small chips on the
interior faces and no fastening screw; (1) pair red cocobolo diamond
checkered magna square butt grips, in near excellent condition with a
few light handling marks on the right-side grip; (1) pair rosewood
checkered target square butt grips with ejector cutout, in excellent
condition with few if any blemishes. (126519-401K) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Grips
Three pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson revolvers, detailed as follows:
(1) pair walnut diamond checkered K-frame round butt hand ejector
grips, in very good plus condition with a few light handling marks, strong
patina on the brass medallions toning to a mottled tobacco and no
fastening screw; (1) pair hard rubber diamond checkered K-frame round
butt hand ejector grips in near excellent condition with few if any
blemishes and no fastening screw; (1) pair walnut diamond-checkered
I-frame round-to-square conversion hand ejector grips for a S&W
Regulation Police revolver, in very fine condition with few blemishes
except chips at the toe and center of the butt of the right-side grip.
(126519-401L) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Smith & Wesson K-Frame Grips
Three pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson K-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (1) pair walnut checkered target square butt grips with ejector
cutout, in near excellent condition with very light handling marks on the
right-side grip; (1) pair white polished staghorn smooth magna grips in
excellent condition; (1) pair walnut diamond checkered target square
butt grips, in near excellent condition save a few light handling marks
and a small chip on the forestrap just beneath the triggerguard.
(126519-401M) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson K-Frame Grips
Two pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson K-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (1) pair rosewood smooth target square butt grips with ejector
cutout, in near excellent condition with a few tiny handling marks; (1)
pair goncalo alves checkered target square butt grips with speedloader
cutout, in excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes.
(126519-401N) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson J-Frame Grips
Four pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson K-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (1) pair goncalo alves checkered target square butt grips with
ejector cutout, in excellent condition; (1) pair walnut checkered magna
round butt grips in good condition with light to moderate handling wear;
(1) pair rosewood smooth target round butt grips with ejector cutout, in
excellent condition; (1) pair red and green hardwood laminate finger
groove boot grips in near excellent condition, exhibiting few if any
blemishes except for a 3/4” chip running up the forestrap from the toe of
the right-side grip. (126519-401P) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Smith & Wesson J-Frame Grips
Three pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson J-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (1) pair rosewood checkered target square butt grips with
ejector cutout; (1) pair goncalo alves smooth target round butt grips with
ejector cutout; (1) pair goncalo alves checkered target grips with ejector
cutout. All grips are in excellent condition. (126519-401Q) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson J-Frame Grips
Three pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson J-frame revolvers, detailed as
follows: (2) pairs rosewood checkered target square butt grips with
ejector cutouts; (1) pair goncalo alves finger-grooved target round butt
grips with ejector cutout. All grips are in excellent condition.
(126519-401R) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
Two pairs of grips for Colt revolvers. The first is a pair of Lew Sanderson
#15 wraparound checkered walnut grips for a Colt Woodsman Match
Target 1st Model pistol with thumb rest, palm rest and finger groove, in
excellent condition with very few if any handling marks. Second, a pair of
Roper diamond-checkered walnut service-style grips for a Colt New
Service revolver, featuring the distinctive Gagne jig holes and a partial
open backstrap. A crack is present in the lower half of the backstrap on
the right-side grip and another is beginning to form in the same spot on
the left grip; as the cracks are quite thin and show little if any material
loss, a skilled woodworker will likely be able to make a near-seamless
repair. Otherwise the grips show few if any blemishes and are in near
excellent condition as a whole. (126519-401S) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Walther Grips
Assorted grips for Walther handguns, detailed as follows: (4) pairs black
plastic checkered PPK/S grips; (1) pair black plastic checkered PPK
grips; (1) pair rosewood foliate checkered PPK/S grips; (1) pair
checkered walnut P38 grips; (1) pair checkered brown plastic Manhurin
P38 grips. All are in near excellent to excellent condition with little to no
handling wear. Also included are (2) pairs of checkered walnut grips for
an Erma .22 Baby Luger and (1) pair of unmarked checkered walnut
grips for a full-size P.08 Luger pistol, both in near excellent condition.
(126519-401T) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
Assorted Colt pistol grips: (1) pair checkered walnut Woodsman First
Model grips; (1) pair checkered Coltwood Woodsman grips with thumb
rest; (1) pair double-diamond checkered walnut M1911 grips; (1) pair
checkered black plastic Woodsman grips; (1) left-side checkered brown
Coltwood Woodsman grip. All are in excellent condition save the M1911
grips which rate very good plus to fine with light handling marks.
(126519-401U) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Thompson/Center Contender Grips and Forends
Assorted Thompson/Center Contender furniture: (1) smooth walnut grip
with thumb rest; (1) smooth walnut grip with rubber backstrap; (1)
smooth walnut grip with finger grooves, thumb rest and palm rest; (1)
smooth walnut forend complete with screw and screwhole escutcheon;
(1) checkered walnut forend sans screw and escutcheon; all are in very
fine condition with some light handling marks. Also includes (1) smooth
walnut forend with escutcheon and without screw, in good condition
having been reshaped to a previous owner’s preferences via sanding
and not re-varnished. (126519-401V) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
44 Magnum, 8” barrel with a bright excellent bore, factory sights, vented
muzzle and a round-sided external choke. The metal surfaces of the
barrel rate near excellent and retain about 90% original blue finish with a
few light handling marks and finish wear at the contact points. The
forend mounting screw is not present. Includes one internal choke
wrench. (126519-549A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
45 Colt, 10” round barrel with a bright excellent bore, factory sights and
Pachmayr rubber forend. The metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining
about 98% plus original blue finish with very few if any handling marks.
The forend also rates excellent with no discernible blemishes.
(126519-549B) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
256 Win Mag, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore, factory
sights and Pachmayr rubber forend. The metal surfaces rate about
excellent, retaining about 98%plus original blue finish with a very few
minute instances of silvering at some of the contact points and a tiny
instance of oxidation on the base of the rear sight. The forend rates
excellent with no discernible blemishes. (126519-549C) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
45 Win Mag, 10” round barrel with a bright excellent bore, factory sights
and Pachmayr rubber forend. The metal surfaces rate excellent,
retaining about 98%plus original blue finish with very few if any handling
marks. The forend also rates excellent with no discernible blemishes.
(126519-549D) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
44 Magnum, 8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore, ported
muzzle, flat-sided external choke and a brass bead front sight; no rear
sight is present. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish
with some silvering due to light handling wear at the sides and contact
points. Includes an external choke spanner. (126519-549E) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
30 Carbine, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory
sights. The metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining about 98% original
blue with a scant few negligible handling marks. (126519-549F) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
38 Spl, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory sights.
The metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue
finish with few if any discernible blemishes. (126519-549G) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
25-35 Win, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory
sights. The metal surfaces rate about excellent, retaining about 98%
plus original blue finish with the tiniest of handling scratches here or
there. (126519-549H) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel
7mm TCU, 14” round barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory
sights. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with
occasional light handling marks worn to silver mostly at the contact
points. The white paint of the lettering is partially faded, otherwise the
barrel is largely unblemished and rates near excellent to excellent
overall. (126519-549J) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel
35 Rem, 14” round barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory sights.
The metal surfaces retain about 98%plus original blue finish with a few
hints of silvering at the contact points. (126519-549K) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Unmarked Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel
17 CF, 14” round barrel with a bright excellent bore, Leupold rings and
scope mount and a Williams front sight ramp. The barrel appears in all
respects to be of Thompson/Center manufacture but no markings to that
effect are present. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish with a few light spots of wear at the receiver contact points and a
light filing mark at the edge of the muzzle to the left of the front sight.
(126519-549L) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
35 Rem, 12” round barrel with a bright excellent bore and an integral
muzzle brake. The barrel is equipped with a very fine walnut forend with
a few light handling marks, a fiber-optic ramp front sight and a pair of
scope rings mounted on a T/C one-piece base. The metal surfaces rate
excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue finish with very few if
any handling marks. (126519-549M) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
44 Magnum, 8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore, ported
muzzle and flat-sided external choke. The barrel is equipped with factory
front sights and a checkered walnut forend. The metal surfaces rate
excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue finish with the
occasional tiny handling mark; the forend is in similarly excellent
condition with only the barest hints of wear. (126519-549N) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
45 Colt, 8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore, factory sights,
ported muzzle and threaded for an external choke (not included). The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with scattered
handling scratches and areas of dark gray-toned exposed steel on the
left side of the barrels below the company address and on the right side
of the muzzle. (126519-549P) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Thompson/Center Custom Contender Barrel
32 H&R Mag, 18” round barrel with a bright excellent bore and a
Weaver-style base. The base includes one of four screws; the remainder
will need replacement. The metal surfaces of the barrel rate near
excellent, retaining about 98% original blue finish with the occasional
tiny handling mark or instance of slight thinning. (126519-549Q) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Unmarked Custom Smoothbore Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
22 shot, 10” professionally sleeved custom round barrel with a bright
excellent smooth bore and factory sights. The metal surfaces rate very
fine to near excellent, retaining about 90% original blue with areas
thinning to gray, occasional light handling marks and a bit of dusky
ochre staining on the front sight ramp. Please note that BATFE approval
must be obtained and the relevant tax stamp must be paid before
installation or use on any firearm to avoid being in violation of the NFA.
A great basis for a custom smoothbore Contender that would be well
suited to varmint hunting. (126519-549R) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Thompson Center Contender Barrel
32 H&R Mag, 10” round barrel with a bright excellent bore and equipped
with a Weaver-style scope base. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue finish with some areas toning to plum on the lug. Overall
the barrel is in excellent condition. (126519-549S) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Custom Thompson Center Contender Barrel
45 Colt/.410 bore., 6” professionally shortened octagon barrel. The
barrel has been neatly threaded to accept an external “hotshot” choke
and exhibits a small bulge in the last 1/8” from the threading process
which is unobtrusive and does not affect function. The barrel is marked
only for 45 Colt but appears to have been professionally rechambered to
accept .410 shotshells as well. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
plus original blue finish with the occasional tiny handling mark here or
there and the barrel rates excellent overall. (126519-549T) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
Assorted Colt handgun grips: (3) pairs for Detective Special revolvers
comprising (2) pairs checkered walnut square butt grips, one pair
missing the retention screw, and (1) pair checkered walnut square butt
extension grips, all in very fine condition with light handling marks; (3)
pairs for Police Positive revolvers comprising (1) pair of checkered
Coltwood round butt grips in excellent condition, (1) pair checkered
Coltwood square butt grips in very good plus condition with some
discoloration at butt of the left grip and some loss of silver plating on the
left-side medallion, (1) pair checkered walnut round butt grips in
excellent condition; (1) pair checkered Coltwood square butt grips for an
Official Police/Officer’s Model in excellent condition without the retention
screw; (1) pair of checkered walnut grips for a Colt Mk. III series revolver
in very good condition, missing the retention screw and exhibiting light to
moderate handling wear; (1) pair checkered walnut square butt for a
New Pocket revolver or similar, in very fine condition with few handling
marks and no retention screw; (1) pair checkered grips for a Pocket
Hammerless pistol, in near excellent condition with few handling marks
and remnants of an hardened waxy green residue on the right-side grip;
(1) pair of checkered Python/Trooper service grips in very good plus to
excellent condition with some light handling wear. (126519-401W)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Ruger Grips
Assorted grips for Ruger handguns: (1) pair of smooth ebony Eagle
Grips for a Ruger Blackhawk, in box; (1) pair unmarked smooth walnut
grips for a Ruger Mk.I pistol; (1) pair checkered black plastic grips for a
Ruger Mk. I pistol. All grips are in excellent condition. (126519-401X)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
Assorted grips for S&W revolvers: (3) pairs checkered rosewood
Magna-style (no medallion) J-frame square butt grips, in very fine
condition with light handling marks and a tiny chip here or there; (2)
pairs smooth walnut Magna J-frame round butt grips, in near excellent
condition with only very light handling wear and no retention screw; (1)
pair skipline-checkered rosewood N-frame target square butt grips with
ambidextrous thumb/finger rests, in very fine to near excellent condition
with a few very light handling marks; (1) pair checkered walnut N-frame
finger-grooved combat grips in fine condition with some small handling
marks; (1) pair hard rubber I-frame extension target hand ejector grips in
very good plus to excellent condition with light handling wear
throughout; (1) right-side diamond-checkered walnut N-frame hand
ejector grip in good condition with light to moderate handling wear and a
bit of chipping in spots at the edges of the butt. (126519-401Y) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
Assorted grips for Colt revolvers: (1) checkered maple Herrett’s Model R
D-frame square butt grips; (1) pair smooth walnut D-frame round butt
grips; (1) pair white faux mother-of-pearl D-frame square butt grips
missing the screw; (1) pair black faux mother-of-pearl and hardwood
laminate D-frame square butt grips; (1) pair smooth walnut New Service
Revolver grips. All are in very fine condition with very light handling
marks except the New Service grips which rate very good plus to
excellent and exhibit a few small dings on the outer edges of the butt of
the left-side grip. (126519-401Z) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson K-Frame Grips
Two pairs of grips for Smith & Wesson K-frame revolvers: (1) pair
checkered rosewood Herrett’s square butt grips with speedloader cutout,
rating very good plus to excellent with few handling marks and some
light to moderate discoloration along the backstrap of either grip; (1) pair
walnut target grips with thumb and palm rests, rating very good plus to
fine with several light handling marks. The target grips are also
hand-carved with finger outlines, possibly in preparation for part of an
unfinished customization project. (126519-401AA) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Target Pistol Grips
Assorted pistol grips: (1) pair unmarked staghorn grips for a 2nd Series
Colt Woodsman in excellent condition; (1) pair unmarked walnut target
grips for a Smith & Wesson Model 41 with thumb rest and adjustable
palm rest, rating very fine with some light handling marks on the
right-side grip; (1) pair unmarked walnut target grips with thumb and
finger rests and adjustable palm rest, in near excellent condition with
only very light handling marks here or there. (126519-401AB) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Single Action Army First Generation Hard Rubber Grips
One pair of First Generation checkered hard rubber grips for the Colt
Single Action Army revolver featuring a muzzle-facing Rampant Colt in
oval and matching numbers “2190” on the inner faces. The grips are in
excellent condition with very few handling marks except for a tiny
scratch here or there and a small chip from just behind the toe of the
right-side grip. The checkering and logo remain bold and crisp; an
excellent example overall. (126519-401AC) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Harrington & Richardson Revolver Grips
Three sets of unmarked checkered walnut grips, the first a pair of grips
for a small-frame top-break or solid frame revolver, the second a
one-piece grip for a large-frame top-break revolver, the third a pair for a
small-frame revolver. All are in very fine condition with only light
handling marks. (126519-401AD) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt Grips
An assortment of grips for Colt revolvers: (1) pair checkered hard rubber
grips for an Official Police revolver, exhibiting chips at the right-side
heel, left-side toe and a crack running through the inside face of the
left-side grip from the toe chip, the checkering remains crisp and the
grips rate about good; (1) pair checkered maple D-frame grips with
finger grooves, rating very good plus with some finish scuffing and
handling marks; (1) pair of unmarked smooth walnut New Service
revolver grips in good condition with light signs of wear and a
concentration of small handling marks at the butt; (1) pair checkered
hard rubber New Service revolver grips in good condition with crisp
checkering, a number of small handling marks on the right-side grip, a
large chip at the right-side heel and a small chip at the left-side heel; (1)
pair AA-grade walnut D-frame grips with finger and thumb rests, rating
excellent with few if any discernible blemishes. (126519-401AE)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
Assorted grips for Smith & Wesson revolvers: (1) pair pau ferro N-frame
square butt boot grips in excellent condition; (1) pair unsanded walnut
N-frame square butt boot grips which appear to be an incomplete
woodworking project, exhibiting no finish and rating excellent with no
discernible blemishes; (1) pair diamond-checkered walnut customized
grips with thumb and finger rests which appears to have been modified
from an N-frame to fit an unidentified revolver, rating very good plus to
excellent with some light handling marks; (1) pair smooth rosewood
K-frame round butt boot grips with ambidextrous thumb rests, rating
excellent; (1) pair checkered walnut K-frame target square butt grips
with finger grooves, palm rest and thumb rest, rating very good plus to
excellent with light handling marks at the edges; (1) pair sanded walnut
boot grips which appear unfinished with guideline markings which
appear to correspond to a K-frame round butt fit, rating excellent with
few if any discernible blemishes; (1) pair smooth maple large extension
target grips with thumb rest, rating about good with areas of light finish
wear across the surface. (126519-401AF) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Revolver Grips
Assorted revolver grips: (1) pair pau ferro combat-style Eagle grips for
the Colt Officer’s Model family of revolvers, featuring checkered
scrollwork, finger grooves and an open backstrap, rating excellent; (1)
pair checkered walnut unmarked service-style grips for the Colt Officer’s
Model family of revolvers, rating good with light to moderate wear and
scattered handling marks; (1) pair har rubber grips for an unidentified
revolver with elegant scrollwork, in very fine condition with little wear; (1)
pair smooth unmarked walnut grips for an unidentified double-action
revolver in very good condition with a few handling marks.
(126519-401AG) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Small-Frame Revolver Grips
Assorted small revolver grips: (2) checkered hard rubber Forehand &
Wadsworth grips in very fine condition; (1) pair unmarked walnut grips
for an unidentified small-frame revolver; (1) pair unmarked smooth
walnut custom grips, the left grip featuring a palm rest and the shortened
right grip modified to fit an unidentified very small frame, possibly a
deringer. The custom grips are in very good plus to excellent condition
with light handling wear. (126519-401AH) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Target Pistol Grips
Assorted pistol grips: (1) pair checkered walnut Colt Woodsman grips
with palm rest and grooved thumb rest, rating near excellent with only
very small handling marks here or there; (1) pair sanded walnut
Hi-Standard grips with checkered grip panels, thumb, palm and finger
rests, in excellent condition with little to no handling wear; (1) pair walnut
free pistol grips, probably for a Hammerli, Walther or similar, rating near
excellent with a few tiny handling marks here or there. (126519-401AJ)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Handgun Grips
Assorted handgun grips: (1) one-piece checkered walnut grip with finger
grooves ambidextrous thumb/finger rests, possibly for a Dan Wesson
revolver or similar, in excellent condition; (1) checkered walnut
Harrington & Richardson one-piece grip for an unidentified handgun
(likely a target pistol), rating very good with only light handling marks
and moderate flaking of the lacquer finish; (1) unmarked smooth walnut
one-piece grip with finger grooves for an unidentified handgun (likely a
target pistol), rating excellent with few if any blemishes. (126519-401AK)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Colt M1911 Grips
Assorted grips for M1911 pistols, some unpaired: (1) pair Herrett’s
checkered walnut target grips with thumb and palm rests, in excellent
condition; (1) pair unmarked rosewood double-diamond checkered grips
in excellent condition; (1) pair J. Adams engraved aluminum grips
marked “Vermont / 1989” on the inner faces and in excellent condition;
(1) faux mother-of-pearl right-side grip in near excellent condition with a
few tiny scuffs; (2) brown checkered Coltwood left-side grips with raised
Rampant Colt logo in circle, in fine condition with light handling marks;
(1) unmarked checkered brown plastic left-side grip, in near excellent
condition with a bit of light wear; (1) unmarked checkered walnut
right-side grip in near excellent condition; (1) unmarked double-diamond
checkered right-side grip in near excellent condition. (126519-401AL)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Pistol Crossbow Ensemble
Three pistol crossbows of similar size and design along with collection of
bolts compatible with all three weapons. The first crossbow is a Barnett
Trident with a 17” fiberglass prod, 12” pierced steel and fiberglass stock,
adjustable sights (elevation and windage), and checkered black
synthetic pistol grips. The second, labeled only “Mini Cross Bow” on
either limb of the prod, features a 17” fiberglass prod, 11” steel body,
checkered black synthetic pistol grips, stainless steel stirrup and
stainless steel cocking lever. The third is unmarked and features a 17”
spring steel prod, 11” black plastic stock, adjustable sights and
checkered black synthetic pistol grips. The retention spacer between the
prod and the stock has been replaced by a wooden wedge which acts in
the same capacity. All crossbows are in very fine to excellent condition
with very few if any handling marks and perhaps a bit of light storage
wear. The Trident includes the original factory box complete with
paperwork, bow string wax and (12) 6” bolts with steel field points,
gold-colored anodized aluminum shafts and black plastic fletching.
Another (26) bolts of identical description are also included both loose
and in unopened aftermarket packaging. A fine novelty for the arbalist
with an eye for the stylish “tactical” aesthetic. (12E6519-476) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Bullet Casting Equipment
Assorted items related to bullet casting, detailed as follows: first, a
Lyman Mould Master XX 20 lb. capacity bottom-pour lead furnace
featuring an open top suitable for dipping and a mould guide beneath
the spout. The furnace is in very fine condition featuring only light
handling and storage wear. The included power cable remains in
excellent condition. Second, a Lyman Mould Master Model 61 10 lb.
capacity bottom-pour lead furnace featuring an open top for dipping. The
metal surfaces of the pot exhibit light oxidation throughout and the bowl
contains some leftover lead residue and other light signs of previous
use. The case of the furnace has a few spots of handling wear through
the blue finish. Overall the furnace is in very fine condition and includes
the power cord in excellent condition. These furnaces have not been
tested in-house but exhibit no outwardly apparent issues and are likely
fully functional. The third item is a Lyman Ideal Melting Pot with a
capacity of 10 lbs. made of cast iron. The iron exhibits a few areas of
ochre staining but otherwise is unblemished and appears unused in the
original packaging. Fourth, a set of (4) cast iron ingot moulds comprising
(2) Lyman and (2) RCBS moulds. The moulds are in very good plus to
excellent condition, some exhibiting some areas of light to moderate
oxidation residue which will likely be easily cleaned. Fifth, a
wood-handling casting dipper with a moderately strong accumulation of
lead on the surfaces of the bowl, a hint of blackening at the end of the
wood from repeated use and no discernible damage or deformation,
rating very good plus to fine overall. Finally, a box of assorted materials
including two 8 oz. bags of flux, (8) 2 oz. bottles of Nei brand mould prep
and a 5 1/2” by 3” by 2 1/4” block of wax for fluxing. (126519-464)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Belding & Mull Visible Powder Measures
Three Belding & Mull powder measures, detailed as follows: the first is in
excellent condition, nearly new-in-box complete with manual, original
handle and micrometer charge tube. The second is in fine to near
excellent condition, exhibiting some light hints of tobacco-colored tarnish
on the brass hopper and a crack across the glass viewing panel of the
charging reservoir. The original handle is included as is the micrometer
charge tube. The third is in very good plus to excellent condition, the
brass hopper toned to a burnished tobacco and the steel surfaces
exhibiting scattered areas of silvering at the edges and ochre oxidation
on the faces. The plastic viewing panel of the charging reservoir is
yellowed by use but otherwise unblemished. The hopper cap has been
lost, the micrometer charge tube is present and the handle is a
functional ad-hoc replacement. (126519-292A) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
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Assorted Powder Measures and Accessories
A variety of powder measures and related accessories, detailed as
follows: a Lyman Ideal Powder Measure No. 55 in excellent condition
with few if any blemishes, housed in the original box and including two
drop tubes and the factory manual; a Lyman orange-painted steel bench
stand labeled “J3” and in excellent condition with few if any blemishes;
another Lyman Ideal powder measure No. 55 in very fine condition with
a few light handling marks; a Saeco Tru Speed powder measure with
bench stand. The brass hopper is lightly tarnished with a subtle
burnished tobacco tinge, otherwise the device rates excellent with little
to no wear. Fourth, an RCBS Little Dandy pistol powder measure in very
fine to near excellent condition. A few light handling marks are present,
as are several scattered flecks of oxidation here and there on the metal
surfaces, otherwise no major blemishes are discernible. Includes the
original factory box and a single No. 26 rotor knob; a pair of Bonanza
red plastic powder measures with an assortment of (16) rotors in a
variety of sizes. The measures are in near excellent condition with some
very light handling marks and the rotors are excellent, most appearing
unused; an unmarked powder measure with a clear plastic hopper and
brass-handled rotor in excellent condition; an assortment of (14) brass
rotors of unidentified manufacture in a variety of sizes; an Ohaus
Du-O-Measure powder measure in very fine condition featuring an
adjustable handle labeled for up to 25 grains. The measure exhibits a
few small chips in the tan-gray paint at the edges and contact points and
there is a bit of play where the hopper is attached to the charging
reservoir, otherwise there are few blemishes of note; (2) Lyman ingot
mould sets, mint-in-box; (1) Lyman dipper tool, mint-in-box;
(126519-292B) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Reloading Tools
A collection of reloading hand tools and dies, detailed as follows: (11)
boxed Lyman Ideal No. 310 reloading tools, many including die sets in a
variety of calibers including .308 Win, .45 Colt, .44 Mag, 300 Savage,
.218 Bee and assorted unidentified calibers with labels worn to
illegibility. The contents of each box range from handles with no dies to
a handle included with partial or complete set of dies in some
combination of a decapping chamber, bullet seating screw, decapping
rod, muzzle resizer, priming chamber and shell expansion chamber.
Next, (8) boxed Lyman Ideal shell resizers in a range of calibers
including .32-40, .30-06, .45 ACP, 250 Savage, .222 Rem, 300 Savage,
.220, .257 Rem and 8mm; (5) boxes of Lyman reloading die sets for the
Lyman Ideal No. 310 Reloading Tool in calibers .44 Mag/.44 Spl, 11mm
Mauser, .303, .38-56, .32 S&W; (1) Lyman Ideal set of dies for .219
Zipper including seating die, combination decapping, neck resizing and
expanding due, priming punch die “T” and shell holder die “J”; (1) Lyman
Ideal seating die for .30-30; (2) Lyman ideal pistol dies in .45 Auto
comprising one expanding die and one combination decapping and F.L.
resizing die; a small assortment of unidentified dies; three pairs of bullet
mould handles measuring 8”, 8 1/2” and 11” in length. The included
items are in conditions varying from very good plus to excellent, some in
original packaging, most only lightly used and several exhibiting some
areas of oxidation or finish wear but few if any blemishes of note
besides light storage wear. (126519-457A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
RCBS Reloading Equipment
An assortment of RCBS loading supplies including a variety of shell
holders in different sizes, primer depth gauges, threaded decapping pins
and a case transfer adjustment gauge. All items are in very fine to
excellent condition; some are unused in original packing and several
exhibit light instances of patina which should have negligible effect on
functionality. (126519-457B) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Winchester Model 1882 Reloading Tool
One handheld Winchester reloading tool for .32 W.C.F. cartridges. The
tool is in very fine to near excellent condition, retaining estimated 80%
original blue with silvering at the edges and in patches across the
surface; some areas of thin ochre-brown staining are also present
scattered across the metal. The markings remain crisp and the tool
exhibits only very light handling marks. A desirable reloading tool,
seldom found in such nice condition. (126519-457C) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Winchester Model 1882 Reloading Tool
One handheld Winchester reloading tool for .38 S&W Spl. cartridges.
The tool is in very fine condition, polished to bright across most of the
surface. Gray-blue hints of original bluing remain and the side faces
exhibit a number of small impact divots scattered throughout as well as
hints of what appears to be remnants of gray patination that has been
mostly polished out. The markings remain crisp and the tool exhibits
only light handling marks. (126519-457D) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
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Winchester Model 1894 Reloading Tool
One handheld Winchester reloading tool fitted with a knurled blue steel
die for .38-55 cartridges. The metal surfaces are in near excellent
condition, exhibiting very few handling marks; the blued steel surfaces of
the handle and die retain estimated 95% original blue with occasional
flecks of ochre oxidation and the body is toned a soft gray with
occasional hints of brownish tone. (126519-457E) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Assorted Bullet Moulds
A collection of various bullet moulds, handles included, detailed as
follows: (1) Lyman two-cavity no. 358242; (1) Lee single-cavity no.
90371, with box; (1) Lee two-cavity no. 90384, with box; (1) Lee
single-cavity hollow point no. 90491; (1) Lyman four-cavity no. 358311;
(1) Ideal four-cavity no. 421183; (1) Ideal single-cavity no. 454190 with
hollow point pin; (1) Lyman two-cavity no. 452488; (1) Winchester
single-cavity no. 38-255; (1) Ideal single-cavity no. 32363; (1) Lyman
single-cavity no. 575213; (1) Ideal single-cavity no. 285448; (1)
Winchester mould in .45 Gov, 500 gr; (1) Ideal seven-cavity no. 360271;
(1) Geo. A. Hensley two-cavity no. 43358; (1) Hensley & Gibbs
four-cavity no. 45.429; (1) Hensley & Gibbs four-cavity no. 193.452; (1)
Hensley & Gibbs four-cavity no. S78; (1) Hensley & Gibbs four-cavity no.
134; (1) Dixie red-handle round ball mould with .395 diameter. Also
included are (2) large gang mould handles, unmarked but likely Hensley
& Gibbs brand; one of the handles has lost one of its grips. Included
items range from very good plus to fine, some exhibiting light to
moderate oxidation on the outer metal surfaces and light handling marks
on the handles; others retain up to 95% original blue finish with nearly
immaculate cavities. All appear immediately serviceable as-is or require
little more than a routine cleaning. (126519-320D) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
Cartridge Boxes
Includes (42) unmarked 50 rd. two-piece plastic cartridge boxes for .223
cartridges or similar. The boxes are in near excellent to excellent
condition with only light handling and storage marks. (126519-131)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Smith & Wesson Model 25 125th Anniversary Commemorative Display
Case and Box
Firearm not included. One Smith & Wesson 125th Anniversary
mahogany display case and one un-numbered commemorative factory
two-piece cardboard box each for the S&W Model 25 target revolver.
The lid of the case is centered by an inlaid brass plaque which reads
“Smith & Wesson / 125th Anniversary Commemorative / 1852-1977” and
the lid of the box is marked “125th Anniversary”. The case is in excellent
condition, exhibiting a scant few light storage and handling marks on the
outer surfaces; the blue velvet interior lining is unblemished. The box is
likewise in excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes. The
set includes a commemorative coin featuring the Smith & Wesson logo
in a wreath on one side and portraits of Horace Smith and David B.
Wesson on the other. The key to the case is also included. The case
also features an aperture in the lining of the lid to hold a commemorative
edition copy of 125 Years of Smith & Wesson by Roy G. Jinks (not
included). Overall an excellent array of commemorative display
packaging waiting to be reunited with one of its companion firearms.
(126519-42C) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
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Antique Powder Flasks & Dippers
Includes (2) brass powder flasks and (4) adjustable powder/shot dipper
measures. The first flask is Hawksley-marked, measures 6 5/8” in length
and with a plain body resembling Riling’s No. 214. The fixed common
top features an unlabeled three-step adjustable charger and an outside
spring; the charger adjusts freely and the spring functions well
mechanically. The second flask measures 6 1/2” in length with a plain
body resembling Riling’s No. 1330. The screw-off fireproof patent top
features an unlabeled four-step adjustable charger and an inside spring;
the charger adjusts freely and the spring functions well mechanically.
The flasks are each in about very good plus condition; both exhibit light
to moderate instances of tarnish and patination speckled across the
surface and the second flask exhibits occasional streaks of dark green
verdigris. The first flask has a few small handling dings and the second
bears a few light handling scratches and a small indentation on one side
at the neck. The first powder measure measures 5 3/4” in length and
features a handle of dark hardwood, possibly ebony, and a tin alloy
adjustable cylinder bowl labeled from 1 1/8 to 2 1/4 oz. of shot in
increments of 1/8 and 2 1/2 to 5 drams of powder in increments of 1/4.
The bowl is moderately patinated to a dark mottled gray throughout and
has been solder repaired at the neck. The adjustment knob appears to
be stuck in the uppermost (least volume) position and overall the dipper
rates very good plus. The remaining 3 dippers are of identical design,
featuring light-colored oak handles and aluminum adjustable bowls
labeled from 2 1/2 to 4 3/4 drams of powder in increments of 1/4 and 1
to 2 1/8 oz. of shot in increments of 1/8. The dippers are in very fine to
near excellent condition with areas of light tarnish and patina and few if
any other blemishes of note. (126519-466A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Ponsness-Warren Model 800B Size-O-Matic 12 ga. Reloading Station
One Ponsness-Warren Model 800B Size-O-Matic Reloading Station for
12 ga. shotshells featuring an eight-station bottom-fed shell plate,
powder and shot tubes and primer assembly. The powder tube is broken
and will need to be replaced; additionally, the primer assembly appears
to be missing some components and will also require repair or
replacement. The blued and bright steel surfaces are scattered with
occasional speckled ochre areas of mild oxidation and the textured
matte black steel which comprises the structural components is largely
unblemished. The device appears to function well mechanically and
should, after a bit of restorative effort, prove an admirable addition to the
workbench of serious shotshell reloader. (126519-44) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
WWI & WWII M1911 Pistol Holsters
Three Model 1916 holsters for the M1911 semi-automatic pistol: the first
is marked “G. & K. / 1918 / A.G.”, the second “BOYT / -44-” and the third
“Milwaukee Saddlery Co. / 1942”. All are in very fine to near excellent
condition, exhibiting occasional instances of wrinkling and scuffing,
some spots of minor fading and overall remaining supple and whole with
excellent stitching. The brass fittings are patinated to a mostly
yellow-tinged tobacco color and ringed by strong green verdigris which
should clean easily. (129353-111)
Canadian Hi-Power Holster Stock
One walnut holster/stock for an Inglis or Browning Hi-Power
semiautomatic pistol. The left side of the stock is stamped “S.A. LTD. /
1945” (Small Arms Ltd.) and the tan canvas carrying strap is marked
“ZL&T Ltd.” (Zephyr Loom & Textile Ltd.). The stock is in excellent
condition with a very few light handling marks. An excellent accessory in
beautiful condition for one’s Hi-Power pistol. (12B9353-105)
Est. 200 - 400
Assorted Slings
A variety of slings and straps in materials such as leather, nylon and
canvas. Items are in very good plus to excellent condition on average,
some examples tending toward very fine to near excellent, with only light
handling and storage wear. (129353-109A)
Lens Caps and Scope Mounts
An assortment of vintage lens caps and scope mounts including brands
such as Weaver, Williams and Southwest Cutlery & Manufacturing. All
items are in excellent condition in box, appeared unused or only lightly
used. (126519-262P) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Japanese Nambu Pistol Holsters
Two holsters for Japanese Nambu pistols. The first is made of layered
canvas with a leather shoulder strap. The holster is stiff, overall in very
fine to near excellent condition with some cosmetic scuffing and crazing
of the exposed edges, retaining excellent stitching and exhibiting no loss
or separation to speak of. The strap is also in fine condition with some
light scuffing and wrinkling of the leather. The second holster is russet
leather, also with a leather shoulder strap. The leather is supple with
excellent stitching, exhibiting a number of surface scuffs and handling
marks. The shoulder strap rates about good, the central stitching has
been lost and the strap is now in two separated parts. (129353-108)
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Japanese Type 26 Revolver Holster
One dark russet leather holster for a Japanese Type 26 revolver. The
holster is in very fine to near excellent condition, remaining supple and
whole with excellent stitching. The brass fittings are slightly tarnished
and rings of bright green verdigris are visible where brass meets leather.
Cosmetic scuffing is scattered across the leather surfaces and a bit of
wear is evident at the hole of the closing flap for the interior cartridge
pouch. The cartridge loops within are still in excellent condition and the
interior of the holster is near excellent with signs of light use. Overall a
very nice WWII-era revolver holster. (129353-102)
German P.08 Holster
One 1942-dated black leather holster for a Luger P.08 pistol. The rear
face is stamped with the date, manufacturer code “bmd”, Waffenamt
“WaA645” and “P.08” label. The holster is in near excellent condition
with excellent stitching, light crazing on the closing strap and small
handling marks here or there across the surface. (129353-106)
Primers & Percussion Caps
(2) containers. The first is an unmarked zinc-bolstered wooden canister
containing 135 +/- brass Berdan primers in very good plus to excellent
condition. The second is a vintage tin of 250 +/- British or Canadian
military surplus copper percussion caps in excellent condition,
manufactured by (according to the label) Imperial Chemical Industries
Limited in Birmingham and originally retailed by Canadian Industries
Limited of Montreal. (1X128685-13D)
Saiga Factory Furniture Sets
This lot consists of two sets of black injection-moulded Saiga factory
stocks and forends. The pistolgrip stocks remain in very good plus
condition with numerous light scuffs and other handling marks and their
sling swivels are intact. One of the forends rates very good with a small
chip in the base which will not be seen once installed in a receiver while
the other forend rates near excellent and both have intact sling swivels.
(2X237814-13)
Leather Boots
One pair of pebble grain black leather boots with suede leather lining.
The boots are sized “29,5” and measure 12 1/4” from toe to heel. The
soles are black rubber with near excellent treads, only slightly worn. The
leather rates very good plus to excellent, remaining supple and
exhibiting moderate scuffing but no cracking, loss or separation.
(1X127884-35J) [Craig Brown Collection]
Hand Tooled Leather Gun Scabbard
One two-piece russet leather scabbard with elegant floral scroll. The two
parts comprise a 35” main body and a 16” cover that fits over the butt of
a stored gun and overlaps the body. The body hangs from an adjustable
russet leather carrying strap with brass buckles and fittings. The cover is
closed by a zipper. The leather is in about fine condition, exhibiting
some stiffness, areas of crazing and scattered spots of light staining.
The straps are moderately crazed with instances of fraying at the edges
and white staining over the surface. The zipper of the cover shows gray
oxidation over the silvery base metal and spots of reddish brown from
contact with the leather. Overall the scabbard rates about very fine with
some light storage and handling wear. (1X128937-436) [Cletus Klein
Collection]
Tin Types
This lot consists of two early tin type portraits. First is a small portrait of
a young man in business attire that measures about 2 1/2” x 2” and
exhibits cursive writing in pencil on the inside of the cover “John Cline /
Amsterdam NY”. There is also what appears to be a date of “1848” and
“Born in” but the location is not legible. Research shows a Reverend
John Cline who was born in 1832 and died in 1904 that was active in
Monroe County, NY. This could possibly be an image of the Reverend in
his younger years. The top cover of the case is missing as is the bottom
portion of the remaining portion. The picture itself is in very good
condition with light crackling and crazing throughout. The second picture
is larger and measures about 4 3/4” x 3 3/4”. The portrait is of a seated
couple in their Sunday best with period-typical stern expressions on their
faces. The top portion of the case is also missing but the remaining base
is intact. The picture is in excellent condition but the couple is not
identified. Also included is a spare brass foil border that measures about
3 1/4” x 2 3/4” and has some light tarnish and small specks of oxidation
present. (3X48399-4I)
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Tin Type Cases
Lot of several partial and complete 19th century tin type cases. The first
measures 2 1/2” by 3” with brass hinges; the case retains its dark
maroon satin lining and glass protective screen and rates about
excellent, exhibiting a crack across the spine below the upper hinge.
The second measures 3 1/8” by 3 5/8”, has lost its binding and closing
mechanism resulting in separation of the two covers and rates about
very good, exhibiting flaking and handling wear of the finish; the case
retains its inner red velvet lining (showing some separation toward the
upper left corner) and its glass screen, sheet brass frame, and tin
backing. The third measures 2 3/8” by 2 7/8” and features a swiveling
hook latch and canvas spine binding, rating excellent with light scuffing
at the edges; the interior retains its red velvet lining, glass screen and
sheet brass frame; the frame is crimped along the bottom edge from
being removed to extract the original tin type once previously housed in
the case. Also included is a lone cover measuring 2 3/8” by 2 7/8” with
yellow paper lining and a swiveling brass hook; apart from the loss of its
matching half, the cover rates very good to near excellent with a bit of
handling wear. These cases may prove useful for housing loose tin
types or as spare parts for restoration. (3X128817-28H)
Vintage Remington Rolling Block Pistol Holster
This is a very nice unmarked period leather flap holster with shoulder
strap for a Rolling Block-style pistol and remains in very good plus
condition. The exterior shows a few small areas of minor staining, a few
spots of light cracking and creases. The shoulder strap hardware is
nickel-plated and the strap remains intact. The interior is lined with blue
baize and shows a couple small tears and areas of lost stitching along
the flap. There are two different studs for the flap depending on the
length of the grip on the pistol and the holster measures about 14 1/4" in
overall length. A nice period accessory to accompany your Rolling Block
pistol. (1X13A9362-48A) [Ed Marron, Jr. Collection]
Lot of S&W Rubber Grips
This lot contains 4 total: pair (2) of Hogue Monogrips for S&W N frames
with square butts, and a Pachmayr Compac Grip for N frames with
round butts and a Pachmayr Presentation grip for N frames with square
butts. All remain in about very good plus condition showing a few minor
surfaces scuffs from light use. (2X237814-5)
Modified S&W target grips
These modified smooth walnut K frame square butt target grips feature
an ejection clearance cut. The panels have been thinned slightly, the
frontstrap slimmed with a clearance cut for the toe of the frame. The
contour of the grips requires a frame with part of the toe removed or the
frame protrudes out the front. The left panel's silver medallion was
sanded lightly during refurbishment and shows the brass base metal.
The factory medallion on the right panel was removed and replaced with
a New York State Police medallion. They have a have a heavy coat of
lacquer and show scattered scratches and handling marks. No screw is
provided. (2X89275-7A)
Super Blackhawk Grips
This lot includes a pair of smooth walnut grips with silver phoenix
medallions and stainless grip screw that remain in excellent condition.
(1X107818-11)
Leather Shot Pouches
Two patent leather shot pouches. The first measures 5 1/2”, holds 2 1/2
lbs. of shot and features a two-step adjustable charger graduated from 1
1/4 to 1 1/2 oz. The brown body exhibits light scuffing and crazing
across the surface but no loss or flaking. The seams are delicate and
show a few instances of separation. The D-shaped suspension ring has
fully detached from the swell of the pouch but is still present and
included. The charger exhibits a cloudy gray-brown patina over most of
the surface of the brass and the spring is missing from the lever. Overall
this pouch rates about good. The second pouch measures 6 1/4”, holds
2 1/2 lbs. of shot and features a steel bishop-marked adjustable
two-step charger graduated from 1 1/4 to 1 3/8 oz. and a D-shaped
suspension ring. The light brown body is complete and supple with tight
seams, though it does exhibit moderate crazing over the surface and
light areas of handling wear. The charger is patinated with clouds of
dark smoky gray and the pouch rates near excellent overall.
(1X12A8937-421C) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Spyglass and Powder Measure
One collapsible spyglass and one small powder measure. The spyglass
is composed of five brass segments, the outermost of which is finished
in red-brown lacquer. The level of zoom is variable depending on how
many segments are extended. The inner segments exhibit a thin light
brown patina of tarnish; the outermost segment shows dark brown
tarnish and areas of green verdigris on the areas of exposed glass. The
top three sections separate from the bottom two when lightly pulled due
to a loosened fit but the lenses remain clear and bright and the spyglass
is otherwise fully functional. The powder measure is steel and measures
2” with an inner diameter of .43”. The steel rates near excellent with the
barest hints of dark brown pinprick speckling visible upon close
examination. (1X128937-433M) [Cletus Klein Collection]
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Unmarked Primer Extractor / Priming Tool
This hand held loading tool is marked “44” in the shell holder with “Pat.
Applied” along the left edge. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown and
gray having areas of oxidation, and silvering along the high edges. The
screws show minor slot wear and the tool appears complete in overall
good condition. (2X108169-44A)
AR-15 Accessories
This lot includes five items. First is a Samco FAS-2 quick release
flashlight holder that has a few light handling marks and scratches.
Second is an adjustable New Frontier Armory butt that has light
scratches and minor handling marks. Third are two unmarked seven
hole handguards, one has a metal heat shield the other doesn’t and
both are in excellent condition. Fourth is a contoured finger rest
pistolgrip with checkered backstrap that shows light handling marks and
some ingrained dirt staining. A great spare parts group. (108444-4)
AR Handguard Lot
This lot consists of three (3) unmarked sets of round style black
composite handguards for AR-15 style uppers. Two measure 12” long,
one is equipped with a 5” picatinny rail adapter. The third measures
about 9” long and has a 4” rail adapter installed. All three are in
excellent overall condition. (2X49375-94D)
AR Handguard Lot
This lot consists of three (3) unmarked sets of round style black
composite carbine length handguards for the AR-15 style uppers. All
measure about 6 3/4" long and are in excellent overall condition.
(2X49375-94C)
Shotgun Forends
(1) forend for a Remington Model 3200 12 ga. over-under shotgun. The
forend rates about as-new with few if any discernible blemishes; (1)
checkered walnut forend for a Browning Superposed 12 ga. over-under
shotgun. The forend is drilled for a reinforcing crossbolt which is not
present. The wood exhibits some light handling marks and storage wear,
a 1 3/4” hairline crack extending from the right side of the front end and
a patch of adhesive residue that should respond to a thorough cleaning.
Overall this forend rates very good plus to fine. (128937-429D,E) [Cletus
Klein Collection]
Driving Gloves
Assorted gloves, detailed as follows: one pair of black leather gloves
with gray polyester lining, rating excellent; one pair of soft gray-tan
calfskin leather gloves with Moka-Calf calf-hair lining, rating excellent;
one pair of black steerhide leather gloves with black suede and red
cotton lining, rating about good with some staining and handling wear on
the fingers; three unmatched black gloves of black leather with knit wool
lining, black leather with plaid cotton lining, and knitted polyester, each
rating very good plus. Though only the first pair is labeled with a size
(XL), all aforementioned gloves are of similar fit. Also included is one
pair of vintage women’s gloves of finely woven cream-colored cotton
with mother-of-pearl snap-button clasps, sized about Small. The gloves
exhibit some age yellowing but otherwise rate excellent.
(1X127884-35B) [Craig Brown Collection]
WWII German Field Cap
One soft field cap of dark green wool felt with olive green cotton lining,
pewter buttons and an embroidered patch depicting the Nazi party eagle
above a circular emblem of the National Colors in black, white and red.
The lining is ink-stamped with barely visible markings denoting size “58”,
date “1945” and manufacturing/issue code which appears to be “H 8A
M0”. Except for the aforementioned fading and a bit of staining at the
edges of the lining, the cap is largely unblemished and rates near
excellent. (12B7884-27L) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
Colt Upper Receiver
This flat top Colt marked upper with integrated Picatinny rail is in
7.62x39mm with a 20” CMP barrel that has a 1/12 twist and bright
excellent bore. The upper has a 15 hole handguard, complete bolt
assembly, A2 style sight and is in excellent condition. (109473-13) [Col.
L.H. Miller Collection]
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Miscellaneous Assorted Grips
A variety of handgun grips, most unpaired: (1) checkered walnut
right-side grip for a Luger P.08 pistol in near excellent condition; (2)
checkered walnut left-side grips for a Luger P.08 pistol, both in near
excellent condition and neither exactly matching the aforementioned
right-side grip in color; (1) Barami Corp. black plastic right-side grip with
a finger rest extension for a Colt D-frame round butt revolver, in
excellent condition; (1) unmarked smooth walnut right-side grip which
may be for a Colt D-frame square butt revolver; (1) Colt-marked
checkered hard rubber left-side grips, possibly for a Colt Official Police
revolver or similar, in very fine condition; (1) smooth walnut left-side
target grip with thumb and palm rests for an unidentified pistol; (1)
checkered rosewood right-side target grip with finger rest for an
unidentified pistol not matching the previous; (1) checkered hard rubber
left-side grip for a Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless pistol in very
fine condition; (1) checkered hard rubber right-side grip for a small-frame
pocket revolver in excellent condition. Also includes (1) Berretta
checkered hard rubber buttplate and (1) Ruger Mini-14 plastic buttplate
each in very fine condition. (126519-401AM)
Lahti L-35 Holsters
Two holsters for the Finnish Lahti L-35 pistol. First, a black leather
holster in near excellent condition. The leather remains supple and
whole with excellent stitching and a few light scuffs. One of the brass
closing strap fittings has become partially separated at one rivet from its
place on the flap but the opposite rivet holds firm. Scattered instances of
white bloom are present and strong rings of green verdigris bloom have
formed around the lightly patinated brass fittings. The holster includes
two magazines, a cleaning tool and a magazine loading tool each in
their appropriate pouches and in very fine to near excellent condition.
Overall the holster is a fine specimen which should clean up nicely.
Second, a russet brown leather holster of newer manufacture in near
excellent condition with only a bit of negligible scuffing here or there,
very mellow tarnish on the brass and hints of green verdigris bloom
where brass meets leather. The accessory pockets are also in excellent
condition; the accessories are not included with this example.
(129353-107)
.50 Cal Bullet Mould
One steel base-pour single-cavity bullet mould for a ridged conical
bullet, labeled “50-GOV” on the handle. The mould is in very good plus
to excellent condition, exhibiting moderate wear on the markings and
scattered instances of cleaned dark gray pinprick pitting across the
handles and outside faces of the mould block. The cavity itself is in near
excellent to excellent condition, showing light signs of previous use and
no blemishes or irregularities of note. (129353-103)
Assorted Military Accessories
A variety of miscellaneous military accessories including the following:
(1) L.C.C. & Co. 1918-dated canvas magazine pouch in very fine
condition; (1) Boyle 1942-dated canvas magazine pouch in excellent
condition and including (2) near-excellent lightly used M1911 45 ACP
parkerized pistol magazines; (1) unmarked pebbled black rubber
cartridge pouch in excellent condition; (1) B.B. Inc. magazine pouch in
near excellent condition with a faded date stamp but otherwise very few
blemishes, including two blued 15 rd. M1 Carbine magazines in
excellent condition; (1) 30 rd. blued steel M1 carbine magazine in near
excellent condition with some light handling marks; (1) tan canvas
bandolier comprising six pockets, each containing two 5 rd. stripper clips
of 30-06, all in excellent condition; (+-30) rounds of 30 Carbine
ammunition; (2) unopened 1938-dated boxes of 30 Carbine ammunition
on stripper clips; (11) steel stripper clips for the SMLE rifle, in very fine
condition; (2) canvas holsters for British military .38 cal revolvers, the
first tan with a closing flap and a cartridge pouch, the second gray with a
closing strap and six cartridge loops, both in very good plus to excellent
condition with a bit of light wear; (1) 50 rd. box of steel-cased 45 ACP
FMJ round ball ammunition, in very fine condition with a bit of patina on
the nose of some of the cartridges; (1) 1951-dated MAS rubber recoil
pad in very good plus condition with some light storage wear.
(129353-109B)
National Rifle Association Junior Division Target Shooting Medals
Two NRA Junior Division shooting medals. The first is a brass award
comprising a “Sharpshooter” suspension pin, nine bars with blue enamel
escutcheons and a circular medal depicting crossed rifles and a target
alongside the text “Junior Division / Nat’l Rifle / Association”. The brass
is bright yellow and rates very fine with occasional light handling marks
and a few hints of patina mostly on the reverse. The second is another
similar Junior Division medal pin, sans bars, for the "Pro-Marksman"
level. (12A8937-456) [Cletus Klein Collection]
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WWII German Innsbruck Standschützen Bataillon Uniform
One olive green wool felt uniform comprising a tunic and a pair of
trousers. No size label is printed on the tunic and the approximate
measurements are as follows: backwaist 15 1/2”, neck 16”, sleeves 24”,
total back length 27”, chest 40 1/4”. The right sleeve features an
embroidered edelweiss patch on a dark green oval field and the left
sleeve features a lozenge-shaped patch embroidered with a red Nazi
party eagle and the text “Standschützen / Bataillon / Innsbruck”. The
tunic is in very fine condition with a bit of crazing at the interior seams
and areas of age discoloration but few if any instances of loss,
separation or blemishes of note. The trousers are also unmarked and
feature a waist of about 33” (+-84cm) and an inseam of about 28”
(+-71cm). The fabric is in similar material to the tunic and generally in
fine condition; the stitching has come undone at the crotch, otherwise
the trousers are unblemished aside from some expected light age
fading. (12B7884-34T) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
WWI German Tunic
One brown cotton tunic with lacquered brass buttons, navy blue felt at
the cuffs and collar and brass bullion trim. The white canvas shoulder
straps are embroidered “III / B.F.R.” and the left sleeve is stitched with
an embroidered felt band above the cuff. The band exhibits a bit of
material loss but most of the embroidered text remains intact, reading
“190(illegible) III B.F.R. 1912”. No size label is present and the
approximate measurements are as follows: backwaist 16”, total back
length 28 1/2”, sleeves 24”, chest 41”, neck 16”. The brass buttons and
bullion trim are tarnished to a mottled tawny brown and there are a few
small ochre stains on the inside of the collar around the closing hooks;
otherwise the tunic is in very fine condition overall with little wear.
(12A7884-34U) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
WWI German Uniform
One tan cotton uniform with thin blue felt piping, comprising a tunic and
a pair of trousers. The tunic features white shoulder straps with red and
black stripes and polished steel buttons each embossed with a crown.
No size label is present and the approximate measurements are as
follows: backwaist 14 1/2”, total back length 25 1/2”, sleeves 22”, chest
42”, neck 15 1/4”. The tunic is in near excellent condition, exhibiting little
to no wear at any of the seams and excellent stitching. Scattered flecks
of light gray soiling are visible across the outer surfaces and a bit of
tarnish is present on the buttons of the pockets. Otherwise, the tunic
retains strong even coloring and exhibits very little fabric wear. The
trousers measure approximately 36” at the waist and 27” at the inseam.
The trousers are in similar or perhaps superior condition to the tunic with
no discernible blemishes except occasional very light spots of staining.
(12B7884-34V) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 150 - 250
Post WWI German Reichswehr Tunic
One dark green wool felt uniform with a burgundy collar, tan cotton lining
and pewter buttons. The 2nd button hole is adorned by a ribbon in the
German National Colors of black, white and red; the left arm is
embroidered with a patch depicting a white shield on a field of navy blue
with the numbers “177 / 4”. The shoulder straps are gray trimmed by
spiral black and white piping. No size label is present and the
approximate measurements are as follows: backwaist 16”, total back
length 26”, sleeves 24”, chest 48 1/2”, neck 17”. The wool is only lightly
worn and exhibits large areas of light burgundy staining. The inner lining
is similarly stained, as is the fabric of the shoulder straps. Some fraying
at the edges of the fabric can be seen at the seams of the interior but
the stitching remains excellent with no discernible loss or separation.
Coloration aside, the tunic exhibits little wear and is in very good plus to
excellent condition as a whole. (12A7884-34W) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 100 - 200
WWII German Schwaz Standschützen Bataillon Tunic
One feldgrau cotton tunic featuring a soft cotton lining in the sleeves,
pewter and horn buttons, and lozenge-shaped olive green patches on
the lapels. The patches are trimmed in white aluminum bullion and the
left-side patch is adorned with three aluminum stars. The left arm is
decorated by an embroidered diamond patch depicting a red Nazi party
eagle and the text “Standschützen / Bataillon / Schwaz”. The lining is
stitched with a manufacturer’s label reading “Hofschneider / S. Gut /
Wien, VI / Gumpendorfer Str. 10”. No size label is present and the
approximate measurements are as follows: backwaist 14”, total back
length 26”, sleeves 24”, neck 17”, chest 43”. The tunic is in near
excellent condition, exhibiting excellent fabric throughout with few if any
blemishes except a small hole at the edge of the skirt. The stitching of
the liner at the base of the right arm has also separated but, aside from
the thread, exhibits no damage or loss and will likely be a simple repair
for a skilled tailor. (12A7884-34X) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
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WWII German Volkssturm Tunic
One Feldgrau wool tunic with dark gray cotton lining, wool felt collar and
dark gray cotton lining. The left sleeve is banded by a red and black
Volkssturm armband. No size label is present and the approximate
measurements are as follows: backwaist 14”, total back length 25”,
sleeves 22”, neck 17”, chest 39”. The tunic is in excellent condition,
nearly unblemished except for some fading on the inside lining beneath
the arms and the separation of some threading at the left cuff; as the
cuff exhibits no damage aside from loss of thread, restoration should be
a simple project for a skilled tailor. (12A7884-34Y) [Craig Brown
Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
WWII German Volkssturm Tunic
One green wool felt tunic with olive green satin lining and pewter
buttons. The lapels are adorned by lozenge-shaped patches of black
wool felt, each with two aluminum stars; the left sleeve is banded by a
red and black Volkssturm armband. The ink-stamped size label reads
“41 (far left), 88 (upper left), 39 (upper right), 76 (lower left), 62 (lower
right)”; as many Volkssturm uniforms are converted from pre-existing
garments, the label may no longer correspond to the current
measurements. Approximate measurements are as follows: backwaist
15 1/4”, total back length 23 1/4”, sleeves 23”, neck 15”, chest 38 1/2”.
The tunic is in very fine condition with a few spots of wear consisting
primarily of scattered crazing of the inside lining and occasional small
holes at the edges of the exterior. Includes a brass badge which pins to
the front of the tunic. (127884-34Z) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
WWII German Bruneck Standschützen Bataillon Tunic
One green wool felt tunic with japanned aluminum buttons. The shoulder
straps are brown fabric bullion with silver-colored stripes. The lapels are
stitched with dark green felt lozenge-shaped patches: the right-side
patch is embroidered “II/4”. The left sleeve is embroidered with a green
felt diamond with a red Nazi party eagle and the text “Standschützen /
Bataillon / Bruneck”. The ink-stamped size label on the inside of the
jacket reads “43 104 44 / 64” in two lines. Overall the coat is in near
excellent to excellent condition, exhibiting little if any wear except the
loss of some of the lacquer from the buttons. (12A7884-34AA) [Craig
Brown Collection]
Est. 200 - 400
Post-WWI German Freikorps Uniform
One uniform comprising a gray tunic with brown polished horn buttons
and a set of trousers in a slightly lighter greenish-gray. The tunic
features a single orange shoulder strap (only the right-side strap is
present) and lozenge-shaped orange felt patches on the lapels; the lapel
patches are each adorned with a copper bullion band centered by a star
or flower and a cast aluminum pin in the shape of an edelweiss. The
right sleeve is stitched with a green felt patch centered by a brass shield
with the letters “H / W”. A red and white satin bar medal is pinned above
the left breast pocket; the medal is somewhat frayed and may be
missing some pieces. No size label is present and approximate
measurements are as follows: backwaist 14”, total back length 24 1/2”,
sleeves 24”, neck 16”, chest 41”. The tunic is in overall very fine
condition with some small blemishes such as a few tiny holes scattered
throughout and light staining mostly in the sleeve lining and at the upper
edge of the collar. Otherwise the fabric is whole, well-kept and with
excellent stitching. The trousers measure approximately 37” at the waist
and 30” at the inseam and are in excellent condition with few if any
blemishes. (12B7884-34AB) [Craig Brown Collection]
Est. 150 - 250
WWII German Volkssturm Tunic
One feldgrau wool tunic with aluminum buttons, black felt lapel patches
centered by aluminum star pins and an embroidered Nazi party eagle
above the right breast pocket. Inside the rear of the skirt is a panel
hand-stitched with the name “G. Schneider / 12”. No size label is present
and approximate measurements are: backwaist 12”, total back length 24
1/2”, sleeves 23”, neck 14”, chest 36”. Overall the tunic is in very good
plus to excellent condition: the button holes are somewhat frayed, one of
the buttons has been lost from the front and some staining is present at
the back of the collar; otherwise the tunic is whole with excellent
stitching and few other signs of wear. (12A7884-34AC)
Est. 200 - 400
Circassian Walnut Buttstock Blank
One walnut stock blank measuring 14 1/2” long, 2 1/2” thick, 7” wide at
the rear and 5” wide at the forward end. Both side faces are varnished
and the wood exhibits a beautiful contrasting coffee, tobacco and toffee
figure. (12A8085-34)
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John Wayne 21” Porcelain Doll by Franklin Heirloom Dolls
Measuring 21” tall, this porcelain and fabric scale model of renowned
actor John Wayne dressed in classic Western garb comes complete with
a display stand and a complete set of accessories including hat, lasso
and revolver. Duke’s head, shoulders, forearms and boots are fine
porcelain, the remainder of his body composed of stuffed cotton. The
doll is in excellent condition with little to no discernible wear. A fine
addition to any collection of John Wayne Hollywood memorabilia.
(12A6654-6)
Shooter’s Lot
A variety of shooter’s accessories including: a wide assortment of bore
brushes in various sizes, materials and configurations; assorted revolver
speedloaders and moon clips; various unmarked steel and aluminum
scope mounts; other miscellaneous related accessories and
components of the above. Most items are in original packaging, few
appear more than lightly used. (126056-6A)
Shooter’s Safety Equipment
Two Peltor Tactical 6-S ear protection headsets and four pairs of
protective safety glasses in the following brands: (1) Uvex, (1)
Remington, (1) Focus, (1) unmarked. The glasses are in excellent
condition and appear to be unused or only lightly used. The headsets
are in very good plus to excellent condition, showing some signs of light
usage. The microphone padding is somewhat weathered with
occasional small tears. The audio of one of the headsets is
nonfunctional and the other functions only on the left side; as the
headsets do not exhibit any major visible damage, they may simply be in
need of fresh batteries. Also included are a few loose replacement pads
for the headsets and an unopened Peltor hygiene kit of replacement
padding. (126056-6B)
Holsters & Belt Pouches
Assorted leather goods: (1) Bianchi #129 “Cross Draw” 11” russet
leather holster; (2) tan leather WorkForce clip-on belt pouches; (1) Allen
green nylon clip-on shotshell belt pouch; (1) brown leather Bianchi 5”
clip-on holster; (1) Hunter suede leather rifle cartridge pouch; (1)
unmarked tan leather holster; (1) Tayra black leather and plastic
retention holster for a short-barreled revolver. Items range from very fine
to excellent condition and none exhibit more than a few light handling
marks. (126056-6C)
Assorted Sights & Scope Rings
A small arrangement of miscellaneous iron sights and scope rings
including: (1) Thompson/Center Insta-Sight No. 8500 reflex handgun
sight; (1) Marble Arms #95 Folding Sporting rear sight; (2) unmarked
elevation/windage-adjustable Patridge rear sights each on a 1 1/2” base;
(1) elevation-adjustable Lyman flip-up U-notch rear sight; (2) dovetail
blade front sights each on a 3 1/4” mount; (1) 4 3/4” Weaver-style scope
mount; (1) pair Thompson/Center Maxima 1” quick release scope rings;
(1) pair Warne Maxima 1” quick release scope rings; (1) pair
Thompson/Center 1” Gorilla Grip scope rings and bases; assorted loose
screws and Allen wrenches. Items are in near excellent to excellent
condition, none showing more than very light use. (126056-6D)
Smith & Wesson Performance Center Handgun Cases
Two aluminum Smith & Wesson Performance Center aluminum
handgun cases. The cases are in near excellent to excellent condition
with only very light handling and storage marks. (126056-3AA)
Spotting Scope & Case
One Kowa TS-501 20-40x spotting scope in a black fold-out hard case.
The scope features clear excellent optics and is in very fine condition
with only superficial handling wear on the gray hard plastic exterior. The
case itself is in fine to near excellent condition with some scuffing at the
corners. No accessories are included. Tripod and additional accessories
are not included. (126056-3AB)
Ruger Parts & Magazines
Assorted Ruger firearm components including but not limited to: (1)
Tactical Solutions aluminum picatinny 15 MOA rail for a 10/22 rifle;
various firing pins, trigger parts and hammer parts for 10/22 rifles and
Mk II and III pistols; (7) magazines for Mk. II or III pistols comprising (4)
complete magazines and (3) incomplete magazines without followers or
springs; replacement fiber optic sight components; assorted grip screws;
(1) pair checkered rosewood Mk. II pistol grips; additional miscellaneous
parts not detailed here. (126056-6E)
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Vietnam War Carlos Hathcock Wanted Poster
One wanted poster recovered during the Vietnam war detailing a reward
for renowned U.S. Marine sniper Gunnery Sergeant Carlos Norman
Hathcock II. The poster is centered by a rudimentary caricature of
Hathcock himself and offers a reward of 100,000 piastres. Hatchcock
held the highest recorded bounty placed on any Marine Corps sniper by
the North Vietnamese army, the equivalent of about $30,000 in U.S.
dollars. This poster exhibits some wear across the center where the
paper has been repeatedly folded but otherwise is in excellent condition.
Information from the consignor purports that this particular poster was
recovered by Sgt. Ray Green while assigned to the 5th SFG
headquarters in Nhatrang. While unable to substantiate the story, the
poster appears authentic to this writer. (124343-80B)
Shooter’s Lot
This lot has appeal to the shooter, collector and outdoorsman. Included
are (3) "Jon-e Warmer" hand warmers that are as-new-in-the box, the
original boxes showing handling wear and torn end flaps. Also included
is a Al Freeland Winchester Model 52-D bore cleaning guide (aluminum)
showing light handling wear. (1) Smith & Wesson red two-piece pistol
box for a "38 Chiefs Special" in very good plus condition showing light
scuffing on the edges, an old piece of cellophane tape wrapped around
the box and other handling marks. (86519-256C)
Reloading Die Lot
This lot includes (1) RCBS two-die set for 7/30 Waters and includes a #2
shellholder and (1) RCBS two-die set for 9x23mm Mauser. Both are in
excellent condition. (86519-107A)
Lot of Miscellaneous Ammunition and Other Collectibles
This lot includes: (1) Winchester 8 gauge lead industrial "Kiln" round, (1)
50 BMG blank round that has the powder removed but is still primed and
headstamped "FA 39 / CAL 50", (1) 223 Rem cartridge in an acrylic
block, (1) "Midget" folding hanger with black leather holster, (4) boxes of
full and partially full 22 Short blanks from Remington, C-I-L (2) and
Remington UMC; (1) partial box of components to reload "Zip Reload
Chambers" with 40 .308 92 gr. FMJ bullets and 8 blank rounds, (1)
partial tin of Eley Brothers percussion caps, (3) envelopes with one each
cartridge case draw sets for 22 Short, Long and Extra Long, (1) empty
14 mm cannon round headstamped 11 / 67, (1) Robin Hood Ammunition
Company coin, (1) NRA Model 1903 Rifle Series coin, (1) Winchester
Repeating Arms medallion, (5) assorted cartridge shaped "Trench
Lighters", (1) bag with approximately 18 assorted period collectible
cartridges; (2) Sergeant chevrons with black background, silver stripes,
two rockers and a diamond center and (1) red star shaped chevron
measuring 4 3/4" across the points. (86678-77I)
T/C Accessory Lot
This lot consists of three items for the Thompson/Center Encore Pro
Hunter Pistol. Included are a 15” fluted stainless steel barrel, the black
rubber forearm and a black rubber pistolgrip. The barrel is chambered in
308 Win and has a bright, excellent bore. The forearm includes its
original packaging and the grip has the mounting bolt to attach to the
frame. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (49319-924A)
Smith & Wesson Model 80G Air Rifle
serial #014185, .177 BB, 22” barrel with a presumably unfired bore. The
metal surfaces on this vintage CO2 powered air rifle about 99% original
blue that has a few very light handling marks. The brown synthetic
“wood grain” stock rates excellent. The original sights remain intact and
included is S&W branded CO2 cylinder that is painted blue and installed
in the cartridge port. The original box with manual and factory hangtag is
included. An excellent to as-new example of these classic air rifles.
(4A8840-45) {NON-GUN} [Roy Jinks Collection]
Est. 100 - 150
Winchester Model 1000X Air Rifle by Daisy
serial #030711053, .177 Pellet, 18” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with perhaps a few
light handling marks only. The checkered Turkish walnut stock rates
excellent and has a few very light handling marks. The original factory
fiber optic sights remain intact and mounted to the grooved receiver is a
Daisy 3-7X20 air rifle scope. The scope features a “TV view” duplex
reticle and has excellent optics. The original box and manual are
included. A near as-new example of these quality air rifles that boasts
1000fps velocity. (4A9314-34) {NON-GUN}
Est. 50 - 100
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Remington Gun Safe
This lot is a Remington Model R22 fire resistant gun safe that measures
about 60"H x 30"W x 22"D (23” overall with the handle and dial) and
weighs approximately 475-500 lbs. The exterior is a gloss black finish
and the interior has gray carpeted shelves. Safe is equipped with a
Sargent & Greenleaf mechanical lock that has the key tumbler to lock
the dial, but no key is included. The fire rating is basic but will resist
1200 degrees for 30 minutes. The safe also features five 1" active door
bolts and is capable of storing up to 18 long guns with additional storage
on the shelves. A round silver Glock Firearms sticker is affixed to the
upper right corner of the left side and included is a goldenrod electronic
dehumidifier. There are some light to minor scratches and handling
marks from moving but overall this quality safe, that was made for
Remington by the Liberty Safe Company, is in near excellent overall
condition. ***Please Note - Due to the size and weight of this item that
shipping is not available*** (4A9316-13)
Est. 400 - 600
Browning Pro Steel Gun Safe
This lot consists of a smaller sized Browning Pro Steel model long gun
safe. This all-steel safe measures about 60”H x 22”W x 12”D (14” overall
with the handle) and weighs about 200 lbs. or less. The interior has no
fire lining but is equipped a single carpeted shelf and has a carpeted
storage rack for up to nine long guns. There are several minor to
moderate scratches and some areas of minor to more moderate surface
oxidation throughout. The safe opens via a single round key which is
included, and there is an NRA Endowment Member decal affixed above
the lock on the door. This is great safe for securing a few rifles or
shotguns in a closet, smaller apartment or space on the upper level of a
residence. ***Please Note – Due the this item’s size and weight that
shipping is not available*** (4A9487-1)
Est. 75 - 150
Military Field Telephone Lot
This lot consists of ten items. First is a German EE-8-B field telephone in
the original CV-1181/TT canvas and rubber case. These versatile
communication devices saw service for over four decades and could be
run on battery or AC power and were capable of sending signals
wirelessly via short range or could be connected to a larger wired
system. The markings are all in German, the handset is included and the
case has some areas of light oxidation on the metal parts. Next are two
(2) BC-606 Interphone control boxes (one C model and the other D).
The two are in excellent condition and include the installation clips and
parts. Third are two (2) TW-141-V Switch and signal kits. Fourth are two
(2) T-30-S microphones by the Universal Microphone Company that are
sealed in their original boxes. Next are two (2) JK-26 aircraft headset
receptacle jacks. Lastly are two headsets manufactured by the National
Scientific Products Co. in Illinois. All are in very good overall condition.
(47467-12)
Civil War Army Swords Deluxe Special Limited Edition, Leatherbound
Signed Copy
One copy of Civil War Army Swords by John H. Thillman, Mowbray
Publishers 2008, leatherbound hardcover, 607 pages. The front cover is
decorated by a gilt oval panel depicting a sketch of a U.S. Model 1850
Staff & Field Officer’s sword and a gilt likeness of the author’s signature.
A protective cardboard case is included, also leatherbound and with a
design matching the book’s cover. Inside the cover on the endsheet
there is a sticker which reads “Deluxe Special Limited Edition / Book #72
of 100 / John Thillman (typed)” and is also signed in pen by the author.
The book and case are in excellent condition and appear new and
unused. (1X129425-2C)
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